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Abstract: The disclosure provides methods, base editors, vectors encoding base editors and cognate gRNAs, and compositions and kits comprise said components, for installing nucleobase edits to the SMN2 locus to increase the activity and/or amount and/or stability of SMN2 protein in a cell, thereby treating Spinal Muscular Atrophy. In certain aspects, the disclosure provides compositions and methods to edit C840T of exon 7 of the SMN2 gene, or installing another one or more nucleobase edits which have the effect of removing or inactivating a decoy, such as the C-terminal portion of the region encoded by exon 6 or the 4-amino acid region encoded by exon 8 (i.e., the EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466) -tail) so as to remove or limit their decoy activity to reduce, mitigate, or eliminate the intracellular degradation of the SMN2 protein.
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GENE EDITING METHODS FOR TREATING SPINAL MUSCULAR ATROPHY

RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e) to U.S. Provisional Application, U.S.S.N. 62/970,670, filed February 5, 2020, which is incorporated herein by reference.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) is a rare progressive motor neuron degeneration disorder that arises at various ages, including in infants. The disease is debilitating and is the leading hereditary childhood disorder that results in fatality. A rare condition, SMA occurs in approximately 1 in 11,000 births and manifests as a result of insufficient survival motor neuron (SMN) protein in spinal motor neurons encoded by the SMN1 gene, leading to atrophy of skeletal muscle, paralysis of the patient, and eventual death. Symptoms include muscle weakness, poor muscle tone, weak cry, limpness or a tendency to flop, difficulty sucking or swallowing, accumulation of secretions in the lungs or throat, feeding difficulties, and increased susceptibility to respiratory tract infections. The legs tend to be weaker than the arms and developmental milestones often cannot be reached. In general, the earlier the symptoms appear, the shorter the individual’s lifespan.

[0003] The low levels of SMN protein typically result from the homozygous deletion of both copies of the telomere-located SMN1 gene. However, most individuals have a second, virtually duplicate gene to SMN1 known as the survival motor neuron 2 (SMN2) gene, which can compensate to varying degrees for the body’s loss of the SMN1 gene. The SMN2 gene differs from the SMN1 gene by five nucleotides, which importantly includes a C-to-T nucleotide change in exon 7 (also referred to as “C840T” or C66U” in the resulting mRNA). C840T in the SMN2 gene results in the “skipping” or “exclusion” of exon 7 in the final mRNA transcript, which in turn, encodes a truncated but partially-functional SMN protein. See FIG. 1A. This exon skipping event due to C840T occurs about 90% of the time. Thus, the majority of SMN protein produced by the SMN2 gene is truncated and only partially functional. Moreover, the truncate protein is more susceptible to degradation due to independent signaling of the proteosome complex by the exon 6-encoded portion and the terminal exon 8-encoded EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466) sequence.
[0004] The copy number of the SMN2 gene can also vary among SMA individuals and can affect the severity of the disorder. In general, a higher SMN2 gene copy number correlates with less severe disease as the level of functional SMN2 protein is increased with gene copy number. As such, SMN2 copy numbers are a strong determinant of patients’ symptomatic outcomes.\(^5\)\(^7\) There are four recognized categories of SMA which differ by degree of severity, as well as other aspects.

[0005] Type 0 SMA is the rarest and most severe form of the condition and is apparent before birth. Affected infants are often born with joint deformities and have extremely weak muscle tone at birth. Type 0 SMA infants have weak respiratory muscles and often do not survive past infancy due to respiratory failure.

[0006] Type 1 SMA, which is also referred to as Werdnig-Hoffmann disease, is the most common form of the condition. It is a severe form of the disorder with muscle weakness evident at birth or within the first few months of life. Most children with type 1 SMA cannot control their head movements and cannot sit without assistance. These types of children may also experience difficulty swallowing, which can lead to poor feeding and growth. Also, due to weakened respiratory muscles and a bell-shaped chest condition, type 1 SMA children can also have severe breathing problems. Most children with type 1 SMA do not survive past early childhood due to respiratory failure.

[0007] Type 2 SMA, which is also referred to as Dubowitz disease, is characterized by muscle weakness that develops in children between ages 6 and 12 months. Children with this type can sit without support, although they may need help getting to a seated position. During later childhood, the muscle weakness worsens to the point where the individual may need support to sit. Individuals with type 2 SMA cannot stand or walk unaided. They often have involuntary tremors, scoliosis, and respiratory muscle weakness that can be life-threatening. The lifespan of individuals with spinal muscular atrophy type 2 varies and can be as long as their 20s or 30s.

[0008] Type 3 SMA, which is also called Kugelberg-Welander disease, typically has an onset that begins after early childhood. Individuals with this condition can stand and walk unaided, but over time, walking and climbing stairs may become increasingly difficult. Many affected individuals require wheelchair assistance later in life. Individuals with type 3 SMA typically have a normal life expectancy.

[0009] Type 4 SMA is the rarest of the SMA conditions and often does not begin until early adulthood. Affected individuals usually experience mild to moderate muscle weakness,
tremors, and mild breathing problems. People with spinal SMA type 4 have a normal life expectancy.

[0010] The genetics of SMA are well understood, and approaches involving gene therapies have been pursued. Antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs) (e.g., nusinersen, approved in the U.S. as SPINRAZA® in 2016) encoding short sequences that target SMN2 exon 7 splicing regulatory sites that aid in the recruitment of the splicing machinery to the acceptor splice site to create corrected SMN mRNA transcripts that no longer translate into truncated, unstable proteins.10,11 While this method has proven effective in upregulating SMN even in vivo in mouse models of SMA, the post-transcriptional modification of ASOs is only transient and thus, not curative. On the other hand, genetic modification that corrects SMN protein stability would lead to a lasting cure for SMA. However, no such therapies are available to date.

**SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION**

[0011] The present disclosure relates in part to the inventors’ discovery of base editing strategies that may be used to effectively target the SMN2 genomic locus to install edits that affect SMN protein production and stability, thereby providing a new platform for treating SMA that goes beyond the currently available treatments, such as, antisense oligonucleotide treatments (e.g., nusinersen) which are transient in nature. The methods and compositions disclosed herein provide a treatment for SMA. Accordingly, the disclosure provides methods, base editors, gRNAs, complexes of base editors and gRNAs, nucleic acids and vectors encoding base editors and cognate gRNAs (e.g., gRNAs that the base editors provided herein bind), compositions and kits comprising said components, and systems for delivering said components. The aspects provided in this disclosure are useful for editing one or more genomic sequences associated with SMA, such as, but not limited to, editing C840T of exon 7 of the SMN2 gene. They are also useful for installing one or more nucleobase edits which have the effect of removing or inactivating a degron, such as the C-terminal portion of the region encoded by exon 6 or the 4-amino acid region encoded by exon 8 (i.e., the EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466) -tail) so as to remove or limit their degron activity to reduce, mitigate, or eliminate the degradation of the SMN2 protein.

[0012] Accordingly, aspects of the disclosure provide napDNAbp domains, deaminase domains, base editors comprising said napDNAbp domains and deaminase domains, guide RNAs for targeting the SMN2 locus, nucleic acids and vectors encoding napDNAbp domains, deaminase domains, guide RNAs, and/or base editor fusions comprising said napDNAbp and
deaminase domains, kits, and methods for modifying a polynucleotide (e.g., DNA) using a deaminase (e.g., an adenosine or cytidine deaminase) and a nucleic acid programmable DNA binding protein (e.g., Cas9) to correct the SNP and/or to increase the stability of the SMN protein products. Such deaminases are described in International Application Nos.: PCT/US2017/045381 (WO 2018/027078), filed August 3, 2017; PCT/US2018/056146 (WO 2019/079347), filed October 16, 2018; PCT/US2019/033848 (WO 2019/226953), filed May 23, 2019; PCT/US2019/018285 (WO 2019/161251), filed February 15, 2019; PCT/US2019/019794 (WO 2019/168953), filed February 27, 2019; the entire contents of each of which are incorporated herein by reference.

[0013] In some embodiments, fusion proteins provided herein (e.g., adenosine or cytidine base editors) are used to edit C840T in the SMN2 gene. For example, the disclosure provides methods and compositions for editing C840T in exon 7 of an SMN2 gene, e.g., compositions including those gRNA sequences disclosed herein, including in the Examples. In other embodiments, fusion proteins provided herein (e.g., adenosine or cytidine base editors) are used to induce a frameshift mutation in exon 8 to prevent generation of the EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466) tail, which signals protein degradation. In still other embodiments, fusion proteins provided herein (e.g., adenosine or cytidine base editors) are used to destroy a fifth codon stop sequence in exon 8, resulting in the addition of five amino acids onto the C-terminus of the translated protein. In another embodiment, fusion proteins provided herein (e.g., adenosine or cytidine base editors) are used to modify a specific amino acid of SMN2-derived proteins. For example, the fusion protein may be used to modify the S270 amino acid of SMN2’s exon 6, a modification that has been shown to reduce the degradation rate of the resulting protein. The S270 modification is exemplified in Example 1 herein. Without wishing to be bound by any particular theory, a modified SMN2 protein comprising the amino acid sequence encoded by exon 7 is not sensitive to cellular degradation, unlike the wild type, truncated SMN2 product formed from the wild type SMN2 gene as a result of exon 7-skipping. The overall activity and/or production of the modified SMN2 protein (i.e., now including the amino acid region encoded by exon 7) are increased, thereby treating SMA. Further, the increased production and/or activity of the modified SMN2 protein relates to the elimination or reduction in protein degradation associated with the truncated SMN2 wild type protein.

[0014] In some embodiments, the one or more nucleobase edits installed in the SMN2 gene locus result in a modified SMN2 gene product having increased stability, activity, and/or
production relative to the wild type, truncated SMN2 protein of SEQ ID NO: 4. In various embodiments, the genome editing strategies disclosed herein can be implemented to target the editing of specific nucleobase positions in the SMN2 gene locus, which when edited, impart the modified SMN2 gene product with increased stability, activity, and/or production. In some embodiments, SMN2 is a centromeric survival of motor neuron 2 from Homo sapiens. For example, Gene ID: 6607, which may also be referred to as SMNC, BCD541, GEMIN1, TDRD16B, or C-BCD541. See, for example, NG_008728.1 RefSeqGene.

[0015] For example, in one embodiment, the genome editing strategies disclosed herein target position 6 of exon 7 of the SMN2 gene locus, which can be an inactive splice acceptor site due to the presence of a T in place of a C in exon 7 at that position. This nucleobase position is often referred to as C840T, i.e., which bears a T at position 6 of exon 7. By contrast, the corresponding position in the SMN1 gene presents a C at position 6 of exon 7, which defines an active splice site. Thus, in one embodiment, the genome editing methods and compositions may be used to introduce a T-to-C edit at position 6 of exon 7 of the SMN2 gene using an adenosine base editor, i.e., editing C840T to a C at position 6 of exon 7 and restoring proper splicing of exon 7, thereby encoding a modified SMN2 protein that includes the amino acid sequence encoded by exon 7.

[0016] In another embodiment, the genome editing strategies disclosed herein target the removal of one or more degrons present in the encoded SMN2 protein, thereby reducing or eliminating the degron-dependent degradation of the SMN2 protein. For example, the disclosure contemplates the use of genome editing to eliminate the 4-amino acid sequence tail of NH₃-EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466) -COOH encoded by exon 8 of the SMN2 gene—which functions as a degron—thereby minimizing or eliminating the degradation associated with said degron. In certain aspects, the EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466) sequence can be removed by using genome editing to remove the exon 8 splice site, such that exon 8 is eliminated from the final messenger RNA, and thus, not translated into the resulting SMN2 protein.

[0017] In yet another embodiment as described in Example 2, the genome editing strategies disclosed herein target the modification of one or more degrons present in the encoded SMN2 protein, thereby reducing or eliminating the degradation associated with said one or more degrons. For example, the disclosure contemplates the use of genome editing to eliminate a stop codon corresponding to the C-terminal end of the region encoded by exon 8 (i.e., which codes for the 4-amino acid sequence tail of EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466) ) such that the 4-amino acid EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466) tail is lengthened to include additional amino acids, e.g., 2-
10 additional amino acid (for example, 5 additional amino acids), which prevents or limits the degradation associated with said EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466) tail.

[0018] In another embodiment, the disclosure provides a genome editing strategy comprising modification of the ISS-N1 splicing silencer in exon 7. Modification of the ISS-N1 splicing silencer (e.g., using nucleases or base editors) prevents skipping of exon 7 in SMN transcripts.

[0019] Aspects of the disclosure provide methods and compositions for deaminating an adenine nucleobase (A) in an SMN2 gene using an adenine base editor (ABE) bound to a guide RNA (gRNA), wherein the gRNA comprises a guide sequence that is complementary to a target nucleic acid sequence in the SMN2 gene.

[0020] Other aspects of the disclosure provide methods and compositions for deaminating an cytosine nucleobase (C) in an SMN2 gene using a cytidine base editor (CBE) bound to a guide RNA (gRNA), wherein the gRNA comprises a guide sequence that is complementary to a target nucleic acid sequence in the SMN2 gene.

[0021] In some embodiments, the base editor is delivered in vivo to a subject. In some embodiments, the base editor is delivered in two parts, for example, by using a split-intein strategy. In some embodiments, editing of C840T in exon 7 results in an increase, e.g., at least 5%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95%, 96%, 97%, 98%, 99%, 100%, or more increase, in the level of SMN protein in a subject, in an organ or tissue of a subject (e.g., brain, heart, lungs, liver, intestine, and/or pancreas), or in a cell of a subject (e.g., neuron, such as a motor neuron). In certain embodiments, the base editor is delivered by intracerebroventricular injection.

[0022] In some embodiments, the disclosure provides compositions comprising a base editor (e.g., adenine base editor) and a guide RNA (gRNA). In some embodiments, the gRNA directs the base editor in proximity to a point mutation in the SMN2 gene, for example, a point mutation in exon 7. In some embodiments, the gRNA directs the base editor within 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, or 20 base pairs of a point mutation within the SMN2 gene. In some embodiments, the gRNA comprises the protospacer sequence 5'-ATTTTGCTAAAAACCctgta-3' (SEQ ID NO: 364), where the nucleotide target is indicated in bold. It should be appreciated that the Ts indicated in the gRNA sequence are uracil (Us) in the RNA sequence. Accordingly, in some embodiments, the gRNA comprises the sequence 5'-AUUUUGUCUAAAACCcugua-3' (SEQ ID NO: 365). In some embodiments, the guide sequence of the gRNA comprises a nucleic acid sequence selected
from the group consisting of 5’-TTTGCTAAAAACCTGTAAG-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 366), 5’-TTTGCTAAAAACCTGTAAG-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 368), 5’-TGATTTTGCTAAAAACCC-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 370), 5’-GATTTTGCTAAAAACCC-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 372), 5’-ATTTTTGGCTAAAAACCC-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 374), 5’-GTCTAAAAACCCGTGAGAAG-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 376), and 5’-TCTAAAAACCCGTGAGAAG-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 378). As noted previously, the gRNA sequence may comprise uracil (U) instead of thymine (T). Therefore, in some embodiments, the guide sequence of the gRNA comprises a nucleic acid sequence selected from the group consisting of 5’-UUUGCUAAAAACCCGUGAAG-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 367), 5’-UUUUGCUAAAAACCCGUGAAG-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 369), 5’-UGAUUUGCUAAAAACCC-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 371), 5’-GAUUUGCUAAAAACCC-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 373), 5’-AUUUUGCUAAAAACCC-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 375), 5’-GUCUAAAAACCCGUGAAG-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 377), and 5’-UCUAAAAACCCGUGAAG-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 379).

[0023] In some embodiments, the disclosure provides compositions comprising a fusion protein (e.g., adenosine base editor or cytidine base editor) and a guide RNA (gRNA). In some embodiments, the gRNA directs the fusion protein in proximity to a stop sequence in the SMN2 gene, for example, in exon 8. In some embodiments, the gRNA directs the fusion protein within 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, or 20 base pairs of stop codon within the SMN2 gene. In some embodiments, the gRNA comprises a nucleic acid sequence selected from the group consisting of: 5’-TTTGCGAAGAAATGCTGGAAT-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 381), 5’-TTTGCATTTTCGCAAAATG-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 383), 5’-CATTTCAGTCTGCTCATG-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 385), 5’-CAGGAAATGCTGGAATGCG-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 387), 5’-TTGCAGGAAATGCTGGAATGCG-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 389), 5’-ATTTCAGGAAATGCTGGAATGCG-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 391), and 5’-TGCGCATTACGCGAGCCTAAAA-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 393), where the nucleotide target is indicated in bold. It should be appreciated that the thymidines (Ts) indicated in the gRNA sequences above are uracils (Us) in the RNA sequence. Accordingly, in some embodiments, the gRNA comprises a sequence selected from the group consisting of: 5’-UUUGACAGGAAUUGCUGGCAU-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 382), 5’-UUUCGCUAUGCGCAGAAAGC-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 384), 5’-CAUUUGCUGUCUCUAGC-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 386), 5’-CAGGAAAUGCUGGCAUAGAG-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 388),
5’-UUGCAGGAAAUGCUGGCAUA-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 390),
5’-AUUUGCAGGAAAUGCUGGCA-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 392), and
5’-UGGCAUAGAGCAGCACUA-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 394).

[0024] In some embodiments, the disclosure provides compositions comprising a fusion protein (e.g., adenine base editor or cytidine base editor) and a guide RNA (gRNA). In some embodiments, the gRNA directs the fusion protein in proximity to a specific codon sequence in the SMN2 gene, for example, in exon 6. In one embodiment, the gRNA directs the fusion protein in proximity to the S270 amino acid of SMN2. In some embodiments, the gRNA directs the fusion protein within 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, or 20 base pairs of a specific codon within the SMN2 gene. In some embodiments, the gRNA comprises the nucleic acid sequence 5’-TGGCATAGAGCAGCACTAAA-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 393), where the nucleotide target is indicated in bold. It should be appreciated that the thymidine (Ts) indicated in the gRNA sequences above are uracil (Us) in the RNA sequence. Accordingly, in some embodiments, the gRNA comprises the sequence: 5’-UGGCAUAGAGCAGCACUA-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 394).

[0025] In some embodiments, the base editor nicks the target sequence that is complementary to the guide sequence. In some embodiments, the base editor is a circular permutant (CP) adenine base editor, such as the CP1041 base editor. In some embodiments, the base editor may be formulated as a split-intein base editor. The base editor may be, for example, wild-type SpCas9, SaCas9-KKH, Cas9-VQR, Cas9-VRQR, Cas9-VRER, Cas9-NG, CP1028, CP1041, CP1041-NG, Cpf1, iSpyMac, SpCas9-NRRH, or SpCas9-NRCH.

[0026] Compositions, kits, methods, systems, proteins, and nucleic acids, provided herein, in some embodiments, are used to treat a subject having or a subject suspected of having SMA.

[0027] Thus, in some aspects, the base editor and guide RNA complexes described herein may be useful for treating a disease or a disorder caused by a C to T mutation in a SMN2 gene. In some embodiments, deaminating the adenosine nucleobase in the SMN2 gene results in a T-A base pair in the SMN2 gene being mutated to a C-G base pair in the SMN2 gene. In some embodiments, deaminating the adenosine nucleobase in the SMN2 gene leads to an increase in SMN protein levels (e.g., by preventing skipping of exon 7, reducing protein degradation). In some embodiments, deaminating the adenosine nucleobase in the SMN2 gene results in correcting a sequence associated with SMA. In some embodiments, deaminating the adenosine nucleobase in the SMN2 gene ameliorates one or more symptoms of SMA.
It should be appreciated that the foregoing concepts, and additional concepts discussed below, may be arranged in any suitable combination, as the present disclosure is not limited in this respect. Further, other advantages and novel features of the present disclosure will become apparent from the following detailed description of various non-limiting embodiments when considered in conjunction with the accompanying Figures.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

The following Figures form part of the present specification and are included to further demonstrate certain aspects of the present disclosure, which can be better understood by reference to one or more of these drawings in combination with the detailed description of specific embodiments presented herein.

**FIG. 1A** is a schematic comparing the *SMN1* and *SMN2* genes and in particular shows the variable splicing pattern associated with the C-to-T mutation in exon 7.

**FIG. 1B** is a graph demonstrating A-to-G conversions of adenines at position 1 and position 10 of the CP_{1041} and split-intein CP_{1041} (“splitCP1041”) at the *SMN2* exon 7 locus. Triplicate transfection experiments in mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs) derived from the SMA mouse model (Jackson Laboratories, 005025) at the human *SMN2* transgene were undertaken.

**FIG. 2A** is a graph showing inDelphi predictions of favorable (“good phenotype”) and unfavorable (“bad genotype”) repair outcomes following cutting with an sgRNA described herein (5’ – TTTGCAGGAAATGCTGGCAT- 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 381)).

**FIG. 2B** is a graph showing inDelphi predictions of favorable (“good phenotype”) and unfavorable (“bad genotype”) repair outcomes following cutting with an sgRNA described herein (5’ – TTCTCATTTGCAGGAAATGC- 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 383)).

**FIG. 2C** provides editing outcomes at *SMN2* exon 8 of the human *SMN2* transgene in SMA mESCs following transfection with 5’ – TTTGCAGGAAATGCTGGCAT- 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 381) (from FIG. 2A) and Cas9-NG or 5’ – TTCTCATTTGCAGGAAATGC- 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 383) (from FIG. 2B) and wild-type SpCas9.

**FIG. 3** shows adenine base editing efficiency at the SMN2 C6T in SMA mESCs with ABE7.10 and ABE8e editors using the Cas-protein components indicated on the x-axis. Protospaceder position of C6T for each condition is indicated. See Example 3.

**FIG. 4** shows gel electrophoresis image of SMN cDNA PCR amplification spanning exon 6 to exon 8, depicting bands that include or that have skipped exon 7 in pre-mRNA
splicing in SMA mESCs treated with the indicated ABE8-fusion base editors. See Example 3.

[0037] FIG. 5A is a schematic representation of SMN exons 6 to 8, and SMN mRNA and protein products. The C>T transition is a master splicing regulator that determines whether the majority of products include (C, SMN1) or skip (T, SMN2) the terminal coding exon 7. Full-length SMN transcripts yield stable FL-SMN protein. Skipped transcripts encode truncated SMNΔ7 proteins that contain a short-peptide chain translated from the 3′-UTR in exon 8 (EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466) ) that signals for protein degradation. The intron 7 splicing silencer ISS-N1, containing two hnRNP A1/A2 domains, is targeted by nusinersen to restore exon 7 inclusion in the majority of SMN2 transcripts.

[0038] FIG. 5B is an illustration of two Cas nuclease strategies to rescue SMN pathology. 1) ISS-N1 editing strategy targeting the 3′ hnRNPA1/A2 domain. Deletions may cause loss of function of the splicing silencer, enhancing inclusion of exon 7 in SMN2 transcripts and production of FL-SMN. 2) Exon 8 editing strategy showing Cas nuclease targeting of the 5′ sequence that encodes the degradation-enhancing EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466) peptide and stop codons in the majority of SMN2 transcripts. Deletions disrupting the first five codons may result in more stable, modified SMNΔ7 (SMNΔ7mod) proteins.

[0039] FIG. 5C is a table of potential sgRNA and nuclease editor combinations targeting ISS-N1 detailing the cutsite of the DSB, predicted percentage of ‘good’ outcomes among all edits, and relative Cas-protein efficiency at the respective PAM.

[0040] FIG. 5D shows genome editing efficiency at ISS-N1 with the indicated sgRNA and Cas nuclease combinations in SMA mESCs.

[0041] FIG. 5E shows genome editing efficiency at SMN2 exon 8 with the indicated sgRNA and Cas nuclease combinations, including the observed percentage of ‘good’ outcomes among all edits.

[0042] FIG. 5F is a plot depicting SMN protein quantitation relative to Histone H3, following SMN2 exon 8 with the indicated sgRNA and Cas nuclease combinations.

[0043] FIG. 6A is an illustration of an adenine base editing strategy to edit C6T in SMN2, restoring exon 7 splicing inclusion in the majority of transcripts and resulting in upregulation of FL-SMN.

[0044] FIG. 6B is a schematic of a high-throughput genome integrated library of sgRNA: target pairs to enable comprehensive characterization of ABE8e editing outcomes. A library of highly diverse sequences was stably integrated into mESCs using Tol2-transposase
followed by hygromycin antibiotic selection. Library cells were targeted with ABE8e and cells were stably selected using blasticidin. Library cassettes were then amplified and analyzed by high-throughput sequencing.

[0045] FIG. 6C shows the ABE8e activity profile. Values reflect percent editing efficiency by indicated protospacer position of the outcome specified at the bottom of each column, relative to maximum editing. The middle column indicates canonical A to G base editing activity. The two leftmost columns indicate other adenine mutation activity. The two rightmost columns indicate other rare mutations. Positions with values ≥ 30% of maximum are boxed, indicating the ABE8e editing window.

[0046] FIG. 6D shows the sequence motif of canonical A to G ABE8e base editing activity from logistic regression modeling. The sign of each learned weight indicates a contribution above (positive sign) or below (negative sign) the mean activity. Logo opacity is proportional to the Pearson’s R or AUC on held-out sequence contexts.

[0047] FIG. 6E shows adenine base editing efficiency at the on-target SMN2 locus and top off-target loci in HEK293T cells by ABE8e-SpyMac paired with sgRNA52 (collectively: ABE8e) transfection. Bars represent editing of the highest edited nucleotide position at each locus, as indicated.

[0048] FIG. 6F is a plot depicting relative quantity of FL-SMN over total SMN transcripts of SMA mESCs following ABE editing, as indicated. Values calculated by automated electrophoresis of RT-PCR products.

[0049] FIG. 6G is a plot depicting SMN protein quantitation relative to Histone H3.

[0050] FIG. 6H is a schematic of split-intein ABE8e-SpyMac and sgRNA52 cassettes as encoded into the dual-AAV vectors, constituting AAV-ABE.

[0051] FIG. 6I is a plot depicting percent SMN2 C6T genome editing, and relative quantity of FL-SMN over total SMN transcripts of SMA mESCs following transfection with AAV-ABE plasmids.

[0052] FIG. 7A is a Kaplan-Meier survival plot of SMA mutant mice with (“A”), and without (“B”) ICV injection of AAV-ABE on P0-P1.

[0053] FIG. 7B shows bodyweight measurements for the indicated SMA mouse cohorts.

[0054] FIG. 7C is a plot depicting percent SMN2 C6T genome editing, and relative quantity of FL-SMN over total SMN transcripts of SMA mESCs following transfection with nusinersen (ASO) and the optimized ABE strategy individually, and in combination.
FIG. 7D is a Kaplan-Meier survival plot of SMA mutant mice with, and without ICV injection of AAV-ABE on P0-P1 and a single injection of 1ug ASO on P0.

FIG. 7E shows bodyweight measurements for the indicated SMA mouse cohorts.

FIG. 7F is a plot depicting percent SMN2 C6T genome editing in the CNS of treated SMA mice. Bars represent bulk, and GFP positive flow sorted nuclei.

FIG. 8A is an automated electrophoresis image of SMN2 RT-PCR products of transfected SMA mESCs, as indicated, beside a DNA ladder.

FIG. 8B is a plot depicting relative quantity of FL-SMN over total SMN transcripts of SMA mESCs following Cas nuclease editing.

FIGs. 8C-8D show BE-Hive modeling predictions of ABE7.10-CP1041 and ABE7.10-SpCas9 base edited outcomes for SMN2 C6T. Percentages indicate the predicted fraction of a given genotype among edited alleles.

FIG. 8E shows BE-Hive modeling predictions of ABE7.10-CP1041 and ABE7.10-SpCas9 base editing efficiency at the SMN2 C6T locus.

FIG. 8F shows CIRCLE-Seq off-target editing outcomes in the human genome of SpyMac nuclease paired with sgRNA52. Mismatches at off-target loci are indicated below the corresponding protospacer position.

FIG. 8G shows nuclease editing efficiency at the on-target SMN2 locus and top off-target loci in HEK293T cells by SpyMac nuclease paired with sgRNA52 (collectively: Nuclease).

FIG. 8H shows a time course of exon 7 splicing inclusion in SMN transcripts following nusinersen transfection in SMA mESCs for. Values calculated by automated electrophoresis of RT-PCR products.

DEFINITIONS

As used herein and in the claims, the singular forms “a,” “an,” and “the” include the singular and the plural reference unless the context clearly indicates otherwise. Thus, for example, a reference to “an agent” includes a single agent and a plurality of such agents.

AAV

An “adeno-associated virus” or “AAV” is a virus which infects humans and some other primate species. The wild-type AAV genome is a single-stranded deoxyribonucleic acid (ssDNA), either positive- or negative-sensed. The genome comprises two inverted terminal repeats (ITRs), one at each end of the DNA strand, and two open reading frames (ORFs): rep
and cap between the ITRs. The rep ORF comprises four overlapping genes encoding Rep proteins required for the AAV life cycle. The cap ORF comprises overlapping genes encoding capsid proteins: VP1, VP2 and VP3, which interact together to form the viral capsid. VP1, VP2 and VP3 are translated from one mRNA transcript, which can be spliced in two different manners: either a longer or shorter intron can be excised resulting in the formation of two isoforms of mRNAs: a ~2.3 kb- and a ~2.6 kb-long mRNA isoform. The capsid forms a supramolecular assembly of approximately 60 individual capsid protein subunits into a non-enveloped, T-1 icosahedral lattice capable of protecting the AAV genome. The mature capsid is composed of VP1, VP2, and VP3 (molecular masses of approximately 87, 73, and 62 kDa respectively) in a ratio of about 1:1:10.

[0067] rAAV particles may comprise a nucleic acid vector (e.g., a recombinant genome), which may comprise at a minimum: (a) one or more heterologous nucleic acid regions comprising a sequence encoding a protein or polypeptide of interest (e.g., a split Cas9 or split nucleobase) or an RNA of interest (e.g., a gRNA), or one or more nucleic acid regions comprising a sequence encoding a Rep protein; and (b) one or more regions comprising inverted terminal repeat (ITR) sequences (e.g., wild-type ITR sequences or engineered ITR sequences) flanking the one or more nucleic acid regions (e.g., heterologous nucleic acid regions). In some embodiments, the nucleic acid vector is between 4 kb and 5 kb in size (e.g., 4.2 to 4.7 kb in size). In some embodiments, the nucleic acid vector further comprises a region encoding a Rep protein. In some embodiments, the nucleic acid vector is circular. In some embodiments, the nucleic acid vector is single-stranded. In some embodiments, the nucleic acid vector is double-stranded. In some embodiments, a double-stranded nucleic acid vector may be, for example, a self-complimentary vector that contains a region of the nucleic acid vector that is complementary to another region of the nucleic acid vector, initiating the formation of the double-strandedness of the nucleic acid vector.

**Adenosine deaminase (or adenine deaminase)**

[0068] As used herein, the term “adenosine deaminase” or “adenosine deaminase domain” refers to a protein or enzyme that catalyzes a deamination reaction of an adenosine (or adenine). The terms “adenosine” and “adenine” are used interchangeably for purposes of the present disclosure. For example, for purposes of the disclosure, reference to an “adenine base editor” (ABE) refers to the same entity as an “adenosine base editor” (ABE). Similarly, for purposes of the disclosure, reference to an “adenosine deaminase” refers to the same entity as an “adenosine deaminase.” However, the person having ordinary skill in the art will
appreciate that “adenine” refers to the purine base whereas “adenosine” refers to the larger nucleoside molecule that includes the purine base (adenine) and sugar moiety (e.g., either ribose or deoxyribose). In certain embodiments, the disclosure provides base editor fusion proteins comprising one or more adenosine deaminase domains. For instance, an adenosine deaminase domain may comprise a heterodimer of a first adenosine deaminase and a second deaminase domain, connected by a linker. Adenosine deaminases (e.g., engineered adenosine deaminases or evolved adenosine deaminases) provided herein may be enzymes that convert adenine (A) to inosine (I) in DNA or RNA. Such adenosine deaminase can lead to an A:T to G:C base pair conversion. In some embodiments, the deaminase is a variant of a naturally-occurring deaminase from an organism. In some embodiments, the deaminase does not occur in nature. For example, in some embodiments, the deaminase is at least 50%, at least 55%, at least 60%, at least 65%, at least 70%, at least 75% at least 80%, at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 95%, at least 96%, at least 97%, at least 98%, at least 99%, or at least 99.5% identical to a naturally-occurring deaminase.

[0069] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase is derived from a bacterium, such as, \textit{E.coli}, \textit{S. aureus}, \textit{S. typhi}, \textit{S. putrefaciens}, \textit{H. influenzae}, or \textit{C. crescentus}. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase is a TadA deaminase. In some embodiments, the TadA deaminase is an \textit{E. coli} TadA deaminase (ecTadA). In some embodiments, the TadA deaminase is a truncated \textit{E. coli} TadA deaminase. For example, the truncated ecTadA may be missing one or more N-terminal amino acids relative to a full-length ecTadA. In some embodiments, the truncated ecTadA may be missing 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, or 20 N-terminal amino acid residues relative to the full length ecTadA. In some embodiments, the truncated ecTadA may be missing 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 6, 17, 18, 19, or 20 C-terminal amino acid residues relative to the full length ecTadA. In some embodiments, the ecTadA deaminase does not comprise an N-terminal methionine. Reference is made to U.S. Patent Publication No. 2018/0073012, published March 15, 2018, which is incorporated herein by reference.

\textbf{Antisense strand}

[0070] In genetics, the “antisense” strand of a segment within double-stranded DNA is the template strand, and which is considered to run in the 3’ to 5’ orientation. By contrast, the “sense” strand is the segment within double-stranded DNA that runs from 5’ to 3’, and which is complementary to the antisense strand of DNA, or template strand, which runs from 3’ to 5’. In the case of a DNA segment that encodes a protein, the sense strand is the strand of
DNA that has the same sequence as the mRNA, which takes the antisense strand as its template during transcription, and eventually undergoes (typically, not always) translation into a protein. The antisense strand is thus responsible for the RNA that is later translated to protein, while the sense strand possesses a nearly identical makeup to that of the mRNA. Note that for each segment of dsDNA, there will possibly be two sets of sense and antisense, depending on which direction one reads (since sense and antisense is relative to perspective). It is ultimately the gene product, or mRNA, that dictates which strand of one segment of dsDNA is referred to as sense or antisense.

**Base editing**

[0071] “Base editing” refers to genome editing technology that involves the conversion of a specific nucleic acid base into another at a targeted genomic locus. In certain embodiments, this can be achieved without requiring double-stranded DNA breaks (DSB), or single stranded breaks (i.e., nicking). To date, other genome editing techniques, including CRISPR-based systems, begin with the introduction of a DSB at a locus of interest. Subsequently, cellular DNA repair enzymes mend the break, commonly resulting in random insertions or deletions (indels) of bases at the site of the DSB. However, when the introduction or correction of a point mutation at a target locus is desired rather than stochastic disruption of the entire gene, these genome editing techniques are unsuitable, as correction rates are low (e.g. typically 0.1% to 5%), with the major genome editing products being indels. In order to increase the efficiency of gene correction without simultaneously introducing random indels, the present inventors previously modified the CRISPR/Cas9 system to directly convert one DNA base into another without DSB formation. See, Komor, A.C., *et al.*, Programmable editing of a target base in genomic DNA without double-stranded DNA cleavage. *Nature* 533, 420-424 (2016), the entire contents of which is incorporated by reference herein.

**Base editor**

[0072] The term “base editor (BE)” as used herein, refers to an agent comprising a polypeptide that is capable of making a modification to a base (e.g., A, T, C, G, or U) within a nucleic acid sequence (e.g., DNA or RNA) that converts one base to another (e.g., A to G, A to C, A to T, C to T, C to G, C to A, G to A, G to C, G to T, T to A, T to C, T to G). In some embodiments, the base editor is capable of deaminating a base within a nucleic acid such as a base within a DNA molecule. In the case of an adenine base editor, the base editor is capable of deaminating an adenine (A) in DNA. Such base editors may include a nucleic acid programmable DNA binding protein (napDNAbp) fused to an adenosine deaminase.
Some base editors include CRISPR-mediated fusion proteins that are utilized in the base editing methods described herein. In some embodiments, the base editor comprises a nuclease-inactive Cas9 (dCas9) fused to a deaminase which binds a nucleic acid in a guide RNA-programmed manner via the formation of an R-loop, but does not cleave the nucleic acid. For example, the dCas9 domain of the fusion protein may include a D10A and a H840A mutation (which renders Cas9 capable of cleaving only one strand of a nucleic acid duplex), as described in PCT/US2016/058344, which published as WO 2017/070632 on April 27, 2017, and is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. The DNA cleavage domain of S. pyogenes Cas9 includes two subdomains, the HNH nuclease subdomain and the RuvC1 subdomain. The HNH subdomain cleaves the strand complementary to the gRNA (the “targeted strand”, or the strand in which editing or deamination occurs), whereas the RuvC1 subdomain cleaves the non-complementary strand containing the PAM sequence (the “non-edited strand”). The RuvC1 mutant D10A generates a nick in the targeted strand, while the HNH mutant H840A generates a nick on the non-edited strand (see Jinek et al., Science, 337:816-821(2012); Qi et al., Cell. 28;152(5):1173-83 (2013)).

[0073] In some embodiments, a nucleobase editor is a macromolecule or macromolecular complex that results primarily (e.g., more than 80%, more than 85%, more than 90%, more than 95%, more than 99%, more than 99.9%, or 100%) in the conversion of a nucleobase in a polynucleic acid sequence into another nucleobase (i.e., a transition or transversion) using a combination of 1) a nucleotide-, nucleoside-, or nucleobase-modifying enzyme; and 2) a nucleic acid binding protein that can be programmed to bind to a specific nucleic acid sequence.

[0074] In some embodiments, the nucleobase editor comprises a DNA binding domain (e.g., a programmable DNA binding domain such as a dCas9 or nCas9) that directs it to a target sequence. In some embodiments, the nucleobase editor comprises a nucleobase modifying enzyme fused to a programmable DNA binding domain (e.g., a dCas9 or nCas9). A “nucleobase modifying enzyme” is an enzyme that can modify a nucleobase and convert one nucleobase to another (e.g., a deaminase such as a cytidine deaminase or an adenosine deaminase). In some embodiments, the nucleobase editor may target cytosine (C) bases in a nucleic acid sequence and convert the C to thymine (T) base. In some embodiments, the C to T editing is carried out by a deaminase, e.g., a cytidine deaminase. Base editors that can carry out other types of base conversions (e.g., adenosine (A) to guanine (G), C to G) are also contemplated.

[0076] In some embodiments, a nucleobase editor converts an A to G. In some embodiments, the nucleobase editor comprises an adenosine deaminase. An “adenosine deaminase” is an enzyme involved in purine metabolism. It is needed for the breakdown of adenosine from food and for the turnover of nucleic acids in tissues. Its primary function in humans is the development and maintenance of the immune system. An adenosine deaminase catalyzes
hydrolytic deamination of adenosine (forming inosine, which base pairs as G) in the context of DNA. There are no known adenosine deaminases that act on DNA. Instead, known adenosine deaminase enzymes only act on RNA (tRNA or mRNA). Evolved deoxyadenosine deaminase enzymes that accept DNA substrates and deaminate dA to deoxynosine have been described, e.g., in PCT Application PCT/US2017/045381, filed August 3, 2017, which published as WO 2018/027078, and PCT Application No. PCT/US2019/033848, which published as WO 2019/226953, each of which is herein incorporated by reference by reference.


Cas9
[0078] The term “Cas9” or “Cas9 nuclease” refers to an RNA-guided nuclease comprising a Cas9 domain, or a fragment thereof (e.g., a protein comprising an active or inactive DNA cleavage domain of Cas9, and/or the gRNA binding domain of Cas9). A “Cas9 domain” as used herein, is a protein fragment comprising an active or inactive cleavage domain of Cas9 and/or the gRNA binding domain of Cas9. A “Cas9 protein” is a full length Cas9 protein. A Cas9 nuclease is also referred to sometimes as a cas9 nuclease or a CRISPR (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeat)-associated nuclease. CRISPR is an adaptive immune system that provides protection against mobile genetic elements (viruses, transposable elements, and conjugative plasmids). CRISPR clusters contain spacers, sequences complementary to antecedent mobile elements, and target invading nucleic acids. CRISPR clusters are transcribed and processed into CRISPR RNA (crRNA). In type II CRISPR systems correct processing of pre-crRNA requires a trans-encoded small RNA (tracrRNA), endogenous ribonuclease 3 (rnc) and a Cas9 domain. The tracrRNA serves as a
guide for ribonuclease 3-aided processing of pre-crRNA. Subsequently, Cas9/crRNA/tracrRNA endonuclieolytically cleaves a linear or circular dsDNA target complementary to the spacer. The target strand not complementary to crRNA is first cut endonuclieolytically, then trimmed 3’-5’ exonucleolitically. In nature, DNA-binding and cleavage typically requires protein and both RNAs. However, single guide RNAs (“sgRNA”, or simply “gRNA”) can be engineered so as to incorporate aspects of both the crRNA and tracrRNA into a single RNA species. See, e.g., Jinek M., Chylinski K., Fonfara I., Hauer M., Doudna J.A., Charpentier E. Science 337:816-821(2012), the entire contents of which are hereby incorporated by reference. Cas9 recognizes a short motif in the CRISPR repeat sequences (the PAM or protospacer adjacent motif) to help distinguish self versus non-self. Cas9 nuclease sequences and structures are well known to those of skill in the art (see, e.g., “Complete genome sequence of an M1 strain of Streptococcus pyogenes.” Ferretti et al., J.J., McShan W.M., Ajdic D.J., Savic D.J., Savic G., Lyon K., Primeaux C., Sezate S., Suvorov A.N., Kenton S., Lai H.S., Lin S.P., Qian Y., Jia H.G., Najar F.Z., Ren Q., Zhu H., Song L., White J., Yuan X., Clifton S.W., Roe B.A., McLaughlin R.E., Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 98:4658-4663(2001); “CRISPR RNA maturation by trans-encoded small RNA and host factor RNase III.” Deltcheva E., Chylinski K., Sharma C.M., Gonzales K., Chao Y., Pirzada Z.A., Eckert M.R., Vogel J., Charpentier E., Nature 471:602-607(2011); and “A programmable dual-RNA-guided DNA endonuclease in adaptive bacterial immunity.” Jinek M., Chylinski K., Fonfara I., Hauer M., Doudna J.A., Charpentier E. Science 337:816-821(2012), the entire contents of each of which are incorporated herein by reference). Cas9 orthologs have been described in various species, including, but not limited to, S. pyogenes and S. thermophilus. Additional suitable Cas9 nucleases and sequences will be apparent to those of skill in the art based on this disclosure, and such Cas9 nucleases and sequences include Cas9 sequences from the organisms and loci disclosed in Chylinski, Rhun, and Charpentier, “The tracrRNA and Cas9 families of type II CRISPR-Cas immunity systems” (2013) RNA Biology 10:5, 726-737; the entire contents of which are incorporated herein by reference. In some embodiments, a Cas9 nuclease comprises one or more mutations that partially impair or inactivate the DNA cleavage domain.

[0079] A nuclease-inactivated Cas9 domain may interchangeably be referred to as a “dCas9” protein (for nuclease-“dead” Cas9). Methods for generating a Cas9 domain (or a fragment thereof) having an inactive DNA cleavage domain are known (see, e.g., Jinek et al., Science. 337:816-821(2012); Qi et al., “Repurposing CRISPR as an RNA-Guided Platform for
Sequence-Specific Control of Gene Expression” (2013) Cell. 28;152(5):1173-83, the entire contents of each of which are incorporated herein by reference). For example, the DNA cleavage domain of Cas9 is known to include two subdomains, the HNH nuclease subdomain and the RuvC1 subdomain. The HNH subdomain cleaves the strand complementary to the gRNA, whereas the RuvC1 subdomain cleaves the non-complementary strand. Mutations within these subdomains can silence the nuclease activity of Cas9. For example, the mutations D10A and H840A completely inactivate the nuclease activity of S. pyogenes Cas9 (Jinek et al., Science. 337:816-821(2012); Qi et al., Cell. 28;152(5):1173-83 (2013)). In some embodiments, proteins comprising fragments of Cas9 are provided. For example, in some embodiments, a protein comprises one of two Cas9 domains: (1) the gRNA binding domain of Cas9; or (2) the DNA cleavage domain of Cas9. In some embodiments, proteins comprising Cas9 or fragments thereof are referred to as “Cas9 variants.” A Cas9 variant shares homology to Cas9, or a fragment thereof. For example, a Cas9 variant is at least about 70% identical, at least about 80% identical, at least about 90% identical, at least about 95% identical, at least about 96% identical, at least about 97% identical, at least about 98% identical, at least about 99% identical, at least about 99.5% identical, at least about 99.8% identical, or at least about 99.9% identical to wild type Cas9 (e.g., SpCas9 of SEQ ID NO: 5). In some embodiments, the Cas9 variant may have 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, or more amino acid changes compared to wild type Cas9 (e.g., SpCas9 of SEQ ID NO: 5). In some embodiments, the Cas9 variant comprises a fragment of Cas9 (e.g., a gRNA binding domain or a DNA-cleavage domain), such that the fragment is at least about 70% identical, at least about 80% identical, at least about 90% identical, at least about 95% identical, at least about 96% identical, at least about 97% identical, at least about 98% identical, at least about 99% identical, or at least about 99.9% identical to the corresponding fragment of wild type Cas9 (e.g., SpCas9 of SEQ ID NO: 5). In some embodiments, the fragment is at least 30%, at least 35%, at least 40%, at least 45%, at least 50%, at least 55%, at least 60%, at least 65%, at least 70%, at least 75%, at least 80%, at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 95% identical, at least 96%, at least 97%, at least 98%, at least 99%, or at least 99.5% of the amino acid length of a corresponding wild type Cas9 (e.g., SpCas9 of SEQ ID NO: 5).

[0080] As used herein, the term “nCas9” or “Cas9 nickase” refers to a Cas9 or a variant thereof, which cleaves or nicks only one of the strands of a target cut site thereby introducing
a nick in a double strand DNA molecule rather than creating a double strand break. This can be achieved by introducing appropriate mutations in a wild-type Cas9 which inactivates one of the two endonuclease activities of the Cas9. Any suitable mutation which inactivates one Cas9 endonuclease activity but leaves the other intact is contemplated, such as one of D10A or H840A mutations in the wild-type *S. pyogenes* Cas9 amino acid sequence, or a D10A mutation in the wild-type *S. aureus* Cas9 amino acid sequence, may be used to form the nCas9.

**cDNA**

[0081] The term “cDNA” refers to a strand of DNA copied from an RNA template. cDNA is complementary to the RNA template.

**Circular permutant**

[0082] As used herein, the term “circular permutant” refers to a protein or polypeptide (e.g., a Cas9) comprising a circular permutation, which is change in the protein’s structural configuration involving a change in order of amino acids appearing in the protein’s amino acid sequence. In other words, circular permutants are proteins that have altered N- and C-termini as compared to a wild-type counterpart, e.g., the wild-type C-terminal half of a protein becomes the new N-terminal half. Circular permutation (or CP) is essentially the topological rearrangement of a protein’s primary sequence, connecting its N- and C-terminus, often with a peptide linker, while concurrently splitting its sequence at a different position to create new, adjacent N- and C-termini. The result is a protein structure with different connectivity, but which often can have the same overall similar three-dimensional (3D) shape, and possibly include improved or altered characteristics, including, reduced proteolytic susceptibility, improved catalytic activity, altered substrate or ligand binding, and/or improved thermostability. Circular permutant proteins can occur in nature (e.g., concanavalin A and lectin). In addition, circular permutation can occur as a result of posttranslational modifications or may be engineered using recombinant techniques (e.g., see, Oakes *et al.*, “Protein Engineering of Cas9 for enhanced function,” *Methods Enzymol*, 2014, 546: 491–511 and Oakes *et al.*, “CRISPR-Cas9 Circular Permutants as Programmable Scaffolds for Genome Modification,” *Cell*, January 10, 2019, 176: 254-267, each of are incorporated herein by reference).

**Circularly permuted napDNAbp**

[0083] The term “circularly permuted napDNAbp” refers to any napDNAbp protein, or variant thereof (e.g., SpCas9), that occurs as or engineered as a circular permutant, whereby
its N- and C-termini have been topically rearranged. Such circularly permuted proteins (‘‘CP-napDNAbp’, such as ‘‘CP-Cas9’’ in the case of Cas9), or variants thereof, retain the ability to bind DNA when complexed with a guide RNA (gRNA). See, Oakes et al., ‘‘Protein Engineering of Cas9 for enhanced function,’’ Methods Enzymol., 2014, 546: 491–511 and Oakes et al., ‘‘CRISPR-Cas9 Circular Permutants as Programmable Scaffolds for Genome Modification,’’ Cell, January 10, 2019, 176: 254-267, each of are incorporated herein by reference. The instant disclosure contemplates any previously known CP-Cas9 or use a new CP-Cas9 so long as the resulting circularly permuted protein retains the ability to bind DNA when complexed with a guide RNA (gRNA). Exemplary CP-Cas9 proteins are SEQ ID NOs: 64-68.

**Cytidine deaminase (or cytosine deaminase)**

[0084] As used herein, the term ‘‘cytidine deaminase’’ or ‘‘cytidine deaminase domain’’ refers to a protein or enzyme that catalyzes a deamination reaction of a cytidine or cytosine. The terms ‘‘cytidine’’ and ‘‘cytosine’’ are used interchangeably for purposes of the present disclosure. For example, for purposes of the disclosure, reference to an ‘‘cytidine base editor’’ (CBE) refers to the same entity as an ‘‘cytosine base editor’’ (CBE). Similarly, for purposes of the disclosure, reference to an ‘‘cytidine deaminase’’ refers to the same entity as an ‘‘cytosine deaminase.’’ However, the person having ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that ‘‘cytosine’’ refers to the pyrimidine base whereas ‘‘cytidine’’ refers to the larger nucleoside molecule that includes the pyrimidine base (cytosine) and sugar moiety (e.g., either ribose or deoxyribose). A cytidine deaminase is encoded by the CDA gene and is an enzyme that catalyzes the removal of an amine group from cytidine (i.e., the base cytosine when attached to a ribose ring, i.e., the nucleoside referred to as cytidine) to uridine (C to U) and deoxycytidine to deoxyuridine (C to U). A non-limiting example of a cytidine deaminase is APOBEC1 (‘‘apolipoprotein B mRNA editing enzyme, catalytic polypeptide 1’’). Another example is AID (‘‘activation-induced cytidine deaminase’’). Under standard Watson-Crick hydrogen bond pairing, a cytosine base hydrogen bonds to a guanine base. When cytidine is converted to uridine (or deoxycytidine is converted to deoxyuridine), the uridine (or the uracil base of uridine) undergoes hydrogen bond pairing with the base adenine. Thus, a conversion of ‘‘C’’ to uridine (‘‘U’’) by cytidine deaminase will cause the insertion of ‘‘A’’ instead of a ‘‘G’’ during cellular repair and/or replication processes. Since the adenine ‘‘A’’ pairs with thymine ‘‘T’’, the cytidine deaminase in coordination with DNA replication causes the conversion of an C·G pairing to a T·A pairing in the double-stranded DNA molecule.
CRISPR

[0085] CRISPR is a family of DNA sequences (i.e., CRISPR clusters) in bacteria and archaea that represent snippets of prior infections by a virus that have invaded the prokaryote. The snippets of DNA are used by the prokaryotic cell to detect and destroy DNA from subsequent attacks by similar viruses and effectively compose, along with an array of CRISPR-associated proteins (including Cas9 and homologs thereof) and CRISPR-associated RNA, a prokaryotic immune defense system. In nature, CRISPR clusters are transcribed and processed into CRISPR RNA (crRNA). In certain types of CRISPR systems (e.g., type II CRISPR systems), correct processing of pre-crRNA requires a trans-encoded small RNA (tracrRNA), endogenous ribonuclease 3 (rnC) and a Cas9 protein. The tracrRNA serves as a guide for ribonuclease 3-aided processing of pre-crRNA. Subsequently, Cas9/crRNA/tracrRNA endonucleolytically cleaves linear or circular dsDNA target complementary to the RNA. Specifically, the target strand not complementary to crRNA is first cut endonucleolytically, then trimmed 3'–5' exonucleolytically. In nature, DNA-binding and cleavage typically requires protein and both RNAs. However, single guide RNAs (“sgRNA”, or simply “gRNA”) can be engineered so as to incorporate aspects of both the crRNA and tracrRNA into a single RNA species – the guide RNA. See, e.g., Jinek M., Chylinski K., Fonfara I., Hauer M., Doudna J.A., Charpentier E. Science 337:816-821(2012), the entire contents of which is hereby incorporated by reference. Cas9 recognizes a short motif in the CRISPR repeat sequences (the PAM or protospacer adjacent motif) to help distinguish self versus non-self. CRISPR biology, as well as Cas9 nuclease sequences and structures are well known to those of skill in the art (see, e.g., “Complete genome sequence of an M1 strain of Streptococcus pyogenes.” Ferretti et al., J.J., McShan W.M., Ajdic D.J., Savic D.J., Savic G., Lyon K., Primeaux C., Sezate S., Suvorov A.N., Kenton S., Lai H.S., Lin S.P., Qian Y., Jia H.G., Najar F.Z., Ren Q., Zhu H., Song L., White J., Yuan X., Clifton S.W., Roe B.A., McLaughlin R.E., Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 98:4658-4663(2001); “CRISPR RNA maturation by trans-encoded small RNA and host factor RNase III.” Delcheva E., Chylinski K., Sharma C.M., Gonzales K., Chao Y., Pirzada Z.A., Eckert M.R., Vogel J., Charpentier E., Nature 471:602-607(2011); and “A programmable dual-RNA-guided DNA endonuclease in adaptive bacterial immunity.” Jinek M., Chylinski K., Fonfara I., Hauer M., Doudna J.A., Charpentier E. Science 337:816-821(2012), the entire contents of each of which are incorporated herein by reference). Cas9 orthologs have been described in various species, including, but not limited to, S. pyogenes and S. thermophilus. Additional
suitable Cas9 nucleases and sequences will be apparent to those of skill in the art based on
this disclosure, and such Cas9 nucleases and sequences include Cas9 sequences from the
organisms and loci disclosed in Chylinski, Rhun, and Charpentier, “The tracrRNA and Cas9
families of type II CRISPR-Cas immunity systems” (2013) RNA Biology 10:5, 726-737; the
entire contents of which are incorporated herein by reference.

[0086] In certain types of CRISPR systems (e.g., type II CRISPR systems), correct
processing of pre-crRNA requires a trans-encoded small RNA (tracrRNA), endogenous
ribonuclease 3 (rnc), and a Cas9 protein. The tracrRNA serves as a guide for ribonuclease 3-
aided processing of pre-crRNA. Subsequently, Cas9/crRNA/tracrRNA endonucleolytically
cleaves a linear or circular nucleic acid target complementary to the RNA. Specifically, the
target strand not complementary to crRNA is first cut endonucleolytically, then trimmed 3’-5’
exonucleolytically. In nature, DNA-binding and cleavage typically requires protein and both
RNAs. However, single guide RNAs (“sgRNA”, or simply “gRNA”) can be engineered to
incorporate embodiments of both the crRNA and tracrRNA into a single RNA species—the
guide RNA.

[0087] In general, a “CRISPR system” refers collectively to transcripts and other elements
involved in the expression of or directing the activity of CRISPR-associated (“Cas”) genes,
including sequences encoding a Cas gene, a tracr (trans-activating CRISPR) sequence (e.g.
tracrRNA or an active partial tracrRNA), a tracr mate sequence (encompassing a “direct
repeat” and a tracrRNA-processed partial direct repeat in the context of an endogenous
CRISPR system), a guide sequence (also referred to as a “spacer” in the context of an
endogenous CRISPR system), or other sequences and transcripts from a CRISPR locus. The
tracrRNA of the system is complementary (fully or partially) to the tracr mate sequence
present on the guide RNA.

Deaminase

[0088] The term “deaminase” or “deaminase domain” refers to a protein or enzyme that
catalyzes a deamination reaction. In some embodiments, the deaminase is an adenosine (or
adenine) deaminase, which catalyzes the hydrolytic deamination of adenine or adenosine. In
some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase catalyzes the hydrolytic deamination of adenine
or adenosine in deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) to inosine. In other embodiments, the
deminiase is a cytidine (or cytosine) deaminase, which catalyzes the hydrolytic deamination
of cytidine or cytosine.
[0089] The deaminases provided herein may be from any organism, such as a bacterium. In some embodiments, the deaminase or deaminase domain is a variant of a naturally-occurring deaminase from an organism. In some embodiments, the deaminase or deaminase domain does not occur in nature. For example, in some embodiments, the deaminase or deaminase domain is at least 50%, at least 55%, at least 60%, at least 65%, at least 70%, at least 75% at least 80%, at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 95%, at least 96%, at least 97%, at least 98%, at least 99%, or at least 99.5% identical to a naturally-occurring deaminase.

Degron
[0090] The term “degron” or “degron domain” refers to a portion of a polypeptide that influence, controls, directs, or otherwise regulates the rate of degradation of the polypeptide. Degrons can be highly variable and can include short amino acid sequences, structural motifs, and/or exposed amino acids. Also, degrons may be positioned at any location within a polypeptide (e.g., at the N-terminus, the C-terminus, or at an internal position within the primary structure). The particular mechanism of degradation of a polypeptide which is regulated by the degron is not limited and can include ubiquitin-dependent degradation (i.e., degradation that involves proteasomal-based degradation) or ubiquitin-independent degradation. For example, the 4-amino acid sequence tail of NH\textsubscript{3}-EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466) -COOH encoded by exon 8 of the SMN2 gene functions as a degron, triggering degradation of SMN2.

DNA Binding Protein
[0091] As used herein, the term “DNA binding protein” or “DNA binding protein domain” refers to any protein that localizes to and binds a specific target DNA nucleotide sequence (e.g. a gene locus of a genome). This term embraces RNA-programmable proteins, which associate (e.g. form a complex) with one or more nucleic acid molecules (i.e., which includes, for example, guide RNA in the case of Cas systems) that direct or otherwise program the protein to localize to a specific target nucleotide sequence (e.g., DNA sequence) that is complementary to the one or more nucleic acid molecules (or a portion or region thereof) associated with the protein. Exemplary RNA-programmable proteins are CRISPR-Cas9 proteins, as well as Cas9 equivalents, homologs, orthologs, or paralogs, whether naturally occurring or non-naturally occurring (e.g. engineered or modified), and may include a Cas9 equivalent from any type of CRISPR system (e.g. type II, V, VI), including Cpf1 (a type-V CRISPR-Cas systems), C2c1 (a type V CRISPR-Cas system), C2c2 (a type VI CRISPR-Cas system), C2c3 (a type V CRISPR-Cas system), dCas9, GeoCas9, CjCas9, Cas12a, Cas12b,
Cas12c, Cas12d, Cas12g, Cas12h, Cas12i, Cas13d, Cas14, Argonaute, and nCas9. Further Cas-equivalents are described in Makarova et al., “C2c2 is a single-component programmable RNA-guided RNA-targeting CRISPR effector,” Science 2016; 353(6299), the contents of which are incorporated herein by reference.

**DNA Editing Efficiency**

[0092] The term “DNA editing efficiency,” as used herein, refers to the number or proportion of intended base pairs that are edited. For example, if a base editor edits 10% of the base pairs that it is intended to target (e.g., within a cell or within a population of cells), then the base editor can be described as being 10% efficient. Some aspects of editing efficiency embrace the modification (e.g., deamination) of a specific nucleotide within DNA, without generating a large number or percentage of insertions or deletions (i.e., indels). It is generally accepted that editing while generating less than 5% indels (as measured over total target nucleotide substrates) is high editing efficiency. The generation of more than 20% indels is generally accepted as poor or low editing efficiency. Indel formation may be measured by techniques known in the art, including high-throughput screening of sequencing reads.

**Downstream**

[0093] As used herein, the terms “upstream” and “downstream” are terms of relativity that define the linear position of at least two elements located in a nucleic acid molecule (whether single or double-stranded) that is orientated in a 5′-to-3′ direction. In particular, a first element is upstream of a second element in a nucleic acid molecule where the first element is positioned somewhere that is 5′ to the second element. For example, a SNP is upstream of a Cas9-induced nick site if the SNP is on the 5′ side of the nick site. Conversely, a first element is downstream of a second element in a nucleic acid molecule where the first element is positioned somewhere that is 3′ to the second element. For example, a SNP is downstream of a Cas9-induced nick site if the SNP is on the 3′ side of the nick site. The nucleic acid molecule can be a DNA (double or single stranded), RNA (double or single stranded), or a hybrid of DNA and RNA. The analysis is the same for single strand nucleic acid molecule and a double strand molecule since the terms upstream and downstream are in reference to only a single strand of a nucleic acid molecule, except that one needs to select which strand of the double stranded molecule is being considered. Often, the strand of a double stranded DNA which can be used to determine the positional relativity of at least two elements is the “sense” or “coding” strand. In genetics, a “sense” strand is the segment within double-stranded DNA that runs from 5′ to 3′, and which is complementary to the antisense strand of
DNA, or template strand, which runs from 3' to 5'. Thus, as an example, a SNP nucleobase is “downstream” of a promoter sequence in a genomic DNA (which is double-stranded) if the SNP nucleobase is on the 3' side of the promoter on the sense or coding strand.

**Effective Amount**

[0094] The term “effective amount,” as used herein, refers to an amount of a biologically active agent that is sufficient to elicit a desired biological response. For example, in some embodiments, an effective amount of a base editor may refer to the amount of the editor that is sufficient to edit a target site nucleotide sequence, *e.g.*, a genome. In some embodiments, an effective amount of a base editor provided herein, *e.g.*, of a fusion protein comprising a nickase Cas9 domain and a guide RNA may refer to the amount of the fusion protein that is sufficient to induce editing of a target site specifically bound and edited by the fusion protein. As will be appreciated by the skilled artisan, the effective amount of an agent, *e.g.*, a fusion protein, a nuclease, a hybrid protein, a protein dimer, a complex of a protein (or protein dimer) and a polynucleotide, or a polynucleotide, may vary depending on various factors as, for example, on the desired biological response, *e.g.*, on the specific allele, genome, or target site to be edited, on the cell or tissue being targeted, and on the agent being used.

**Functional Equivalent**

[0095] The term “functional equivalent” refers to a second biomolecule that is equivalent in function, but not necessarily equivalent in structure to a first biomolecule. For example, a “Cas9 equivalent” may refer to a protein that has the same or substantially the same functions as Cas9, but not necessarily the same amino acid sequence. In the context of the disclosure, the specification refers throughout to “a protein X, or a functional equivalent thereof.” In this context, a “functional equivalent” of protein X embraces any homolog, paralog, fragment, naturally occurring, engineered, circular permutant, mutated, or synthetic version of protein X which bears an equivalent function.

**Fusion Protein**

[0096] The term “fusion protein” as used herein refers to a hybrid polypeptide which comprises protein domains from at least two different proteins. One protein may be located at the amino-terminal (N-terminal) portion of the fusion protein or at the carboxy-terminal (C-terminal) protein thus forming an “amino-terminal fusion protein” or a “carboxy-terminal fusion protein,” respectively. A protein may comprise different domains, for example, a nucleic acid binding domain (*e.g.*, the gRNA binding domain of Cas9 that directs the binding of the protein to a target site) and a nucleic acid cleavage domain or a catalytic domain of a
nucleic-acid editing protein. Another example includes a Cas9 or equivalent thereof fused to an adenosine deaminase. Any of the proteins provided herein may be produced by any method known in the art. For example, the proteins provided herein may be produced via recombinant protein expression and purification, which is especially suited for fusion proteins comprising a peptide linker. Methods for recombinant protein expression and purification are well known, and include those described by Green and Sambrook, Molecular Cloning: A Laboratory Manual (4th ed., Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press, Cold Spring Harbor, N.Y. (2012)), the entire contents of which are incorporated herein by reference.

**Guide Nucleic Acid**

[0097] The term “guide nucleic acid” or “napDNAbp-programming nucleic acid molecule” or equivalently “guide sequence” refers the one or more nucleic acid molecules which associate with and direct or otherwise program a napDNAbp protein to localize to a specific target nucleotide sequence (e.g., a gene locus of a genome) that is complementary to the one or more nucleic acid molecules (or a portion or region thereof) associated with the protein, thereby causing the napDNAbp protein to bind to the nucleotide sequence at the specific target site. A non-limiting example is a guide RNA of a Cas protein of a CRISPR-Cas genome editing system.

[0098] Guide RNA is a particular type of guide nucleic acid which is mostly commonly associated with a Cas protein of a CRISPR-Cas9 and which associates with Cas9, directing the Cas9 protein to a specific sequence in a DNA molecule that includes complementarity to protospace sequence of the guide RNA. As used herein, a “guide RNA” refers to a synthetic fusion of the endogenous bacterial crRNA and tracrRNA that provides both targeting specificity and scaffolding and/or binding ability for Cas9 nuclease to a target DNA. This synthetic fusion does not exist in nature and is also commonly referred to as an sgRNA. However, this term also embraces the equivalent guide nucleic acid molecules that associate with Cas9 equivalents, homologs, orthologs, or paralogs, whether naturally occurring or non-naturally occurring (e.g., engineered or recombinant), and which otherwise program the Cas9 equivalent to localize to a specific target nucleotide sequence. The Cas9 equivalents may include other napDNAbp from any type of CRISPR system (e.g., type II, V, VI), including Cpf1 (a type-V CRISPR-Cas systems), C2c1 (a type V CRISPR-Cas system), C2c2 (a type VI CRISPR-Cas system) and C2c3 (a type V CRISPR-Cas system). Further Cas-equivalents are described in Makarova et al., “C2c2 is a single-component programmable RNA-guided RNA-targeting CRISPR effector,” Science 2016; 353(6299), the contents of which are
incorporated herein by reference. Exemplary sequences are and structures of guide RNAs are provided herein. In addition, methods for designing appropriate guide RNA sequences are provided herein.

**Guide RNA ("gRNA")**

[0099] As used herein, the term “guide RNA” is a particular type of guide nucleic acid which is mostly commonly associated with a Cas protein of a CRISPR-Cas9 and which associates with Cas9, directing the Cas9 protein to a specific sequence in a DNA molecule that includes complementarity to protospacer sequence of the guide RNA. However, this term also embraces the equivalent guide nucleic acid molecules that associate with Cas9 equivalents, homologs, orthologs, or paralogs, whether naturally occurring or non-naturally occurring (e.g., engineered or recombinant), and which otherwise program the Cas9 equivalent to localize to a specific target nucleotide sequence. The Cas9 equivalents may include other napDNAbp from any type of CRISPR system (e.g., type II, V, VI), including Cpf1 (a type-V CRISPR-Cas systems), C2c1 (a type V CRISPR-Cas system), C2c2 (a type VI CRISPR-Cas system) and C2c3 (a type V CRISPR-Cas system). Further Cas-equivalents are described in Makarova et al., “C2c2 is a single-component programmable RNA-guided RNA-targeting CRISPR effector,” Science 2016; 353(6299), the contents of which are incorporated herein by reference. Exemplary sequences are and structures of guide RNAs are provided herein.

[0100] Guide RNAs may comprise various structural elements that include, but are not limited to (a) a spacer sequence – the sequence in the guide RNA (having ~20 nts in length) which binds to a complementary strand of the target DNA (and has the same sequence as the protospacer of the DNA) and (b) a gRNA core (or gRNA scaffold or backbone sequence) - refers to the sequence within the gRNA that is responsible for Cas9 binding, it does not include the ~20 bp spacer sequence that is used to guide Cas9 to target DNA.

**Guide RNA Target Sequence**

[0101] As used herein, the “guide RNA target sequence” refers to the ~20 nucleotides that are complementary to the protospacer sequence in the PAM strand. The target sequence is the sequence that anneals to or is targeted by the spacer sequence of the guide RNA. The spacer sequence of the guide RNA and the protospacer have the same sequence (except the spacer sequence is RNA and the protospacer is DNA).

**Guide RNA Scaffold Sequence**
[0102] As used herein, the “guide RNA scaffold sequence” refers to the sequence within the
grNA that is responsible for Cas9 binding, it does not include the 20 bp spacer/targeting
sequence that is used to guide Cas9 to target DNA.

Host Cell

[0103] The term “host cell,” as used herein, refers to a cell that can host, replicate, and
transfer a phage vector useful for a continuous evolution process as provided herein. In
embodiments where the vector is a viral vector, a suitable host cell is a cell that may be
infected by the viral vector, can replicate it, and can package it into viral particles that can
infect fresh host cells. A cell can host a viral vector if it supports expression of genes of viral
vector, replication of the viral genome, and/or the generation of viral particles. One criterion
to determine whether a cell is a suitable host cell for a given viral vector is to determine
whether the cell can support the viral life cycle of a wild-type viral genome that the viral
vector is derived from. For example, if the viral vector is a modified M13 phage genome, as
provided in some embodiments described herein, then a suitable host cell would be any cell
that can support the wild-type M13 phage life cycle. Suitable host cells for viral vectors
useful in continuous evolution processes are well known to those of skill in the art, and the
disclosure is not limited in this respect. In some embodiments, the viral vector is a phage and
the host cell is a bacterial cell. In some embodiments, the host cell is an E. coli cell. Suitable
E. coli host strains will be apparent to those of skill in the art, and include, but are not limited
to, New England Biolabs (NEB) Turbo, Top10F', DH12S, ER2738, ER2267, and XL1-Blue
MRF'. These strain names are art recognized and the genotype of these strains has been well
categorized. It should be understood that the above strains are exemplary only and that the
invention is not limited in this respect. The term “fresh,” as used herein interchangeably with
the terms “non-infected” or “uninfected” in the context of host cells, refers to a host cell that
has not been infected by a viral vector comprising a gene of interest as used in a continuous
evolution process provided herein. A fresh host cell can, however, have been infected by a
viral vector unrelated to the vector to be evolved or by a vector of the same or a similar type
but not carrying the gene of interest.

[0104] In some embodiments, the host cell is a prokaryotic cell, for example, a bacterial cell.
In some embodiments, the host cell is an E. coli cell. In some embodiments, the host cell is a
eukaryotic cell, for example, a yeast cell, an insect cell, or a mammalian cell. The type of host
cell, will, of course, depend on the viral vector employed, and suitable host cell/viral vector
combinations will be readily apparent to those of skill in the art.
**Inteins and split-inteins**

[0105] As used herein, the term “intein” refers to auto-processing polypeptide domains found in organisms from all domains of life. An intein (intervening protein) carries out a unique auto-processing event known as protein splicing in which it excises itself out from a larger precursor polypeptide through the cleavage of two peptide bonds and, in the process, ligates the flanking extein (external protein) sequences through the formation of a new peptide bond. This rearrangement occurs post-translationally (or possibly co-translationally), as intein genes are found embedded in frame within other protein-coding genes. Furthermore, intein-mediated protein splicing is spontaneous; it requires no external factor or energy source, only the folding of the intein domain. This process is also known as *cis*-protein splicing, as opposed to the natural process of *trans*-protein splicing with “split inteins.”

[0106] Split inteins are a sub-category of inteins. Unlike the more common contiguous inteins, split inteins are transcribed and translated as two separate polypeptides, the N-intein and C-intein, each fused to one extein. Upon translation, the intein fragments spontaneously and non-covalently assemble into the canonical intein structure to carry out protein splicing *in trans*.


[0108] As used herein, the term “protein splicing” refers to a process in which an interior region of a precursor protein (an intein) is excised and the flanking regions of the protein (exteins) are ligated to form the mature protein. This natural process has been observed in numerous proteins from both prokaryotes and eukaryotes (Perler, F. B., Xu, M. Q., Paulus, H. Current Opinion in Chemical Biology 1997, 1, 292-299; Perler, F. B. Nucleic Acids Research 1999, 27, 346-347). The intein unit contains the necessary components needed to catalyze protein splicing and often contains an endonuclease domain that participates in intein mobility (Perler, F. B., Davis, E. O., Dean, G. E., Gimble, F. S., Jack, W. E., Neff, N., Noren, C. J., Thomer, J., Belfort, M. Nucleic Acids Research 1994, 22, 1127-1127). The resulting proteins are linked, however, not expressed as separate proteins. Protein splicing may also be conducted in *trans* with split inteins expressed on separate polypeptides spontaneously
combine to form a single intein which then undergoes the protein splicing process to join to separate proteins.


**Ligand-dependent intein**

[0110] The term “ligand-dependent intein,” as used herein refers to an intein that comprises a ligand-binding domain. Typically, the ligand-binding domain is inserted into the amino acid sequence of the intein, resulting in a structure intein (N) – ligand-binding domain – intein (C). Typically, ligand-dependent inteins exhibit no or only minimal protein splicing activity in the absence of an appropriate ligand, and a marked increase of protein splicing activity in the presence of the ligand. In some embodiments, the ligand-dependent intein does not exhibit observable splicing activity in the absence of ligand but does exhibit splicing activity in the presence of the ligand. In some embodiments, the ligand-dependent intein exhibits an observable protein splicing activity in the absence of the ligand, and a protein splicing activity in the presence of an appropriate ligand that is at least 5 times, at least 10 times, at least 50 times, at least 100 times, at least 150 times, at least 200 times, at least 250 times, at least 500 times, at least 1000 times, at least 1500 times, at least 2000 times, at least 2500 times.
times, at least 5000 times, at least 10000 times, at least 20000 times, at least 25000 times, at least 50000 times, at least 100000 times, or at least 1000000 times greater than the activity observed in the absence of the ligand. In some embodiments, the increase in activity is dose dependent over at least 1 order of magnitude, at least 2 orders of magnitude, at least 3 orders of magnitude, at least 4 orders of magnitude, or at least 5 orders of magnitude, allowing for fine-tuning of intein activity by adjusting the concentration of the ligand. Suitable ligand-dependent inteins are known in the art, and in include those provided below and those described in published U.S. Patent Application U.S. 2014/0065711 A1;

Exemplary sequences are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>SEQUENCE OF LIGAND-DEPENDENT INTEIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-4 INTEIN</td>
<td>CLAEGTRIFDPVGTGTRIEDVDGKPHVIAKDRGKTALLAPVSVVFDQGTRYGLPIAGGAAIV WATPDKVLETSYWMRAAGRELKDRGTVGPGSNSLALSITADQVMYULLLEAPFILYSEYDFTSF SEASMGGLTLNADRELVMINAKRPGFVDLLHDQALHELLACWLEIMIGLWRSMEPHLKLF APLNLLDRNQKGCVEQNEIFDLLMATSRRFPMMNLQGEEFVCGLKSIIILSNSGYTFLLSTLSKLEE KDIHNRALDKITDLIIHMAKAGLTLQQHQLRAQLQILLILSHIRHMSKNGEHYLSMKYKWVFLYD LLLLNLMDAHRLGHSSGASVQAFADALDLKDHLMLAEELRYSVIEVLTRARRTFDLEVELLHVT LVAEGVYVVHC (SEQ ID NO: 164)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-2 INTEIN</td>
<td>CLAEGTRIFDPVGTGTRIEDVDGKPHVIAKDRGKTALLAPVSVVFDQGTRYGLPIAGGAAIV WATPDKVLETSYWMRAAGRELKDRGTVGPGSNSLALSITADQVMYULLLEAPFILYSEYDFTSF SEASMGGLTLNADRELVMINAKRPGFVDLLHDQALHELLACWLEIMIGLWRSMEPHLKLF APLNLLDRNQKGCVEQNEIFDLLMATSRRFPMMNLQGEEFVCGLKSIIILSNSGYTFLLSTLSKLEE KDIHNRALDKITDLIIHMAKAGLTLQQHQLRAQLQILLILSHIRHMSKNGEHYLSMKYKWVFLYD LLLLNLMDAHRLGHSSGASVQAFADALDLKDHLMLAEELRYSVIEVLTRARRTFDLEVELLHVT LVAEGVYVVHC (SEQ ID NO: 165)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30R3-1 INTEIN</td>
<td>CLAEGTRIFDPVGTGTRIEDVDGKPHVIAKDRGKTALLAPVSVVFDQGTRYGLPIAGGATV WATPDKVLETSYWMRAAGRELKDRGTVGPGSNSLALSITADQVMYULLLEAPFILYSEYDFTSF SEASMGGLTLNADRELVMINAKRPGFVDLLHDQALHELLACWLEIMIGLWRSMEPHLKLF APLNLLDRNQKGCVEQNEIFDLLMATSRRFPMMNLQGEEFVCGLKSIIILSNSGYTFLLSTLSKLEE KDIHNRALDKITDLIIHMAKAGLTLQQHQLRAQLQILLILSHIRHMSKNGEHYLSMKYKWVFLYD LLLLNLMDAHRLGHSSGASVQAFADALDLKDHLMLAEELRYSVIEVLTRARRTFDLEVELLHVT LVAEGVYVVHC (SEQ ID NO: 167)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30R3-2 INTEIN</td>
<td>CLAEGTRIFDPVGTGTRIEDVDGKPHVIAKDRGKTALLAPVSVVFDQGTRYGLPIAGGATV WATPDKVLETSYWMRAAGRELKDRGTVGPGSNSLALSITADQVMYULLLEAPFILYSEYDFTSF SEASMGGLTLNADRELVMINAKRPGFVDLLHDQALHELLACWLEIMIGLWRSMEPHLKLF APLNLLDRNQKGCVEQNEIFDLLMATSRRFPMMNLQGEEFVCGLKSIIILSNSGYTFLLSTLSKLEE KDIHNRALDKITDLIIHMAKAGLTLQQHQLRAQLQILLILSHIRHMSKNGEHYLSMKYKWVFLYD LLLLNLMDAHRLGHSSGASVQAFADALDLKDHLMLAEELRYSVIEVLTRARRTFDLEVELLHVT LVAEGVYVVHC (SEQ ID NO: 166)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30R3-3 INTEIN</td>
<td>CLAEGTRIFDPVGTGTRIEDVDGKPHVIAKDRGKTALLAPVSVVFDQGTRYGLPIAGGATV WATPDKVLETSYWMRAAGRELKDRGTVGPGSNSLALSITADQVMYULLLEAPFILYSEYDFTSF SEASMGGLTLNADRELVMINAKRPGFVDLLHDQALHELLACWLEIMIGLWRSMEPHLKLF APLNLLDRNQKGCVEQNEIFDLLMATSRRFPMMNLQGEEFVCGLKSIIILSNSGYTFLLSTLSKLEE KDIHNRALDKITDLIIHMAKAGLTLQQHQLRAQLQILLILSHIRHMSKNGEHYLSMKYKWVFLYD LLLLNLMDAHRLGHSSGASVQAFADALDLKDHLMLAEELRYSVIEVLTRARRTFDLEVELLHVT LVAEGVYVVHC (SEQ ID NO: 167)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Linker

**[0111]** The term “linker,” as used herein, refers to a chemical group or a molecule linking two molecules or domains, *e.g.* dCas9 and a deaminase. Typically, the linker is positioned between, or flanked by, two groups, molecules, or other domains and connected to each one via a covalent bond, thus connecting the two. In some embodiments, the linker is an amino acid or a plurality of amino acids (*e.g.* a peptide or protein). In some embodiments, the linker is an organic molecule, group, polymer, or chemical domain. Chemical groups include, but are not limited to, disulfide, hydrazide, and azide domains. In some embodiments, the linker is 5-100 amino acids in length, for example, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 30-35, 35-40, 40-45, 45-50, 50-60, 60-70, 70-80, 80-90, 90-100, 100-150, or 150-200 amino acids in length. Longer or shorter linkers are also contemplated. In some embodiments, the linker is an XTEN linker. In some embodiments, the linker is a 32-amino acid linker. In other embodiments, the linker is a 30-, 31-, 33- or 34-amino acid linker.

### Mutation

**[0112]** The term “mutation,” as used herein, refers to a substitution of a residue within a sequence, *e.g.* a nucleic acid or amino acid sequence, with another residue; a deletion or insertion of one or more residues within a sequence; or a substitution of a residue within a sequence of a genome in a subject to be corrected. Mutations are typically described herein by identifying the original residue followed by the position of the residue within the sequence and by the identity of the newly substituted residue. Various methods for making the amino
acid substitutions (mutations) provided herein are well known in the art, and are provided by, for example, Green and Sambrook, *Molecular Cloning: A Laboratory Manual* (4th ed., Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press, Cold Spring Harbor, N Y (2012)). Mutations can include a variety of categories, such as single base polymorphisms, microduplication regions, indel, and inversions, and is not meant to be limiting in any way. Mutations can include “loss-of-function” mutations which are mutations that reduce or abolish a protein activity. Most loss-of-function mutations are recessive, because in a heterozygote the second chromosome copy carries an unmutated version of the gene coding for a fully functional protein whose presence compensates for the effect of the mutation. There are some exceptions where a loss-of-function mutation is dominant, one example being haploinsufficiency, where the organism is unable to tolerate the approximately 50% reduction in protein activity suffered by the heterozygote. This is the explanation for a few genetic diseases in humans, including Marfan syndrome, which results from a mutation in the gene for the connective tissue protein called fibrillin. Mutations also embrace “gain-of-function” mutations, which is one which confers an abnormal activity on a protein or cell that is otherwise not present in a normal condition. Many gain-of-function mutations are in regulatory sequences rather than in coding regions, and can therefore have a number of consequences. For example, a mutation might lead to one or more genes being expressed in the wrong tissues, these tissues gaining functions that they normally lack. Alternatively the mutation could lead to overexpression of one or more genes involved in control of the cell cycle, thus leading to uncontrolled cell division and hence to cancer. Because of their nature, gain-of-function mutations are usually dominant.

**napDNAbp**

[0113] The term “napDNAb” which stand for “nucleic acid programmable DNA binding protein” refers to any protein that may associate (e.g., form a complex) with one or more nucleic acid molecules (i.e., which may broadly be referred to as a “napDNAbp-programming nucleic acid molecule” and includes, for example, guide RNA in the case of Cas systems) which direct or otherwise program the protein to localize to a specific target nucleotide sequence (e.g., a gene locus of a genome) that is complementary to the one or more nucleic acid molecules (or a portion or region thereof) associated with the protein, thereby causing the protein to bind to the nucleotide sequence at the specific target site. This term napDNAbp embraces CRISPR-Cas9 proteins, as well as Cas9 equivalents, homologs, orthologs, or paralogs, whether naturally occurring or non-naturally occurring (e.g., engineered or modified), and may include a Cas9 equivalent from any type of CRISPR
system (e.g., type II, V, VI), including Cpf1 (a type-V CRISPR-Cas system), C2c1 (a type V CRISPR-Cas system), C2c2 (a type VI CRISPR-Cas system), C2c3 (a type V CRISPR-Cas system), dCas9, GeoCas9, CjCas9, Cas12a, Cas12b, Cas12c, Cas12d, Cas12g, Cas12h, Cas12i, Cas13d, Cas14, Argonaute, and nCas9. Further Cas-equivalents are described in Makarova et al., “C2c2 is a single-component programmable RNA-guided RNA-targeting CRISPR effector,” Science 2016; 353 (6299), the contents of which are incorporated herein by reference. However, the nucleic acid programmable DNA binding protein (napDNAbp) that may be used in connection with this invention are not limited to CRISPR-Cas systems. The invention embraces any such programmable protein, such as the Argonaute protein from Natronobacterium gregoryi (NgAgo) which may also be used for DNA-guided genome editing. NgAgo-guide DNA system does not require a PAM sequence or guide RNA molecules, which means genome editing can be performed simply by the expression of generic NgAgo protein and introduction of synthetic oligonucleotides on any genomic sequence. See Gao et al., DNA-guided genome editing using the Natronobacterium gregoryi Argonaute. Nature Biotechnology 2016; 34(7):768-73, which is incorporated herein by reference.

[0114] In some embodiments, the napDNAbp is a RNA-programmable nuclease, when in a complex with an RNA, may be referred to as a nuclease:RNA complex. Typically, the bound RNA(s) is referred to as a guide RNA (gRNA). gRNAs can exist as a complex of two or more RNAs, or as a single RNA molecule. gRNAs that exist as a single RNA molecule may be referred to as single-guide RNAs (sgRNAs), though “gRNA” is used interchangeably to refer to guide RNAs that exist as either single molecules or as a complex of two or more molecules. Typically, gRNAs that exist as single RNA species comprise two domains: (1) a domain that shares homology to a target nucleic acid (e.g., and directs binding of a Cas9 (or equivalent) complex to the target); and (2) a domain that binds a Cas9 protein. In some embodiments, domain (2) corresponds to a sequence known as a tracrRNA, and comprises a stem-loop structure. For example, in some embodiments, domain (2) is homologous to a tracrRNA as depicted in Figure 1E of Jinek et al., Science 337:816-821(2012), the entire contents of which is incorporated herein by reference. Other examples of gRNAs (e.g., those including domain 2) can be found in U.S. Patent No. 9,340,799, entitled “mRNA-Sensing Switchable gRNAs,” and International Patent Application No. PCT/US2014/054247, filed September 6, 2013, published as WO 2015/035136 and entitled “Delivery System For Functional Nucleases,” the entire contents of each are herein incorporated by reference. In
some embodiments, a gRNA comprises two or more of domains (1) and (2), and may be referred to as an “extended gRNA.” For example, an extended gRNA will, e.g., bind two or more Cas9 proteins and bind a target nucleic acid at two or more distinct regions, as described herein. The gRNA comprises a nucleotide sequence that complements a target site, which mediates binding of the nuclease/RNA complex to said target site, providing the sequence specificity of the nuclease:RNA complex. In some embodiments, the RNA-programmable nuclease is the (CRISPR-associated system) Cas9 endonuclease, for example Cas9 (Csn1) from Streptococcus pyogenes (see, e.g., “Complete genome sequence of an M1 strain of Streptococcus pyogenes.” Ferretti J.J. *et al.*, *Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A.* 98:4658-4663(2001); “CRISPR RNA maturation by trans-encoded small RNA and host factor RNase III.” Deltcheva E. *et al.*, *Nature* 471:602-607(2011); and “A programmable dual-RNA-guided DNA endonuclease in adaptive bacterial immunity.” Jinek M. *et al.*, *Science* 337:816-821(2012), the entire contents of each of which are incorporated herein by reference.

**[0115]** The napDNAbp nucleases (e.g., Cas9) use RNA:DNA hybridization to target DNA cleavage sites, these proteins are able to be targeted, in principle, to any sequence specified by the guide RNA. Methods of using napDNAbp nucleases, such as Cas9, for site-specific cleavage (e.g., to modify a genome) are known in the art (see e.g., Cong, L. *et al.* Multiplex genome engineering using CRISPR/Cas systems. *Science* 339, 819-823 (2013); Mali, P. *et al.* RNA-guided human genome engineering via Cas9. *Science* 339, 823-826 (2013); Hwang, W.Y. *et al.* Efficient genome editing in zebrafish using a CRISPR-Cas system. *Nature Biotechnology* 31, 227-229 (2013); Jinek, M. *et al.* RNA-programmed genome editing in human cells. *eLife* 2, e00471 (2013); Dicarlo, J.E. *et al.*, Genome engineering in Saccharomyces cerevisiae using CRISPR-Cas systems. *Nucleic Acid Res.* (2013); Jiang, W. *et al.* RNA-guided editing of bacterial genomes using CRISPR-Cas systems. *Nature Biotechnology* 31, 233-239 (2013); the entire contents of each of which are incorporated herein by reference).

**Nickase**

**[0116]** The term “nickase” refers to a napDNAbp having only a single nuclease activity (e.g., one of the two nuclease domain is inactivated) that cuts only one strand of a target DNA, rather than both strands. Thus, a nickase type napDNAbp does not leave a double-strand break.

**Nuclear localization signal**
[0117] A nuclear localization signal or sequence (NLS) is an amino acid sequence that tags, designates, or otherwise marks a protein for import into the cell nucleus by nuclear transport. Typically, this signal consists of one or more short sequences of positively charged lysines or arginines exposed on the protein surface. Different nuclear localized proteins may share the same NLS. An NLS has the opposite function of a nuclear export signal (NES), which targets proteins out of the nucleus. Thus, a single nuclear localization signal can direct the entity with which it is associated to the nucleus of a cell. Such sequences may be of any size and composition, for example more than 25, 25, 15, 12, 10, 8, 7, 6, 5, or 4 amino acids, but will preferably comprise at least a four to eight amino acid sequence known to function as a nuclear localization signal (NLS).

**Nucleic acid molecule**

[0118] The term “nucleic acid molecule” as used herein, refers to RNA as well as single and/or double-stranded DNA. Nucleic acid molecules may be naturally occurring, for example, in the context of a genome, a transcript, an mRNA, tRNA, rRNA, siRNA, snRNA, a plasmid, cosmid, chromosome, chromatin, or other naturally occurring nucleic acid molecule. On the other hand, a nucleic acid molecule may be a non-naturally occurring molecule, e.g. a recombinant DNA or RNA, an artificial chromosome, an engineered genome, or fragment thereof, or a synthetic DNA, RNA, DNA/RNA hybrid, or including non-naturally occurring nucleotides or nucleosides. Furthermore, the terms “nucleic acid,” “DNA,” “RNA,” and/or similar terms include nucleic acid analogs, e.g. analogs having other than a phosphodiester backbone. Nucleic acids may be purified from natural sources, produced using recombinant expression systems and optionally purified, chemically synthesized, etc. Where appropriate, e.g. in the case of chemically synthesized molecules, nucleic acids may comprise nucleoside analogs such as analogs having chemically modified bases or sugars, and backbone modifications. A nucleic acid sequence is presented in the 5’ to 3’ direction unless otherwise indicated. In some embodiments, a nucleic acid is or comprises natural nucleosides (e.g. adenosine, thymidine, guanosine, cytidine, uridine, deoxyadenosine, deoxythymidine, deoxyguanosine, and deoxycytidine); nucleoside analogs (e.g. 2-aminoadenosine, 2-thiophymydine, inosine, pyrrolo-pyrimidine, 3-methyl adenosine, 5-methylcytidine, 2-aminoadenosine, C5-bromouridine, C5-fluorouridine, C5-iodouridine, C5-propynyl-uridine, C5-propynyl-cytidine, C5-methylcytidine, 2-aminoadenosine, 7-deazaadenosine, 7-deazaguanosine, inosinedenosine, 8-oxoguanosine, O(6)-methylguanine, and 2-thiocytidine); chemically modified bases; biologically modified bases (e.g. methylated
bases); intercalated bases; modified sugars (e.g. 2'-fluororibose, ribose, 2'-deoxyribose, arabinose, and hexose); and/or modified phosphate groups (e.g. phosphorothioates and 5'-N-phosphoramidite linkages).

**PACE**


**Promoter**

[0120] The term “promoter” is art-recognized and refers to a nucleic acid molecule with a sequence recognized by the cellular transcription machinery and able to initiate transcription of a downstream gene. A promoter may be constitutively active, meaning that the promoter is always active in a given cellular context, or conditionally active, meaning that the promoter is only active in the presence of a specific condition. For example, a conditional promoter may only be active in the presence of a specific protein that connects a protein associated with a regulatory element in the promoter to the basic transcriptional machinery, or only in the absence of an inhibitory molecule. A subclass of conditionally active promoters is inducible promoters that require the presence of a small molecule “inducer” for activity. Examples of inducible promoters include, but are not limited to, arabinose-inducible promoters, Tet-on promoters, and tamoxifen-inducible promoters. A variety of constitutive, conditional, and inducible promoters are well known to the skilled artisan, and the skilled artisan will be able to ascertain a variety of such promoters useful in carrying out the instant invention, which is not limited in this respect. In various embodiments, the disclosure provides vectors with appropriate promoters for driving expression of the nucleic acid sequences encoding the fusion proteins (or one or more individual components thereof).

**Protein, Peptide, and Polypeptide**
The terms “protein,” “peptide,” and “polypeptide” are used interchangeably herein, and refer to a polymer of amino acid residues linked together by peptide (amide) bonds. The terms refer to a protein, peptide, or polypeptide of any size, structure, or function. Typically, a protein, peptide, or polypeptide will be at least three amino acids long. A protein, peptide, or polypeptide may refer to an individual protein or a collection of proteins. One or more of the amino acids in a protein, peptide, or polypeptide may be modified, for example, by the addition of a chemical entity such as a carbohydrate group, a hydroxyl group, a phosphate group, a farnesy1 group, an isofarnesyl group, a fatty acid group, a linker for conjugation, functionalization, or other modification, etc. A protein, peptide, or polypeptide may also be a single molecule or may be a multi-molecular complex. A protein, peptide, or polypeptide may be just a fragment of a naturally occurring protein or peptide. A protein, peptide, or polypeptide may be naturally occurring, recombinant, or synthetic, or any combination thereof. The term “fusion protein” as used herein refers to a hybrid polypeptide which comprises protein domains from at least two different proteins. One protein may be located at the amino-terminal (N-terminal) portion of the fusion protein or at the carboxy-terminal (C-terminal) protein thus forming an “amino-terminal fusion protein” or a “carboxy-terminal fusion protein,” respectively. A protein may comprise different domains, for example, a nucleic acid binding domain (e.g., the gRNA binding domain of Cas9 that directs the binding of the protein to a target site) and a nucleic acid cleavage domain or a catalytic domain of a recombinase. In some embodiments, a protein comprises a proteinaceous part, e.g., an amino acid sequence constituting a nucleic acid binding domain, and an organic compound, e.g., a compound that can act as a nucleic acid cleavage agent. In some embodiments, a protein is in a complex with, or is in association with, a nucleic acid, e.g., RNA. Any of the proteins provided herein may be produced by any method known in the art. For example, the proteins provided herein may be produced via recombinant protein expression and purification, which is especially suited for fusion proteins comprising a peptide linker. Methods for recombinant protein expression and purification are well known, and include those described by Green and Sambrook, Molecular Cloning: A Laboratory Manual (4th ed., Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press, Cold Spring Harbor, N.Y. (2012)), the entire contents of which are incorporated herein by reference. It should be appreciated that the disclosure provides any of the polypeptide sequences provided herein without an N-terminal methionine (M) residue.
[0122] As used herein, the term “protospacer” refers to the sequence (~20 bp) in DNA adjacent to the PAM (protospacer adjacent motif) sequence. The protospacer shares the same sequence as the spacer sequence of the guide RNA. The guide RNA anneals to the complement of the protospacer sequence on the target DNA (specifically, one strand thereof, i.e., the “target strand” versus the “non-target strand” of the target DNA sequence). In order for Cas9 to function it also requires a specific protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) that varies depending on the bacterial species of the Cas9 gene. The most commonly used Cas9 nuclease, derived from S. pyogenes, recognizes a PAM sequence of NGG that is found directly downstream of the target sequence in the genomic DNA, on the non-target strand.

The skilled person will appreciate that the literature in the state of the art sometimes refers to the “protospacer” as the ~20-nt target-specific guide sequence on the guide RNA itself, rather than referring to it as a “spacer.” Thus, in some cases, the term “protospacer” as used herein may be used interchangeably with the term “spacer.” The context of the description surrounding the appearance of either “protospacer” or “spacer” will help inform the reader as to whether the term is in reference to the gRNA or the DNA target.

Protospacer adjacent motif (PAM)

[0123] As used herein, the term “protospacer adjacent sequence” or “PAM” refers to an approximately 2-6 base pair DNA sequence that is an important targeting component of a Cas9 nuclease. Typically, the PAM sequence is on either strand, and is downstream in the 5’ to 3’ direction of the Cas9 cut site. The canonical PAM sequence (i.e., the PAM sequence that is associated with the Cas9 nuclease of Streptococcus pyogenes or SpCas9) is 5’-NGG-3’ wherein “N” is any nucleobase followed by two guanine (“G”) nucleobases. Different PAM sequences can be associated with different Cas9 nucleases or equivalent proteins from different organisms. In addition, any given Cas9 nuclease, e.g., SpCas9, may be modified to alter the PAM specificity of the nuclease such that the nuclease recognizes alternative PAM sequence.

[0124] For example, with reference to the canonical SpCas9 amino acid sequence is SEQ ID NO: 2, the PAM sequence can be modified by introducing one or more mutations, including (a) D1135V, R1335Q, and T1337R “the VQR variant”, which alters the PAM specificity to NGAN or NGNG, (b) D1135E, R1335Q, and T1337R “the EQR variant”, which alters the PAM specificity to NGAG, and (c) D1135V, G1218R, R1335E, and T1337R “the VRER variant”, which alters the PAM specificity to NGCG. In addition, the D1135E variant of
canonical SpCas9 still recognizes NGG, but it is more selective compared to the wild type SpCas9 protein.

[0125] It will also be appreciated that Cas9 enzymes from different bacterial species (i.e., Cas9 orthologs) can have varying PAM specificities. For example, Cas9 from *Staphylococcus aureus* (SaCas9) recognizes NGRRT or NGRRN. In addition, Cas9 from *Neisseria meningitidis* (NmCas) recognizes NNNNGATT. In another example, Cas9 from *Streptococcus thermophilis* (StCas9) recognizes NNAGAAW. In still another example, Cas9 from *Treponema denticola* (TdCas) recognizes NAAAAC. These are examples and are not meant to be limiting. It will be further appreciated that non-SpCas9s bind a variety of PAM sequences, which makes them useful when no suitable SpCas9 PAM sequence is present at the desired target cut site. Furthermore, non-SpCas9s may have other characteristics that make them more useful than SpCas9. For example, Cas9 from *Staphylococcus aureus* (SaCas9) is about 1 kilobase smaller than SpCas9, so it can be packaged into adeno-associated virus (AAV). Further reference may be made to Shah et al., “Protospacer recognition motifs: mixed identities and functional diversity,” *RNA Biology*, 10(5): 891-899 (which is incorporated herein by reference).

**RNA-protein recruitment system**

[0126] In various embodiments, two separate protein domains (e.g., a Cas9 domain and a cytidine deaminase domain) may be colocalized to one another to form a functional complex (akin to the function of a fusion protein comprising the two separate protein domains) by using an “RNA-protein recruitment system,” such as the “MS2 tagging technique.” Such systems generally tag one protein domain with an “RNA-protein interaction domain” (aka “RNA-protein recruitment domain”) and the other with an “RNA-binding protein” that specifically recognizes and binds to the RNA-protein interaction domain, e.g., a specific hairpin structure. These types of systems can be leveraged to colocalize the domains of a base editor, as well as to recruitment additional functionalities to a base editor, such as a UGI domain. In one example, the MS2 tagging technique is based on the natural interaction of the MS2 bacteriophage coat protein (“MCP” or “MS2cp”) with a stem-loop or hairpin structure present in the genome of the phage, i.e., the “MS2 hairpin.” In the case of the MS2 hairpin, it is recognized and bound by the MS2 bacteriophage coat protein (MCP). Thus, in one exemplarily scenario a deaminase-MS2 fusion can recruit a Cas9-MCP fusion.

[0127] A review of other modular RNA-protein interaction domains are described in the art, for example, in Johansson et al., “RNA recognition by the MS2 phage coat protein,” *Sem

[0128] The nucleotide sequence of the MS2 hairpin (or equivalently referred to as the “MS2 aptamer”) is: GCCAACATGAGGATCACCAGTCAGGGCC (SEQ ID NO: 172).

[0129] The amino acid sequence of the MCP or MS2cp is: GSASNFTQFVLVDNGGTGDVTVAPSNFANGVAEWISSIONSRSQAYKVTCSVRQSSAQNRKTYTIKEVPKVATQTVGGEELPVAGWRSYLNMTLIPFATNSDCELIVKAMQGLLKDGNPIPSAIAANSGIY (SEQ ID NO: 173).

Sense strand

[0130] In genetics, a “sense” strand is the segment within double-stranded DNA that runs from 5’ to 3’, and which is complementary to the antisense strand of DNA, or template strand, which runs from 3’ to 5’. In the case of a DNA segment that encodes a protein, the sense strand is the strand of DNA that has the same sequence as the mRNA, which takes the antisense strand as its template during transcription, and eventually undergoes (typically, not always) translation into a protein. The antisense strand is thus responsible for the RNA that is later translated to protein, while the sense strand possesses a nearly identical makeup to that of the mRNA. Note that for each segment of dsDNA, there will possibly be two sets of sense and antisense, depending on which direction one reads (since sense and antisense is relative to perspective). It is ultimately the gene product, or mRNA, that dictates which strand of one segment of dsDNA is referred to as sense or antisense.

[0131] In the context of a PEGRNA, the first step is the synthesis of a single-strand complementary DNA (i.e., the 3’ ssDNA flap, which becomes incorporated) oriented in the 5’ to 3’ direction which is templated off of the PEGRNA extension arm. Whether the 3’ ssDNA flap should be regarded as a sense or antisense strand depends on the direction of transcription since it well accepted that both strands of DNA may serve as a template for transcription (but not at the same time). Thus, in some embodiments, the 3’ ssDNA flap (which overall runs in the the 5’ to 3’ direction) will serve as the sense strand because it is the
coding strand. In other embodiments, the 3’ ssDNA flap (which overall runs in the the 5’ to 3’ direction) will serve as the antisense strand and thus, the template for transcription.

**Spacer sequence**

[0132] As used herein, the term “spacer sequence” in connection with a guide RNA refers to the portion of the guide RNA of about 20 nucleotides which contains a nucleotide sequence that is complementary to the protospacer sequence in the target DNA sequence. The spacer sequence anneals to the protospacer sequence to form a ssRNA/ssDNA hybrid structure at the target site and a corresponding R loop ssDNA structure of the endogenous DNA strand that is complementary to the protospacer sequence.

**Subject**

[0133] The term “subject,” as used herein, refers to an individual organism, for example, an individual mammal. In some embodiments, the subject is a human. In some embodiments, the subject is a non-human mammal. In some embodiments, the subject is a non-human primate. In some embodiments, the subject is a rodent. In some embodiments, the subject is a sheep, a goat, a cattle, a cat, or a dog. In some embodiments, the subject is a vertebrate, an amphibian, a reptile, a fish, an insect, a fly, or a nematode. In some embodiments, the subject is a research animal. In some embodiments, the subject is genetically engineered, e.g., a genetically engineered non-human subject. The subject may be of either sex and at any stage of development.

**Target site**

[0134] The term “target site” refers to a sequence within a nucleic acid molecule that is edited by a fusion protein (e.g. a dCas9-deaminase fusion protein provided herein). The target site further refers to the sequence within a nucleic acid molecule to which a complex of the fusion protein and gRNA binds.

**Transcription terminator**

[0135] A “transcriptional terminator” is a nucleic acid sequence that causes transcription to stop. A transcriptional terminator may be unidirectional or bidirectional. It is comprised of a DNA sequence involved in specific termination of an RNA transcript by an RNA polymerase. A transcriptional terminator sequence prevents transcriptional activation of downstream nucleic acid sequences by upstream promoters. A transcriptional terminator may be necessary in vivo to achieve desirable expression levels or to avoid transcription of certain sequences. A transcriptional terminator is considered to be “operably linked to” a nucleotide sequence when it is able to terminate the transcription of the sequence it is linked to.
[0136] The most commonly used type of terminator is a forward terminator. When placed downstream of a nucleic acid sequence that is usually transcribed, a forward transcriptional terminator will cause transcription to abort. In some embodiments, bidirectional transcriptional terminators are provided, which usually cause transcription to terminate on both the forward and reverse strand. In some embodiments, reverse transcriptional terminators are provided, which usually terminate transcription on the reverse strand only.

[0137] In prokaryotic systems, terminators usually fall into two categories (1) rho-independent terminators and (2) rho-dependent terminators. Rho-independent terminators are generally composed of palindromic sequence that forms a stem loop rich in G-C base pairs followed by several T bases. Without wishing to be bound by theory, the conventional model of transcriptional termination is that the stem loop causes RNA polymerase to pause, and transcription of the poly-A tail causes the RNA:DNA duplex to unwind and dissociate from RNA polymerase.

[0138] In eukaryotic systems, the terminator region may comprise specific DNA sequences that permit site-specific cleavage of the new transcript so as to expose a polyadenylation site. This signals a specialized endogenous polymerase to add a stretch of about 200 A residues (polyA) to the 3' end of the transcript. RNA molecules modified with this polyA tail appear to more stable and are translated more efficiently. Thus, in some embodiments involving eukaryotes, a terminator may comprise a signal for the cleavage of the RNA. In some embodiments, the terminator signal promotes polyadenylation of the message. The terminator and/or polyadenylation site elements may serve to enhance output nucleic acid levels and/or to minimize read through between nucleic acids.

[0139] Terminators for use in accordance with the present disclosure include any terminator of transcription described herein or known to one of ordinary skill in the art. Examples of terminators include, without limitation, the termination sequences of genes such as, for example, the bovine growth hormone terminator, and viral termination sequences such as, for example, the SV40 terminator, spy, yejM, secG-leuU, thrLABC, rnrB T1, hisLGDCBHAFl, metZWV, rnrC, xapR, aspA and arcA terminator. In some embodiments, the termination signal may be a sequence that cannot be transcribed or translated, such as those resulting from a sequence truncation.

**Transition**

[0140] As used herein, “transitions” refer to the interchange of purine nucleobases (A ↔ G) or the interchange of pyrimidine nucleobases (C ↔ T). This class of interchanges involves
nucleobases of similar shape. The compositions and methods disclosed herein are capable of inducing one or more transitions in a target DNA molecule. The compositions and methods disclosed herein are also capable of inducing both transitions and transversion in the same target DNA molecule. These changes involve A ↔ G, G ↔ A, C ↔ T, or T ↔ C. In the context of a double-strand DNA with Watson-Crick paired nucleobases, transversions refer to the following base pair exchanges: A:T ↔ G:C, G:G ↔ A:T, C:G ↔ T:A, or T:A ↔ C:G. The compositions and methods disclosed herein are capable of inducing one or more transitions in a target DNA molecule. The compositions and methods disclosed herein are also capable of inducing both transitions and transversion in the same target DNA molecule, as well as other nucleotide changes, including deletions and insertions.

**Transversion**

[0141] As used herein, “transversions” refer to the interchange of purine nucleobases for pyrimidine nucleobases, or in the reverse and thus, involve the interchange of nucleobases with dissimilar shape. These changes involve T ↔ A, T ↔ G, C ↔ G, C ↔ A, A ↔ T, A ↔ C, G ↔ C, and G ↔ T. In the context of a double-strand DNA with Watson-Crick paired nucleobases, transversions refer to the following base pair exchanges: T:A ↔ A:T, T:A ↔ G:G, T:A ↔ G:G, A:T ↔ T:A, A:T ↔ C:G, G:C ↔ C:G, and G:C ↔ T:A. The compositions and methods disclosed herein are capable of inducing one or more transversions in a target DNA molecule. The compositions and methods disclosed herein are also capable of inducing both transitions and transversion in the same target DNA molecule, as well as other nucleotide changes, including deletions and insertions.

**Treatment**

[0142] The terms “treatment,” “treat,” and “treating,” refer to a clinical intervention aimed to reverse, alleviate, delay the onset of, or inhibit the progress of a disease or disorder, or one or more symptoms thereof, as described herein. As used herein, the terms “treatment,” “treat,” and “treating” refer to a clinical intervention aimed to reverse, alleviate, delay the onset of, or inhibit the progress of a disease or disorder, or one or more symptoms thereof, as described herein. In some embodiments, treatment may be administered after one or more symptoms have developed and/or after a disease has been diagnosed. In other embodiments, treatment may be administered in the absence of symptoms, e.g., to prevent or delay onset of a symptom or inhibit onset or progression of a disease. For example, treatment may be administered to a susceptible individual prior to the onset of symptoms (e.g., in light of a history of symptoms and/or in light of genetic or other susceptibility factors). Treatment may
also be continued after symptoms have resolved, for example, to prevent or delay their recurrence.

**Upstream**

[0143] As used herein, the terms “upstream” and “downstream” are terms of relativty that define the linear position of at least two elements located in a nucleic acid molecule (whether single or double-stranded) that is orientated in a 5′-to-3′ direction. In particular, a first element is upstream of a second element in a nucleic acid molecule where the first element is positioned somewhere that is 5′ to the second element. For example, a SNP is upstream of a Cas9-induced nick site if the SNP is on the 5′ side of the nick site. Conversely, a first element is downstream of a second element in a nucleic acid molecule where the first element is positioned somewhere that is 3′ to the second element. For example, a SNP is downstream of a Cas9-induced nick site if the SNP is on the 3′ side of the nick site. The nucleic acid molecule can be a DNA (double or single stranded), RNA (double or single stranded), or a hybrid of DNA and RNA. The analysis is the same for single strand nucleic acid molecule and a double strand molecule since the terms upstream and downstream are in reference to only a single strand of a nucleic acid molecule, except that one needs to select which strand of the double stranded molecule is being considered. Often, the strand of a double stranded DNA which can be used to determine the positional relativity of at least two elements is the “sense” or “coding” strand. In genetics, a “sense” strand is the segment within double-stranded DNA that runs from 5′ to 3′, and which is complementary to the antisense strand of DNA, or template strand, which runs from 3′ to 5′. Thus, as an example, a SNP nucleobase is “downstream” of a promoter sequence in a genomic DNA (which is double-stranded) if the SNP nucleobase is on the 3′ side of the promoter on the sense or coding strand.

**Uracil glycosylase inhibitor**

[0144] The term “uracil glycosylase inhibitor” or “UGI,” as used herein, refers to a protein that is capable of inhibiting a uracil-DNA glycosylase base-excision repair enzyme. In some embodiments, a UGI domain comprises a wild-type UGI or a UGI as set forth in SEQ ID NO: 163. In some embodiments, the UGI proteins provided herein include fragments of UGI and proteins homologous to a UGI or a UGI fragment. For example, in some embodiments, a UGI domain comprises a fragment of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 163. In some embodiments, a UGI fragment comprises an amino acid sequence that comprises at least 60%, at least 65%, at least 70%, at least 75%, at least 80%, at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 95%, at least 96%, at least 97%, at least 98%, at least 99%, or at least 99.5% of the
amino acid sequence as set forth in SEQ ID NO: 163. In some embodiments, a UGI comprises an amino acid sequence homologous to the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 163, or an amino acid sequence homologous to a fragment of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 163. In some embodiments, proteins comprising UGI or fragments of UGI or homologs of UGI or UGI fragments are referred to as “UGI variants.” A UGI variant shares homology to UGI, or a fragment thereof. For example a UGI variant is at least 70% identical, at least 75% identical, at least 80% identical, at least 85% identical, at least 90% identical, at least 95% identical, at least 96% identical, at least 97% identical, at least 98% identical, at least 99% identical, at least 99.5% identical, or at least 99.9% identical to a wild type UGI or a UGI as set forth in SEQ ID NO: 163. In some embodiments, the UGI variant comprises a fragment of UGI, such that the fragment is at least 70% identical, at least 80% identical, at least 90% identical, at least 95% identical, at least 96% identical, at least 97% identical, at least 98% identical, at least 99% identical, at least 99.5% identical, or at least 99.9% to the corresponding fragment of wild-type UGI or a UGI as set forth in SEQ ID NO: 163. In some embodiments, the UGI comprises the following amino acid sequence:

MTNLSDIIIEKETGKQLVIQESILMLPEEVEEVIQKPSDSLVLHTAYDESTDENVMLLTSDAPEYKPAWALVQDSNGENKIKML (SEQ ID NO: 163) (P14739|UNGI_BPPB2 Uracil-DNA glycosylase inhibitor).

**Variant**

[0145] As used herein, the term “variant” refers to a protein having characteristics that deviate from what occurs in nature that retains at least one functional *i.e.* binding, interaction, or enzymatic ability and/or therapeutic property thereof. A “variant” is at least about 70% identical, at least about 80% identical, at least about 90% identical, at least about 95% identical, at least about 96% identical, at least about 97% identical, at least about 98% identical, at least about 99% identical, at least about 99.5% identical, or at least about 99.9% identical to the wild type protein. For instance, a variant of Cas9 may comprise a Cas9 that has one or more changes in amino acid residues as compared to a wild type Cas9 amino acid sequence. As another example, a variant of a deaminase may comprise a deaminase that has one or more changes in amino acid residues as compared to a wild type deaminase amino acid sequence, *e.g.* following ancestral sequence reconstruction of the deaminase. These changes include chemical modifications, including substitutions of different amino acid residues truncations, covalent additions (*e.g.* of a tag), and any other mutations. The term also encompasses circular permutants, mutants, truncations, or domains of a reference sequence,
and which display the same or substantially the same functional activity or activities as the reference sequence. This term also embraces fragments of a wild type protein.

[0146] The level or degree of which the property is retained may be reduced relative to the wild type protein but is typically the same or similar in kind. Generally, variants are overall very similar, and in many regions, identical to the amino acid sequence of the protein described herein. A skilled artisan will appreciate how to make and use variants that maintain all, or at least some, of a functional ability or property.

[0147] The variant proteins may comprise, or alternatively consist of, an amino acid sequence which is at least 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 96%, 97%, 98%, 99%, or 100%, identical to, for example, the amino acid sequence of a wild-type protein, or any protein provided herein (e.g. SMN protein).

[0148] By a polypeptide having an amino acid sequence at least, for example, 95% “identical” to a query amino acid sequence, it is intended that the amino acid sequence of the subject polypeptide is identical to the query sequence except that the subject polypeptide sequence may include up to five amino acid alterations per each 100 amino acids of the query amino acid sequence. In other words, to obtain a polypeptide having an amino acid sequence at least 95% identical to a query amino acid sequence, up to 5% of the amino acid residues in the subject sequence may be inserted, deleted, or substituted with another amino acid. These alterations of the reference sequence may occur at the amino- or carboxy-terminal positions of the reference amino acid sequence or anywhere between those terminal positions, interspersed either individually among residues in the reference sequence or in one or more contiguous groups within the reference sequence.

[0149] As a practical matter, whether any particular polypeptide is at least 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 96%, 97%, 98%, or 99% identical to, for instance, the amino acid sequence of a protein such as a SMN protein, can be determined conventionally using known computer programs. A preferred method for determining the best overall match between a query sequence (a sequence of the present invention) and a subject sequence, also referred to as a global sequence alignment, can be determined using the FASTDB computer program based on the algorithm of Brutlag et al. (Comp. App. Biosci. 6:237-245 (1990)). In a sequence alignment the query and subject sequences are either both nucleotide sequences or both amino acid sequences. The result of said global sequence alignment is expressed as percent identity. Preferred parameters used in a FASTDB amino acid alignment are: Matrix=PAM 0, k-tuple=2, Mismatch Penalty=1, Joining Penalty=20, Randomization Group Length=0, Cutoff
Score=1, Window Size=sequence length, Gap Penalty=5, Gap Size Penalty=0.05, Window Size=500 or the length of the subject amino acid sequence, whichever is shorter.

[0150] If the subject sequence is shorter than the query sequence due to N- or C-terminal deletions, not because of internal deletions, a manual correction must be made to the results. This is because the FASTDB program does not account for N- and C-terminal truncations of the subject sequence when calculating global percent identity. For subject sequences truncated at the N- and C-termini, relative to the query sequence, the percent identity is corrected by calculating the number of residues of the query sequence that are N- and C-terminal of the subject sequence, which are not matched/aligned with a corresponding subject residue, as a percent of the total bases of the query sequence. Whether a residue is matched/aligned is determined by results of the FASTDB sequence alignment. This percentage is then subtracted from the percent identity, calculated by the above FASTDB program using the specified parameters, to arrive at a final percent identity score. This final percent identity score is what is used for the purposes of the present invention. Only residues to the N- and C-termini of the subject sequence, which are not matched/aligned with the query sequence, are considered for the purposes of manually adjusting the percent identity score. That is, only query residue positions outside the farthest N- and C-terminal residues of the subject sequence.

**Vector**

[0151] The term “vector,” as used herein, refers to a nucleic acid that can be modified to encode a gene of interest and that is able to enter into a host cell, mutate and replicate within the host cell, and then transfer a replicated form of the vector into another host cell. Exemplary suitable vectors include viral vectors, such as retroviral vectors or bacteriophages and filamentous phage, and conjugative plasmids. Additional suitable vectors will be apparent to those of skill in the art based on the instant disclosure.

**Wild Type**

[0152] As used herein the term “wild type” is a term of the art understood by skilled persons and means the typical form of an organism, strain, gene or characteristic as it occurs in nature as distinguished from mutant or variant forms.

[0153] These and other exemplary substituents are described in more detail in the Detailed Description, Examples, and claims.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF CERTAIN EMBODIMENTS**
The present disclosure provides compositions, fusion proteins, napDNAbps, deaminases (e.g., cytidine or adenine deaminases), guide RNAs, base editors (e.g., CBEs and/or ABEs), nucleic acid molecules, vectors, kits, and methods for modifying a polynucleotide using base editing strategies that comprise the use of a nucleic acid programmable DNA binding protein ("napDNAbp"), a deaminase (e.g., a cytosine or adenine deaminase) and a suitable guide RNA to modify the SMN2 gene such that a stable and functional SMN2 protein is expressed in spinal motor neurons, thereby treating spinal muscular atrophy (SMA). The disclosure relates in part to the inventors' discovery of base editing strategies that may be used to effectively target the SMN2 genomic locus for to install edits that affect SMN protein production and stability, thereby providing a new platform for treating SMA that goes beyond the limitations recognized in the art, such as, antisense oligonucleotide treatments (e.g., nusinersen) which are transient in nature. The methods and composition disclosed herein provide a curative treatment for SMA. Accordingly, the disclosure provides methods, base editors, vectors encoding base editor and cognate gRNAs, and compositions and kits comprise said components, for edits to correct one or more mutations associated with SMA, such as, but not limited to editing C840T of exon 7 of the SMN2 gene, or installing another one or more nucleobase edits which have the effect of removing or inactivating a degron, such as the C-terminal portion of the region encoded by exon 6 or the 4-amino acid region encoded by exon 8 (i.e., the EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466) - tail) so as to remove or limit their degron activity to reduce, mitigate, or eliminate the intracellular degradation of the SMN2 protein.

Spinal Muscular Atrophy (SMA) is a progressive motor neuron degeneration disorder that occurs as a result of insufficient survival motor neuron (SMN) protein in spinal motor neurons which leads to atrophy of skeletal muscle and paralysis of the patient. The disease typically involves the status of two SMN-encoding genes, namely, the telomeric SMN1 gene and the almost identical centromeric copy, the SMN2 gene. In SMA, the SMN1 gene is not present due to homozygous deletion (see Cho et al., “A degron created by SMN2 exon 7 skipping is a principle contributor to spinal muscular atrophy severity,” Genes & Development, vol. 24: pp. 438-442, which is incorporated herein by reference). Thus, SMA patients do not typically express SMN1 protein. The centromeric SMN2 gene partially rescues the deleted SMN1 gene but the level of rescue is insufficient because of the presence of a single nucleotide mutation in the splice acceptor site at position 6 within exon 7 that results in the frequent skipping (i.e., ~80%) of exon 7 during SMN2 post-transcriptional
processing (a C-to-T substitution at position 6 of exon 7). Thus, while a small amount of full-size SMN protein is produced from the SMN2 gene, the majority of the SMN2 gene product is truncated in the region corresponding to exon 7. In addition, the defective SMN2 gene product also acquires four amino acids, EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466), encoded by exon 8 as a new C-terminus of the protein ("the EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466) tail"). This defective gene product is often referred to as the SMNδ7 product.

[0156] While the SMNδ7 product bears the same function as SMN1, although somewhat diminished, it is rapidly degraded due to the appearance of at least two degron signals formed as a result of the exon-7 skipping event. Specifically, it has been reported that the truncated SMNδ7 product signals its own cellular degradation by the proteasome complex due to the presence of (1) the C-terminal portion of the region encoded by exon 6 and (2) the 4-amino acid region encoded by exon 8 (i.e., the EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466) -tail), both of which function as degron signals in the absence of the exon 7-encoded region8, 9.

[0157] This disclosure describes the design and use of various exemplary base editors and associated guide RNAs that are capable of installing precise nucleobase changes in the SMN2 genomic locus, thereby resulting in the production of a modified SMN2 protein that avoids or limits its proteasome-dependent degradation and which retains SMN1-compensatory function. For example, the base editors described herein may be used to eliminate and/or modify one or more degrons in the naturally occurring truncated SMNδ7 product to produce a modified SMN2 product having greater stability. For example, such BE-induced modifications can include, but are not limited to, (1) the removal and/or modification of the C-terminal portion of the region encoded by exon 6 and (2) removal and/or modification of the 4-amino acid region encoded by exon 8 (i.e., the EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466) -tail) so as to remove or limit their degron activity.

[0158] For example, in one embodiment, the genome editing strategies disclosed herein target position 6 of exon 7 of the SMN2 gene locus, which is an inactive splice acceptor site due to the presence of a T in place of a C in exon 7 at that position. This nucleobase position is often referred to as C840T, which is in relation to the counterpart position in the SMN1 gene which presents a C at that position of exon 7, defining an active splice site. Thus, in one embodiment, the genome editing methods and compositions may be used to introduce a T-to-C edit at position 6 of exon 7 of the SMN2 gene, i.e., editing C840T to a C at position 6 of exon 7 and restoring splicing of exon 7, thereby encoding a modified SMN2 protein that includes the amino acid sequence encoded by exon 7. Without wishing to be bound by
theory, a modified SMN2 protein comprising the amino acid sequence encoded by exon 7 is not sensitive to cellular degradation, unlike the wild type, truncated SMN2 product formed from the wild type SMN2 gene as a result of exon 7-skipping. The overall activity and/or production of the modified SMN2 protein (i.e., now including the amino acid region encoded by exon 7) are increased, thereby treating SMA. Without being bound by any particular theory, the increased production and/or activity of the modified SMN2 protein relates to the elimination or reduction in protein degradation associated with the truncated SMN2 wild type protein.

[0159] In another embodiment, the genome editing strategies disclosed herein target the removal of one or more degrons present in the encoded SMN2 protein, thereby reducing or eliminating the degron-dependent degradation of the SMN2 protein. For example, the disclosure contemplates the use of genome editing to eliminate the 4-amino acid sequence tail of EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466) encoded by exon 8 of the SMN2 gene—which functions as a degron—thereby minimizing or eliminating the degradation associated with said degron. In certain aspects, the EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466) sequence can be removed by using genome editing to remove the exon 8 splice site, such that exon 8 is eliminated from the final messenger RNA, and thus, not encoded into the resulting SMN2 protein.

[0160] In yet another embodiment, the genome editing strategies disclosed herein target the modification of one or more degrons present in the encoded SMN2 protein, thereby reducing or eliminating the degradation associated with said one or more degrons. For example, the disclosure contemplates the use of genome editing to eliminate a stop codon corresponding to the C-terminal end of the region encoded by exon 8 (i.e., which codes for the 4-amino acid sequence tail of EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466) ) such that the 4-amino acid EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466) tail is lengthened to include additional amino acids, e.g., 5 additional amino acids, which prevents or limits the degradation associated with said EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466) tail.

[0161] The present disclosure relates in part to the discovery of a variety of base editing strategies to target SMN2 genomic locus for point mutations that affect SMN protein production and stability, which has implications for the treatment of SMA. The disclosure provides methods of correcting the single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) associated with SMA, as well as methods of increasing the stability and/or decreasing degradation of SMN protein products. For example, in some methods Cas9-nuclease is used to perturb or delete regions of the SMN2 gene to increase protein stability.
[0162] The base editors embrace any type of base editor, and in particular, are exemplified herein using cytidine deaminase base editors (i.e., capable of installing a C-to-T edits, a type of transition editor) and adenine base editors (i.e., capable of installing A-to-G edits, a type of transition editor) to account for a variety of genetic strategies that result in the production of a modified SMN2 protein that is both stable and functional, and which is capable of rescuing the loss of SMN1 function. Such genetic changes are permanent since they are at the level of genomic change, as opposed to a more transient effect of the use of antisense oligonucleotides (ASO) (e.g., nusinersen, approved in the U.S. as SPINRAZA® in 2016), which are only capable of transiently repairing exon 7 splicing in an SMN2 mRNA transcript.

[0163] Aspects of the disclosure provide methods and compositions for deaminating an adenine nucleobase (A) in an SMN2 gene using an adenine base editor (ABE) bound to a guide RNA (gRNA), wherein the gRNA comprises a guide sequence that is complementary to a target nucleic acid sequence in the SMN2 gene.

[0164] Other aspects of the disclosure provide methods and compositions for deaminating a cytosine nucleobase (C) in an SMN2 gene using a cytidine base editor (CBE) bound to a guide RNA (gRNA), wherein the gRNA comprises a guide sequence that is complementary to a target nucleic acid sequence in the SMN2 gene.

[0165] In other aspect, the disclosure relates to the delivery of base editors to cells for modifying the SMN2 gene. Such based editors can be delivered in vivo to a subject. In some embodiments, the fusion protein is delivered in two parts, for example by using a split-intein strategy. In some embodiments, editing of C840T in exon 7 results in an increase, e.g., at least 5%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95%, 96%, 97%, 98%, 99%, 100% or more increase in a level of SMN protein in a subject, in an organ of a subject (e.g., brain, heart, lungs, liver, intestine, and/or pancreas), or in a cell of a subject (e.g., neuron, such as a motor neuron).

[0166] In still other aspects, the disclosure relates to guide RNAs (gRNA) that direct the base editors to a target SMN2 site. In some embodiments, the gRNA directs the fusion protein in proximity to a point mutation in the SMN2 gene, for example, a point mutation in exon 7. In some embodiments, the gRNA directs the fusion protein within 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, or 20 base pairs of a point mutation within the SMN2 gene. In some embodiments, the gRNA comprises the sequence 5'-ATTGATCTAAACCCctgta-3' (SEQ ID NO: 364), where the nucleotide target is indicated in bold. It should be appreciated that the Ts indicated in the gRNA sequence are uracils (Us) in the RNA sequence.
Accordingly, in some embodiments, the gRNA comprises the sequence 5’-AUUUGUCAAAAAACccugga-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 365). In some embodiments, the guide sequence of the gRNA comprises a nucleic acid sequence selected from the group consisting of 5’-TTTGTCATAAACCCCTGTAAG-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 366), 5’-TTTGTCTAAACCCCTGTAAG-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 368), 5’-TGATTTTGTCTAAAAACCC-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 370), 5’-GATTGTCTAAACCCCTGTAAG-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 372), 5’-ATTTTGTCTAAACCCCTGTAAG-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 374), 5’-GTCTAAACCCCTGTAAG-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 376), and 5’-TCTAAACCCCTGTAAG-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 378). As noted previously, the gRNA sequence may comprise uracil (U) instead of thymine (T). Therefore, in some embodiments, the guide sequence of the gRNA comprises a nucleic acid sequence selected from the group consisting of 5’-UUUGUCAAAAAACCCUGUAAAG-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 367), 5’-UUUGUCAAAAAACCCUGUAAAG-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 369), 5’-UGAUUUUGUCAAAAAACCC-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 371), 5’-GAAUUUUGUCAAAAAACCCU-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 373), 5’-AUUUUGUCAAAAAACCCUG-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 375), 5’-GUCUAAAACCCUGUAAAG-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 377), and 5’-UCUAAAACCCUGUAAAG-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 379).

[0167] In other aspects, the disclosure provides compositions comprising a fusion protein (e.g., adenosine base editor or cytidine base editor) and a guide RNA (gRNA). In some embodiments, the gRNA directs the fusion protein in proximity to a stop sequence in the SMN2 gene, for example, in exon 8. In some embodiments, the gRNA directs the fusion protein within 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, or 19 base pairs of stop codon within the SMN2 gene. In some embodiments, the gRNA comprises a nucleic acid sequence selected from the group consisting of: 5’-TTTGCAAGAAATGCTGGCAT-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 381), 5’-TTTCTCATTGCAAGAAATGC-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 383), 5’-CATTGAGCTGCTATGC-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 385), 5’-CAGGAATGCTGGCATAAG-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 387), 5’-TTGCAGGAATGCTGGCATA-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 389), 5’-ATTGAGGAAATGCTGGCA-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 391), and 5’-TGGCATAGGAGCAGCATAAA-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 393), where the nucleotide target is indicated in bold. It should be appreciated that the Ts indicated in the gRNA sequence are uracils (Us) in the RNA sequence. Accordingly, in some embodiments, the gRNA comprises a sequence selected from the group consisting of: 5’-UUUGCAAGAAUGUGCU-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 324),
5'-UUCUCAUUGGCAGGAAUGC-3' (SEQ ID NO: 325),
5'-CAUUAGUGCUAGCUAUGC-3' (SEQ ID NO: 326),
5'-CAGGGAAAGUUGCGCAUGAG-3' (SEQ ID NO: 327),
5'-UUGGCGAUAUGCUGGCAUA-3' (SEQ ID NO: 328),
5'-AUUUGCAGGAAUGCCUGGCA-3' (SEQ ID NO: 329), and
5'-UGGCAUAGAGCAGCAGCAUAAA-3' (SEQ ID NO: 394).

[0168] In some embodiments, the gRNA directs the fusion protein in proximity to a specific codon sequence in the SMN2 gene, for example, in exon 6. In one embodiment, the gRNA directs the fusion protein in proximity to the S270 amino acid of SMN2. In some embodiments, the gRNA directs the fusion protein within 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, or 20 base pairs of a specific codon within the SMN2 gene. In some embodiments, the gRNA comprises the nucleic acid sequence 5'-TGGCATAGAGCAGCCTAAA-3' (SEQ ID NO: 353), where the nucleotide target is indicated in bold. It should be appreciated that the Ts indicated in the gRNA sequence are uracils (Us) in the RNA sequence. Accordingly, in some embodiments, the gRNA comprises the sequence: 5'-UGGCAUAGAGCAGCAGCAUAAA-3' (SEQ ID NO: 394).

[0169] In some embodiments, the disclosure provides guide sequences capable of directing base editors (e.g., adenosine base editors) to the fifth stop codon of exon 8 in an SMN2 gene. In some embodiments, the disclosure provides guide sequences capable of directing base editors (e.g., adenosine base editors) to the AGT codon encoding S270 (in exon 6) of the SMN2 gene. In some aspects the disclosure provides proteins that deaminate the nucleobase adenine, for example in an SMN2 gene to treat SMA.

[0170] In some embodiments, the base editor nicks the target sequence that is complementary to the guide sequence. In some embodiments, the base editor is a circular permutant (CP) adenine base editor, such as the CP1041 base editor. In some embodiments, the base editor may be formulated as a split-intein base editor. The base editor may be, for example, wild-type SpCas9, SaCas9-KKH, Cas9-VQR, Cas9-VRQR, Cas9-VRER, Cas9-NG, CP1028, CP1041, CP1041-NG, Cpf1, iSpyMac, SpCas9-NRRH, or SpCas9-NRCH.

[0171] Methods and compositions provided herein, in some embodiments, are used to treat a subject having or a subject suspected of having SMA.

[0172] Thus, in some aspects, the base editor and guide RNA complexes described herein may be useful for treating a disease or a disorder caused by a C to T mutation in a SMN2 gene. In some embodiments, deaminating the adenosine nucleobase in the SMN2 gene results
in a T-A base pair in the SMN2 gene being mutated to a C-G base pair in the SMN2 gene. In some embodiments, deaminating the adenosine nucleobase in the SMN2 gene leads to an increase in SMN protein. In some embodiments, deaminating the adenosine nucleobase in the SMN2 gene results in correcting a sequence associated with SMA. In some embodiments, deaminating the adenosine nucleobase in the SMN2 gene ameliorates one or more symptoms of SMA.

[0173] In some embodiments, the SMN2 is centromeric survival of motor neuron 2 from Homo sapiens. For example, Gene ID: 6607, which may also be referred to as SMNC, BCD541, GEMIN1, TDRD16B, or C-BCD541. See, for example, NG_008728.1 RefSeqGene.

I. **SMN sequences**

[0174] In various aspects, the disclosure references the SMN1 gene and the SMN2 genes, with the SMN2 gene being targeted for editing by the base editor constructs and compositions described herein. The full-length human SMN1 and SMN2 proteins and their nucleotide sequences are provided below, in Table 1.

[0175] Table 1: The nucleotide and amino acid sequences of SMN1 and SMN2 in humans.
II. napDNAbp (Cas9 Domains)

[0176] In one aspect, the methods and base editor compositions described herein involve a nucleic acid programmable DNA binding protein (napDNAbp). Each napDNAbp is associated with at least one guide nucleic acid (e.g., guide RNA), which localizes the napDNAbp to a DNA sequence that comprises a DNA strand (i.e., a target strand) that is complementary to the guide nucleic acid, or a portion thereof (e.g., the spacer of a guide RNA that anneals to the protospacer of the DNA target). In other words, the guide nucleic-acid “programs” the napDNAbp (e.g., Cas9 or equivalent) to localize and bind to a complementary sequence of the protospacer in the DNA. In various embodiments, the napDNAbp can be fused to a herein disclosed adenosine deaminase or cytidine deaminase.

In some embodiments, a napDNAbp (e.g., Cas9) can be used in the methods described herein to induce formation of an indel in SMN2, preventing exon skipping.

[0177] Any suitable napDNAbp may be used in the methods and base editor compositions described herein. In various embodiments, the napDNAbp may be any Class 2 CRISPR-Cas
system, including any type II, type V, or type VI CRISPR-Cas enzyme. Given the rapid
development of CRISPR-Cas as a tool for genome editing, there have been constant
developments in the nomenclature used to describe and/or identify CRISPR-Cas enzymes,
such as Cas9 and Cas9 orthologs. This application references CRISPR-Cas enzymes with
nomenclature that may be old and/or new. The skilled person will be able to identify the
specific CRISPR-Cas enzyme being referenced in this Application based on the nomenclature
that is used, whether it is old (i.e., “legacy”) or new nomenclature. CRISPR-Cas
nomenclature is extensively discussed in Makarova et al., “Classification and Nomenclature
of CRISPR-Cas Systems: Where from Here?,” The CRISPR Journal, Vol. 1. No. 5, 2018, the
entire contents of which are incorporated herein by reference. The particular CRISPR-Cas
nomenclature used in any given instance in this Application is not limiting in any way and the
skilled person will be able to identify which CRISPR-Cas enzyme is being referenced.

For example, the following type II, type V, and type VI Class 2 CRISPR-Cas
enzymes have the following art-recognized old (i.e., legacy) and new names. Each of these
enzymes, and/or variants thereof, may be used with the methods and base editor compositions
described herein:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legacy nomenclature</th>
<th>Current nomenclature*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>type II CRISPR-Cas enzymes</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cas9</td>
<td>same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>type V CRISPR-Cas enzymes</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cpf1</td>
<td>Cas12a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CasX</td>
<td>Cas12e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2c1</td>
<td>Cas12b1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cas12b2</td>
<td>same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2c3</td>
<td>Cas12c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CasY</td>
<td>Cas12d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2c4</td>
<td>same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2c8</td>
<td>same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2c5</td>
<td>same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2c10</td>
<td>same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2c9</td>
<td>same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>type VI CRISPR-Cas enzymes</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2c2</td>
<td>Cas13a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cas13d</td>
<td>same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2c7</td>
<td>Cas13c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2c6</td>
<td>Cas13b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* See Makarova et al., The CRISPR Journal, Vol. 1. No. 5, 2018

Without being bound by any particular theory, the binding mechanism of certain
napDNAbps contemplated herein includes the step of forming an R-loop whereby the
napDNAbp induces the unwinding of a double-strand DNA target, thereby separating the strands in the region bound by the napDNAbp. The guide RNA spacer then hybridizes to the target strand at the protospacer sequence. This displaces a “non-target strand” that is complementary to the target strand, which forms the single strand region of the R-loop. In some embodiments, the napDNAbp includes one or more nuclease activities, which then cut the DNA leaving various types of lesions. For example, the napDNAbp may comprises a nuclease activity that cuts the non-target strand at a first location, and/or cuts the target strand at a second location. Depending on the nuclease activity, the target DNA can be cut to form a “double-stranded break” whereby both strands are cut. In other embodiments, the target DNA can be cut at only a single site, i.e., the DNA is “nicked” on one strand. Exemplary napDNAbps with different nuclease activities include “Cas9 nickase” (“nCas9”) and a deactivated Cas9 having no nuclease activities (“dead Cas9” or “dCas9”).

[0180] The below description of various napDNAbps which can be used in connection with the presently disclose base editors is not meant to be limiting in any way. The base editors may comprise the canonical SpCas9, or any ortholog Cas9 protein, or any variant Cas9 protein—including any naturally occurring variant, mutant, or otherwise engineered version of Cas9—that is known or which can be made or evolved through a directed evolutionary or otherwise mutagenic process. In various embodiments, the Cas9 or Cas9 variants have a nickase activity, i.e., only cleave one strand of the target DNA sequence. In other embodiments, the Cas9 or Cas9 variants have inactive nucleases, i.e., are “dead” Cas9 proteins. Other variant Cas9 proteins that may be used are those having a smaller molecular weight than the canonical SpCas9 (e.g., for easier delivery) or having modified or rearranged primary amino acid structure (e.g., the circular permutant formats).

[0181] The base editors described herein may also comprise Cas9 equivalents, including Cas12a (Cpf1) and Cas12b1 proteins which are the result of convergent evolution. The napDNAbps used herein (e.g., SpCas9, Cas9 variant, or Cas9 equivalents) may also may also contain various modifications that alter/enhance their PAM specificities. Lastly, the application contemplates any Cas9, Cas9 variant, or Cas9 equivalent which has at least 70%, at least 75%, at least 80%, at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 91%, at least 92%, at least 93%, at least 94%, at least 95%, at least 96%, at least 97%, at least 98%, at least 99%, or at least 99.9% sequence identity to a reference Cas9 sequence, such as a reference SpCas9 canonical sequence or a reference Cas9 equivalent (e.g., Cas12a (Cpf1)).
The napDNAbp can be a CRISPR (clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat)-associated nuclease. As outlined above, CRISPR is an adaptive immune system that provides protection against mobile genetic elements (viruses, transposable elements and conjugative plasmids). CRISPR clusters contain spacers, sequences complementary to antecedent mobile elements, and target invading nucleic acids. CRISPR clusters are transcribed and processed into CRISPR RNA (crRNA). In type II CRISPR systems correct processing of pre-crRNA requires a trans-encoded small RNA (tracrRNA), endogenous ribonuclease 3 (rnc) and a Cas9 protein. The tracrRNA serves as a guide for ribonuclease 3-aided processing of pre-crRNA. Subsequently, Cas9/crRNA/tracrRNA endonucleolytically cleaves linear or circular dsDNA target complementary to the spacer. The target strand not complementary to crRNA is first cut endonucleolytically, then trimmed 3’-5’ exonucleolytically. In nature, DNA-binding and cleavage typically requires protein and both RNAs. However, single guide RNAs (“sgRNA”, or simply “gRNA”) can be engineered so as to incorporate aspects of both the crRNA and tracrRNA into a single RNA species. See, e.g., Jinek M. et al., Science 337:816-821(2012), the entire contents of which is hereby incorporated by reference.

In some embodiments, the napDNAbp directs cleavage of one or both strands at the location of a target sequence, such as within the target sequence and/or within the complement of the target sequence. In some embodiments, the napDNAbp directs cleavage of one or both strands within about 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 20, 25, 50, 100, 200, 500, or more base pairs from the first or last nucleotide of a target sequence. In some embodiments, a vector encodes a napDNAbp that is mutated to with respect to a corresponding wild-type enzyme such that the mutated napDNAbp lacks the ability to cleave one or both strands of a target polynucleotide containing a target sequence. For example, an aspartate-to-alanine substitution (D10A) in the RuvC I catalytic domain of Cas9 from S. pyogenes converts Cas9 from a nuclease that cleaves both strands to a nickase (cleaves a single strand). Other examples of mutations that render Cas9 a nickase include, without limitation, H840A, N854A, and N863A in reference to the canonical SpCas9 sequence, or to equivalent amino acid positions in other Cas9 variants or Cas9 equivalents.

As used herein, the term “Cas protein” refers to a full-length Cas protein obtained from nature, a recombinant Cas protein having a sequences that differs from a naturally occurring Cas protein, or any fragment of a Cas protein that nevertheless retains all or a significant amount of the requisite basic functions needed for the disclosed methods, i.e., (i)
possession of nucleic-acid programmable binding of the Cas protein to a target DNA, and (ii) ability to nick the target DNA sequence on one strand. The Cas proteins contemplated herein embrace CRISPR Cas 9 proteins, as well as Cas9 equivalents, variants (e.g., Cas9 nickase (nCas9) or nuclease inactive Cas9 (dCas9)) homologs, orthologs, or paralogs, whether naturally occurring or non-naturally occurring (e.g., engineered or recombinant), and may include a Cas9 equivalent from any Class 2 CRISPR system (e.g., type II, V, VI), including Cas12a (Cpf1), Cas12e (CasX), Cas12b1 (C2c1), Cas12b2, Cas12c (C2c3), C2c4, C2c8, C2c9, C2c10, C2c9 Cas13a (C2c2), Cas13d, Cas13c (C2c7), Cas13b (C2c6), and Cas13b. Further Cas-equivalents are described in Makarova et al., “C2c2 is a single-component programmable RNA-guided RNA-targeting CRISPR effector,” Science 2016; 353(6299) and Makarove et al., “Classification and Nomenclature of CRISPR-Cas Systems: Where from Here?,” The CRISPR Journal, Vol. 1 No. 5, 2018, the contents of which are incorporated herein by reference.

The terms “Cas9” or “Cas9 nuclease” or “Cas9 moiety” or “Cas9 domain” embrace any naturally occurring Cas9 from any organism, any naturally-occurring Cas9 equivalent or functional fragment thereof, any Cas9 homolog, ortholog, or paralog from any organism, and any mutant or variant of a Cas9, naturally-occurring or engineered. The term Cas9 is not meant to be particularly limiting and may be referred to as a “Cas9 or equivalent.” Exemplary Cas9 proteins are further described herein and/or are described in the art and are incorporated herein by reference. The present disclosure is unlimited with regard to the particular Cas9 that is employed in the base editor (PE) of the invention.

Examples of Cas9 and Cas9 equivalents are provided as follows; however, these specific examples are not meant to be limiting. The base editor fusions of the present disclosure may use any suitable napDNAbp, including any suitable Cas9 or Cas9 equivalent.

### (1) Wild type canonical SpCas9

In one embodiment, the base editor constructs described herein may comprise the "canonical SpCas9" nuclease from *S. pyogenes*, which has been widely used as a tool for genome engineering and is categorized as the Type II subgroup of enzyme of the Class 2 CRISPR-Cas systems. This Cas9 protein is a large, multi-domain protein containing two distinct nuclease domains. Point mutations can be introduced into Cas9 to abolish one or both nuclease activities, resulting in a nickase Cas9 (nCas9) or dead Cas9 (dCas9), respectively, that still retains its ability to bind DNA in an sgRNA-programmed manner. In principle, when fused to another protein or domain, Cas9 or a variant thereof (e.g., nCas9) can target that protein to virtually any DNA sequence simply by co-expression with an appropriate sgRNA.

As used herein, the canonical SpCas9 protein refers to the wild type protein from *Streptococcus pyogenes* having the following amino acid sequence:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>SEQ_ID_NO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SpCas9</td>
<td>MDKYS1GLD1GTV1SNGWAVAVT1DEYVEYKFSKKF1KV1GN1DN1TR1S1HIK1K11L1K11ALL12F1DS</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streptococcus pyogenes ML SwiissProt Accession No. Q992W2 Wild type</td>
<td>DNL1Q1G1QD1FL1L1A1LAN1S1D1AIL1S1D1IL1V1E1T1K1F1A1LS1S1M1K1R1D1HE1HQ</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### (2) Reverse translation of SpCas9

Reverse translation of SwissProt Accession No. Q992W2 Streptococcus pyogenes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>SEQ_ID_NO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SpCas9</td>
<td>ATGGAGATTAAATAATTACATCTGGCCTAGATTATGGCGACCAACGATGCGTGGCGGCGGCGGCGCGG</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...
null
[0189] The base editors described herein may include canonical SpCas9, or any variant thereof having at least 80%, at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 95%, or at least 99% sequence identity with a wild type Cas9 sequence provided above. These variants may include SpCas9 variants containing one or more mutations, including any known mutation reported with the SwissProt Accession No. Q99ZW2 entry, which include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SpCas9 mutation (relative to the amino acid sequence of the canonical SpCas9 sequence, SEQ ID NO: 5)</th>
<th>Function/Characteristic (as reported) (see UniProtKB - Q99ZW2 (CAS9 STRRPT1) entry - incorporated herein by reference)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D10A</td>
<td>Nickase mutant which cleaves the protospacer strand (but no cleavage of non-protospacer strand)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S15A</td>
<td>Decreased DNA cleavage activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R66A</td>
<td>Decreased DNA cleavage activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R70A</td>
<td>No DNA cleavage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R74A</td>
<td>Decreased DNA cleavage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R78A</td>
<td>Decreased DNA cleavage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97-150 deletion</td>
<td>No nuclease activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R165A</td>
<td>Decreased DNA cleavage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175-207 deletion</td>
<td>About 50% decreased DNA cleavage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>312-409 deletion</td>
<td>No nuclease activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E762A</td>
<td>Nickase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H840A</td>
<td>Nickase mutant which cleaves the non-protospacer strand but does not cleave the protospacer strand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N854A</td>
<td>Nickase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N863A</td>
<td>Nickase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H982A</td>
<td>Decreased DNA cleavage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D986A</td>
<td>Nickase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1099-1368 deletion</td>
<td>No nuclease activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1333A</td>
<td>Reduced DNA binding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0190] Other wild type SpCas9 sequences that may be used in the present disclosure, include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>SEQ ID NO:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Streptococcus pyogenes</td>
<td>AGCTAATATAATACCTTCAATAGGCTTATGATGATTCGACAAAAGGGCGCGAGGTGCGGCTTTT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC_017053.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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[0191] The base editors described herein may include any of the above SpCas9 sequences, or any variant thereof having at least 80%, at least 90%, or at least 95%, or at least 99% sequence identity thereto.

(2) **Wild type Cas9 orthologs**

[0192] In other embodiments, the Cas9 protein can be a wild type Cas9 ortholog from another bacterial species different from the canonical Cas9 from *S. pyogenes*. For example, the following Cas9 orthologs can be used in combination with the base editor constructs described in this specification. In addition, any variant Cas9 orthologs having at least 80%, at least 90%, at least 95%, or at least 99% sequence identity to any of the below orthologs may also be used with the present base editors.
[0193] The base editors described herein may include any of the above Cas9 ortholog sequences, or any variants thereof having at least 80%, at least 85%, at least 90%, or at least 95%, or at least 99% sequence identity thereto.

[0194] The napDNAbp may include any suitable homologs and/or orthologs or naturally occurring enzymes, such as, Cas9. Cas9 homologs and/or orthologs have been described in various species, including, but not limited to, *S. pyogenes* and *S. thermophilus*. Preferably, the Cas moiety is configured (e.g., mutagenized, recombinantly engineered, or otherwise obtained from nature) as a nickase, i.e., capable of cleaving only a single strand of the target double-stranded DNA. Additional suitable Cas9 nucleases and sequences will be apparent to those skilled in the art based on this disclosure, and such Cas9 nucleases and sequences include Cas9 sequences from the organisms and loci disclosed in Chylinski, Rhun, and Charpentier, “The tracrRNA and Cas9 families of type II CRISPR-Cas immunity systems” (2013) RNA Biology 10:5, 726-737; the entire contents of which are incorporated herein by reference. In some embodiments, a Cas9 nuclease has an inactive (e.g., an inactivated) DNA cleavage domain; in other embodiments, the Cas9 is a nickase. In some embodiments, the Cas9 protein comprises an amino acid sequence that is at least 80% identical to the amino acid sequence of a Cas9 protein as provided by any one of the variants of Table 3. In some embodiments, the Cas9 protein comprises an amino acid sequence that is at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 92%, at least 95%, at least 96%, at least 97%, at least 98%, or at least 99.5% identical to the amino acid sequence of a Cas9 protein as provided by any one of the Cas9 orthologs in the above tables.

(3) **Dead Cas9 variant**

[0195] In certain embodiments, the base editors described herein may include a dead Cas9, e.g., dead SpCas9, which eliminates the RuvC domain due to one or more mutations that inactive both nuclease domains of Cas9, namely the RuvC domain (which cleaves the non-protopspacer DNA strand) and HNH domain (which cleaves the protospacer DNA strand).
The nuclease inactivation may be due to one or more mutations that result in one or more substitutions and/or deletions in the amino acid sequence of the encoded protein, or any variants thereof having at least 80%, at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 95%, or at least 99% sequence identity thereto.

[0196] As used herein, the term “dCas9” refers to a nuclease-inactive Cas9 or nuclease-dead Cas9, or a functional fragment thereof, and embraces any naturally occurring dCas9 from any organism, any naturally-occurring dCas9 equivalent or functional fragment thereof, any dCas9 homolog, ortholog, or paralog from any organism, and any mutant or variant of a dCas9, naturally-occurring or engineered. The term dCas9 is not meant to be particularly limiting and may be referred to as a “dCas9 or equivalent.” Exemplary dCas9 proteins and method for making dCas9 proteins are further described herein and/or are described in the art and are incorporated herein by reference.

[0197] In other embodiments, dCas9 corresponds to, or comprises in part or in whole, a Cas9 amino acid sequence having one or more mutations that inactivate the Cas9 nuclease activity. In other embodiments, Cas9 variants having mutations other than D10A and H840A are provided which may result in the full or partial inactivation of the endogenous Cas9 nuclease activity (e.g., nCas9 or dCas9, respectively). Such mutations, by way of example, include other amino acid substitutions at D10 and H840, or other substitutions within the nuclease domains of Cas9 (e.g., substitutions in the HNH nuclease subdomain and/or the RuvC1 subdomain) with reference to a wild type sequence such as Cas9 from *Streptococcus pyogenes* (NCBI Reference Sequence: NC_017053.1). In some embodiments, variants or homologues of Cas9 (e.g., variants of Cas9 from *Streptococcus pyogenes* (NCBI Reference Sequence: NC_017053.1)) are provided which are at least about 70% identical, at least about 80% identical, at least about 90% identical, at least about 95% identical, at least about 98% identical, at least about 99% identical, at least about 99.5% identical, or at least about 99.9% identical to NCBI Reference Sequence: NC_017053.1. In some embodiments, variants of dCas9 (e.g., variants of NCBI Reference Sequence: NC_017053.1) are provided having amino acid sequences which are shorter, or longer than NC_017053.1 by about 5 amino acids, by about 10 amino acids, by about 15 amino acids, by about 20 amino acids, by about 25 amino acids, by about 30 amino acids, by about 40 amino acids, by about 50 amino acids, by about 75 amino acids, by about 100 amino acids or more.

[0198] In one embodiment, the dead Cas9 may be based on the canonical SpCas9 sequence of Q99ZW2 and may have the following sequence, which comprises a D10X and an H810X,
wherein X may be any amino acid, substitutions (underlined and bolded), or a variant be
variant of SEQ ID NO: 40 having at least 80%, at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 95%, or at
least 99% sequence identity thereto.

[0199] In one embodiment, the dead Cas9 may be based on the canonical SpCas9 sequence
of Q99ZW2 and may have the following sequence, which comprises a D10A and an H810A
substitutions (underlined and bolded), or may be a variant of SEQ ID NO: 27 having at least
80%, at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 95%, or at least 99% sequence identity thereto:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>SEQ ID NO:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dead Cas9 or dCas9</td>
<td>MKRKYSGILGSTNVGAVIETPVKHFHTLVNGVTRIDPGKALOSLAFSGEGETA EAATLKLPRARITYRVRKKRLKGYILOIFSNEMADSFHRLESPLVEDEHKHERFPI PFGUVTPEAKLHRKPRIRKVLDSRKL1R1YIAH1MRKFRHRFLFLENLDFD VSDKVKLPGLQTVQVLQFLEFNPINFASQGVDAKLSLALSIQPSLR6NLPAQLFEGKONG LFSGNIALSLGSLTNFANDSFDLAEAKLR1LSDKTQDDDLNLA01GDY1ADILFLAANK LSDAILLSLENVATINLGSA1IMKVRGDRDONULYLQKLPQFLRKFIIQ X</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streptococcus s_pyogenes Q99ZW2 Cas9 with D10A and H810A</td>
<td>D10A <strong>X</strong></td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where “X” is any amino acid</td>
<td>EATLKLPRARITYRVRKKRLKGYILOIFSNEMADSFHRLESPLVEDEHKHERFPI PFGUVTPEAKLHRKPRIRKVLDSRKL1R1YIAH1MRKFRHRFLFLENLDFD VSDKVKLPGLQTVQVLQFLEFNPINFASQGVDAKLSLALSIQPSLR6NLPAQLFEGKONG LFSGNIALSLGSLTNFANDSFDLAEAKLR1LSDKTQDDDLNLA01GDY1ADILFLAANK LSDAILLSLENVATINLGSA1IMKVRGDRDONULYLQKLPQFLRKFIIQ</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(4) Cas9 nickase variant

[0200] In one embodiment, the base editors described herein comprise a Cas9 nickase. The
term “Cas9 nickase” of “nCas9” refers to a variant of Cas9 which is capable of introducing a
single-strand break in a double strand DNA molecule target. In some embodiments, the Cas9
nickase comprises only a single functioning nuclease domain. The wild type Cas9 (e.g., the
canonical SpCas9) comprises two separate nuclease domains, namely, the RuvC domain
(which cleaves the non-proteasome DNA strand) and HNH domain (which cleaves the
proteasome DNA strand). In one embodiment, the Cas9 nickase comprises a mutation in the
RuvC domain which inactivates the RuvC nuclease activity. For example, mutations in
aspartate (D) 10, histidine (H) 983, aspartate (D) 986, or glutamate (E) 762, have been reported as loss-of-function mutations of the RuvC nuclease domain and the creation of a functional Cas9 nickase (e.g., Nishimasu et al., “Crystal structure of Cas9 in complex with guide RNA and target DNA.” Cell 156(5), 935–949, which is incorporated herein by reference). Thus, nickase mutations in the RuvC domain could include D10X, H983X, D986X, or E762X, wherein X is any amino acid other than the wild type amino acid. In certain embodiments, the nickase could be D10A, of H983A, or D986A, or E762A, or a combination thereof.

**Seq ID No:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Alternate amino acid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cas9 nickase Streptococcus pyogenes Q592W Cas9 with D10X, wherein X is any alternate amino acid</td>
<td>MOKKYSGDQGTSVYGVAVITSEPYKFKEVFLHSTSFHSGKSJILFLGSQGCTA</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EATRIRKPAARTYRTKRRKICRYLQEFISNEMAVDSSFHHLVESLPLEVDEYKRRHHPI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FQHIIOSDVAYRHKIETHHLRLKLVDSTDARLRLYALNHMKRCQFLHCLIOLDVE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YSDVIDKPQGTVNYLQFEENFIPASDVAIKLARSRLKKRRLNLALQFLGKGG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LFGNSLCCSLIGFRSNFLOGDAIRKLLSKDLDLDLNLAAQGQYADLFLAANK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LSADAILSDILVPTNLSASLMKVLHLOILKAYLISIDLQGPELYKEDFD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SNGAYAGIDGOSFENFYKFKFPLENDTEISVLKNNRERILKKFTFQDNS1EQ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HLGGELIALRKOCDKFQNIKLRKELKLTFRFYFGMLGRIGSAFAAMKREESET</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EGMKRPAPFLSSEGRKAVLIDLYNTNKRVTregoFDKIKCDEFDSVEIGSDEVHNAS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LGVYDYYLFKRDRDLYRRLFNNLEDIDVELLIVFEDPLREMMRRTLYAHNLDFUKMV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LQKRRYRTGGRKLRKLRQIYNGROGSKRTLDLFLSGDCFANFMQLMDLDLSITREKDI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OAKAYVSQGDDLSLHEHIAGSAHFIRKFLGVTVKDYDELVKYMRKRENENIVAREN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TGGGQPDHPSMGRNHMRIGKLSGQKPVHYPVLOQNLRYLQQNGRMVRDVO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ELDRNLIDLYDVFVTGVOPLKDDSIQKVLSDNSKRGQSPVSEEEIVKMKVNYRO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LNLAIHLTKVRDFINTTSLQGELLAQRFQPLQTYQIQAVIIQDMQSNRNDT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ENDKLRHKVRQVTVIRSKVLSDFPRFQHTKVRVNYWIAEYDAYLNAVGQLTAKY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LSEPAYSQYGDKYFVRMIKSEQDDEIGKATAYKYYYNSMFFITETILANGIEKRRPFL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LSTGEVEFJIVWKGDFRATVRQVLOSNPVIVEVTECVQGQFPEKQSLRKNQGLIA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RCWDDGKVRKGGVFTDPAAYSLFVAVKRYGKSSKLVEKEILEMERSSEPKNIDP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FLEAYKGYKRDIEKKLYLQFSLEFENGRLMALASAGLQKSVGLALASFKVNYFLYA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YDLRNLISGEPRRNNHYRLBEIETOIFITSEKRPVSLRNLVSNLSK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DKFIREQAEIENIIHILTTLNAGAAPAWFYDFTLDKRIKSYEKTQKVDLSTADIQGOD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cas9 nickase Streptococcus pyogenes Q592W Cas9 with D762X, wherein X is any alternate amino acid</td>
<td>MOKKYSLQDQTSVYGVAVITSEPYKFKEVFLHSTSFHSGKSJILFLGSQGCTA</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EATRIRKPAARTYRTKRRKICRYLQEFISNEMAVDSSFHHLVESLPLEVDEYKRRHHPI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FQHIIOSDVAYRHKIETHHLRLKLVDSTDARLRLYALNHMKRCQFLHCLIOLDVE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YSDVIDKPQGTVNYLQFEENFIPASDVAIKLARSRLKKRRLNLALQFLGKGG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LFGNSLCCSLIGFRSNFLOGDAIRKLLSKDLDLDLNLAAQGQYADLFLAANK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LSADAILSDILVPTNLSASLMKVLHLOILKAYLISIDLQGPELYKEDFD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SNGAYAGIDGOSFENFYKFKFPLENDTEISVLKNNRERILKKFTFQDNS1EQ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HLGGELIALRKOCDKFQNIKLRKELKLTFRFYFGMLGRIGSAFAAMKREESET</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EGMKRPAPFLSSEGRKAVLIDLYNTNKRVTregoFDKIKCDEFDSVEIGSDEVHNAS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LGVYDYYLFKRDRDLYRRLFNNLEDIDVELLIVFEDPLREMMRRTLYAHNLDFUKMV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LQKRRYRTGGRKLRKLRQIYNGROGSKRTLDLFLSGDCFANFMQLMDLDLSITREKDI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OAKAYVSQGDDLSLHEHIAGSAHFIRKFLGVTVKDYDELVKYMRKRENENIVAREN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TGGGQPDHPSMGRNHMRIGKLSGQKPVHYPVLOQNLRYLQQNGRMVRDVO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ELDRNLIDLYDVFVTGVOPLKDDSIQKVLSDNSKRGQSPVSEEEIVKMKVNYRO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LNLAIHLTKVRDFINTTSLQGELLAQRFQPLQTYQIQAVIIQDMQSNRNDT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ENDKLRHKVRQVTVIRSKVLSDFPRFQHTKVRVNYWIAEYDAYLNAVGQLTAKY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LSEPAYSQYGDKYFVRMIKSEQDDEIGKATAYKYYYNSMFFITETILANGIEKRRPFL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LSTGEVEFJIVWKGDFRATVRQVLOSNPVIVEVTECVQGQFPEKQSLRKNQGLIA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RCWDDGKVRKGGVFTDPAAYSLFVAVKRYGKSSKLVEKEILEMERSSEPKNIDP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FLEAYKGYKRDIEKKLYLQFSLEFENGRLMALASAGLQKSVGLALASFKVNYFLYA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YDLRNLISGEPRRNNHYRLBEIETOIFITSEKRPVSLRNLVSNLSK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DKFIREQAEIENIIHILTTLNAGAAPAWFYDFTLDKRIKSYEKTQKVDLSTADIQGOD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
[0202] In another embodiment, the Cas9 nickase comprises a mutation in the HNH domain which inactivates the HNH nuclease activity. For example, mutations in histidine (H) 840 or asparagine (R) 863 have been reported as loss-of-function mutations of the HNH nuclease domain and the creation of a functional Cas9 nickase (e.g., Nishimasu et al., “Crystal structure of Cas9 in complex with guide RNA and target DNA,” Cell 156(5), 935–949, which is incorporated herein by reference). Thus, nickase mutations in the HNH domain could include H840X and R863X, wherein X is any amino acid other than the wild type amino acid. In certain embodiments, the nickase could be H840A or R863A or a combination thereof.

[0203] In various embodiments, the Cas9 nickase can have a mutation in the HNH nuclease domain and have one of the following amino acid sequences, or a variant thereof having an amino acid sequence that has at least 80%, at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 95%, or at least 99% sequence identity thereto.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>SEQ ID NO:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cas9 nickase</td>
<td>DDKYRSIDGIGCVSNAYTDEYKVFKRPVLGHIHRKILNGHLLCOQGETA</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streptococcus pyogenes</td>
<td>EMTKIKRTPTYKRRKCYRCLQYEFSNEMARVDSFNRLESLTEPDVHDKRERHPF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q9762Z Cas9, with H840X</td>
<td>FGNHVEADEVHEKRIYTPHHLKRLVVDSTLRKLRLYLAIMNRKRGHFLELIGNVD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alternate amino acid</td>
<td>USDVRPLKIPVYNTYVNLPEPISANGAVDSFARYLAIKILPQCRKGV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wherein X is any</td>
<td>LFGLLIALSKGLTNRKISDQLAERADKLQKTYDODLNLHAGIDQLYADELFIAKN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amino acid</td>
<td>GLDQSLALLSLDDILKVFIFSIKLDLDLDENELIDIEILQILFDPREMIDESLERLATYGLAHFDVMK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KRRKDPDKYRRGILGSDIYSAVLVAKHEKRSKSKLQVEKLLSTIMENSSPEKRKNDP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QLEAKYRERVKDILLIRLPKYSLEEENGRLRNLASAGELQGELALPSKYNYNFLYA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PSRVNLDEHDVYRHLTHPSEQRLKPGELTVNLQELQILSQVSNLVEGRNLALLDVPYLAVESLH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DKFIREQAEINIIHLFTLLNLGAPAAFYFDIDTIDKRKYSTKEVDATLDTLHSQITGYLE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B906A</td>
<td>TRIDLQLGGD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
[0204] In some embodiments, the N-terminal methionine is removed from a Cas9 nickase, or from any Cas9 variant, ortholog, or equivalent disclosed or contemplated herein. For example, methionine-minus Cas9 nickases include the following sequences, or a variant thereof having an amino acid sequence that has at least 80%, at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 95%, or at least 99% sequence identity thereto.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cas9 nickase (Met minus)</td>
<td>KTSYGLGFGSGVAVITDDVPSKKVRLGNTDRSISKLNLIGALLLSEESAGELARKLRKK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streptococcus s pyogenes Q92072 Cas9 with H848A, wherein X is any</td>
<td>YTRRKRCFCYIPFLVPSMKVDFFPHFLEELVECDKHERHEIFVGVIDEAHEYKTEIVHLLRKK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streptococcus s pyogenes Q92072 Cas9 with H848A</td>
<td>VSKLKRVDDVRDGRKIDDDDRWDDDRSINHLSKLRLAHLKNGUVRKCIKIKF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streptococcus s pyogenes Q92072 Cas9 with H848A, wherein X is any</td>
<td>YTRRKRCFCYIPFLVPSMKVDFFPHFLEELVECDKHERHEIFVGVIDEAHEYKTEIVHLLRKK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streptococcus s pyogenes Q92072 Cas9 with H848A</td>
<td>VSKLKRVDDVRDGRKIDDDDRWDDDRSINHLSKLRLAHLKNGUVRKCIKIKF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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(5) **Other Cas9 variants**

[0205] Besides dead Cas9 and Cas9 nickase variants, the Cas9 proteins used herein may also include other "Cas9 variants" having at least about 70% identical, at least about 80% identical, at least about 90% identical, at least about 95% identical, at least about 96% identical, at least about 97% identical, or at least about 99.9% identical to any reference Cas9 protein, including any wild type Cas9, or mutant Cas9 (e.g., a dead Cas9 or Cas9 nickase), or fragment Cas9, or circular permutant Cas9, or other variant of Cas9 disclosed herein or known in the art. In some embodiments, a Cas9 variant may have 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50 or more amino acid changes compared to a reference Cas9. In some embodiments, the Cas9 variant comprises a fragment of a reference Cas9 (e.g., a gRNA binding domain or a DNA-cleavage domain), such that the fragment is at least about 70% identical, at least about 80% identical, at least about 90% identical, at least about 95% identical, at least about 96% identical, at least about 97% identical, at least about 98% identical, at least about 99% identical, at least about 99.5% identical, or at least about 99.9% identical to the corresponding fragment of wild type Cas9.

In some embodiments, the fragment is at least 30%, at least 35%, at least 40%, at least 45%, at least 50%, at least 55%, at least 60%, at least 65%, at least 70%, at least 75%, at least 80%, at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 95% identical, at least 96%, at least 97%, at least 98%, at least 99%, or at least 99.5% of the amino acid length of a corresponding wild type Cas9 (e.g., SEQ ID NO: 5).

[0206] In some embodiments, the disclosure also may utilize Cas9 fragments which retain their functionality and which are fragments of any herein disclosed Cas9 protein. In some embodiments, the Cas9 fragment is at least 100 amino acids in length. In some embodiments, the fragment is at least 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500, 550, 600, 650, 700, 750, 800, 850, 900, 950, 1000, 1050, 1100, 1150, 1200, 1250, or at least 1300 amino acids in length.

[0207] In various embodiments, the base editors disclosed herein may comprise one of the Cas9 variants described as follows, or a Cas9 variant thereof having at least about 70% identical, at least about 80% identical, at least about 90% identical, at least about 95% identical, at least about 96% identical, at least about 97% identical, at least about 98% identical, at least about 99% identical, at least about 99.5% identical, or at least about 99.9% identical to any reference Cas9 variants.

(6) **Small-sized Cas9 variants**

[0208] In some embodiments, the base editors contemplated herein can include a Cas9 protein that is of smaller molecular weight than the canonical SpCas9 sequence. In some embodiments, the smaller-sized Cas9 variants may facilitate delivery to cells, e.g., by an expression vector, nanoparticle, or other means of delivery. In certain embodiments, the smaller-sized Cas9 variants can include enzymes categorized as type II enzymes of the Class 2 CRISPR-Cas systems. In some embodiments, the smaller-sized Cas9 variants can include enzymes categorized as type V enzymes of the Class 2 CRISPR-Cas systems. In other
The smaller-sized Cas9 variants can include enzymes categorized as type VI enzymes of the Class 2 CRISPR-Cas systems.

The canonical SpCas9 protein is 1368 amino acids in length and has a predicted molecular weight of 158 kilodaltons. The term “small-sized Cas9 variant”, as used herein, refers to any Cas9 variant—naturally occurring, engineered, or otherwise—that is less than at least 1300 amino acids, or at least less than 1290 amino acids, or than less than 1280 amino acids, or less than 1270 amino acid, or less than 1260 amino acid, or less than 1250 amino acids, or less than 1240 amino acids, or less than 1230 amino acids, or less than 1220 amino acids, or less than 1210 amino acids, or less than 1200 amino acids, or less than 1190 amino acids, or less than 1180 amino acids, or less than 1170 amino acids, or less than 1160 amino acids, or less than 1150 amino acids, or less than 1140 amino acids, or less than 1130 amino acids, or less than 1120 amino acids, or less than 1110 amino acids, or less than 1100 amino acids, or less than 1050 amino acids, or less than 1000 amino acids, or less than 950 amino acids, or less than 900 amino acids, or less than 800 amino acids, or less than 750 amino acids, or less than 700 amino acids, or less than 650 amino acids, or less than 600 amino acids, or less than 550 amino acids, or less than 500 amino acids, but at least larger than about 400 amino acids and retaining the required functions of the Cas9 protein. The Cas9 variants can include those categorized as type II, type V, or type VI enzymes of the Class 2 CRISPR-Cas system.

In various embodiments, the base editors disclosed herein may comprise one of the small-sized Cas9 variants described as follows, or a Cas9 variant thereof having at least about 70% identical, at least about 80% identical, at least about 90% identical, at least about 95% identical, at least about 96% identical, at least about 97% identical, at least about 98% identical, at least about 99% identical, at least about 99.5% identical, or at least about 99.9% identical to any reference small-sized Cas9 protein.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>SEQ ID NO:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SaCas9</td>
<td>MGKQNYIGSGDDLGT5S7GYGIDYT1BDDAAVRKLFKEANVE3NNEGRRSKARRLRRRRR1QVRKLETLDLNL</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. aureus</td>
<td>9053 AA 123 kDa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NmcCas9</td>
<td>WAAKTKGKASIYVLGDSASVQWAPEEELSVFAALVDAVYSRPSIKDRFMDHNGWTQV</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. meningitidis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(7) Cas9 equivalents
In some embodiments, the base editors described herein can include any Cas9 equivalent. As used herein, the term “Cas9 equivalent” is a broad term that encompasses any napDNAbp protein that serves the same function as Cas9 in the present base editors despite that its amino acid primary sequence and/or its three-dimensional structure may be different and/or unrelated from an evolutionary standpoint. Thus, while Cas9 equivalents include any Cas9 ortholog, homolog, mutant, or variant described or embraced herein that are evolutionarily related, the Cas9 equivalents also embrace proteins that may have evolved through convergent evolution processes to have the same or similar function as Cas9, but which do not necessarily have any similarity with regard to amino acid sequence and/or three dimensional structure. The base editors described here embrace any Cas9 equivalent that would provide the same or similar function as Cas9 despite that the Cas9 equivalent may be based on a protein that arose through convergent evolution. For instance, if Cas9 refers to a type II enzyme of the CRISPR-Cas system, a Cas9 equivalent can refer to a type V or type VI enzyme of the CRISPR-Cas system.

For example, Cas12e (CasX) is a Cas9 equivalent that reportedly has the same function as Cas9 but which evolved through convergent evolution. Thus, the Cas12e (CasX) protein described in Liu et al., “CasX enzymes comprises a distinct family of RNA-guided genome editors,” Nature, 2019, Vol.566: 218-223, is contemplated to be used with the base editors described herein. In addition, any variant or modification of Cas12e (CasX) is conceivable and within the scope of the present disclosure.

Cas9 is a bacterial enzyme that evolved in a wide variety of species. However, the Cas9 equivalents contemplated herein may also be obtained from archaea, which constitute a domain and kingdom of single-celled prokaryotic microbes different from bacteria.

In some embodiments, Cas9 equivalents may refer to Cas12e (CasX) or Cas12d (CasY), which have been described in, for example, Burstein et al., “New CRISPR–Cas systems from uncultivated microbes.” Cell Res. 2017 Feb 21. doi: 10.1038/cr.2017.21, the entire contents of which is hereby incorporated by reference. Using genome-resolved metagenomics, a number of CRISPR–Cas systems were identified, including the first reported Cas9 in the archaeal domain of life. This divergent Cas9 protein was found in little-studied nanoarchaea as part of an active CRISPR–Cas system. In bacteria, two previously unknown systems were discovered, CRISPR–Cas12e and CRISPR–Cas12d, which are among the most compact systems yet discovered. In some embodiments, Cas9 refers to Cas12e, or a variant of Cas12e. In some embodiments, Cas9 refers to a Cas12d, or a variant of Cas12d.
should be appreciated that other RNA-guided DNA binding proteins may be used as a nucleic acid programmable DNA binding protein (napDNAbp), and are within the scope of this disclosure. Also see Liu et al., “CasX enzymes comprises a distinct family of RNA-guided genome editors,” Nature, 2019, Vol.566: 218-223. Any of these Cas9 equivalents are contemplated.

[0215] In some embodiments, the Cas9 equivalent comprises an amino acid sequence that is at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 91%, at least 92%, at least 93%, at least 94%, at least 95%, at least 96%, at least 97%, at least 98%, at least 99%, or at least 99.5% identical to a naturally-occurring Cas12e (CasX) or Cas12d (CasY) protein. In some embodiments, the napDNAbp is a naturally-occurring Cas12e (CasX) or Cas12d (CasY) protein. In some embodiments, the napDNAbp comprises an amino acid sequence that is at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 91%, at least 92%, at least 93%, at least 94%, at least 95%, at least 96%, at least 97%, at least 98%, at least 99%, or at least 99.5% identical to a wild-type Cas moiety or any Cas moiety provided herein.

[0216] In various embodiments, the nucleic acid programmable DNA binding proteins include, without limitation, Cas9 (e.g., dCas9 and nCas9), C2C3Cas12e (CasX), Cas12d (CasY), Cas12a (Cpf1), Cas12b1 (C2c1), Cas13a (C2c2), Cas12c (C2c3), Argonaute, . One example of a nucleic acid programmable DNA-binding protein that has different PAM specificity than Cas9 is Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats from Prevotella and Francisella 1 (i.e., Cas12a (Cpf1)). Similar to Cas9, Cas12a (Cpf1) is also a Class 2 CRISPR effector, but it is a member of the type V subgroup of enyzmes, rather than the type II subgroup. It has been shown that Cas12a (Cpf1) mediates robust DNA interference with features distinct from Cas9. Cas12a (Cpf1) is a single RNA-guided endonuclease lacking tracrRNA, and it utilizes a T-rich protospacer-adjacent motif (TTN, TTTN, or YTN). Moreover, Cpf1 cleaves DNA via a staggered DNA double-stranded break. Out of 16 Cpf1-family proteins, two enzymes from Acidaminococcus and Lachnospiraceae are shown to have efficient genome-editing activity in human cells. Cpf1 proteins are known in the art and have been described previously, for example Yamano et al., “Crystal structure of Cpf1 in complex with guide RNA and target DNA.” Cell (165) 2016, p. 949-962; the entire contents of which is hereby incorporated by reference.

[0217] In still other embodiments, the Cas protein may include any CRISPR associated protein, including but not limited to, Cas12a, Cas12b1, Cas1, Cas1B, Cas2, Cas3, Cas4, Cas5, Cas6, Cas7, Cas8, Cas9 (also known as Csn1 and Csx12), Cas10, Csy1, Csy2, Csy3,
Cse1, Cse2, Csc1, Csc2, Csa5, Csn2. Csm2, Csm3, Csm4, Csm5, Csm6, Cmr1, Cmr3, Cmr4, Cmr5, Cmr6, Csb1, Csb2, Csb3, Csx17, Csx14, Csx10, Csx16, CsaX, Csx3, Csx1, Csx15, Csf1, Csf2, Csf3, Csf4, homologs thereof, or modified versions thereof, and preferably comprising a nickase mutation (e.g., a mutation corresponding to the D10A mutation of the wild type Cas9 polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 5).

[0218] In various other embodiments, the nDevNAbp can be any of the following proteins: a Cas9, a C2c3Cas12a (Cpf1), a Cas12e (CasX), a Cas12d (CasY), a Cas12b1 (C2c1), a Cas13a (C2c2), a Cas12c (C2c3), a GeoCas9, a CjCas9, a Cas12a, a Cas12b, a Cas12g, a Cas12h, a Cas12i, a Cas13b, a Cas13c, a Cas13d, a Cas14, a Csn2, an xCas9, an SpCas9-NG, a circularly permuted Cas9, or an Argonaute (Argo) domain, or a variant thereof.

[0219] Exemplary Cas9 equivalent protein domains can include the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AsCas12a (previously known as Cpf1)</td>
<td>WAFEGFNLNVQV5KTLRPEFLEFGTGTKLKHQDVDG7EEDKARNHDYKELP10IDI13KYTVVYD6CLOVL9D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acidaminococcus sp. (strain BY316)</td>
<td>WENTSLSADYSRQKTT5TENALAEATQYNAT4HDFP25TDNL5DAKRE16YK7LFRA18FVG16KVL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UniProtKB JCNQ6</td>
<td>WELSLEFNEVK6LAEFDV7FFNYNL516CT1DNL5DLYN15L6G38FEAE7K1853N18NL30K30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AsCas12a nickase (e.g., R126A)</td>
<td>WAFEGFNLNVQV5KTLRPEFLEFGTGTKLKHQDVDG7EEDKARNHDYKELP10IDI13KYTVVYD6CLOVL9D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LboCas12a (previously known as Cpf1)</td>
<td>WAFEGFNLNVQV5KTLRPEFLEFGTGTKLKHQDVDG7EEDKARNHDYKELP10IDI13KYTVVYD6CLOVL9D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lachnospiraceae Bacterium GAM79</td>
<td>WAFEGFNLNVQV5KTLRPEFLEFGTGTKLKHQDVDG7EEDKARNHDYKELP10IDI13KYTVVYD6CLOVL9D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref Seq. WP_11962338.1</td>
<td>WAFEGFNLNVQV5KTLRPEFLEFGTGTKLKHQDVDG7EEDKARNHDYKELP10IDI13KYTVVYD6CLOVL9D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PfaCas12a - previously known at Cpf1</td>
<td>WAFEGFNLNVQV5KTLRPEFLEFGTGTKLKHQDVDG7EEDKARNHDYKELP10IDI13KYTVVYD6CLOVL9D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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[0220] The base editors described herein may also comprise Cas12a (Cpf1) (dCpf1) variants that may be used as a guide nucleotide sequence-programmable DNA-binding protein domain. The Cas12a (Cpf1) protein has a RuvC-like endonuclease domain that is similar to the RuvC domain of Cas9 but does not have a HNH endonuclease domain, and the N-terminal of Cas12a (Cpf1) does not have the alfa-helical recognition lobe of Cas9. It was shown in Zetsche et al., Cell, 163, 759–771, 2015 (which is incorporated herein by reference) that the RuvC-like domain of Cas12a (Cpf1) is responsible for cleaving both DNA strands and inactivation of the RuvC-like domain inactivates Cas12a (Cpf1) nuclease activity.

(8) Cas9 equivalents with expanded PAM sequence

[0221] In some embodiments, the napDNAbp is a nucleic acid programmable DNA binding protein that does not require a canonical (NGG) PAM sequence. In some embodiments, the napDNAbp is an argonaute protein. In other embodiments, such a nucleic acid programmable DNA binding protein is an Argonaute protein from *Natronobacterium gregoryi* (NgAgo). NgAgo is a ssDNA-guided endonuclease. NgAgo binds 5' phosphorylated ssDNA of ~24 nucleotides (gDNA) to guide it to its target site and will make DNA double-strand breaks at the gDNA site. In contrast to Cas9, the NgAgo–gDNA system does not require a protospacer-adjacent motif (PAM). Using a nuclease inactive NgAgo (dNgAgo) can greatly expand the bases that may be targeted. The characterization and use of NgAgo have been described in Gao et al., Nat Biotechnol., 2016 Jul;34(7):768-73. PubMed PMID: 27136078; Swarts et al., Nature. 507(7491) (2014):258-61; and Swarts et al., Nucleic Acids Res. 43(10) (2015):5120-9, each of which is incorporated herein by reference.

[0222] In some embodiments, the napDNAbp is a prokaryotic homolog of an Argonaute protein. Prokaryotic homologs of Argonaute proteins are known and have been described, for example, in Makarova K., et al., “Prokaryotic homologs of Argonaute proteins are
predicted to function as key components of a novel system of defense against mobile genetic elements”, *Biol Direct*. 2009 Aug 25;4:29. doi: 10.1186/1745-6150-4-29, the entire contents of which is hereby incorporated by reference. In some embodiments, the napDNAbp is a Marinitoga piezophila Argunaute (MpAgo) protein. The CRISPR-associated Marinitoga piezophila Argunaute (MpAgo) protein cleaves single-stranded target sequences using 5’-phosphorylated guides. The 5’ guides are used by all known Argonautes. The crystal structure of an MpAgo-RNA complex shows a guide strand binding site comprising residues that block 5’ phosphate interactions. This data suggests the evolution of an Argonaute subclass with noncanonical specificity for a 5’-hydroxylated guide. See, e.g., Kaya et al., “A bacterial Argonaute with noncanonical guide RNA specificity”, *Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A*. 2016 Apr 12;113(15):4057-62, the entire contents of which are hereby incorporated by reference). It should be appreciated that other argonaute proteins may be used, and are within the scope of this disclosure.

[0223] In some embodiments, the napDNAbp is a single effector of a microbial CRISPR-Cas system. Single effectors of microbial CRISPR-Cas systems include, without limitation, Cas9, Cas12a (Cpf1), Cas12b1 (C2c1), Cas13a (C2c2), and Cas12c (C2c3). Typically, microbial CRISPR-Cas systems are divided into Class 1 and Class 2 systems. Class 1 systems have multi-subunit effector complexes, while Class 2 systems have a single protein effector. For example, Cas9 and Cas12a (Cpf1) are Class 2 effectors. In addition to Cas9 and Cas12a (Cpf1), three distinct Class 2 CRISPR-Cas systems (Cas12b1, Cas13a, and Cas12c) have been described by Shmakov et al., “Discovery and Functional Characterization of Diverse Class 2 CRISPR Cas Systems”, *Mol. Cell*, 2015 Nov 5; 60(3): 385–397, the entire contents of which is hereby incorporated by reference.

[0224] Effectors of two of the systems, Cas12b1 and Cas12c, contain RuvC-like endonuclease domains related to Cas12a. A third system, Cas13a contains an effector with two predicted HEPN RNase domains. Production of mature CRISPR RNA is tracrRNA-independent, unlike production of CRISPR RNA by Cas12b1. Cas12b1 depends on both CRISPR RNA and tracrRNA for DNA cleavage. Bacterial Cas13a has been shown to possess a unique RNase activity for CRISPR RNA maturation distinct from its RNA-activated single-stranded RNA degradation activity. These RNase functions are different from each other and from the CRISPR RNA-processing behavior of Cas12a. See, e.g., East-Seletsky, et al., “Two distinct RNase activities of CRISPR-C2c2 enable guide-RNA processing and RNA detection”, *Nature*, 2016 Oct 13;538(7624):270-273, the entire contents of which are hereby
incorporated by reference. *In vitro* biochemical analysis of Cas13a in *Leptotrichia shahii* has shown that Cas13a is guided by a single CRISPR RNA and can be programed to cleave ssRNA targets carrying complementary protospacers. Catalytic residues in the two conserved HEPN domains mediate cleavage. Mutations in the catalytic residues generate catalytically inactive RNA-binding proteins. See e.g., Abudayyeh et al., “C2c2 is a single-component programmable RNA-guided RNA-targeting CRISPR effector”, *Science*, 2016 Aug 5; 353(6299), the entire contents of which are hereby incorporated by reference.

[0225] The crystal structure of *Alicyclobacillus acidothermus* Cas12b1 (AacC2c1) has been reported in complex with a chimeric single-molecule guide RNA (sgRNA). See e.g., Liu et al., “C2c1-sgRNA Complex Structure Reveals RNA-Guided DNA Cleavage Mechanism”, *Mol. Cell*, 2017 Jan 19;65(2):310-322, the entire contents of which are hereby incorporated by reference. The crystal structure has also been reported in *Alicyclobacillus acidothermus* C2c1 bound to target DNAs as ternary complexes. See e.g., Yang et al., “PAM-dependent Target DNA Recognition and Cleavage by C2C1 CRISPR-Cas endonuclease”, *Cell*, 2016 Dec 15;167(7):1814-1828, the entire contents of which are hereby incorporated by reference. Catalytically competent conformations of AacC2c1, both with target and non-target DNA strands, have been captured independently positioned within a single RuvC catalytic pocket, with C2c1-mediated cleavage resulting in a staggered seven-nucleotide break of target DNA. Structural comparisons between C2c1 ternary complexes and previously identified Cas9 and Cpf1 counterparts demonstrate the diversity of mechanisms used by CRISPR-Cas9 systems.

[0226] In some embodiments, the napDNAbp may be a Cas12b1, a Cas13a, or a Cas12c protein. In some embodiments, the napDNAbp is a Cas12b1 protein. In some embodiments, the napDNAbp is a Cas13a protein. In some embodiments, the napDNAbp is a Cas12c protein. In some embodiments, the napDNAbp comprises an amino acid sequence that is at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 91%, at least 92%, at least 93%, at least 94%, at least 95%, at least 96%, at least 97%, at least 98%, at least 99%, or at least 99.5% identical to a naturally-occurring Cas12b1 (C2c1), Cas13a (C2c2), or Cas12c (C2c3) protein. In some embodiments, the napDNAbp is a naturally-occurring Cas12b1 (C2c1), Cas13a (C2c2), or Cas12c (C2c3) protein.

[0227] Some aspects of the disclosure provide Cas9 domains that have different PAM specificities. Typically, Cas9 proteins, such as Cas9 from *S. pyogenes* (spCas9), require a canonical NGG PAM sequence to bind a particular nucleic acid region. This may limit the
ability to edit desired regions within a genome. In some embodiments, the base editing fusion proteins provided herein may need to be placed at a precise location, for example where a target base is placed within a 4 base region (e.g., a “editing window”), which is approximately 15 bases upstream of the PAM. See Komor, A.C., et al., “Programmable editing of a target base in genomic DNA without double-stranded DNA cleavage” Nature 533, 420-424 (2016), the entire contents of which are hereby incorporated by reference. Accordingly, in some embodiments, any of the fusion proteins provided herein may contain a Cas9 domain that is capable of binding a nucleotide sequence that does not contain a canonical (e.g., NGG) PAM sequence. Cas9 domains that bind to non-canonical PAM sequences have been described in the art and would be apparent to the skilled artisan. For example, Cas9 domains that bind non-canonical PAM sequences have been described in Kleinstiver, B. P., et al., “Engineered CRISPR-Cas9 nucleases with altered PAM specificities” Nature 523, 481-485 (2015); and Kleinstiver, B. P., et al., “Broadening the targeting range of Staphylococcus aureus CRISPR-Cas9 by modifying PAM recognition” Nature Biotechnology 33, 1293-1298 (2015); the entire contents of which are hereby incorporated by reference.

[0228] For example, a napDNAbp domain with altered PAM specificity, such as a domain with at least 80%, at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 95%, or at least 99% sequence identity with wild type Francisella novicida Cpf1 (SEQ ID NO: 61) (D917, E1006, and D1255), which has the following amino acid sequence:

```
MSIQYEFVKNYSLKRTLRFLIFQGRTLENIKARGILDLDEKARAKDKKKQIDKYQFFIEEILSSVISEDLLQYNSD
VFYKLKSLDDNLQDQKFSALKTDKQIESYIICLD6KFLQNLQMVLDKQGQSLLEIKLMKLQKSKCDLVILFCNLSQDITDI
DEALEIISFKGWTTIFPKGHEMVNRYSVNISIFTS'TYIVTVDNLKFLKFLKLYEKSYDLDKFENA1NYEQ1KDNLAEELT
FDIDYKTSIPQWQLFVLPPEFLGAEPNPNVQSGITKPTNIIGKFEMGONTHGSEYINLYSEQQDINKTLKLYMSVL
FKGILSDESTSHSSFVDRKLDSSDVVVTQMSYFQQEAQFTVEKWSKSTELSSLFDQKQDLKSYKFK5DNSKILDQLSQC
VFDSDVSTGAVELYQTQXFAPKLNRNSKKEQELIAKTEKAYLSLETIKLALEENCHRD1DKQCRFEELANFAMII
MIFDEIAQNKDNIAI5I5SKYQXQKDLQASADEVKAIKDLLTNLNFIL1HLK1PHISQESDEGALINLKLDEHYLYVFEE
CYFELANIFVLYNKINRYITQKEYDSEFKKLNENSTNLGWDDKKEPDTAILF1IKDDKYYLGVMNKKNNIKFDRAIKE
NGKEGXKKIYKLLPKGNMLFVFFSAKS1ISKYFNHPEDLIRNFNIINHSTTKNGSQKGYFKNFIEDECRKIDFIDFYQKIS
RHPEHKDFGFRFSDTQVNYIDFEYREVENQGKLYTIFNiSEYIDSVMNQGKLYFQIVYNDFSIASYSKGRFNLHTLYKKA
LDFERNLQDVYKLYNGEAEAFYRQ5ISFPKTHAFAEAIANKKNKDFKESYEFYDLDIKRFRITEDKFFHFICPFTINFN5S
GANKFNEDEINILKKKAIUVHLSRGRGELAYTLDVNGKNNIKQDTFTNIIIGNDRMNVTNYHDKLAAIKERDSARKDNK
KININ1KEMEGYLSQVHIEAKLVEYINFVFEDNFFRFQRFIVYEQYQKLMELKELKLYLVFKSNEEIKTKGVLAA
YQLATAPFETFMMQGQXGIIYYPAAGTSXIEFVTGFVQWQLYFQYEVSEKQEGEFKFKCAYMLDFGYFIESFSDKNGF
DAKAAEWTIASSFFSRLLNFNPDKHDHWTEDREVYKTELEKLKLDYS1EGYHGECAIIGCSSDEKFKAFKTVSILNTL
QMRSNKTGTDLYLSIFVADFNGNFDDSFQAPKNMPFQADANGAYHILGKGLLLLRKINNNQXEGKKKNLVLKNEEFYEFVQ
NRNN (SEQ ID NO: 61)
```

[0229] An additional napDNAbp domain with altered PAM specificity, such as a domain having at least 80%, at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 95%, or at least 99% sequence identity with wild type Geobacillus thermodenitrificans Cas9 (SEQ ID NO: 62), which has the following amino acid sequence:

```
MKYYKLGDIGTISGIANVNLAPIREDGLGVRDFRERAPKTEGLESALAPRLARSARPLPRPRKLRILRRLFVRGILT
KEELNKLFEKKHEIDWQLRVEALRDKLNDLDELARRHLLAKRGGFRSRRKERTNKENSTMLIKHEINESQILLYSYTVAE
```
[0230] In some embodiments, the nucleic acid programmable DNA binding protein (napDNAbp) does not require a canonical (NGG) PAM sequence. In some embodiments, the napDNAbp is an argonaute protein. One example of such a nucleic acid programmable DNA binding protein is an Argonaute protein from *Natronobacterium gregoryi* (NgAgo). NgAgo is a ssDNA-guided endonuclease. NgAgo binds 5′ phosphorylated ssDNA of ~24 nucleotides (gDNA) to guide it to its target site and will make DNA double-strand breaks at the gDNA site. In contrast to Cas9, the NgAgo–gDNA system does not require a protospacer-adjacent motif (PAM).

Using a nuclease inactive NgAgo (dNgAgo) can greatly expand the bases that may be targeted. The characterization and use of NgAgo have been described in Gao et al., *Nat Biotechnol.*, 34(7): 768-73 (2016), PubMed PMID: 27136078; Swarts et al., *Nature*, 507(7491): 258-61 (2014); and Swarts et al., *Nucleic Acids Res.* 43(10) (2015): 5120-9, each of which is incorporated herein by reference. The sequence of *Natronobacterium gregoryi* Argonaute is provided in SEQ ID NO: 63.

[0231] The disclosed fusion proteins may comprise a napDNAbp domain having at least 80%, at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 95%, or at least 99% sequence identity with wild type *Natronobacterium gregoryi* Argonaute (SEQ ID NO: 63), which has the following amino acid sequence:

```
MTVIDLDSTTTADELTSGHITYSTVLTGVYDNTDEQHFPM LaFEQDNGERRYILWIKNTKFVDFTYDYGSTYITPN
IDYEYKDGTYTATYTIVTENATAEQEGTTDEDETFAGGEGFLDHDDLADNETFDDAEETSDSHVMTSFA3RDQLPEWT
LHYTTLTDAKGTUTED YORKLITDHDAAVATDGLMLTTPELGETPDLDDGVEVEAEDRRTFYTAADK
MLLATXISLRLNLDXVRDEVLKXHPEFVLCDEPFALHRYDSVEVGHDSRALADNHFHNRFREVKLTLADDDN
IYPSLGKVRLTYRRPPRGLWGLRDECATDSLNTLGQSVAYRHNQCTPINTLLDLDAEADPRVFETRRCQHGDAVSF
QELLAVEVPYHQ1KQF3DSGPQFQAPKSTTLSASRCSXKAAPAFERDLDPVLVNLSTGTF6570ENQELXLYCNGES
VLKTFDRGARXHNHFET3KGIVNPEPEAVFLEPQQAEDTCQAQDMDNLXQAAGAPFPRSTVQYDF3SPSEISLVN
AAGIDSEVDAAFVVLFLPPQEGFALDSTPETYEDLXKDLANIGYSQMAYFDRFAKDFATYRTYRNVALGLAAAGVAPT
EHAMPAGDFMDIGIFVRSFEPDASQGINLIAATTATAVYKDTGILHSRFTPQLGKEKLSSTDVRIMKNA1LQGGYVTGES
PHTIVHRDGMNEDDLDPAPFEPEMLPEQGFYDEVIEIRKPQFQFTRALLAVDQYDFTVSKIAANQNRPAVATVTGAFAEYAT
RGGGLRFPRFIQERVAGTEDIETLTRQYILLSQHIMVHNRFLPITTAYADQASTHTAYGLYTQFSAESVMGFL
```

(9) **Cas9 circular permutants**
In various embodiments, the base editors disclosed herein may comprise a circular permutant of Cas9.

The term “circularly permuted Cas9” or “circular permutant” of Cas9 or “CP-Cas9”) refers to any Cas9 protein, or variant thereof, that occurs or has been modify to engineered as a circular permutant variant, which means the N-terminus and the C-terminus of a Cas9 protein (e.g., a wild type Cas9 protein) have been topically rearranged. Such circularly permuted Cas9 proteins, or variants thereof, retain the ability to bind DNA when complexed with a guide RNA (gRNA). See, Oakes et al., “Protein Engineering of Cas9 for enhanced function,” Methods Enzymol, 2014, 546: 491–511 and Oakes et al., “CRISPR-Cas9 Circular Permutants as Programmable Scaffolds for Genome Modification,” Cell, January 10, 2019, 176: 254-267, each of which are incorporated herein by reference. The instant disclosure contemplates any previously known CP-Cas9 or use a new CP-Cas9 so long as the resulting circularly permuted protein retains the ability to bind DNA when complexed with a guide RNA (gRNA).

Any of the Cas9 proteins described herein, including any variant, ortholog, or naturally occurring Cas9 or equivalent thereof, may be reconfigured as a circular permutant variant.

In various embodiments, the circular permutants of Cas9 may have the following structure:


As an example, the present disclosure contemplates the following circular permutants of canonical S. pyogenes Cas9 (1368 amino acids of UniProtKB - Q99ZW2 (CAS9_STRP1) (numbering is based on the amino acid position in SEQ ID NO: 5)):

N-terminus-[1268-1368]-[optional linker]-[1-1267]-C-terminus;
N-terminus-[1168-1368]-[optional linker]-[1-1167]-C-terminus;
N-terminus-[1068-1368]-[optional linker]-[1-1067]-C-terminus;
N-terminus-[968-1368]-[optional linker]-[1-967]-C-terminus;
N-terminus-[868-1368]-[optional linker]-[1-867]-C-terminus;
N-terminus-[768-1368]-[optional linker]-[1-767]-C-terminus;
N-terminus-[668-1368]-[optional linker]-[1-667]-C-terminus;
N-terminus-[568-1368]-[optional linker]-[1-567]-C-terminus;
N-terminus-[468-1368]-[optional linker]-[1-467]-C-terminus;
N-terminus-[368-1368]-[optional linker]-[1-367]-C-terminus;
N-terminus-[268-1368]-[optional linker]-[1-267]-C-terminus;
N-terminus-[168-1368]-[optional linker]-[1-167]-C-terminus;
N-terminus-[68-1368]-[optional linker]-[1-67]-C-terminus, or
N-terminus-[10-1368]-[optional linker]-[1-9]-C-terminus, or the corresponding circular
permutants of other Cas9 proteins (including other Cas9 orthologs, variants, etc).

[0237] In particular embodiments, the circular permutant Cas9 has the following structure
(based on S. pyogenes Cas9 (1368 amino acids of UniProtKB - Q99ZW2 (CAS9_STRP1))
(numbering is based on the amino acid position in SEQ ID NO: 5):
N-terminus-[102-1368]-[optional linker]-[1-101]-C-terminus;
N-terminus-[1028-1368]-[optional linker]-[1-1027]-C-terminus;
N-terminus-[1041-1368]-[optional linker]-[1-1043]-C-terminus;
N-terminus-[1249-1368]-[optional linker]-[1-1248]-C-terminus; or
N-terminus-[1300-1368]-[optional linker]-[1-1299]-C-terminus, or the corresponding circular
permutants of other Cas9 proteins (including other Cas9 orthologs, variants, etc).

[0238] In still other embodiments, the circular permutant Cas9 has the following structure
(based on S. pyogenes Cas9 (1368 amino acids of UniProtKB - Q99ZW2 (CAS9_STRP1))
(numbering is based on the amino acid position in SEQ ID NO: 5):
N-terminus-[103-1368]-[optional linker]-[1-102]-C-terminus;
N-terminus-[1029-1368]-[optional linker]-[1-1028]-C-terminus;
N-terminus-[1042-1368]-[optional linker]-[1-1041]-C-terminus;
N-terminus-[1250-1368]-[optional linker]-[1-1249]-C-terminus; or
N-terminus-[1301-1368]-[optional linker]-[1-1300]-C-terminus, or the corresponding circular
permutants of other Cas9 proteins (including other Cas9 orthologs, variants, etc).

[0239] In some embodiments, the circular permutant can be formed by linking a C-terminal
fragment of a Cas9 to an N-terminal fragment of a Cas9, either directly or by using a linker,
such as an amino acid linker. In some embodiments, The C-terminal fragment may
correspond to the C-terminal 95% or more of the amino acids of a Cas9 (e.g., amino acids
about 1300-1368), or the C-terminal 90%, 85%, 80%, 75%, 70%, 65%, 60%, 55%, 50%,
45%, 40%, 35%, 30%, 25%, 20%, 15%, 10%, or 5% or more of a Cas9 (e.g., any one of SEQ
ID NOs: 5, 8, 10, 12-26 ). The N-terminal portion may correspond to the N-terminal 95% or
more of the amino acids of a Cas9 (e.g., amino acids about 1-1300), or the N-terminal 90%,
85%, 80%, 75%, 70%, 65%, 60%, 55%, 50%, 45%, 40%, 35%, 30%, 25%, 20%, 15%, 10%,
or 5% or more of a Cas9 (e.g., of SEQ ID NO: 5, 8, 10, 12-26).
[0240] In some embodiments, the circular permutant can be formed by linking a C-terminal fragment of a Cas9 to an N-terminal fragment of a Cas9, either directly or by using a linker, such as an amino acid linker. In some embodiments, the C-terminal fragment that is rearranged to the N-terminus, includes or corresponds to the C-terminal 30% or less of the amino acids of a Cas9 (e.g., amino acids 1012-1368 of SEQ ID NO: 5). In some embodiments, the C-terminal fragment that is rearranged to the N-terminus, includes or corresponds to the C-terminal 30%, 29%, 28%, 27%, 26%, 25%, 24%, 23%, 22%, 21%, 20%, 19%, 18%, 17%, 16%, 15%, 14%, 13%, 12%, 11%, 10%, 9%, 8%, 7%, 6%, 5%, 4%, 3%, 2%, or 1% of the amino acids of a Cas9 (e.g., the Cas9 of SEQ ID NO: 5). In some embodiments, the C-terminal fragment that is rearranged to the N-terminus, includes or corresponds to the C-terminal 410 residues or less of a Cas9 (e.g., the Cas9 of SEQ ID NO: 5). In some embodiments, the C-terminal portion that is rearranged to the N-terminus, includes or corresponds to the C-terminal 410, 400, 390, 380, 370, 360, 350, 340, 330, 320, 310, 300, 290, 280, 270, 260, 250, 240, 230, 220, 210, 200, 190, 180, 170, 160, 150, 140, 130, 120, 110, 100, 90, 80, 70, 60, 50, 40, 30, 20, or 10 residues of a Cas9 (e.g., the Cas9 of SEQ ID NO: 5). In some embodiments, the C-terminal portion that is rearranged to the N-terminus, includes or corresponds to the C-terminal 357, 341, 328, 120, or 69 residues of a Cas9 (e.g., the Cas9 of SEQ ID NO: 5).

[0241] In other embodiments, circular permutant Cas9 variants may be defined as a topological rearrangement of a Cas9 primary structure based on the following method, which is based on S. pyogenes Cas9 of SEQ ID NO: 5: (a) selecting a circular permutant (CP) site corresponding to an internal amino acid residue of the Cas9 primary structure, which dissects the original protein into two halves: an N-terminal region and a C-terminal region; (b) modifying the Cas9 protein sequence (e.g., by genetic engineering techniques) by moving the original C-terminal region (comprising the CP site amino acid) to precede the original N-terminal region, thereby forming a new N-terminus of the Cas9 protein that now begins with the CP site amino acid residue. The CP site can be located in any domain of the Cas9 protein, including, for example, the helical-II domain, the RuvCIII domain, or the CTD domain. For example, the CP site may be located (relative the S. pyogenes Cas9 of SEQ ID NO: 5) at original amino acid residue 181, 199, 230, 270, 310, 1010, 1016, 1023, 1029, 1041, 1247, 1249, or 1282. Thus, once relocated to the N-terminus, original amino acid residue 181, 199, 230, 270, 310, 1010, 1016, 1023, 1029, 1041, 1247, 1249, or 1282 would become the new N-terminal amino acid. Nomenclature of these CP-Cas9 proteins may be referred to as Cas9-
CP\textsuperscript{181}, Cas9-CP\textsuperscript{199}, Cas9-CP\textsuperscript{230}, Cas9-CP\textsuperscript{270}, Cas9-CP\textsuperscript{310}, Cas9-CP\textsuperscript{1010}, Cas9-CP\textsuperscript{1016}, Cas9-CP\textsuperscript{1023}, Cas9-CP\textsuperscript{1029}, Cas9-CP\textsuperscript{1041}, Cas9-CP\textsuperscript{1247}, Cas9-CP\textsuperscript{1249}, and Cas9-CP\textsuperscript{1282}, respectively.

This description is not meant to be limited to making CP variants from SEQ ID NO: 5, but may correspond to these positions, or at other CP sites entirely. This description is not meant to limit the specific CP sites in any way. Virtually any CP site may be used to form a CP-Cas9 variant.

[0242] Exemplary CP-Cas9 amino acid sequences, based on the Cas9 of SEQ ID NO: 5, are provided below in which linker sequences are indicated by underlining and optional methionine (M) residues are indicated in bold. It should be appreciated that the disclosure provides CP-Cas9 sequences that do not include a linker sequence or that include different linker sequences. It should be appreciated that CP-Cas9 sequences other than that of SEQ ID NO: 5 and any examples provided herein are not meant to be limiting. Exemplary CP-Cas9 sequences are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CP name</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>SEQ ID NO:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CP1012</td>
<td>DYSVYDVRKMIAK9SEQEIKGAKTFYYFSSVNMFFKETITLANGEIRKRFPLIETN \GETGEE1WDKDFATVRKVL3MQVNNKTEVTQSGFSESLHKERVSDKLIAR \RKKDDFWNKNYGGDSFTVAVSVLVAKEVRGKRSKLSKVEKLIGITEMERSFEEK \NEIDFLAEKGYEKDHDLIKLKLKSYLFELNGLRKLMLASAGELQGSLALFESK \VWNFLYLAHSLKYLK9SPEDNNEQVQLYFQEEQKHLDEIIEQ1SSEFKNVVIADAJ \LDVRSAYHKRDKFIPREQAEN1NHLITNGLPAAFYKDFIDTRKDTYRSKTEK \VLADTQTHSITGMYETRIPLSQQGSGGSGGSGGGSGGGSGGGDKYISSLG \A1TNWYGAVAVTDYKVPSSKFFKLVNGTDRHISIKNKNLALLFDSGETEATRUL \KTRAPRRTYRKRKNICLYQEFISNEMAKVDSSSFHRLLESFVEEDKHEHRIEF \GINVDEVEHYKTPYTHINKMLDVSDTKADLRLIYLALAHMKFGRFHFLIEGDL \NFDNSVDKLFIQGLVTNYQLEFENPINA5VDAKILASLKSRRLENIAQL \FEGKRLQFON6LQSRGNFLNFRSFDFALEALQLSLSTYDDDLNNLAAQ1GD \QYADFIALNAKLSSDLASILDRLEVITEKFAALASMRKHYDEHIQLLIGALT \RQQYKLRHGFQSFQSKNYAGYIDQGSAQREEYKFEKIFLPQHDGFIQWHL \RREDLLRQGPTDFG3IQPIQHILQGELNLRPSQEDFYFQFLKNLREKIKLFTRI \YYVPGFLARNSRFAPFAMTRKESETITFNFEVEVDGKAQ5ISFMRTMNFDLW \EKVLKHMSSLVYEYTVNDBTVKYYTEGMRKFAFLSGEQKAAVDIPLFNTKVQ \TVQKLQKTEDFYKCEIFDSVIEISGDEFRNASLGTHYDIIKIKDIFDNSNEEED \ILEDTVQ5TFILFREDSEMLKTYAHIFDDKVKMQKLRRTYGRSLRKLING \IRDQG5KSTIDPFSFDGPHNMFQIHHDDSSTFTKEDIAKQVSQGDSLLEH \A1NLGSAIPKGIQ7TVKVDLKVMSRHFENIVIERMAMNNUTTQRTGQKNRSE \MRMKRIZEEGIKELSGQ1LKEHYVENTQLENEKLYLYLQGRUMVQEDLDINLK3 \YDHYDINFIP5QLKDIDSNIKLVRTRSKDRKGSNDVFSEEBVKKMNHVRQALINA \KLTQKQSFON1LTAEPGGLSEXLAQIFTQPLQVEVRIOTTRKHALQA \ENDKLRBVEPLKVLDSKLVTFDRFQGQYKVFRLINHNYHAHADLYNAVGVTA \LAKKYRFLESEFYVNG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| CP1028  | EIgKATAYFYYFSSVNMFFKETITLANGEIRKRFPLIETNGETGEE1WDKDFATVRKVL3MQVNNKTEVTQSGFSESLHKERVSDKLIAR \RKKDDFWNKNYGGDSFTVAVSVLVAKEVRGKRSKLSKVEKLIGITEMERSFEEK \NEIDFLAEKGYEKDHDLIKLKLKSYLFELNGLRKLMLASAGELQGSLALFESK \VWNFLYLAHSLKYLK9SPEDNNEQVQLYFQEEQKHLDEIIEQ1SSEFKNVVIADAJ \LDVRSAYHKRDKFIPREQAEN1NHLITNGLPAAFYKDFIDTRKDTYRSKTEK \VLADTQTHSITGMYETRIPLSQQGSGGSGGSGGGSGGGSGGGDKYISSLG \A1TNWYGAVAVTDYKVPSSKFFKLVNGTDRHISIKNKNLALLFDSGETEATRUL \KTRAPRRTYRKRKNICLYQEFISNEMAKVDSSSFHRLLESFVEEDKHEHRIEF \GINVDEVEHYKTPYTHINKMLDVSDTKADLRLIYLALAHMKFGRFHFLIEGDL \NFDNSVDKLFIQGLVTNYQLEFENPINA5VDAKILASLKSRRLENIAQL \FEGKRLQFON6LQSRGNFLNFRSFDFALEALQLSLSTYDDDLNNLAAQ1GD \QYADFIALNAKLSSDLASILDRLEVITEKFAALASMRKHYDEHIQLLIGALT \RQQYKLRHGFQSFQSKNYAGYIDQGSAQREEYKFEKIFLPQHDGFIQWHL | SEQ ID NO: 65 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CP name</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CP1041</td>
<td>NIMNFYKTEITLIENKRFRIETLNETGEIVDVKGRDFATVRKLVSMQFQIVNI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KTEVTQFGFSKESILFERNSDKLARIKDKWDPDGVGFDSPSFTAVSNLVKVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KGKSKKLRSVKERRGTLITMERSFERNFIDFLEARGYKEVKDLDDILKDFSLYE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LENGRKPKLMAASQEGKSHELASPSTYVNYLSSHYELKGSFQDNEMQGKLFVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QHNYLILEIQISFESFGKVIADANLVDKLSAYNHKDFIRESGAEINHLETL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TVLGCAPAFAPFYPFSTPIEPEDKEFLISTKDLHSLQWLYGILVTRDSDLQGDSQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SGGSGSLSGSGSGSGDSGKSKYSISLGAIGNSVGAWAITEYKVSQSKFFKVGII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DHRSIIKNKLGALFSDGTEAEAKTLKRARTRYTPRKRNCVLOEISNEMAKV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DDSFHRHLEESFLVEDEKHKHERHFIGNFIVEDAYHEKTTYTLHKRKLVDSTDR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADLRILYILALHMIKFGRHFLIEGDLNFDNSVDKLFQILVQTNYQLEFENPIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SGGDVAIKLSRSKSRLELIAGLSFGKNGLNLALSGLGNTPSNFDL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADEKALKDLKSDTDDLLAILAQIGDQYADLAFLLAKNLSDALIDDILRNVEIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HAFLSAIFRDIHDOQILLLASLRVKQPLEKKEFDQSGIINGAYDGASQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QEFEFYKIFILEMDSTBEELKVLRLERIKFETPDFSIPFQINILHELAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QRSQDFYPKFLNREDIEKILTIFRPSYYGVGALSNRSFARMTYQMTETQS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EVDVVDGQASAQFESFIENMTFDNLPNLNEVPILKSHLYEYFTYNELTKVVKYTEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MRKPAFLSEQGEKQAIVDLLFKTRNKVTQKLKDYEFKICIEFSDVEISGVEDRFN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ASLGYTLHDLILKDKITDNEKNEDEILEDVILITLEFEDREMIEERLKTYALF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DDKVKMKGLRRTQFGTGWHLRSLRKLINGDIRDQSGKKTIDLFKDSFGANFMFLH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DDSLFETFEDIQAKAQVSGQGSDLHEHILNLAGSAIKGILQTVKVDVEILVCMGR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HKEFENIVLERENERTQRQGKNSREHRKIEEIGRELQSOGLKHEFENTQIL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EKLYLYLYLQGRMDYQEBLDRISLYDYDHIVQFQSLFKDDISDNKVRTLSRDK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RGSQDNVESEEKHKMNQYWRQLNNAKLITQRKFDNILEAERGSLSELDFKAGTFI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RQVLQETRQITHQVAILDSRMNVTYKDENDKILRKLSDLKSVLDFSFDQRFY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KVREINVNHYHADAYLNAVGTALIKKYKFLESEFVGYYYDVKYVRDVRMIARIESQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EGKATAKYFYS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP1045</td>
<td>PDBJNQKQFQVEQGHKYLDDEIEIQSIFESFKVIADANLVDKLSAYNHKDFIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EQANENIHIITFLNNGAPAKFYKTITIDIDRRTYSTKVLDAITLHQTGSLYET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RIDLQLGIDGGSGSGGSGGSSGSGGSGGMDKSKYSISLGAIGNSVGAWAITEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VKFSPKSVKLVLNTDSHIKKNKLIGALLFSDGETAEATLRARTRYTPRKRNC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YLOEISFNEMAVKDSFSHRLEESFLVEDEKHKHERHFIGNFIVEDAYHEKTTY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YHLRKLVDSTDRKADLRLILLALAHMIRFKRHFLIEGDLNFDNSVDKLFQILVQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TNQILFEENFINAOSGDARIALSLSSKSRLELIAGLSFGKNGLNLALSL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LGILDFTKNSFKFDLAEKALKDLKSBDTDOLELNNLQIAIQGQDYADLAFLLANKLSDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LSILDILKNVTBTRKPAFLSAMISRFYDHOQILLLASLRVKQPLEKKEFDQGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GNGNGYGDGDQSQEFEFYKIFILEMDSTBEELKVLRLERIKFETPDFSIPFQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INILHELAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QRSQDFYPKFLNREDIEKILTIFRPSYYGVGALSNRSFARMTYQMTETQS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GKLHSLDKEAGIFKRIQVLOETRQITHQVAIIIDSMRNVTYKDENDKILRKL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SVDKVSIKLNLKALVQLPQIKEFKIFILEMDSTBEELKVLRLERIKFETPDFSIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FQINILHELAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QRSQDFYPKFLNREDIEKILTIFRPSYYGVGALSNRSFARMTYQMTETQS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GKLHSLDKEAGIFKRIQVLOETRQITHQVAIIIDSMRNVTYKDENDKILRKL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SVDKVSIKLNLKALVQLPQIKEFKIFILEMDSTBEELKVLRLERIKFETPDFSIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FQINILHELAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QRSQDFYPKFLNREDIEKILTIFRPSYYGVGALSNRSFARMTYQMTETQS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GKLHSLDKEAGIFKRIQVLOETRQITHQVAIIIDSMRNVTYKDENDKILRKL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SVDKVSIKLNLKALVQLPQIKEFKIFILEMDSTBEELKVLRLERIKFETPDFSIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FQINILHELAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP name</td>
<td>Sequence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP1300</td>
<td>KFIERQAEN11HFTLFTNLGAPAFKYZFDT1IDKRTYSTTEVLADTLIHQSITG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**[0243]** The Cas9 circular permuntants that may be useful in the base editing constructs described herein. Exemplary C-terminal fragments of Cas9, based on the Cas9 of SEQ ID NO: 5, which may be rearranged to an N-terminus of Cas9, are presented below. It should be appreciated that such C-terminal fragments of Cas9 are exemplary and are not meant to be limiting. These exemplary CP-Cas9 fragments have the following sequences:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CP name</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>SEQ ID NO:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CP1012 C-terminal fragment</td>
<td>DYKVVDVYKMIARK3SEQEIRGKATAYFFYFNYMNNFKKTEITILANGEIRKRFLETENGETGE1VWDKGRFDATVLYKSMMPQVNKVEKTEVTQGGSFKESEILFRRMSDKLIA</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP1028 C-terminal fragment</td>
<td>EIGKATAYFFYFNYMNNFKKTEITILANGEIRKRFLETENGTEVWWDGRIDFATVRVLSMMPQVNIVKVEKTEVTQGGSFKESEILFRRMSDKLIA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP1041 C-terminal fragment</td>
<td>NIMMFKYTEITILANGEIRKRFLETENGTEVWWDGRIDFATVRVLSMMPQVNIVKVEKTEVTQGGSFKESEILFRRMSDKLIA</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP1249 C-terminal fragment</td>
<td>FEDNEQKQLFVEQKHKYLDEIIPEIQESFSKRVLADNLKVLAYSQHNRDKFITRENAEIN1IHFTLFTNLGAPAFKYZFDT1IDKRTYSTTEVLADTLIHQSITG</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP1300 C-terminal fragment</td>
<td>KFIERQAEN11HFTLFTNLGAPAFKYZFDT1IDKRTYSTTEVLADTLIHQSITG</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(10) Cas9 variants with modified PAM specificities

[0244] The base editors of the present disclosure may also comprise Cas9 variants with modified PAM specificities. For example, the base editors described herein may utilize any naturally occurring or engineered variant of SpCas9 having expanded and/or relaxed PAM specificities which are described in the literature, including in Nishimasu et al., “Engineered CRISPR-Cas9 nuclease with expanded targeting space,” Science, 2018, 361: 1259-1262; Chatterjee et al., “Robust Genome Editing of Single-Base PAM Targets with Engineered ScCas9 Variants,” BioRxiv, April 26, 2019. Some aspects of this disclosure provide Cas9 proteins that exhibit activity on a target sequence that does not comprise the canonical PAM (5′-NGG-3′, where N is A, C, G, or T) at its 3′-end. In some embodiments, the Cas9 protein exhibits activity on a target sequence comprising a 5′-NGG-3′ PAM sequence at its 3′-end. In some embodiments, the Cas9 protein exhibits activity on a target sequence comprising a 5′-NNG-3′ PAM sequence at its 3′-end. In some embodiments, the Cas9 protein exhibits activity on a target sequence comprising a 5′-NNA-3′ PAM sequence at its 3′-end. In some embodiments, the Cas9 protein exhibits activity on a target sequence comprising a 5′-NNC-3′ PAM sequence at its 3′-end. In some embodiments, the Cas9 protein exhibits activity on a target sequence comprising a 5′-NNT-3′ PAM sequence at its 3′-end. In some embodiments, the Cas9 protein exhibits activity on a target sequence comprising a 5′-NGT-3′ PAM sequence at its 3′-end. In some embodiments, the Cas9 protein exhibits activity on a target sequence comprising a 5′-NGA-3′ PAM sequence at its 3′-end. In some embodiments, the Cas9 protein exhibits activity on a target sequence comprising a 5′-NGC-3′ PAM sequence at its 3′-end.

[0245] It should be appreciated that any of the amino acid mutations described herein, (e.g., A262T) from a first amino acid residue (e.g., A) to a second amino acid residue (e.g., T) may also include mutations from the first amino acid residue to an amino acid residue that is similar to (e.g., conserved) the second amino acid residue. For example, mutation of an amino acid with a hydrophobic side chain (e.g., alanine, valine, isoleucine, leucine,
methionine, phenylalanine, tyrosine, or tryptophan) may be a mutation to a second amino acid with a different hydrophobic side chain (e.g., alanine, valine, isoleucine, leucine, methionine, phenylalanine, tyrosine, or tryptophan). For example, a mutation of an alanine to a threonine (e.g., a A262T mutation) may also be a mutation from an alanine to an amino acid that is similar in size and chemical properties to a threonine, for example, serine. As another example, mutation of an amino acid with a positively charged side chain (e.g., arginine, histidine, or lysine) may be a mutation to a second amino acid with a different positively charged side chain (e.g., arginine, histidine, or lysine). As another example, mutation of an amino acid with a polar side chain (e.g., serine, threonine, asparagine, or glutamine) may be a mutation to a second amino acid with a different polar side chain (e.g., serine, threonine, asparagine, or glutamine). Additional similar amino acid pairs include, but are not limited to, the following: phenylalanine and tyrosine; asparagine and glutamine; methionine and cysteine; aspartic acid and glutamic acid; and arginine and lysine. The skilled artisan would recognize that such conservative amino acid substitutions will likely have minor effects on protein structure and are likely to be well tolerated without compromising function. In some embodiments, any amino of the amino acid mutations provided herein from one amino acid to a threonine may be an amino acid mutation to a serine. In some embodiments, any amino of the amino acid mutations provided herein from one amino acid to an arginine may be an amino acid mutation to a lysine. In some embodiments, any amino of the amino acid mutations provided herein from one amino acid to an isoleucine, may be an amino acid mutation to an alanine, valine, methionine, or leucine. In some embodiments, any amino of the amino acid mutations provided herein from one amino acid to a lysine may be an amino acid mutation to an arginine. In some embodiments, any amino of the amino acid mutations provided herein from one amino acid to an aspartic acid may be an amino acid mutation to a glutamic acid or asparagine. In some embodiments, any amino of the amino acid mutations provided herein from one amino acid to a valine may be an amino acid mutation to an alanine, isoleucine, methionine, or leucine. In some embodiments, any amino of the amino acid mutations provided herein from one amino acid to a glycine may be an amino acid mutation to an alanine. It should be appreciated, however, that additional conserved amino acid residues would be recognized by the skilled artisan and any of the amino acid mutations to other conserved amino acid residues are also within the scope of this disclosure. In some embodiments, the Cas9 protein comprises a combination of mutations that exhibit activity on a target sequence comprising a 5′-NAA-3′ PAM sequence at its 3′-end. In some
embodiments, the combination of mutations are present in any one of the clones listed in Table 1. In some embodiments, the combination of mutations are conservative mutations of the clones listed in Table 1. In some embodiments, the Cas9 protein comprises the combination of mutations of any one of the Cas9 clones listed in Table 1.

[0246] Table 1: NAA PAM Clones

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mutations from wild-type SpCas9 (e.g., SEQ ID NO: 5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D177N, K218R, D614N, D1135N, E1218V, Q1221H, H1264Y, A1320V, R1333K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0247] In some embodiments, the Cas9 protein comprises an amino acid sequence that is at least 80% identical to the amino acid sequence of a Cas9 protein as provided by any one of
the variants of Table 1. In some embodiments, the Cas9 protein comprises an amino acid sequence that is at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 92%, at least 95%, at least 96%, at least 97%, at least 98%, at least 99%, or at least 99.5% identical to the amino acid sequence of a Cas9 protein as provided by any one of the variants of Table 1.

[0248] In some embodiments, the Cas9 protein exhibits an increased activity on a target sequence that does not comprise the canonical PAM (5'-NGG-3') at its 3' end as compared to Streptococcus pyogenes Cas9 as provided by SEQ ID NO: 5. In some embodiments, the Cas9 protein exhibits an activity on a target sequence having a 3' end that is not directly adjacent to the canonical PAM sequence (5'-NGG-3') that is at least 5-fold increased as compared to the activity of Streptococcus pyogenes Cas9 as provided by SEQ ID NO: 5 on the same target sequence. In some embodiments, the Cas9 protein exhibits an activity on a target sequence that is not directly adjacent to the canonical PAM sequence (5'-NGG-3') that is at least 10-fold, at least 50-fold, at least 100-fold, at least 500-fold, at least 1,000-fold, at least 5,000-fold, at least 10,000-fold, at least 50,000-fold, at least 100,000-fold, at least 500,000-fold, or at least 1,000,000-fold increased as compared to the activity of Streptococcus pyogenes as provided by SEQ ID NO: 5 on the same target sequence. In some embodiments, the 3' end of the target sequence is directly adjacent to an AAA, GAA, CAA, or TAA sequence. In some embodiments, the Cas9 protein comprises a combination of mutations that exhibit activity on a target sequence comprising a 5'-NAC-3' PAM sequence at its 3'-end. In some embodiments, the combination of mutations are present in any one of the clones listed in Table 2. In some embodiments, the combination of mutations are conservative mutations of the clones listed in Table 2. In some embodiments, the Cas9 protein comprises the combination of mutations of any one of the Cas9 clones listed in Table 2.

Table 2: NAC PAM Clones

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MUTATIONS FROM WILD-TYPE SFCA99 (E.G., SEQ ID NO: 5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T472I, R753G, K890E, D1332N, R1335Q, T1337N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I1057S, D1135N, P1301S, R1335Q, T1337N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T472I, R753G, D1332N, R1335Q, T1337N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1135N, E1219V, D1332N, R1335Q, T1337N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T472I, R753G, R890E, D1332N, R1335Q, T1337N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I1057S, D1135N, P1301S, R1335Q, T1337N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T472I, R753G, D1332N, R1335Q, T1337N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T472I, R753G, Q771H, D1332N, R1335Q, T1337N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In some embodiments, the Cas9 protein comprises an amino acid sequence that is at least 80% identical to the amino acid sequence of a Cas9 protein as provided by any one of the variants of Table 2. In some embodiments, the Cas9 protein comprises an amino acid sequence that is at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 92%, at least 95%, at least 96%, at least 97%, at least 98%, at least 99%, or at least 99.5% identical to the amino acid sequence of a Cas9 protein as provided by any one of the variants of Table 2.

In some embodiments, the Cas9 protein exhibits an increased activity on a target sequence that does not comprise the canonical PAM (5’-NGG-3’) at its 3’ end as compared to Strepococcus pyogenes Cas9 as provided by SEQ ID NO: 5. In some embodiments, the Cas9 protein exhibits an activity on a target sequence having a 3’ end that is not directly adjacent
to the canonical PAM sequence (5’-NGG-3’) that is at least 5-fold increased as compared to the activity of *Streptococcus pyogenes* Cas9 as provided by SEQ ID NO: 5 on the same target sequence. In some embodiments, the Cas9 protein exhibits an activity on a target sequence that is not directly adjacent to the canonical PAM sequence (5’-NGG-3’) that is at least 10-fold, at least 50-fold, at least 100-fold, at least 500-fold, at least 5,000-fold, at least 10,000-fold, at least 100,000-fold, at least 500,000-fold, or at least 1,000,000-fold increased as compared to the activity of *Streptococcus pyogenes* as provided by SEQ ID NO: 5 on the same target sequence. In some embodiments, the 3’ end of the target sequence is directly adjacent to an AAC, GAC, CAC, or TAC sequence.

[0251] In some embodiments, the Cas9 protein comprises a combination of mutations that exhibit activity on a target sequence comprising a 5’-NAT-3’ PAM sequence at its 3’-end. In some embodiments, the combination of mutations are present in any one of the clones listed in Table 3. In some embodiments, the combination of mutations are conservative substitutions of the clones listed in Table 3. In some embodiments, the Cas9 protein comprises the combination of mutations of any one of the Cas9 clones listed in Table 3.

### Table 3: NAT PAM Clones

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MUTATIONS FROM WILD-TYPE SPCAS9 (E.G., SEQ ID NO: 5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K961E, H985Y, D1135N, K1191N, E1219V, Q1221H, A1320A, P1321S, R1335L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1135N, G1218S, E1219V, Q1221H, P1249S, P1321S, D1322G, R1335L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(i) The above description of various napDNAAbps which can be used in connection with the presently disclose base editors is not meant to be limiting in any way. The base editors
may comprise the canonical SpCas9, or any ortholog Cas9 protein, or any variant Cas9 protein—including any naturally occurring variant, mutant, or otherwise engineered version of Cas9—that is known to be made or evolved through a directed evolutionary or otherwise mutagenic process. In various embodiments, the Cas9 or Cas9 variants have a nickase activity, i.e., only cleave of strand of the target DNA sequence. In other embodiments, the Cas9 or Cas9 variants have inactive nucleases, i.e., are “dead” Cas9 proteins. Other variant Cas9 proteins that may be used are those having a smaller molecular weight than the canonical SpCas9 (e.g., for easier delivery) or having modified or rearranged primary amino acid structure (e.g., the circular permutable formats). The base editors described herein may also comprise Cas9 equivalents, including Cas12a/Cpf1 and Cas12b proteins which are the result of convergent evolution. The napDNAbps used herein (e.g., SpCas9, Cas9 variant, or Cas9 equivalents) may also may also contain various modifications that alter/enhance their PAM specificities. Lastly, the application contemplates any Cas9, Cas9 variant, or Cas9 equivalent which has at least 70%, at least 75%, at least 80%, at least 90%, at least 91%, at least 95%, at least 96%, at least 97%, at least 98%, or at least 99.9% sequence identity to a reference Cas9 sequence, such as references Cas9 canonical sequences or a reference Cas9 equivalent (e.g., Cas12a/Cpf1).

[0252] In a particular embodiment, the Cas9 variant having expanded PAM capabilities is SpCas9 (H840A) VRQR, having the following amino acid sequence (with the V, R, Q, R substitutions relative to the SpCas9 (H840A) of SEQ ID NO: 42 show in bold underline. In addition, the methionine residue in SpCas9 (H840A) was removed for SpCas9 (H840A) VRQR) (“SpCas9-VRQR”). This SpCas9 variant possesses an expanded PAM-specificity which recognizes a PAM of 5′-NGA-3′ instead of the canonical PAM of 5′-NGG-3′:
[0253] In another particular embodiment, the Cas9 variant having expanded PAM capabilities is SpCas9 (H840A) VQR, having the following amino acid sequence (with the V, Q, R substitutions relative to the SpCas9 (H840A) of SEQ ID NO: 42 show in bold underline.

In addition, the methionine residue in SpCas9 (H840A) was removed for SpCas9 (H840A) VQR (“SpCas9-VQR”). This SpCas9 variant possesses an altered PAM-specificity which recognizes a 5′-NGA-3′ instead of the canonical PAM of 5′-NGG-3′.

[0254] In another particular embodiment, the Cas9 variant having expanded PAM capabilities is SpCas9 (H840A) VRER, having the following amino acid sequence (with the V, R, E, R substitutions relative to the SpCas9 (H840A) of SEQ ID NO: 42 are shown in bold underline. In addition, the methionine residue in SpCas9 (H840A) (SEQ ID NO: 42) was removed for SpCas9 (H840A) VRER (“SpCas9-VRER”). This SpCas9 variant possesses an altered PAM-specificity which recognizes a PAM of 5′-NGCC-3′ instead of the canonical PAM of 5′-NGG-3′.

**SpCas9-VQR**

**SpCas9-VRER**
In yet particular embodiment, the Cas9 variant having expanded PAM capabilities is SpCas9-NG, as reported in Nishimatsu et al., “Engineered CRISPR-Cas9 nuclease with expanded targeting space,” Science, 2018, 361: 1259-1262, which is incorporated herein by reference. SpCas9-NG (VRVFRR), having the following amino acid sequence substitutions: R1335V, L1111R, D1135V, G1218R, E1219F, A1322R, and T1337R relative to the canonical SpCas9 sequence (SEQ ID NO: 5. This SpCas9 has a relaxed PAM specificity, i.e., with activity on a PAM of NGH (wherein H = A, T, or C). See Nishimatsu et al., “Engineered CRISPR-Cas9 nuclease with expanded targeting space,” Science, 2018, 361: 1259-1262, which is incorporated herein by reference.

In addition, any available methods may be utilized to obtain or construct a variant or mutant Cas9 protein. The term “mutation,” as used herein, refers to a substitution of a residue within a sequence, e.g., a nucleic acid or amino acid sequence, with another residue, or a deletion or insertion of one or more residues within a sequence. Mutations are typically described herein by identifying the original residue followed by the position of the residue within the sequence and by the identity of the newly substituted residue. Various methods for making the amino acid substitutions (mutations) provided herein are well known in the art, and are provided by, for example, Green and Sambrook, Molecular Cloning: A Laboratory Manual (4th ed., Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press, Cold Spring Harbor, N.Y. (2012)).
gene coding for a fully functional protein whose presence compensates for the effect of the mutation. Mutations also embrace “gain-of-function” mutations, which is one which confers an abnormal activity on a protein or cell that is otherwise not present in a normal condition. Many gain-of-function mutations are in regulatory sequences rather than in coding regions, and can therefore have a number of consequences. For example, a mutation might lead to one or more genes being expressed in the wrong tissues, these tissues gaining functions that they normally lack. Because of their nature, gain-of-function mutations are usually dominant.

Mutations can be introduced into a reference Cas9 protein using site-directed mutagenesis. Older methods of site-directed mutagenesis known in the art rely on sub-cloning of the sequence to be mutated into a vector, such as an M13 bacteriophage vector, that allows the isolation of single-stranded DNA template. In these methods, one anneals a mutagenic primer (i.e., a primer capable of annealing to the site to be mutated but bearing one or more mismatched nucleotides at the site to be mutated) to the single-stranded template and then polymerizes the complement of the template starting from the 3′ end of the mutagenic primer. The resulting duplexes are then transformed into host bacteria and plaques are screened for the desired mutation. More recently, site-directed mutagenesis has employed PCR methodologies, which have the advantage of not requiring a single-stranded template. In addition, methods have been developed that do not require sub-cloning. Several issues must be considered when PCR-based site-directed mutagenesis is performed. First, in these methods it is desirable to reduce the number of PCR cycles to prevent expansion of undesired mutations introduced by the polymerase. Second, a selection must be employed in order to reduce the number of non-mutated parental molecules persisting in the reaction. Third, an extended-length PCR method is preferred in order to allow the use of a single PCR primer set. And fourth, because of the non-template-dependent terminal extension activity of some thermostable polymerases it is often necessary to incorporate an end-polishing step into the procedure prior to blunt-end ligation of the PCR-generated mutant product.

Mutations may also be introduced by directed evolution processes, such as phage-assisted continuous evolution (PACE) or phage-assisted noncontinuous evolution (PANCE). The term “phage-assisted continuous evolution (PACE),” as used herein, refers to continuous evolution that employs phage as viral vectors. The general concept of PACE technology has been described, for example, in International PCT Application, PCT/US2009/056194, filed September 8, 2009, published as WO 2010/028347 on March 11, 2010; International PCT Application, PCT/US2011/066747, filed December 22, 2011, published as WO 2012/088381
on June 28, 2012; U.S. Application, U.S. Patent No. 9,023,594, issued May 5, 2015,
International PCT Application, PCT/US2015/012022, filed January 20, 2015, published as
WO 2015/134121 on September 11, 2015, and International PCT Application,
PCT/US2016/027795, filed April 15, 2016, published as WO 2016/168631 on October 20,
2016, the entire contents of each of which are incorporated herein by reference. Variant
Cas9s may also be obtained by phage-assisted non-continuous evolution (PANCE),” which as
used herein, refers to non-continuous evolution that employs phage as viral vectors. PANCE
is a simplified technique for rapid in vivo directed evolution using serial flask transfers of
evolving ‘selection phage’ (SP), which contain a gene of interest to be evolved, across fresh
E. coli host cells, thereby allowing genes inside the host E. coli to be held constant while
genes contained in the SP continuously evolve. Serial flask transfers have long served as a
widely-accessible approach for laboratory evolution of microbes, and, more recently,
analogous approaches have been developed for bacteriophage evolution. The PANCE system
features lower stringency than the PACE system.

[0259] Any of the references noted above which relate to Cas9 or Cas9 equivalents are
hereby incorporated by reference in their entireties, if not already stated so.

III. Adenosine deaminases

[0260] In some embodiments, the disclosure provides base editors that comprise one or more
adenosine deaminase domains. In some aspects, any of the disclosed base editors are capable
of deaminating adenosine in a nucleic acid sequence (e.g., DNA or RNA). As one example,
any of the base editors provided herein may be base editors, (e.g., adenine base editors).
Without wishing to be bound by any particular theory, dimerization of adenosine deaminases
(e.g., in cis or in trans) may improve the ability (e.g., efficiency) of the base editor to modify
a nucleic acid base, for example to deaminate adenine.

[0261] Exemplary, non-limiting, embodiments of adenosine deaminases are provided herein.
In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase domain of any of the disclosed base editors
comprises a single adenosine deaminase, or a monomer. In some embodiments, the
adenosine deaminase domain comprises 2, 3, 4 or 5 adenosine deaminases. In some
embodiments, the adenosine deaminase domain comprises two adenosine deaminases, or a
dimer. In some embodiments, the deaminase domain comprises a dimer of an engineered (or
evolved) deaminase and a wild-type deaminase, such as a wild-type E. coli deaminase. It
should be appreciated that the mutations provided herein (e.g., mutations in ecTadA) may be
applied to adenosine deaminases in other adenosine base editors, for example those provided

[0262] In some embodiments, any of the adenosine deaminases provided herein are capable of deaminating adenine, e.g., deaminating adenine in a deoxyadenosine residue of DNA. The adenosine deaminase may be derived from any suitable organism (e.g., E. coli). In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase is a naturally-occuring adenosine deaminase that includes one or more mutations corresponding to any of the mutations provided herein (e.g., mutations in ecTadA). One of skill in the art will be able to identify the corresponding residue in any homologous protein and in the respective encoding nucleic acid by methods well known in the art, e.g., by sequence alignment and determination of homologous residues. Accordingly, one of skill in the art would be able to generate mutations in any naturally-occuring adenosine deaminase (e.g., having homology to ecTadA) that corresponds to any of the mutations described herein, e.g., any of the mutations identified in ecTadA. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase is derived from a prokaryote. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase is from Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus, Salmonella typhi, Shewanella putrefaciens, Haemophilus influenzae, Caulobacter crescentus, or Bacillus subtilis. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase is from E. coli.

[0263] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase may comprise one or more substitutions that include R26G, V69A, V88A, A109S, T111R, D119N, H122N, Y147D, F149Y, T166I, D167N relative to TadA7.10 (SEQ ID NO: 79), or a substitution at a corresponding amino acid in another adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises T111R, D119N, and F149Y substitutions in TadA7.10 (SEQ ID NO: 79), or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase. In particular
embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises T111R, D119N, and F149Y substitutions, and further comprises at least one substitution selected from R26C, V88A, A109S, H122N, T166I, and D167N, in TadA7.10 (SEQ ID NO: 79), or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase.

[0264] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises A109S, T111R, D119N, H122N, F149Y, T166I, and D167N substitutions in TadA7.10 (SEQ ID NO: 79), or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises R26C, D108W, T111R, D119N, and F149Y substitutions in TadA7.10 (SEQ ID NO: 79), or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises V88A, D108W, T111R, D119N, and F149Y substitutions in TadA7.10 (SEQ ID NO: 79), or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase further comprises a Y147D substitution in TadA7.10 (SEQ ID NO: 79), or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase.

[0265] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises A109S, T111R, D119N, H122N, Y147D, F149Y, T166I and D167N substitutions in TadA7.10 (SEQ ID NO: 79), or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises TadA-8e. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises A109S, T111R, D119N, H122N, Y147D, F149Y, T166I and D167N in TadA7.10 (SEQ ID NO: 79), or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase further comprises at least one substitution selected from K20A, R21A, V82G, and V106W in TadA7.10 (SEQ ID NO: 79), or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase. In certain embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises V106W, A109S, T111R, D119N, H122N, Y147D, F149Y, T166I and D167N substitutions in TadA7.10 (SEQ ID NO: 79), or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises TadA-8e(V106W). It should be appreciated, however, that additional deaminases may similarly be aligned to identify homologous amino acid residues that may be mutated as provided herein.

[0266] It should be appreciated that any of the mutations provided herein (e.g., based on the ecTadA amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 78) may be introduced into other adenosine deaminases, such as S. aureus TadA (saTadA), or other adenosine deaminases (e.g., bacterial adenosine deaminases), such as those sequences provided below. It would be apparent to the skilled artisan how to identify amino acid residues from other adenosine deaminases that are
homologous to the mutated residues in ecTadA. Thus, any of the mutations identified in ecTadA may be made in other adenosine deaminases that have homologous amino acid residues. It should also be appreciated that any of the mutations provided herein may be made individually or in any combination in ecTadA or another adenosine deaminase.

[0267] Exemplary adenosine deaminase variants of the disclosure are described below. In certain embodiments, the adenosine deaminase domain comprises an adenosine deaminase that has a sequence with at least 80%, at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 95%, at least 98%, at least 99%, or at least 99.5% sequence identity to one of the following:

[0268] E. coli TadA
MSEVEFSHEYWRHALTLAKRAWDEREPVQGAVLVHNNRVRIGEGWNRPPIGRHDPT
AHAEMALRQQGLVMQNRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMIHSRIGRVVFGARDAKT
GAAGSLMDVLLHPGMNHVEITEGILADECAALLSDFFRMRQRQIEIKAAQKKAQSSTD
(SEQ ID NO: 78)

[0269] E. coli TadA 7.10
MSEVEFSHEYWRHALTLAKRAWDEREPVQGAVLVLNNRVRIGEGWNRAIGLHDPT
AHAEMALRQQGLVMQNRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMIHSRIGRVVFGVRNAKTG
GAAGSLMDVLLHPGMNHVEITEGILADECAALLCYFFRMPRQVFNAQKKAQSSTD
(SEQ ID NO: 79)

[0270] E. coli TadA* 7.10
SEVEFSHEYWRHALTLAKRAWDEREPVQGAVLVLNNRVRIGEGWNRAIGLHDPTA
HAEMALRQQGLVMQNRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMIHSRIGRVVFGVRNAKTG
AAGSLMDVLLHPGMNHVEITEGILADECAALLCYFFRMPRQVFNAQKKAQSSTD
(SEQ ID NO: 403)

[0271] ABE7.10 TadA* monomer
DNA sequence
TCTGAGGTGGAGTTTTTCCACGAGTACTGGATGAGCAGATGCCCTGACCCCTGGCCA
AGAGGGCCACGCAGATGAGGAGGTGCGCTGTGCGGGAGCCTGGCTGCTGACACA
ATAGAGTGATCAGGCGAGGGCCTGGAAACAGAGCAGCAGCCACCTGGCCACAG
CCCATGCAGAATTATGGCCTGAGCACAGGCGGCGCCTGGGCTGACATGCAGAAA
AAGTGTTCGGCGAACCCCTTGACTGTGACATTGAGCCTTGCGTCTGATGTGTCGCCGG
CGCCATGATCCTCTCTAGGATCGGCGCCGTGGTGTTTGGCCTGAGGAACAGAAA
AACCAGGCCCGCAAGCCTCTGAGCAGGCTGCTGCTGACTACCGCCGCAATCCA
CGCCTGACAATTACCGAGGAGACTCTTGGCCAGATGTGTCGCCCTGCTGAG
CTATTTCTTTTCGGATGCCTAGACAGGTGGTCTAATGCTCAGAAGAGGCCCCAGAGC TCCACCGAC (SEQ ID NO: 404)

[0272] *E. coli* TadA 7.10 (V106W)
MSEVEFSHEYWMRHALAKRAREDREVPGAVLVNLNRVIGEGWNRAIGLHDPTAHAEMALRRQGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTFEPVCVMAGAMIHSRIGRVVFGWRNAKTGAAGSLMDVHLHPGMNHREVETEGLADECAALLCYFFRMRPQVFNAAQKKAQSSSTD (SEQ ID NO: 80)

[0273] *Staphylococcus aureus* TadA

[0274] MGSMTNDIYFMTLAIEEAAKAAQLGEVPAGITKDEVIAAHNLRETLQQ PTAHAEHIAIERAAAKVGLSCLRLEGCTLTYVTLEPCVMCMGTIVMSRIPRVVYGADDPK GGCSGSLMLQQPNFNAVRAIVDKGVLKEACSTLLTTFKKNLRANKKSTN (SEQ ID NO: 81)

[0275] *Bacillus subtilis* TadA
MTQDELNYMKEAIKKEAAKEEGVPAGAVLVEGIIARAHNLRETEQRSIAHAEMLVIDEACKALTGWRLEGATLYVTLEPCVMCMAGAVLVELRVEKVFAGAFDPKGGCSGTL MNLLEQERPENQAEVSVGLVEECCGMLSAFFRELKAAAKNLS (SEQ ID NO: 82)

[0276] *Salmonella typhimurium* TadA
MPPAFITGVTSLSVLDHEYWMRHALAKRAREDREVPGAVLVHNLRETVIGEG WNRPIGRHDPTAHAEMALRRQGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTFEPVCVMAGAMVHSRIG RVVFGRDAKTGAAAGSLDVLHPGMNHREVIEEGLVRDECALLSDFFRMRQIEK ALKKADRAEAGAGPAV (SEQ ID NO: 83)

[0277] *Shewanella putrefaciens* TadA
MDEYWQMVPAMQMAEAAAGGVEPVGAVLVKDGQIATGYNLSISQHDPTAHAEI LCLRSAKGLNRYRLIDATLYVTLEPCMCAGAMVHSRIARVVGARDEKTGAAGTVVNLQHPAFNHQEVTSGVLAECASAQLSRFFKRRDSEKALKLQAQRQGIE (SEQ ID NO: 84)

[0278] *Haemophilus influenzae* F3031 TadA
MDAAKVRSEFDEKMMRYALELADKAEALGEIPVGAQLVDDARNIIGEGWNLSIVQS DPTAHAEIARNGAENQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCMCAGAILHRSKRVFGASDYK TGAIGSRHFDFDDYKMNHTLEITSGVLAECASQKLSTFFQKRREEKIEKALLKLSDK (SEQ ID NO: 85)

[0279] *Caulobacter crescentus* TadA
[0280] *Geobacter sulfurreducens* TadA

MSSLKKTPDRDAYWGMKAIREEAAKAAARDEVPIGAVIVRDGAVIGRHGNLRGNSN
DPSAHAEMIARQARRSANDWRLTGATLYVTLEPCVMCAIILARLERVVFGCYPD
KGAAAGSLYDLSADPRLYHQVRLSPGVCQEECRCGTLSDFFRDLRRRKKAKATPALFI
DERKVPPEP (SEQ ID NO: 87)

[0281] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase domain comprises an N-terminal truncated *E. coli* TadA. In certain embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises the amino acid sequence:

MSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAKRAWDEREPVGAVLVHNNRVIGEGWNRPIGRHDPT
AHAEIMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMIHRSRIGRVVGARDAKT
GAAGSLMDVLHHPGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLSDFFRMRQRQEIKAQKKAQSSTD
(SEQ ID NO: 88)

[0282] In some embodiments, the TadA deaminase is a full-length *E. coli* TadA deaminase (ecTadA). For example, in certain embodiments, the adenosine deaminase domain comprises a deaminase that comprises the amino acid sequence:

MRRAFITGVFFLSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAKRAWDEREPVGAVLVHNNRVIGEG
WNRPIGRHDPTAHAEIMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMIHRSRIG
RVVGARDAKTGAAGSLMDVLHHPGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLSDFFRMRQRQEIK
KAQKKAQSSTD (SEQ ID NO: 89)

[0283] ABE8 TadA* monomer

DNA sequence

TCTGAGGTGGAGTTTTTCCACCGAGTACTGGATGAGACATGCCTGACCTCGGCA
AGAGGGCCACGGGATGAGAGGGAGGTTGCTGGAGCGGTGCTGCTGCTGAAC
AATAGAGTGATCGCGAGGGCTGAAACAGAGCCATCGGCTGACAGACCCACAAC
GCCCATGCCGAAATTATGGCCCTGAGACAGGGCGCCGTGCTGCTGACTGAC
AGACTGATTGACCCCACCTGTACGTGACATTCCAGCCTTGGCGTGCTGATGTGCAGCCG
GCGCCATGATCCACTCTAGGATCGGCCGCGTGTGGTTGGGCGTGAGGAACTC
AAAGAGGCGCGCCAGGCTCCTGGATGACGCTGCTGACTACCCCGGCATGATC
ACCAGCTCGAAATTCGCCAGGAATCCTTGCGACATGAATGTGCGCCCTGCTG
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GCGATTTCATCGGATGCCTAGACAGGTGTGTTCAATGCTCAGAAGAAGGCCCAGA
GCTCCATCAAC (SEQ ID NO: 90)

[0284] ABE8 TadA* monomer
Amino Acid Sequence
SEVEFSHEWMRHALTAKRARDEREPVPGAVLVLNNRVIGEGWNRAIGHLHDPTA
HAEIMALRQGGLVMONYRDLATLYVTFEPCVMCAGAMIHRSRIGRVVFGVRNSKRG
AAGSLMNVLYPMMHRVEITEGILADECAALLCDFYRMPRQVFNAQKKAQSSIN
(SEQ ID NO: 91)

[0285] In other aspects, the disclosure provides adenine base editors with broadened target sequence compatibility. In general, native ecTadA deaminates the adenine in the sequence UAC (e.g., the target sequence) of the anticodon loop of tRNA^Arg. Without wishing to be bound by any particular theory, in order to expand the utility of ABEs comprising one or more ecTadA deaminases, such as any of the adenosine deaminases provided herein, the adenosine deaminase proteins were optimized to recognize a wide variety of target sequences within the protospacer sequence without compromising the editing efficiency of the adenosine nucleobase editor complex. In some embodiments, the target sequence is an A in the center of a 5′-NAN-3′ sequence, wherein N is T, C, G, or A. In some embodiments, the target sequence comprises 5′-TAC-3′. In some embodiments, the target sequence comprises 5′-GAA-3′.

[0286] Any two or more of the adenosine deaminases described herein may be connected to one another (e.g., by a linker) within an adenosine deaminase domain of the base editors provided herein. For instance, the base editors provided herein may contain only two adenosine deaminases. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminases are the same. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminases are any of the adenosine deaminases provided herein. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminases are different. In some embodiments, the first adenosine deaminase is any of the adenosine deaminases provided herein, and the second adenosine is any of the adenosine deaminases provided herein, but is not identical to the first adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the base editor comprises two adenosine deaminases (e.g., a first adenosine deaminase and a second adenosine deaminase). In some embodiments, the base editor comprises a first adenosine deaminase and a second adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the first adenosine deaminase is N-terminal to the second adenosine deaminase in the base editor. In some embodiments, the first adenosine deaminase is C-terminal to the second adenosine deaminase.
in the base editor. In some embodiments, the first adenosine deaminase and the second deaminase are fused directly or via a linker.

[0287] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase domain comprises an adenosine deaminase that comprises an amino acid sequence that is at least 60%, at least 65%, at least 70%, at least 75%, at least 80%, at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 95%, at least 96%, at least 97%, at least 98%, at least 99%, or at least 99.5% identical to any one of the amino acid sequences set forth in any one of SEQ ID NOs: 78-91, or to any of the adenosine deaminases provided herein. In certain embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an amino acid sequence that is at least 80%, at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 95%, at least 96%, at least 97%, at least 98%, at least 99%, or at least 99.5% identical to the amino acid sequence of TadA7.10 (SEQ ID NO: 403). It should be appreciated that adenosine deaminases provided herein may include one or more mutations (e.g., any of the mutations provided herein). The disclosure provides adenosine deaminases with a certain percent identity plus any of the mutations or combinations thereof described herein. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an amino acid sequence that has 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, or more mutations compared to any one of the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 78-91, and 403-404 (e.g., TadA7.10), or any of the adenosine deaminases provided herein. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an amino acid sequence that has at least 5, at least 10, at least 15, at least 20, at least 25, at least 30, at least 35, at least 40, at least 45, at least 50, at least 60, at least 70, at least 80, at least 90, at least 100, at least 110, at least 120, at least 130, at least 140, at least 150, at least 160, or at least 170 identical contiguous amino acid residues as compared to any one of the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 78-91, and 403-404 (e.g., TadA7.10), or any of the adenosine deaminases provided herein.

[0288] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises TadA 7.10, whose sequence is set forth as SEQ ID NO: 79, or a variant thereof. TadA7.10 comprises the following mutations in wild-type ecTadA: W23R, H36L, P48A, R51L, L84F, A106V, D108N, H123Y, S146C, D147Y, R152P, E155V, I156F, and K157N.

[0289] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase is at least 50%, at least 55%, at least 60%, at least 65%, at least 70%, at least 75% at least 80%, at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 95%, at least 96%, at least 97%, at least 98%, at least 99%, or at least 99.5% identical to a naturally-occurring adenosine deaminase, e.g., *E. coli* TadA 7.10 of SEQ ID NO: 79. In
some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase is from a bacterium, such as *E. coli, S. aureus, S. typhi, S. putrefaciens, H. influenzae,* or *C. crescentus.* In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase is a TadA deaminase. In some embodiments, the TadA deaminase is an *E. coli* TadA deaminase (ecTadA). In some embodiments, the TadA deaminase is a truncated *E. coli* TadA deaminase. For example, the truncated ecTadA may be missing one or more N-terminal or C-terminal amino acids relative to a full-length ecTadA. In some embodiments, the truncated ecTadA may be missing 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 6, 17, 18, 19, or 20 N-terminal amino acid residues relative to the full length ecTadA. In some embodiments, the truncated ecTadA may be missing 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 6, 17, 18, 19, or 20 C-terminal amino acid residues relative to the full length ecTadA. In some embodiments, the ecTadA deaminase does not comprise an N-terminal methionine.

[0290] In some embodiments, the TadA 7.10 of SEQ ID NO: 79 comprises an N-terminal methionine. It should be appreciated that the amino acid numbering scheme relating to the mutations in TadA 7.10 may be based on the TadA sequence of SEQ ID NO: 78, which contains an N-terminal methionine.

[0291] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises a D108X mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 89, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase, where X indicates any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises a D108G, D108N, D108V, D108A, or D108Y mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 89, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises a D108N mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 89, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase. It should be appreciated, however, that additional deaminases may similarly be aligned to identify homologous amino acid residues that can be mutated as provided herein.

[0292] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an A106X mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase, where X indicates any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an A106V mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase.

[0293] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises a E155X mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase, where
the presence of X indicates any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises a E155D, E155G, or E155V mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises a E155V mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase).

[0294] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises a D147X mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase, where the presence of X indicates any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises a D147Y mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase.

[0295] In some embodiments, an adenosine deaminase comprises the following group of mutations (groups of mutations are separated by a “,”) in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or corresponding mutations in another adenosine deaminase: D108N and A106V; D108N and E155V; D108N and D147Y; A106V and E155V; A106V and D147Y; E155V and D147Y; D108N, A106V, and E55V; D108N, A106V, and D147Y; D108N, E55V, and D147Y; A106V, E55V, and D147Y; and D108N, A106V, E55V, and D147Y. It should be appreciated, however, that any combination of corresponding mutations provided herein may be made in an adenosine deaminase (e.g., ecTadA). In some embodiments, an adenosine deaminase comprises one or more of the mutations provided herein, which identifies individual mutations and combinations of mutations made in ecTadA. In some embodiments, an adenosine deaminase comprises any mutation or combination of mutations provided herein.

[0296] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an L84X mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase, where X indicates any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an L84F mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase.

[0297] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an H123X mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase, where X indicates any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type
adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an H123Y mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase.

[0298] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an I156X mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase, where X indicates any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an I156F mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase.

[0299] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises one, two, three, four, five, six, or seven mutations selected from the group consisting of L84X, A106X, D108X, H123X, D147X, E155X, and I156X in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation or mutations in another adenosine deaminase, where X indicates the presence of any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type adenosine deaminase.

[0300] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises one, two, three, four, five, six, or seven mutations selected from the group consisting of L84F, A106V, D108N, H123Y, D147Y, E155V, and I156F in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation or mutations in another adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises one, two, three, four, five, or six mutations selected from the group consisting of S2A, I49F, A106V, D108N, D147Y, and E155V in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation or mutations in another adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises one, two, three, four, or five, mutations selected from the group consisting of H8Y, A106T, D108N, N127S, and K160S in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation or mutations in another adenosine deaminase.

[0301] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an A142X mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase, where X indicates any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an A142N, A142D, A142G, mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an A142N mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase.
[0302] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an H36X mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase, where X indicates any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an H36L mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase.

[0303] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an N37X mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase, where X indicates any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an N37T, or N37S mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises a N37S mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase.

[0304] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an P48X mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase, where X indicates any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an P48T, P48S, P48A, or P48L mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises a P48T mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises a P48S mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises a P48A mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase.

[0305] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an R51X mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase, where X indicates any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an R51H, or R51L mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises a R51L mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase.
In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an S146X mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase, where X indicates any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an S146R, or S146C mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises a S146C mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase.

In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an K157X mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase, where X indicates any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises a K157N mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase.

In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an W23X mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase, where X indicates any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises a W23R, or W23L mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises a W23R mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises a W23L mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase.

In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an R152X mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase, where X indicates any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises a R152P, or R52H mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises a R152P mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises a R152H mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase.
[0310] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an R26X mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase, where X indicates any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises a R26G mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase.

[0311] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an I49X mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase, where X indicates any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises a I49V mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase.

[0312] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an N72X mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase, where X indicates any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises a N72D mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase.

[0313] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an S97X mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase, where X indicates any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises a S97C mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase.

[0314] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an G125X mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase, where X indicates any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises a G125A mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase.

[0315] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises an K161X mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase, where X indicates any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type
adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises a K161T mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation in another adenosine deaminase.

[0316] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises one or more of a W23X, H36X, N37X, P48X, I49X, R51X, N72X, L84X, S97X, A106X, D108X, H123X, G125X, A142X, S146X, D147X, R152X, E155X, I156X, K157X, and/or K161X mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or one or more corresponding mutations in another adenosine deaminase, where the presence of X indicates any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises one or more of W23L, W23R, H36L, P48S, P48A, R51L, L84F, A106V, D108N, H123Y, A142N, S146C, D147Y, R152P, E155V, I156F, and/or K157N mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or one or more corresponding mutations in another adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises one or more of the mutations provided herein corresponding to ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or one or more corresponding mutations in another adenosine deaminase.

[0317] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises or consists of one or two mutations selected from A106X and D108X in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation or mutations in another adenosine deaminase, where X indicates the presence of any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises or consists of one or two mutations selected from A106V and D108N in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation or mutations in another adenosine deaminase.

[0318] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises or consists of one, two, three, or four mutations selected from A106X, D108X, D147X, and E155X in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation or mutations in another adenosine deaminase, where X indicates the presence of any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises or consists of one, two, three, or four mutations selected from A106V, D108N, D147Y, and E155V in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation or mutations in another adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises or consists of a A106V, D108N, D147Y, and E155V mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or corresponding mutations in another adenosine deaminase.
[0319] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises or consists of one, two, three, four, five, six, or seven mutations selected from L84X, A106X, D108X, H123X, D147X, E155X, and I156X in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation or mutations in another adenosine deaminase, where X indicates the presence of any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises or consists of one, two, three, four, five, six, or seven mutations selected from L84F, A106V, D108N, H123Y, D147Y, E155V, and I156F in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation or mutations in another adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises or consists of a L84F, A106V, D108N, H123Y, D147Y, E155V, and I156F mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or corresponding mutations in another adenosine deaminase.

[0320] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises or consists of one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, or eleven mutations selected from H36X, R51X, L84X, A106X, D108X, H123X, S146X, D147X, E155X, I156X, and K157X in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation or mutations in another adenosine deaminase, where X indicates the presence of any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises or consists of one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, or eleven mutations selected from H36L, R51L, L84F, A106V, D108N, H123Y, S146C, D147Y, E155V, I156F, and K157N in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation or mutations in another adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises or consists of a H36L, R51L, L84F, A106V, D108N, H123Y, S146C, D147Y, E155V, I156F, and K157N mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or corresponding mutations in another adenosine deaminase.

[0321] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises or consists of one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, or twelve mutations selected from H36X, P48X, R51X, L84X, A106X, D108X, H123X, S146X, D147X, E155X, I156X, and K157X in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation or mutations in another adenosine deaminase, where X indicates the presence of any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises or consists of one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, or twelve mutations selected from H36L, P48S, R51L, L84F, A106V, D108N, H123Y, S146C, D147Y, E155V, I156F, and K157N in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a
corresponding mutation or mutations in another adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises or consists of a H36L, P48S, R51L, L84F, A106V, D108N, H123Y, S146C, D147Y, E155V, I156F, and K157N mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or corresponding mutations in another adenosine deaminase.

[0322] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises or consists of one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve, or thirteen mutations selected from H36X, P48X, R51X, L84X, A106X, D108X, H123X, A142X, S146X, D147X, E155X, I156X, and K157X in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation or mutations in another adenosine deaminase, where X indicates the presence of any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises or consists of one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve, or thirteen mutations selected from H36L, P48S, R51L, L84F, A106V, D108N, H123Y, A142N, S146C, D147Y, E155V, I156F, and K157N in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation or mutations in another adenosine deaminase.


[0323] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises or consists of one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen, or fourteen mutations selected from W23X, H36X, P48X, R51X, L84X, A106X, D108X, H123X, A142X, S146X, D147X, E155X, I156X, and K157X in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation or mutations in another adenosine deaminase, where X indicates the presence of any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises or consists of one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen, or fourteen mutations selected from W23L, H36L, P48A, R51L, L84F, A106V, D108N, H123Y, A142N, S146C, D147Y, E155V, I156F, and K157N in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78 or a corresponding mutation or mutations in another adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises or consists of a W23L, H36L, P48A, R51L, L84F, A106V, D108N, H123Y, A142N, S146C, D147Y, E155V, I156F, and K157N mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or corresponding mutations in another adenosine deaminase.
In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises or consists of one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen, or fourteen mutations selected from W23X, H36X, P48X, R51X, L84X, A106X, D108X, H123X, S146X, D147X, R152X, E155X, I156X, and K157X in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation or mutations in another adenosine deaminase, where X indicates the presence of any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises or consists of one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen, or fourteen mutations selected from W23R, H36L, P48A, R51L, L84F, A106V, D108N, H123Y, S146C, D147Y, R152P, E155V, I156F, and K157N in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation or mutations in another adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises or consists of a W23R, H36L, P48A, R51L, L84F, A106V, D108N, H123Y, S146C, D147Y, R152P, E155V, I156F, and K157N mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or corresponding mutations in another adenosine deaminase.

In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises or consists of one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, or fifteen mutations selected from W23X, H36X, P48X, R51X, L84X, A106X, D108X, H123X, A142X, S146X, D147X, R152X, E155X, I156X, and K157X in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation or mutations in another adenosine deaminase, where X indicates the presence of any amino acid other than the corresponding amino acid in the wild-type adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises or consists of one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, or fifteen mutations selected from W23L, H36L, P48A, R51L, L84F, A106V, D108N, H123Y, A142N, S146C, D147Y, R152P, E155V, I156F, and K157N in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or a corresponding mutation or mutations in another adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises or consists of a W23L, H36L, P48A, R51L, L84F, A106V, D108N, H123Y, A142N, S146C, D147Y, R152P, E155V, I156F, and K157N mutation in ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or corresponding mutations in another adenosine deaminase.

In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises one or more of the mutations provided herein corresponding to ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, or one or more of the corresponding mutations in another deaminase. In some embodiments, the adenosine
deaminase comprises or consists of a variant of ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78 provided herein, or the corresponding variant in another adenosine deaminase.

[0327] It should be appreciated that the adenosine deaminase (e.g., a first or second adenosine deaminase) may comprise one or more of the mutations provided in any of the adenosine deaminases (e.g., ecTadA adenosine deaminases) provided herein. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises the combination of mutations of any of the adenosine deaminases (e.g., ecTadA adenosine deaminases) provided herein. For example, the adenosine deaminase may comprise the mutations W23R, H36L, P48A, R51L, L84F, A106V, D108N, H123Y, S146C, D147Y, R152P, E155V, I156F, and K157N (relative to ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78), which corresponds to ABE7.10 provided herein. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase may comprise the mutations H36L, R51L, L84F, A106V, D108N, H123Y, S146C, D147Y, E155V, I156F, and K157N (relative to ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78).

[0328] In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase comprises any of the following combination of mutations relative to ecTadA SEQ ID NO: 78, where each mutation of a combination is separated by a “_” and each combination of mutations is between parentheses:

(A106V_D108N), (R107C_D108N), (H8Y_D108N_S127S_D147Y_Q154H),
(H8Y_R24W_D108N_N127S_D147Y_E155V), (D108N_D147Y_E155V), (H8Y_D108N_S127S),
(H8Y_D108N_N127S_D147Y_Q154H), (A106V_D108N_D147Y_E155V), (D108Q_D147Y_E155V),
(D108M_D147Y_E155V), (D108L_D147Y_E155V), (D108K_D147Y_E155V), (D108I_D147Y_E155V),
(D108F_D147Y_E155V), (A106V_D108N_D147Y), (A106V_D108M_D147Y_E155V),
(E59A_A106V_D108N_D147Y_E155V), (E59A_cat dead_A106V_D108N_D147Y_E155V),
(L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_D147Y_E155V_I156Y),
(L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_D147Y_E155V_I156F), (D103A_D014N), (G22P_D103A_D104N),
(G22P_D103A_D104N_S138A), (D103A_D104N_S138A),
(R26G_L84F_A106V_R107H_D108N_H123Y_A142N_A143D_D147Y_E155V_I156F),
(E25G_R26G_L84F_A106V_R107H_D108N_H123Y_A142N_A143D_D147Y_E155V_I156F),
(E25D_R26G_L84F_A106V_R107K_D108N_H123Y_A142N_A143G_D147Y_E155V_I156F),
(R26Q_L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_A142N_D147Y_E155V_I156F),
(E25M_R26G_L84F_A106V_R107P_D108N_H123Y_A142N_A143D_D147Y_E155V_I156F),
(R26C_L84F_A106V_R107H_D108N_H123Y_A142N_D147Y_E155V_I156F),
(L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_A142N_A143L_D147Y_E155V_I156F),
(R26G_L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_A142N_D147Y_E155V_I156F),
(E25A_R26G_L84F_A106V_R107N_D108N_H123Y_A142N_A143E_D147Y_E155V_I156F),
(R26G_L84F_A106V_R107H_D108N_H123Y_A142N_A143D_D147Y_E155V_I156F),
(A106V_D108N_A142N_D147Y_E155V), (R26G_A106V_D108N_A142N_D147Y_E155V),
(E25D_R26G_A106V_R107K_D108N_A142N_A143G_D147Y_E155V),

(L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_R129Q_D147Y_E155V_I156F),
(P48S_L48F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_A142N_D147Y_E155V_I156F), (P48S_A142N),
(P48T_I49V_L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_A142D_D147Y_E155V_I156F_L157N), (P48T_I49V_A142N),
(H36L_P48S_R51L_L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_S146C_D147Y_E155V_I156F_K157N),
(H36L_P48S_R51L_L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_S146C_A142N_D147Y_E155V_I156F
_K157N), (H36L_P48T_I49V_R51L_L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_S146C_D147Y_E155V_I156F_K157N),
(H36L_P48T_I49V_R51L_L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_A142N_S146C_D147Y_E155V_I156F_K157N),
(H36L_P48A_R51L_L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_S146C_D147Y_E155V_I156F_K157N),
(H36L_P48A_R51L_L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_A142N_S146C_D147Y_E155V_I156F_K157N),
(H36L_P48A_R51L_L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_A142N_S146C_D147Y_E155V_I156F_K157N),
(H36L_P48A_R51L_L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_A142N_S146C_D147Y_E155V_I156F_K157N),
(H36L_P48A_R51L_L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_A142N_S146C_D147Y_E155V_I156F_K157N),
(W23L_H36L_P48A_R51L_L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_S146C_D147Y_E155V_I156F_K157N),
(W23R_H36L_P48A_R51L_L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_S146C_D147Y_E155V_I156F_K157N),
(W23L_H36L_P48A_R51L_L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_S146R_D147Y_E155V_I156F_K161T),
(H36L_P48A_R51L_L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_S146C_D147Y_R152H_E155V_I156F_K157N),
(H36L_P48A_R51L_L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_S146C_D147Y_R152P_E155V_I156F_K157N),
(W23L_H36L_P48A_R51L_L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_S146C_D147Y_R152P_E155V_I156F_K157N),
(W23L_H36L_P48A_R51L_L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_A142A_S146C_D147Y_E155V_I156F_K157N),
(W23L_H36L_P48A_R51L_L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_A142A_S146C_D147Y_R152P_E155V_I156F
_K157N), (W23L_H36L_P48A_R51L_L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_S146R_D147Y_E155V_I156F
_K161T), (W23R_H36L_P48A_R51L_L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_S146C_D147Y_R152P_E155V_I156F
_K157N), (H36L_P48A_R51L_L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_A142N_S146C_D147Y_R152P_E155V_I156F
_K157N).

IV. Cytidine deaminases

[0329] In some embodiments, the disclosure provides base editors that comprise one or more
cytidine deaminase domains. In some aspects, any of the disclosed base editors are capable
deaminating cytidine in a nucleic acid sequence (e.g., genomic DNA). As one example,
any of the base editors provided herein may be base editors, (e.g., cytidine base editors).

[0330] In some embodiments, the cytidine deaminase is an apolipoprotein B mRNA-editing
complex (APOBEC) family deaminase. In some embodiments, the cytidine deaminase is an
APOBEC1 deaminase, an APOBEC2 deaminase, an APOBEC3A deaminase, an
APOBEC3B deaminase, an APOBEC3C deaminase, an APOBEC3D deaminase, an
APOBEC3F deaminase, an APOBEC3G deaminase, an APOBEC3H deaminase, or an
APOBEC4 deaminase. In some embodiments, the cytidine deaminase is an activation-
induced deaminase (AID). In some embodiments, the deaminase is a Lamprey CDA1
(pmCDA1) deaminase. In some embodiments, the cytidine deaminase is from a human,
chimpanzee, gorilla, monkey, cow, dog, rat, or mouse. In some embodiments, the deaminase
is from a human. In some embodiments the deaminase is from a rat. In some embodiments,
the cytidine deaminase is a human APOBEC1 deaminase. In some embodiments, the
cytidine deaminase is pmCDA1. In some embodiments, the deaminase is human APOBEC3G.
In some embodiments, the deaminase is a human APOBEC3G variant. In some embodiments, the deaminase is at least 80%, at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 92%, at least 95%, at least 96%, at least 97%, at least 98%, at least 99%, or at least 99.5% identical to any
one of the APOBEC amino acid sequences set forth herein.

[0331] Some exemplary suitable cytidine deaminases domains that can be fused to Cas9
domains according to aspects of this disclosure are provided below. It should be understood
that the disclosure also embraces other cytidine deaminases comprising an amino acid
sequence having at least 80%, at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 95%, at least 98%, at least
99%, or at least 99.5% sequence identity to one of the following exemplary cytidine
deaminases:

[0332] Human AID:
MDSLLLMNRRKFLLYQFKNVWAKGRRETYLCYVVKRRDSATSFSLDFGYLRLNKNGC
HVELLFLRYISDWDLDPGRCYRVTWFTSWPSCYDCARHVADFLRGNPNLSRLIFTAR
LYFCEDRKAEPEGLRLHLRAVGQIAIMTFKDYYFYCWTNFVENHERTFKAWEGLHEN
SVRLSRQRLLLPLLVEVDDLRLDAFRTLGL (SEQ ID NO: 92)

[0333] Mouse AID:
MDSLLLMKQKFLYHFKNVNRWAKGRHETLYCYYVVKRRDSATSCLDFGHLLRNKSNC
HVELLFLRYISDWDLDPGRCYRVTWFTSWPSCYDCARHVVAEFLRWNPNLSRLIFTAR
LYFCEDRKAEPEGLRLHLRAVGQIGMTFKDYYFYCWTNFVENRETFTKAWEGLHEN
SVRLTRQLRILLPLLVEVDDLRLDAFRLMGF (SEQ ID NO: 93)

[0334] Dog AID:
MDSLLLMQKRFLLYHFKNVNRWAKGRHETLYCYYVVKRRDSATSFSLDFGHLLRNKSNC
HVELLFLRYISDWDLDPGRCYRVTWFTSWPSCYDCARHVADFLRGPYNLSRLIARFAR
LYFCEDRKAEPEGLRLHLRAVGQIAIMTFKDYYFYCWTNFVENREKTFKAWEGLHEN
SVRLSRQRLLLPLLVEVDDLRLDAFRTLGL (SEQ ID NO: 94)

[0335] Bovine AID:
MDSLLLMKQKRFQFLYQFKNVWRWAKGRHETLYCYYVVKRRDSPTSFSLDFGHLLNKGAGC
HVELLFLRYISDWDLDPGRCYRVTWFTSWPSCYDCARHVADFLRGPYNLSRLIARFAR
LYFCEDKERRKAEPGLRLHLRAVGQIAIMTFKDYYFYCWTNFVENHERTFKAWEGLHEN
NSVRLSRQRLLLPLLVEVDDLRLDAFRTLGL (SEQ ID NO: 95)

[0336] Rat AID:
MAVGSKPKAALVGPHWERIWCFLCSTGLGTQTGTQTSRWLRPAATQDPVSPPRS
LLMKQRFKLYHFKNVRWAKGRHETYLCYVVKRRDSATSFSLDFGYLRLNKSCHHE
LLFLRYISDWDLDGPGRCYRTWFTSWSPYCDOARHVADFLRGNPNLSLRTFARLTG
WAGLPAGLMSPARPSDFYCYCWNTFVENHERTFKAWEGLHENSVRLSRRLRILLPL
YEVDDLDRADFRTLGL (SEQ ID NO: 96)

[0337] Mouse APOBEC-3:
MGPFCLGCSHRKCYSPIRNLISQETKFHFKNLGYAKGRKDFTLCYEVTTRKDCDSPV
SLHHGVFKNKDNHAIEICFLYWFHDKVWLKVLSREEFKITWYMSWSPCFECAEQIVR
FLATHHNLSDLIFSSRLYNVQDPETQONLRLVQEGAQVAAMDLYEFKKCWKKFVD
NGGRRFRPWRKLLNFRYQDSKLQEIIRPCYIPVPSSTSLNSICTKGLPETRCVE
GRRMDPLSEEEFYSQFYNQVVKHLCYYHRMKPYLCYQLEFAQNGQAFLKGCCLSEKG
KQHAIELFLDKIRSMELSQVTITCYLTWSPCPNCAWQLAACKRDRPDLILHIYTSRLYF
FHWRKRFQKGLCSLWQSGILVDVMDLQPFTDCWTONFVNPKRPFWPWKGLEISSRT
QRRLRRIKESWGLQDLVNDFGNNLQGLPPMS (SEQ ID NO: 97)

[0338] Rat APOBEC-3:
MGPFCLGCSHRKCYSPIRNLISQETKFHFKNLRYAIDRKGDTFLCYEVTRKDCDSPVS
LHGGVFKNKDNHAIEICFLYWFHDKVWLKVLSREEFKITWYMSWSPCFECAEQIVRFL
LATHHNLSDLIFSSRLYNIREDPQNNCLRLVQEGAQAAMDLYEFKKCWKKFVDN
GGRRFRPWKKLYTNFRYQDSKTLQEIIRPCYIPVPSSTSLNSICTKGLPETRCVER
RRVHLLLSEEFFYSQFYQVVKHLCYYHGVKPYLCYQLEFAQNGQAFLKGCCLSEKG
KQHAIELFLDKIRSMELSQVIITCYLTWSPCPNCAWQLAACKRDRPDLILHIYTSRLYFH
WKRPFQKGLCSLWQSGILVDVMDLQPFTDCWTONFVNPKRPFWPWKGLEISSRRTQR
RLRRKEWSWGLQDLVNDFGNNLQGLPPMS (SEQ ID NO: 98)

[0339] Rhesus macaque APOBEC-3G:
MVEPMDEPRTFVSNNRPILSGLNTVWLCCEVKTKDPSGPPDLADKIFQGKVYSAKYN
HEMRFRLRFHKWRQQLHDDQEKVTWYVWSPCTRCANSVTFLAKDVPFVTLTIF
VARLYYFWKPDYQQAALRLCPQKRGPHATMKIMNYEFQDCWKNFVDGRGKPFKPR
RNPLPKHYTLQATLGERLHMDPGFTSNNKPWSQGSHYLCYKVERLHND
TWVLNQHRGFLRNQAPNIHGFPKGRHAELCFLDLIPFKLDGQQQYVRVTCFTSWSPC
FSCAQEMAKFISNNEHSLCIFAARIYDDQGRYQEGRLRHRRDGAKIAAMNYSEFEY
CWDTFVDRQGRPFQPWDGGLDEHSQALSGRLRAI (SEQ ID NO: 99)

[0340] Chimpanzee APOBEC-3G:
MKPHFRNPVERMYQDTSDFNYNRPILSRLNVLCPYKTGKPSRPPLDAKIFRGQ
VYSKLKYMPMRFHFHWFKSRKLRHDQYEYEVSTWYISWSPCTKCTRDMATFLAEDP
KVTLLTIFVARLYYFWDPDYQERALRSLCQKRDRGPRATMKIMNYEFOQHCFWSKFVYS
QRELFPWNLPPYILLHILGELRHSMDPPTFTSNNELWVRGRHETLYCYEVE
ERLHNDTWVLNNRQRFGLCNPAPHKGHEFEGRLHFLDVLIPFWRDLDHQDYRVT
CFTSWSPCFSCAQEMAKKIFSNKHKVSLCIFAARYIDDDQGRQCEGLRTLAKAGAKIS
MTYSEFKHCWDTFVDHQGCPFQPWPWDGDEHSQALSGRLRAI (SEQ ID NO: 100)

[0341] Green monkey APOBEC-3G:
MNPQIRMVEQMPEPDIFFFFYFNRRPILSRLNVLCPYKTGKPSRPPLDAKIFRGQ
LYPEAKDHPEMKLHFWFKRWQRLHDQYEYEVSTWYISWSPCTKCTRDMATFLAEDP
KVTLLTIFVARLYYFWKPDYQALRILCQERGGPHATMKIMNYEFOQHCWNEFVDG
QGKPFKPRNKLPHYTLLHATLGEGLRHHMDPGTFTSNFNNPKWVSGQRETYLICYK
VERSHNDTWVLNNQHRGFLRNQAPDRHGFPPKGRHAELCFLDLIPFWKRDLDDQYRVT
CFTSWSPCFSCAQEMAKKIFSNKHKVSLCIFAARYIDDDQGRQCEGLRTLAKAGAKIS
MTYSEFEYCWDTFVDQGRQCPFQPWPWDGDEHSQALSGRLRAI (SEQ ID NO: 101)

[0342] Human APOBEC-3G:
MKPHFRNTVERMYRDTFSYNFYNNRPILSRLNVLCPYKTGKPSRPPLDAKIFRGQ
VYSKLKYHPMRFHWFKSRKLRHDQYEYEVSTWYISWSPCTKCTRDMATFLAEDP
KVTLLTIFVARLYYFWDPDYQERALRSLCQKRDRGPRATMKIMNYEFOQHCFWSKFVYS
QRELFPWNNLPPPYYILLHILGELRHSMDPPTFTSNNELWVRGRHETLYCYEVE
ERLHNDTWVLNNRQRFGLCNPAPHKGHEFEGRLHFLDVLIPFWRDLDHQDYRVT
CFTSWSPCFSCAQEMAKKIFSNKHKVSLCIFAARYIDDDQGRQCEGLRTLAEGAKIS
MTYSEFKHCWDTFVDHQGCPFQPWPWDGDEHSQDLGSRLRAIQEN (SEQ ID NO: 102)

[0343] Human APOBEC-3F:
MKPHFRNTVERMYRDTFSYNFYNNRPILSRLNVLCPYKTGKPSRPPLDAKIFRGQ
VYSQQXEHAEMCFLSWFCQNQLPAYKCFQITWFSWTCPDCAKLAELAEHPNV
TLTISAALYYWERYRRLACRLSQAAGARVKIMDDEEFAAYCWENFYVYSEQQFMP
WYKFDNNAYFNLHTKLIRPNPEAMAMYPHYFFFHKNLRKAYGRNESWLCFTMEV
VKKHSPVSWKGRVFRNQVDPEFETCHAECFLSWFCDDILSPNTNYEVTWYTSWSPC
PECAGEVAELAHRSNVNLHTFARLYYFWDTDYQEGLRSLSEQASEVMGKDFK
YCWNFYNDDEPFKPKWKGLKYNFLFLDSKLEILE (SEQ ID NO: 103)
[0344] Human APOBEC-3B:
MNPQIRNPMRMYRDTDFYDNFENEPIPLYGRSYTWLCEYVKIKRGRSNNLLWDTGVFR
GQVYFKPQYHAEMCFLSWFCGQNLPAYKCFQITWFVSWTCPDCVAKLAEFLSEHP
NVTLTISAARLYYWERYRRAICRLSQAGARVTDYEEFAWCENFVYEGQQ
FMPWYKFDENYAFLHTRLKEIRLLMDPDTFTFNFNNDPLVLRRQTYLCEEVERL
DNGTOWLMDQHMFGLCENAKNLLCCGYRHAELRLDVLVPSLQLDPAQYIRVTWF1
SWSPCFSWGCAGEVRAFLQENTHVRTLRIFAARIOYDPLYKEALQMLRDAGAQVSI
MTYDEFECWDTFYRQGCPFQFPWDGLEYSHQALSGLRLRAILQNQGN (SEQ ID NO: 104)

[0345] Rat APOBEC-3B:
MQPQGLGPNAGMGPVCGLCSHRPRYSPIRNPPLKLYQQTFFHYFKNVRYAWGRKN
NFLCIVEVENGMDCAVPVPRLQGVFVRKQGHIHAELCFIYWFHDKVLRLVSPMEEFKVT
WYMSWSPCSKCAEQVARCHAHRNLASAIFSLRYYLYLRNPNYQQLCRLIQEGVH
VAAMDLPEFHKCWNKFDNDGQPFRPMRLRINFQFDCKLEIQFSRMNLLREDVF
YLQFNNSHRVKPVQNYRKKSKYQLRYERANQGEPKLGYKYEQQHVEIFLLE
KMRSMEPSQVRITCYLTWSPCPNCARQLAFAKKDDHDLPILRIYRTLYFYWRRKFKQK
GLCTLWRSGIHVDMLPQFADCWNTFNQNPQRPFRPWNNELEKNSWRJIRRRLRIKESWGL (SEQ ID NO: 105)

[0346] Bovine APOBEC-3B:
DGWEVAFRSGTVLKAQLAVGMSMTEGWAGSGHGPQGACVWTGTRNTMNNREVL
FKQOFNGQPRVPAVYRRKTYLQIKQQRNDLTLDRGCFRNKOCRHAERIFDKINS
LDLPQSYKICITYTWSPCPNCANELVFITRNHNKLEIFAASRLYFHWWIKSKMGLQ
DLQAGISVAVMTHTEFEDCWQFVDNQSRPFPQPDKEEQYSAIRRLQRILTAPI
(SEQ ID NO: 106)

[0347] Chimpanzee APOBEC-3B:
MNPQIRNPMENEWMYQRTFYVFENENIPLYGRSYTWLCEYVKIRRHGSNNLLWDTGVFR
GQMYSQPEHAAEMCFLSWFCGQNLSAYKCFQITWFVSWTCPDCVAKLAKFLAEH
PNVTTLTISAARLYYWERYRRAICRLSQAGARVKMDDDEFAWCEWFVYNEGQQ
PFMPWYKFDDNYAFLHTRLKEIRLLMDPDTFTFNFNNDPLVLRRHQTYLCEEVERL
DNGTOWLMDQHMFGLCENAKNLLCCGYRHAELRLDVLVPSLQLDPAQYIRVTWF1
SWSPCFSWGCAGVQVAFLQENTHVRTLRIFAARIOYDPLYKEALQMLRDAGAQVSI
MTYDEFECWDTFYRQGCPFQFPWDGLEYSHQALSGLRLRAILQNQGN (SEQ ID NO: 105)
PPPQSPGPCLPLCSEPLGLLTGPRAPLPSLPTLLTASFSFPPPASLPPLPSLSPGHLPPVSFHSLECSIQPPCSSRIREATEGAVSVSKEGRDLQ (SEQ ID NO: 107)

[0348] Human APOBEC-3C:
MNPQIRNPMPKAMYPGTFYFQFKLNEANRNETWLCFTVEGIKRRSVSVSWKTVGF
RNQVDSPETHCHAERCFILSFCDDILSPNTRYQVTVTYSWSPCPECGAVEFLARH
SNVNLTIFTARLYFYQDQYQEGRLSSEQEGVAVEIMDYEDFKYCWENFVYNDNEPF
KPKWKLKFRNLFLLRKRLRESLQ (SEQ ID NO: 108)

[0349] Gorilla APOBEC3C:
MNPQIRNPMPKAMYPGTFYFQFKLNEANRNETWLCFTVEGIKRRSVSVSWKTVGF
RNQVDSPETHCHAERCFILSFCDDILSPNTRYQVTVTYSWSPCPECGAVEFLARH
SNVNLTIFTARLYFYQDQYQEGRLSSEQEGVAVEIMDYEDFKYCWENFVYNDNEPF
KPKWKLKFRNLFLLRKRLQEILE (SEQ ID NO: 109)

[0350] Human APOBEC-3A:
MEASPAGPRHLMDFHSNFNNGIRHKTYLCYEVERLDNGTSVKMDQHRGFLH
NQAKLCCGFYGRHAEERFLDVLSPSLQLDPAQYRVTWFISWSPCFSWGCAGVRAF
LGENTHVRLRFAARIYDYDPLYKEALQMLRDAQAQVSMITYDEFKHCWDTFVQDHG
GCPFQPWGDLDEHSALSGRRLAILQNQGN (SEQ ID NO: 110)

[0351] Rhesus macaque APOBEC-3A:
MDGSPARPRHLMDFPSFTFNPNLSVRGRHQYTYLCYEVERLDNGTWVPMERR
GFLCNKAKNPGCGYCHVELRFLCETPVPSQLDPAQYRVTWFISWSPCFSWGCAG
QVRVFQLQENKHHLRIFAARIYDYDPLYQEAALRRTLRAQAQVSMITYEEFHKHCWDT
FVDRQGRPPFPWPDLDEHSALSGRRLAILQNQGN (SEQ ID NO: 111)

[0352] Bovine APOBEC-3A:
MDEYTFENNFNNQWGPSTKYLCYEMERLDGDATIPLDEYKGFVRNKGDLQPEKPCH
AELYFLGKIHWSNRQHRYRTFCISWSPCYDCAAQQLTFLKENHSHILASHRHY
THNRFGCHQSLGBELQAAGATIMTFDFKHCWETFVHKGKPFQPWPWELNVQSK
ALCTELQAILKTTQN (SEQ ID NO: 112)

[0353] Human APOBEC-3H:
MALLTAEFTLQFNKRRRLRRPYYPKRKALLCQLTPQNGSTPTRGYFENKKKCHAEI
CFINEIKSMGLDETQCYQTVCTLTSPCSSCAWELVDFIAKADHLNLGIASRLYH
WCKPPQKGLRLCCGSQPVEVMGFKFACWENFVDFEKPLSFNPYKMLEELDNK
SRAIKRRLLERIKPGVRAQGRYMDLICDAEV (SEQ ID NO: 113)

[0354] Rhesus macaque APOBEC-3H:
MALLTAKTFSLQFNNKRRVNKPYPRKALLCYQLTPQNGSTPTRGHLKNKKKDHAERFINKIKSMGDLDETQCYQVTCTLWSPCPASCAGELVDFIKAHRLNLRIFASRLYH WRPNYQEGLLLCGSQVQPVEMGLPEFTDCWENFVDHKEPPSNPSEKLEELDKNSQAIRKRLLERIKSRSVVDLENGRLSLQGLPVTPSSSIRNSR (SEQ ID NO: 114)

[0355] Human APOBEC-3D:
MNPQIRNPMERMYRDITUYNFENEPEPILYGRSYTWLCEVVKIRGRSNLLWDTGVFRGPVLPKQRQSNHRQEVYRFENAHAECMFLSWFMCIRRLPNRRFQITFWFSWNPCLPCVVKVTKFLAEHNPVTLTIISAALYYRDQDVVRRVLLRLHKAGARVKIMDYEDFAICYWENFVNCNEQGPFMPWYKFDNNYASHLRTLKEILRNPMEAMYPHIFYHFKNLLKACGRNESWLCTMETVVKHHSAVFRKRGVRFQVDPETCHHCAERFCFLSWFCDLDLSPTNŸYEVWTYTSWPSPECAGEVAELARHNSVNLTIFTAICFVWDTDYQEGLCSLSQEGASVKIMGYKDFVSCWKNFVSQSGKDEPFPWKGQLQTFRLLKLRRRELILQ (SEQ ID NO: 115)

[0356] Human APOBEC-1:
MTSEKGSTGDPTLRRRIEPWEWEDFYDPRELKREAACLLEIKWGSRKIWRSSGKTNNHEVNEFIKFTSERSDFHPSMCSITWFLSWPSCWECQAIREFLSRHPGVTLVIVYARLFWHMDQQQRQLRDLIVNSGVTIQIMRASEYYHCWRNFVNYPPGDEAHWPQYPPLWMMLYALELHCILSLPPCLKLISRRWQNHTFFRLHLQNCYQTHQIPPHILLATGLIHPSVAWR (SEQ ID NO: 116)

[0357] Mouse APOBEC-1:
MSSETGPVAVDPTRLRRRIEPHEFEVFDFPDPRLKRKTCLLYEIWNWGGHRSVWRHTSQNTSNNHEVNFLEKFTTERYFRPNTRCSITWFLSWPSCGECRSARITEFLSRHPYVTLVYIA RLYHHTDQRNRRQGLRDLISSGVTIQIMTEQFECYCYCWRNFVNYPPSEAYWPRYPHELWKLYVLELYCILGLPPCLKILRKRKPQQLTFTTITLQTCHYQRIIPPHILLWATGLK (SEQ ID NO: 117)

[0358] Rat APOBEC-1:
MSSETGPVAVDPTRLRRRIEPHEFEVFDFPDPRLKRKTCLLYEIWNWGGHRSIWRHTSQNTKHKHEVNFIEKFTTERYFCPNTRCSITWFLSWPSCGECRSARITEFLSRHPYVTLVYIARLYHHADPRNRQQLRDLISSGVTIQIMTEQFESGYCWRNFVNYPPSEAYWPRYPHELVRKYVLELYCIIGLPPCLNILRKRKQPQQLTFTIALQSCHYQRLPPHILWATGLK (SEQ ID NO: 118)

[0359] Human APOBEC-2:
MAQKEEAAVATEAASQNGDELLENEPDEKLKEKLIELPPFEIVTGERLPANFFKFQFRN
VEYSSGRNKTFLCYVVEAQQGKGGVQASRQGRLECAHAAEAEFFNTILPAFDP
LRYNVTWYVSSSPAACADRIKTLKSNRLILVGRMLFWEPEQAALKKLKE
AGCKLIRMKPQDFEYWWQNFVEQEEGSKAFQPWEDIQENFLYYEELADILK (SEQ
ID NO: 119)

[0360] Mouse APOBEC-2:
MAQKEEAEEAAPASQNGDDLENLEDPEKLKELIDLPFEIVTGVRLPVNNFKFQFR
NVEYSSGRNKTFLCYVVEQSKGGQVQATQGYLEDEHAGAHEAEAFFNTILPAFDP
ALKYNVTWYVSSSPAACADRILKTLKSNRLILVGRMLFWEPEVAALKKLKE
AGCKLIRMKPQDFEYIWQNFVEQEEGSKAFPEWEDIQENFLYYEELADILK
(SEQ ID NO: 120)

[0361] Rat APOBEC-2:
MAQKEEAEEAAPASQNGDDLENLEDPEKLKELIDLPFEIVTGVRLPVNNFKFQFR
NVEYSSGRNKTFLCYVVEAQSKGGQVQATQGYLEDEHAGAHEAEAFFNTILPAFDP
ALKYNVTWYVSSSPAACADRILKTLKSNRLILVGRMLFWEPEVAALKKLKE
AGCKLIRMKPQDFEYLWQNFVEQEEGSKAFPEWEDIQENFLYYEELADILK
(SEQ ID NO: 121)

[0362] Bovine APOBEC-2:
MAQKEEAEEEEAAPASQNGEEVENLEDPEKLKELIEPPFEIVTGERLPAHYFKFQFRN
VEYSSGRNKTFLCYVVEAQSKGGQVQASRQGRLECAHNHEAEAFFNSIMPTFDPA
LRYNVTWYVSSSPAACADRIKTLKSNRLILVGRMLFWEPEQAALKKLKE
EAGCRLIRMKPQDFEYIWQNFVEQEEGSKAFPEWEDIQENFLYYEELADILK
(SEQ ID NO: 122)

[0363] Petromyzon marinus CDA1 (pmCDA1):
MTDAEYVIRHIKLDIYTFFKKQFFNNKSVSHERCVLFELKRRGERRACFWYGAYNK
PQSGTERGIHAEFSIRIVREILRDNPGOFTINWYSSWSPCADCAEKILEWYNQELRG
NGHTLKIWACKLYEKNAQRQGLWNLNDGNGVGLNMVEHYQCCRKIFIQSSHN
QLNENRWLEKTRLRAEKRRSELSIMIQVILHHTKSPAV (SEQ ID NO: 123)

[0364] Human APOBEC3G D316R_D317R:
MKPHFRNRTVERMYRTFSYNFYNRPILSRRNTVWCYEVKTKGPSRPPLDAKIFRGGQ
VYSELKYYHEPRMFHWSKWRKLHRDQYEYETWYISWSPCTKCRDMATFLAEDE
KVTTLTFVARLYYFWDPYQEAALRSLCQKRDGPRAATMKimNYDEFQHICWSDKFVVS
QRELFEWPNNLPKYILLHIMLGEILRSHSMDPPTFTFNNEPNWVGRHETYLCYEV
ERMHNDTWVLNNQRRGFLCNQAPKHGFLEGFRHAELCFLDVIPFWKLDLDQDYRVTCTFSWSPCFSCAQEMAKFISKNKHVSLCI
FTARIYDDQGRQCQGLRTLAEAGAKISIMTYSEFKHCWDTFVDBHQGCPFPQPWDGLDEHSQDLSGRLRAILQNQEN (SEQ ID NO: 124)

[0365] Human APOBEC3G chain A:
MDPPTFTFNNEPWRGRHETLYCDEVERMHNDTWVLLNQRRGFLCNQAPKHGFLEGFRHAELCFLDVIPFWKLDLDQDYRVTCTFSWSPCFSCAQEMAKFISKNKHVSLCI
FTARIYDDQGRQCQGLRTLAEAGAKISIMTYSEFKHCWDTFVDBHQGCPFPQPWDGLDEHSQDLSGRLRAILQNQEN (SEQ ID NO: 125)

[0366] Human APOBEC3G chain A D120R_D121R:
MDPPTFTFNNEPWRGRHETLYCDEVERMHNDTWVLLNQRRGFLCNQAPKHGFLEGFRHAELCFLDVIPFWKLDLDQDYRVTCTFSWSPCFSCAQEMAKFISKNKHVSLCI
FTARIYDDQGRQCQGLRTLAEAGAKISIMTYSEFKHCWDTFVDBHQGCPFPQPWDGLDEHSQDLSGRLRAILQNQEN (SEQ ID NO: 126)

[0367] Any of the aforementioned DNA effector domains may be subjected to a continuous evolution process (e.g., PACE) or may be otherwise further evolved using a mutagenesis methodology known in the art.

[0368] In some embodiments, the cytidine deaminase is an apolipoprotein B mRNA-editing complex (APOBEC) family deaminase. In some embodiments, the deaminase is an APOBEC1 deaminase. In some embodiments, the deaminase is an APOBEC2 deaminase. In some embodiments, the deaminase is an APOBEC3 deaminase. In some embodiments, the deaminase is an APOBEC3A deaminase. In some embodiments, the deaminase is an APOBEC3B deaminase. In some embodiments, the deaminase is an APOBEC3C deaminase. In some embodiments, the deaminase is an APOBEC3D deaminase. In some embodiments, the deaminase is an APOBEC3E deaminase. In some embodiments, the deaminase is an APOBEC3F deaminase. In some embodiments, the deaminase is an APOBEC3G deaminase. In some embodiments, the deaminase is an APOBEC3H deaminase. In some embodiments, the deaminase is an APOBEC4 deaminase. In some embodiments, the deaminase is an activation-induced deaminase (AID). In some embodiments, the deaminase is a vertebrate deaminase. In some embodiments, the deaminase is an invertebrate deaminase. In some embodiments, the deaminase is a human, chimpanzee, gorilla, monkey, cow, dog, rat, or mouse deaminase. In some embodiments, the deaminase is a human deaminase. In some embodiments, the deaminase is a rat deaminase, e.g., rAPOBEC1.
Some aspects of the disclosure are based on the recognition that modulating the deaminase domain catalytic activity of any of the fusion proteins provided herein, for example by making point mutations in the deaminase domain, affect the processivity of the fusion proteins (e.g., base editors). For example, mutations that reduce, but do not eliminate, the catalytic activity of a deaminase domain within a base editing fusion protein can make it less likely that the deaminase domain will catalyze the deamination of a residue adjacent to a target residue, thereby narrowing the deamination window. The ability to narrow the deamination window may prevent unwanted deamination of residues adjacent of specific target residues, which may decrease or prevent off-target effects.

In some embodiments, any of the fusion proteins provided herein comprise a deaminase domain (e.g., a cytidine deaminase domain) that has reduced catalytic deaminase activity. In some embodiments, any of the fusion proteins provided herein comprise a deaminase domain (e.g., a cytidine deaminase domain) that has a reduced catalytic deaminase activity as compared to an appropriate control. For example, the appropriate control may be the deaminase activity of the deaminase prior to introducing one or more mutations into the deaminase. In other embodiments, the appropriate control may be a wild-type deaminase. In some embodiments, the appropriate control is a wild-type apolipoprotein B mRNA-editing complex (APOBEC) family deaminase. In some embodiments, the appropriate control is an APOBEC1 deaminase, an APOBEC2 deaminase, an APOBEC3A deaminase, an APOBEC3B deaminase, an APOBEC3C deaminase, an APOBEC3D deaminase, an APOBEC3F deaminase, an APOBEC3G deaminase, or an APOBEC3H deaminase. In some embodiments, the appropriate control is an activation induced deaminase (AID). In some embodiments, the appropriate control is a cytidine deaminase 1 from Petromyzon marinus (pmCDA1). In some embodiments, the deaminase domain may be a deaminase domain that has at least 1%, at least 5%, at least 15%, at least 20%, at least 25%, at least 30%, at least 40%, at least 50%, at least 60%, at least 70%, at least 80%, at least 90%, or at least 95% less catalytic deaminase activity as compared to an appropriate control.

The apolipoprotein B mRNA-editing complex (APOBEC) family of cytidine deaminase enzymes encompasses eleven proteins that serve to initiate mutagenesis in a controlled and beneficial manner. One family member, activation-induced cytidine deaminase (AID), is responsible for the maturation of antibodies by converting cytosines in ssDNA to uracils in a transcription-dependent, strand-biased fashion. The apolipoprotein B editing complex 3 (APOBEC3) enzyme provides protection to human cells against a certain
HIV-1 strain via the deamination of cytosines in reverse-transcribed viral ssDNA. These proteins all require a Zn2+-coordinating motif (His-X-Glu-X23-26-Pro-Cys-X2-4-Cys; (SEQ ID NO: 402) and bound water molecule for catalytic activity. The Glu residue acts to activate the water molecule to a zinc hydroxide for nucleophilic attack in the deamination reaction. Each family member preferentially deaminates at its own particular “hotspot”, ranging from WRC (W is A or T, R is A or G) for hAID, to TTC for hAPOBEC3F. A recent crystal structure of the catalytic domain of APOBEC3G revealed a secondary structure comprised of a five-stranded β-sheet core flanked by six α-helices, which is believed to be conserved across the entire family. The active center loops have been shown to be responsible for both ssDNA binding and in determining “hotspot” identity. Overexpression of these enzymes has been linked to genomic instability and cancer, thus highlighting the importance of sequence-specific targeting.

[0372] Some aspects of the disclosure relate to the recognition that the activity of cytidine deaminase enzymes such as APOBEC enzymes can be directed to a specific site in genomic DNA. Without wishing to be bound by any particular theory, advantages of using Cas9 as a recognition agent include (1) the sequence specificity of Cas9 can be easily altered by simply changing the sgRNA sequence; and (2) Cas9 binds to its target sequence by denaturing the dsDNA, resulting in a stretch of DNA that is single-stranded and therefore a viable substrate for the deaminase. It should be understood that other catalytic domains, or catalytic domains from other deaminases, can also be used to generate fusion proteins with Cas9, and that the disclosure is not limited in this regard.

[0373] Some aspects of this disclosure are based on the recognition that Cas9:deaminase fusion proteins can efficiently deaminate nucleotides. In view of the results provided herein regarding the nucleotides that can be targeted by Cas9:deaminase fusion proteins, a person of skill in the art will be able to design suitable guide RNAs to target the fusion proteins to a target sequence that comprises a nucleotide to be deaminated.

[0374] In certain embodiments, the reference cytidine deaminase domain comprises a “FERNY” polypeptide having an amino acid sequence according to SEQ ID NO: 127 or an amino acid sequence that is at least 60%, 65%, 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95, 98%, 99%, or 99.5% identical to SEQ ID NO: 127, as follows:

MFERNYDPRELRKETYLLYEIKWGKSGKLWRHCQNNRTQHAEVYFLENIFNARRFNSTHCSITWYLWSWSPCAECSEQKIVDFLKEHPNVNEIYVARLYYHEDERNRQGLR
DLVNSGVTRIMDLPDYNYCWKTFVSDQQGDGEWPGHFAPWIKQYSLKL (SEQ ID NO: 127)

[0375] In certain other embodiment, the evolved cytidine deaminase domain (i.e., as a result of the continuous evolution process described herein) comprises a “evoFERNY” polypeptide having an amino acid sequence according to SEQ ID NO: 128 or an amino acid sequence that is at least 60%, 65%, 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 98%, 99%, or 99.5% identical to SEQ ID NO: 128, comprising an H102P and D104N substitutions, as follows:
MFERNYDPRELRTYEIKWKGKLWRHWCQNNRTQHAEYVFLNIFNARR
FNPSHTHCSTWYLSWPCAECQKIVDFLKEHPNVNLIEYVARLYYPENERNRQGLR
DLVNSGVTRIMDLPDYNYCWKTFVSDQQGDGEWPGHFAPWIKQYSLKL (SEQ ID NO: 128)

[0376] In other embodiments, the reference cytidine deaminase domain comprises a “Rat APOBEC-1” polypeptide having an amino acid sequence according to SEQ ID NO: 129 or an amino acid sequence that is at least 60%, 65%, 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 98%, 99%, or 99.5% identical to SEQ ID NO: 129, as follows:
MSSETGPVAVDTPLRRIEPHEFEEVFDFPRELRTCLLYIEIWGGRHSIWHRHSQNT
NKHVVEVNFIEKFTTERYFCPNTRCISITFWSWSPCCESEICRSAYFRLSHVITFIYIAR
LYHADPRNRQGLRDLISSGVTIQIMEQEGSYCWRNFVNYTPNESPNEAHWPRYPHLW
VRVLVLELYCILGLPPCLNILRRKQPQLTFTIALQSCHYQRLPHLWATGLK (SEQ ID NO: 129)

[0377] In certain other embodiment, the evolved cytidine deaminase domain (i.e., as a result of the continuous evolution process described herein) comprises a “evoAPOBEC” polypeptide having an amino acid sequence according to SEQ ID NO: 130 or an amino acid sequence that is at least 60%, 65%, 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 98%, 99%, or 99.5% identical to SEQ ID NO: 130, and comprising substitutions E4K; H109N; H122L; D124N; R154H; A165S; P201S; F205S, as follows:
MSKKTPVAVDTPLRRIEPHEFEEVFDFPRELRTCLLYIEIWGGRHSIWHRHSQNT
NKHVVEVNFIEKFTTERYFCPNTRCISITFWSWSPCCESEICRSAYFRLSHVITFIYIAR
LYHLANPRNRQGLRDLISSGVTIQIMEQEGSYCWRNFVNYTPNESPNEAHWPRYPHLW
VRVLVLELYCILGLPPCLNILRRKQPQLTFTIALQSCHYQRLPHLWATGLK (SEQ ID NO: 130)

[0378] In still other embodiments, the reference cytidine deaminase domain comprises a “Petromyzon marinus CDA1 (pmCDA1)” polypeptide having an amino acid sequence
according to SEQ ID NO: 131 or an amino acid sequence that is at least 60%, 65%, 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95, 98%, or 99.5% identical to SEQ ID NO: 131, as follows:
MTDAEYVRHEKLDIYTFKQFFNNKKSVSHRCYVLFELKRGRERRACFWGYAVNK
PQSGTERGHAEIFSIRKVEEYLDRDNPQFTINWYSSWSPCADCACKEILEWYNNQELRG
NGHHTLHIWACKLYYEKNARNQIGLWNLRDNVGVLNVMVSEHYQCCRKFIQSSNH
QLNENRWELEKTLCRAEKRRSELSIMIQVKILHTTKSPAV (SEQ ID NO: 131)

[0379] In other embodiments, the evolved cytidine deaminase domain (i.e., as a result of the continuous evolution process described herein) comprises a “evoCDA” polypeptide having an amino acid sequence according to SEQ ID NO: 132 or an amino acid sequence that is at least 60%, 65%, 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95, 98%, or 99.5% identical to SEQ ID NO: 132 and comprising substitutions F23S; A123V; I195F, as follows:
MTDAEYVRHEKLDIYTFKQFSNKKSVSHRCYVLFELKRGRERRACFWGYAVNK
PQSGTERGHAEIFSIRKVEEYLDRDNPQFTINWYSSWSPCADCACKEILEWYNNQELRG
NGHHTLHIWCKLYYEKNARNQIGLWNLRDNVGLNVMVSEHYQCCRKFIQSSNH
QLNENRWELEKTLCRAEKRRSELMIQVKILHTTKSPAV (SEQ ID NO: 132)

[0380] In yet other embodiments, the reference cytidine deaminase domain comprises a “Anc689 APOBEC” polypeptide having an amino acid sequence according to SEQ ID NO: 133 or an amino acid sequence that is at least 60%, 65%, 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95, 98%, or 99.5% identical to SEQ ID NO: 133, as follows:
MSSETGPVAVDPLRRRIEPEHEFEVFDFPRELKRKETCCLLYEIKWGTSHKIWRHSSKNT
TKHVNEVNFIEKFTSERHFCPSSTCSCISITWFLSWSPCGESKAIETFSLQHPVNLTVIYVA
RLYHMDOQQRNQRGDLVNSGVTIQIMTAPEYDVCWRFVNNYPPGKEAHWPRYPP
LWMKLYALELHAHGLLPPCLNLRRQKQPQLTFTIALQSCHYQRLPPHLWATGLK
(SEQ ID NO: 133)

[0381] In other embodiments, the evolved cytidine deaminase domain (i.e., as a result of the continuous evolution process described herein) comprises a “evoAnc689 APOBEC” polypeptide having an amino acid sequence according to SEQ ID NO: 134 or an amino acid sequence that is at least 60%, 65%, 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95, 98%, or 99.5% identical to SEQ ID NO: 134 and comprising substitutions E4K; H122L; D124N; R154H; A165S; P201S; F205S, as follows:
MSKKTGPVAVDPLRRRIEPEHEFEVFDFPRELKRKETCCLLYEIKWGTSHKIWRHSSKNT
TKHVNEVNFIEKFTSERHFCPSSTCSCISITWFLSWSPCGESKAIETFSLQHPVNLTVIYVA
RLYHMDOQQRNQRGDLVNSGVTIQIMTAPEYDVCWRFVPVNNYPPGKEAHWPRYPP
LWMKLYALELHAGI3LPPCLNILRRKQSQLTSFTIALQSCHYQRLPPHILWATGLK

(SEQ ID NO: 134)

[0382] In some aspects, the specification provides evolved cytidine deaminases which are used to construct base editors that have improved properties. For example, evolved cytidine deaminases, such as those provided herein, are capable of improving base editing efficiency and/or improving the ability of base editors to more efficiently edit bases regardless of the surrounding sequence. For example, in some aspects the disclosure provides evolved APOBEC deaminases (e.g., evolved rAPOBEC1) with improved base editing efficiency in the context of a 5'-G-3' when it is 5' to a target base (e.g., C). In some embodiments, the disclosure provides base editors comprising any of the evolved cytidine deaminases provided herein. It should be appreciated that any of the evolved cytidine deaminases provided herein may be used as a deaminase in a base editor protein, such as any of the base editors provided herein. It should also be appreciated that the disclosure contemplates cytidine deaminases having any of the mutations provided herein, for example any of the mutations described in the Examples section.

V. Other functional domains

[0383] In various embodiments, the base editors and their various components may comprise additional functional moieties, such as, but not limited to, linkers, uracil glycosylase inhibitors, nuclear localization signals, split-intein sequences (to join split proteins, such as split napDNAbps, split adenine deaminases, split cytidine deaminases, split CBEs, or split ABEs), and RNA-protein recruitment domains (such as, MS2 tagging system).

(1) Linkers

[0384] In certain embodiments, linkers may be used to link any of the protein or protein domains described herein (e.g., a deaminase domain and a Cas9 domain). The linker may be as simple as a covalent bond, or it may be a polymeric linker many atoms in length. In certain embodiments, the linker is a polypeptide or based on amino acids. In other embodiments, the linker is not peptide-like. In certain embodiments, the linker is a covalent bond (e.g., a carbon-carbon bond, disulfide bond, carbon-heteroatom bond, etc.). In certain embodiments, the linker is a carbon-nitrogen bond of an amide linkage. In certain embodiments, the linker is a cyclic or acyclic, substituted or unsubstituted, branched or unbranched aliphatic or heteroaliphatic linker. In certain embodiments, the linker is polymeric (e.g., polyethylene, polyethylene glycol, polyamide, polyester, etc.). In certain embodiments, the linker comprises a monomer, dimer, or polymer of aminoalkanoic acid. In
certain embodiments, the linker comprises an aminoalkanoic acid (e.g., glycine, ethanoic acid, alanine, beta-alanine, 3-aminopropanoic acid, 4-aminobutanoic acid, 5-pentanoic acid, etc.). In certain embodiments, the linker comprises a monomer, dimer, or polymer of aminoheptanoic acid (Ahx). In certain embodiments, the linker is based on a carbocyclic moiety (e.g., cyclopentane, cyclohexane). In other embodiments, the linker comprises a polyethylene glycol moiety (PEG). In other embodiments, the linker comprises amino acids. In certain embodiments, the linker comprises a peptide. In certain embodiments, the linker comprises an aryl or heteroaryl moiety. In certain embodiments, the linker is based on a phenyl ring. The linker may include functionalized moieties to facilitate attachment of a nucleophile (e.g., thiol, amino) from the peptide to the linker. Any electrophile may be used as part of the linker. Exemplary electrophiles include, but are not limited to, activated esters, activated amides, Michael acceptors, alkyl halides, aryl halides, acyl halides, and isothiocyanates.

[0385] In some embodiments, the linker is an amino acid or a plurality of amino acids (e.g., a peptide or protein). In some embodiments, the linker is a bond e.g., a covalent bond), an organic molecule, group, polymer, or chemical moiety. In some embodiments, the linker is 5-100 amino acids in length, for example, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35-40, 40-45, 45-50, 50-60, 60-70, 70-80, 80-90, 90-100, 100-110, 110-120, 120-130, 130-140, 140-150, or 150-200 amino acids in length. Longer or shorter linkers are also contemplated. In some embodiments, a linker comprises the amino acid sequence SGSETPGTSESATPES (SEQ ID NO: 143), which may also be referred to as the XTEN linker. In some embodiments, the linker is 32 amino acids in length. In some embodiments, the linker comprises the amino acid sequence (SGGS)₂-SGSETPGTSESATPES-(SGGS)₂ (SEQ ID NO: 144), which may also be referred to as (SGGS)₂-XTEN-(SGGS)₂ (SEQ ID NO: 144). In some embodiments, the linker comprises the amino acid sequence, wherein n is 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10. In some embodiments, a linker comprises the amino acid sequence SGGS (SEQ ID NO: 138). In some embodiments, a linker comprises (SGGS)ₙ (SEQ ID NO: 139), (GGGS)ₙ (SEQ ID NO: 140), (GGGGS)ₙ (SEQ ID NO: 141), (G)ₙ (SEQ ID NO: 135), (EAAAK)ₙ (SEQ ID NO: 142), (SGGS)ₙ-SGSETPGTSESATPES-(SGGS)ₙ (SEQ ID NO: 145), (GGS)ₙ (SEQ ID NO: 137), SGSETPGTSESATPES (SEQ ID NO: 143), or (XP)ₙ (SEQ ID NO: 136) motif, or a combination of any of these, wherein n is independently an integer between 1 and 30, and wherein X is any amino acid. In some embodiments, n is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, or 15. In some embodiments, a linker comprises SGSETPGTSESATPES (SEQ ID NO: 143), and SGGS (SEQ ID NO: 138). In some embodiments, a linker comprises SGGSSGSETPGTSESATPESSGGS (SEQ ID NO: 145). In some embodiments, a linker comprises SGGSSGGSSETPGTSESATPESSGGS (SEQ ID NO: 144). In some embodiments, a linker comprises

GGSGGSPGSPAGSPTSTEEGTSESATPESGPSTSTEPSEGSPAGSPAGSPTSTEEGTSTEPSAPGTSESAPGTSESAPGSPGSEPATSGGSGGS (SEQ ID NO: 151). In some embodiments, the linker is 24 amino acids in length. In some embodiments, the linker comprises the amino acid sequence SGGSSGGSSETPGTSESATPES (SEQ ID NO: 146). In some embodiments, the linker is 40 amino acids in length. In some embodiments, the linker comprises the amino acid sequence

SGGSSGGSSETPGTSESATPESSGGS (SEQ ID NO: 148). In some embodiments, the linker is 64 amino acids in length. In some embodiments, the linker comprises the amino acid sequence

SGGSSGGSSETPGTSESATPESSGGS (SEQ ID NO: 149). In some embodiments, the linker is 92 amino acids in length. In some embodiments, the linker comprises the amino acid sequence

PGSPAGSPTSTEETSESAPGESPGPTSTEPSEGSPAGSPTSTEAGTSTEPSAPGTSESAPGTSESAPGSEPATS (SEQ ID NO: 150). It should be appreciated that any of the linkers provided herein may be used to link a first adenosine deaminase and a second adenosine deaminase; an adenosine deaminase (e.g., a first or a second adenosine deaminase) and a napDNAbp; a napDNAbp and an NLS; or an adenosine deaminase (e.g., a first or a second adenosine deaminase) and an NLS.

[0386] In some embodiments, any of the fusion proteins provided herein, comprise an adenosine or a cytidine deaminase and a napDNAbp that are fused to each other via a linker. In some embodiments, any of the fusion proteins provided herein, comprise a first adenosine deaminase and a second adenosine deaminase that are fused to each other via a linker. In some embodiments, any of the fusion proteins provided herein, comprise an NLS, which may be fused to an adenosine deaminase (e.g., a first and/or a second adenosine deaminase), a nucleic acid programmable DNA binding protein (napDNAbp). Various linker lengths and flexibilities between an adenosine deaminase (e.g., an engineered ecTadA) and a napDNAbp (e.g., a Cas9 domain), and/or between a first adenosine deaminase and a second adenosine deaminase can be employed (e.g., ranging from very flexible linkers of the form (GGGGS),
(SEQ ID NO: 141), (GGGGS)$_n$ (SEQ ID NO: 141), and (G)$_n$ (SEQ ID NO: 135) to more rigid linkers of the form (EAAAk)$_n$ (SEQ ID NO: 142), (SGGS)$_n$ (SEQ ID NO: 139), SGSETPGTSESATPES (SEQ ID NO: 143) (see, e.g., Guilinger JP, Thompson DB, Liu DR. Fusion of catalytically inactive Cas9 to FokI nuclease improves the specificity of genome modification. *Nat. Biotechnol.* 2014; 32(6): 577-82, the entire contents are incorporated herein by reference) and (XP)$_n$ (SEQ ID NO: 136)) in order to achieve the optimal length for deaminase activity for the specific application. In some embodiments, n is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, or 15. In some embodiments, the linker comprises a (GGS)$_n$ (SEQ ID NO: 137) motif, wherein n is 1, 3, or 7. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase and the napDNAbp, and/or the first adenosine deaminase and the second adenosine deaminase of any of the fusion proteins provided herein are fused via a linker comprising the amino acid sequence SGSETPGTSESATPES (SEQ ID NO: 143), SGGS (SEQ ID NO: 138), SGGSSGSETPGTSESATPESSGGS (SEQ ID NO: 145), SGGSSGSSGSETPGTSESATPESSGGSSGGS (SEQ ID NO: 144), or GGGSSGSPAGSPTSTEEGTSESATPESPGPTSTDPSEGSAPSGPGSPTSTEEGTSTEPGDPGSEPATSSGGS (SEQ ID NO: 151). In some embodiments, the linker is 24 amino acids in length. In some embodiments, the linker comprises the amino acid sequence SGGSSGSSGSETPGTSESATPES (SEQ ID NO: 146). In some embodiments, the linker is 32 amino acids in length. In some embodiments, the linker is 32 amino acids in length. In some embodiments, the linker comprises the amino acid sequence (SGGS)$_2$-SGSETPGTSESATPES-(SGGS)$_2$ (SEQ ID NO: 144), which may also be referred to as (SGGS)$_2$-XTEN-(SGGS)$_2$ (SEQ ID NO: 144). In some embodiments, the linker comprises the amino acid sequence, wherein n is 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10. In some embodiments, the linker is 40 amino acids in length. In some embodiments, the linker comprises the amino acid sequence SGGSSGSSGSETPGTSESATPESSGGSSGSSGSSGGS (SEQ ID NO: 148). In some embodiments, the linker is 64 amino acids in length. In some embodiments, the linker comprises the amino acid sequence SGGSSGSSGSETPGTSESATPESSGSSGSSGSSGSSGSSGSETPGTSESATPESSGGS SGGSS (SEQ ID NO: 149). In some embodiments, the linker is 92 amino acids in length. In some embodiments, the linker comprises the amino acid sequence PGSPAGSPTSTEEGTSESATPESSPGPTSTDPSEGSAPSGPSPAGSPTSTEEGTSTEPSEGSAP GTSTEPSEGSAPGTSESATPESSGPGSEPATS (SEQ ID NO: 150).
(2) UGI domain

[0387] In other embodiments, the base editors described herein may comprise one or more uracil glycosylase inhibitors. The term “uracil glycosylase inhibitor” or “UGI,” as used herein, refers to a protein that is capable of inhibiting a uracil-DNA glycosylase base-excision repair enzyme. In some embodiments, a UGI domain comprises a wild-type UGI or a UGI as set forth in SEQ ID NO: 163. In some embodiments, the UGI proteins provided herein include fragments of UGI and proteins homologous to a UGI or a UGI fragment. For example, in some embodiments, a UGI domain comprises a fragment of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 163. In some embodiments, a UGI fragment comprises an amino acid sequence that comprises at least 60%, at least 65%, at least 70%, at least 75%, at least 80%, at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 95%, at least 96%, at least 97%, at least 98%, at least 99%, or at least 99.5% of the amino acid sequence as set forth in SEQ ID NO: 163. In some embodiments, a UGI comprises an amino acid sequence homologous to the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 163, or an amino acid sequence homologous to a fragment of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 163. In some embodiments, proteins comprising UGI or fragments of UGI or homologs of UGI or UGI fragments are referred to as “UGI variants.” A UGI variant shares homology to UGI, or a fragment thereof. For example a UGI variant is at least 70% identical, at least 75% identical, at least 80% identical, at least 85% identical, at least 90% identical, at least 95% identical, at least 96% identical, at least 97% identical, at least 98% identical, at least 99% identical, at least 99.5% identical, or at least 99.9% identical to a wild type UGI or a UGI as set forth in SEQ ID NO: 163. In some embodiments, the UGI variant comprises a fragment of UGI, such that the fragment is at least 70% identical, at least 80% identical, at least 90% identical, at least 95% identical, at least 96% identical, at least 97% identical, at least 98% identical, at least 99% identical, at least 99.5% identical, or at least 99.9% to the corresponding fragment of wild-type UGI or a UGI as set forth in SEQ ID NO: 163. In some embodiments, the UGI comprises the following amino acid sequence:

[0388] Uracil-DNA glycosylase inhibitor:
>sp|P14739|UNGI_BPPB2
MTNLSDIIEKETGKLVIQESLMLPPEEEVVEVIGNKPESDLVHTAYDESTDENVMLLTSDAPEYKWALVQDSNENKIKML (SEQ ID NO: 163).

[0389] The base editors described herein may comprise more than one UGI domain, which may be separated by one or more linkers as described herein. It will also be understood that
in the context of the herein disclosed base editors, the UGI domain may be linked to a
deaminase domain or

(3) NLS domains

[0390] In various embodiments, the base editor proteins may comprise one or more nuclear
localization sequences (NLS), which help promote translocation of a protein into the cell
nucleus. Such sequences are well-known in the art and can include the following examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>SEQUENCE</th>
<th>SEQUENCE IDENTIFIER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NLS OF SV40 LARGE T-AG</td>
<td>PKKRRKV</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLS OF POLYOMA LARGE T-AG</td>
<td>VSRRPRPF</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLS OF C-MYC</td>
<td>PAARRVKLD</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLS OF TUS-PROTEIN</td>
<td>KLKRPRVK</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLS OF HEPATITIS D VIRUS ANTIGEN</td>
<td>EGAPPKRRAR</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLS OF MURINE P53</td>
<td>FPQFKKKFLDGE</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLS OF NUCLEOPLASM IN</td>
<td>MKRRTPKGSGK</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLS OF PE1 AND PE2</td>
<td>AVKRRPAGQKK</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLS OF EGL-13</td>
<td>SGSSRRPGSRR</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLS</td>
<td>MSLRMRKFRKFLY</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0391] The NLS examples above are non-limiting. The base editor proteins may comprise
any known NLS sequence, including any of those described in Cokol et al., “Finding nuclear
Signals for the Nuclear Import of Proteins,” Current Genomics, 2009, 10(8): 550-7, each of
which are incorporated herein by reference.

[0392] In various embodiments, the base editors and constructs encoding the base editors
disclosed herein further comprise one or more, preferably, at least two nuclear localization
signals. In certain embodiments, the base editors comprise at least two NLSs. In
embodiments with at least two NLSs, the NLSs can be the same NLSs or they can be
different NLSs. In addition, the NLSs may be expressed as part of a fusion protein with the
remaining portions of the base editors. In some embodiments, one or more of the NLSs are
bipartite NLSs (“bpNLS”). In certain embodiments, the disclosed fusion proteins comprise
two bipartite NLSs. In some embodiments, the disclosed fusion proteins comprise more than
two bipartite NLSs.
[0393] The location of the NLS fusion can be at the N-terminus, the C-terminus, or within a sequence of a base editor (e.g., inserted between the encoded napDNAbp component (e.g., Cas9) and a deaminase (e.g., a cytidine of adenine deaminase).

[0394] The NLSs may be any known NLS sequence in the art. The NLSs may also be any future-discovered NLSs for nuclear localization. The NLSs also may be any naturally-occurring NLS, or any non-naturally occurring NLS (e.g., an NLS with one or more desired mutations). The term “nuclear localization sequence” or “NLS” refers to an amino acid sequence that promotes import of a protein into the cell nucleus, for example, by nuclear transport. Nuclear localization sequences are known in the art and would be apparent to the skilled artisan. For example, NLS sequences are described in Plank et al., International PCT application PCT/EP2000/011690, filed November 23, 2000, published as WO/2001/038547 on May 31, 2001, the contents of which are incorporated herein by reference. In some embodiments, an NLS comprises the amino acid sequence PKKRRK (SEQ ID NO: 152), MDDLMMRRKFLYQFKNVWAKGRRETYLC (SEQ ID NO: 162), KRTADGSEFESPKKRRK (SEQ ID NO: 467), or KRTADGSEFEPKKRRK (SEQ ID NO: 468). In other embodiments, NLS comprises the amino acid sequences

NLKRPAKAGQAACKKK (SEQ ID NO: 469), PAAKRVKLD (SEQ ID NO: 155),
RQQRNELKRSF (SEQ ID NO: 470),
NQSSNFGPMKGGNFGGRSSGPYGGGQYFAKPRNQGGY (SEQ ID NO: 471).

[0395] In one aspect of the disclosure, a base editor may be modified with one or more nuclear localization signals (NLS), preferably at least two NLSs. In certain embodiments, the base editors are modified with two or more NLSs. The disclosure contemplates the use of any nuclear localization signal known in the art at the time of the disclosure, or any nuclear localization signal that is identified or otherwise made available in the state of the art after the time of the instant filing. A representative nuclear localization signal is a peptide sequence that directs the protein to the nucleus of the cell in which the sequence is expressed. A nuclear localization signal is predominantly basic, can be positioned almost anywhere in a protein's amino acid sequence, generally comprises a short sequence of four amino acids (Autieri & Agrawal, (1998) J. Biol. Chem. 273: 14731-37, incorporated herein by reference) to eight amino acids, and is typically rich in lysine and arginine residues (Magin et al., (2000) Virology 274: 11-16, incorporated herein by reference). Nuclear localization signals often comprise proline residues. A variety of nuclear localization signals have been identified and

[0396] Most NLSs can be classified in three general groups: (i) a monopartite NLS exemplified by the SV40 large T antigen NLS (PKKKRKV (SEQ ID NO: 152)); (ii) a bipartite motif consisting of two basic domains separated by a variable number of spacer amino acids and exemplified by the Xenopus nucleoplasmin NLS (KRXXKXXXXXXXKXXKL (SEQ ID NO: 472)); and (iii) noncanonical sequences such as M9 of the hnRNP Al protein, the influenza virus nucleoprotein NLS, and the yeast Gal4 protein NLS (Dingwall and Laskey 1991).

Nuclear localization signals appear at various points in the amino acid sequences of proteins. NLS’s have been identified at the N-terminus, the C-terminus and in the central region of proteins. Thus, the disclosure provides base editors that may be modified with one or more NLSs at the C-terminus, the N-terminus, as well as at in internal region of the base editor. The residues of a longer sequence that do not function as component NLS residues should be selected so as not to interfere, for example tonically or sterically, with the nuclear localization signal itself. Therefore, although there are no strict limits on the composition of an NLS-comprising sequence, in practice, such a sequence can be functionally limited in length and composition.

[0397] The present disclosure contemplates any suitable means by which to modify a base editor to include one or more NLSs. In one aspect, the base editors may be engineered to express a base editor protein that is translationally fused at its N-terminus or its C-terminus (or both) to one or more NLSs, i.e., to form a base editor-NLS fusion construct. In other embodiments, the base editor-encoding nucleotide sequence may be genetically modified to incorporate a reading frame that encodes one or more NLSs in an internal region of the encoded base editor. In addition, the NLSs may include various amino acid linkers or spacer regions encoded between the base editor and the N-terminally, C-terminally, or internally-attached NLS amino acid sequence, e.g., and in the central region of proteins. Thus, the present disclosure also provides for nucleotide constructs, vectors, and host cells for expressing fusion proteins that comprise a base editor and one or more NLSs.

[0398] The base editors described herein may also comprise nuclear localization signals which are linked to a base editor through one or more linkers, e.g., and polymeric, amino
acid, nucleic acid, polysaccharide, chemical, or nucleic acid linker element. The linkers within the contemplated scope of the disclosure are not intended to have any limitations and can be any suitable type of molecule (e.g., polymer, amino acid, polysaccharide, nucleic acid, lipid, or any synthetic chemical linker domain) and be joined to the base editor by any suitable strategy that effectuates forming a bond (e.g., covalent linkage, hydrogen bonding) between the base editor and the one or more NLSs.

(4) Split-intein domains

[0399] It will be understood that in some embodiments (e.g., delivery of a base editor in vivo using AAV particles), it may be advantageous to split a polypeptide (e.g., a deaminase or a napDNA bp) or a fusion protein (e.g., a base editor) into an N-terminal half and a C-terminal half, deliver them separately, and then allow their colocalization to reform the complete protein (or fusion protein as the case may be) within the cell. Separate halves of a protein or a fusion protein may each comprise a split-intein tag to facilitate the reformation of the complete protein or fusion protein by the mechanism of protein trans splicing.

[0400] Protein trans-splicing, catalyzed by split inteins, provides an entirely enzymatic method for protein ligation. A split-intein is essentially a contiguous intein (e.g. a mini-intein) split into two pieces named N-intein and C-intein, respectively. The N-intein and C-intein of a split intein can associate non-covalently to form an active intein and catalyze the splicing reaction essentially in same way as a contiguous intein does. Split inteins have been found in nature and also engineered in laboratories. As used herein, the term "split intein" refers to any intein in which one or more peptide bond breaks exists between the N-terminal and C-terminal amino acid sequences such that the N-terminal and C-terminal sequences become separate molecules that can non-covalently reassociate, or reconstitute, into an intein that is functional for trans-splicing reactions. Any catalytically active intein, or fragment thereof, may be used to derive a split intein for use in the methods of the invention. For example, in one aspect the split intein may be derived from a eukaryotic intein. In another aspect, the split intein may be derived from a bacterial intein. In another aspect, the split intein may be derived from an archaean intein. Preferably, the split intein so-derived will possess only the amino acid sequences essential for catalyzing trans-splicing reactions.

[0401] As used herein, the "N-terminal split intein (In)" refers to any intein sequence that comprises an N-terminal amino acid sequence that is functional for trans-splicing reactions. An In thus also comprises a sequence that is spliced out when trans-splicing occurs. An In can comprise a sequence that is a modification of the N-terminal portion of a naturally
occurring intein sequence. For example, an In can comprise additional amino acid residues and/or mutated residues so long as the inclusion of such additional and/or mutated residues does not render the In non-functional in trans-splicing. Preferably, the inclusion of the additional and/or mutated residues improves or enhances the trans-splicing activity of the In.

[0402] As used herein, the "C-terminal split intein (Ic)" refers to any intein sequence that comprises a C-terminal amino acid sequence that is functional for trans-splicing reactions. In one aspect, the Ic comprises 4 to 7 contiguous amino acid residues, at least 4 amino acids of which are from the last β-strand of the intein from which it was derived. An Ic thus also comprises a sequence that is spliced out when trans-splicing occurs. An Ic can comprise a sequence that is a modification of the C-terminal portion of a naturally occurring intein sequence. For example, an Ic can comprise additional amino acid residues and/or mutated residues so long as the inclusion of such additional and/or mutated residues does not render the In non-functional in trans-splicing. Preferably, the inclusion of the additional and/or mutated residues improves or enhances the trans-splicing activity of the Ic.

[0403] In some embodiments of the invention, a peptide linked to an Ic or an In can comprise an additional chemical moiety including, among others, fluorescence groups, biotin, polyethylene glycol (PEG), amino acid analogs, unnatural amino acids, phosphate groups, glycosyl groups, radioisotope labels, and pharmaceutical molecules. In other embodiments, a peptide linked to an Ic can comprise one or more chemically reactive groups including, among others, ketone, aldehyde, Cys residues and Lys residues. The N-intein and C-intein of a split intein can associate non-covalently to form an active intein and catalyze the splicing reaction when an "intein-splicing polypeptide (ISP)" is present. As used herein, "intein-splicing polypeptide (ISP)" refers to the portion of the amino acid sequence of a split intein that remains when the Ic, In, or both, are removed from the split intein. In certain embodiments, the In comprises the ISP. In another embodiment, the Ic comprises the ISP. In yet another embodiment, the ISP is a separate peptide that is not covalently linked to In nor to Ic.

[0404] Split inteins may be created from contiguous inteins by engineering one or more split sites in the unstructured loop or intervening amino acid sequence between the -12 conserved beta-strands found in the structure of mini-inteins. Some flexibility in the position of the split site within regions between the beta-strands may exist, provided that creation of the split will not disrupt the structure of the intein, the structured beta-strands in particular, to a sufficient degree that protein splicing activity is lost.
[0405] In protein trans-splicing, one precursor protein consists of an N-extein part followed by the N-intein, another precursor protein consists of the C-intein followed by a C-extein part, and a trans-splicing reaction (catalyzed by the N- and C-inteins together) excises the two intein sequences and links the two extein sequences with a peptide bond. Protein trans-splicing, being an enzymatic reaction, can work with very low (e.g. micromolar) concentrations of proteins and can be carried out under physiological conditions.

[0406] Exemplary sequences are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>SEQUENCE OF LIGAND-DEPENDENT INTEIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-4 INTEIN:</td>
<td>CLAEGRIFDPVTGTTHRIEDVDGRKPIHVAAAKDGTLLARPVV SWFDQGTRDVGLRIAGGAIWATPDHKVLTEYGWRAAGELRGD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RVAGPGGGSNLALSLTADQMEASLALLDAEPILYSEYDPTSPFSEAS MGMLLTNLADRELVHMINWAKRPVGFDLTHDQAHLLECAWLEI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LMIGLWVSMHEPGKLFAPNLVLDNNQGKCVEQMEIFMDLLAT SRRFRMMNLQGEEVFCULKISIIILNSGVYTFLSSTLKSLEEKDHRIHRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LDKITDTLIHMAKAGLTLQQQHQRLLAQLLLILSIRHMSNKGEHELYSMYKYNVVPLOYEEMLDAHLRHAGGSGASRVQAFADALDDDK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KFLHDMIAELRYSVIREVLPPRTRARTFDLEVEELHTLVAEGVVHVNC (SEQ ID NO: 164)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-2 INTEIN:</td>
<td>CLAEGRIFDPVTGTTHRIEDVDGRKPIHVVAAKDGTLLARPVV SWFDQGTRDVGLRIAGGATVWATPDHKVLTEYGWRAAGELRGD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VAGPGGGSNLALSLTADQMEASLALLDAEPILYSEYDPTSPFSEASM MGMLLTNLADRELVHMINWAKRPVGFDLTHDQAHLLECAWLEI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LMIGLWVSMHEPGKLFAPNLVLDNNQGKCVEQMEIFMDLLATS SRFRMMNLQGEEVFCULKISIIILNSGVYTFLSSTLKSLEEKDHRIHRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LDKITDTLIHMAKAGLTLQQQHQRLLAQLLLILSIRHMSNKGEHELYSMYKYNVVPLOYEEMLDAHLRHAGGSGASRVQAFADALDDDK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FLHDMIAELRYSVIREVLPPRTRARTFDLEVEELHTLVAEGVVHVNC (SEQ ID NO: 165)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30R3-1 INTEIN</td>
<td>CLAEGRIFDPVTGTTHRIEDVDGRKPIHVAAAKDGTLLARPVV SWFDQGTRDVGLRIAGGATVWATPDHKVLTEYGWRAAGELRGD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DRVAGPGGGSNLALSLTADQMEASLALLDAEPILYSEYDPTSPFSEASM MGMLLTNLADRELVHMINWAKRPVGFDLTHDQAHLLECAWLEI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EILLMIGLWVSMHEPGKLFAPNLVLDNNQGKCVEQMEIFMDLLAT SRRFRMMNLQGEEVFCULKISIIILNSGVYTFLSSTLKSLEEKDHRIHRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RLDKITDTLIHMAKAGLTLQQQHQRLLAQLLLILSIRHMSNKGEHELYSMYKYNVVPLOYEEMLDAHLRHAGGSGASRVQAFADALDDDK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DDKFLHDMIAELRYSVIREVLPPRTRARTFDLEVEELHTLVAEGVVHVNC (SEQ ID NO: 166)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30R3-2 INTEIN</td>
<td>CLAEGRIFDPVTGTTHRIEDVDGRKPIHVAAAKDGTLLARPVV SWFDQGTRDVGLRIAGGATVWATPDHKVLTEYGWRAAGELRGD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DRVAGPGGGSNLALSLTADQMEASLALLDAEPILYSEYDPTSPFSEASM MGMLLTNLADRELVHMINWAKRPVGFDLTHDQAHLLECAWLEI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EILLMIGLWVSMHEPGKLFAPNLVLDNNQGKCVEQMEIFMDLLAT SRRFRMMNLQGEEVFCULKISIIILNSGVYTFLSSTLKSLEEKDHRIHRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RLDKITDTLIHMAKAGLTLQQQHQRLLAQLLLILSIRHMSNKGEHELYSMYKYNVVPLOYEEMLDAHLRHAGGSGASRVQAFADALDDDK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Although inteins are most frequently found as a contiguous domain, some exist in a naturally split form. In this case, the two fragments are expressed as separate polypeptides and must associate before splicing takes place, so-called protein trans-splicing.

An exemplary split intein is the Ssp DnaE intein, which comprises two subunits, namely, DnaE-N and DnaE-C. The two different subunits are encoded by separate genes,
namely *dnaE*-n and *dnaE*-c, which encode the DnaE-N and DnaE-C subunits, respectively. DnaE is a naturally occurring split intein in *Synechocystis sp.* PCC6803 and is capable of directing trans-splicing of two separate proteins, each comprising a fusion with either DnaE-N or DnaE-C.

[0409] Additional naturally occurring or engineered split-intein sequences are known in the art or can be made from whole-intein sequences described herein or those available in the art. Examples of split-intein sequences can be found in Stevens et al., “A promiscuous split intein with expanded protein engineering applications,” PNAS, 2017, Vol.114: 8538-8543; Iwai et al., “Highly efficient protein trans-splicing by a naturally split DnaE intein from Nostoc punctiforme,” FEBS Lett, 580: 1853-1858, each of which are incorporated herein by reference. Additional split intein sequences can be found, for example, in WO 2013/045632, WO 2014/055782, WO 2016/069774, and EP2877490, the contents each of which are incorporated herein by reference.


### (5) RNA-protein recruitment system

[0410] In various embodiments, two separate protein domains (e.g., a Cas9 domain and a cytidine deaminase domain) may be colocalized to one another to form a functional complex (akin to the function of a fusion protein comprising the two separate protein domains) by using an “RNA-protein recruitment system,” such as the “MS2 tagging technique.” Such systems generally tag one protein domain with an “RNA-protein interaction domain” (aka “RNA-protein recruitment domain”) and the other with an “RNA-binding protein” that specifically recognizes and binds to the RNA-protein interaction domain, e.g., a specific hairpin structure. These types of systems can be leveraged to colocalize the domains of a base editor, as well as to recruitment additional functionalities to a base editor, such as a UGI domain. In one example, the MS2 tagging technique is based on the natural interaction of
the MS2 bacteriophage coat protein (“MCP” or “MS2cp”) with a stem-loop or hairpin structure present in the genome of the phage, i.e., the “MS2 hairpin.” In the case of the MS2 hairpin, it is recognized and bound by the MS2 bacteriophage coat protein (MCP). Thus, in one exemplarily scenario a deaminase-MS2 fusion can recruit a Cas9-MCP fusion.


[0412] The nucleotide sequence of the MS2 hairpin (or equivalently referred to as the “MS2 aptamer”) is: GCCAACATGAGGATCACCCATGTCTGAGGGCC (SEQ ID NO: 172).

[0413] The amino acid sequence of the MCP or MS2cp is:

GSASNFTQFVLDNGGTGDTVAPSNFANGVAEWISSNSRQSAYKVTCSVRSQAQRKRYTIKVEVPKVATQTVGGEELPVAGWRSYLNMTLIPATNSDCELIVKAMQGL

LKDGNPIPSAIAANSGIY (SEQ ID NO: 173).

VI. **Base editors**

[0414] In various aspects, the instant specification provides base editors and methods of using the same, along with a suitable guide RNA, to treat Spinal Muscular Atrophy (SMA) by installing precise nucleobase changes in the *SMN2* gene such the resulting product has increased stability and/or activity. In one embodiment, the inventors surprisingly found that adenosine base editors could be used to efficiently edit C840T in the *SMN2* gene both *in vitro* and *in vivo*, which is useful for the treatment of SMA.

[0415] The state of the art has described numerous base editors as of this filing. It will be understood that the methods and approaches herein described for editing the *SMN2* gene locus may be applied to any previously known base editor, or to base editors that may be developed in the future.

[0416] Exemplary base editors that may be used in accordance with the present disclosure include those described in the following references and/or patent publications, each of which

[0417] In various aspects, the improved or modified base editors described herein have the following generalized structures:


[0418] wherein [A] is a napDNAbp and [B] is nucleic acid effector domain (e.g., an adenosine deaminase, or cytidine deaminase), and “"]-[“ represents an optional a linker that joins the [A] and [B] domains together, either covalently or non-covalently.
Such base editors may also comprise one or more additional functional moieties, [C], such as UGI domains or NLS domains, joined optionally through a linker to [A] and/or [B].

In some embodiments, the base editors provided herein can be made as a recombinant fusion protein comprising one or more protein domains, thereby generating a base editor. In certain embodiments, the base editors provided herein comprise one or more features that improve the base editing activity (e.g., efficiency, selectivity, and/or specificity) of the base editor proteins. For example, the base editor proteins provided herein may comprise a Cas9 domain that has reduced nuclease activity. In some embodiments, the base editor proteins provided herein may have a Cas9 domain that does not have nuclease activity (dCas9), or a Cas9 domain that cuts one strand of a duplexed DNA molecule, referred to as a Cas9 nickase (nCas9). Without wishing to be bound by any particular theory, the presence of the catalytic residue (e.g., H840) maintains the activity of the Cas9 to cleave the non-edited (e.g., non-deaminated) strand containing a T opposite the targeted A. Mutation of the catalytic residue (e.g., D10 to A10) of Cas9 prevents cleavage of the edited strand containing the targeted A residue. Such Cas9 variants are able to generate a single-strand DNA break (nick) at a specific location based on the gRNA-defined target sequence, leading to repair of the non-edited strand, ultimately resulting in a T to C change on the non-edited strand.

In particular, the disclosure provides adenosine base editors that can be used to edit C840T in an SMN2 gene to treat SMA. Exemplary domains used in base editing fusion proteins, including adenosine deaminases, napDNA/RNAbp (e.g., Cas9), and nuclear localization sequences (NLSs) are described in further detail below.

Some aspects of the disclosure provide fusion proteins comprising a nucleic acid programmable DNA binding protein (napDNAbp) and an adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, any of the fusion proteins provided herein is a base editor. In some embodiments, the napDNAbp is a Cas9 domain, a Cpf1 domain, a CasX domain, a CasY domain, a C2c1 domain, a C2c2 domain, aC2c3 domain, or an Argonaute domain. In some embodiments, the napDNAbp is any napDNAbp provided herein. Some aspects of the disclosure provide fusion proteins comprising a Cas9 domain and an adenosine deaminase. The Cas9 domain may be any of the Cas9 domains or Cas9 proteins (e.g., dCas9 or nCas9) provided herein. In some embodiments, any of the Cas9 domains or Cas9 proteins (e.g., dCas9 or nCas9) provided herein may be fused with any of the deaminases provided herein. In some embodiments, the fusion protein comprises the structure:

$$\text{NH}_2-[\text{deaminase}]-[\text{napDNAbp}]-\text{COOH},$$
or
NH₂-[napDNAbp]-[deaminase]-COOH

[0423] In some embodiments, the fusion proteins comprising a deaminase and a napDNAbp (e.g., Cas9 domain) do not include a linker sequence. In some embodiments, a linker is present between the deaminase domain and the napDNAbp. In some embodiments, the “-” used in the general architecture above indicates the presence of an optional linker. In some embodiments, the deaminase and the napDNAbp are fused via any of the linkers provided herein. For example, in some embodiments the deaminase and the napDNAbp are fused via any of the linkers provided below in the section entitled “Linkers”. In some embodiments, the deaminase and the napDNAbp are fused via a linker that comprises between 1 and 200 amino acids. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase and the napDNAbp are fused via a linker that comprises from 1 to 5, 1 to 10, 1 to 20, 1 to 30, 1 to 40, 1 to 50, 1 to 60, 1 to 80, 1 to 100, 1 to 150, 1 to 200, 5 to 10, 5 to 20, 5 to 30, 5 to 40, 5 to 60, 5 to 80, 5 to 100, 5 to 150, 5 to 200, 10 to 20, 10 to 30, 10 to 40, 10 to 50, 10 to 60, 10 to 80, 10 to 100, 10 to 150, 10 to 200, 20 to 30, 20 to 40, 20 to 50, 20 to 60, 20 to 80, 20 to 100, 20 to 150, 20 to 200, 30 to 40, 30 to 50, 30 to 60, 30 to 80, 30 to 100, 30 to 150, 30 to 200, 40 to 50, 40 to 60, 40 to 80, 40 to 100, 40 to 150, 40 to 200, 50 to 60 50 to 80, 50 to 100, 50 to 150, 50 to 200, 60 to 80, 60 to 100, 60 to 150, 60 to 200, 80 to 100, 80 to 150, 80 to 200, 100 to 150, 100 to 200, or 150 to 200 amino acids in length. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminase and the napDNAbp are fused via a linker that comprises 3, 4, 16, 24, 32, 64, 100, or 104 amino acids in length.

[0424] In some embodiments, the based editors provided herein further comprise one or more nuclear targeting sequences, for example, a nuclear localization sequence (NLS). In some embodiments, a NLS comprises an amino acid sequence that facilitates the importation of a protein, that comprises an NLS, into the cell nucleus (e.g., by nuclear transport). In some embodiments, any of the fusion proteins provided herein further comprise a nuclear localization sequence (NLS). In some embodiments, the NLS is fused to the N-terminus of the fusion protein. In some embodiments, the NLS is fused to the C-terminus of the fusion protein. In some embodiments, the NLS is fused to the N-terminus of the napDNAbp. In some embodiments, the NLS is fused to the C-terminus of the napDNAbp. In some embodiments, the NLS is fused to the N-terminus of the adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the NLS is fused to the C-terminus of the adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the NLS is fused to the fusion protein via one or more linkers. In some embodiments, the NLS is fused to the fusion protein without a linker. In some embodiments,
the NLS comprises an amino acid sequence of any one of the NLS sequences provided or referenced herein. In some embodiments, the NLS comprises an amino acid sequence as set forth in any one of SEQ ID Nos: 152-162. Additional nuclear localization sequences are known in the art and would be apparent to the skilled artisan. For example, NLS sequences are described in Plank et al., PCT/EP2000/011690, the contents of which are incorporated herein by reference for their disclosure of exemplary nuclear localization sequences.

[0425] In some embodiments, the general architecture of exemplary fusion proteins with a deaminase and a napDNAbp comprises any one of the following structures, where NLS is a nuclear localization sequence (e.g., any NLS provided herein), NH$_2$ is the N-terminus of the fusion protein, and COOH is the C-terminus of the fusion protein. Fusion proteins comprising an adenosine deaminase, a napDNAbp, and a NLS:

NH$_2$-[NLS]-[deaminase]-[napDNAbp]-COOH;
NH$_2$-[deaminase]-[NLS]-[napDNAbp]-COOH;
NH$_2$-[ deaminase]-[napDNAbp]-[NLS]-COOH;
NH$_2$-[NLS]-[napDNAbp]-[deaminase]-COOH;
NH$_2$-[napDNAbp]-[NLS]-[deaminase]-COOH; and
NH$_2$-[napDNAbp]-[deaminase]-[NLS]-COOH.

[0426] Some aspects of the disclosure provide ABEs (adenine base editors) that comprise a nucleic acid programmable DNA binding protein (napDNAbp) and at least two adenosine deaminase domains. Without wishing to be bound by any particular theory, dimerization of adenosine deaminases (e.g., in cis or in trans) may improve the ability (e.g., efficiency) of the fusion protein to modify a nucleic acid base, for example to deaminate adenine. In some embodiments, any of the fusion proteins may comprise 2, 3, 4 or 5 adenosine deaminase domains. In some embodiments, any of the fusion proteins provided herein comprise two adenosine deaminases. In some embodiments, any of the fusion proteins provided herein contain only two adenosine deaminases. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminases are the same. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminases are any of the adenosine deaminases provided herein. In some embodiments, the adenosine deaminases are different. In some embodiments, the first adenosine deaminase is any of the adenosine deaminases provided herein, and the second adenosine is any of the adenosine deaminases provided herein, but is not identical to the first adenosine deaminase. As one example, the fusion protein may comprise a first adenosine deaminase and a second adenosine deaminase that both comprise the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 91, which contains a W23R, H36L;
P48A; R51L; L84F; A106V; D108N; H123Y; S146C; D147Y; R152P; E155V; I156F; and K157N mutation from ecTadA (SEQ ID NO: 89). In some embodiments, the fusion protein may comprise a first adenosine deaminase that comprises the amino acid sequence, e.g., of SEQ ID NO: 89, and a second adenosine deaminase domain that comprises the amino acid sequence of TadA.7.10 of SEQ ID NO: 79. Additional fusion protein constructs comprising two adenosine deaminase domains are illustrated herein and are provided in the art.

[0427] In some embodiments, the fusion protein comprises two adenosine deaminases (e.g., a first adenosine deaminase and a second adenosine deaminase). In some embodiments, the fusion protein comprises a first adenosine deaminase and a second adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the first adenosine deaminase is N-terminal to the second adenosine deaminase in the fusion protein. In some embodiments, the first adenosine deaminase is C-terminal to the second adenosine deaminase in the fusion protein. In some embodiments, the first adenosine deaminase and the second deaminase are fused directly or via a linker. In some embodiments, the linker is any of the linkers provided herein, for example, any of the linkers described in the “Linkers” section.

[0428] In some embodiments, the first adenosine deaminase is the same as the second adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the first adenosine deaminase and the second adenosine deaminase are any of the adenosine deaminases described herein. In some embodiments, the first adenosine deaminase and the second adenosine deaminase are different. In some embodiments, the first adenosine deaminase is any of the adenosine deaminases provided herein. In some embodiments, the second adenosine deaminase is any of the adenosine deaminases provided herein but is not identical to the first adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the first adenosine deaminase is an ecTadA adenosine deaminase. In some embodiments, the first adenosine deaminase comprises an amino acid sequence that is at least 60%, at least 65%, at least 70%, at least 75%, at least 80%, at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 95%, at least 96%, at least 97%, at least 98%, at least 99%, or at least 99.5% identical to any one of the amino acid sequences set forth in any one of SEQ ID NOs: 78-91, and 403-404, or to any of the adenosine deaminases provided herein. In some embodiments, the first adenosine deaminase comprises an amino acid sequence, e.g., of SEQ ID NO: 78-91, and 403-404. In some embodiments, the second adenosine deaminase comprises an amino acid sequence that is at least 60%, at least 65%, at least 70%, at least 75%, at least 80%, at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 95%, at least 96%, at least 97%, at
least 98%, at least 99%, or at least 99.5% identical to any one of the amino acid sequences set forth in any one of SEQ ID NOs: 78-91, and 403-404, or to any of the deaminases provided herein. The amino acid sequences can be the same or different. In some embodiments, the second adenosine deaminase comprises an amino acid sequence of any one of SEQ ID NOs: 78-91, and 403-404.

In some embodiments, the general architecture of exemplary fusion proteins with a first adenosine deaminase, a second adenosine deaminase, and a napDNAbp comprises any one of the following structures, where NLS is a nuclear localization sequence (e.g., any NLS provided herein), NH2 is the N-terminus of the fusion protein, and COOH is the C-terminus of the fusion protein.

Thus, in some embodiments, the disclosure provides based editors comprising a first adenosine deaminase, a second adenosine deaminase, and a napDNAbp, such as:

NH2-[first adenosine deaminase]-[second adenosine deaminase]-[napDNAbp]-COOH;
NH2-[first adenosine deaminase]-[napDNAbp]-[second adenosine deaminase]-COOH;
NH2-[napDNAbp]-[first adenosine deaminase]-[second adenosine deaminase]-COOH;
NH2-[second adenosine deaminase]-[first adenosine deaminase]-[napDNAbp]-COOH;
NH2-[second adenosine deaminase]-[napDNAbp]-[first adenosine deaminase]-COOH;
NH2-[napDNAbp]-[second adenosine deaminase]-[first adenosine deaminase]-COOH;

In some embodiments, the fusion proteins provided herein do not comprise a linker. In some embodiments, a linker is present between one or more of the domains or proteins (e.g., first adenosine deaminase, second adenosine deaminase, and/or napDNAbp). In some embodiments, the “-” used in the general architecture above indicates the presence of an optional linker.

In other embodiments, the disclosure provides based editors comprising a first adenosine deaminase, a second adenosine deaminase, a napDNAbp, and an NLS, such as:

NH2-[NLS]-[first adenosine deaminase]-[second adenosine deaminase]-[napDNAbp]-COOH;
NH2-[first adenosine deaminase]-[NLS]-[second adenosine deaminase]-[napDNAbp]-COOH;
NH2-[first adenosine deaminase]-[second adenosine deaminase]-[NLS]-[napDNAbp]-COOH;
NH2-[first adenosine deaminase]-[second adenosine deaminase]-[napDNAbp]-[NLS]-COOH;
NH2-[NLS]-[first adenosine deaminase]-[napDNAbp]-[second adenosine deaminase]-COOH;
NH2-[first adenosine deaminase]-[NLS]-[napDNAbp]-[second adenosine deaminase]-COOH;
NH2-[first adenosine deaminase]-[napDNAbp]-[NLS]-[second adenosine deaminase]-COOH;
NH2-[first adenosine deaminase]-[NLS]-[napDNAbp]-[second adenosine deaminase]-COOH;
NH2-[first adenosine deaminase]-[napDNAbp]-[NLS]-COOH;
NH2-[first adenosine deaminase]-[napDNAbp]-[NLS]-COOH;
NH₂-[NLS]-[napDNAbp]-[first adenosine deaminase]-[second adenosine deaminase]-COOH;
NH₂-[napDNAbp]-[NLS]-[first adenosine deaminase]-[second adenosine deaminase]-COOH;
NH₂-[napDNAbp]-[NLS]-[first adenosine deaminase]-[NLS]-[second adenosine deaminase]-COOH;
NH₂-[napDNAbp]-[first adenosine deaminase]-[second adenosine deaminase]-[NLS]-COOH;
NH₂-[NLS]-[second adenosine deaminase]-[first adenosine deaminase]-[napDNAbp]-COOH;
NH₂-[second adenosine deaminase]-[NLS]-[first adenosine deaminase]-[napDNAbp]-COOH;
NH₂-[second adenosine deaminase]-[first adenosine deaminase]-[NLS]-[napDNAbp]-COOH;
NH₂-[second adenosine deaminase]-[first adenosine deaminase]-[napDNAbp]-[NLS]-COOH;
NH₂-[NLS]-[second adenosine deaminase]-[napDNAbp]-[first adenosine deaminase]-COOH;
NH₂-[second adenosine deaminase]-[NLS]-[napDNAbp]-[first adenosine deaminase]-COOH;
NH₂-[second adenosine deaminase]-[napDNAbp]-[NLS]-[first adenosine deaminase]-COOH;
NH₂-[napDNAbp]-[second adenosine deaminase]-[first adenosine deaminase]-[NLS]-COOH;
NH₂-[NLS]-[second adenosine deaminase]-[first adenosine deaminase]-[napDNAbp]-COOH;
NH₂-[second adenosine deaminase]-[NLS]-[first adenosine deaminase]-[napDNAbp]-COOH;
NH₂-[second adenosine deaminase]-[napDNAbp]-[NLS]-[first adenosine deaminase]-COOH;
NH₂-[napDNAbp]-[second adenosine deaminase]-[first adenosine deaminase]-[napDNAbp]-COOH;
NH₂-[napDNAbp]-[second adenosine deaminase]-[first adenosine deaminase]-[NLS]-COOH;
NH₂-[napDNAbp]-[second adenosine deaminase]-[first adenosine deaminase]-[NLS]-COOH;

[0433] In some embodiments, the fusion proteins provided herein do not comprise a linker.

In some embodiments, a linker is present between one or more of the domains or proteins (e.g., first adenosine deaminase, second adenosine deaminase, napDNAbp, and/or NLS). In some embodiments, the “-” used in the general architecture above indicates the presence of an optional linker.

[0434] It should be appreciated that the fusion proteins of the present disclosure may comprise one or more additional features. For example, in some embodiments, the fusion protein may comprise cytoplasmic localization sequences, export sequences, such as nuclear export sequences, or other localization sequences, as well as sequence tags that are useful for solubilization, purification, or detection of the fusion proteins. Suitable protein tags provided herein include, but are not limited to, biotin carboxylase carrier protein (BCCP) tags, myc-tags, calmodulin-tags, FLAG-tags, hemagglutinin (HA)-tags, polyhistidine tags, also referred to as histidine tags or His-tags, maltose binding protein (MBP)-tags, nus-tags, glutathione-S-transferase (GST)-tags, green fluorescent protein (GFP)-tags, thioredoxin-tags, S-tags, Softags (e.g., Softag 1, Softag 3), strep-tags, biotin ligase tags, FlAsH tags, V5 tags, and SBP-tags. Additional suitable sequences will be apparent to those of skill in the art. In some embodiments, the fusion protein comprises one or more His tags.
Exemplary ABEs

Some aspects of the disclosure provide base editors comprising a napDNAbp domain (e.g., an nCas9 domain) and one or more adenosine deaminase domains (e.g., a heterodimer of adenosine deaminases). Such fusion proteins can be referred to as adenosine base editors (ABEs). In some embodiments, the ABEs have reduced off-target effects. In some embodiments, the base editors comprise adenine base editors for multiplexing applications. In still other embodiments, the base editors comprise ancestrally reconstructed adenine base editors.

The present disclosure provides motifs of newly discovered mutations to TadA 7.10 (SEQ ID NO: 79) (the TadA* used in ABEmax) that yield adenosine deaminase variants and confer broader Cas compatibility to the deaminase. These motifs also confer reduced off-target effects, such as reduced RNA editing activity and off-target DNA editing activity, on the base editor. The base editors of the present disclosure comprise one or more of the disclosed adenosine deaminase variants. In other embodiments, the base editors may comprise one or more adenosine deaminases having two or more such substitutions in combination. In some embodiments, the base editors comprise adenosine deaminases comprising comprises a sequence with at least 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 98%, 99%, or 99.5% sequence identity to SEQ ID NO: 91 (TadA-8e).

Exemplary ABEs of this disclosure comprise the monomer and dimer versions of the following editors: ABE8e, SaABE8e, SaKKH-ABE8e, NG-ABE8e, ABE-xCas9, ABE8e-NRTH, ABE8e-NRRH, ABE8e-NRCH, ABE8e-NG-CP1041, ABE8e-VRQR-CP1041, ABE8e-CP1041, ABE8e-CP1028, ABE8e-VRQR, ABE8e-LbCas12a (LbABE8e), ABE8e-AsCas12a (enAsABE8e), ABE8e-SpyMac, ABE8e (TadA-8e V106W), ABE8e (K20A,R21A), and ABE8e(TadA-8e V82G). The monomer version refers to an editor having an adenosine deaminase domain that comprises a TadA8e and does not comprise a second adenosine deaminase enzyme. The dimer version refers to an editor having an adenosine deaminase domain that comprises a first and second adenosine deaminase, i.e., a wild-type TadA enzyme and a TadA8e enzyme.

Exemplary ABEs include, without limitation, the following fusion proteins (for the purposes of clarity, and wherein shown, the adenosine deaminase domain is shown in **bold**; mutations of the ecTadA deaminase domain are shown in **bold underlining**; the XTEN linker is shown in *italics*; the UGI/AAG/EndoV domains are shown in **bold italics**, and NLS is shown in *underlined italics*), and any base editors comprise sequences that are at least least
85%, at least 90%, at least 95%, at least 98%, at least 99%, or at least 99.5% identical to any of the following amino acid sequences:

**[0439]** ecTadA(ctl)-XTEN-nCas9-NLS
MSEVEFSEHYWMRHALTAKRAWDEREPVGAQ1VHNNVIGEGWNPRLPIRH
DPTAHAEIMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMIHSMRIGR VFG
ARDAKTGAAAGSLMDVLHHPGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLSDFFRMRQREEKA
QKKAQSSSTDGSGTGTSSATPSEDKKKSIGLAIQGAVWAVITDEVKVPSKFKV
LGNDDRHIKKNLAGALLFDSGETAEATRLKRTARRYTRRKRNCYLQEOSNEMAK
VDDSFFHRLEESFLVEEDDKKHHERPIFGNIVDEVAYHEKYTHYHRKLLVSTDKA
DLRILYLAHMIKFRGHLIEGLNPDNSDVKLDIQLVQTYQGLENFIPNASGVG
AKAILSARLKSRRLENLIAQLPKGGKLFGLNIALSLGLTPFNKSNDLAEADAKLO
LSKDTYDDDLDNLAQIGQDOYADLFLAAKNSDAIIILDILRVTNITEJKALPASAMIK
RYDEHHQDLTLKLVQRLPEKYKEIFFDQSKNGYAGYIDGGASQEEFYFKPILE
KMDGTEELLVKLNRDLRRKORTDFNGSIPHQHILGELHALRRQEDFYFPKLDNRE
KIEKILTFRIPYYVGPLARGNSFRACIONTRKSETITPWNFEEVVDDKGASAOQSFIERMT
NFDKNLPEKVLPKHSLLEYEVTYVNELTKVKYVTENRMRPAFLSDGEOQKKAIVDLI
FKTNRKVTQVQLKEDYFKKJEFCDSVEISGVDRFNASLGYHDDLKIJKDKDFLDNE
ENEDILEDIVLTLTLDREMIEERLKMYLFDKVMKQLKRRRTGWRLESKI
LNG irritated QSGKTI1DLFKSDGFANRNFMMHIDSLTFKEDIQKAQVSGQGDSLHEHIA
NLÄGSPAIKKGILQTQVKVDELVKVMGRHKPENIVEMARENQTTQKQGKNSRERMKRIEEGIKEQGSIQKELKHPVENTQLONEKLYLYLONGLRDMDVDDEILDINLSDYDV
DHIVPOSFLKDDSINKVTLSRRDKGKSDNVPSEEVVKKKMKNYWROLLNKLITQ
RKFDNLTKAERGGGSELDKAGFIKQRLVETROITKHAVQILDSRMNTKYDENDKLIR
EVKVITLKSVLSDFRKDFQFYKVREINNYHAHDAYLNAVSGTALICTKYPKLESEFYVGDKKIVYDVVRMIAKSEQEIGKATAKYFFSYNMMFFKTETLANEIRKRPILETEN
GETGEIVWDPGDRFTATVRVLSMPQUVIVKKEVQFTQGGFSKESILPKDRSDKLIARK
KDPDKKYYGGSPTSATAYVSVVAKVEKSKSKLAVKELGITIMERSFSFEKPID
FLEAKGYEKVKKDLIIKLPYSLEFLENGRKRMASAGELQKGNELAPSQKYVNF
LASHYEKLGSPEDNEQKQFVEQHKYHLYDEIEQISEFSKRVILADANLKVLSAYN
KHDRKPIREQAENJHLFTLTLGAPAAKFYDFTTDKRKRTSTKEVLDATLHIQSTGLYETRIDLSQLGGDSGSPKRRKRT (SEQ ID NO: 174)

**[0440]** ecTadA(D108N)-XTEN-nCas9-NLS
(mammalian construct, active on DNA, A to G editing):
MSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAKRAWDEREPVPGVAVLVHNRRVIGEGWNRPIGRH
DPTAHAEIMALRQGGVLVMQNYLRIDATLYVTLEPCVMCGAMIHSRIGRVRVF
ARGAKTGAAGSLMDVLHHPGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLSDFRMRQQEIIA
QKKAQSSTD4SGETPGYESATPEEKKYSIGLAIGTNSVGWAVITDEFYKVPSSHFK
VG LGNTDRHSIKNLIGALLFDSGETAETRKLRTARRRTRRRKRNRLICYLEIFSNE
MAY VDDSFFHRLEESFLVEEDKKHERPHIFGNGNVDEVAYHEKYPIYHRLRKLVDST
DKA DLRLYIAYLAMBKQFGRHIEGLDLPNDSVDKLFQQLQTVYNYQNFEEPNASAGVD
AKAILSARLKSRRLENIQLPGEKKNLGFLGIALGSLGLTPNFSNFILAEDAKLQ
LSDKTYDDDDLNLLAQIGDQYADLFIAKINLSDAILSDLRNVTEITKAPLASMIK
RYDEHHQDLTLKALVRQQLPEKYKIEFDQSKNGYAGYIDGGASOEEFYKFIKPILE
KMDGTEELLVKLNREDLLLKQRTFDNGSIPHOIHLGELHARLRQEDFYPPFLKDNRE
KIEKILTFRIPYVGQUALRGNSRFAWMTKSRSEETITPWNFEVVDKGASAQSFIERMT
NFSDKNLPENKVLPSLLYYEYFTYNELTKVYVTGMRKPAFLSGEQQKAIVDLL
FKTNRKVTVQLKEDYFKKIECFDSVESI GFVEDRFNASLGTYHLDDLKIKDKFLDNE
ENEDILEDIVTLTLDREMFIEELKTYAHLFDDKVMQKLRRTRYTGWRILSRKL
NGIRDKQSGKTLDFKLSDKFGARNRFMQILHHDSLTFKEDIQAQVSGQGDSLEHIA
NLASPAIKKQKILTQTVKVDXVKLVMRGBKPNIEARONTTQKGVSPSREM
KRKEEGIKELSGQKKEHPVENTQLONEKLYLYYLQONRDYVDQELDINRLSDYDV
DHIVQSSLKDDSINDKLTRLSDKNGSDQFPSEEEVKKMKNYWRLNNAKLITQ
RKFDNLTKAERGGGLSELDKAGFKROLVETROITKHAVAOILDSRMNTKYENDKFLR
EVKVITLKSILVSDRFKDFQFYKVREINNNYHHAHDAYLNNAVGTALIKKYPKLESEF
VYGDKVYDVRKMIACKSEOEIGKATAKYYFFSINMNFFKETIILANGIEIRKPRLETN
GETGEIVWDKGRDFATVRKVLMPQNVINNVKKEVQVGGSKESILPKRNSDKLIARK
KDWPDPPYGGFSDPSTVAYSVVAKVEKGKSKKLKVSKELGTTIMERSSEFKNPID
FLEAKYKEVKKDLIKPLKYSLFELENKRMLASAGELQKGRELAPKSYNVFLY
LASHYKELKSPEDNEQOKLFVEQHKYLYDEIIQISFSKVRILADANLDKVLASAYN
KRHDKPIREQAENIIILFTLTLNPCAAPAFKYFDTTIRKRKYTSKEVLATDJIQSTG
LITEYRIDLSSLQGSGGSPKKKRV (SEQ ID NO: 175)

[0441] ecTadA(D108G)-XTen-nCas9-NLS
(mammalian construct, active on DNA, A to G editing)
[0442] ecTadA(D108V)-XTEN-nCas9-NLS

(mammalian construct, active on DNA, A to G editing):

MSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAKRAWDEREVPGAVLHVNRRVIGEGWNRPQGRH
DPTAHAEMALRQGGLVMQNYLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCGAMISRIGRVVFG
ARYAKTAGSALMDVHLHPPGMRVEITEGILADECAALLSDFFRRMRRQEIK
QKKAQSSSTDGSSETPGTSESATPESDKKYSIGLAIIGNSGWAVITDEYKVSPPKKFKV
LGNTRDRHSIIKNLIGALLFDSGETAEATRLKRTARRYTRRKNRICYLQEIFSNEMAK
VDDSFFHRLEESFLVEEKKHERHPIFGNIVDEVAYHEKYPIYHLRKVLVDSTDK
DLRLIYLALAINMIKFRGHFLEGDLNPDNSDVKLFIOQLQTVYQNLFEENPINASGV
DAKAILARLKSRRLENILOPLGKEGKNGLFGNLIALSLGLTPFNKSNFDLAEADKLQ
LSKDTYDDDLNNAIQGDOYADLIFLAAKNSDAILLSDILVRNTEITKAPLSASMIK
RYDEHHQDLTLLKALVRQPPEKYEIKFFDSQSKNGYAGYIDGGASQEEFYKFIKPILE
KMDGTEELVLKINREDLRKQRTFDNSIPHQILGELHAIRRQEDIFYPFKLDNRE
KIEKILTFRPYVVQPLARGNSRFAWMTRKSEETITPWNEEVVDKGASAQSFIERMT
NFDKNLPNKVLPHSLLEYFTVYNEKTLYKVYVTGMRKPAFLSHEQKKAIVDLD
FKTN RKVTQKLKDKEYFKKIECFDSVEISGVEDRFNASLGTYHDLKIIKDKFDLDNE
ENEDILEDIVTLTLTFREDMEMIEELKTYAHIFDDKVMQOLKRRRTYGWGRLSRKL
NGIRDKQSGKTILDLKFSDKGFRANRNFQMLIHDDSTFKEEDIQAQVSGQDSDLHEHIA
NLAGSPIAKKGILQTKVVDVIVALKVGRHKPENIVEMARENQTTQKQOKNSRERM
KRIEFGIKEGLSQILKEHPVENTQLONEKLYLYYLONGRDMYVDQELTDINRLSDDYD
DHIPQSLFLKDDSIDKNVLTRSDKNRGSDKNVPSEEVKMKMNYWROLNNALQITQ
RKFDNLTKEARGGLSELDKAGFIKROLVETROITKVQAILDSLNTKYENDKLR
EVKVITLKLVSDFRKFDFQFYKVKVREINNYHHAHDAYLNAVGTALIKKYPKLESEF
VYGDYKVYDVRKMIAKSEQEIGKATAKYFFYNSJMNFFKTEITLANGEIIRKPPLIE
PNGELTVWDKGRIDFATVRKLRSMPQVNVKKTKEVQTXTGGFSKESILPKRNSDLIRSK
KGDWDPKKYGGDFSPTVAYSIVLVVAVKVEKGSKLKSVEKLLGITIMEARRSFSEKFNPID
FLEAKGYKEVKKDIIKLPKYSLEFENGKRMLASAGELQKGNELAPSYKVNFLY
LASHYELKLGSPEDNEQKQLFVEQHKYLDIEIIQISEFSKMRELADANLSDKVLASYN
KHIDKDPIREQAENIIHFTLTNGLAPAAFKYFDTTIDRKRKYTSKEVLDATLIHSQSTIG
LYETRIDLSOLGGDSGGSPPKKRRK' (SEQ ID NO: 176)
WO 2021/158999
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DLRLIYLAHMIFGRGHFLIEGDDLNPDNSDVKLFIQLVQYTNQLFEENPINASGVDAKAILSARILSRSRLENIAILQPGKMGKGLFGNIALSGLTPNKSFNLAEADAKLQ
LSKDTYDDLDNLLAQIGDQYAIDI.FLAALKNLSDAILLSDLRLVNETIKAPSASMIKRYDEHHODLTLLARKVRQLPEKYKEIFFDSQSKNGYAYIDGGASOEFFYFKIKPILEKMKGTEELVNLKRLREDKRTFDNGSSPHQIHLGHELHAILRRQEDFYFPFLKDNREKIEKILFRIPPYVGLARQNSFAWMTKRKSEETITPNFEEVVDKGASAQSFIERMT
NFDKNLNPVEKLPHSLLYEYTFTVYNELETVKKYVTGMRKPAFLSGEQKKAIVDLLFKTNKRVTQKLKDYEYYKICFDSVEIGVDFRSNAtlGTYHDLLKIkIDKDFLDNEENEDILEDIVTLTLFEDREMIERLKTYAHILFDKVMQILKRRYQGRLSRLIGNGRDKQSGKTTLDFLKSDFGAFNRNFMILHHDDSLTFKEDIQKAVSGQGDSLHEHIALNLAGSPAIKKGILQTVKVVDVLKVMGRHKPENIVIEMARENO optimizationQGKNSRERMKRIEIGIKELGSQILKEHPVENTQLONEKLVLYYLQNGRDYMVDQELDINRLSDYVD
DHIVPSFLKKDSIDNKVLTRSDKNRLGKSDNVSEPSEVVKMKNYWRQILNAKLTO
RKFDNLTKAERGGISLDKAGFIFKQLVETROITKHAVIQILDSRMNTKYDENDKLIR
EVKVITLKLSDFRKDFQFYKVRINNNYHHAYLNAVVTALIKKYPKLESEFYVGGDKVYVDVRCIMIAKSEQEIQGKATAKYFFSNIMNFKTEITLANEIRKRPLETNGETGEIVWDKGRDFATVRKLSPMQVNVKKTEVQTGFSKESILPKRSNDKLIARKKDWDPKKYGGFDSPTVAYSVLVVAKEVGSKKLKSVKELLGTMERMSSFEKPIDFLEAKGYEKKKDLIQLPKYSLFEENRGRKMLASAGELQKJGELALPSKYVNFYLASHYKLEKGSPEEDNEQKQLFVEQHKHYLDIEIQISEFSKRVLADANLDRVSAYNKHDRKPIREQAENIIHLFRTLNLGAPAFFKYFDITIDRKRSTKETVLDAATLHQSITGLYETRIDLSQLGDDSSQGSPKKRTYV (SEQ ID NO: 177)

[0443] ecTadA(H8Y D108N_N127S)-XTEN-dCas9

(variant resulting from first round of evolution in bacteria):

MSEVESFYEWMYRHALTLAKRAWDEREVPGAVLVHNNRVIGEGWNRPIGRHDPTAHAEAMLRQGGLMVMQNYRLIDALTLYVTFEPCVMCAGAMISGRIGRVFVAGARNKTAGAAGLSMDVLHHPGMSHRVEITEGILADECALILAEDFFRMRQQEIKAKQKAQSTDSGSETPGTSESATPESDKKYSIGLAIIGTNSVGWAVITEEYVPSKKFKV
LGNHDSHRHSIKNLIGALLFDSGETAEATRLKTRARRYTRRNRRCYLCYEQIFSNEKAVVDDSFFHRLSEESFLVEEDDKKHHERHPIFGNVIDDEVAYHEKYTHLRRKLVSTDKADLRLIYLAHMIFGRGHFLIEGDDLNPDNSDVKLFIQLVQYTNQLFEENPINASGVDAKAILSARILSRSRLENIAILQPGKMGKGLFGNIALSGLTPNKSFNLAEADAKLQ
LSKDTYDDLDNLLAQIGDQYAIDI.FLAALKNLSDAILLSDLRLVNETIKAPSASMIK

166
RYDEHHQDLTLKALVRQQLPEKYKEIFFDQSKNGYAGYIDGGASQEEFYKFIKPILE
KMDGTEELLVKNREDLLRQRTFENDGSIPHQIHLGEHAILRRQEDFYPFPLKDNDRE
KIEKILTFRIPYYVGPLARGNSRFAWMTRKSEETIPWNFEENVVDKGASAQSFIERTMT
NFDKNLPEKVLKPSLLFYEYFTYNELTJKVYVTGFMRKPAFSLGEOQKKAIVDLI
FKTNKRTVQFKLKEFYKKEICFDSVEISGVEDRFNASLGYHDLKLLIKDKDFLDNE
ENEDILEDIVLTTLFEDREMIERIEKLTYAHLLFSDKVMQKLKRRYTGWGRLSRKLL
NGIRDKQSQKTLDFLKSDFGANRNFMQLIHDDSLTFKEDIQKAQVSQGQGDSLHEHIA
NLAGSPAIIKGIQTVKVDENVKVMGRHKPENIVIEMARENQTTQGQOKNSRERM
KRIEGIKELGSQLKEHPVENTQLONEKLYLYLONGRDMYVDQFLDLNRLSDYDYV
DAIVQOSFLKDSIDNKLTRSDKRNGBKSNVPEEVVKKMKNYWROLNNKLITQ
RKFDNLTKAERGGLSLEDKAGFIQKRLVETROITKHVAQILDSRMNTKYDENDKLR
EVKVTILKSQLVSDFRKDFQFYKVREINNYHAHDAYLNAVGTALIKKYPKLESEF
VYGDKVYDVRKMIAKSEQEIQKATAKYFFYNMNFKEITEILANGEIRKRPLEJETN
GETGEJYWDKGRDFATVRKLMSMPQVNVKKEVQTGGFSKESILPKRNSDKLIARK
KDWDPKYKGFGDSTVAYSVLVVAKVEGKSCKLSVKELLGTMERSSFKPNID
FLEAKGYKEVKKDLIIKLPKYSLEFENGRKRMASGELQKGNELPSKCVNFLY
LASHYELKLGSPDENQOKLFEVQHICYLDEIIQISEFSKRVILADANLDKVLASAYN
KHRDKPIREQAENIIHLFTLTLNGAPAFAKYFDTTIDRKRYSTETKEVLATDILHQSITG
LYETRIDLSQLGGD (SEQ ID NO: 178)

[0444] (H8Y D108N N127S E155X)-XTEN-dCas9: X=D, G or V
(Enriched variants from second round of evolution (in bacteria) ecTadA):

MSEVEFSYEYWMRHALTLASKRAWDEREVPVGAVLVHNHRVIGEMGRNPGRH
DPTAHAEIMALRQGGLVMQNYLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMIHRSIRGRVVFG
ARNAKTGAAGSLMDVLHHPGMSHREVEITEGILADECAALLSDFFRMROQXIA
QKKAQSSSTDGSETPGTSESATPSDDKYSIGLAIAGTNSVGVWVITDEYKVPSSKKFKV
LGNTDHSIKKNLIGALLFSGETAEATRLKRTARRYTRRKNICLQIEIFSNEAK
VDDSFFHRLEESFLVEEDKKHERPIFGNIDVEAYHEKYPTIYHLRKLVDSTDKA
DLRLYIALAHMIKFRQHFLIEGDLNPDNSVDKFLIQTVYTQNLFEENPINASVGD
AKAILSARLKSRLLENI1AQLPGKEKKGNLFGNLALSLGTLTPNFSDKALAEAKLQ
LSKDTYDDDLDNLLAOIGDQYADLFLAAKMSNLDALSILRDVRNETITKAPSASMIK
RYDEHHQDLTLKALVRQQLPEKYKEIFFDQSKNGYAGYIDGGASQEEFYKFIKPILE
KMDGTEELLVKNREDLLRQRTFENDGSIPHQIHLGEHAILRRQEDFYPFPLKDNDRE
KIEKILTFRIPYYVGPLARGNSRFAWMTRKSEETIPWNFEENVVDKGASAQSFIERTMT
NFDKNLPEKVLPHLLYETYFTYNE. LTKVKYVTEGMRKPAFLS.GEOQKKAIVD.LL
FKTRKTVKQLKEDFYKKKIECFDSVESIGV.EDRFNASLG.HTYHDLKII.KDCHL. DNE
ENEDITLs. LTFLEDREMIEERLKTYAHLFD.KVMKQLKRRRTYTGWR. LSRKLI
NGIRDQGSGKTIQFLKSDGFA.NRFMQLI. HDDSITA.FKEDIQOAQYSGOQGDS.LHEHIA
NLAGSPAIIKGIGLQHVENTQLOQNEKLYLTYLYLONGRDMYVQDQEDINLSDYDYV
DAIVQOSPFLKDHDIJKNOLTRSD.KNVRGRKSDNVPSEVVKVMMKNY.WRQQNNLAKL.LTQ
RKFDNLTKAERGII.SELDKAGFIVQRLVETROITKHVAQILDSRMNTKDYENDKLIR
EVKVTIQLD. KVSDFRKFDFQFYKVRINNYYHHA. DAYN.AVVG. TAL.IKYPKLESEF
VYGYDKVYVDRKMIAKSEQEQIG.KATAKYFFINSNMMFFK. TEITLANGEIRKRPLIEN
GETG. IEVWDKGRDFATVRKL. LEMPQNVNVIKKTE. VQTO. TTGFSKESILPKRSNDSKIAR.
KDWDPKKYGGFDSPT. VAYSLVVAV. VEY. GSK. SK. LSVK. ELLG. TIMERSSF. FKPID
FLEAKGYKEVKDKLIIKLPYSLEFLENGRKRM.LASAGE.LKG. GNL. ALPSKYVNF. LY
LASYEK. LK. G. L. SP. N. Q. L. F. VQH. HY. DE. IJF. I. Q. SEFSKR. VIL. AD. LDKVLSAYN
LYETRIDLSQLGDD (SEQ ID NO: 179)

[0445] ABE7.7
eceTadA(wild type)→(SGGS)2→XTEN→(SGGS)2→eceTadA(w23L_H36L_P48A_R51L_L84F_A106V_D108N
H123Y_S146C_D147Y_R152P_E155V_H156F_K157N)→(SGGS)2→XTEN→(SGGS)2_nCas9_SGGS-NLS
DPTAHAEMALRQGGL. VMQNYLIDATLTYVTLEPCVMCAMAMISRIGRVVF.
ARDAKTGAGSL. MDVLH. HHGP. MNHRVEITEGILADECAALLSDFRMRRQE. IKA
QKKAQSS. DSGGS. SSQ. GSS. G. G. S. E. S. T. P. G. S. E. S. A. T. P. E. S. GGSSSGGESVEFSHEYWMRH. ALT
MQNYLIDATLTYVTFPEPCVMCAMAMISRIGRVVF
gVShNAKTGAAGSLMDVLH
YPGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLCYYFRMRPQRVNAQKKAS. STDS. GGSSSGSS
G. S. E. S. T. P. G. S. E. S. A. T. P. E. S. GSSSGGDDK. YS. G. I. A. IGN. TVS. G.WA. V. IT. E. KY. V. P. S. K. S
GTEELLVKLNREDILRKRQRTFDNGSIPHQIHLGELHAILRROQDFYPFPLKDNRKIEKILTFRIPYYGVLARGNSRFAWMTRKSEETITPWNFEVEVDKGAASQSFIERMTNFDK
NLPNEVLPKHSLLYEYFTVYNELTKVYVTEGMRKPAFLSGEQKKAIVDIIFLKTN
RKVTVKQLKEDYKFFKICEFDSVEISGVDFRNFALGYTHDILLKHIKDKFLDNEENED
ILEDIVTLTLTFEDREMIEELERTAYAHLFFDKVMQKLRKRRYGTVGRGRLSRLINGIRD
KQSGKTILDLFKLSDFGAFANRFMQLIHDDSFLTFKEDIQKAOVSGQGSDLHIEHIANLAG
SPAIIKKGILQTVKDVDELQVKGMRHHPENIVIEMARENQTTQKQGKSNRERMKRIEF
GIKELGSQILKHEPVENTQLQNEKYLYLQYNQRMDYVQDELINRLSDYDVHIVP
QSFLKDSDNKnKLVTRSDKRNGKSDNVPSEEVKKMKNYWRLINAKLITQKFDN
LTKAERGGSLDILKAKIFQRLVETRQITKHVAQILDSRMNKTYDENDKLIREVKVIT
LKSKLVSDFRKFQFVKYREINNYHHAHDAYLNAVGTLAIKKYPKLESEFVYGDY
KVVYDVRKMIAKSEQEIGKATAKYFYFSNMFFKETILANGEIRKRPLIETNGETGEI
VWDKGGRDFATVRKLMPQNVNIVKKTVPQGFSKISIPLEKRNSDKLJARKKDWDPP
KKYGFGDSPTVAYSVLVAKVEKGKSSKSKLVKEIYLLGTIMERSSEFEKNPDDLEAK
GYKEVZZDILKLPYSLFLEANLKRMLASAGLQKNGELAPSKYVYNFLASHY
EKLKGPSLEDQKQLVQEHKHYLEIIEQIESFSGRVLADANLRKVLSAYNHGD
KPIREQAENIIHLFTLTNLGAPAACKYFDTTIDRKYRTSTKEVLDATLHQSITGLYETR
IDLSQILGGDSGGSPPKKRRVK (SEQ ID NO: 180)

[0446] **pNMG-624**

ecTadA(wild type)-32 a.a. linker-ecTadA(W23R_H36L_P48A_B51L_L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_)
S146C_D147Y_R152P_E155V_L156F_K157N)-24 a.a. linker _nCas9 SGGS_NL5

[0447] **MSEVEFSHEYWMRRHALTLAERWDEREPVGAVLVHNRRVIGEGWNRPGRHDPTAHEAIMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMIHRIGRVVFGARDAKTGAAGSLMDVLHHPGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLSDFFRMRREEIKAQKKAQSSSTDGGSSGSSGSETPGTSESTPESGSSGSGSSGSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLCRAEREPVGAVLVNNVRIGEGWNRAGLHDPTAHEAIMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMIHRIGRVVFGARDAKTGAAGSLMDVLHHPGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLCYFFRMPRQVFNAAQKKAAQSSSTDGGSSGSETPGTSESTPESDKKYSIGLAIGTNSVGWAVIDEYKVPSKFKVGLGNTDRHIJKNLIGALLFDSGETAEATRLKRTARRRRYTRKNNICYLQIEFSNEMAKVDDSFHRLEESFLVEEDKHKHERHPFGNSIVDEVAYHEKYPIYHLRRKLVSTDKADLRLIYALAHMIKFRGHHIEGLDNPDNSVDKLFQILVQTONQLESFEENPASGVDAKAILSARL
SKSRRLENLIAQLPGGKEKKNLFGNLIALSLGLTPNFKNFDFLAEADKLQLSKDITYDD
LDNLAAIQGDYADLFLAAKNLSDAILLSDILRVNTETIKAPLSASMIMARYDEHHQDL
TLKLAVRQQLPKKEYEEFFDQSKNGYAGYIDDGAQFQZEFFYFKFKIPLEKMDGTEL
VKLNREDLRLKQRSTFDNGSPHIQLHGLHAILRROQEDYFPLKDNREKIEKILTRIP
YYVGPLARGSNRFAWMTKRESEITIPWNFEEVVKGASAQSFIERMTFDKNLPE
KVLPLKHSSLVESZTVYELTVKETYVEMPRKPAFLSGEQKKAIVDLFLKTNRKYTV
KQLKEDYFKKIECFDSVEISZGVEDRFNASLTGHYDLKLIIKDKDFDLNNEENEDILEDIV
LTLTLFEDREMEIERLKTAYHLFDFFIKVMKLQRKRRRTGWGRSLRKLINGIRDKQSG
KTILDFKLSDGFANRNFMQLIHDSLTFKEDIQOKAQVSGQGSDLHEHIANLAGSPA
KGILQTVKVDNLVKMGRHKPENIVIEMARENQOTQKQGKNSREDKRMEEGIKEL
GSOILKEHPVENTOLQNEKLVLYYLOQGRDMYVDQEDINRLSDYDHDIVPVOSFL
KDDSIDNKVTRSDKNGKSDKNDPVEEVEVKKMKNYWQRLLNAKLITORKFDPNLT
AERGGLSELDKAGIKQRLVETRQKITKVHAQILDSRMNTKYDENDKLIREVKVTILKS
KLVSDFRKDFQFQKYVREINNYHHAHYDLYNAVGTALIKKYPKLESEFYGGDYKVY
DVRKMIAKSEQEIKGATAKYYFFSINMNFFKTEITLANEIRKRPLIIETGETEIVWD
KGRDFATVRKNLQMPQVINVKKTTEVQGGSKEZIPKRNSDKLARWKDKDWPKGY
GGFDSTPVAYSLIVVAKVEGKSKKLKSVKELLGITMERSSEFKNIPDFLEAKGYKE
VKKDLIIKLPKLKSFLFENGKRLASAGELQKGNELAPSKYVFNLYLASHYMEKLK
GSPEDNEQKQQLFVEOQKHYLDEIEQIIEFSRKLADANLKVLSAYNHKRPDKIRE
QAENIIHLFTLNI.GAPAAFKYFDTTDIRKRYTSTKELDTI.LIHSITGLEYETRIDLSSQ
LGDGSGGSPKRRKV (SEQ ID NO: 18)

[0448] ABE3.2
ecTadA<sup>(wild-type)</sup>(SGGS)<sub>2</sub>→<i>XTEN</i>→(SGGS)<sub>2</sub>→ecTadA<sub>L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_D147Y_E155V_1156F</sub>
(SGGS)<sub>2</sub>→<i>XTEN</i>→(SGGS)<sub>2</sub>→<i>nCas9</i> <i>SGGS</i> <i>NLS</i>

MSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLKRAWDEREVEPVGAVLVHNVRVIGEGWNRPIGRH
DPTAHAEIMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLECPVCMCAGAMIIHRSIGRVRVFG
ARDAKTGAAGSMDVLHHPGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLSDFFMRQQEIKA
QKKAQSSTDSGGSGSSGS<sup>SGSETPGTSES</sup>TPESSGGSSGSSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLKRA
WDEREVEPVGAVLVHNVRVIGEGWNRPIGRHDPTAHAEIMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTEPC
VCMCAGAMIIHRSIGRVRVFGVRNAKTGAAGSMDVLHYPGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLSYFFMRQQE
VKFAKQKKAQSSTDSGGSSGS<sup>SGSETPGTSES</sup>TPESSGGSSGS<sup>SDKKYSIGLA</sup>NTGSVGWAIVTEYKVPSSKFKVLGN
TDRHSHIKNLIGALLFDGSETAEATRLIKTARRRYTRRRKNRCYLOEFSNEMAKVDD
SFFHRLEESFLVEEDEKHHERPIFGNIVDEVAYHEKYIPTIYHLKRLVSTDKADRL
[0449] **ABE5.3**

ectAdA_{(wild-type)}^{(SGGS)} - XTEN_{(SGGS)} - ecTadA_{(H36L, R51L, L84F, A106V, D108N, H123Y, S146C)}

d147Y_E155V, L157N - (SGGS)_{(XTEN, SGGS)} - nCas9/Sggs-NLS

MSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAKRAWDEREVPVGAHLVHNRIGVEGWNPVPIGRH
DPTAHAEIMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEDPCMVCMAGAMIHRISIRGRVF
ARDAKTGAAGSLMDVHLHPPGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLSDFFRRMRREIKA
QKKAQSSTDSGGSSGSSS_{GSGSETPGTSESATPESSGGSSGSSSSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTL}
KRAWDEREVPVGAHLVHNRIGVEGWNPVPIGRHDP
MQNYRLIDATLYVTLEDPCMVCMAGAMIHRISIRGRVF
YPGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLCYFRMRQRQVFNAQKKAQSSTDSGGSSGSS
GSGSETPGTSESATPESSGGSSGSSDKKYSIGLAIAGTNSVGVAVITDEYKPSKFKVGLN
TDRHSIKKNLIGALLFDSGETAAEATRLKRTARRYTRRKNRICYLQEOFINSNEMAKVDD
SFFHRLEESFLVEEDKKHERHPFIGNIVDEVAYHEKYLPITYHLRRKLVDSTDKADLRL
IYLALAHMIKRFGHLIEGDLPDNDSDVDSLFIQLVQTYNQLFEENPINSAGVDAKAI
LSARLSKSRRENLIQAQPGEKNNLGFLNLALSLGTLPNFKSNFDLAEDAKLQLSKD
TYDDDLDNLNAQIGDQYADFLAANLSDAALLSDLVRNTEITKAPLASMIRKYDE
HHQDLTLKALVRQOLPEKYEIFDFDSQSKNGYAGYIDGGASQEEFYKFIKPILEKMID
GTEELVKLNREDLRKQRFTDNGSIPHQIHLGELHAILRRQEDFYFPFLKDNSREKIEKI
LTFRIPYYVGPLARGNSRFAWMTRKSEETITPWNFEVVDKGASAOFSIFERMTNFDK
NLPNEKVLKHSLLYFETYVTYNELTKVKVYTEGMKPAFLSFGQKEQKAIVDLFKN
RKVTQKOLKEDFYKPKIECFDSEISGVEDFRNASLGYTHLDLLKIKDDFDEENED
ILEDIVLTTLTFEDREMIEERLKTAYHLFDKKVMQKLRRRTGWRGRLSRKLINGIRD
KQSGKTIDFLKSDGFANRFMQLIHDSTLFKEDIQKAQVGQGDSLHEHIANLAG
SPAIIKKGILQTKVVDLKVGMRLPKPMENIVENARNQTTQKQGKNSRERMKRIEE
GIKELGSQILKEHPVENTQLQNEKLYLYLQONGRDMYVDOELDINLSDYDVHIVPS
QSLKDSDIDKVLTRSDKNGKSDNVSPFENVKMKNYWRQGLNAILKTIORKFDNL
LTKAERGGSLDLCAGFIQRLVETRQITKHAQLIDSRMNTKYDENDKLIREVKVTIL
LSKKLVSDFRDKDFQFYKVRREINNYHAHDAYLNAVGTLAIKKYPKLESEFVYGDDY
KVYDVKMIAKSEQIEGIKATAKYYFFYSINMNFFKTEITLANGEIRKRIPLIETNGEGI
VWDKGRDFATVRKLMPQNVMMKVKTQEVTGQFSKESLPCRNDSKLIKJARKKDWDPP
KKYGGDFSPTAVSVLVVVAKVEKGSKSLKSVKELLGITIMERSSEFKNPIDFLEAK
GYKEVKKDLIKLKPSYLSELENGKRMLASAGLOKGNELALPSKYVNFYLSHYE
EKLLKSGPEDNEQKQFLVEQHKHYLDEQIEQISEFLKVLADANKLVLSAYNKHREDD
KPIREQAENIIHFILTTLNLAGPAAPAFKYFDTIDRKRTYSTKDVLATDLHPSITGLYETR
IDLSQI.GGDSGGSPKKRRKVEQ (SEQ ID NO: 183)

[0450] nPMG-558

ecTadA_{(wild-type)}^n- 32 a.a. linker-ecTadA_{(H36L,R51L,L84F,A106V,D108N,H123Y,S146C,D147Y,E155V,H156F)}

K157N- 24 a.a. linker \_NCas9\_SGGS\_NLS

MSEVEFSHEYWLRHALTLAKRAWDREDEVPGAVLWVNRRVIGEGWNRPIGRH
DPTAHAEMALRQGGGLVMQNYRLEDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMISRIGRVVF
ARDAKTGAAGSLMVLHPGMNHRVTEITEGILADECAALLSDFRMRRIEIKAQK
QKAQSSTDDSGGSSGSSQGSSQGSGSETGTGSESATPESGGSGGSSGSEVEFSHEYWMRHATL
LKRAWDREDEVPGAVLWVNRRVIGEGWNRPIGLHDPTAHAEMALRQGGGLVM
QNYRLEDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMISRIGRVVFGRNAKTAAGSLMDLHY
PGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLCYYFRMRRQQVFNAQKKAQSSTD SGGSGGSGS
ETPGTSESATPESKKKYSIGLAILGNTSVGWAITDEYKVPSSKFKVLGNHTRHSIKKN
LGALLFDSGETAETRKLKRTARRRYTRRRKNICYLQIEIFSNEMAKVDSSFFHRLEES
FLVEEKKHHERPHPIFVGIVDFAYHEKYPTIHYLRKIKLVDSTKDADLRLLIALAHMI
KFRGHHFIEGDLDNPDNSDVKLFIQVQTYNQLFEENHPASGVDAKAILSAIRLSKSR
STERLNLIAQLPGBKNNGLFGNLIALSLGLTPNFKNFNLDAEDAKLQLISKDTYDDDLNDN
LAAIQGDQYADLFLAALNSDAISSLIDLVNTETIATKLAPSASMIKRYDHEHTQDLTLL
KALVRQQQLPEKYKEIEFDQSNSKNGAYGYIDDGASQEEFYKFKIPKILEKMDGTEELLVLK
LRREDLIRKQRTFDNSGIPHIHLGELHAILIRROEFDPYFLKDNREIEKIEKILFRPYV
GPLARGNSFAWMTRKSEITIPWNFEEVDKGAASAOSIERMTNFDKNLNPENKVL
KHSLLYEFYFTYVNELTKVYVTEGMKPAFLSHEQKKAIVDLFLFKTNRKVTVQDLK
EDYFKKIECFDSVEISVGVEDRFNSALGHTYHDLLLKIIKDKFILDNEDNESEDILDLVTLTL
FEDREMIEERLKTYAHLFDDDMKQLKRRRRTGWGLSRKLINGDRKQSGKTLIDFL
LSDDGFANRNFMQLIPAHSSTFLKFDIEDQAQVQSOGDLSHEHIANLGAASPAIKKGILQT
VKVVDENVKVMGRHKPENIVREMARENQTTOKQGKNSREMRKRIEIEGKLGSQILK
EHPVENTQLNEKLYLYYLQNQRMDVQDELINURLSDYVDHVPQSFKLDSDID
NKVLTRSDKNRGKSDNVPEEVKKMKNYWRQLNKLITLRKFDNLTKEERGGL
SELDKAGFIKQRLVEVQIQTKHAQILDSRMNTKYDENDKLIRESVKTNLKLSVDF
RDQFQFIVKREINYHHADDAYLNAVVGTALIKKYPKESEFQFYVQGKDVRKM
IAKSEQEIGKATAKYFYSNIMNFKEITLANEGIRKRPLVETNGETGIVWDKGRDF
ATVRKVLAMPOVNIKKTEVQTGFFSESILPKRNSDKLIARKKWDPPKYYGFDSP
TVAYSLVLVAKVEGKSKLLKSVKELLIGHTMERSSENFPIDFLEAKGVEKVKKDL
IKLPKYSFELERGRKLASMAGLOKGNELAPSKYVNLFSHYTEKLGSPEDN
EQKOLFVEQHKYIDIEIEQISESKRVLADANDLKVI.SAYNKHDKPIREQAENIIII
LFTLTNLGAPAAKYFQTDIDKRKYSTKVEVLATDLHQSTGLYETRIDLSQLGGDSG
GSPPKKRKV (SEQ ID NO: 184)

[0451] pNMG-576

ecTedA (wild-type)"-(SGGS)2-XTEN-(SGGS)2-ecTedA (H36L_P48S_R51L_L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_S146C_ 147D_E155V_L156F_157N)"-(SGGS)2-XTEN-(SGGS)2 nCas9_GGS NLS

MSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAKRAWDEREREVPVAGALVHNNRVIGEGWNRPGRH
DPTAHAEMALRQGGLVMQNYLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMIHSRIGRVVF
ARDAKTGAAGLMDVHLHPGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLSDFMRMRRQEIIK
QKKAQSSTDGGSGGSSGSGGSGSSETPGTSESATPESGSGSGGSGSSEVEFSHEYWMRHALT
LAKRADOWDEREPVPGAVLVLNRRVIGEGWNRSGLHDPTAHAEIMLRQGGLV
MQNYRLIDATLYVTFEPVCVMCGAMAGHRSRIGRVRFGVRNATGGAAGSLMDVLH
YPGMNHRVETEIGLADCCAALCYYFFMRQQVFNAQKKAQSQSTDSGGSSGSS
GSETPGTSASETPESSSGGGSSGKSDDKYIIGAIGTNSVGWAIVITDEYKVPSSKFKVLGN
TDHRHSJKKLIGAILFDSGETAEATRLKRTARRYTRRKNRICLQEOIFSMENAKVDD
SFFHRLIESFVLVEEDDKHERPHIFGNIVDEYAVHEKYPIYHLKRKLVDSTDKADIYRL
IYLALAHMIKFRGHEFLIEDNLNPNSVDKVLFIQLVQTYNQLFEENPINASVGDAKAI
LSARLSDKSRRLENLIAQLPGKKNGLFGNLIALSGLGLTPNFSKSNFIALAEADKQLSKD
TYDDDDLDNLLAQIGDQYADFLAKNLSAIDILSDLVNTGEITKAPLSAIKMD
HHQDLTLKALVROWQOLPEKYEIFFDQSKNGYAGYIDGGASQEEFYKFIKPILEKM
GTEELLVKLNREDLLRKRQRTFDGNSHIPQIOHLGELHAILRROEDYFPFLKDNREIKEI
KLFTRIPYVVGPAVRGNSRFAWMTRKSEETITPWFEVVDGDGSAAMFIERMNTFDK
NLPNEKVLPHSSLYEYFTVYNELTKVKYVTEGRMKPAFLSGEQKKAIVDLFLKTN
RKTVQIKLCDFYKCIIECFDSVEISYGEDRFNASLGTYHDLILKIIDKDLDNEENED
ILEDIVTLTLFEDREMIERKLTAYHLFDSDKVMQIKKRRRTGWGRSLKRCLINGIRD
KQSGKTIDFLKSDGFANRNFMQLIHDDSLTFKEDIQKAOVSGQGDSLHEHIANЛА
SPAIIKKJGLILQTVKVDDELKVMGRHKPENIVIEMARENQTQPKGQKNSRERMKRJEE
GIKELGSQILKEHPVENTQLNQEKLLOYLQGRMDYVDOEDLINLDSDYDVDFHP
QSLKDIDSNDVLTLSRDNGSKDNSPSEEVVKMKNYWRQILNABLITQQRKFDN
LTKAERGGSLEDLKAGFIKQLVETROITKHVAQILDMSMNTKUYENDKLIREVKVIT
LKKSLVDSDKRFQKFQYKVREINNYHHAHAYLANVGTALIKKYKPKLESEFYVDYG
KVVYDVRKMIAKSEQEIQAKTAKYFQYNSNIMNFKEITLANGEIRKPLJETNGTEI
VWDKGRDFATVRKVLSMQPVNIVKKEVQTYQTGGFSKESLPCRNSDKLIARKKDWDPP
KKYGGFDSPTVAYSIVVVAKEVKGKSKKLKSVKELLGITEMQYSSFEKPNIDFLEAK
GYKEVKKDLKLKPKYSLFLENGRKRMLASAGLOKGNCELPSKYMVFLYASHY
EKLKGSPEDNQKOLVEOHYKHDLEIEQISEFSKRVILADNLKVIASYKHNRD
KPIREQAIINIIHFVTLTNLGAPAASKFYDFTTDIRKRYSTKVELDATINGYETR
IDLSQILGDSSGGSPKKKRKV' (SEQ ID NO: 185)

[0452] pNMG-577
ecTadA*(wild-type)=-(SGGS)*2-XTEN-(SGGS)*2-ecTadA*(H36L_P48S_R51L_L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_
A142N_S146C_D147Y_E155V_I156F_K157N)-(SGGS)*2-XTEN-(SGGS)*2_nCas9_GGS _NLS
MSEVFSHEYWMRHALTLAKRADOWDEREPVPGAVLVLNRRVIGEGWNRPIGH
DPTAHAEIMLRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCGAMAGHRSRIGRVRFG
ARDAKTGAAGSLMDVLHHPGMRVEITEGILADECAALSDFFRRMRQEIKAKQKQAQSSTDSSGSSGSGGSGSETPGTSESATPESSSGGGSGGRSVEFSHEYWMRRHALTLAKRAWDEREVPVGAIVLVNLNVRVIGWNRISIGLHDPRTAHAEMRALQGGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTFPFCMVCMAGAMIIHRSRIRGVFRGVRNATGAGLSMDVLYHPGMNHRVEITEGILACNNLYQMRQVFNQAOKCQSSDSGGGGSSGSGSETPGTSESATPESSSGGGSGGSGSDKYSIGLAIITNGSWGAJITDEYKVSFFKFKVLGNTDRHSIJKNLJICLFDGETAELRKLRTARRRTYTRRNJNYLQEFINSNEMAKVDSFFHRLEESFLVEEDKHERPHIPFIGNVDEVAYHEKYPTIYHLKRKLFNDSTDKADRLRIYJLALADMKFRGHIFLIEDILNPDNSDVKFIIQVIQTYYNLFEENPINASGVDKAILSAKSKRRLENNLAQIPGEKKNGLFXNLALSGLTPLFNSFDLAEADKLQLSKD TYDDDDDLNLLAQIGDDQYADFLAAXKNLSDAALLSDILVRNTEITKAPLSASMIKRYDEHHQDLTLKALVRQOLPEKYEIFDFQSNKNHGAYIDGGASQEEFYFKPIKPILEILMDGTEELLVKLNRDRLRKQRTFINDGSIHPQIHJLHELHAILRRQEDFYPEPLKDNREKIEILTFRIPYYVGPLARGNSRFAWMTRKSEETITPWNFEEVDKGASAQSFIERMNTFDKLNLPNEKVLKHSLLLYFYFTVYNETLKVKYVTIDMRKPAFLSGEQKKAIVDLLKFTRRKVTVKLQEKDIFKIECFDSVEISGVEDFNASLGTYHDLLKIKDKDFLDNEENEDILEDIVLTLTFEDRIEMIEKITKYAHLPĐDKVKMLKRREYTGWRGLSRKLINGIRDKQSGKTLDFLSDGFANRNFMQLIHDDSILTFKEIDQIKAOVSQGOQDSLHEHIANLAGSPAIKKGIQLQTKVVDHELVIMGRHKPENIVIEMARENQTTQTQKGQKNSRERMKRIEEGIKELESGQILKEHPVENTQLONEKLLYLYLONGLCRMDYVDOELINDRSLSDYVHDIVPSQFLKDDSIDMKVLTRSDKNRGKSDNPVEEFVKKMKNYWQRLNAKLITQRKFDNLTKAERGGLELDKAGFIQRQVETRQIITHAQLIDSRTNKYDENDKLI'REVKVITLKSKLVSDFRKDFQFOFYKVREINNYAHHADAYLNANVGTALISKYKPELESEFYVDYKVYDVNRKMIAKSEQIEGKATAKYFFYNSINMNFKTEITLANEGIRKRPLIEJTNGETGEIVWDKGRDFATVRKVLMSMPQVINVKITEQTGGFSKESILPKRNSDKLIARKKDWDPKYYGGFDSPTVAYSVLVAVVEKGSKKSLLKSVKELLGITIMERSSFEKIPDFEAKGYKEVKKDLIJKPKYSLFELNCRKMLASAGELOKGNEAPSKYVNYFLYASHYEKLKGSPDENQKQLFVEOHKYHLDEIEQEISEFSKRVLADANLDKVLSAYNKRHDKIREQAENIIHLFTLTNLGAPAFFKVFDTTDIRKRSTKEVLDATLHIQSITGLYETRIDLSQIIGDSSGGSPKRRKV (SEQ ID NO: 186)

[0453] pNMG-586
eTada_{wild-type}=(SGGS)_{2}-Xten-(SGGS)_{2}-ecTada_{H136L, P48A, R51L, L84F, A106V, D108N, H123Y, S146C, D147Y, E155V, I156F, K157N}=(SGGS)_{2}-Xten-(SGGS)_{2} \_nCas9 \_GGS \_NLS
MSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAKRAWDEREPVGVAMLVHHRNRVGEGWNRPIGRH
DPTAHAEIMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVCAMAGAMHRSRIGRVF
ARDAKTGAAGSLMDVLHHPGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLSDFFRMRRQEIKA
QKKAQSSSTDSSGSSGGSSGSGSETPGTSESATPESSGGSSGSEGSEVEFSHEYWMRHALT
LAKRAWDEREPVGVAMLVHHRNRVGEGWNRRAILHDTPAHAEIMALRQGGLVM
MQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVCAMAGAMHRSRIGRVFVGRVNAKTAAGASLMVHL
YPGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLCYFFMRQRFVNFAQKKAQSSSTDSSGSSGGSS
GSETPGTSESATPESSGGSSGSGDDKYSIGLAIHTNSGVWAVITEDYKVPSKKFKVLG
TDRHSSKKNLIGALLFDSGETAELTRLKRTARRRYTRKNCYLOFIFSNEMAKVDD
SFFHRLEESFLVEEDKHHERHPIFGNIVDEVAYHEKYPTIYHLRKLVDSTDKADRL
IYALAHMIFGRHFLIEGDLNPNSDVDKLIQLQTVQYNNQFEEENPASGVDAKAI
LSARLSKSSRLENLQAPGEKKNGLFGNLALGLTPNFKSNFDLAEDAKQLSLKD
TYVDDLDNLLAQHPQIDQYADFLAACKNLSDAILSDLRVTNEITKAPLSAMIKRYDE
HHQDITLLKALVROQQLPEKYEIFFDQSKNQGYAGIDGQASEEFYKIFKPILEKMD
GETEILLVYLKNRDLRLKQRTFDNGSIPHQIHLBELHLIRROQDFYPF2LKDNRKIEKI
LTFRIPvYVGPLARGNRFAWMTRKSEETITPWNFEEVDKGASAQSFIERMTNFDK
NLNPNEKVLKSHLLYEFVYNETLKVKYTYGMRKPAFLSGETQKAIYDLDLFKTN
RKVTKVQKLKEFYKKIECFDSVEIGYEDRPNALGTYHDLLKKIDDKDFLDNEENED
ILEDIVLATLTFEDREMEIEERLTITYAHLLFDKKVMQKLRRRTGVGRLSRLINGIRD
KQSGKTLDFLKLSDGFANRNFMOLIHDDSHTFKEDIQKAQVSGQGDSLHELHIANLAG
SPAIIKKGILQVTKVVDKLYVKMRNPKENIVIEAMNQTTQKQGKNSREMRKRIEE
GIKELGSIQKEHPVENTQLENEKLYLYYENGRMYRDOLDINLSFDYDYHIVP
QSFKLDDSDNKLVRDSKNRGSNDNPSEEYVVKMKNYWROLNLAKLTORQFDN
LTKAERGGSELDKAGFIRKLQETVRQKTKHVAQILDSRMNTKYDENDKLERKVIT
LKSKLVSDRKFQFYYKVRINNYHAHAAYLNAVGTALIKYPKELSEFYVGDY
KVYDVRKMIASKSEQIEKAKATCKYFFYNINMFKEITLANGEIRKRPIETNETGEI
VWDKGRDFATVRKLMPQVMIVKKEVTQGFGKESKILPKRNSDKLAIKKDWDWP
KKYGGFSPTVAYSLLVVAKVEKGSKSKLKSVEKELGITMERSSEFKNPIDFLEAK
GYKEVKKDILJKLPKYLSELENGRKMLASAGELQGQNLALPSKYYVNLASHY
EKLKGSPEDEQKQQLFEOHKHYLDEIEQISEFSKRVLADANILKVLISAYNHKD
KIPREQAENIIHLFWTLTNLGAAPAFKYFDTTIIDKRKYSTTEVLDAATLHQSITGLYETR
IDLSSOLGGDGSSGSPKKRKVT (SEQ ID NO: 187)

[0454] ABE7.2
ecTadA\textsubscript{(wild-type)}\textsuperscript{SGGS\textsubscript{2}}\cdot\textit{XTEN}\textsuperscript{SGGS}\cdot ecTadA\textsubscript{(H136L P48A R51L L84F A106V D108N)}
\textsubscript{K157N}\textsuperscript{SGGS\textsubscript{2}}\cdot\textit{XTEN}\textsuperscript{SGGS}\cdot nCas9 \textsuperscript{GGS\_NLS}

MSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAKRAWDEREPVISLHVMNVRIGEGWNRPIGRH
DPTAHAEIMALRQGGLVMQNYRLATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMIHSRIGRVVF
ARDAKTGAAGSMLDVLHAPGMNYRVEITEGILAUDCAALLSDFFMRREIKEA
QKKAQSSTDSSGSGSSGSSGSSGSETPGTSESATPESSGSGGSSGSEVEFSHEYWRMRHALT
LAKRAWDEREPVISLHVMNVRIGEGWNRNRAIQLHDDPTAHAEIMALRQGGLVM
MQNYRLATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMIHSRIGRVVFVGVRNACKTGAAGSMLDVLH
YPGNNHRVEITEGILADECNALLYFFMRREIRQVFNAQKKAQSSTDSSGSGGSS
GSETPGTSESATPESSGSGGSSGDKYSIGLAIGTNSGVGWAVITDEYKVPSKFKVVLGN
TDRHSIKKNLIGALLFDSGETAEATRLKRTARRRYTRRKNRYLQOEIFNSNEMKVD
SFFHRLLEESFLVEEDKKHERHPFGNVNDEVAYHEKYIPTYHLKLVLVSTDKADRL
IYLLALAHMIKFRGESFLQDGDNPSNLVDKLFIQLVQYTNQLEEFNAPGSVDAKAI
LSARLKSRRLENLIAQLPGEKKLNGFLGNIALSGLGTPEKNFSNDFLAEADKLQLSCLKD
TYDDDLNDLLAQIGQDYADLFLAIAKNSDAILSDILRVNTEIITKAPLASSMIKRYDE
HHQDLTLLKALVROVLPKXKEIFDFQSKNGYAGYIDGGASQEEFYFKFKPILEKM
GTEELVLKNREDLKLRRQRTFDNGSIPHQIHLGELHAIRROEDFYPFPLKDNNREKIEK
LTFRIPPYYVGPLARGNSRFAWMTRKSEQETITPWNFEVVDKGASAQSFIERMTNFKD
NLPEKVKPLHSLLYEYFTVYNELETKVKEYTEGMRPDKPAFSLSEQKDKAIVDLLFKTN
RKVTVQKOLKEDYFKKIECFDSVEISGVEDRFNASLGTYHDLIKKDLDLDNEENED
ILEDIVLTLTFEDREMIEERLKYAHLDFFDKVMQIKLLRRTGWGRSLRKLINGIRD
KQSGKTIILDFLKSDGFANRNFMQLIHDDSLTFKEDIQKAQVSGQGDSLHEHIANLAG
SPAISKGILQTVKVDVWKLVMGRHKPENIVIEMARENQTTQKGOKNSRERMKRIEE
GIKLNSQILKEHPVENTQLQNEKLYLYLYQNGRDMYVDQELDINRLSDYDVIHPVQ
QSLKDDSDIVKVLTRSDKNRKGSNDNVPSEEVKYKMNYWRQLLLNAKLITRQKFDN
LTKAERGGSSLKDGFKIQILVETRQITKHAVAILSDRMTNKYDENDKLIREVKVIT
LKSKLVSDFRQDFQFYKVRVREIINYHHAHDAYLANVGTALIKKYPKLESEFYVGYD
KVVYDVRKMIASKESEQIGKATAKYFFYSINMNFFKTEILANGEIRKRIIETNGETGEI
VWDKGDFATVRKLSMPQVNVKKEVTQGFGSFESILPKRNSDLJARKDDWDP
KKYGGFSDPTVAYSLVVAKVEKGSKSSKLVSKELLGITIMERSSFEKNPFDLEAK
GYKEVKKDLIIKLKPYSFLFELENKRKMLASAGELQKGNEALSÝPSKYVNFLYLASHY
EKLKGSPEDEQOKQOLFVEOHKHYLDIIIEQISEFKRVLADANLDKVLISAYNKHRD
KPIREQAENIIHFLTTLNGAPAAKFYFTDDTIDRKRKYTSYTEVDLADVATLHQSITGLYETR
IDLSQILGGDSGGSPKKKRKV (SEQ ID NO: 188)

[0455] pNMG-620

ecTadA(\text{wild-type})^{-} (SGGS)_{2} \rightarrow \text{Xten}^{-} (SGGS)_{2} \rightarrow \text{ecTadA}_{\text{W23R_H36L_P48A_R51L_L46F_A106V_D108N}}

H123Y_S146C_D147Y_R152P_E155V_I156F_K157N}_{(SGGS)}_{2} \rightarrow \text{Xten}^{-} (SGGS)_{2} \rightarrow \text{nCas9}_GGS_\text{NILS}

\text{MSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAKRAWDEREPVRPGAUVHELNNRIGVONEGWNPRIGRH
DPTAHAEMALRQGGLVMQNRLIDATLYVTLEPCMVCAAMAGAMISRIGRVVF
ARDAKTGAAGSLMDVHLHPGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLSDFFRMRREQIEKA
QKQAKQSTDSSGGSSGGS\text{GSETPGTSESATPESPSSGSSGGSSEVEFSHEYWMRKHALT
LAKRADDEREPVRPGAUVLNNRIGVONEGWNRAIGLHHDPTAHAEMALRQGGLV
MQNRLIDATLYVTLEPCMVCAAMAGAMISRIGRVVFVGRNATGAAGSLMDVHL
YPGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLCYFRFMRPFRQVFNAQKQAKQSTDSSGSSGGS'S}
\text{GSETPGTSESATPESPSSGSSGGSDDKKYSIGLAIGTNSVGWAVIDEYKVPSKKFKVLGN
TDRHSHKKKNLGALLDFSDGTAEATRKLKTARRRYTRRKNRICYLQEQIFSNEAMVDD
SFFHRLEESLFVEDEDDHREPIGFNIVDEVAYHEKPYTIYHLKRLVDDTLDKDALRL
IYIALAHMKFRGHFLEIGDLNPNSVDVKLFIQLVQTYQNLFEEENPASGVDAKAI
LSARLKSRLLENLIAPGGEKKNGLGFNLIALSLGLTPFKSNFDLAEDAALKQLSKD
TYDDDLNDLNAQIQHDQYADLFAAKNSAILSDILLDRVNETEITKAPLSASMIKYDE
HHQDLTILKALVRQOLPEKYKEIFDQSKNGYAGYIDGGASGEEFYFKIPILEKMD
GTEELLVLKLRREDLSRQTFNDSIPHQLIHGLHAILRROQEDFPSLKNKDREKIEKI
LTFRIPYYVGPIARGNSRFAWMTRIKSEETITPWNFEEVVDKGAQASQIFSIFERMNTFVK
NLPTKVPKLKSHLSLYEYFTVYNELTVKVKYVTEGMRKPFAFLSGEQKKAIVDILFKTN
RKVTVKQLKTEDFYKKIECFDSVEISVGDVFNASLGTYHDLKIIKDKDLFDNEENED
ILEDIVLTLTLFDREMIERLKTAYHLFDKDVKMQLKRRRRTGWGRILSRKLINGIRD
KOQSKGTLDFLSDGFANRNFMQLISDSLTFKEDIQKAQVGSQGDSLHEHIANLAG
SPAIAKKGILQTVKVDELVKVMGRHPENIVIEMARENOTTQOKOGNSRERMKRIEE
GIKELGSIQKEHPVENTQLONEKLYLYLQGRDMYVDQELDINRLSDYDVHVP
QSFLKDDSNDKVLTRSOKNRSDDNVPSEEVKKMKNYWQLNANKLITQRKFDN
LTKAERGGLSELDKAGFIQRVLTVQITKHVAQILDSMNKTYENDKLIHEREKVIT
LKSJLVSDFRKDFQFYKVREINNYHAYAXLYNAVGTALIKYKPKLESEFVYGYDY
KVVYDRKMIAKSEQEIGKATAKYYFYYNSIMNFFKTEITLANEIRKPLIEFTNGETGEI
VWDKGRDFATVRKVLSMOPQNVKKTVEQTGFGSKESILPKRNSDKLIAARKKDWDPE
KKYGGFDSPTVAYSVLVVAKVEKGKSKKLKSVKELLGITIMERSSFKINPFDLEAK
GYKEVKKDLPKYLPMLENGRKMLAGSLGELQGNELAPSKYVNYFLYLNASHY
EKLKGSPDEQKQLFVEQHKHYLDIEIEQISEFSKRVILADANLDKFLSAYNKRHD
KPIREQAENIHFLTTLNGAPAALFYDFDITTIDKRKYSTKEVDATLHQSITGLYETR
IDLSQOGGSAGSSPKKRRKV (SEQ ID NO: 189)

[0456] pNMG-617

ecTadA(wild-type)-(SGGS)2-XTEN-(SGGS)2-ecTadA(W23L_H36L_P48A_R51L_L84F_A106V_D108N
H125Y_A142A_S146C_D147Y_E155V_I156F_K157N)-(SGGS)2-XTEN-(SGGS)2_nCas9_GGS_NLS
MSEVFSEHYWURHATLAKRADEREVPVAGVLVHNRRVIGEGWNRPGRH
DPTAHAELARQGGGLVMQYLRIDATLYVTLEPCVCMAGAIHISIRGRVVG
ARDAKTGAAGSLMDVLHHPGMNRVEITEGILADECALSAALSDFFMRMRQEQIKA
QKKAQGSTDSGGSSGGSSGSGSETPGTSEATPESGGSSGSGSEVESFHEWMRHALT
LAKRALDEREVPVAGVLVHNRRVIGEGWNRAIGLHDPTAHAELARQGGLV
MQNYRLIDATLYVTFEPCVCMAGAIHISIRGRVVGFRVNAKTAGGAAGSLMDVLH
YPGMNRVEITEGILADECANLLCYFFRMRQRVFNAAQKKAQSTDSGGSAGSS
GSETPGTSEATPESGGSSGSGSDKYYSGILAIAGTNSSVGVATDNEYKVKSPKFKVLGN
TDRHSIJKNLIGALLLFDSGETEATRLKRTARRRTRKRKNRICLQEOFINSNEMAKVDD
SSFHRLEESFLVEEDDKHERHPFGNIVDEVAYHEKYPTIYHLRRKLVDSTDADLRRL
IYALAHMIKFRGHELDNLNPNSDVKDLFIQQLVQYTNQLFEEPNASVDAIAKAI
LSARLKSRRLENLIAQPGKEKNGFLGNLALSGLTLPNFKSNFDLAEADKLQLSKD
TYDDDLNLLAQIGDQYADLFLAAKNLSDAILLSDLRVNEITKAPLASSIMKIYDE
HHQDLLLLKLAVRQOLPEKYKEIFFDQSNGNYGAGYIDGGASQEFEFYKFIKPILEKMD
GTEELLVKNFREDLLLRQRFTDNSIPHQHOIHLGELRAROQFYPFLKDNREIEKIKL
TFRIPYYVGPLARGNSRFAWMTRKSEETTPWNFEEVDKGASAILIFQEMTMNFDK
NLPNEKVLPSLLOYEFVTYNEFLTKVYKYGMRKPAFSLSEQKKAIVDDLFFKTN
RKVTVKQLKEDYFKKIECFDSVEISGYVEDRFNASLGTYHDLLKIKDKDLDNENED
ILEDVLTLTLEDFREMIEERLKTAYHFLDSDKVMQLLRKRRYTGWGRSLKINGIRD
KQSGKTIULDFFLDKSDFANFNQIMLHDSLTFKEDIQKAQVSGQGDSLHEHIANLAG
SPAIIKKGIQLKVTQVVDLKVGMRRHCPENIVEMARENQTTQGOKNSRERMKRIEE
GIKELGSOILKEHPVENTQIONEKLYLYYLQYNGRDMYVDQELDINRLSDYDHDHVHP
QFSLKQDSDNKLTRSDKNRGSKDNDPQEEVKKKMKNYWRQLNKLITQKKRFDN
LTKAESRGGLSELDKAGFIKRQVLTVQITKHKAVQILDSMNTKYENDKLIJEVVKVT
LKSCLVSDFRKDFQFYKVERINNYHHADAYDLNAVGTALIIKYPKLESEFVGYGDY
KVYDVRKMIAKSEIQIGKATAKYYFYSNINMFKETLANGEIRKRPIEJNTGETGEI
VWDKGRDFATVRKVLSPQVNVKTEVQTTGGFKEQSILPKRNSDKLJARKKDWDP
KKYGGFDSPTVAYSVLVVAKEVKGKS KLKSVEKLLGITMERSSSFKPNIDFLEAK
GKYEVKKDKLIKLPKYSLFELENNGRMRMLASAGELQKGNELALPSKYVNFLYLSASHY
EKLKGSPEDNEQKOLVEOHHKYLDEIEQISEFSKRVIADANLJKVSLAYNKRHD
KPIREQAENIIHLFTLTNLGAPAFFFKYYYYFDFTIDRKYRTSTKEVLDLATLHQSITGLYETR
IDLSQILGGDGSGSPKKKRRKV (SEQ ID NO: 190)

[0457] pNMG-618
ecTadA(wild-type)′-(SGGS)2-XTEN-(SGGS)2-ecTadA(W23L/H36L/P48A/R51L/L84F/A106V/D108N-
H123Y_A142A_S146C_D147Y_R152P_E155V/II56F)′-(SGGS)2-XTEN-(SGGS)2_\( \text{pCas9} \) GGS_\( \text{NILS} \)
MSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAKRAWDEREVPVGAVLVHNNRVIGEGWNRPINIRGH
DPTAHAEMALRQQGLVMQNRYLDIALTYVTLEPCVMCGAMAMIPSRLIRGVRVF
ARDAKTGAAAGSLMDVLHHPGMNHRVEITEGILADCAALSDFFRRMRQIEIKA
QQKKAQSSTDSGGSSGGSSGSSGSETPGTSESATPESGGSSGGSSGEVEFSHEYWMRHALT
LAKRALDEREVPVGAVLVLNNRVIGEGWNRAIGHLHDPTAHAEMALRQQGLV
MQNRYLDIALTYVTPEPCVMCGAMAMIPSRLIRGVRVFGRNATGKAGAGSLMDVLH
YPGMNHRVEITEGILADCAALCYYFRRMPRPQVFVNAQKKAQSSTDSSGGSSGGSS
GSETPGTSESATPESGGSSGGSSGSKKYSIGLAIIGNSVGWAVITDEYKVSPKFKVLGN
TDRHSJKNLJIGALLFDSDGETAETRLRKTRRARRYTRKRKRNICLQYOIFNSEMAKVDD
SSFHRLEESFLVEEDKKHERPIGFKNIVDEAYHEKYPTYHLRRKLVDSTSDKALRL
IYLALAHMIKFRGHPFLTEGDLNPDNSVDKLFILQLQVTQTNQLFEEINPASGVDAIK
LSARLKSRRLENLIAQFLPGKSNKLFGNLIASLGLTPNFKNFSDLAEADKLQSKD
SPLIEDDNLLQAQIDQYADLFLAANLSDAIALSDILVRNTEITKAPLSAMKRYDE
HHQDLTLKALVRQOLPKEFYEEFDOQSKNYAGYIDGGASQFEEYFKIFIPILEKD
GTEELLVKNREDLRKRQFTDNGSIPOHIHLGELHAILRRQEDFYPFLKDNREKEIKI
LTFRIPYYVGPLARGNSRFAMTRKSETITTPWNFEEVVDKGAASQFIERMTNDK
NLNPEDVLPKHSLLYEFYFTVNYELTKVYVTETGRMKAPAFSSEOEKQKAIADLLFKTN
RKVTVKQKEDYKIECFDSVEISGVEDRFNASLGTYHDLIKKDKFDLDNEEED
ILEDIVLTLTFLTEDREMIERLKTAYAHLFDKVMQLKRRRYTWGRLSRKLINGIRD
KQSGKTILDFLKSDGFANRNFMQLIHDDSFLTKEIIOQAQVSGQGDSLHEHIANLAG
SPAIIKKGILQTVKVDELKVMGRHKPENIVIEMARENQTQTKQGKNSRERMKRIIE
GIKELGSQILKEHPVENTQQLQNEKLYYLYONGRDMYVQDLDINRLSDYDVHIVP
QSSFLDDSDINRKLTRSDKRGKSDNPSEEVVKMMKNKYWQOLNNAKLITQKRD
LTKAERGGLSDELKAGFIKRQVIETRQITVQHVAQILDSRMTKYDENDKLRVEKVIT

180
LKSKLVSDFRKRDFQFYKVRINNYHHADYLANAVTGTAJKKYPKLESEFVYGDY
KVYDVRKMIASKSEQIEQGKATAHYFFYSNMNFKTEITLANGERKRPJETNGETGEI
VWDKGRDFATRVRVLSMPQVNIVKTEVQTGGFGSKSILEPKRNSDKLJARLKDDWD
KKYGGFDSPTVAYSRLVVAKEKGSKKLVSVEKLGITIMESSSEFKNPDIFLEAK
GYKEVKKDDLLPKYSLFLEENGRKLMLASAGLQKNELAPLSKYVNFNYLSH
EKLYGSPEDNEQKQFLVEOHKHYLDEIEQISEFSKRVLADANLKDVKLSAYNKHD
KPIREQAENIIHFLTLTNLGAPAACKFYFDTTIDDRKYRTSTKVLADATLHHQSTGTYETR
IDLSSLQSGDSSGSPKPKRKV (SEQ ID NO: 191)

[0458] pNMG-620
ecTadA(wild-type) (SGGS)\_2\_\_XTEN\_\_ (SGGS)\_2\_\_ecTadA(w23R\_H3G6\_P48A\_R51L\_L84F\_A106V\_D108N)
H123Y\_S146C\_D147Y\_R152P\_E155V\_S156F\_K157N\_ \_ (SGGS)\_2\_\_XTEN\_\_ (SGGS)\_2\_\_ nCas9\_ GGS\_NLS
MSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAKRAWDEREPVGAVLYHNNRIGEWHNRPGRH
DPTAHAEMALRQQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAAMIIHRSRIGRVVFG
ARDAKTGAAGSLMDVLHPGMNNHRVEITEGILADECAALLSDFRMRQREEIK
QKKAQSSSTDSSGSSGSGSGSETPGTSESATPESGSGGSSGSEVEFSHEYWMRHALT
LAKRADEREVPGAVLYHNNRIGEWHNRAIGLHDPTAHAEMALRQQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAAMIIHRSRIGRVVFGVRNAKTGAAGSLMDVLHPGMNNHRVEITEGILADECAALLSDFRMRQREEIK
QKKAQSSSTDSSGSSGSGSGSETPGTSESATPESGSGGSSGSEVEFSHEYWMRHALT
LAKRADEREVPGAVLYHNNRIGEWHNRAIGLHDPTAHAEMALRQQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAAMIIHRSRIGRVVFGVRNAKTGAAGSLMDVLHPGMNNHRVEITEGILADECAALLSDFRMRQREEIK
QKKAQSSSTDSSGSSGSGSGSETPGTSESATPESGSGGSSGSEVEFSHEYWMRHALT

TDRHSIKKNNLIALFDSGTAEEATRKLKTARRRYTRRRKRRICAFEOIFSNEMAKVDD
SSFHRLEESFLVEEDKHERHPFIGNIVDEVAYHEKYPIYHLRLKLVSDTADRL
IYLALAHMIFKRGHFLIEDLPNDNSVDKFLIQVLQVTYNQLFEEPNASGVDAKA
LSARLSKSRRLNLIQPIPEGKRNGLFGNLLAIASGLTPNFKSNFDLAEADKLQSLKD
TYDDDLNLIQLAQIDQYADFLAAKLNSDAIISSLSDLILRVNTEITKAPLSAMIKRYDE
HHQDLTLKLAVQQLPEKYKEIFFDQSKNGAYAGIDGASQFEEFYFEEKFLKMD
GTEELLVKNREDLRKQTDTDNSIPSIPQOHLGEHLAIRLROEDFYPFLKDNREKIEKI
LTFRJPYYVPLARGNRSFAWMTRKSETITPWNNFEEVDKGASAQSFIERTMNFDK
NLPNEKVLKHLSSLYYEFTVYNETLKVYVTGMRKPAFLSGEQKAAIVDLLFKTN
RKVTQKQIKEDYFKEICFDSVEISVGDRENASLTGYHDLKIIKDKDFLDNEENED
ILEDVLTLTLFEDREMIERKTYAHLFDDKVMQKLRRRYTGWGRSLRKLINGIRD
KQSGKTLDFKSDGFANRNFMQLHDSLTFKEDIQKACQSGOGDLSLEHIANLAG
SPAIIKGGILQTVKVDELKVMGRHKPENIVIEMARENOTTQKGOKNSRERMKRRIE
GEIGLGSQILKEHPVENTQLQNEKLYLYLONGRDMYVDOELDINLRDSYDVHDV
QSFLKDDSINNKVLRTSDKNRMGSDNVSEEVVKKMKNYWFQLLNAKLITQRKFDNLTKAERGLSLDKAGFQROQLVETROITKHAQILDSRNTKYYNDEKLIREVKVITLKSKLVSDFRDFQFYKVRREINNYHAAHDAYLNAVGTALIKKYFKPKESEFYVGDKVYDVRKMIACKSEQEIGAKASYNIGMMNFKTETLANGEIRKRPILFTNGETGEIVWDKGVRDFATVRKLMSQMOVNKHTEQVQTGFSSESILPKRNSDLIARKDKWDPPKYYGFFDSTVAYSLVAVKVEKSKKSLLKSVKELLGTTMERSSEFKNPIDFLAEAGYKEVKKDLIJKLPKQLFEELENGMRKLAMASERLQKGNELALPSKYVNFVLASHYELKLGSPEDNEQKQLFVEQKHYLDEEEQISEFSKRVILADANILDKVLAYNKHREDKPIREQAENIIHFLFTLTNLGAPAFAKDFDTIDKRYTSTKEVLDATLIHQSYTGLYETRIDLSQIIGDSGGSPOKKKRKV (SEQ ID NO: 192)

[0459] pNMG-621
eTadA\textsubscript{(wild-type)} - 32 a.a. linker - eTadA\textsubscript{(H36L, P48A, R51L, L84F, A106V, D108N, H123Y)}
SIA46C\textsubscript{D147Y, R152P, E155V, I156F, K157N} - 24 a.a. linker - nCas9\textsubscript{-GGS, NLS}

MSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAK RAWDEREPVPGAVLVMHVVNRIVGEGWNRPIGRHDPTAHAEIMLRQQGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMIHSSRGVRVFGARDKATGAGSLMDMHLHPGMNRVEITEGILADECALSLDFFMRREIAKQAQKASSTDSSGGSSGSSSETPGTSESATPESSGSSGSSSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAKRAWDEREPVPGAVLVMHVVNRIVGEGWNRRAILHDPDJAERIMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMIHSSRGVRVFGVRNAKTGAAGSLMDMVLHYPGMHRVEITEGILADECALSLCYFFRMRPRQVFNAQKKAQKSSSTDSSGGSSGSSGETPGTSESATPESDKKYSIGLAIAGTNSVGWAVIDEYKVSIFKKVLGNTDRHSIKNLRIGALLFDGSETAEATRLKRTARRYRTKRKNRICYQIFSNEMAKVDDSFHHRLEESFLVEEDKKHERPHIFGVNGREDVAYHEKYPTIYHLRKLVDSKDADRLRILYLAHMIKFRGPHFLEQDLPNDSVDKLFIQLVQYQNLFEENPINASVDKAIALSARLJKSRRLENLIAQLPGKKNGLFGNLIALSGLTLTPNFKSNFSLADEAKLQLSKDTYDQDLNLLAOGIDQYADLFLAAKNSDAILSDLRVTNTEIKPALSAMIRYDEHHQDLTLKALKVQQLPEKYEIKFOSQNGYAGYIDGQGQEEFYKFIKPKMEGDEELLVKNREDLLRKQRFTDNSPSIHPQIHLGHELAIRQEDFYFPLKDNREKIEKILTFRIPYVGPLARGNSRFAWMTRKSEITTPWNFEVEVVDKGASIAQSFIERMNTFDKNLPNKVLPKHSLLYEYTVYNELTKVYVTEGMKPAFLSGEQQKAIVDLLFKTNRKVTVQOLKEDYFKKIECFDSVEISVGEDRFNASLGTYHDLLLLIKKDKFHLDEENEDILEDIVTLRTLFFEDREIEERLKTLYHALFDKVMQKOLKRRRYTNGGWRSLRKLINGIRDKQSGKTLDFLKSDFGANKRMQOLHDDSFTKEDIQKQAQVSGQGDSLEHIANLAGSPAIIKQGILQT
VKVVDELVKVMGRHKPENIVEMARENQTOKQGKNSRERMKRIEGIKEKELGSQILKEHPVENTQLQNEKLYLYLQGMYQVEQDLDINRLSDYDVHDHVPSFILKDDSIDNKLVRSDKRNKGSDKNVSPSEEVVKKMKNKLYWRQLLNAKLITQRKDNLTKAESDGELSELDKAFGRKQLVETRQITKHAOIIIDSMRMTYDENDKLJERVKVFILTSLVYSDFRKDFQFYKVEINNYHHAHDYLANVVGTLAIKKYPKLESEFWYGYDKVYDVRKMIAKSEQLIEGKATAKYFFYSNMNFKRITEALNJEIRKPLKNETGTEIIVWDKGRGFIATVRKVLMPQVNNIVKKBTOQTFGGFSESILPKRNSDKLLJARKKDWDPPKKGDFSTVAYSVLNVVAKEGKSKKLKSVKELLOGITERSSSFEKNPVIDFLEAGKYEKVDKLIIKLPYSLFELENGKRMALASAGELQKNGNELALPSKYVNLASHYEKLKGSPEDNEOKOLFVEQKHYLDIEEIQISEFKRVLADANLDKLSAYNJKHRDKPRFQAENIIHLFTLTLGAPAAAKFYDFTTDIRKRKYTSTKEVLDATLHOSITGLYETRIDLSQLGGDGSGSPKKKKRKY (SEQ ID NO: 193)

[0460] pNMG-622

eceTAD\textsubscript{(wild-type)}→ 32 a.a. linker→\textit{ecTAD\textsubscript{A}}(H56L_P48A_R51L_L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_A142N_
S146C_D147Y_R152P_E155V_J157N)→ 24 a.a. linker→\textit{nCas9} GGS\_NL\_S

MSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAKRAWDEREVPVAGAVLWHNNRVIGEGWNRPPIGRHDPTAHAEMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIMATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMIHSRIGRVRVFGARDAKTGAAGSLMDVLHHPPGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLSDFDFMRQEQIKAQKKAQSTDSSGSSGSSGSSSETPTGSEATPESSGSSGSSGSSSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTALAKRAWDEREVPVAGAVLWHNNRVIGEGWNRAIGLHDPTAHAEMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIMATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMIHSRIGRVRVFGVRNAKTGAAGSLMDVLHYPGMNHRVEITEGILADECNCALLCFYFRMPRQVFNAOKKAKQSTDSSGSSGSSGSSSETPTGSEATPESDKKYSILAJGNTSNGWAVITDEYKVPSKFKVGLNTDHRISKKNLIGALLFDSGETAEATLKRTRARYTRRKNCYCLEFISNEMAKVDSSFFHRLEESFLVEEDKKHERHIPFINGVEXEYHEKPIYHLRKLVDSTKDALKRLIYLALAHMIFKRGHFLIEGLDLPDNSVDKDLIQOLVQTNOLNENPINASGVDAKLAISARIKSRRLENLIAQLPGEKKNGLFGNLAILSLGLTPNFKSNFDLAEADKQLSSTDYLDLDNLLLAQIGDQYADLFLAACKSLDAIILSDLRVNTTEITKAPLOFREMSYDEHHQDLTLLIKALVRQQPLPKYEKEFQDSKNGAYAGYIDGGASQEEFYKFIKPILEKMDGTELIVKLNREDLLRKRTFDNGSIPHQIHLGELHAIPRQEDFYPLKDNREKJEIKLTFRIPPYYGPLARGNSRFAWMTKSETITPWNEEVEVDKGASAQSFIERTMTNFDKLNPEKVLPIKHSSLYEYFTVYNELTKVYVTGMRKPAFLSEGQKKAIVDLLFKTNRKKVTKQLKEFYKKEIECFDSVEISGVEDRFNASLGTYHDLLKIQDSDKFLDNEENEDILEDIVTLTL
FREDREMIERLKTAYAHLFDVKMQLKRRRTGWRSLRKLINGIRDQKSGKTILDLFKSDGFANRNMQIHLDDSLTFKEDIQKAOQVSQGDSLHEHIANLAGSPAIIKGIQLTVKVVDELVKVMGRHKPENIEMARENQTTOKQGKNSRERMKRIEAGIKELSEQILKEHPVENTQLONEKLYLLYLONGRMDYVQEDINRLSDYVDHIVPOSFLKDDSIDNKLTRSDKRGSKDNVPSEEVVKKMKNYRQLNNAKLITQRKFDMNLTKAERGGSLSDLKAGFIKQVLVETROWIKNQLQILDSRMNTRKYENDKLRVKEVVTILKSKLVSDFRKDFQYFKVREEINNYHAIHDAYLNAVAVERGYPLKLESEFVGYDVKVDVYRKMIAKSEQEIGKATAKYFFSNMIFKTEITLEANJEIRKRPLIEQTNGETJEIVWDKGRDFATVRKLVSMPOVNVKTEVQTGGFSEKILPKRNSDKLIARKKDWDPPKYGGFDSPTVAYSLVVAKVEKSGSKKLKSXKEKELLGITTERMSFSKHFPDFLEAKGYKVILDKIJKLKPYSLENGRKRMLASAGELQKGNELAPKSYVNFLYLASHYEDKLGSPEDNEQKQOLFVEQHKHYDEIEIQSEFSSKRVILADANLTDVLAYSNKHDRKDPIREQQAENIIHLFTLTNLAGPAAKFYFDRTDIRKRYSTKEVLATLHIQSITGLYETRDLSQLGGSNGSPKQKRVY (SEQ ID NO: 194)

[0461] pNMG-623
eCTAda(wild-type)= 32 a.a. linker-eCTAda(W23L_H36L_P48A_R51L_L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_S146C)
D147Y_R152P_E155V_I156F_K157N= 24 a.a. linker_nCas9 GGS NLS

MSEVEFSHEWYMRHALTQLKRAWDEREREVPGAVLVHNNRVIGEGWNRPIGRH
DPTAHAEIMARQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMHIHRSIRGRVVF
ARDAKTGAAGSLMDVLLHHPGMINHRVEITEGILADECAALALLSDFFRMRRQEIK
QKKAQSTSDSGSGBGGSSGSETPTGESATPESSGGSGSSEVEFSHEWYMRHALTL
AKRALDEREREVPGAVLVHNNRVIGEGWNRRAIGLDPTAHAEIMARQGGLVM
QNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMHIHRSIRGRVVFVGRNRAKTGAAGSLMDVLLHY
PGMNRVEITEGILADECAALLCYFFRMPRQVFNAQKKAQSTSDSGSGBGGSSG
ETPTGESATPESDKKYSIGLAIGTNSVGWAVITDEYKVPSSKFVKVLGNTDRHSIKKN
LIGALLFDGETAEATRLKRTRARRRTRKRNRCYLOEIFSNEMAKVDSSFFHRLEES
FLVEEDKKHERHPFIGINVEAYHEKYPTIYHLRKLVDSTDKADLRLIYALALAMI
KFRGHFLEGDLNPDNSVDKDLFIQLVQVTYMQLENPLNINASGVDAKALSARLKS
SLRLENLIARQLPGEKNLFLGNIASLGLTPNKSFNDLAEKDQLSKDITYDDDLDN
LLAQGIDQAYADLFAAKNLSDAILSDLRWNDTEITKAPSAMKRYDEHHQDLTLL
KALVRQQLPYKKEIFDFOSKNGYAGYIDDDGASQEEFYFKIKPILKEMDGTEELLV
KLRREDLLRQFRTDNSIPHIHQHLHELHARRQROEDFPYFLKQDRNIEKIEKILTFRIPYY
VGPLARGNSRFAMTRKSETITPWMEEVVDKGASAOQFSIERMTNFLKNPEKVLP
KHSLLYEYFTVYNEKTVKYYTEGMKRPAFLSGEQQKAIYDFFKTKNRTKVTQKQLR
EDYFFKIECFDSVEISGORLTYHDLLIKIYDKDFLDENEEDILEDIVTLTLF
EDREMIEIERLKTSAHLFDDDKVMQKLKRTRRTGWRGLSRKLNGIRDQSGKTIILDF
LKSDFANRNFMQILHIYDSSLTFKEDIAAQAQVSQGQDSLHEHIALGSAPIAKKGILQT
VKKVDELVKVMGRHKPENIVIEMARENQOTTQGQKSNERMRKRIEIGKELGSQLK
EHPVENTQOLONEKLYLYQONGRDMYVDQEDINRSDLVDVHIVQPSFLKDDSIDID
NKVLTRSDKNRGKSNDVPSEEVKKKMNYWRQNLNAKLTQRKFDNLTKAERGGL
SELDKAGFIKQLVETRQITKHVAIQILDSRMNTKEDNKLIREVKVTKLKSLSKVLVSDF
RKDFQFYKVKREINNNYHAHDAYLNNAVGTALIKYPKLESEFYVGYKDGYVYDVRKRM
IAKSEQEIQGAKATAYFFYSNNMNNFFKTEITLANGEIRKRPILETNGETGEIVWDGRDF
ATVRKVLSMPQVNVKKEVQTGGFSGESLPIKRNSDLQARIKDWDPPKYGGDFSP
TVAYSVLVVAKVEKGSKKLKSVEKLLGITERMRSFFKNPIDFLEAKGYKEVKKDLI
IKLPKYSLENGRKRMLASAGELQKGQELALPSKYVENFLYALASHYELKGSPEED
EOKOLFVEQHKHYLDEIEIQSEFQKRVLADANLDKVLASYNKRHKDPREQAENIIH
LFTLTVLGAPAACKFYTDDITDRKTRYSTKEVLDATLHQSITGLYETRIDLSQLGGDSG
GSPKKKRRKY (SEQ ID NO: 195)

[0462] ABE6.3
ecTadA(wild-type)→(SGGS)2→XTH16-(SGGS)2→ecTadA(H3L-P48S-R51L-L48F-A106V-A108N-H123Y_
S146C-D147Y-E155V-I156F-K157N)→(SGGS)2→XTH16-(SGGS)2→ nCas9_SGGS _NL/SL

MSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTAKRAWDEREPVPGAVLHNNRVIU3EYGWNRPIGRRH
DPTAAEIMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTFLEPCVMCGAMHISRIGRVVF
ARDAKTFGAAGSLMDVLHHPGMRVEITEGILADECAALLSDFRRMRQERQIEKA
QKKAQSSTDSGGSSSSEGSETPGTSESATPESSGGSSGSSSEVEFSHEYWMRHALT
LAKRAWDEREPVPGAVLHNNRVIU3EYGWNR3IGLHDPITAEMALRQGGLV
MQNYRLIDATLYVTFFEPVCMCGAMHISRIGRVVFVGVRNATKGAAGSLMDVLH
YPGNNRVEITEGILADECAALLCYYFRMRQQFNAQKKAQSSTDSGGSSGSS
GSETPGTSESATPESSGGSSGSSDKKYSIGLAIGTNSVGAWITDEYKVPSKKKFVLGN
TDRHSSKKNIGALLFDGTAETAEATLRKRTARRRTYTRRNKRICYQEOIFSNEMAKVVD
SFFHRLEESFLVEEDKHEKHERHPFINIVDEAYEHEKYTIHYLRKLVSTDKADLR
IYLALAHMIKRIRGFLIEGLDNPNSDVKDLFIQLVQTYNLQFENPINASVDAKAI
LSARKSKRRLENLIAQPGEKKNLFGNLIASLGTLTPNSFKSNFDLAEDAKLQLSKD
TYDDDLTNLLAQIDQYADFLAAILSDILVRNTEITKAPLSAMIKRYYDE
HHQDLTLLCALVRQOLPEKYKEFFQSKNGYAGYIDGGASQEEFYYFKPIKLEKMD

185
GTEELVKLNRDDLRRQRTFDNGSIPHQIHLGEHLRROEFDFYPFLKDNREKIEK
LTFRIPYVGPMARGSNFAWMTMRTKSEEITTPWNEVEVDGASAQFSIERTMTNFDK
NLNPNEKVLPSLHYYEFTVYNELTKVYVTEGMRKPAFLSGEQKKAIVDLLFKTN
RKYTVKOLKEDYFKKIECFDSVEFGVDFRNASILGTYHDLKKHIDKDFLDNEENED
ILEDIVTLTLFEDREMIEERLTKYAHLFFDKVMQKLKKRRRYYGWGGRSLRKLINGIRD
KQSGKTILDLDKKSDGFANRMQLiidHDSLFKEDIQKAKLVSGQGDSLHEHIANLAG
SPAIKKGILQTVKVDFELVKVMGRHKPENIVIEMARENQTTQKGOKNRERMKRIEE
GIKELGSGQILKEHPVENTQLQNEKLYLYQONGRDYMVDQEL DINRLSDYDVHDIVP
QSFLDKDSDINDKVLTRSDDNKGSNDVSPSEEVERKKMKNYWRILI NAKLITQRKF
LTKAERGGSLD LKAGFIEKQVL VETRQTKHVAQILDSRMTNKYDENDKLIREVKV
VT LSKVLVESFRKDFQFYKVRREINNYHHADAYLNANVGTALIKKYPKLESEFVYGDY
KVYDVKRMIKASEQIEIGKAKATKYFFYSNIMNFKTEITLANEGIRKRPLIETNGETGEI
WVDKGRDFATVRKVLNSMPQVNVKKTTEVQTTGFGSKEISPRLKNRSDKLJARKDDWD
PKKYGGFDSPTVAYSVLVVAKVEGKGSKLLKSVKELLGIMERSSFEFPIDFLEAK
GYKEVKKDLIIKLKPYSLEFELENRGKLMASAGELQKGNELAPOKYVNFLYLASHY
EKLKSSEPDEQKQLFEQHKYHLEIIEQISEFSKIRVILADANLDKVLAYSAYKH
RDPRIEQAENIIHLFTLNLGAPAAKVFDTTIDRKRKYSTKEVLDA TLIHQSITGLYE
TRIDLSOLGGDSGGSPKKRRKV (SEQ ID NO: 196)

[0463] ABE6.4
ecTadA\textsubscript{wild-type}-(SGGS)\textsubscript{2}−\textit{XRN}\textsubscript{2}-(SGGS)\textsubscript{2}−ecTadA\textsubscript{H36L_P48S_R51L_L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_}
A142N_S146C_D147V_E155V_I156F_K157N-(SGGS)\textsubscript{2}−\textit{XRN}-(SGGS)\textsubscript{2}−\textit{nCas9}\textsubscript{SGGS_NLS}
MSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAKRAWDEREPVGAFLVHNNRVIGEGWNPRIGRH
DPTAHAEIMALRQGGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCGAMAMIIHRGRVFG
ARDAKTGAAGSLMDVLHHPGMNHRVEITEGILADECAA LSDKFRRMMRQEIKA
QKKAQSTSDGGSGSGGSSGGSGSETPGTSESATPESGGSGSSEVEFSHEYWMRHALT
LAKRAWDERE PVGAFLVHNNRVIGEGWNRSIGLIHDPTAHAEIMALRQGGGLVM
MQNYRLIDATLYVTFEPCVMCGAMAMIIHRGRVFGVVRNATGAA GSLMDVLH
YPGMNHVEITEGILADECA NLLCYFFRRMRQVFNAQ KKAQSTSDGGSGS
GSETPGTSESATPESGGSGSGGSGDCKYSGILAIGTNSVGAVITDEKYKPSKKKFVLGN
TDHRSSIKKLIGALLLDSGETAEATRLKRTARRYTRKRNCYLOEQFSNEMAKVDD
SSFHRLLEESFLV EEDKKHERHPIFGNIVDEVAYHEKITYHLRKLVDSTDKADRL
JYLALAHMIKFRGHFLIEGDLPDNDSVDKLFLQLOVQNYLQFLEENPINASGVDAKAI
LSARSLSKRRLLENLIAOLPG EKKKNGLFGNIALSLGLTPNFKNFDLAE DAKLQILSKD

186
TYDDDLDNLLAQIGDQYADLFLAACKILSDAILLSDILVRNEITEKAPLASSMIKRYDEHHQDLTLIKAIVRQOLPQKYVEIKFFDQSNGYAGYIDGGASQEEFYFKIKELEKMD
GTEELVLKINREDLRKQRFDTDNGSIPHEHLGELHILRRQEDDFYPFLKDNREKIEKILTFRPPYVGPLARGNSRFAWMTRKEEITTPFVWNVFDHGASAQSFIERMTNFDFK
NLPEKVLPKHSLLYVNVYETLKVKVYVTGMRKPAFLSSEQKKAIVDLLLFKTNRKYTVQKLKYDFFKYKICFEDSVEISGVEDRFNASLGTYHLLKKJIDKDFDLNNEENED
ILEDIVLTLTLFEDREMIEEIERTKYAHLFDKVMKQLKRRRTGWRGRLSRKLINKIRD
KQSGKTIIDLFLSKDGFANRFNMQLHHDSTLFKEDIQKAOVSQGQDSLHEHIANLAG
SPAIIKKGILQTVKVDLEVYKVMGHRHKPENIVIEMARENQTTQGKOKNSRERMKRIEEGikelGSQlKEHPVENTQLONEKLILIYYLONGRDMYVDOELINRLSDYDVHIVP
QSFKLDDSNDNKVLTRSDKNRGKSDNVPSSEVVKKMKNYWROQNLNAKLQTQKFNumbers
LTAKAERGGLSELDKAGFIFKQLVRETQIIKHVQAQILDSRMNTKYENDKLIJREKVVTIL
LSSKLVSDLFKDFQFYKVREINNYHHAHDAYLNANAIGTALIKKPKLESEFVYGDKYVYDRKMIAKSEIQIGAKATYFFYSNIMNNKKTEITLANGEIRKRPLIETNGETGEI
VWDKGRDFAVTYKVLSPMOQVNVKXTEQYOTIGFSESILPKRSDKLIALKDDWDP
KYGGFDSPYTAVLVYAVXKEQGKSSKLKSVEKGCTIMERSSFEKNPIDDFEAK
GYKEVMKLJIKLPKYSIFNELRGRKMLASAGELQKGNEALPSKYVNFLYASHY
EKLGSPEDNEQKQLFVEQHKYHDEIEEQISEFSKRVLADALDKVLWAYNKHRD
KPIREQAENIIHLFTINLGAPAACKFYFDITTDIKRKYSTKEVLDAITLHQSITGLYE
TRIDLSQQLGDGGSGSPKKRRK

[0464] ABE7_8

ecTadA_{\text{(wild-type)}}\rightarrow XTEN_{\text{(SGGS)}}\rightarrow ecTadA_{\text{(W23L_H3GL_P48A_R51L_L84F_A106V_D108N)}}

H123Y_A142N_S146C_D147Y_E155V_N156F_K157N)\rightarrow (SGGS)\rightarrow XTEN_{\text{(SGGS)}}\rightarrow nCas9_{\text{SGGS NLS}}

MSEVEFSHEYWMRHALT Lakrawderevpqgavlvhnrrvigegwnrpigrh
Dptaheaimlarqggvlvmqyrlidatlyvtlepcvcmcaagamihrisigrvvg
Ardaaktggaagsldvlhhpgmnhrewitegildaceaalldsfrrmrqeqika
QKKAQSTSDDSSGSGSGSGSGETPGTSESATPESGSGGSSGSSSEGFEFSEHYWMRHALTLakrawderevpqgavlvhnrrvigegwnrnaigldptahaeimalrqqgglv
MQNYRLIDATLYVTFEPCVCAMCAAMISRGRVVGVRNAAKTGAAGSLMDVLH
YPGMNHREITEGILADCECNALLCYFFRMRRQVFNAQKKAQSTSDDSSGSSGSGS
GETPGTSESATPESGSGGSSGSSGDKKYSIGLAIGNTSNGAVITDEYKVPKKFKVGLG
TDJHSSIKNLIJLAGALLDFSGETAEATRLKERATRRYTRRKRNCIRYLOEISFNEMAKVDD
SFFHRLLEESFLVEEDEKKHERHPFGNIVDEVAYHEKPYTHYLRLKKLVSTDKADTRL
IYLALAHMIKFRGHLIAGLGPLDLPNSVDKLFQIQVQYQLQEFNAPLSGVDAAKL
LSARLKSRRSLLLIAQLPGKKNLGFLGNIALSLGLTPNFKSNFLAEUKLQILSKD
TYDDDLNLLAQIGDQYADFLAAKNLSAILSDLVRNETITKAPLSAMKRYDE
HHQDLTLKALVQOPLKEYKIEFFDSNQKNGYAGYIDGGASQGFFYKFIKPIKMD
GTEELLVRKLDRELDKQRTFDNGSIPHQILGHESLHLRRQEDFYPFLKLDNEEKIEK
LTFRIPYVGPLARGNSRFAMTRKSEETTPNFEEVDKGAASQSFIEORMTNFDK
NLPNEKVLPKSHLSLLEYFTVYNETLKVKYVTEGMRKPAFLSGEQKKAIVDLFLKTN
RKVTQKLPDKDYFKKIECFDSVEISGVEDFRNASLGTYHDLLKIIDAKDFLDNEENED
ILEDIVITCHLTLFEFIMEEIRKLTYAHLFDDKVMKQILRRRTGWRSLRKLINGRDK
QSGKTIDFLKSDGFANRFMNOLIHDDSLTFFKEDIQKAOVSGQGDSLHEHIANLAG
SPAIIKKGILQTVVVDENVKVMGRHKPENIVIEMARENOHOTQKGKQNSRERMKREE
GKELGSQILKEHPVENTQLQNEKLILYLHQLONGRMDVDOELDINRLSDYDVHIVP
QSLKDDSDNKLVLTRSDKNRGKSDNVPSEEVVKMMKNYWRQLNLAKLITQKRFDN
LTKAERGGLSEMELDKAGFIQRQLVETROQKTTHVAQILDSSMNTKIVEDKLR телефон
LKSFLYVSDRFKDFQFYKVRKENNYHHAHDAVYNAVGTALIJKYKPLESEFVYGDY
KVYDVRKMIAXESEQIEGKATAKYYFFYSNIMNNFTKETILANGEIRKRPLIETNGETGEE
VWDKGRDFATVRKVLSMPOVNIVKKEVQTQGFSKESILPKRNSDLKLIARKKDWDPP
KGYGGFSPTVAYSVLVAVKVEKGKSKKLKSVKELLGITIMERSSEFKNPDPFLAEK
GYEKEVKKDLIIPLKYSLFELANGRKRMLASAGELQGKNEALPSKYVNYFLASHY
EKLKGSPDENEQKQLFVEOHKHYLDEIEQISEFSKRVILADANLDKVLAYSAYNKHRD
KPIREQAENIIHLFLTLNTLGAPAFAKYFDPTTIDRKYSTKTEVDLATLHQSITGLYE
TRIDLOQLGGDSSGGSPPKKRKVe(SEQ ID NO: 198)

[0465] ABE7,9
ecTadA(wild-type)*-(SGGS)2-XTEN-(SGGS)2-ecTadA(W23L_H36L_P48A_R51L_L84F_A106V
D108N_H123Y_A142N_S146C_D149Y_R152P_E155V_S156F_K157N)-(SGGS)2-XTEN-
(SGGS): nCas9_SGGS_NLS

MSEYFSHEYWHRHALTLAKRAWDEREPVGAIVLVHNRRVIGEGWNRPIGRH
DPTAHAEIMALRQGGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMIHSRIGRVVF
ARDAKTGAAGSLMDVLHHQPMNHRRVEITEGILADECLAAALLSDFRRMRQEQIKA
QKKAQSTSDSGSSSGSGSSGSETPGTISEATPESSGSGSSGSSEVEFSHEYWMRALT
LAKRALDREPVGAIVLNNREGWNNRAIGLHDPTAHAEIMALRQGGGLVMQ
NYRLIDATLYVTPEGPCVMCAGAMIHSRIGRVVFVGRNAATKGAAGSLMDVLHYP
GMNHRRVEITEGILADECLAALLCFRMPRQVFNAAKKAQSTSDGGSSGSGSGSE
TPGTSESATPESSGGGGSGGGGDKKYSIGLAIQNSVGAVITDEYKVPSKKFKVLLGNTD
RHSIKKNLIGALFDSGETEATRKLKTRARRYTRRKNRCY1QEFNSMAKVDISF
FHRLEESFLVEEDKKHERHPIFGNIVDEVAYHEKYIHLKRLVLDSDTDKLADRLIY
LALAHMIKFRGHFLJEGDLNPDSVDVIQLFQYQYNQLFEENPISAOGVDAKAILS
ARLSKRSRELLIAOLPEKKGKNGLIALSLGLTPNFKSNFDLAEDAKLQLSKDITY
DDDLNLLAQIGDQYADLFLA県NLSDAILSDILRVNTEITKAPLASAMIKRYDEHH
QDLLLKLALVRRQOLPEKYEIFFDSQNKRYAGYIDGDGASQEEFYFIIKPILEKMDGTE
ELVKLNRREDLLRKRQRTFDGSIPQIHGLHELAILLLRQEDFYFPLKDNRKIEKILTF
RIPYYVGPLARGNSRFAMTRKSEETIPWNFEEVVDKGASQSFIERMTNFDKNLNP
NEKVLPKHSLLEEYTYYNLTKEKVYTVGMTKRPAFLSGEQKKAIVDLEFKTNKV
TVKQOLKEDYFKKIECFDSVEISGVEDRFSNASLGTYHDLLKIIDKDFDLNENEIDLE
DIVLTLTFEDREMEIERLKYAHFDDKVMKQLKRRRYTGWRLSRKLINGIRDQK
SGKTIIDFLKSDGFANRNFMQLHDDSITLKEDIQKACQVSGQGSDLHEHIANLAGSPA
IKKGILQTVKVVDLEVKMGRHKPENIVEMAREMQTTOKQGKNSRERMKRIEGIK
ELGSQILKEHVPENTQLONEKLYLYYLONGRDMYVQOELDINRLSDYDVHDVIPQSF
LKDDSIDNKVLTRSDKNRGSNDNVPSEEVVKKMKYWRLLNAKLITQRKFDNLKT
KAERGGGLSELDKAGFKROLVETRQITKHVAOILDSMTKYNDEKLIREVKVITL
KSKLVSDFRKDFOFYKVRREINNYYHHADAYLNAVGBTALKYPKLESEFYGYDVK
VYDVKMIAKSEQEIGKATAKYYFYSNNMNFKTEITLANGIEIRKPRJETNGEIV
WDKGRDFATVRKVLSPMNQVINVKKTEVQTVGFSEILPKRNSDKLIARKDWDPK
KYGGFDSPTVAYSVLYAVKVEKGRKSKLKSKYKELLGITIMERSRSSFEKNPIDFLEAKG
YKEVKKDLIIKLKPSLYFELENGRKLAMLASAGELQKQLGNEALPSKYYVNFELYALSHYE
KLKGSPEDNEQKOLFVQHKYHLEDEIIQISEFSKRVLADANLDKVLISAYKNKRDKPP
IREQAENIIHLFTLTNLGAPAFAKYFDFTTIDRKRYSTKEVLDATLIHQSITGLYETR
IDLSQGIDSGGGSFPPKRRRV (SEQ ID NO: 199)

[0466] ABE7.10

ecTadA(Δwild-type)→(SGGS)2→XTEN-(SGGS)2→ecTadA(W23R/H36L_P48A_R51L_L44F_A106V)
D1058N_H123Y_S146C_D147Y_R152P_E155V_H156F_K157N)→(SGGS)2→XTEN-(SGGS)2→nCas9_SGGS-NLS
MSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTAKRARDEREVPGAVLVHNRRVIGEGWNRPIGRH
DPTAHAEMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMIHSRIGRVVFG
ARDAKTGAGSLMDVLHHPGMNHRVETEGILADECAALLSDFRMRQIEKA
QKKAQSSTDSGGSGSGGSSEGTPGTSESATPESGGGGSSGSGSSEVEFSHEYWMRHALT
LAKRARDEREVPGAVLVHNRRVIGEGWNRIGALHDPTEAHAEIMALRQGGLV
MQNYRLIDATLYVTFCPCVMCAGAMIIHSRIGVRVFGVRNAKGTGAGSLMDVLHYPGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALCYFFRMPRQFVFNQKKAQSSSTDSGGSSGSSGSSGDKKYSIGLAIANTSNGWAVITDEYKVPSSKFKVGLGN
TDHSIKKNLIGALLFDGGETAEATRIKRTRARRYTRRKRKKYLOEIFSNEMAKVDD
SFFHRLEESFVLVEEDKKHERHPFGNIVDEVAYHEKYPTIYHLRKLVLVSTDKADLRL
YLYLAKHIKFRGHLFEGDLNPNDSDVDLFLIQVQYTYNQLFEEENPINASVGDAKAI
LSARLSKSSRLLENLIAQLPGKNNLFGNILALSGLTNFKSNFDLAADAKLQLSKD
TYDDDLNLLAQIGDQYADLFLAANLSDAILDSLRLVNETIKAPLSAMIKRYDE
HHQDLTLKALVROOLPEKYKEIFDDQSKNGYAGYIDGDSQEEFYFIPKPILEKMD
GTEELVLKLRD8LRLKQRTDNGSIPHQHIGHLHELHAILRROQEDFYPFPLKDNREKE
I LTFRIPYYVGPLARGNSRFAWMTKRESEETTPWNEEEVDKGASAOQSIERMTNFDK
NLNPEKVLKHSLLYEYFTVYNETLKVKYVTGMRKPAFLSGEQKKAIVDLFLKTN
RKVTVKQLKDYYKKEIFDSDLVEISGMVDFRNAHGLYHDDLKIKIKDDFDLNEENE
ILEDIVLTLTLFDREMIEELRKLTYAHFLDDKVMQKLRRRTGWRGSLRKLINIRGD
KQSGKTLIDLFLSDKDFANRNFOMLHHDSLSCQDQKAOVSGQGDSLHEHIANLAG
SPAIIKKGILQTVKYYDLKVMGRHHPENIVIEMARENQTTQKQGQSNRERMKRIE
GIKELGSQLKEHONGTLOQLQNEKLLOYLYLONGRDMPDOELDINRSLDYDHDIVP
QSLKDDSDKNKLTRSDKNGSKSDNPSEVVKNKKNYWRQLNAKLITQKRFDN
LTKAERGGLSELDKAGFIKQRLQETRQITKHVAQILDSRMNTKYEYDENKLIQEVKVT
LKSKLVDLFDRKDFQFYKVRINNYHHAHDAYLNAVVTALIKKYKPLESEFVYGDY
KVYDVRKMIASQEOIQUKATKYFFYSNMNFBEKTILANGIRKRPIEETNGTGEI
VWDKGRDFATVRKVLSMPQVNVIKKTEVQRTGGFSKESILPKRNDSKLIAKRDWD
PKYYGGFDSPTVAYSLLVYVAKEVGKSSKLKSVKELLGITMRSSSFKERNPIDFLEAK
GYKEVKKDLIJKLPKSYLFELENGRKRLASAGINGKGNELALPSKYVNFYLASHY
EKLKGSPEDEONEKQQLFFQHYSKPHDLIEIQEEIFSKRVLADANLDKVLAYSAYKHRD
KPIREQAENIIHHLTNTLNGAPAAKFYDFTTDIDRRKRYTSTKEVLDATLHQSITGLYLE
TRIDLSQGGDSGGSPKKRKRV (SEQ ID NO: 200)

[0467] ABMax (7.10)

NLS_ecTadA_(wild-type)-(SGGS)_2-XTEN-(SGGS)_2-ecTadA7.10(W23R_H36L_P48A_R51L)
L84F_A106V_D108N_H123Y_S146C_D147Y_R152P_E155V_H156F_K157N)-(SGGS)_2-XTEN-(SGGS)_2_nCas9
VRQR_SGGS_NLS
MKRATDGSEFESPKKKRVSEVEFSEHYWMRHALTLAKRAWD cerePVGAVL
NNRVIGEGWRNPIGRHDPTAHAEIMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVM
CAGAMIHISRIVFVGARDAKTGAGSMLDVLHHPGMNHRVEITEGILADECA
ALLSDFFRRMQRQEIAKAQKKAQSSTDSGGSSGGSSSGSETPGTSESATPESGGSSGSSGSS
EVEFSHEYWMRHALTKRARDEREVPVAGLVLNVRIGEGWNRAIGLHPD
TAHAEMERALQGGLVMQNYLIDATLTYVTPEPCVMCAGAMIHISRIVFVGVR
NAKTGAAGSLMDVLHYPGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLCYFFRMPRQFNAQK
KAQSSTDSGGSSGGSSSGSETPGTSESATPESGGSSGSSGSSDKKYSIGLAI GTNSVGWAV
ITDEYKVPSSKKFVLGNTDRHSSKKNLIGALLFDSGETAEATRLKTRARRRYYTRRK
RICYLQEFNSMAKVDSSFHRLIEFLVEEDKHKHERHIPFIGNVIEVAYHEKYTTIY
HLRKLVDSTDKADLRLIYLANHALMICRFGHFLIEGDLNPDNSVDKFIQLVQTYN
QLFEENPINASGVDAKLASARLSKRSLENLIAQLPGEKKNGLFGNIALSLGLTPNF
KSNFDLAEADAKLQSLKDYDDLDNLNAQIGDQYADLFALAAKNLSDAILSDILRN
TEITKAPLSASMIKYDEHHQDDLTLKALVRQOLPEKYKEIFDQSKNGYAGYIDGG
ASQEEFYYFKIKILEKMDGTEELLVKLNRLEDLRLKQRTFDNGSIPHQIHLGELHAILRR
QEDFYFPLKDNRKIEKIILTFRIPYYGPLARGNSRFAWMTKREEETITPWNFEEVVD
KAGASAQSFIERMTDNFKNLPNEKVLPKHSLLEYFTYYNETLTKYVVTEGMRKPAF
LSGEQKKAIVDLLFKTNRKVTKOLKEDYFFKIECFDSVEISGVEDRFNASLTVYHD
LLKIIKDKDFLDNEENELDIELIVTLTLTFEDREMIEERLKTYAHLFDVKKVMQLKRR
RYTGWGRLSRKLINGIRDQSKQSGKTDLFDLSGDGFANRFMQLHDDSLETKEJIOKA
QVSGQGDSLHLHEIANLAGSPAIIKGGILQTVKVDVLELVKVMGRHKPENIVIEMARENQ
TTOKGQKNRSRERMKRIEEGKELGQQLKEHPVENTOLQNEKLYYLYLQNRMDMV
DQELDIINDLSYDVHDVIPQSFLKDSDNKLVTRESDKNRGKSDNVPSSEVVKKMK
NYWROOLLNAKLITQRKFDNLTKAERGGGLSELDKAGFIKRQLVETROITKHVAQILD
RMNKTGYDENNDKLIREVKVTLKSLIVSDFRKDFQFYKVREINNYHAHDAYLNAVV
GTALIKKYKPLESEFYGVGYDKVYDVKMIASKSEQIEGKATAKYYFFYSNIMNFKEIT
LANGEIRKPRIETNGETGEIVWDKGRDFATVRKVLSMOQPVNKKEVTQGGSFKE
SILPKRNSDKLIAKKDWDPKKYGGFVSTPITYSVLVVAKEGKSJKLSKVEKLL
GITIMERSSFENPIDFLEAAGKYKEVKKDIIIKPYSLELENGRKRMLASARELQK
GNELALPSKYVNFLYLASHYELIKGSPEDESEQQOLFGEQHKLHELDEIEQISEFSKRV
ILADANLDKVLASYNKHRRDPKIREQAOENIIHLFTLTNLGAPAAKYDFDDTDIIRKQYRS
TKEVLDATALHQSITGLYETRIDLSQLGGDSGSKRTADGSEFEPKKRKR (SEQ ID
NO: 201)
Exemplary base editors comprise sequences that are at least least 85%, at least 90%, at least 95%, at least 98%, at least 99%, or at least 99.5% identical to any of the following amino acid sequences:

**ABE8e**

MKRTADGSEFSEPKKKRKVSEVEFSEYWMRHALTLAKRARDEREPVPGAVLVLN
NRVIGEGWNRAIGLHDPATAHEAIMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLTVTFEPVCMAGA
MIHSHRIGRVFVGRVNSKRGAAAGSLMVLNYPMNHRVEIETGILADECAALLCFDY
RMRPQVFNAQKKAQSSNSGSGGSSGSSETP6ESATPESSSGSGGSCKYXYSGIL
AIGTNSVGWAVITDEYKVPSSKFVGLNGTFRHSIKKLNLGAALLFDGSETAEATRLKR
TARRRYTRKRNRCYQLQEFSNEAMKVDSSFFHRLLEESVLVEEDKKHERHPIFGNIVD
EVAYHEKYPTIYLHRKLVDSTDKADLRLIYLALAHMIKRGFHFLIEGDLNPNDSDV
DKLFIQLVQTYNQLFEENPASVGDAKAILSARLSKSRRLNIAQLPGEKKNGLFG
NLIALSLGLTPNFKSNFDLAEADKLQLSKDTYDDDLNLLAQIGDQYADFLAACKNL
SDAIIILSDLRVNEITKAPLSASMIKYDEHHQDLLLLKAKLVRQQLPEKYKIEFFDQS
KNGYAGYIDGGASQEEFYKFIPIKELMDGGTEELLVLKNRDULLRKRQRTFNGSIPIH
QIHLGELHAILRRQEDFYFPKLDNREKIEKLTFRIPYYGVPLARGNSRFAWMTKSE
ETITPWNFEVVDKGASAQFSIERIMTFDKNLPNEKLPKSLLYYEYTVYNELTKV
KYVTETGMKPAFLSIEQKKAIVDLLFKTRNKVTKQKLEDYFKKIECFDSVEISGVE
DRFNASLGTYHDLKIIKDKDFLDNEENEDILEDIVLTTLFLFEDREMIEERLKYAHLF
DDKVMKQKLRRYTGWGRSLRKINGIRDQKSGKTILDKLFSDKDFGARNMFQLIHD
DSLTFKEDIQKAQVSQQGSDLHEHIANLAGSPAIIKGLQTVKVVDVEVLMVGRHKP
ENIVIEMARENQTTQKGKNSRERMKRIIEGIKELSGQIKHEPVENTQLQNEKLTY
YLQNGRDMMYVQELDINRSLDYVDHVPSFLKDDSNDKNVTLSRDKNRKGSDKNV
PSEEVVKKMKNYQWQLLN4KLITQRFKFDNLTKAERGGSLKEDKAGFIKRQVLVETRQ
ITKHVAQILDSTRMNTKYDENDKLLREVKVIKTLSKVLSDFRRDFQFQQYKVEINNYHH
AHADYLANVGTALIKKYPKLESEFYGYDVYDKYVDVKMIKSEQEIQGKATAKYFY
SNIMNFFKETITLANGEIRKRPLENTGETIEIVWDKGRDFATVRKVLSPMQVNIVK
TEVQTGGFSKESILPKNRSDKLARIKDKWDPPKYYGGFDSPTVAYSVLVVAKVEKGY
SKKLKSVKELLGTTIERSSEFKNPIDDLEAKGYEKVDKMLIKLPYSLFELENGKR
MLASAGELQKGNALPSKYNVFVLYASHYEKLGSPEDNEQKQLFVFEQKHLYDE
IEEQISESKRVLADAKLKVLSAYNKHRDKPIREQAENIIHLFTLTLNGAPAACKYF
DTTIDRKRSTSTKVLATLHQSITGLEYTREDLSQLGGDSGSKRTADGSEFEPK
KRKV (SEQ ID NO: 202)
[0470] ABE8e-dimer

MKRTADGSEFESPKKRRKVKSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTAKRAWDEREPVGAVLVHN
NRVGEGWNRPGRHDPTAHAEMALRKQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGA
MIHSRIGRVFGARDKAGAAGSLMDVLHHPGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLSDFFR
MRQQEIKAQKQAQSSTDGGGSGGSGGSETPGTSESATPESSGSSGGSEVEFSHEY
WMRHALTAKRAWDEREPVGAVLVMNRVIGEGWNRAIGLHDPITAHAEMALRKQ
GGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPFCVMACAMNHISRIGRVRFGVRNSKRGAGSLMN
LNYPGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLCDFYRMPRQPQVFNAQKQAQSINSSGGSGGSGG
SETPGTSESATPESGSSGGGSDDKKSIGLAIGTNSVGAVIDTPEFVFKKFVGLNT
TDRHSIKKKNLIGALLFLDSGETAETLKRTRARRRYTRRKNRICLQIEIFSNEMAKVDD
SFFHRLEESFLVEEDKKHERHIPFIGNVDEVAYHEKYPTIYHLKRLVDSDKADRLL
IYLALAHMIKRCHFHLIEGLDLPNDSDVDKLFIQLVQTYNQLFEENPINASGVDAKAI
LSARLKSRRLENLIAQLPGEKKNFLFGNLALSLGLTPNFNSLFNADAKLQSLKD
TYDDDLLNLAQIGDQYADLFLAANKLSAILSDILRVNTEITKAPSLASMIKRYED
HHQDLTLKALVRQQLPEKYEIEFFQDKNGYAYDIDGASQEEFYFKPFLKMD
GETEELLVKNREDLLRQRTFDNSISHPQIHGELHAILRRQEDFYPFLDKNREKI
LIETFRIPTYVGPRLARGNSRFAWMTRKREEITIPWNFEEVVDKGAASQSFIERMTNF
DSNLNPENKLPHSLLEYYEVTYNEILTJKVYTVETGMRKPAFLSSEQKKAIVDDLF
RTNKVTQKLEDYFKIECFDSVEISGVEDRNALSGTYHDLLKIJKDKDFLDNEENED
ILEDIVTLTLTFEDRMIEERLKTYAHLFDDKVMQKLRKRRYTGWGLRSRKLINGIRD
KQSGKTIIDLFLKSDGFANRFMQIHLHDSTLFKIEDIQAKVQSGQGDSLHEIANLAG
SPAIIKKGILQTVKVVDLKVMGHRHPENIVIEMARENQTQKGQKNSRERMKRIEE
GIKLGSQILKEHPVENTQLQNEKLKLYLYLQNGRDMYVQEDLINDSDDYVDHVP
QSFLKDDSINDKVLTRSDKRNKSDNVPSEEVVKKMKNYWRRQLLNAKLIQTQRKFDN
LTKAERGGLSELDKAGIKFRQLVETRQITKHVAQILDSRMNTKDYENDKLIREVKVIT
LKSKLVSDFRKDFQFYKVEINNYHHAIHDAYLNAVGTALIKYKPLESEFVYGDY
KYYDVKRMIAKSEQIEIGKATAKYFYSNMNNKFTEILTANGEIRKRIPIETNETGIE
VWDKGRDFATVRKQLMPQVINVKETQVTGGSESILPKRNSDKLIARKKDWDQ
KKYGGDFSDPTVAYSVLvvAKVEKGSKKLLKSVKELLGTMERSSFKEKNPIDFLEAK
GYKEVKKDKLLJKPKYESLEFENGKRMLASAGELQKGNELALPSKYVNFYLASHY
EKLKGSDEXNEQKQLFVEQHKHLYDEIEQISEFKRVILADANLTKSAYNKHRD
KPIREQAQENIIHFLFTLNLGAPAAKFFDFTIDRKRKYSTCKVLDAIATLHQSITGLYETR
IDLSQQLGDSGSKRTADGSEFEPKKKRKV(SEQ ID: NO: 203)
[0471] **SaABE8e**

MKRTADGSEFESPKKRRKVSEVEFSEHEYWMRHALTLAKRADEREVPVGAVLVLN
NRVIGEGWNRPIGRHDPTAHAEMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGA
MIHSRIRGRVFGRDARKAGSLMLDVLHPGMNHREVITEGILADECAALLSDFFR
MRRQEIAQKKAQKSSDSGGSSSGSSGSSETPTGSETATPESGSGGSSGSSEVEFSHEY
WMRHALTLAKRADEREVPVGAVLVLNNRVIGEGWNRAGLHDPTAHAEMALRG
GGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMIHSRIRGRVFGRNKSRSRGAAGSLMN
LNYPGMNHREVITEGILADECAALLCDFYRMRQFVNAQKAQSSHINSGSSSGSSGSSG
SETPTGSETATPESSGSSGSGSKNYILGLAIGITSVGYGIIYETRVDAGVRFLK
[0474] **LbABE8e-dimer**

MKRTADGSFESPPKRRKVSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAKRAWDEREPVGAVLVHN
NRVIGEGWNRPGRHDPTAHAEIMALRQGGGLVMQNYRIDLATLYVTLEPCVMCAGA
MIHSRIGRVVFGARDAKTGAAGSMLMDVLHHPGMNHRVEITEGILADECALLLSDFFR
MRRQEIKAQKKAQSSTDSGGSSGSGSSGSSGSETPTSESATPESGGSSGSSGSEVEFSHEY
WMRHALTLAKRAWDEREPVGAVLHNNRVEIGWNRAIGLHDTPAHAEIMALRQ
GGGLVMQNYRIDLATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMIHSRIGRVVFGVRNSKRGAGSLMNVL
LLNPWGMNHRVEITEGILADECALLCDFYRMPRQVFNAAQKKAQSSINSGGSSGSGSSG
SETPTSESATPESGGSSGSGSSGKLEFKTNCSYLSSKTLRFKAIPIVGKQENIDNKRLLV
EDEKRAEDYKGVKKLLLDRYLYSFDVLSHISKLKNLNNYLIRFFLKTRTEKENKELE
NLEINLRKEIAKFKGNEGYKLSFKKDIETLPEFLDKDEIALVNSFNGTFAFTGFF
DNRENMFSEEAKTSTIAFRCINENTRTYISMDIFEKVDIFDKHEVQEIEKEILNSDY
DVEDFFEGFEFFNVLTQEGIDVNAIIGGFTVESGKEIKGLNEYINLYNQTKQKLKP
FKPLYQVLSREDLSFYEGEYTSDEEVEFLVRNLTNKNSEIFSSIKLEKLKFNDVEYY
SSAGIFVKNPGAISTKDIIFGWVNIRDKWNAEYDIDHKLKKAVVEKYTEDDRRKSF
KKIGSFSLEQLQECHADPASLAVEKLKEIIQKVDEEIKYGYSSEKLFADVFLEKSLK
KNDAVVMAIMKDLLDSVSFENYIAFFGEGKETNRESFYGDVFVAYDILLKVDHIY
DAIRNYVTQKPSKDFFLYFQNPQFMGGWDKDKETDARYLIRYGSKYLAIMD
KKYAKCLQKIDKDVNGNYEKNYSLLPGPKMLPKVFFSKKWMAYYNPSEDIQIKI
YKNGTFKKGDMFNLNDCHKLIDFKDSISRYPKWNSAYDFNFSETERKDYIGFFYRE
VEEQYKVSFESASKKEVDKLVEEGLYMFQIYNKDFSDKSHGTNLHTMYFKLLF
DennHGQIRLSGGAEFLMRRASLKEELVHPANSPIANKNPDPKKTTTLSYDYVK
DKRFSEDQYELHIAPAIKNCKPNIFKINTEVRLKHDNPPYVIGIARGERNLYVYVV
DGKNIVQEQLSNIEINNFNGIRIKTDYHSLDKKEKERFEARQNWTSIENIKELKAG
YSISQVHVICKELGKVYDIAILEDLN5FKNSVRKVKEQVYQKFKMEKLNDKLMYMYV
DKKSPNCATGKALKGYQITNKFESKSMSTQNGFIPYPAWLTSKIDPSTGFVNLKT
KYTSAIDSKFISSFDRIMYVPEDLFALDYKKNFSTRDYIKNKWKLYSYGNRIRIF
RNPKNVNFVDFWEEVCLTSAKELFKNGYINYYQGDIRALLCEQSDKAFYSSFMALM
SLMLQMRNSITGRTDVDFLISPVNDSGIFYDSTRNYEAQENAILPKNADANGAYNIA
RKVLWAIGQFKKAEDEKLKDVKIAISNKELEYAQTSVKGSGKRSTADGSEFEPPK
KRKV (SEQ ID NO: 207)

[0475] LbAEB7.10
MKRTADGSEFESPKKKRKVSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAKRAWDEREVPVGAVALVHN
NRFIGEGWNPGRHPTAHAEIMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGA
MIHRSIGRVRFGARDAKTAAGSLMDVLHHPGMHRVITEGILADECAALLSSFRR
MRRQEIAKAKQAQSSTDSSGGSSSNGSSSETPGTSEATSPESSGGSGGSEYFSHEY
WMRHALTLAKRADELPVGAVALVLNNRFIGEGWNRAIGLHDPTAHAEIMALRQ
GGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMIHRSIGRVRFGVRANKAAGSLMDVL
HYPMMNHRVITEGILADECAALLCYFRMPRQVFNAAKQAQSSTDSSGGSSGSGGSS
SETPGTSEATSPESSGGSGGSKLEKFTNCYSLSKTLRFAIPVGTQENIDNKRLLV
EDEKRAEDYKGVKKLDREYLSFINDVHISIKLKNLNNSLFRKRTENKELENE
NLIEINLRKEIAKAFKGNEGYKSLFKDIIEITILPEFLDDKEIALVNFSNGFFTAFTGFF
DNRENMFSESAAKSTSAFCRINENLTRYINMDIFEKnVDAIFDKEHVQIEKIKLNSDY
DVEDFFEGFFNFVLTQEGIDVYNAIIGGFVTESGEGKGLNEYINLYNQTKQKLKP
FKPLYKQLVDRESLSFYEGYTSDEEVLEVFRTNINSEIFSSIUKLEKLFLKDFNE
YSAIGIFKVNGPAISTISKDFIEWNVIRDKWNAYDIHLKCAVYTEYEDDRKSF
KKIGSFSLEYQYADEALSVVEKLKIIIQKVDIEYKVYGSSEKLFADFKVLEKSL
KNDAVVAIIMKDDLDSVKSFENYIAKFFEGKEKTNRDSEFYGDVLAYDILLKVDHY
DAIRNYVQKPSKDFFLYQFQPQFQGMDKDKTEDYRATILRMYGSKYLAIMD
KKYAKCLQIKDDVNGNYKINYYKLLPGPNMLPKVFSKKWMAYYNPSDEIQQI
YKNTFKKGDMFNLNCHKLLDFKDSISRYPKWSNAYDFNSETEEKYKDIAGFYRE
VEEQYKVSFESASKKEVDKLVEEGLYMFQIYNKDFSOKSHGTPLNLHMYFKLLF
DennHGQIRLSGGAEFLMRRASLKEELVHPANSPIANKNPDPKKTTTLSYDYVK
TGDFILHFKMNRLSFQRGLGFMPAWDIVFEKNETQDFAKGTPIAGKRIVPVIENHRFTGRYRDLYPANELIALLEEKGIVFRDGNSNILPKLLLENDSSHAIDTMVIALRSVLQMRNSNAATGEDYINSVPVRDLNGVCFDSFRQNPEWPMADANGAYHIALKGQLLLNLHKEKDLKLQNGISNQDVLAYIQELRNSGSGSKRTADGSEFEPKRRKV (SEQ ID NO: 209)

[0477] enAsABE8e-dimer
MKRTADGSEFESPKKKRKVESEVESHEYWMRHALTLAKRAWDEREPVGAVALVHNNRVIGEGWRPIGRHDPTAHAEIAMLRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMIHSRIRGVVFGARDAKTGAAGSLMDVLHHPGMNHRVEITEGILADECALLSDLFFRMRRQEIAKQAQSSTDSGSSSGSSGSSGSETPGTSEASAPPSGSSGSSSGETQKEQFETNYQVQKTLRFELIPQGKTLKIQEQFGEEDKARNDHYTEKLPIDIYKTYADQCLQLVQLWILWLSAADSYREKTEETRNALEEQAQTNIAHHDFIGRTDNLTDAINHRHAEIYKGIKFKEFNGKVLKQLGTVTTTEHENALLRSDFDKFTYFSGFYRNRKVNFSAEDSTAIPHRIVQDNFPKFKENCFMTRLITAVPSLREHFENVKKAIGFVSSTIEEVFSFPPYNQLLTQTQDLNQLGGISREAGTEIKGLNEVLNLAQKNDTAEIIAASLPHRIEPILFKQLSRNTRLSFILEEKSDEEEVQSFCKYKTLRNRNVELTEAEALFNELNSDLTHIFHSHKLETISSLCDHDWTLRNYE RRISELTGKIKSAKEKVQRSLKHEDINLQIEISAAGKELSEAFKQKTSEILSHAAL DQPLPTTLKKQEEKEILKQDSLLGLYHLLDWFADVSEVDPSAFARTGJKLMEPLISFYKARNYATTPKPSVEKFKLFQMPTLARGWDVNREKNNGAILFKNGLGYLGIIMPKQGKYCALXSTPEKTESEGFDKMYYDFPDAAKMPKCTQLKAVTAHFQTHHPPILLSNNFIEPLEITKEYDLNNEPEKPEPQFTAYAKKTGDQKGYREALCKWI DFTFDFLSKYKTTSDSSLPSQQYKDLGEEYAEALPPYHISFQRIAIAEMADEVETGKLYFLFQIYNKDFAKGHGKPNLHTLYWTLFSPLENLAKTSILNGAQELFYRPKSMRKMRAHRIGKLMLNNKLKDQTPIDPTLQELYDYNAVHRLSHDLSEARALLPNVITEKVEHIIKDRFTSDKFFHVPITLNYAQANSPSKFQNVRVNAYLKEHPETPIIGIA RGERNLITYITVISTDGKILEQRSRLNTIQFDYQKKLNDREKVARQAWSVVTIKDLKQGYLSQVIHEIVDLMHYQAQVVLENLNGFKSKRTGIAEAKAVYQQFEMKLIKDLNCVLKDYPAEKVGGVLNPQLTDFSTSFAKMTQSGFLFYVPAPYTSKIDPLTGFVDPFVWKTIKNHESRKHFLFEGDFLHYDVKTVGDFILHFKMNRLSFQRGLGFMPAW
MKRTADGSEFESPKKKRKVESEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAKRAWDEREPVGA VLCVHVHNNR VIGEGRNPQGRDPTAHAEIMALRQGGGLVMQNRIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGA MIHSRIGRFFGARDAKTGAAGSLMDVLHHPGMNHVETEGILADECA ALLSDFFR MRRQIEIKAAKQSAQSTDSSGSQSSGSETPTGESATPESBGSSGSQVESHEY WMRHALTLAKRADEREPVGAVLVLNRRVIGEGRNPRAIGLHDPTAHAEIMALRQ GGLVMQNRIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMIIHRIGRFFGFVRAKTGAAGSLMDV LHYPMGMNHVETEGILADECAALLCYFRMPPQFNAKKAQSSSTSDDSSHGGSSGSSG SETPGTUESATPESBGSSGSGMTQFEGFTNLQVSKTLRFELIPQGGKLHIQEQQFGF EEDKARNDHYKELPKIIRIYKTYADQCLQLVQLDWNLSAADSRYKKEKETENRAN LIEEQAYRNYAHIHDYFIRGTRDNLTDAINKRHAEGIYKGFALKFNGKVLKQLGT VT ET EHENALLRNFSDKFTTYFSGFYRNNKFVSAEDISTAIIPHRIVQDNFPKFKENCHIFTR LI TAVPSLRHEFENVKKAAIGIFSTIESIEVFSFPPFYQNLTTQIDLNYQLLGGISREAGTE KIKGLNEVLNLAIQKDNIAHHIAIQPHRFIPLFKQLSDRNTLSFILEEFKSDEEVIQSF CKYKTLLRNEN VEALFNEI NSIDLTHIFISHKKLETISSALCDHWDTRLNYE RRISELTGKIKTSAKEKVRQSLKHEDINQEIIIAAEGKELSEAFKKTSEILSHAHAAL DQPLPTTLKQEKEIKQSLSDLLGLYHLLDWFAVDESNEVDPEFSAALRGITKLEME ALSFYSNKANYATKPKYSVEKFKNFAQMTLARGWDVNRKNNGAIIFVNGKLY YLGIMPKQKGRYKALSEPEKTSEGFDKMYDYFPDAAMIPKCKSTQLAVTAHQB QTHTPILLSNNFIEPLEITEKIEYDLNNEPEKEPKFQTAAYAKKTDQDGKYREALCKWI DFTRFLSJKTYKTTSIDLSSLRPSSQYKDLGEYYYAEINPLYHISFQRIAEKIMDAVE TGKLYLFQIYKDFAKGHGKPNLHTLYWTGLFSPENLAKTISKLNGQALEFYRPKSRMKRAMHRLEGKMLNKQDKQKTPIDTLYQELYDYVNHLRSHELDSDEARRLLPN VITKEVSHEIIKDRFTSDKFFFHVPIPLNYQAANPSKFQNVANLYKHEPITPIIGIA RGERNILYITVISTGKILEQRLNTIQFQVDYQKKLDENKERVATQAWSVVGTIKLD KQGYLSQVHEIVDLIMHYYQAVVVLENLNFKSKRTGIAEKAVYQQFQKMLIDKL NCLVLKDYPAEVGGVLNPYQLOTDQFTSAKMGFQGFLYVPAPYTSKIDPLTGFLV DPFWKTIKNHRKHFLEGFDFLHYDVKTGDFILHFMRNRNLSFQRLPQMPAW DIVFEKNETQFDACKTPFIAKGRVIPVIENHRFTGRYRLYPANELIALLEEEKGIVFRD
GSNILPKLLENDHSHAITDMVALIRSVLQMRSNATAEGYINISPVRLNGVCFDSRFQNPWPMADADANGYHIKLKQQLLLNHLKESKDLKQLQNGISNQDWLAYIELRNSGSKRTADGSEFEKPKKRKV (SEQ ID NO: 211)

[0479] SpCas9NG-ABE8e (“NG-ABE8e”) MKRTADGSEFESPKKKRKKVSEVESHEYWMMRHATLAKRARDERVEPVGAVLVLNMVIGEGWNRAIGLHDPTAHAEMALRQGGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTFEPVCVMCAGAMIHSRGRVVFGRVRSNGRAAGGSLMNVLNPYGNNRHVEIGILAQEGDCADEAALLCQDFYRMPRQVFNAQKKAQSSINSGGSQGSSQSETPTGSESATPESSGSSGSDKKYSIGL AIGTNSVGWAIVTDEYKVPSKKFKVLGNTDRHSIKKNLALLFDGSETAETRLKR TARRRYYTRKRNRCYLMQEFNSEMAKVDSSFFHRLEESFLVEEDKKHERHPIFGNIVDEVAYHEKYPTIYHLRKLVDSTDKDLRLIYLALAHMIKRGRHHLIEDLDNPDNDSVDKLFQILVQTYNFLFEENPINASVGDAKAILSARLKSRRLENLIAQLPGEKKNGLFGNLIALSLGLTPNSFKSNFDLAEDAKLQLSKDTYDDDLNLLAQIGIQDQYADLFLAAKNLSDAILLSDILRNVNEITKAPLSAMIKRYDEHHQDLKALVRQQLPEKYKEIFFDQSKNGYAGYIDDGASQEEFYFKFIPKILEKMDGTEELVNLREDLLRKRQTFDNISIPHIQHLGELHAIRRRQEDFYFLKNDNERKEIKLTFRIPYVGPLARGNRSAFWMTKRSEETITPWNFEEVVDKGAASQFIERMTNFDKNLPNEKVLPKHSLLYEYTVYNELTKVKYVTENGMRKPAFLSGEQKKAIVDLLFKTNRKVTQKLQKEDYFKKIECFDSVEISGVEDRFNANSLGYHDILKIIKDKDFLDNEENEDILEDIVTLTLFEDREMIERLKYAHLFDKVKMQKLRRTYTGWGRSLRKLINGIRDKQSGKTLDFLKLSDGFANRNFMQLIHDDSLTFKEDIQKAAQVSQGSDLHEHIANLAGSPAIIKQILQTVKVDVEKVMGRHKPENIVIEMARENQTTQKGGQKNSRERMKRIEEGIEKLSQILKEHPVENTQLQNEKLYLYLQNGRDMMYVDQELDINLSDYDHDVIPQSVFLKDDISDNKVLTRSDDNRSKGDSDNVPSEEVKKMKNYWRLNNAKLITQRKFDNLTKAERGGSELDKAGIFKQLVETRQITKHVAQILDSRMNTKYEDEKLLIREVKVITLKLVSDFRKDFQFYKVREINNYYHAHDAYLNAVGTALIIKYPKLESEFYGYDVKYVDVRKMIAKSEQIKEKATAKYFFYSNIMNFKEITLANGEIRKRPLIETGNETGEIVWDKGRDFATVRKVLSPMQVNIVKKTTEVQTFQGFSKESEPPKRNSDLRIARKKDWDPPKYGGFVSPVTAYSVLVVAKVEKGSKLLKSVEKELGITIMERSSEFKEKNDIDFLEAKGYKEVKKDIIKLPKYSLFELENGKRMLASARFLQKGNELAIPSYVNVFLASHYHKEKLKGSPEDNEQKQLFVEQHKHYLDEIEQISEFSKVRILADANYLDKVLASAYNKHRDDKPIREQAENIIHLFTLTNLGAPOOLAFKYFDTTIDRKVYRSTKEVLDATLIHQSITGLYETRIDLSQLGGGSKRTADGSEFEFKKRKV (SEQ ID NO: 212)
NG-ABE8e-dimer
MKRTADGSEFESPKKKRKVKSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAKRAWDEREVPGAVLVLHV
NRVIGEGWNRPIGRHDPATAEIMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGA
MIHSHIRGVRVGFARDGAKTGAAAGSLMDVLHHPGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLSDFFR
MRRQEIAKQAQKASSTDSGGSSGSSGSSSETPGTSEATPESGGSSGSSSEVESHEY
WMRHALTLAKRAWDEREVPGAVLVLHNRRVIGEAGNRAIGHLHDPTAHAEIMALRQ
GGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMIIHSHIRGVRVVFGRVNSRRKAAGSLMN
LNYPGMRHNVEITEGILADECAALLCDFYRMPRQVFNAQKQAQSSINSGGSSGSSGSS
SETPGTSEATPESGGSSGSSDDKKSIGLAILGNTSVPWAVITDEYFKVFUPVLG
TDRHSIKKNLIGALFLDSGETAEATRLKRTARRRYTRRRKRNCQIEIFIENMSMCK
SFFHRLEESFLVEEDKKHERHPFIFGNIVDEVAYHEKYTIYHLKULVDSDKADLRL
IYLALAHMIKFRGHHFLGDNLNPNSDVDLKLFIQLVQTVYNQLFEEPNASGVDKA
ILSARLSKSRRELJNIQLPGKEKKNGFLGNLIALSLGTLPNFKSNDLAEDAKLQLSKD
TYDDDDLNNLAQIGDQYADFLAANLSDAILLSDLVRNEITKAPLSAMIKRYDE
HHQDLTLKLAVQRQPKEKEIFFDIDSKQNGYAGYIDGASQSEFEYFKPIKILEKMD
GETEEUVLKLNGRELLKRRQRTFDGSPHQIHLGELHAILRRQEDFYFPLKDREKIEK
LTFRIPYYVGPLARGNSRFAWMTRKSEEITPNFEEVDKGAASQSFIERMTNFDK
NLPNEKVLKSHLLYFYETFYVENLTKVKYVTGMRKPAFLSSEQKKAIVDFLLKTN
RKVTQKLKEDYFKKEIEFDSVEISGVEDRFNASLGTYHDLLKIJKDKDFLDNEENED
ILEDIVLTLTLFEDREMIEERLKTYAHLFDKMKQLKRRYTGWRGRLSRKLINGIRD
KQSGKTIILDFLKSDGFANRFNMQLIHDDSSTFKEDIQQAQVSQGQDSLHEIANLAG
SPAIIKKGILQTVKVVDVELKVMGHRHPENIVIEMARENQTTQKQGKNSRERMRKREE
GIKELGSLQUEPVENTQLNEKLYLYYLQNGRDMYVQELDINRLSDYDVHDIVP
QSFKDDSDNKLVTDRSDKNKGSDKDNVPSGEVVKMKNYWQLNLNAKLTQFRKFDN
LTKAERGGSLDEKAGFIKRQLVETRQITKHVAIQILDSRMNTKYDENDKLIREVKVIT
LKSKLVDSDFKDFQFYKVREINNYHHAHDAYLNAVGTALIKKYPKLESEFVYGDY
KVDVRKMIAKSEQEIGKATAKYFFYNIMNFKEITLANEIRKPRPLTENGETGEI
VWDKGRDFATVRKVLMPQNVINVKKTEVQTGGFSERIPKRNSDKLARKDDWPD
KKGYGGFVSPTAVAVLYLVAKVEKGSKKFLSVKELLGTFMRSSFEKFNIPDFLEAK
GYKEVVKKDLIIKLKPYESLEFLENGRKRMLASARFLQAGNELAPKYYNVFNYLASHY
EKLKGSPEDEQEKNQQLFVEQHKYLDIEEQISESKRVILADANLDKLVLSAYNKHRD
KiPREQAENIIHLFTLTLNLAGPRAFKDYTDITDRKVYRSTKVLDAIATLHIQVSTGLEYT
IDLSQLGGDSGSKRTADGSEFEPKKKRKV (SEQ ID NO: 213)
[0481] SaKKH-ABE8e (“KKH-ABE8e”)
MKRTADGSEFESPKKKRRKVSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAKRARDEREVPVGAVLVNHNRVIGEGWNRAIGLHDPHTAHAEMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMIHSRIRGRVFGARDAKTGAGSLMDVLHHPGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLSDFFRMRRQEIKAKQKKAQSSTDGGSGGSSGSSGSETPTGTSATPESSGGGSSGGSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTALKARLDEREVPVGAVLVHNRRVIGEGWNRAIGLHDPHTAHAEMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMIHSRIRGRVFGRNSKRGAAGSLMNVLNYPGGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLCQYK

[0482] SaKKH-ABE8e-dimer
MKRTADGSEFESPKKKRRKVSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAKRARDEREVPVGAVLVHNNRVIGEGWNRAIGLHDPHTAHAEMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMIHSRIRGRVFGARDAKTGAGSLMDVLHHPGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLSDFFRMRRQEIKAKQKKAQSSTDGGSGGSSGSSGSETPTGTSATPESSGGGSSGGSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTALKARLDEREVPVGAVLVHNRRVIGEGWNRAIGLHDPHTAHAEMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMIHSRIRGRVFGRNSKRGAAGSLMNVLNYPGGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLCQYK

SEQ ID NO: 214
HFLIEGDLPDNDSDVDKLFIQLVQTYNQLFEENPINASVGDAKAILASARLSESSRELN
LIAQLPGEKKNGLFNGLIALSLGTLTPFNKSNFDLAEADKANLQLSDDYDDDLNLLAQLI
GDQYADLFLAANLSDAIALSDLRIVNETIUKAPLSAMIKRYDEHQDITLLKALVR
QQLPEKYKEIFFDQSNGNYAGYIDGDSQSEEFYKFKPILKMDGTEELLVKLNREDL
LRKQRTFNGSIPHQLGELHAIRRQQEDFYPPFLKDNREKJIEKLTFRIPYYVGPLAR
GNSRFAMWTRKSEETTPWNFEVVDGKASASQSFIERMTNDFKNLPENKVLPHSL
YEYFTVYNELTIVKYVTEGMRMKPAFLSGEKQAKAIVDLLFKTNRKTVKQKLEDYFK
KIECFSVEISGVEDRFNASLGTYHDLLKIKDKDFLDNEENILEDIVLTTLTFEDRED
MIEERLKTAYAHFLDDKVMKQLKRRYTGWGLRSKLINGIRDQSSGTILDLSD
gFANRNMQLIHDDSITFKEDIQKAQVSQGDSLHEIANLAGSPAIIKGIQLTVK
VDELKVMGRHKPENIVIEMARENQTTQKGKQNSRERMKRIEGIKEGLSIIIKHE
VENTQLQNEKLYLYQLYQNGRMDYVDQELDINLSYDHDVHIVPQSFLKDSIDNK
LTRSDKNRGSNVDPSEEVVKMKNYWRQLLANLITQRFDNLTKAERGGLSEL
DKAGFIRQLVTRQIKHVAQILSRMTNKYDENDKLUERVKVITLSKLVSDFRK
DFQFYKVREINHNYHAIADZNAVGTALIKYKPKLESEFVYGYDYKVYDVRKMI
ASEQSGSFKRTADGSEFEPPNKKRV (SEQ ID NO: 216)

[0484] **CP1028—ABE8-e-dimer**

MKRTADGSEFESPKKKRVSVEVESHEYMWMHALTLAKRAWDEREVPGAVLVLHN
NVRIGEWNRPGRHDTHAEIMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGA
MIHRSIRGVRFGARDKGAAGSLMDVLHHPGMNHVEITEGILADECALLLSDDFR
MRQIEKAQKKSQLTDSSQGSGGSGGSGGSETPTGTSATPESGSQGSSEVEFSHEY
WMHALTLAKRAWDEPVEGAVLVLNLNRIGEWNRAIGLHLHPTAHAEIMALRQ
GGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTFEPCVMCAGAMHIHRSIRGVRFGVRNSKRGAAAGSLMN
LNYPGMNHRVEITEGILADECALLLCDYRMPREVFQNAQKKAQSSINSQGSGS
SETPTGTSATPESGSQGSQSEIGKATAKHYFYSNFNFKTEITLANGEIKRPLIET
NGETGEIVWLKGRDFATVRKLVSMQPVINVKTEVQTGGFSKELPKNEDKLIAR
KDKWDPPKKGFGSPTVAYSVLVAVKVEGKSSKLKSVEKELLGITMERSSEFKNPI
DFLEAKGYKEVKKDLKPOLYLSLENGRKMLASAGELQKGNELALPSKYVNFL
YLASHYEKLOTGSPDENEQKQFLVEMYQKHLYDEIIEQISEFSKRVILADANLDKVLASAY
NKHDRKPIEREQAENIIHLFTLTLNAGPAAFKYFDTTIDRKYSTTKSTLDAVTLHSSIT
GLYETRIDLSQLGGDGSSGSSGSSGGGSGGSGMDKKSIGLAIAGTNSV GWAVIT
DEYKVPSSKFVLGNTDRSHKINLIAFLFSGTAEATRLKRTARRRYTRRRKNI
CYLQIEFSNEMAKVDDSFHRLESFLVEEDKKBHERHIPGNNVDEVAYHEKYPITYH
LRKKLVSTDSDKLDLRLYIALAHMIKFRGHFLIELGDLNPDNSDVSDLFIQLVQTYNLQFENPINASGVDAKIALSRLSKRRLENLIAQLPGKKGKNGLFGNLIASLGLTPLNFK
SNFDLAEADKLQLSDKTYDDDLDNLIAQIQDQYADLFLAAKNLSAILDSILDILRVNT
EITKAPLSAMIRYDEHHQDLTLKALVQRQLEKYEIIFFDQSKNGYAGYIDGGA
SQEFEYFKFKILEKMDGTEELLVKLNREDLLRKQRTFDGSIPQHIIHLEHLHAILRRQ
EDFYPFLKDNRKIEKLITRFYPYYVGPLARGNRFAMTRKSEEFTIPWNFEEVVDK
GASAQSFIERMTNFDKLPNEKVLKHSLLLEYFTVYNELTKVYVTEGRMRKPAFLS
GEQKKAIVDLLLFTNKRKTVQLKEDYFKKIECFDSVEISVGVEDRFNASLGYHDLL
KIJKDKDFLDNENEDEDILIDVLTLTLDKEMIILKTYAHILFDKMKQLKRRR
TGWGRSLRKLINIRDQSKGKTIDFLKSDGFANRNFQMQLIHDDSTFKEDIQKAVVS
GQGDSLHEHIALAGSPAIIKKGQLTQKVVDVLKVMHRKPKENIVEMARENQTTQ
KGKQKNRERMKRIEIGIKELGSQILKEHPVENTQLQNEKLYLYLQNGRMDYVDEQ
LDINRLSDYDVHDIVQPSKLDSSIDNKVLTRSDKNGKSNDNVPSEEVKKMNKYW
RQLLNAKLIQTQRFDNSLTKAERGLGSELDKAGFIQRQLVETRQITKHVAQILDSRMN
TKYDENDKLIREKVITLKLVLSFRDFQFYKVREINNYAHADYLNAVAQGTA
LIKKYPKLESEFYGYDVYDVDYKMIAEKSEQGGSKRTADGSEFEPKKKRKV (SEQ
ID NO: 217)
[0485] CP1041--ABE8e
MKRTADGSEFSEPKKKRKVSEVEFHSHEYWMRHALTLAKRARDEREPVGVAVLVLN
NRRIGEGWNRAIGLHPTAHEAIMLARQQGGLVMQNYRLDATLYVTFEPCVMCAGA
MIHSRIGRVFGRNSKGAAASLMYNLVGNPMHRVEITEGILADECAALCDIFY
RMPRQVFNAQKKAQSSINSGGSSGGSSETPGTSAEATPESSGGSSGGSNNMFFKT
EITLANEIRKRPLIETGETGIWVDKGDATVRKLSMPQVNIWKKEVTQGTGFS
KESILPKRNSDJKLJARKDWDPPKYGFGDSPTVAYSVLVVAKEVGKSSKKLSVKE
LLGITIMERSSEFKNPIDLEAKGYKEVKKDKLJIKLPKYSLELENGRKRMASAGELQ
KGNELALPSKYVNFLYALSYEKLGKSPEDNEQKLFVEQHKHYLDLEIIEQISEFKSR
VILADANLDKVLSAYNHKRDRKPRIEQAEINIHLFTLNLGAPAFAKAYFDTITDRKRYT
STKEVLDATLHIQSTIGLYETRIDLSSLQGLGDGSGGSGGSGGSGGSGGSGGSGGSGGDKKYSIG
LAIGTNSVGWAVITDEYKPSKFKVLGNTRHSHIKNNLIGALLFSGETAEATRLK
RTARRRYYTRKRNRCYLQIEFSNEMAVKDDSFFHRLEESFLVEEDKKHERPHIFGNIV
DEVAYHEKYPITCHLRKVLVDSTDKDLDRLIYLALAHMIKFRGHFLIELGDLNPDNSD
VDKLFQVQTYNLQFENPINASGVDAKIALSRLSKRRLENLIAQLPGKKNGLF
GNLIASLGLTPLNFKSNFDLAEADKLQLSDKTYDDDLDNLIAQIQDQYADLFLAAKN
AHDAYLNAVGTALIKKYPKLESEFYGYDYVDRVMIKASEQIEGKATAKYFFYSNIMNFFKTEITLANGEIRKRPILIENTGETGEIVWDKGRDFATVRKVLSMPQVNVKKEVTEVGSGFESILPKRNSDILAIARKKDWDPPKYYGGFDSPTVAYSVLVVAKVEKGDSDKLKSVKELLGITIMERSSEFKNPIDFLEAKGYKEVKKDILIKLPYSYLFELENKRMLASAGELQGNELAPSKYVNFLASHYEYKLIKGSPEDEQKQQLFVEHQKYLDEIIEQISESKRVLADANLDKVLAYSANYKHDKPIREQAENIHIHLFTTLTNGLAPAACKYFDTTIDRKRKYSTKEVLDATLHQSITGLYETRIDLSQLGDSGGSKRTADGSEFEPKKKRKV (SEQ ID NO: 220)

[0488] ABE8e(TadA-8e V106W)

MKRTADGSEFESPKKKRKVSEVEFSHEYWKRHALRTAKARDEREPVGAVLVLINRNVIGEGWNRAIGLHDPTAHAEIMALRQGGLMQNYRIDLATLYVTFECVCMCAGAMISRIRGRVFGVRNSKRGAGSMLNLYPGMNHRVEITEGIADACAALLCDYFRMPQVFNQAQKKAQSSNSGGSSGGSGSETPQSEATPESSGGSSGSDKYYCIGLAIGTNSVGAWAITEVKYPKSF

KVGLNTRHJSKSNKLNIGALLFDSGETAEATRLKRTRRRTRKRNRICYQIEFSNEMAVDDSFHRRLESEFLVEEDKKHERPIFIGNIVDEAYHEKYTILHRKLVVDSTDLADRLYILALAHMKFRGHLIEGLDINGDNSVDVKLFIQLQVTQYNQLEENPINASVDAKALSARLSKSRRLENLIAQLPGKKNGLFQNLIALSGLTPNFKSNFDLAEADKLQLSFKDSTDLDLNNLQAQIDQYADFLAAKNLSDAILSDLRNTETIKAPLSAMIKRYDHEQQDLTLLALKAVRQQLPEKYKEIFFDQSKNGYAGYIDGGASQEEFYFKFPILEKMDCTEELVLKNREDLLRKQTFTDNGSIPHQILHGLHAILRRQEDYPFLKDNREKIEKILTFRIPYYVGPLARGNSRFAWMTRKSEETTTPWNEEVVVDKAGASQSFIERMTNFSDKLNPNEKVLPLSHSLLEFYFTVYNELTKYVETMGRKPAFLSGEQKKAIVDLFLKTRNKRVTQQLKEDYFKKIECFSVEISGVEDRFNASLGTYHDLKIIKDKDLDNENEDILEDIVLTLTLEDREMIEERLKTYAHLDFFMKVLQKRRRTYGWGRLSRKLINGIRDKQSGKTIDFLKDSDGFANRFNMQLIHDDSTLFKEDQIAQVSGQGDSLHELHANLAGSPAIIKKGGLQTQKVDVEKLVMGRHLPENIVEMARENQTTQQGQKNSRERMKRIEGIKEGSQILKEHPVENTQLQNEKLHYLQLNQGRMDYVDQELDINLSDYDVIDHIPQSFLKDSIDNKVLRTSDKGNDDNPSEEVVKKMNKYWRQNLNKLITQRKFDNLKAERGLSELDDKAGFIRKLQVETRQITKHVQAQIDLSRMTKYSNEKIRREVKVIKLKLSDFRKDFQFYKVR

EINNYHHAHDAYLNAVGTALIKKYPKLESEFYGYDYVDRVMIKASEQIEGKATAKYFFYSNIMNFFKTEITLANGEIRKRPILIENTGETGEIVWDKGRDFATVRKVLSMPQVNVKKEVTEVGSGFESILPKRNSDILAIARKKDWDPPKYYGGFDSPTVAYSVLVVAKVEKGDSDKLKSVKELLGITIMERSSEFKNPIDFLEAKGYKEVKKDILIKLPYSYLFELENKRMLASAGELQGNELALPSKYVNFLASHYEYKLIKGSPEDEQKQQLFVEHQKYLDEIIEQISESKRVLADANLDKVLAYSANYKHDKPIREQAENIHIHLFTTLTNGLAPAACKYFDTTIDRKRKYSTKEVLDATLHQSITGLYETRIDLSQLGDSGGSKRTADGSEFEPKKKRKV (SEQ ID NO: 473)
DKLFIQIVQTYQFVPINASGVDAKILSAIFSKSRLLENIAIOPLGEGKKNGFGLJIALSLGIL
PNFKSNFIDLAEADAKILQSKDITDDDLINLQAIQGDYADLFLAASNJDAIJSKJLVNTEITKAP
LSAMVVRKRDIFDHEQDLIULAKVRQLPQKYEIKFIDQSKINGAGYIDGQAGQEFYFKPIELEK
MDGTETVILNKLIREDIIRKRQTDNINGHPQHLJGHELHARRQDFYPFLKDNRKIEKIIFLRI
YYVGILARGNSREAWMTKSEEITPWPFEVYDKGASASQFIERMTNDKNLPEVKVLPKHSLLY
EYFTYNELTKYVTMGRKKPAFLSGEQOKKAIILDLFKNKVRKVTQKILEDPKKECDSEIVESG
VEDRFNASLGYHTDLKIIKDKFDLDNEENILEDIVTLTFLEDREMIIFLKTYAHLDDKVMK
QLKRIERTGWWGRLSRKINGIRDQSKGTITDIKNSDFANRNFMQLIHDLSLFKEDIQKAQVSC
QGDSLHEHHANLPGSPAIKGIIIQITYVDILEYKMYMGHKSIPNIVMAIARENQOOGQOKNSRERM
KRIEIEKIGLOQLKEHVENTLQNEKLQLYLYLQNGRDVMQDELINRLSDYDYDHIWPOFLK
DDSIEKVLTRLSDKRNGSNDVPNPEEYQVMKMNYWRQQLNNALITORQFDNLTACEGGLLS
AGFIIKQFLAETROIQHTHVAQILDSRNMTKYIDENKLIREFVYKTLKLSVDMSRFKDFQFYKREINNY
HHAHADYLNAVYGTIALIKYPKLESEFYDYQDKVYVDIRKMIAKSEQIEQKATAKYFYSNMNFKET
EILTANGEIKRPIIEJTNETGIEYWDKGDRFATYKVRLMSQPVNZIKKTEYQDGFSKESLJPGNS
DKLARIKDWDPPKGYGGESPTSTASQLYVAKVEGKSKKLSYKELIIGIEMRSTFKEFKPGPFLE
AKGKYKKEVKKDDIIKLYPSLEFELENGRKMLASVLHKGNELAPSYYNVFLYASHYEKLLGSE
DNKQKOFLVEOHKHHYLDIEQISESFRKVLADJNKVIYAYNKHRDKPLOREQAYENIJIHFTLNL
GASAALKFYIDITIRRKLYTSYESKEVLDAIITHQOSITGLEYETRIDLSQLGDDSGSSGRRKTDAGSFEPK
KRKV. (SEQ ID NO: 475)

[0491] ABE8e-SpyMac dimer editor: NLS, wtTadA, linker, TadA*, SpCas9-SpyMac
MKRTADGSEFESPKKKKRKVSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAKRAWDEREYPVGAHSVNNRVI
GEGWNRPIGRHDPTAHAEIMALRQGQLMGQNYRLIDATLYTLEPVCVMCAGAMISRI
GRVVFAGDAKTGAGSLMDVLHHPGMNHREVETIEGILADECAALLSDFFRMQREIK
AQQKKAQSSDGAEGSSSGSGSETPSGALACCTEPSGGSSGSGSGSSGSGSEFWEYWMRHALTLAKRAR
DEREYPVGAHSVNNRVIPEGWNRAGHLHDPTAHAEIMALRQGQLMGQNYRLIDATLYTLEPVCVM
CAGAMISRIGRYVFGVYRNSKRGAAAGLSLMVNYPMNHREVETIEGILADECAALLCQFYMRPQ
VFNQAQQASISNGGSSGSGSETPSGALACCTEPSGGSSGSGGDSDDYJIGKLATGSVWAVID
ETYKPSKKFKVILGLNTRHESFLKSKNAILGJALLFDGEEAETATRLKTARRRTRYTRRKRNYCILQEDFSFEMA
KVDDSSHFRLEFLSDEKKHERRHPIFGNIVDEVAYHEKYTIYHLRKLVIDSTDKADILRIYLIALA
HMIFKGRGHFLIEGDLNPDNSVDKLVQLOQNFOLNPEEFINASGVDAKILSAIFSKSRLLENIA
QLPGKIIKNGFGLJIALSLGILPNFKSNFIDLAEADAKILQSKDITDDDLINLQAIQGDYADLFLA
KNLSIALLSDILVRVTIEKTAPLSAMVVRKRDIFDHEQDLIULAKVRQLPQKYEIKFIDQSKINGAG
YIDGGASQEFYFKFIPKPLEMDGTEELTVKLREDIRLKRQTDNINGHPQHLJGHELHARRQDFYPFLKDNRKIEKI
FYPFLKDNREKIEKLTFRIPYYVGPLARGNSREAWMTKSEEITPWPFEVYDKGASASQFIERMT
NFJKLNPNKVKLPKSLIIYETYVNETLTKYVTMGRKKPAFLSGEQOKKAIILDLFKNKVRKVTQK
QLKEDYFKKIECFDSEGVEISVGEDRFNASLGYHTDLKIIKDKFDLDNEENILEDIVTLTTFEDRE
[0493] ABE8e-VRQR-CP1041 dimer: NLS, wtTadA, linker, TadA*, SpCas9-VRQR-CP1041
MKRTADGSEFESPKKRRKYSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAERDEPYGAVLVLNRRVIGEGWNPRIGRHDPTAHAEIMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLVTEPCVMCAGAMIHRSIGRVFIGRDAKTAAGLSMDVLHHPGMNHVEITEGILADECALLELSDFRMRROIEK
AOKKAQSOSSDGGSSGGSSGSETPGTSESSAPGSGSGSGSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAKRAR
DEREVPVGVAVLVLNRRVIGEGWNRAILHDPTAHAEIMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLVTEPCVMCAGAMIHRSIGRVFIGRDAKTAAGLSMDVLHHPGMNHVEITEGILADECALLELSDFRMRROIEK
VFNAQOKKAQSSINSGGSSGGSSGGSETPGTSESSAPGSGSGSGSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAKRAR
DEREVPVGVAVLVLNRRVIGEGWNRAILHDPTAHAEIMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLVTEPCVMCAGAMIHRSIGRVFIGRDAKTAAGLSMDVLHHPGMNHVEITEGILADECALLELSDFRMRROIEK
ITETNGETGEJWDKRGDFATVRKVLSMOPVNVKKTEVQTGFGKSESIRPKRNSDLKJARKWDWP
KKYGGVEFSPTVAYSVLAYKEGCSSKIKSVKELLGTIMERSSEKPHIDFEAYEKVKEKDDII
KLPKYSLFLENGRKMLASARFLQKGENIALPSKYVNFLASYHEKLGSPEDNEQKOFLVEOH
KHYLDEIIIEQISEFRSVILADANLKVLSAYNKHDRKPIREQAENJIIFTLTNIGPAPAFKYDFDTI
DRCNVRSTKEVIADALIHOSFTGLYETRILDSQGLGGDGSSGGSSGSGSGSGSGSGGSGSGGGDGKYSIGLA
GTNSVGWAVTDDYKPSKFKVGLGNTDRSHKIKLKNILAGALLFSEDGETAEATRLKTRARRYTRRRKRI
CYLQIEIFSNEMKVDSSFFHRLEEDKVEEDKHERHIPFGNIVDEVAYHEKYPTYHLRRKLVDT
DKADILRILYLALAMHSKFHRLGEIGDLPNDPVSDKLKIIQLYIROQLEFENPASNGYDAKAIL
ARLSSRRLENLIAOLPGEKKNLFGNLIASLGLTNPFSNFDILAEAKLQKSDTYDDLINDNLA
QIGDQYADLFLAAKNSILDDSDLRLWEITXKAPILSASMKRYDEHHQDLTLKLVRQOLQPEKYK
EFDDQSNKNGYAGYIDGQASQEFYKFIEKPILEKMDGTEELLKLNREILRQORTFNGSIPHII
LGELHAILRRQQDEFYFPLKDNREKIEKILITSRFIPYVGPLARGNSREAWMTRKSEETIPWNFEEVVD
KGASAQSFIERMTNFDKNLPKEVPLKSHLYEFVTYVNLTKVYVTEGMRKPFAFLSGEQKAI
DILFETNKRVTKVQIKLQEDFYKCEFDSVEFQDRNSLFGLTYHDLKDQKFDFLDEENFIL
EDIVLLTLTLEDREMJEERLKTAYHDFFDKVMSKRKRRRTTGWGRLSRKLINGRDKQSGKTIIFDL
KSDGAEANRNQMLHDSDLTFKEDIQAKAQSQGDSLSLHEHIANLSPAKKGIQTVKVDVEMV
VMGHRHKPENIVJEMARENQISSQKGKSNRERMKRIEGELQGKHPFVTOQONEKLEYLY
LQNGRDMYDVQDELINRSLDSYDHDHVPQSF1KDDSINDKVLTQSDKNRGKSNVPSEQVVKMK
NYWQRLLNQAKLTQRKFDNLTKAERGGSELDKAGFIRKROVQETQIKTHVAILDSRMNTKYDEN
DKLIQREVKIIILSKSFVSDRFQKVYREVFLEHYNHHAYDAJLNAVGTALIKYPKLESEFVYGDY
KVIDVRKMIAKSEOEIGKATAKSYFSSGGSKRTADGSEFEPKKRRKY (SEQ ID NO: 477)

[0494] ABE8e-VRQR-CP1041 monomer: NLS, linker, TadA*, SpCas9-VRQR-CP1041
MKRTADGSEFESPKKRRKYSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAERDEPYGAVLVLNRRVIGEGWNRAILHDPTAHAEIMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLVTEPCVMCAGAMIHRSIGRVFIGRDAKTAAGLSMDVLHHPGMNHVEITEGILADECALLELSDFRMRROIEK
AOKKAQSOSSDGGSSGGSSGSETPGTSESSAPGSGSGSGSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAERDEPYGAVLVLNRRVIGEGWNRAILHDPTAHAEIMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLVTEPCVMCAGAMIHRSIGRVFIGRDAKTAAGLSMDVLHHPGMNHVEITEGILADECALLELSDFRMRROIEK
VFNAQOKKAQSSINSGGSSGGSSGGSETPGTSESSAPGSGSGSGSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAERDEPYGAVLVLNRRVIGEGWNRAILHDPTAHAEIMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLVTEPCVMCAGAMIHRSIGRVFIGRDAKTAAGLSMDVLHHPGMNHVEITEGILADECALLELSDFRMRROIEK
ITETNGETGEJWDKRGDFATVRKVLSMOPVNVKKTEVQTGFGKSESIRPKRNSDLKJARKWDWP
KKYGGVEFSPTVAYSVLAYKEGCSSKIKSVKELLGTIMERSSEKPHIDFEAYEKVKEKDDII
KLPKYSLFLENGRKMLASARFLQKGENIALPSKYVNFLASYHEKLGSPEDNEQKOFLVEOH
KHYLDEIIIEQISEFRSVILADANLKVLSAYNKHDRKPIREQAENJIIFTLTNIGPAPAFKYDFDTI
DRCNVRSTKEVIADALIHOSFTGLYETRILDSQGLGGDGSSGGSSGSGSGSGSGGSGSGGGDGKYSIGLA
GTNSVGWAVTDDYKPSKFKVGLGNTDRSHKIKLKNILAGALLFSEDGETAEATRLKTRARRYTRRRKRI
CYLQIEIFSNEMKVDSSFFHRLEEDKVEEDKHERHIPFGNIVDEVAYHEKYPTYHLRRKLVDT
DKADILRILYLALAMHSKFHRLGEIGDLPNDPVSDKLKIIQLYIROQLEFENPASNGYDAKAIL
ARLSSRRLENLIAOLPGEKKNLFGNLIASLGLTNPFSNFDILAEAKLQKSDTYDDLINDNLA
QIGDQYADLFLAAKNSILDDSDLRLWEITXKAPILSASMKRYDEHHQDLTLKLVRQOLQPEKYK
EFDDQSNKNGYAGYIDGQASQEFYKFIEKPILEKMDGTEELLKLNREILRQORTFNGSIPHII
LGELHAILRRQQDEFYFPLKDNREKIEKILITSRFIPYVGPLARGNSREAWMTRKSEETIPWNFEEVVD
KGASAQSFIERMTNFDKNLPKEVPLKSHLYEFVTYVNLTKVYVTEGMRKPFAFLSGEQKAI
DILFETNKRVTKVQIKLQEDFYKCEFDSVEFQDRNSLFGLTYHDLKDQKFDFLDEENFIL
EDIVLLTLTLEDREMJEERLKTAYHDFFDKVMSKRKRRRTTGWGRLSRKLINGRDKQSGKTIIFDL
KSDGAEANRNQMLHDSDLTFKEDIQAKAQSQGDSLSLHEHIANLSPAKKGIQTVKVDVEMV
VMGHRHKPENIVJEMARENQISSQKGKSNRERMKRIEGELQGKHPFVTOQONEKLEYLY
LQNGRDMYDVQDELINRSLDSYDHDHVPQSF1KDDSINDKVLTQSDKNRGKSNVPSEQVVKMK
NYWQRLLNQAKLTQRKFDNLTKAERGGSELDKAGFIRKROVQETQIKTHVAILDSRMNTKYDEN
DKLIQREVKIIILSKSFVSDRFQKVYREVFLEHYNHHAYDAJLNAVGTALIKYPKLESEFVYGDY
KVIDVRKMIAKSEOEIGKATAKSYFSSGGSKRTADGSEFEPKKRRKY (SEQ ID NO: 478)
SETPGTSESATPESSGGSSGSNJMNFEKTEITLANGEIRKRPLNETNGETGEJVDKGDRDFATVRYK
VLSMPQYJVNTKTEVQTVGGSSESIPRKNRINDKILAIKKDRDWDPKKYGFFVSTPEASYLVAYAKVEK
GKSKKLKSYKELLGIGTIMERSFSEFKNPIFDLEARYGKEVKKDIJIKLPYSLFELENGKRMILASARF
LQKGNELAIPSYVNFYLASHYKELGKSPEDENEQKQLOLFQEOHKHYELDEHEIQOSEFSKRVLADAN
LDKVILAYNKHRDKPIREQAENIJIHFTLTNIAGRAPRAFKYFDTTIDKRYRSTKEVLDATLIHQSTIGL
YETRIDLQSOLGDDGSGSGSSGSSGSSGSGGSGSDDKKYSISIGLAINSVGWAVITTDEKYPSSKFKV
LGNTRDSIKKNIKAGALLFDGSETAEATLIRKTARRRTTRRRNRCYIOEFSNEMAFAVDSFFFHRLF
ESLFVEDEKKHERPIFNGIVDEAYHEKPYTIHYLKRLKVLSTDKADLIULYLAHMKFERGHFEL
EGLDLPNDSWDKIIFLQYQVTOYNQFLENINASGVDAKAILSAFLSKSRLLENLIAOLPGEKKNGL
FGNLJAIASGLTPFNSHOTALAEADAKLQISKDTYDDLDNLIAOIGDQYADLFLAASKLNDAILLSD
ILRYNTEITAKIPASAMIKR yeDHQDLTILKALYROQLPEKYKEIFFDQSKNYGAYIDGGQASEE
FYKFKIPFKLMDGTIELVKNRLEIDLIRKORFIDNGSPHQHIQLGELHAILLORDIFYFPFILKDNRE
KIEKILTFRIPYYGPALRGNSRFWAMTRKSEITITPWNFEEYVDKGASAOQSFJERMNTFDKNLNPIE
KVPILKPSLYYEFYTTNEIJKVKYTVEGMKPAFLSGEIQKAVIDFLEFKNRKVITYQILKEDYFKK
ECFDSVEISGVDEFREDNASGLYHDILIIJKDKDELNENEDEFILIDVLLTIFLSEDREMEIERKYTA
HLFDDKVMQLRKRRTYGKWGRSLRKLINGIRDOSQGKTLDFLSDGFANRNFQOLHDDSLTFK
EDIQKAQVGSGOGLSHEHIANLAPSAPAIKGQGYTVQYKVDLYMKMRPHKPNVENIEMARENÖTTO
KGÖKNNSRMKRIEIGIKLSQOXILKEHPVENTQONEKLYLQLONGRMDYVDQOELDINRLSDYD
VDHIVPQSIKLDSSDNKVLTRSDKNRGKDNNVPEEYYKKMKNWROQLINÄKLIITORKFDNLTKAA
ERGLSLDLDKAFIKQILQVETROITKHVLQILDSRMNMTKYDENKLJIREVKTVLSTKLVSDFRKDFE
QFYKVRINEYNNHYHADAYILANVTGALIKYKPLKLESEFVYGVYDYKDYRMIASKFSEQIEJKATAYKF
FYSSGGSKRTADGSEFEPKKRKVY (SEQ ID NO: 479)

[0495] ABE8e-SaCas9 dimer editor: NLS, wtTadA, linker, TadA*, SaCas9

MKRTADGSEFEPKKRKVYSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAKRAWDEREPVPGAVLVHNNRV1
GEGWNRP1GRHDPTAHAEIMALRQGLLMQNYLIDATLYVTEPCVMCAGAMIHRSI
GRVVFGARDAKTGAAAGSLMDVLHLHPGMNHREITEGILADECALLSDFRMRQOEIK
AOKKAQSSSTSDDSGSSGSSGSSETPGTSESATPESSGGSSGSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAKRAK
DEREPVPGAVLVLNNV1GEGWNRAIGLHDPTAHAEIMALRQGLLMQNYLIDATLYVTEPCVM
CAGAMIHRSIGRIVVGRNVSKRGAAGASLMVLNVPMNHREITEGILADECALLSDFRMRQ
VFAOQKAQSSISGSBBSSGSETPGTSESATPPGGSGSGSGKRFNSGQKLYGLAIYTVGQIHDY
ETRDYIDAGYLRFKANVENNEGRRSKRSRGRKLRHKRRHIQRVFKLOLLFYDNLTHSSGLNPYE
ARVKGILSQKILSEEFSAALLHLAKRRGTVHNWNEVEEDTRNKLSTKEERNSKALEEKYVAELQER
LRKDGEVRSGSNIRKTDDYVEKAKQLKQAKAYHQLODQFDTYIDLETTRRTYEGPSPGW
KDKEWYEMILMGHCYTFPEELRKYAYANLJLNNVLTVRDENEKLYTEFYQFIJENYFKQ
KKKPTLKOJAKELJVENEDJKGYRTSTGKPEFTLKYEHDIKTDJARKJENSELLODQIAKLIYQOS
SEDIQEFILTNLENELTQEEJIEQISNŁKGYTGHNSLKAINTIJLDEJWHTDNQIAIFNRLKRPKKYD
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LSQQKEIPTLVDLSPYKRSFQISIKVINAIKIKYGLPNNDHELARENSKDAQKMINEMQIKRNQTERIFEEIRRTGKENAKYLIKEIKIHDMOEQTGKCSLEIPLEDLLNHPFNYEVDHIPRSYSDFNDNFKLVKQOENKSNKQRTPQFPQLSSSDKISYESFTFKKHLNILAKGKGRIKSTTKKEYLLEERDRNFQKFDFINRNLVDTRYATRLMGNLIRSYFRVNNLDVYKSKINGFSTFLRKKWKFKEERKRNKYKHHAEDALI JANADFKEWKKLDKAKKYMENOMFEQOAESMEPEIETEQYKEIFITPOIKHIKDFFKYSHRDKKPNRELNDTL YSTRDKDGGNLTLYNLNGLYKDNDKLIKLLKINSPEKLIMYYHDPQTOYKIKLMKEMQYGEKDNPLYKYYETNLYKSSKDNPPVKKYIKKYGKLNIALHDITDDYPNSRKNVKKILSLKPYRDFIVLDNGKYKFTVKNLVDIKKENYENSKYEEAKKLIKKISNOAEIFASEYNNLIDKINGELYRIGVYNNDLNLNRIEVMIDITYREYLENMDKRPRPIKTIASKTSIKKYSTIDGLNLVEYKSKKHPOIIKKGSSGKRTADGSEFPPKRRKY (SEQ ID NO: 205)

[0496] ABEE-SasCas9 monomer editor: NLS, linker, TadA*, SasCas9

MKRTADGSEFSPKKKRYSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAKWADERVPGAVLVLNRRVIGEGWNRAIGLHDPTAHAEIMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAAMJISRIHRGRVFVGVRNKRKAAGSLMNVLNYPMKNEVETEGILADECAALLCDFYMRPRQVFAQKIQSSINSMGSSSGSSGSETPTGESATPSGSSGSSGSSGKRNYILIGAITSTPGYIGYIDETVRTDIAGYRIKEANYENNEGRRSKGABRLKRRRRHRQYKLLFYNLTIDHSLGIPNPEARYKIGSLKESFFAALHLAKRRYHVNYNEVEETDNGNLEIKKQISINSKAELEKKYVAEIOELIKKGDVEVRGSGNRFKTSDYVKEAKOLKLYQQAYHOLDQSIDTIDYLLETRERYTTEYGPEGPSFGWIKDEWEYMILMGHTYFPELSVYKAYNADLYNLDNLNNLVTRDEENKLEEKFOIIENVFKQKKKPIQKIKAILEVNEEDIKYRYSTKPIFTNLKHYHDKIDTARKEJIEAELDIQIAKNTIYOSSDEOETFNLINSELTOEEEQIQSNLKGYGTHTNILSLKAINJLDELWHNTDNQIAFNRLKLVPPKVDLSSQQKEIPPTLVDLIFSPYVKRSFQISIKVIAIKYGLPNNDHELARENSKDAQKMINEMQIKRNQTERIFEEIRRTGKENAKYLIKEIKLHDMOEQTGKCSLEIPLEDLLNHPFNYEVDHIPRSYSDFNDNFKLVKQOENKSNKQRTPQFPQLSSSDKISYESFTFKKHLNILAKGKGRIKSTTKKEYLLEERDRNFQKFDFINRNLVDTRYATRLMGNLIRSYFRVNNLDVYKSKINGFSTFLRKKWKFKEERKRNKYKHHAEDALI JANADFKEWKKLDKAKKYMENOMFEQOAESMEPEIETEQYKEIFITPOIKHIKDFFKYSHRDKKPNRELNDTL YSTRDKDGGNLTLYNLNGLYKDNDKLIKLLKINSPEKLIMYYHDPQTOYKIKLMKEMQYGEKDNPLYKYYETNLYKSSKDNPPVKKYIKKYGKLNIALHDITDDYPNSRKNVKKILSLKPYRDFIVLDNGKYKFTVKNLVDIKKENYENSKYEEAKKLIKKISNOAEIFASEYNNLIDKINGELYRIGVYNNDLNLNRIEVMIDITYREYLENMDKRPRPIKTIASKTSIKKYSTIDGLNLVEYKSKKHPOIIKKGSSGKRTADGSEFPPKRRKY (SEQ ID NO: 204)

[0497] ABEE8e-NRCH dimer editor: NLS, wtTadA, linker, TadA*, SpCas9-NRCH

MKRTADGSEFSPKKKRYSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAKWADERVPGAVLVLNRRVIGEGWNRPGRHDPHTAHAEIMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAAMJISRIGRVVFGRADAKTGAAGSLMDVLHHPGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLSDFFMRREOEIAOKKAQSSSTDGSSGSSGSGSETPTGESATPSGSSGSSGSSGSSVSEFSHEYWMRHALTLAKRAR
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DEREVYGVAVLVNNRVRIGEWNRAIGLHDPTAHELAMRQQGLVMQNYRLDIALYVTFEPVCYM CAGAMISRIHSGRIRVFVGRNRSKGAAGSILMNVLYPNGMNHRVITEGILADCAALLCDFYRMAPQ
VFNAQKAQSSINSGGGSSGGSSGSETPGTSESATPESGGSSGGSDKYSILAGLTSVGWAVTD
EYKPSKFKVLGNDTDSHKNLDVILFSEGTAFLTRKTRRTRRRKNRYCQLFIEQSNFMA
KDSSFHRLEESFILVEEDKHERPHIEFGEVDEVAYHEKYTPYHRLKVIDSTDKADRLYILA
HMIHFRGHRFLEGDLNPNDSVDKLFQIQVQYTNOLFEEENPINASVDAKIASLRSKRSRLLELIA
QLPGEKKGNLGNIASLGLTLPFSKNSDIAEDAKLQLSKDTYDDLDNIAOIGDQYADLIFLA
KNLSDAILSDHRYNTEITKPLLAMSKYKRYDEHHQDTLLIKALVRQQLPEKYKEIFDQSKNYGA
YIDGGAISQEEFYKIVKVLKINREDLLRKORFNDQIHPIHILGELHAILLRQOG
DFYPFLKDNREKIEKILFTRIPYYVPGALRGNSRFERAWMTKSEETITPPWFEEVEVKDGASAQFSIER
MTNDFKNIPEKVLPKHSLLIEYFTYNETLKVRKYTEGMRPKAFELGQQKAILVDFLIFKTRKV
VKQLKEFYFKKIECDSVEISQVEDFRENASLTGTYHDLNKKIDKDLDNEENELIDIVLTLTED
REMIEERLKYAHFLDDKVMQLKRLRTYWGRLSRKLINGERDFDSLKDGEANRFM
QLHDSDTFKEDIQAKQC/QGDLSHELHEHIANLGPAAIKGIQTVKVDLICKMVGGHKPENIVI
EMARENQTTQOQKQNSREMRKRIEIKGIQOIIKEHPVQENTIONQNEKIYLYLQNGRDMYVDQ
ELDINRLSTDDVHDVQPSQFLDKSSINKTLTRSDKKNRQSVPNSEEVKKMKNYWQOLLKLI
TQRFNDFNIAKAIQGIKFLAQETFQIKHYALDSMDNFKYENDKLJIREYKVLTLK
SKLVDNDERKDQFYKVRENNYHAHDAVLNAVGEAFLKKKLYPESEFVGYDGUDRNY
KESQIEGKATAKYFSSNMMFLEITLANGEIRKPLLETINGETGEJWDKGREDATVRKLSMPQVNI
VKKTEVQGGFSKESLIPKGNKDLSIJLJKKDWDPPKYYGFGNSPLSVAWSLYVAKEGKSKLKV
KELLGRTIMERSSFEKNPIDFEAKeYKVLKDIIKLPYFLYLEFLENGRKRML SASGVQLQKGELAI
PSKYVNFLYASHYEKILGSPDEQNKOLVEQOHKYIDIEJQISEFSKRVILADANLIDKSLAYNK
HRRKDPIREQAENIHLFTTLNGAPAFAKYFDTTINRKQYNTKEVLIDATLIROSITGLYETRDLIQ
GGDSGSSGKTRADGSEFEPKKKRKV (SEQ ID NO: 480)

[0498] ABE8e-NRCH monomer editor: NLS, linker, TadA*, SpCas9-NRCH
MKRTADGSEFESPKKKRKVSEVFSHSEYWMRHALTIKAKREDEREVPGVAVLVNNRVRIGEWN
RAGIHLDPTAHELAMRQQGLVMQNYRLDIALYVTFEPVCYMCAAMISRIHSGRIRVFVGRNRSKRG
AGASILMNVLYPNGMNHRVITEGILADCAALLCDFYRMAPQVFNAQKAQSSINSGGGSSGGSSG
SETPGTSESATPESGGSSGGSDKYSILAGLTSVGWAVTDAYKPSKFKVLGNDTDSHKNLDVILFSEGTAFLTRKTRRTRRRKNRYCQLFIEQSNFMA
KDSSFHRLEESFILVEEDKHERPHIEFGEVDEVAYHEKYTPYHRLKVIDSTDKADRLYILA
HMIHFRGHRFLEGDLNPNDSVDKLFQIQVQYTNOLFEEENPINASVDAKIASLRSKRSRLLELIA
QLPGEKKGNLGNIASLGLTLPFSKNSDIAEDAKLQLSKDTYDDLDNIAOIGDQYADLIFLA
KNLSDAILSDHRYNTEITKPLLAMSKYKRYDEHHQDTLLIKALVRQQLPEKYKEIFDQSKNYGA
YIDGGAISQEEFYKIVKVLKINREDLLRKORFNDQIHPIHILGELHAILLRQOG
DFYPFLKDNREKIEKILFTRIPYYVPGALRGNSRFERAWMTKSEETITPPWFEEVEVKDGASAQFSIERMTNDFKNIPEKVLPKHSLLY
EYFTVYNELTKVYVTREGMRKPFAFLSEQQKAIJDIUFLKTVQIQKEDYFJKCECFDSVEJSG
VEDRFNASLGTGYDHLKLKIDKDFTDNEENEDIJTVLITLTFEDREMIEERLTYAHLFDDKVMK
QLKRIYRTGWGRLSRLKINGIRDQSOGTKTILDFTKSDGFPANRUFQMLIHDDELTKFEDIQK
AQVSCOQGDLTHEHIANLAGSPAIIKGIQILTVKVDJEILKVMGHHKPNIVEMARNEQTVQK
QKNSRERRMKNREIIGEIGSOLKHEPVENTQIONEKLYYLIQNGRMVQDQJDNRLSDYDQAVHPQSF
KDDNENKVLTRSDKRNKRSNVPKSEFYMKMNKYNQQJILAKLTSQKDFNLTKAERGSSEL
KAGFIKROLAETROJIKHVQILDSRNMNTKDYENKLREVKTVTLKLSKVLSDFRKDFQYKVEREJNNY
HHAHDAYLNAVYGTALIJKKPKLEAEVYDYKDYVDRKMIAKSEQIEJGKATAKYEFS
NNIMNNFT EITLANGEIRKRPLIETNGETGEIVWDKGRDFATVRLSMPQVINQIKTEVYIQG
FGFSESILPKGNS
DKLJARKKDWDPKKYGGFNSVAYLQVAKEKGSKKLKSUYLLGTTMESSFENPIDLE
AKYKEVKKDLKLPYSLFELNGRMLASAPVLQKGNELAPSXYNVFLASHYELKKGSP
DNEQKOLFVEQHKHYLDELHEIQOSEFSKRVLADNLVLSAYNKRHKDPREOAENIIHI
FLTTLN
GAPAACKYFDITNRRQONYNTTEEVLALTIRQSTIGLYETRIDLSQLGGDSSG
KRKTADGSEFEPPKR
KRKV (SEQ ID NO: 481)


MKRTADGSEFEPPKRKRKVSEVEFSHEYWMHRHALTLAKRAWDEREVPVGAVALVHN
NRVIGEGWNPIGRHDPTAHAEIMALRQGGGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTEPCVMCAGA
MIHRSIRGVRVFARAKGTSAMLGMDVHLHPGMNHRVEITEGILADECALLSDFFR
MRRQEIKAQKAQKSSSTDSSGSSGSGSGSETPGTSESATPFPSSGSSGSSSEVEFSHEYW
MRHALTLAKRARDEREVPVGAVALVHIINRVIGEGWNAIGLHDPTAHAEIMALRQGGGLVM
QNYRLIDATLYVTEPCVMCAGAMIHSRIRGVRVFGRNKRAGOALGMSLNVHPGMNHRV
EITEGILADECALLCDFYRMPQRQVFNQKAPQKQSSINSGGSSGSSGSSGSETPGTSESATPES
SGGSSGGSDKKKSYGIAITNSVGVAVITDEYKVPSKFKVLGNTDRHSHKNNLJALLFDS
GETAEATRLKTARRRRTTRKNNRYLQIESNEMAYKVDSSFHRLESFVLEEDKKHER
PIFGNIDENVAYHEKYPTTLYHRKVLVSTDKADLRILYIALAHMIFRGHFLIEGDLNPDN
SDWDKLFOLQVLQYTNQLFEENPIASVDAIARLSKSRRLNLJAYLPGKKNGLFNGN
LIASLGLTNPKSNFDLAEDAKLQLSKDYDDLDNLLAQIDQYADLFLAAKNSDA
LSDIKIVNTEITAKLPLASMVKRKYDEHHQDITLKLAVRQQLPEKYKEFFDQSKNGAGYI
DGASQEFYFWKPIKMEGMDLTEELVKLNRDLLRRKQRTFNGIPHQIHGELHAILR
RQGDFYPFLLDKREKIEKILTFRRPFPYGGPGLARGSNRAWMTRKSEETITPWNFEEEV
DKGASAQSFIERMTNFLDKNPKNKLPSLLEYEYTVYNETLTVKVTREMGRKPAFLSJEKQ
KAVDLFLKTKNKTVQKENFYKKEICFDSVEIGVEDRFNASLGTYHDLKIIKDKDFFLD
NEENEDILEDVTLTTLFEDREMIEERLKTYAHLLFDDKVKMLKKLRYTGWGRSLRKLINGIRD
KRKQSGKTLDFLKSDGFANRNFMQLIHDDSLTFKEDIQKQAVQSCQGDSLTHEHIANLAG
[0500] ABE8e-NRRH monomer editor: NLS, linker, TadA*, SpCas9-NRRH

MKRTADGSEFESPKRRKVESEVESHEYWMRHALTLAKRARDEREPVGAFLVN
NRVIGEWNRAIGHDTAHEAIMLRQGLVMQNYRLATLYVTETPCVMCAGA
MIHSGRIVVGFVRNSKRGAAAGSLNVLNPQMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLCYF
RMPRQVFNAAQKKAQSSINSGGSGGSSGESTPGTSESATPESGSGSSGSGDQKYSIGL
AIGTNSVGGAVITDEYKPSKKEFKVLGNTRSHIKKLNIGALLFDSGETAEATRLKR
TARRRYTRRKNRICYLQEIFSNEKYKVDSSPFHRELESFLVEEDKKHHERPIFGNIVD
EVAAYHEKYPTIYLHRLK exemptions include:

DKLFQQLVQYTNOLFEENPINASGVADAKISARLSKSRRELIAQPLGEKKNGLFG
NLIALSLGTLTPNFKSNFDLAEADKLQIISKDTRYDDDLNLQAQIDQYADLFLAAKNL
SDAILLSDLRVTETIKAPLSASMVKRYDEHHQDLTLKLAVRQQLPEKYKEIFFQO
SKNGAYIDGGASQEEFYFKPIKLEMDGTEEVLKNREDLLRKRQRTFDNIGHP
QIHLGLHAIlRQQDFYPFLKDNREKIEKILTFRIPYYGVLARGNSRFAWMTRKSE
ETITPWNFEEVVDKGAASOSFIERMNDKVLNEVKPHSLLYEYFTVYNETKVK
KYVTEGMRKPAFLSGEQKAKIVLDFKTKRVTYQKLEDYFKKIECFDSVEISGVE
DRFNASLGYTVDLLKIIDKDFLDNEENEDILEDIVLTLTLFEDREMIERLKTYAHLFD
DDKVMKQLKLRLRYTGWGLRSLRKLINGDKQSGKTIDFLKSDGFAENRNMQLIH
DSSLTFKEDIOQKAQVSCQGSDLSEHEIANLAGSPAIIKGILOQTKVVDLIEKVMGGHKP
ENIVIEMARENOTTOKGQKNSRERMKRIEEGKELGSQILKEHPVQNTLQNEKYLY
YLONGRDMYVDOELDINRLSDYDVHDHVPSFLKDDSIENKVLTRSDKRGKSDNV
PSEEVVKKMKNYWROLLNKLITORKFDNLTKAERGGSLDJKAGFIKROLAETRO
EYKVPSSKFKVYGLNTDRHISIKKLIGALLDGSEGETAFATRIKARTARRRTRYTRRNICEYQIEFNSME
KYDDSFHHRLEESFILVEEDDDKHERHIFGNIVDEVAYHEKYPTYHIHRKKVLVDSTDKADILRJFLALA
HMFKRGFHLIEGDIPNDSVDDKLFIQLQVTYNQLFEENPINASGVDKAKAILSALSKSRRILNITA
QLPGSKEKNLGFLIALSIGLTPNFKSNFDLAEFDALQIKSKDYDDDIJNIILAOQIDQULLFLAA
KNISDAILSDHRYNTEITKAPSAMIKRYDIEHHQDILTLLIKAYRQOLPEKYKEIFFFFFQSKNGYAG
YIDGGASQEEFFYFKIPKLEMDGTEELVKNREDILRKRORFNGSIPHQIHLGELHAILRROED
FYPFLKDNREKIEKILFTRPYPPYVGPLARGNSRFAWMTRKRKEETTPWNFEVEVDKGASAOSFIERTM
NFKNKLPEKVPLIKHSLLEEFYTFYVENLTKYVTEGMKPAFSLGEOQKAIDDLLEFKTRKVTYV
QLKEDYFKKIECFDSVEIGVYEDRFNALSGLYHYXIKKDKFLDNEENEDILEDIVLTITLFEDRE
MIEERLKYAHLDFDDKVMQKLRARRTYWTGRLSRKINGIRDQSKTTIDLFLKSDGFANRNFMQL
IHDDSLLTFKEDIJQQAQVSQGQGSLHIEHIAALASPAIKKQHGYQKVTYDLYKVMGRHIKPKPENIVEM
ARENQOTTQOKGNSRERMKRIEGIKELGQSLKEHPVENTQONEKLILYLYLQNGRMYDQDIEL
DINRLSDYDVHDHIPOSFKDDSIDNKLTRSDKNGKSDNVPSEPVEYKMKNYWRQLLNAKLIQT
RKFDNLTKFAERGGLSELDKJAGARKLQRLVENQTKHYWQOIDSRMNKTYKDNDKEFKVILKSK
LYSDFERKDFQODYKYVEIRINNHYHAHAYIAYLVAYGTLAIXKYPKLESEFYGDYKVDVRKMIASEQ
EIGKATAKYFYFNSINNFKEITLANGLJEIRKRPLIEETNGGEJWDDGKRDFATRVRKLDPQVNIV
KKTEVQTGQGESIKPFRKNSDIIKLRKKDWDPKRYGGFTSPAITSLYTVKAVEGKSSKKLKSVK
ELLGITIMERSSFENPDDFLAEKGYKVEKDIIKPLKYSSLFEENKKRMLASAFRLOQKGNLALP
SKYNNFSLALASHYELKGSPEDEONQKOLFYQEHKYHLDIEITOTIFSEKRVLADANLDKVLSAYNK
HRDKPIREQAENIIHLFTLTNSLAPRAKYFETYDITIDRKYRSTKVEIDATLJHQSITGLYETIRIDLSQL
GGDSGGSKRTADGSDFEPKKKRKV (SEQ ID NO: 213)

[0504] ABE8e-NG monomer editor: NLS, linker, TadA*, SpCas9-NG (“NG-ABE8e”)

MKRTADGSDFESPKKKRKVSEVEFISHYWMRHALTIKRARDEREVPVGAVLTLNRRVIGEGWN
RAIGLHDPHTAHAEIMLROQGGILVQNYRILDALLYTTFEPCVCMACAGMHIHSGRIVVGVRNSKRG
AAGSLMVNLYPQMNHRVITEGILADECAALLCDFYRMPRQVFNAQKKAQOSNSGGSSSGSGG
SETPGTSESATPESGGSSSGSDKKYSIGAIGTNSVGWAVITDEYKVSSKFVYGLNDTSHISKK
LIGALLDGSEGETAFATRLKARTERRRTRYTRRNICEYQIEFNSMAYKDVDDSFHRELSEFILVEEDDKHE
RHPIFGNIVDEVAYHEKYPTYHIHRKKVLVDSTDKADILRJFLALAHMFKRGFHLIEGDIPNDSV
DKFQIQVQTNQLFEENPINASGVDKAKAILSALSKSRRILNITA
QLPGSKEKNLGFLIALSIGLTPNFKSNFDLAEFDALQIKSKDYDDDIJNIILAOQIDQULLFLAA
KNISDAILSDHRYNTEITKAPSAMIKRYDIEHHQDILTLLIKAYRQOLPEKYKEIFFFFFQSKNGYAG
YIDGGASQEEFFYFKIPKLEMDGTEELVKNREDILRKRORFNGSIPHQIHLGELHAILRROED
FYPFLKDNREKIEKILFTRPYPPYVGPLARGNSRFAWMTRKRKEETTPWNFEVEVDKGASAOSFIERTM
NFKNKLPEKVPLIKHSLLEEFYTFYVENLTKYVTEGMKPAFSLGEOQKAIDDLLEFKTRKVTYV
QLKEDYFKKIECFDSVEIGVYEDRFNALSGLYHYXIKKDKFLDNEENEDILEDIVLTITLFEDRE
MIEERLKYAHLDFDDKVMQKLRARRTYWTGRLSRKINGIRDQSKTTIDLFLKSDGFANRNFMQL
IHDDSLLTFKEDIJQQAQVSQGQGSLHIEHIAALASPAIKKQHGYQKVTYDLYKVMGRHIKPKPENIVEM
ARENQOTTQOKGNSRERMKRIEGIKELGQSLKEHPVENTQONEKLILYLYLQNGRMYDQDIEL
DINRLSDYDVHDHIPOSFKDDSIDNKLTRSDKNGKSDNVPSEPVEYKMKNYWRQLLNAKLIQT
RKFDNLTKFAERGGLSELDKJAGARKLQRLVENQTKHYWQOIDSRMNKTYKDNDKEFKVILKSK
LYSDFERKDFQODYKYVEIRINNHYHAHAYIAYLVAYGTLAIXKYPKLESEFYGDYKVDVRKMIASEQ
EIGKATAKYFYFNSINNFKEITLANGLJEIRKRPLIEETNGGEJWDDGKRDFATRVRKLDPQVNIV
KKTEVQTGQGESIKPFRKNSDIIKLRKKDWDPKRYGGFTSPAITSLYTVKAVEGKSSKKLKSVK
ELLGITIMERSSFENPDDFLAEKGYKVEKDIIKPLKYSSLFEENKKRMLASAFRLOQKGNLALP
SKYNNFSLALASHYELKGSPEDEONQKOLFYQEHKYHLDIEITOTIFSEKRVLADANLDKVLSAYNK
HRDKPIREQAENIIHLFTLTNSLAPRAKYFETYDITIDRKYRSTKVEIDATLJHQSITGLYETIRIDLSQL
GGDSGGSKRTADGSDFEPKKKRKV (SEQ ID NO: 213)
ENIVIEMARENOTTOGKQGNSRERMKRIEIGKEGKLSIQLKEHPVENTOLQNEKLYLYLQLONGRDMDYQDELDINRSLDYDHDHIVQPSL1KDDSINDNKVTLSRDKNRGKSDNYPSEEVKKMKNYWQOLLNAKLITQRKDNLTKAERGGGSELDKKAGFIRQVOLVETROQITKHVAOILDSRMNTKYDENDKLERVKVTIILSKLVSDFRKDFQFQYKVREINNNYHHAHDAVLNAVGTALKYKPLESEFYGYDVKYDVYKNMIAKSEQEIGKATAKYYFYSVGSKRTADGFSEPKKRRKV (SEQ ID NO: 218)

[0507] ABE8e-CP1028 dimer editor: NLS, wtTada, linker, TadA*, CP1028
MKRTADGSEFEQPKKRKVESEVFSEHYWMRHALTLAKRAWDEREPVPGAVLHVHNNRVI
GEGWNPRIGRHDPTHAEIMALRQGGLVMONYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVCMCAGAMHISRI
GRVFGARDAKTGAGSLMDVHLIHPGMNHVEITEGILADECAILAALSDFRMRQOEIK
AOKKAQOSTTDSSGSSGSSGSSGTPTGTESATPESGGSSGSSVEFSEHYWMRHALTLAKRAR
DEREPVPGAVLHLNVRNRAIGLHDPHAEIMARLQGGLVMONYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVM
CAGAMHISRIGRVFGVRNKRASGAGLSLPIVPMNHVEITEGILADECAILAALSDFRMRQOEIK
VFNQKKAQGSINSNGSSGSGGSSTPETGSETAPESGGSSGSGSSSVIEKATQNYFFNMFKE
ITLANGERKPLIETNGETQYDKGKDARIPYKVMQNYVIVKKEVQVTGEGSKEILPKRNND
KLIARKKDWDPKGYGDFPSDVAYSVLVAVKFKGSKKIYSKELGIITMERMSSFEKNPIDLEA
KGYKEVKKDKLJIKPKYSLENGKRLMASAGLQKNGELAPKSYVNYLASHYEKIGSPED
NEQOKYYTEQHKHYDIEQIEFSKVRILADALNDKVIAYNKRHDKIPREFAQAEINHRFTLTNLG
APAAKYFYDYTDKRKTSTKEVILDLIQLHSQITGLYTEIRDLISOIGGSSGSSGSSGSGSSGSGS
GGMDKKSIGLAIATNSVGAIVTDYKPSKKEFVILTNGDRHSHKIKNLJALFDSGETAEATRLK
RTARRETRRKKNIRCYLQIFSNEKAKYDDSHHRFLFLEEDKHERHPFIGNIVDEAVYHEKY
PTYIHYLKLKDSTSDKIARLYLALAHMIKFRGHLFLEGDLPDNSDVKLIQIOLVQYQNFLIFEN
PINASGYDKAIIISARLSKSRRLINLAQDLPQEGKKGJFLGNIALSLLITPTNFKSNFDAAEDKLQIS
KDTYDDDDLNNLAIOGQYDALFLAAKNLSDAILLSDLRVEITEKAPISAMKRYDEHHQDLTLI
KALVRQQIPEKYEIIFFDSQKNGAYGIDDGASQEEFYKIPILEKMDGEELVXKLNRDILRKR
QRTFDNGSIPHQIHELHAIILHQQEDFYPIKIKNREKIFIKLFGRYPPPILARGNRFAMWMTKRS
ETITPWNFEVFVDQGASAOFIEIERTMTNFDNLVQKLPHILSLYETFNTYKVTIEGMR
KPAFLGSKUOIAVDRFKTNKRVTVQOLKEDYFKKIECFDSVIFSGVDRDNASLRTYHYDIIK
DKDFLDNEENLDIEVILTTIIEFREDMIEERLKYAIHLFDKVMQKLRBRRYTGWGRSLRKLIN
GIRODQSKGTLFLKDGSDFEGANRNFQOJIHDSDLFTEKDIQAOVSQGSGDSHEHIANLGGPAIJK
GILQTVKVDLQVYRLKMHK:
ENTQJNEKLILQLONGRDMDYQDELDINRSLDYDHDHIVQPSL1KDDSINDNKVTLRSSDKNGKSDNVPEEVKKMKNYWQOLLNAKLITQRKFDNLTKAERGGGSELDKAGFIRQVOLVETROQITKHVAILDSRMNTKYDENDKLERVKVTLKSKLVSDFRKDFQFQYKVREINNNYHHAHDAVLNAVGTALKYKPLESEFYGYDVKYDVYKNMIAKSEQEIGKATAKYYFP
YPKLESEFYGYDVKYDVYKNMIAKSEQEIGKSSTADGFSEPKKRRKV (SEQ ID NO: 217)

[0508] ABE8e-CP1028 monomer editor: NLS, linker, TadA*, CP1028
MKRTADGSEFESPDKKKRKVESEVESHEYWMRHALTLAKRADEREVPVGAVLVHMNRIGEGWN
RAIGLHDPTAHEIMALRQGGVLVMQNYRILDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMIHRSRIGRIFVGFVRNSKRG
AAGSLMNVLNPVMHRVEITEGILADECAALLCDFYRMPQVFNAAQKKAQSSINSGGGSSGSSG
SETPGTSESATPESGGSSGGSEJGKATAKYFFYSNMFFKTEITLANGEIRKRPLIEHTNGGETEJ
WDKGRDFATVRKVSMPQVNVKKEVQTQGGSKEISLPRKRNSDKLARKKWDWKPPYGGFDSP
VAYSSLVYAKESKSKKLKSVKELGITTIMERSSSFEKPINDFLAEKGYKEVKDLIKILPKSLIFE
NGRKRMLASEGIQKNGEALPSKYNFLASLYURLSRLKGSPEDEOQOLFYEQHKHYLDEHEQI
SEESKRVLADALDKLAYSNKHRDEPIREQOAENIIHFLTLINAGAAPAKYFEDTIDDRKRYSTK
VDLATLHIQSTIGLYETRIDLQILGGDGSSGSSGSSGSSGSSGSSGSSGSMDDKSYISLAGINTSVGWAVI
TDEYKIVPSKKEFKLVGNTRHISKKNLIGALFDSTGGETAEIRLKLRTARRYTRRKNRICYIQEI
SEIFSNEYKMYDFHHRLHLESFVLEEDKKHERHPFGNITDEVAYHEKYPTIYHLRRKLVDSKADILYLH
ALAHMKIKERGHIJGLGDPNNSKVDDILFIVQLVQTONLFEENPASGVDAAKALSIKSRJLE
NILAOLPGEKKNELGNIALSLGTNPKNFSLADEKALKLSKDTHDDDLNIAOQIGDQYAD
FLAANLSDAILSDJLVNETTEIKSAPLSEMYSiedyHDDQDLTILKALVRQQMPEKYIEFFDQSKN
GYAGYIDDSQEEFYKIFIKIPLEMDGTEELVKNRDEJLBKQRTFNGSIPQHIHLGELHAILR
ROEDFYPFLKDNREKLFRTLFRIPYYVGPLARGNSRFEAWMTKRSETIITPNWNEEVDGKASAQSF
ERMINKDFKNNPLNEKVIKPHSLYETFTLVNTKVTKEQMRKPAFLSAGOKKAIIDLLEKTNKR
VTYKQLKEDFYFKEICEFDSVEISGVEDRFNASLGTYHDLKIKIIDKDFDEDNEELEDIVLTLTF
EDREMIEERLKYAHFDDDKVMQLKRRYTGWRLSrKLINGRIDKQSGKTLDFLKSDFEANRN
FMQLIHDSLFKEDIQOACSVQQGDSLHEHIANLGPASPAIKKQILQTVKVQDELVYKMGMRHKPEN
IVIEMARENHQTQGQKNSRERMKRIIEGIEKLGSLQKEHPYENTQLOQKYLYLQINQGRMOYY
DQELDINRLSDYDVHIVPQSFKLDDNKSVDKRTSRDNKRRGSDNVPISEUVKMKNYWROLNA
KLTQQRKFDNLTAERGLSKLDAGKPFQSKQIYETQHVTQKHAQGIDSRTNKYDENGKLYERVK
TLKSLKYSDFRKDFQFYKYREINNYHHADAYLNAVYGTALKIKYKPLE.StartsWith
KSEQSGSKRTADGSEFEPKKRKV (SEQ ID NO: 216)

[0509] ABE8e-VRQR dimer editor: NLS, wtTadA, linker, TadA*, SpCas9-VRQR
MKRTADGSEFESPDKKKRKVESEVESHEYWMRHALTLAKRADEREVPVGAVLVHN
NRIVIEGWNPRGHRPDHTAHEIMALRQGGVLVMQNYRILDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGA
MIHSRIGRVVFAGDARTGAAGSLMDVLHHPGMHRVEITEGILADECAALLSDFFR
MRRQEIAKQAQSKSTDGSGGSSGSSGSETPGTSESATPESGGSSGSSGSEVESHEYWM
MRHALTLAKRADEREVPVGAVLVHNRRIGEGWNRAGLHDPTAHEIMALRQGGVLVM
QNYRILDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGAMIHSRIGRVVFVYRNSRGAAGSLMNVNPNGMNHR
EIITEGILADECAALLCDFYRMPQVFNAAQKKAQSSINSGGGSSGSSGSETPGTSESATPES
SGGSSGSSDJKYISLAGINTSGVGAVITDEYKVPSSKFKVLGNTRHISKKNLIGALLDFS
GETAEATRLKRTARRRTRYTRRKNRICYLQIEIFSNEMAKVDSSFFHRLEESFLEEDKKHERH
PIFGNIVDEVAYHEKYTIYHLRLKVLVDSTKDADRLRIYLALAHMIKFRGHLFIEGDLDNPNDN SVDKLFILQYQVTYQNLFEENPINASGVDAAKILSARLSSKSRLLENLIAQLPGKNEQGLFLGN LIALSLGILTPNFKNFDLAEKQISLKDCTYDDLDLNIAQIGQYADLFLAAKNLSAIL LDLIRVRNTEITKAPLSASMKRYDEHHQDLTLKALVRQQLPEKYKEIFFDQSGKNYAGYI DGGASQEEFYKFIPKILEMDKGDGTEELLVKNREDLLLRKRTDNGSIPQHIHELGLAIR RQEDFYFPLKDNREKIEKLFTRIPYYVGPLARGNSRFAMTRKSEETITPWNFEEVDKKG ASAQSFIERMTNFDKNLPNKVLPKHSLVLYEYFTYNELTVKVTVEGMKPAFLSGEQKK AIVDLLLFTKNRKYTVKQLKEFDYFFIECDSVEISGVDFNASLGTYHDDLJIKDJKDFLD NEENEDILEDVLTLTLEDEMEIEELKITYALFFDDKVMQMLKRRRTYGWRSLRKLING IRDKQSGKTIIDLKLSDGFANRNFMQLIHDSDLTFKEDIQKAQVSQGQDLSHELHIANLAG SPAIKKGILQTVKVDELVVMGMRHKPENIVIERENQMTTTQKQGKNSRERMKRIEIGIKE ILGQSLKEHVPENTQLQNEKLYLYLQNGRDMVDQELNLRSLDYDVMHVPQSFLLKDD SIDNKVLTRSDKNGKDSNVSEPSEVVKKMKNYWQOLNMAKIQTQKFDNLTKAERGGLSE LDKAQFKIRQLVETRQITKHAQILDSRMNTKYENDKLIREVKVTLLKSLVSDFKDFQ FKYKREINNYHHADAYLNAVGLKTPKLKESEFYVGYDYKVYDVKRMIAKSEQEJGKA TAKYFFYSNNMFFKTEILANGEIRKPRLIETNGETGEIVD KGDRFATVRKLSMPQVNI VKKTEVQITGGFSESILPKRNSDKLJAKKDTPKYYGGFVSPTAVYSLVVAKEVGKS KKLRSVKEILGITIMERSFESKFNPIDFLEAKGYKEVKKDLIJKLPKYSLENGRKRMLAS ARELPKGNELALPSKYNLFLASHYELKILGSPEDNEQKQLFVEQHKhYLDGEIEQISEFS KRIILADANLDKVLASAYNKHRDKPIREQAENIINFLFTLNLGAPAAFKYFDTTIDRKQYRST KEYTDATLHIQSITGLYTETFIDSDLQIGGDGGSGSKRTADGSEFEPKKKRKV (SEQ ID NO: 487)

[0510] ABE8e-VRQR monomer editor: NLS, linker, TadA*, SpCas9-VRQR
MKRTADGSEFESPKKKRKVSEVEFSEHYWMRHALTAKRARDEREVPGAVLVLN NRVIGEWNRAIGLHDPTAHAEIMALQGGLVMQNYRLIDALTYVTFCPCVMCAGA MIHRSRGIVFVGVRNSKRGAAGSLYNVPLYGMPHRVEETGILADECALLCDFY RMPRQVFNAQKKQAQSSINSGSSGSGSETPGTSESATPPSSGSSGGSDKKYSIGL AIGTNSVGWAVITDEYKVKPSKKFKVLGNTDRSHIKNKLGALLFDGSETAEATRLKR TARRRTRRKRNCRNICYLEIFSNEMAKVDDSFFHRLEESFLVEEDEKKHERHPIFGNIVD EVAYHEKYPTIYHLRLKVLVDSTKDADRLRIYLALAHMIKFRGHLFIEGDLDNPNSDV DKLFIQLQVTYQNLFEENPINASGVDAAKILSARLSSKSRLLENLIAQLPGKNEQGLFLGN LIALSLGILTPNFKNFDLAEKQISLKDCTYDDLDLNIAQIGQYADLFLAAKNLSAIL LDLIRVRNTEITKAPLSASMKRYDEHHQDLTLKALVRQQLPEKYKEIFFDQSG
KGQKNSRERMKRIEFGIKEGQILKEHPVENTQLONEKLYLYLQNGRDMDYDQELDINRLSDYDVDHIVQPQSFJLDSDINDKLYTRSDKNRGKSNVPEEYTVKKMNKYWRQLNAKLITQRKRFDNLTKAERGGISELDKAGFIKRQOLVERQTOTVHKVAQILDSRMNTKYDENDKLYREVKVTLKSKLVDSRFKDFQFYKBRINNYHAHDAVLNAVGTAIJKYPKLESEFYGVYDYKDVRKMIAKSEQEIGKATAKYF
FYSGSGKRTADGSEFEPKKKRKY (SEQ ID NO: 479)

[0513] ABE8e-iSpyMac dimer editor: NLS, wtTadA, linker, TadA*, SpCas9-iSpyMac
MKRTADGSEFESPKKKRKVSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTAKRAWDEREPVGAVLVHN
NRVGEGWNPTRGHRPTAHAAELMARQGGLVMQNYRLATLYVTLEPCVMCAGA
MIHSRIGRVFVGDARAKTGAAAGSLMDVLHHPGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLSDFFR
MRQEQIAKQKQDSSTDGSGGSGSSGSGSETPGTSESATPESGSGSSGSEVESHEYW
MRHALTAKRAWDEREPVGAVLVLNNRVIGEWNRAIGLHDPHTAHAAELMARQGGLVMQNYRLATLYVTLEPCVMCAGA
MHISRIGRVFVGDARAKTGAAAGSLMDVLHHPGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLSDFFR
MRQEQIAKQKQDSSTDGSGGSGSSGSGSETPGTSESATPESGSGSSGSEVESHEYW
MRHALTAKRAWDEREPVGAVLVLNNRVIGEWNRAIGLHDPHTAHAAELMARQGGLVMQNYRLATLYVTLEPCVMCAGA
MHISRIGRVFVGDARAKTGAAAGSLMDVLHHPGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLSDFFR
MRQEQIAKQKQDSSTDGSGGSGSSGSGSETPGTSESATPESGSGSSGSEVESHEYW
MRHALTAKRAWDEREPVGAVLVLNNRVIGEWNRAIGLHDPHTAHAAELMARQGGLVMQNYRLATLYVTLEPCVMCAGA

SGTAEATRLKRTTARYTRRKNRICYLQEFIENSMAKVDSSFHRLEESFLVEEDKHER
HPIFGNIDEVAYHEKYTIYHLRKLVDSTKDALRRLIJLALAHMIKFRGHFJEGDLNPD
NSDVDKLFIQLVQTYNQLFEENPASGVDAKAILSRSLKSRLENLQIOLPGEKKNLFG
NIALSLGLTPFNKSNFIDLAEAIKQLISKTDYDDLDNLLAQIGDQYADLF3AANLSDAI
LLSDILRVMSITIKAPLSAMKRYDEHHQDLITLKLVRQQLPEKYKEIFFDQSISKNGYAGY
IDGGASQEEFYFKIFKIPKMDGTEELVKNREDLRLRKQRTFDNGSIPHQIHLHELHAIL
RRQEDFYFLKDNRKIEKIKLTFIRiyaYVGPLARANSF2AWMTKSSETTTPWFEVVADK
GASAQSFIERMTINDKKNLPNEKLPKHSLLYEFYTVYNETLKVKVYEFGMRKPAFLSSEQ
KKAIYDLDLFKRNKTVQIKLKEYDFKHICFDFSEIGVDERFNASLGTYHDLKHKDFD
LDNEINEDILEDIVLTILTEDREMIEELKYTAYHLFDKKVMQIKLRRRTYWGRISRKLIN
NGIRDQSGTILD2KLDSDKGFDARNRMQILHIHDSTLTKEIDIQIAVRQSGQDNLHELHIAN
LAGSPAIIKKGIGLQTIVQYDELVKMVGRHKPENIIVEHREMARENOFTQOGKQKNSRERMKRIEEGI
KELGQQLKEHPVENTQLONEKLYLYLQNGRDMDYDQELDINRLSDYDHDIVQPQSFKL
DDNDINLVLTRSDKRNGKSNVPEEYTVKKMNKYWRQLNAKLITQRKRFDNLTKAERGG
LSELDAKAGFIRQOLVEITQKTVHKVAQILDSRMNTKYDENDKLYREVKVTLKSKLVDSRFKDFQFYKVRINNYHAHDAVLNAVGTAIJKYPKLESEFYGVYDYKDVRKMIAKSEQEIGKATAKYFFSNMINFIFSSTNALKLANGEIRKRPLIETNGETGEIVWDKGDRFATVRKVLMSMQ
VNIVKKTESGGKRTADGSEFEPKKKRKY (SEQ ID NO: 489)

[0514] ABE8e-iSpyMac monomer editor: NLS, linker, TadA*, SpCas9-iSpyMac
MKRTADGSEFESPKKKRKVSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTAKRAWDEREPVGAVLVLNNRVIGEWN
RAIGHLDPTAHABMALRQGLVMQNYRLIDTLYTVFEPVCAMAGAMHIIRQVFGVRNSKRG
AAGSLMVNVPMNHRVIEEGLADECAAICDFYRMPRQVNAQKKAQSINS/GSGSSS
SETPGTSEATPSEGSSSSSSSSSDDKYSIGLDIGENSGVWAVTIDYEKPSKKFKVLGNTDRHSSIKK
LIGALFDSGETAEATRLKRTARRRYYTRKNNRICALYQIEJFSNEMAKVDDSSFHRLLEESFLVEEDKKHE
RHPFNGVIVEDYAEKPYHRKLKVLVDSTDKADLRLYLLALAHMKFRGHHFGHILGDLPNDSV
DKLFIQLVQTYNQLFEENPINASGVDAKAILSSRLSRLNLIQLPGEGKKNLGFGNLALSLGLT
PNFKSNFDLAEADKLQLS3KDDDLNLIAQIDQYADLFLAAKNLSDAILSDLRLRVNTEITKAP
LSASMKRYDEHHQDLTLKLAVRQQLPEKYEIFFDQSKNGYAGYIDGGASQEEFYKFIKPILEKMD
DGTEELVLKLNREDLRLKRTQRTFDNSSPHQIHLGELHAIRRRQEDFYFPLKDNREKIEKILTFRIPY
VGPLARGNSRFRAWTMRKSEETTIPFNNFEEVVDKQASQFIERMNTFKDNLPNEKLPKHSLLEYF
FTYNETLTKVKVYTVGMRKPAFLSGEQKKAIVDLDLFLKTNKTVQKLEDFYFKICFDSVEIGSVE
DRFNASLGTYHDLLIIKKDKFLDLDNEENEDILEDIVLILTFEDREMIERLKYAHLFDDKVQMQL
KRRRTYTGWGRSLRKLINGIRDKQSGKTLIDFLKSDGFAANRNMQMOLLDSLDFKEDIQKAKQVSGQG
DSLEEHEINAGSPAIKKGILQTVKVDVLEKVMGHRKPKENIVEMARENQTTQKQKNSRERMKK
IEEGIKELSQILKEHPYVNTQLQNEKLYLYLQNGRDMYVQLEDNRLSDDYDVQHEFFSLKLKD
DSIDNKVLTRSDKRGRKSDNVPSEEVKKMKNYWRQIINAKLITQRKFDNLTKAERGGGLSELDKA
GFIKKQIUTQKTHVAQILQDSMRNTKYDENDKLIERYVTLIKSLYSDFRKDQFQKYREINNNY
HAHDAYLNAVGTALIKKYPLESFYVGYDVYVRKMIKSEQEQIGKATAKYFFSNMNFEBTEI
TLANEIRKPLIETNGETGEIVWDKGDFATVRKVLSPQVNIVKKTESGSKRTADGSEFEPPKK
KRKV (SEQ ID NO: 490)

Exemplary CBEs

[0515] In various embodiments, the present disclosure provides novel cytidine base editors (CBEs) comprising a napDNAbp domain and a cytidine deaminase domain that enzymatically deaminates a cytosine nucleobase of a C:G nucleobase pair to a uracil. The uracil may be subsequently converted to a thymine (T) by the cell’s DNA repair and replication machinery. The mismatched guanine (G) on the opposite strand may subsequently be converted to an adenine (A) by the cell’s DNA repair and replication machinery. In this manner, a target C:G nucleobase pair is ultimately converted to a T:A nucleobase pair.

[0516] The disclosed novel cytidine base editors exhibit increased on-target editing scope while maintaining minimized off-target DNA editing relative to existing CBEs. The CBEs described herein provide ~10- to ~100-fold lower average Cas9-independent off-target DNA editing, while maintaining efficient on-target editing at most positions targetable by existing CBEs. The disclosed CBEs comprise combinations of mutant cytidine deaminases, such as the YE1, YE2, YEE, and R33A deaminases, and Cas9 domains, and/or novel combinations of
mutant cytidine deaminases, Cas9 domains, uracil glycosylase inhibitor (UGI) domains and 
nuclear localizations sequence (NLS) domains, relative to existing base editors. Existing 
base editors include BE3, which comprises the structure NH₂-[NLS]-[rAPOBEC1 
deaminase]-[Cas9 nickase (D10A)]-[UGI domain]-[NLS]-COOH; BE4, which comprises the 
structure NH₂-[NLS]-[rAPOBEC1 deaminase]-[Cas9 nickase (D10A)]-[UGI domain]-[UGI 
domain]-[NLS]-COOH; and BE4max, which is a version of BE4 for which the codons of the 
base editor-encoding construct has been codon-optimized for expression in human cells.

[0517] Zuo et al. recently reported that, when overexpressed in mouse embryos and rice, 
BE3, the original CBE, induces an average random C:G-to-T:A mutation frequency of 5x10⁻⁸ 
per bp and 1.7x10⁻⁷ per bp, respectively. See “Cytidine base editor generates substantial off-
incorporated by reference. Editing was observed in sequences that had little to no similarity 
to the target sequences. These off-target edits may have arisen from the intrinsic DNA 
affinity of BE3’s deaminase domain, independent of the guide RNA-programmed DNA 
binding of Cas9. See also Jin et al., Cytosine, but not adenine, base editors induce genome-

[0518] Zuo et al. also found that Cas9-independent off-target editing events were enriched in 
transcribed regions of the genome, particularly in highly-expressed genes. Some of these 
were tumor suppressor genes. Accordingly, there is a need in the art to develop base editors 
that possess low off-target editing frequencies that may avoid undesired activation or 
inactivation of genes associated with diseases or disorders, such as cancer, and assays that 
rapidly measure the off-target editing frequencies of these base editors.

[0519] Exemplary CBEs may provide an off-target editing frequency of less than 2.0% after 
being contacted with a nucleic acid molecule comprising a target sequence, e.g., a target 
nucleobase pair. Further exemplary CBEs provide an off-target editing frequency of less than 
1.5% after being contacted with a nucleic acid molecule comprising a target sequence 
comprising a target nucleobase pair. Further exemplary CBEs may provide an off-target 
editing frequency of less than 1.25%, less than 1.1%, less than 1%, less than 0.75%, less than 
0.5%, less than 0.4%, less than 0.25%, less than 0.2%, less than 0.15%, less than 0.1%, less 
than 0.05%, or less than 0.025%, after being contacted with a nucleic acid molecule 
comprising a target sequence.

[0520] For instance, the cytidine base editors YE1-BE4, YE1-CP1028, YE1-SpCas9-NG 
(also referred to herein as YE1-NG), R33A-BE4, and R33A+K34A-BE4-CP1028, which are
described below, may exhibit off-target editing frequencies of less than 0.75% (e.g., about 0.4% or less) while maintaining on-target editing efficiencies of about 60% or more, in target sequences in mammalian cells. Each of these base editors comprises modified cytidine deaminases (e.g., YE1, R33A, or R33A+K34A) and may further comprise a modified napDNAbp domain such as a circularly permuted Cas9 domain (e.g., CP1028) or a Cas9 domain with an expanded PAM window (e.g., SpCas9-NG). These five base editors may be the most preferred for applications in which off-target editing, and in particular Cas9-independent off-target editing, must be minimized. In particular, base editors comprising a YE1 deaminase domain provide efficient on-target editing with greatly decreased Cas9-independent editing, as confirmed by whole-genome sequencing.

[0521] Exemplary CBEs may further possess an on-target editing efficiency of more than 50% after being contacted with a nucleic acid molecule comprising a target sequence. Further exemplary CBEs possess an on-target editing efficiency of more than 60% after being contacted with a nucleic acid molecule comprising a target sequence. Further exemplary CBEs possess an on-target editing efficiency of more than 65%, more than 70%, more than 75%, more than 80%, more than 82.5%, or more than 85% after being contacted with a nucleic acid molecule comprising a target sequence.

[0522] The disclosed CBEs may exhibit indel frequencies of less than 0.75%, less than 0.6%, less than 0.5%, less than 0.4%, less than 0.3%, or less than 0.2% after being contacted with a nucleic acid molecule containing a target sequence. The disclosed CBEs may further exhibit reduced RNA off-target editing relative to existing CBEs. The disclosed CBEs may further result in increased product purity after being contacted with a nucleic acid molecule containing a target sequence relative to existing CBEs.

[0523] The disclosed CBEs may further comprise one or more nuclear localization signals (NLSs) and/or two or more uracil glycosylase inhibitor (UGI) domains. Thus, the base editors may comprise the structure: NH2-[first nuclear localization sequence]-[cytidine deaminase domain]-[napDNAbp domain]-[first UGI domain]-[second UGI domain]-[second nuclear localization sequence]-COOH, wherein each instance of “-” indicates the presence of an optional linker sequence. Exemplary CBEs may have a structure that comprises the “BE4max” architecture, with an NH2-[NLS]-[cytidine deaminase]-[Cas9 nickase]-[UGI domain]-[UGI domain]-[NLS]-[COOH] structure, having optimized nuclear localization signals and wherein the napDNAbp domain comprises a Cas9 nickase. This BE4max structure was reported to have optimized codon usage for expression in human cells, as

[0524] In other embodiments, exemplary CBEs may have a structure that comprises a modified BE4max architecture that contains a napDNAbp domain comprising a Cas9 variant other than Cas9 nickase, such as SpCas9-NG, xCas9, or circular permutant CP1028. Accordingly, exemplary CBEs may comprise the structure: NH2-[NLS]-[cytidine deaminase]-[CP1028]-[UGI domain]-[UGI domain]-[NLS]-COOH; NH2-[NLS]-[cytidine deaminase]-[xCas9]-[UGI domain]-[UGI domain]-[NLS]-COOH, or NH2-[NLS]-[cytidine deaminase]-[SpCas9-NG]-[UGI domain]-[UGI domain]-[NLS]-COOH, wherein each instance of “]"-[" indicates the presence of an optional linker sequence.

[0525] The disclosed CBEs may comprise modified (or evolved) cytidine deaminase domains, such as deaminase domains that recognize an expanded PAM sequence, have improved efficiency of deaminating 5'-GC targets, and/or make edits in a narrower target window. In some embodiments, the disclosed cytidine base editors comprise evolved nucleic acid programmable DNA binding proteins (napDNAbp), such as an evolved Cas9.

[0526] Exemplary cytidine base editors comprise sequences that are at least least 85%, at least 90%, at least 95%, at least 98%, at least 99%, or at least 99.5% identical to the following amino acid sequences, SEQ ID NOs: 223-248.

[0527] Where indicated, “-BE4" refers to the BE4max architecture, or NH2-[first nuclear localization sequence]-[cytidine deaminase domain]-[32aa linker]-[SpCas9 nickase (nCas9, or nSpCas9) domain]-[9aa linker]-[first UGI domain]-[9aa-linker]-[second UGI domain]-[second nuclear localization sequence]-COOH. Where indicated, “BE4max, modified with SpCas9-NG” and “-SpCas9-NG” refer to a modified BE4max architecture in which the SpCas9 nickase domain has been replaced with an SpCas9-NG, i.e., NH2-[first nuclear localization sequence]-[cytidine deaminase domain]-[32aa linker]-[SpCas9-NG]-[9aa linker]-[first UGI domain]-[9aa-linker]-[second UGI domain]-[second nuclear localization sequence]-COOH. And where indicated, “BE4-CP1028” refers to a modified BE4max architecture in which the Cas9 nickase domain has been replaced with a S. pyogenes CP1028, i.e., NH2-[first nuclear localization sequence]-[cytidine deaminase domain]-[32aa linker]-[CP1028]-[9aa linker]-[first UGI domain]-[9aa-linker]-[second UGI domain]-[second nuclear localization sequence]-COOH.

[0528] As discussed above, preferred base editors comprise modified cytidine deaminases (e.g., YE1, R33A, or R33A+K34A) and may further comprise a modified napDNAbp domain
such as a circularly permuted Cas9 domain (e.g., CP1028) or a Cas9 domain with an expanded PAM window (e.g., SpCas9-NG). The napDNAbp domains in the following amino acid sequences are indicated in italics.

**BE4max**

MKRTADGSEFESPKKKRRKVSSETGVPVAVDPTLRRIEPHFEVFFDPRELKRKETCLLYEINWGGHRISWRHTSOQTNKHVEVNFIEKFTTERYFCPNTRCSITWFLSWSPCGERARITEFLSRYPHVTLFIYARIYLYHHADPRNRQQLRDLISSGVTIQIMTEQESGYCWRNFVNYSPSNEAHWRPYRPHLWRYLVELELCILIGLPCLNLRLRRKQQLTFITIALQSCHYQRLPPHILWATGLKSGGSGGSSETPGTSESAPSSGGGGGSDKKSIGLSTIGNS

VGWAIVTDEYKVPVSKFKVLCNTDRHSIKKKNLGLAILFDGETAEATRLKRTARRRKYTRKNRICYILQSESNEMAKVDDSFFHRLEESFLVEELDKKHERHPFGNFLDEVAYHEKYPTIYHLRKKVLSKADVSIARLRLYALAHMIFGRKFRGHFLIYEDGLNPDSVDKFLTQLVQYTNQLFEEN

PINASGVDAKAILSRSLKSSRELLNIAQLPGEECKNLGFLGIALSLGLTPNFKSNFDLAEADKLQLSFKDYTEDDLDNLQAPIQGDQYADLFLAANKLSDAILSDLIRNLVNTEITKAPLSAMIKRYDEHHQDLILVILACLVRQPQLPEKEYKEFIDQSKNYAGYIDGGASQEEFYKIFKPLEIMKDGEELLVNLREDLRQRSTFDNGSIPHIHLGHAIHLRRQDEFYPFLKDNREKIELITFRIPYYVGPLARGNSRFAWMTRKSEITTPWNNFEVEVDKGASAQSFIERMTNFDKNLPNEKVLPKHSLLEYFYTVENELTKVKVTEMRKPAFLSQGQKAIYDLLFKTNRKVTVKLKEDYFKKIECFDSEISVQDRFLNASLGTYHDDLIIKDKDFDLNENEDELDEDIVTLTLTFEDREMIEERLKYTAHLFDKVMKQLKRRRTYGWGRSLRKLINGRDKQSGKTDLFDKLSDGF

ANRNFMQLHIHDSTTFEDEIQKAAVQSGQGDLDHHELHIANLAGSPAIIKKGILQYTVKLDELVKVMGRHKPENIVEMARENQTTQKQGKNSRERMKRIEIGEKELGSQILOKHEPVENTQQLNeoKLYLYLYQNRMDYVQELDINRLSDYVDHIWPSFLKDDSDNKLVTIRSDKNRQKSDNVPEEVEYVKMKNYYWRQLLNKLITQRKFDNLTKAERGGLSELDKAFIKRQFLYERTQIKHVAQILDSRMNTKDYENDKLEIREVKITLKSLSDFFKDFQFYKVGREINNYHHADAYLNAIVGTLAIKYPKESELFYVGYKVYDVRKMAKSEEQIEKAKATKYFFYSNINNFREITELLANGEIRKRPLIETNGETGEVWDDKGDFATVRKLSMPQVNVKKTVEQTGGFSKESILPKRNNSDLJKRKKDWDPPKGYGGFDSTVAYSVLVVAKEVGGKSRLKSVKELLGITIMRESSFEKNEPFDLEAKGYEKKDLJIKLPKSYLFELENGRMRNASAGELQKGNAELPSKYNVFLYLASHYEKILKSGSPEDNEQKQLFVQEHHKYLDISEQISEFIRVILADANDKVLSAYNKHRDKPJRQAIENIIHTFLTNLGAAPAFFKYFDTIDRKYTSKVLDAClintonLHQSITGLYETRIDLSQLGGDSGGSGGSGGSSTNSLSDIIIEKETGKQLVQESILMLPEEVEEVIGNKPEDILVHTAYDESTDENVMLLTSDAPEYKWPALVQDSDNSGENKIKMSSGGSGGSGSTNLSDI

234
IEKETGKQLVQESILMLPEEVEEVIGNKPESDILVHAYDESTDENVMLLTSDAPEYK
PWALVIQDSNGENKIKMLSGSSKRTADGSEFEPKKRKV (SEQ ID NO: 223)

[0530] YE1-BE4
MKRTADGSEFESPPKKRKVSSETGPVAVDPTLRRRIEPHEFEVFDFPRLRKRKETCLLY
EINWGGHISWRHTSTQNTHKEVNFIEKFTTERYFCNPNTSCRITWFLSYSPCSECRR
AITEFSLRPHYVTLFIYIARLYHHADPENRQGLRLD1SSGVTIQIMEQESGYCWRNFV
NYSPSNEAHWPRLPHYFVRLYVLELYCILGLPCLNLIRKQPOLFTFTIALQSCYH
QRLPPHLWATGLKSGSSGSGSSGETPGTSESATPESSGSSGSGD6KYSIGLAIHTNS
VGWAVITDEYKPVSKKFKVGLNTRHISIKKNLIGALLFDGSGETEALRRTARRRTRKR
NRICLYIQEIIFSNEMAKVDDSFFHRLEESFLVEEEDKKKHHERHPFIGNIVEVAYHEKYPTYII
LRKDLVDSSTDILRIYALAHMIKFRGHFLIEGDLPDSDVDKLFILQVLQVTYQNLFEEN
PINASGVDADAKILSARLSKSSRLNLIQALPGKNGLFNIALSGLGLGLTPFKNSNFDLAED
AKLQLSKLDYDDLNDLLAQIGDQYADDFLHAALKLNLSAIIILDRLVNTEITKAPSAMIK
RYDEHHQDDLTLKLAVRQOLPEKEYIEFFDDQSKNGAGYIDGGAQEEFYFKIPILEKM
DGTUDELLYKLNRDL4LRQRIFDGNSIPQHNLHILAILRQEDPFYPFTLDNKREKIELI
TFRRPYTVGRLARGQRFAMWTRKSETITPPWNNFEEVVDKGASQAOSQSIERMNFTKLNPE
KVPKHSLLYETFVYNELTVKVKVEGMRKPAFLSGEQQKAVDLFFKTNKVTVKQLTE
DYKFKIECFDSVEISGDNERFSNLGTYMLALKIKDKDFLNDDEENEDLEDIVTLTTLFED
REMIEERLKYAHLFDKVMKQLKRRRYTGWRSGRSLKINGRDKQSIGKTLDFLDGSGF
ARNFMQLHLHDSLTFKEDQAIQAISGQGDSLHEHIANKLSPAIKGILQTYKVDENV
KVMSGRHKPENITTEMARENQTTQQGKQNSRERMKREJEGIKELGQLEKHPVENTQILQN
EKLYLQYLQNGRMDYVDQELDINRLSDYDHDHVPQSFKDDSIDNKVLTRSDKRNQKSD
NVPSEEYVKKMKNYWRRQLMNKLITQRKDNDLTKAERGGLSELDKAFIKRQLVETRQIT
KHVAQILDSRMNTKYDENDKLIREVKVTLLSKSYDFRDFQFYKVKVREINNYHHAHDAYL
NAVVGTLAKKYPKLESEFYVGYDKYVDRKMIAKESEQEGKATAKYFFYSINMNFKTEIT
LANGIRKRPLGETNGETGEIVDKGRDFATVRKLSMPQVMKTEVQGTFEGKSKESILP
KRNSDKLIARKKWDPKKYGGFDSPTAYSVLVYAKVEKGKKLKSKVKEELGITYMERS
FEKNPIDFLAEAKKYKEVKKLJIKLPYSLFELENGRKMRASAGELQGKENGALPSKYVN
FLYLAHSEYKELKGSEDNENQOKFVEQHKHLYDELIEQISEFSDKVILADANKLDKVLSAYNK
HRDKPIREQQIANHIFLTITNLAGAPAACKYFDDTIDDKRKYTSTKEVLADATLHQSITGLYETRI
DLSQLGGDSGGSSGSSTGNLSDDIIIEKETGKQLVQESILMLPEEVEEVIGNKPESDILV
HTAYDESTDENVMLLTSDAPEYKPWALVIQDSNGENKIKMLSGSSGSGSTNLDIIEKETGKQLVQESILMLPEEVEEVIGNKPESDILV
IEKETGKQL VIQESILMLPEEVEEVIQKPESDILVHTAYDESTDENVMLLTSDAPEYK PWALVIQDSNGENKIKMLSGGSKR TAGSEFEPKKRRKV (SEQ ID NO: 224)

[0531] YE2-BE4

MKRTADGSEFESPPKRRKVSSSETGPVAVDPTLRRRIEPEHEFEEVFDPRELKRKETCLLY
EINWGGRHISWRHTSQTNKHVEVNFIEFKFTTERYCFPNTRCSITWFSLYSPCGECRS
AITEFLRSYPHVTLFIYIARLYHHADPRNRQGLELDISSGVTTIQIIMTEQESGYYCWRNFV
NYPSNEAHWPRLVLVLVYLYCIIYLGPCLLNILRRKQPQLTFFTIALQSCHY
QRLPPHLWATGLKSGGSGGSSGSSSETGTSATPESSGGSGGSDKKYSIGLAIKTNS
VGWAVTIDEEKYPSKKFKVLGNTRHDRHISKKNLIGALLFDSDGETEAATLRRKTRARTRK
NRICYLQEIFSNEAKVDDSFFHRLEESFLVEEDKKHERHPFIGNIVDEVAYHEKYPTTTHL
RKKLVDSTDCKDLRLYIALAHMIKFRGHFLIEGDLNPDSVDKLFQLYQVQYTNQFEEN
PINASGVDAKAILSRLOSRLNLIAQLPGEKKNGLFGNLIALGLGLTPNFKSNFDLAED
AKLQLSKDTCYDIDLNLAAQIGDQYADLFIAAKNLSDAILLSDILRVTEITKAPLSASMIR
RYDEHHQDLTLLALKVRQQLPEKYEJJFDQSKNGYGAYIDGGASQEEFYFKPILEKM
DGTEELLYKLNREDLRLRKQRIFDNSIPSHQIHLGLHAILLRQEDFYFPFLKDNRKIEKIL
TFRIPYYVGPLARGNSRFAMWTRKSEETITPWNFEEVVDKGAASAQSFIERMTNFDKNLPNE
KVLPKHSSLLEYFTYVNYLTKVYVTEGMRKPAFLSGEQKKAIVDLFFKTNKRKTVQIKE
DYFKKICFDSVEISGVEDRFNASLGTYHDLKIIKDKDFDNEENEDILEDIVTLTLFED
REMIEERLKTAYAHFLDDKVMQLKRRRTYTGWRSLRKLINGIRDKQSGKTLIDFLKSDGF
ANRNFQQLHDSSLTFKFEDIQKAQVGSQGDSLHEHIANLAGSPAIIKGilQYTVKVDELV
KVMGRHKPENIITEMARENQTTQGQQKNSRERMKRRIEEGIKELOSEQLEIPHEVENTQLQN
EKLYLYYLQNGRDMVQDELIDINRLSDYDVHIQPQSFLLKDSIDNKVIORTSDKMRKGS
NVPSEEVYKKMKNYWRQOLNAKLITQRKFDFNLTKAERGG SerieLSDKAGFIKRQLVETQRIT
KHAQIJDSLMSNTKYDENDKLIKEVVKTLKSKLVSDFRDFQFYKVREINNYHHAHDAYL
NAVVGATLICKPKLESEFYGYDKYDVLRMIAKSEQIJEKAKATKYYFFYSNMNFFKTEIT
LANEGIRKRPLTFNGETGEJWVDKGRDFATVRKLSMPQNVKEKTEVQGFTGSKESILP
KRNSDKLIARRDWDPPKYGGDFDSTVAYSILVYVAKVEKGKSKIKLKSVKELLGITIMERSS
FEKNPIDFLAEAKYKEVVKDLIIKLPYSLFEELNGRKRMLASAGELQKGNLALPSKVYV
FLYLASHYELIKGSPEDEMQEKVLYEQHOKHYLDEJIEQIIEFSKRVLADANLDKVLSAYNK
HRDKPIREQAENIIHLFTLTLNGAPAAKYFDTIDKRYTSTIKEVLDAITLHQSITGLYETRI
DLSQLSGDSGGSGGSGGSGSNTNSLIIIEKETGKQL VIQESILMLPEEVEEVIQKPESDILV
HTAYDESTDENVMLLTSDAPEYKWPWALVIQDSNGENKIKMLSGSGGSGGSGSNTNSLSDI
IEKETGKQLVIQESILMLPVEEVEVIGNKPSDELVHTAYDESTDENVMLLSTSDAPEYK
PWALVIQDSNGENKIKMLSGGSKRTADGSEFEPKKKRKV (SEQ ID NO: 225)

[0532] YEE-BE4
MKRTADGSEFESPKKKRKVSSSETGPVAVDPTLRRRIEPHEFEEVFFDPRELKRKETCLLY
EINWGGHSIWRHTSQNTKHKVENNFIEKFTTERYFCNNTRCSITWFLSYSPCGECSR
AITEFLSRYPHVTLFIYIARLYHHDVENPQRQGLEDLISGVTIQIIMTEQESGYYCWRNFV
NYPSNEAHWPRYPRLWRLYLYECIIYCLLGLPCLNLRRKQPQLTFHTIALQSCHY
QRLPPPHLWATGLKSGSSGSSGSSETPGTSESATPESGGSSGSSDJKYSIGLAIKNS
VGWAHTIDYKVSPPKFLVGLNTDRHSHKINKNLLGALFDGSETAETRALTRRRYTRRK
NRCYLIQEFSNEMAKVDDSFFHRLIESLSVEDEDKHERPHIPFGNIVDEVAYHEKYTTIHL
RKKLVDSTDALRJLYALAHMIKFRGHRFHFLIGDEGLPNDSVDKLDIFQTVQNYQLFEEN
PISAGVDAKAILSRSLKSRRENILAIQLPGEKNGLFGNLIALGLGPIPLTNFSDKLAED
AKQLSXDSTYDSDLNLIQAIGDQYADFLAAKLSDAJLSDLRNVTEIKAPLSASMK
RYDEHHQDNLTLKLALVRQOLPETKEYIFFDQSKNGYAGYIDGGASGFEFYIFKPKILEKM
DGTEEMYLKNREDLRLQRIFDNSPHIQHLGELHAIRLQEDFYDFFPLKDNREKIEKIL
TRFYPPYYVGLPLARGNSRFAWMTRKSEEITTPWNPFEEVVDKGAASAQSIERMTNFDKLNPN
EKLPSKHSLLYETVYNELTVKVKETMKPAFLSGEQKAKIADVFLFKTRNKVTQKLE
DYEKKIECFDSVEISGVEDRFNASLGTYHDLKIJKDKDFLDNEENEDILEDVTLTTLFED
REMIEERLKTYAHFLDDKVKMQLRYYYTGWRSLRKLINGIRDKQSGKTILDFLKSDGF
ARNFNMQLHDDSLTFKEDIQKAOFSGQGDSLHEHIANLAPAIKGILQTVKYDELV
KYMGRHPENITTEMARENOQRTTQQKQGKNSRRERMRKRIIEEIGKEIGSGQKEHPVENTQLQN
EKLYYYLQNGRDMYVQDELINRLSDYVDHIVPQSFKLDDSIDNKVLTRSDKNRKGSD
NVPSEEYVKKMKNYWRQLILAKLITQRKFDNLTKAERGGLSLEDKAGFIKQLVETRQIT
KHVAQJLDSRMNTRYKDEYNKLREVKTLSSKSVDFRDFQFYKVREINNYYHAHDAYL
NAVGTLALIKKYPKLESEFYGYDVYDRKMIAKSEQIEKJAKATKYFFYSNIMNFKTEIT
LANDEJIRKRPLIETNGTEJWVSDKGRDFAVRKLMSMPQVINYKFTEVQTTGFFSEILP
KRNSDKLIARKWDKPKYYGFDSPTVAYSLVVAYKEKGSKCKLXSVKELLGTIMERSS
FEKPNIIDFLEAKGKEVKDLDJILKPKYSLFLELNRGKRMASAGELQKGNELALPSKYVN
FYLASHYEKLGSPDENEOQKQLFVEQHKKHLYDEIEQIIFSEIKRVLADANLKVSLAAYN
HRDKPIREQAENIIHLFTLTNLGAPAFAKYFTTIDRKYTSTKEVLADATLHQGSGTGLETREI
DLSQGLGGDSGSGGSGGSTNLSDIIEKETGKQLVIQESILMLPVEEVEVIGNKPSDELV
HTAYDESTDENVMLLSTSDAPEYKPWALVIQDSNGENKIKMLSGGSGGSGGSTNLSDI
IEKETGKQLVQESILMLPVEEVEVIIGNKPESDILVHTAYDESTDENVMLLTSDAPEYK
PWALVIQDSNGENKIKMLSGGSKRTADGSEFEPKKKRKV (SEQ ID NO: 228)

[0535] R33A+A34A-BE4

MKRTADGSEFEPKKKRRKVSSETGPVAVDPTLRRIEPHEFEEVFFDPRELAAETCLLY
EINWGGRHSIWRHTSQNTNKHVEVNFIJFCTTERYFCPTNCRSATWFLSWSPCGER
AITEFLSRYPHTVTLFIYIARLYHHDPRNQRQGLRDLISSGVTIQIMTEQESGYCWRNFV
NYSPSNEAHWPRYPLGWRLYVLELYCIIGLPLCPLNLRRKQPOQLTF Tal LCSHY
QRLPHELWATGLKSSGGSGGSSTEPSGTGSESATPESGGSSGGSDKKSIGLAI GTN
VGWA VIT DEYKVPSSKFVVLGNTDRHISKKNLGALLFDGSETAETLRAETLCTARK
NRICYLQIEFSNEMAKVDSFFHRLLESFLVEEDKKHERHPFINVDEVAYHKEPYTHI
LRKIKLVDSTDKLRLYIALAMHIKFRGHHFLIEGDLPNDNSDVKLFILQVETYQLLFED
PINASGVDAKAILSARLSKSRLNLEIAQPGKEKNGLFGNIALSLGLTPNFKSNDFLAED
AKLQLSKDTDYYDDLNNLQAQDIQYADLFLAANKNLSDAILDILRVTNEITKAPLSAMIK
RYDEHHQDLTLKLALVRQQOLPEKEYIEFDQSKNGYAGYJDGDGASQEEFYKIFKPILEKM
DGTEELLYKLNREDLLRQRIFDGNSIPQHLGLHAILLRQEDFPFPLKDNREKIEKIL
TFRIPYVGPLARGNRFAWMTKRSEETITTWPNFEEVDKGASAQSFIERMTNFDKNLPLNE
KVLPKHSLLYLEYTFVYNLTKVKYVTEGMRKPAFLSSEQKKAIVDILFKTNRKVTVQIKLE
DYFKKIECFDSVEISGDVFNASLGFYHDLLKIIKDKDFLDNEENEDILEDIVTLTTLFED
REMIEERLKTAYAHFDDKVMQKLRRRYTGWGRSLRKLINGIRDQSGKTLFDLKSDF
ANRNFQLQLHDDSTLFKEDIQAKVSGQGDSLHEHIANLAGSPAIIKGILQTVKYDELV
KYMGRHKPENIVTEMARENQTQKQGKNSRERMKRIIEEGIKEGSLQKEHPVENTQLN
EKLYLYYILNGRDMVQDELINRSLSDYVDHVPQSFKSSDIDNKVLTRSDKRMGRKS
NVPSVEEYVKMKNYWRLNNLAKLITQRKDSTNLTKAERGGSELDKAGFIKRQLYETRFQIT
KHAQIIQLRSNMTKYDENDKLIREVKTQLKSYVQSFKDQFYQKYVEIINNYHHADL
NAVVGTLAKKYPKESEFYVDYKVYDVKMIKSAEQEJGKATAKYYYYFNSNMMFKTEI
LTANEGJRRPILETNGETGEIVWDKGRDFATVRKLSMPQVYKTEVQTGGSFIESILP
KRRSDKIARKKDWDPPKYGGFDSPTAYSVLVLAYAEEKGKSKKLSKVELGUITHERSS
FEKNPIDFLAEKGYEKVKKDILIJKPYSNLFELENGRKRMLASAGELQNGNLALPSHVYN
FLYLASHYELKSGSPEDEQKQLFVEQHKHLYDEJIEQISEFSKRVLADANKLKDVSAYNK
HRDKPIREQAENIIHLFLTLNLAGAPAASYKFDTIDRKRSTKEVLSDALHQSITGLYETRI
DLSLGGDGDSGGGSGGSGGTNSLDIEIEKETGKQLVQESILMLPVEEVEVIIGNKPESDILV
HTAYDESTDENVMLLTSDAPEYKPWALVIQDSNGENKIKMLSGGSGGSGGTNSLDIEI
[0537] **APOBEC3B (A3B)-BE4**

MKRTADGESEFESPKKKKRKVEPQIRNPMEYRTDFYDNEPENILGGRSYTWLCYE
VKIKRGRSNLLWDTGVRGQYVYFQPYHAEMCFLSWFCGNLPAYKCFQITWFVS
WTCPDCVAKLAEFLSEHNPNTIISAARLYYWYERDYYRRLCRLSQAGARVTIMD
YEEFAYCWENFVYNEGQFQMPWYKFDENYAFLHRTKLEIRLYDMDPDTFNTFNNND
PLVLRRRQTYLCYEVERLDGNTWVLMDQHMFLCNEAKNLCGCCARLHPRFLDL
LVPSLQTLDPAAQIVRTWFIWSPCFSWGCAGEVRALQENTHVRLFAARIIYDPL
YKEALQMLRDAAGAQVSIMITYDEFYECDTFVYRQGCPPWPDGLEEHSQALSGRL
RAILQNQGNSGGGSGGSGSETPTGTSESATPESSGGGSSDDKYTISGLAIAGTVSWAV
ITDEYKVPSSKFKVLGNNTDRHSIKKLNGLALLFDSGETAEATRLKRTARRRRTRRKNRCY
QEIINSMAKYDSSFHRLEESFLVEEDDKHERHPIFGNVDEVAYHEKYPTIYHLRKLTV
DSTDKADRLIYLALAHMKIKFRGHLIEGLDLPNSDVKLFQVLQVYNQLFEENPINAS
GVDAKAIILSRLKSRRLLENIAQILPGEKKGNLFLGNNLIALSGLTIPKNSNFALDAEALDLQ
SKDYYDDSLDNNILAIGQDYADLLFLAANKNSDAILLSDILRVNTEITKAPLSASMKRYDEH
HQDLLLLKALVRLQFPEYKEIFFFDQSKNGAYAGYIDGDQASQEEFKFIIKIPILKMDGTEEL
LVKLNREDLLLKRQFNTDFNGSISPQHQLGIHELHAILRQEDFYPFLKDRNEKIEKILTFRPPPY
VGPLARGNSRFAMTRMKRSEETITPWNFEETVVDKQASQFSIFERMTNDKLNPLNKLVPKHL
SLLEYFTVYNELTVKVIDTTEGRMKPAPLSFEQKKAKVLALFFLKNTKRVVTQKVLKEDYFKKI
ECFDSTEISGVEDRFNALSGLTYHDLLKIKDKDFDLNEENEDILEDVLLTLTFEDREMIE
RLKTYAHLFDKKVKMQNLKRRRTYGWGRSLRKLINGIRDKQSGTDLFKSDGSANBMI
QLIHDDSFLTFKEDIQKAQVSQGQDSLHELHAINLAGSPAIIKQILQTVKVLDEVKLVMGRH
KPENIVIEMARENQTQKQGKNSRRERMKRIEEGILEKSQTIKEHVPENTQLONEKYLY
LQNGRMDMVDQELDINLSDYDVHWPQSLKDDSIDKVLTRSDKNRKSDNVPSVEEV
VKKMKNYWQLLNAKLITQRFDFNLTKAERGGLSLELDKAGFIQRQVELTQIHKHAQILI
DSRMNTEGDNLKREVKTLKSLVDSFKDFQFYKREINNYYHHADAYLNAVGT
ALIKKYPKLESEFYVGYDYKVRMKIAKSEQEJGKATAKYFFSNIMNFKTEITLANEGI
RKRPLIETNGETGEIWDKGRDFATVRKLSMPQVNJKTEVQTGGFSKESLPKRRNSDK
LIARKKDWDPKKGGDFSTVAYSLVVAKEKGKSKKLSVKELLGITIMERSSFEKNI
DFLEAKGYKEVVKDLIILPKYSFLFENGKRMALASAGELQGNEALPSKYNFLYLAS
HYEKLKSDEPENQKQIFLEQHKLHDEIIQISEFISKVILADNLDKVLASAYNKHRDKP
IREQAENIIHLFTLNLGAAPAFFYDFITIDRKRSTKEVLDATLHQSITGYETRIDSQL

242
GGDSGGSGGGSGGTSNLSDIEKETGKQLVIQESILMLPEEVEEEVGNKPESDILVHTAY
DESTDENMVLRTSDAPEYKPWALVIQDSNGENKIKMLSGGSIGGSGLSTSDIEKET
GKQLVIQESILMLPEEVEEEVGNKPESDILVHTAYDESTDENMVLRTSDAPEYKPWAL
VIQDSNGENKIKMLSGSGLSDIADGSEFEPKRRKTV (SEQ ID NO: 231)

[0538] APOBEC3G (A3G)-BE4

MKRTADGSEFEPKRRKTVPKHFRNTVERMYRTDTSYNFYNRPILSRNNTVWLCYEV
VTSGPSRLPLDAHIPRFRGQVYSELPKSYHPEMLRRFHFWSKVRKLHRRQYEYETWTYWISW
SPCTKCTRDMATFLAEDPVTTLTIFVARLYYFWDYPDQEQALRSLCQKRDRGPRATMKI
MYNDEFQHCFWSKFVYSQRELFPWNLPLKYILLHMLGELRHSMDPPTFNFNN
EPWVGRGHEHYLCYEVEVMHMDTWVLLNQRQFGLCNQAPKHGFLEGHRAECLFL
DVIPFWKLDLDQYDVRCTFSTSWSPCFCQAEMAFKISNKHVSLCIFTARIYDDQGR
CQEGLRALTAEAGAKISMTYFESKHFWDTFVDHQGCPQFQPVWDLDEHSQDLGSLRIR
ALQNZEGNSGGSGGGSGGSETDPGTSESATPESSGGGSGGSDKSYIGAIGHTVSNGWAVITT
DEYKVPSKKFKVLYGNTDRHISJKNLIGALLFDGSGETAETRLKRTARRRRTRKRNRICYLQ
IFSNEAMAKVDVSFFHRLEESFLVEEDKKHERHIPGFNGIVIDEYAYHEKPYTLYHLRKLVD
SKTAKADRLRLYLALAHMIKRGRHFLEGDLNPDNLVDKLIQLVQYQTNQLFEENPINASGV
DAKAILARSRLSRLLENIAQLPGJEKNNGLFGLNIALGLTPNFLSNFDLAEDKILQSLK
DTYDDDDLNNLAQIQIDQYADLFLAARKNSDAILSDLRVTNEITKAPLSAMIKRYDEHHQ
DLTLKLAVRQQLPGEKYEIFIEDQSKNGAGYIDGGSQEEFYKFIIKPILEKMDGTELLV
KLNRDRLLRKRQTFDNSIPHQHLGEHLAIRMRQEDFPFLKDNRKREKIELTFRIPPYYVG
PLARGNSRFWMTKSKSETITTPWNFEEVDGDGSGAQSFGIERMTNDKNLPSNEKLPKHSLL
LYEYFTVYNELKTVYVTEMGMRPKAPLSGEQKKAIDLFTKTNKTVQKLDKEDYFJKIC
FDSVIEISGEDFNASLGGTYHDLKIIKDKDFLDNEENEDJLEDVLRTLTFEDREMIERL
KTYAHFDDKMKQLKRRRYTGWGLRSLKINGIRDQKGKQGKTDLDKLSDGFAKRNFMQ
LJHDSDLTFKEIDQQAQVSGQGQDSDLTEHIANAGSPAIKKGLYQTVVYDELVYMGRHK
PENIVEMARENQTTQKQGKNSRERMKRIEIGEIKLGSQILKEHPVENTQLOKLYNYLYL
QRGRDMYVQFFDLINRLSDLVDHIDHPQFSLKDSDINKVLTRSNSNTGRKSDNVSEVV
KKMKNYWRLNNALKLTQRKFDNLTKAERGLSLEDKAGFIRKQILVETRQITKHVAQILD
SRLMSNTKYDENKDIRKVTILKSLVSDRFKRDFQFYKREINNYHHAHDAYLNAVGTAL
IKKYPKLESEFYGDYKVYDVRMKAIQSEEQIEGKATAKYYFFSNMMFKEITLANGEIRK
RPLJETNGETGEVWDGGRDFATVRKLXMPQVINVKTTEVQTGGSKEILPSKRNSDNLJ
ARKKDWPDPPKYGFDSPITYAVSLVYAVKEGKSXKLKSVKELLGIMERSSEFKNQPDF
LEAKGYKEVKKDLIKILPKYSLFELENGKRMLASAGELQKGNELALPSKYVNLFLASHY
EKLKGSPEDEQKQLFVEQHKYHLDEJIEQISEFSKRVLADANLKDVLASAYNKHRRDKPIR
EQAIENIIHLFTLNLGAPAFKYDFTTIDKRYSTTEVL'DLTHQITSGLYETRIDLSQLG
GDSGGSGSGGSSTNLSDIIEKETGKQLVQESILMLPEEEVEVIGNKPSIDLVHTAYD
ESTDENVMLLTSDAPEYKPWALVIQDSNGENIKMLSGSGGSGGSGSTNLSDIIEKETG
KQLVQESILMLPEEEVEVIGNKPSIDLVHTAYDESTDENVMLLTSDAPEYKPWALV
IQDSNGENIKMLSGGSRTADGSEFEPKKKKKV (SEQ ID NO: 232)
[0539] AID-BFE4
MKRTADGSEFESPPKKKKVDSLLMNRRKKFLYQFKNVWRAGRRERYLCYVVKRRD
SATSSLDFGYLELRNKNGHVEHVLFRYISWDWDLPRGCYVRVTWFTSWSPYDCARH
VADFLRGNPNLSLRTARLYFCEDRAEPEGLRRLHRAGVQIAIMTFKDYFYWCWNT
VFNHERTFKAWGELHENSVRSQRLRRLLPLYEVDDLRAFRTLGLSISGSSGSS
GSETPGTSESATPESGGSSGSDKKSISGLAIGTNSGVAVITTDYEKPSKKFKLVIGNTD
RHSIKNLJGALLFDSGTEAEATRLKRTRRRYTRTRRNRCYILEISFISNMAKVDDSFHRL
EESFLVEEDKKHERPHIFNGVDEVAYHEKYPTIYHLRKKVDSDADKLRILLAYLALHIKM
FRGHIKLJEGLNPDSVDKFLIQLVQYQNLLEENPASVDAKILSRLSSRRRNLEL
IAQLPGEKINLFLGNLIALSLGLTPNFKSNFDLAEAKLQLSKDTYDDILDLNLAQIGDQ
YADLFLAANLSDAILDSILRVNTEITKAPLSAMMKRYDEHHQDLTTLKLVRQQLPEKY
KEIFFDQSKNGYAGYDGGASQEEFYKFIKPILEKMDGELELYKLNRDLLLRKQRTFDN
GSIPHQIHGLHAILRQEDFYFPLDKDNRKIEKIIILTRIPYVGPLARGNSRFAWMTRKS
EETITPWNEEYVTDGASAQSIERMTFKNLPEVKLVPSLLEYEFITYVLENYNLTVVKY
TEGMKPAFLSGEQKKAIVDLNFKNKTVVQLKEDYFKIEFCDFSEVYEGYEDFNSL
GTYHDLKKIKDKDFLDNEEIDLEDIVTLLTFREDREMIEERLKYAHFLDDKVMQQLK
RRRTYGWGLRSLKINOIRDKQSGKTTDFLSDGFARNRFMQLHDDSILTIFKEDEIQQA
VSGQGDSLLEHIANLAGSPAIKKGLQTVKVDELVKVMRHPKPNENIVEMARENQTQQ
GQKNSRERMKRIEIGIKEGSQLKEHPENTQIQNEKLYLYLYQMGRDYMDVQEDLINR
LSDYVDHIVPSQLKDASSIDNKLTVSTRDKNRQGSDKDNPSEEVVKMKNYWQIINAKLI
TQRKFDNLIKAERGGLSELDACKAFIKRQQLVTRQITKHYAQLIDSRMNKTYDENDKLIREV
KVITLKLVSDFRKFQFYKVREINNYHAHDAYLNAVGTALIKYKPLESEVFYGYDYK
VYDVRKMIASQEQIEGKATAKYFFYSNIMNNFKTETILANGEJRKRPLLETNGEIVWDK
GRDFATVVRKLMPQNVKKTQTEQGGFSKESILPKRNSDKLARKKDWPQKGYGGFD
PTVASYLTVAKYEGKSKKSKVKEKLYMERSMSEPQIDFLAEKGYKEYKVDLKILKLP
KYSLELLENGKRMLASAGELQKGNLALPSKYVNYFLASHYELKKGSPEDNQEQKLFW
EQHGHNLDEJIEQISEFSKRVLADANLKDVLASAYNKHRRDKPIREQAEINIIHLFTLNLGAPA
AFKYFDTDIDRKRJYSTMKDLATLHQCSTGLYGTERDILSQLGGDSGGSSGGGSGSSSTNLSDIJEKETGKQLVQESILMLPEEVEEVIGNKPSDILVHTAYDESTDENVMLLTSDAPEYKPWALVIQDSENGNISLGMLGSSGGGSGSSSTNLSDIIJEKETGKQLVQESILMLPEEVEEVIGNKPSDILVHTAYDESTDENVMLLTSDAPEYKWPWALVIQDSENGNISLGMLGSGS
RTADGSEFEPKKRKV (SEQ ID NO: 233)

[0540] CDA-BE4

MKRTADGSEFESPKKKRKVTFAEYVRHIHEKLDIYTFKQFFNNKKSNSHVRCYVLFLERKRGERRACFWGAYAVNKPQSGTERGIAHEIFSIRKVEEYLDRNPQGFTINWYSWSPCADCAEKLAEYNQLRGNHTKAIWACKLYYEKNARNQIQLWLNLRDNNGLNVJMVEHYQCCRIFQISSHQLNENRRWLEKTLLKRAEKRSSELSMIQVILHTKTSPAVSNGSSGSSGSGSETPGTSEATPEESSGGSSGSDKKSISIGLAIGTNVGWATIDTDEYKVPSKKKFKVLGNTDHRISIKNLIGALLFDSGETEAATRLKRTARRRTRYTRKRNRCYLQEIFSNEMAKVDSSFHHRELSFILVEEDKKHERPHIFGNIVDEVAYHEKYTXHRLKLUVDSTDDLRLIYLALAHMIKRGHFMLIIEGDIINFPSDVLKFLIQVQLVQTMNLFIEENPISAGVDADKAILSARLSKSRRELNAeqLPGEGKKNLGFLGNIALSGLTNEFKNPSFNLDAEKAIQLSADYDDILDNLLAQIGDQYADFLLAALKLSDAISLIDLRVNTITKAPLSAMIRKYYDEHHQDMLTLKALVRQQLPEKYEIKFDQSKNGYAGYOVIDDGASQEEYFKFIKPILEKMDGTEELVJLNNREDLRRKQRTFDMGSQPHOQIHLGELHAILRQOFYDFYPFKLDNREIEKLTFRRIPYVVGPLARGNSRFAWMTRKSEETITPWNFFEEVVDGASAQSFIERMTNFDKNLNPKEVLKPSHSLLEYTFVYNELTKVYKTGEMRKPACPFLSSEQKKAIYDFFFFTNRKVTVKQLKEDYFKKIECFDSWESGVEDRFNASLGTYHDLKDBFKDLNDEEDEDILDLTTFEDREMIEEIRLKYAHFDAKVMKQKRRRTGWGIRSKLINGIRDKQSGKSTLDKLDGSFANRFMQLIHDSLTFKEDIQKAQVSGQGDSLHEHIANLAGSPAIIKKGILQITKVVDLKVQMRGRHKPENIVIEMARENQTTQKQGKNSRERMKRIEEGIKELSQILKEHPVENTQLQNEKLYLYLQNGRMDYVQEDLINRLSDYDVTIHVPQSFKLDDSIDNKVLMNASKRGKSDNPSEEVVKKMKNYWQQLNLAKLTLQRFCKDNLTKERGSGSLLDKAGFIKRLVETRQIITKHVAQILDSRNMNTKYDENDKLIREYVTITLKSFLSDRFRDFQFYKVERINNYHHAHDAYLNAYGTAIYKKYPKLESEFVYGDYKVYDVRKMIKASEQIEGKATAKYFYFSNMNFKTEITLAN5JEIRKRPLIETNGETEGJWIDKGRDFATVRKVLSPMQVNIKKETVQTGGFSKESLPIKRNSDLKLIARKKDWDPPKYGGFDSPTVASVLYAVKEGKSKKKLKSVEKELGITYIMSSFEKNPIFDLEAKGYKEVKKDLJKPILYSLFELANGRKLMLASAGELQKGNELALPSKYNFIYLASHYEKLKGSPEDENEQKQLFVTEQHKHYLDEIEQISEFSKVRILADANKLDSVSAKYNHMRDKPIREQAENIIHLFTLTNLGAPAAKDYFDTDIDRKRJYSTMKDLATLHQCSTGLYGTERDILSQLGGDSGGSSGGGSGSSSTNLSDIIJEKETGKQLVQESILMLPEEVEEVIGNKPSDILVHTAYDESTDENVMLLTSDAPEYKPWALVIQDSENGNISLGMLGSGSKRTADGSEFEPKKRKV (SEQ ID NO: 233)
TNSDIEKETGKQLVIQESILMPLPEEEVEVIGNKPESDILVHTAYDESTDENVMLLLTS
DAPEYKPWALVIQDSNGENKIKMMLSGGSGGSGGSGGSGSTNLSDIIEKETGKQLVIQESILML
PEEVIEVIGNKPESDILVHTAYDESTDENVMLLTSDAPEYKPWALVIQDSNGENKI
MLSGGSKRTADGFSEFEPKRRKVE [SEQ ID NO: 234]

[0541] FERNY-BE4

MKRTADGSEFSEPKKKRKVFERNYDPRELRKETYLLYEIKWKGSKGLWRHWCQN
RTQHAEVYFLENIFNARRFNPHSTCSITWYLWSPCAECSSQIVDFLEKHNPVNLEIY
VARLYYHEDERNRQGLRLDVNSGVTIRIMDLDPNYCWTFTFQDQGDYWPGH
FAPWIKQYSLKSGGSSGSSGETPGTSEATPESGSGSGGSKKYSIGLAIGTNV
GAVITDEKYPSSKFKVLGNTDRHISKKLNIGALLFDSGETAETRKLTVARRRTRKRRKI
CYLQEIJSNEMAKVDDSFFHRLEESLFVEEDKKHERRHIPGNIDEVAYHEKYTPITYHLRK
KLVDSTDKADLRJYLALAHMVKRFGHLIEGDLPNDSDVDKLFIQQLVYQTYQNLFEENPI
NASCVDAKALSRLSRSRELNIAQLPGEKKNGLFNLALSGLITPNFKSNFDDALEDK
LQISKDYDDDLNLLIAQIDGQYADLFAAKNLDAILLDSDLRVNETEKAPLSASMKRY
DEHHQDLLLLKLALVRQQLPEKYKEIIFDQSQKNYGAYIDGGASQQEFYKFKIPILEKMDG
TEELLVKLNREDRLRKRQTFDNSHPIQHLGHELHAILRRQEDFYFPFLKDNREIIEKILTFR
IPYVGPFLARGNSRFAWMTLRKSETITTPWNNFEVVKDGASAPQFIERMIPDKNNPKEKVL
PKHSLLLEYTEVYNLETKYVEGMRKPAFLSGEQKAIYDFLFLFKTRNKTVKQLKEDYF
KKEICFDSVEISGVDRFNASLGYTHDLKKIDKDFFLDNEENEDILEDIILTTLTFEDREM
IEERLKITYAHLFDKDYMQLKRRRYTGWGRSLRKLINGIRDKQSGKTLDFLDGFRAN
NFMQLIQHDSDLTFKEDIQKAQVSQGDSHEHIANLAGSPAIIKGQLQTYYVDEVLYVTM
GRHKPNIVIEMARENQTTQKQKNSREDMKRIEIGELGQSLKEHPVENTLQNEKL
YLYYLQNGYDMDQELDINRLSDYDVHDHVPQSFKLDDSDINKVLTRSDKNRGKSDNV
PSEEYKKMKNYWRQLNNALKIITQRKFDNLTKAERGGLSELDKAGFIQKQLVETQHKH
AQIDLSRMNTKYDENDKLIERYKVTIKLKSLSDFSRKFQFYKVREINNYHAHDAYLN
AVGVTALIKKYPKLESEFYGYDKYVDRMKHIASEQIEGKATAKYFFSNIMNFKTEITL
ANGEIRKPRLIETGETGEIVWDMKGRDFATVRKVLMSPQVNKKTEVQTRGSKESILPKRN
SDKLJARKKDWDPPKYGFDSPTVAYSLLVVAKEKGGSKLKVKEKGITIMERSSFEK
NPIDFLAEAGKYEVKDKLIKLKPSLFELENGRKRMLASAGELKQGNEALPSKYYNFLY
LASHYEKLKSGPDNEQKQFLVEQKHKYLEDIEIIEQISFESKRVLADANLKDVLAYSNKHR
DКPIREQАЕNIIHLIFTLTЛНГАПААКФКФDТRКYTSTKEVLIDATLIIHSITGLETIRIDL
SQLGGGSQGGSSGSGGSGSTNLSDIIEKETGKQLVIQESILMLPEEVIEVIGNKPESDILVHT
AYDESTDENVMLLTSDAPEYKPWALVIQDSNGENKIKMMLSGGSGGSGGSGSTNLSDIIE
KETGKQLVIQESILMLPEEEVEVIGNKPSDILVHTAYDESTDENVMLLTSDAPEYKPVWALVIQDSNGENKIKMSGGSKRTADGSEFEPKKRKV (SEQ ID NO: 235)

[0542] Evolved APOBEC3A (eA3A)-BE4

MKRTADGSEFEPKKRKVEASPGPRHLMDPHIFTSNFANGRHKTYLCYEVERLDNGTSDKMDQHRGFHLHQKAKNLCGCFYGRHAEIRFLDLVPSLQDPAIYRVTVF
ISWHPCSWGCAGEVRAFLQENTHVRFLIRAAARIYDYDPLYKEALQMLRDAGAQVSI
MTYDEFKHCWDFTDVFDHQGCPFOPWDGLDEHQSALSGRLRAILQNQNGSNSSGGSSGGS
GSETPGTSESATPESGSSGGSSDDKYSIGLAIIGTNSVGWATTDYKVPSKKFKVGLGNT
RHSIKKNIJGALLFDSGETAEATRLKRTARRYTRRNKRNCRYLQEIIFSNEMARDQHRL
EESFLVEEDDKHERP1FGNVDEVAYHEKYPTITIYHSLRKLVDSTKADLRLYLALAHMII
FRGHHFLEGDLNPNSVDKLFIQFQLVTQNYQLFEEHPASGVDAKAILSARLSKSRRLENL
IAQLPGEKKNGLFGNIALSGLITPNFLKSNFDLAEADKIQSLKSYDYYDDLNDLALLAQIDQ
YADLFLAAKNSDAIISLDLHVNETIKAPSLASMIKRYDEHHQDLTLKLALVQRQOLPEKY
KEJFFDSQKNGYAGYIDGGASQEEFYKIFKIPLEEPMDGTEELLYKLNRDLLLRLKQRTFDN
GSIPHQIHJGELHAIIRQQEFDYPFILKDNREKEJLKTFRPPYGPLARGNSRFAWMTREKS
EETITPWNFEVEKDGASAQSFIERMNTFDKNLPKVLKSSLYEFTYVNLTKKYVT
TEGRMRKPAFLSSEQGKKAIWLDLFLKTKRNKTQTVQKLYEKKIEFDSVEISGVEDRFNASL
GTYHDLKIKDSDKLFDNEENILEDIVLTLTLFEDREMIEERLKTYAHLLDDDKVMQKLL
RRRTGWRGRLSKRLINGIRDKQSGKTLDFKLSDFGFFANRNFQMLHHDSSLTFKEDIQKAQ
VSGQGDSLMLHEHIANLASYPAIKKQIGVTQTVVDLKYMGHRKHPSNFIVEMARENOQTQK
GQKNSRMRKMIEEEGIKELSQIKLHEPVENTIQLQNEKLKLYLYQLNGRMDVYDQELDINR
LSYDITYDHIQPSFLKDDSDIKVLRTSDRNGKSDNVPSEEVVKKMKNYWRQLLNAKLI
TQRFKTDNLITKAERGGLSELDKAGFIKRQLVETRQITKHVAQILDSRMNTKYDENDKLIREV
KVITLKLVSDFDKDFQFYKVREINNYHAHHDAYLNAVGTALIKKYPKLESEFYGYDK
VYDVRKMLIAKSEQEJGKATAKYFYYSNIMNFKTEITLANEGIRKRPRIETNGTEGEIVWDK
GRDFATVRKVLSPMQVNVKKTETQGFSKESILPKRNSDKLARIKKDDFWKPYGGGDS
PTVAYSVLVAKVEKSKKSLKSVKELLGITERMRESSFENPILDLEAKGYKEVKKDLIILP
KYSLFELENGRKMLASAGELQKGNELAPSJVNYFLASHYKLGSPDEQQLQVLF
EQHKHYLDIEQEISEFSKRVILADANLKVLSAYNKHRRDKPJREQAENIIHFLTTLNIGAPA
AFKYFDTIDRKRVTSTKEVLATLHQSITGLEYTIDLSQGDSGSGSSGGSGSGSTNLSDI
IEKETGKQLVIQESILMLPEEEVEVIGNKPSDILVHTAYDESTDENVMLLTSDAPEYK
PVALVIQDSNGENKIKMSGGSGGSGSTNLSDIIIEKETGKQLVIQESILMLPEEEVEV
IGNKPDILVHTAYDESTSENDMLLTSDAPEYKWPALVIQDSINGALKMLSGGSK
RTADGSEFEPKKRKKV (SEQ ID NO: 236)

[0543] AALN-BE4
MKRTADGSEFESPPKKRKRVSSETGPVAVDPLRMRRIEPHEFEVFDFDPRELAETCLLY
EINWGGRRSHIWRHTSONKTHVEHNFIKFTTERYFCPNTCRSITWFLSWSPCGER
AITEFLSRYPHVTIFIIARYLHHLANPRNRQGLRDLISSGVTIQIMTEQESGYCWRNFV
NYPSNENAHWPYPFLWRLYVLEYCYILGLPLPCNLIRRKQPQFTFTIALQSCHY
QRLPPIHLWATGLKSGSSGSGSSGSETPTGSESATPESGGSGSGDJKYSG1AGLINTS
VGWAVTIDEYKPSKKFLGVTNGTDRKSHIKNLIGALLFDSGETAEATLRTARRYTRKK
NRICYQIEIFSNEMAKVDSSFFHRLREESLVEEDDKHERHPFIGNIVEAYHEKYPTTHL
RRKLVDSTDKDRLJLALAHMIFKRFRGFIHLEIGDLNPNDSDVDKLFLIQVLQTYNQLFEE
PINASGVDAKAISARLSKSSRLELNAIQPGKKEKGFLGNNLIALSLGALTTPNKFSDLAD
EAKLQLSKDYDDLNDNLIAQIGDQYADLFIAAKNLSDAILSLDILRVNTEIKAPSAMIK
RYDEHDDLDLLLLKALVRQOQLPEKYKEIFFDQSKNGYAGYIDGGASQEEFYFKPIKELM
DGTEELLYKLNRDLIRKRQRDFNPSIPHQIHGEHLAIRRRQEDDFDPFLKDNREKIEIIL
TFRIPYYVGP ALARGNSRFAWMTKRESEETITPWNFEEVVDKGASAQISFIERSMNTDFKNLPE
KVLKPSHSLFYETVYNELT VKYVTMEGRMPKAPLSTGQKKAIDLFLFKTRNKRVTQKLKE
DYYFKKIECFDSVEISVQEDRFNASLGTLYHDLLKIKKDKFLDLNEENEDILEDIVTLTLFED
REMIEERLHTYAHFSDFKVMQLRKRRYTGWGRSLRKLINGIRDQSGKTDLFLKSDGF
ANRNFMQILHDSDLTFKEIJDQAIQVQGQGDLSHEHIANLQAPAUKGQILQTYKVDELV
KVMGRHKPENITTEMARENQTTQGQKNRERMRKRIEGIEKELGMQKLKEHPVENTQLVN
EKLYLYYLQNGRDMYVDQLELDINRLSDYDQHLVPQSFLLKDSIDNKVTLSRDKNRGKSD
NVPSEEYVKMKNYWQLNKLAKILTQRFDFNLTKAERGGLSELDKAGFIIKQLVETRQIT
KHAQILDSRMNYTLDNKKLIREVKVTLLKSVDSFRKDFQFQYKVEINNNYHAHDAYL
NAVGTALIIKKPKLESEFYVDKYVDVRIKMAKSEQIEKJAKATYFFSNIMNFTEIT
LANGEJRKRPLKETNGETGEIWDKGRDFATVRKLSMPQVINVKTITEVQTGGFSIESILP
KNRTDKLARCDWDPKYGGFDSPTASYLSVLYAWEKGVKSLKSKVEKILGNTIMRSS
FEKNPIDFLAEKGYKEVKKDKILKPKYSLEEERGRKRLASAGELQKGEMLAIPSYKN
FLYALSHYELKGSADNEQKQVIFVEQHKHYLDEIEQISEFSTVILADANDLKDVLAYN
HRDKPBDREQAENIIHFLTLTNGAPAACKYFDTDTRKRYSTKEVLDAJLHQSITGLYETRI
DSLQGDSGGSGSGGSGGSGSTNLSIIEIKETGKQLVIQESILMPLEEVEEVIGNKPDILV
HTAYDESTSENDMLLTSDAPEYKWPALVIQDSINGALKMLSGGSK
IEKETGKQLVIQESILMLPEEVEEVIGNKPEDISILDVHTAYDESTDENVMLLTSDAPEYK
PWALVIQDSNENKIKMLSGSKRTADGSEFEPKKKRKV (SEQ ID NO: 237)

[0544] BE4max, modified with SpCas9-NG

MKRTADGSEFEKKKRKVSSETGPVAVDPTLRRRIEPEHEFEVFDPRELRKETCLLY
EINWGGHRISWRHTSNQTNKHVENFVEKFTTERYFCNPNTSCITWFLSWSPCGESR
AIATEFLSPHYVTLFVIY1ARLYH1AHADPRNNRQGLRLD1SSGVTIQIMTEQESGYCWRNFV
NYSPSNEAHWPRVLYVLYLVEICYILGLPPCLNILRKRQPPQPTFTIALQSCZY
QRLPPPHILWATGLKPGSSGGGSSGSETPGETESATPESSGGSSGGSDKKYSIGLAIIGNS
VGWAVITDYEVPSSKFKV1GLGNTDHRHISK1KL1GALLFDSGETEAEATRLRTARRRTRRK
NRICYLQIEFSNEMAKVDDSFFHRLEESLFVEEDDKHERHPFIGNVDEVAYHEKPTYRK
RKKLVDSTKDADRLLIYALAHMIKRFGHFIIEGDNLNPNSDVKDFLFIQLVQTYNLQFEEEN
PINASGVDAKAILSARLSKSRLENLIAQLPGEKKNGLFGNLIASLGLTLPNFKSNFDLAED
AKLQLSKDHYDDDFNL1AQIDQYADTLFAAKNLSAILLSDIALRVTNEITKAPLSAMIK
RYDEHQQDTLKALVRQOLPEKYEIKFDQSKNGAYIDGGASQEEFYFKIPILEKMM
DGTEELLYKLNREDLRRQKRIFDNSSHPQ1HLGELHAILRRQEDFYPPFLKDNREKIEIKL
TFRRPYYVG1PLARGNSRFAWMTRKSEETITTWPWFEEVVDKGAASQF1ERMTNFLKINPNE
KVLPKHSLLL LeyTVEYNELTKVYVTEGMRKPAFLSSEGRQKAIDDLFKTNRKVTVKIQKE
DYFKKIECFDSVEISGVDFRNASLGTYHDLLLIIKDKDFLDNEEDEDIELDIVTLTLFED
REMIEERLKYAHLFDKKVMQKLRRRYSTGWGRLSRKLINGIRDKQSGKT1LDFLKSDGF
ARNRFMQLHHDLSLTFKEDIQAQVSGQGDSLEHIANLAGSPA1KKGILQTYKVDELLV
TYMVGRHKPENITTEMARENQTQ1KQGKSNRERMRKKEIEGEIKELSQIKHPVENTQLQN
EKLYLYLYQNGRDMYDQELDINLSDYDVHHPQSF1KDDS1DNKVLT5RDKNRQKSDG
NVPSEEYKMKKNYWRQLLNALKITQRKFDNLTKAERGGLSELDKAGFIKRQLVETRQIT
KHVAQ1LDSRMNTKYDENDKLIREVKVTLLKSKVSDFRKDFQYKVRVEINNYHHADDAYL
NAVVGtal1KIKYPKLESEFYGYDVYDVKMI1AKSEQEIKGAK1ArmyYFFSNIMNFKTEIT
LANE1JRRPLLETNETGEJVWDKGRDFATVRKVL5MPQVNY1KTLEVQTGGSFESIRP
KRNSDKLJARKKDWDPPKKGFGVFSPTVAYSVLV1AYKEGKSKKLKSYKELGITMERSS
FEKNPIDFLEAKGYEKKDL1IKPLKYSLE1ENGRRKMSARFLQKGNELALPSKYVN
FLYLASHE11KLKSGPDENEKQKFLVEQHKHYLDEIEQISESKRVLADANDLKVLSAYNK
HRDKPIREQAENIIHLFTLTNLGAPRAFYDFT1DRKVKYRSTKEVLD1ATLHQSITGLYETRI
DSLQLGGDSSGSGGGSGGSGGTNLSDIIEKETGKQLVIQESILMLPEEVEERVIGNKPEDISILDV
HTAYDESTDENVMLLTSDAPEYKPKWALVIQDSNENKIKMLSGSGSGGSGGSTNLSDI
IEKETGKQLVIQESILMLPEEPVEEVIGNKPESDLVHTAYDESTDENVMHTDSADYKPVWALVIQDSNENGKIMLSGGSKRTADGSEFEKPKKRKV (SEQ ID NO: 238)

[0545] YE1-SpCas9-NG base editor (YE1-NG)

MKRTADGSEFEPKKKRVVSETGPVAVDPTLRRIEPHEFEVFFDPRELKETCLLYEINWGGRHSWRHTSQNTNKHVEVFNEIEKTFTERYFCPNTRCSITWFLSYSPCGECR
AITEFSLRYPHVTFLIYARIYLYHADPENRGQRDLRILSSTGVITQIMTEQESGYCWRNFVGNYPSNEAHWPYPHLWVRVLLEYCIIGLPLLPCNIRKQPKQLTFTIALQSCHY
QRLLPPLHAVGTLLKSGSSGGSGSETPGTSESATPESGGGGSGDGKYSYLGLAGTNSVGAVTIDEYKVPSKKFVVLGNTDRHISKIKNKLIGALFDGSETAEATRKLRTARRNYTRRRKR
NRICLYQEISFNEMAKVDDSFFHRLEESFLVEEDKKHERHPFIGNVDEVAYHEKYPTTIL
RKKLVDSTDKADRLIYALAHMIKFRGHIFLIEGDLNPNDSDVDKLFIQLQVTYQNLFEEN
PASGVDVAKAILSARSLSKSRELNIAQLPGKKNGLFNGLIASLGLTLPNKSNFDLAED
AKLQLSKDYDDLNDLIAQIQDYADLFLAAKNLSDAILLSDILVRUNETIKA'LPSASMIK
RYEDEHDDQLTLKALVRQQQLPEKEYKIEFDQSKNGAYIDDGASQEFEYFKIFKPILEMK
DGTEELLYKLRREDLRLRRQTRFDNGSPHQHIHLGELHAILRQEDFYPFLKDNREIEKIL
TFRIIPYVGPLARGNSRFAWMTRKSEITTPPWNFEEVVDKGASAQSFIERMTNFLNLPNE
KVLKPKHSLLYEYFTVYNELTKVYTVETGMRKPAFLSLEGQKAIADLVFKTRNKVTQKLKE
DYYKICFCSVEIGVEDRFNASGLTYHDLLMIKDKDLDNEENEDILEDVTLTTLTED
REMIEERLKYATSIFDQMKVQLRRRTGVGRLSRLINGRDKQSGKTLFDLKDSDGF
ANRNFMQLHLDDLTFKEDIQKAQVSGQGDSLSHEHIANLAGEPAIKKIGLQTYKVQDELV
KYMGRHKPEMNTTEMARENVQQTQKIQQKNRSRMRKRIEIGIKEGKSLQKHEPVENTQQLN
EKLYLYYQLONGRMVDPQLEDINRSLSDYDHDHIPQSFKLDDSIDNKVLTRSDKNRKSD
NVPSEEYVKKMKNYWRQLNNKLITQRFDFNLTAERGGLSLEDKAFLGIKQRLYETRQIT
KHVAQURLSRTMNTKYDENDKLIREVCVTLSSKLSVSDFKDFQFYKVREINNYHHAAHDBL
NAVVTALIKKYPLKESEFYGVDYKVDVRMIQSEEQEJVGKAKTAYFFFFYSNINMFKTEIT
LANGEIRKRPLITGETGEJWDDKGRDFATVRKLSPQVNYKKEFTYQTVGFSKESIRP
KNRSDKLARIKRDWDPKKYGGFVSPTVAYSVLVAYKEKGSKMKLKSVKELLGITIMERSS
FEKNPDPFLEAKGYKEVKDLIKLPKSYLFEELNGKRMASARFLQKGNEIALPSKYVN
FLYLASHEYKLGSQPDENEQKQLFVEQHHRKYLDEIIQIEQIFSKRVLADADLKVLSAYNKH
HRDKPIREQAENIIHLFTLTNLGAPRAFKYFDTDTRKVRSTKEVLADATLHQSITGLYETRI
DLSQLGDSGGSGGGGGSTNLSDIIEKETGKQLVIQESILMLPEEPVEEVIGNKPESDLV
HTAYDESTDENVMHTDSADYKPKVALVIQDSNENGKIMLSGGSKRTADGSEFEKPKKRKV

250
IEKETGKQLVIQESILMLPVEEVEEVIGNKPSDILVHTAYDESTDENVMLLTSDAPEYK
PWALVIQDSNGENIKMGLSGGSKRATADGSEFEPKKKRKV (SEQ ID NO: 239)

[0546] YE2-SpCas9-NG base editor

MKRTADGFSEFEPKKKRKVSSSETGPVAVDPTLLRRRIEPHEFREVFFDPRELKETCPLY
EINWGGHRSHRTSQNTKHEVNIEFKFTTERYFCPNTRCTIWFLSYSPCGECRN
AITEFSLRYPHVTLFIYIARLYHHDPRNRQGLEDLISSGVQTQIMTEQESGYYCWRNFV
NYPSNNEAHWPRYPHLWRLYLVELYCIIGLPLCPNLNLRRKQPQLTFFTIALQSCYH
QRLPHILWATGLKGSSGSGSSETPGEATPESSS4GSGSGLK4YSLG4AIGNTSY
VGAVAITDEYKVSFGKCVLGNTPRDSHRSHKKNLIGALLFDSGETAEATRLRKRSTARRYTRRK
NRICYLQEFISNEMAKVDSSHHRLREESFLVEEDKKhHERHPFIGNWDEVAYHEKYPHTI
RKKLVDSTDKDRLQYLANHAHMIFHRGHHNLIEGDLNPDNSVDKLFLIQVOTIQNLLEFEN
PINASGVDADAKALSRSKSLRLNIAQPGRLKGNFLGJAILGLGTNPFNKSNFALAE
AKLQLSKDTYDDDLLNALAQIQDGQYADLFLAALKNSDAILLSDILRVNTEITKAPLSASM
IKRVEDHQQDLTTKLALRQQLPEPKEYIEFDQSKNGYAYIDGQSGQFFEFYKFKIPIKLM
DGTEELLYKNREDLLRKRQFRFDNPSHPKITLHELHAILRQEDFYFPPILKDNREKIEKIL
TFRIPYYVGPLARQNSRFAWMRTRKSEETITPPWNFEFVEVDKGSASQFIERMTNTDFKNLPNE
KVPSSHLLYEYFTVYNEITKVYVTEGMRPAFLSGEQKKAIVDLFKTNKRKVTKQILKE
DYFKKIECFDSVEISGVEDRFNASLGTYHDLLIKDKDFDLNENEDILELTDIVTLTLFED
REMIEERLKTYAHLFDKVMKLKRITYGTWGRSLRKLINGIRDKQSGKTLGDFLKSDGF
ANRNFMQLSHDSKLTWKFEDIQQAQVSQGGDSHLHIAILAGSPAIIKGILQTVKYDELV
KVMGKRHPENITTEMARENQTTQKQGKNSRERMKRIJEIGKEIELSQQLKEHPVENTQLQN
EKLYLWLQNGRDMYVDQELDINRSLDYDHDVHPQSFILKDSDINKNVRSTSDKNRCXGS
NVPSEEVYKKMKNYWRQLNALKITQRFDNLTKAERGGLSELDKAGFIFKQ ролетри
KHVAQILSDRMTNKYDNDKLLREVKTIMITKLSKLYSDFRKDFQFYKVRREINVNYHHAHAYL
NAVGTLALKKYPLESEFVGYDVYDVRMIAKSEQIEJKATAYFFYSINMNFFKTEIT
LANGEIRKRPLIETGNETGEIJWVDKGRDFAVTRKVLSPMQVINVKEFTEQTOGFSSKESIRP
KRNSDKLJARKKWDPPKYGGFYSPTVAVSLVLAYKYEGKSKKLSKVLISGKLLIGITMERSS
FEKNPIDFLFAKGYEKKDJIKLKYKSLFIENGRKRAMARFLQKGNALPSKYVN
FLYLASHYELKGSPEEDNEQKQLFVEQHKYDDELLQIEFSEFKVILADANLKDVLVSAYNK
HRDKPIREQAENIIHLFTLNLGAPRFAYFTDITDVRKVRSTKEVLDATLHQISITGLYETRI
DLSQFGLSAGSGSGGSGGSTNLSDIIEKETGKQLVIQESILMLPVEEVEEVIGNKPSDILV
HTAYDESTDENVMLLTSDAPEYPKWALVIQDSNGENIKMGLSGGSKRTADGSEFEPKKKRKV

251
IEKETGKQLVIQESILMLPEEVEEVIGNKPESDILVHTAYDESTDENVMLLTSDAPEYK
PWALVIQDSNGENKIKMLSGGSKRTADGSEFEPKKKRKV (SEQ ID NO: 240)

[0547] YEE-SpCas9-NG base editor

MKRTADGSEFEPKKKRKVSSSETGPVAVDPITRRRIEPHEFEVFDPRELRKETCLLY
EINWGRHISWRHTSQNTKHEVNFIEKFHTTERYFCPNTRCSITWFLSYSPCGECRS
AITEFLRSYPHVTLFIYIARLYHAPPENDPQRQGLEDLISSGVTIQIMTQESEQGYCWRNFV
NYPSNENAWHPRYPHELWRLYVLEYLICYILGPLCLNLRRKQPOOLTFITIALQSCHY
QRLPPHLWATGKLGGSSGSSGSGSETPGTSESATPESSGSGGSDDKYSIGLAINTS
VGWAVTITDEYKVPSKFKVLGNTDRHIKCVKLILLFSGETAEATRLTRKARRTRYTRRK
NRICYLQEISFSNEMAKVDDSFFHRLIESFSLFVEEDKKHERPHFIGNVDEVAYHEKPYTHL
RKKLVGSTDKADLRJYALAHMIFKRGRHFLEIGDLNPDSVDKLLFIQLHQVTYNQLEEN
PINASGVDAKAILASRLSKSRLNELNIAQLPGKEKKGFLGNNLIALSGLGTLPNKFNSDLAE
ADKLQSLKDYDDDNLNLAQIDQYADLFLAIAKINSLAIIISDLIRVNTEITKAPLSAMIK
RYDEHHQDLTLLKALVRQQLPEYKEIFFDQSKNGYAGYIDGGASQEEFYFKIPILEKM
DGTEELLYKLNRDDLRKQRTFDNGSIPHQIHLGELHLRRQEDFYPFLKDNRKIEKIL
TFRIPYVGPLARANGSRFAMWTRKSEEITTPWNFEEEVVDKGAASQFSIERMNTNFKNLPE
KVLPKHSLEYEVTENLTKVVKTVEMRKPAFLSEGQKKADVLLFKTRRKVTVQIKE
DYFKKIECFDSVEISGVEDRFNASLGTYHDLIIKDKDFLDNENELEDILDVTLTLTED
REMIERLKTYAHLFDDKVKMQKLRRRTYGWRSLNRINGIRDKQSGKTILDFLKSDGF
ANRNFMQLHDDSLTFKEIDJQAQVSGQGDSLHEHIANLAGSPAIKQGILQYTVKVIDELV
KVMGHRKPIENIVTEMARENQTTYQKQKNSRERMKRKEIEKIGELSGQKEHPVENTQLQN
EKLYLYLYQNGRDMYVDQELDINRLSDYDHDIVPQRSFLKDDSINDKVLTTRSDKNKGS
NVPSEEVYVKMKNYWRQLLNAKLITQRFDFNLTKAEAGGLSLEDKAGFIKRQLVETRQIT
KHAVQIJLDSMNTKDYENDKLIREVKVTTLSKLSVDFRKDFQFYKVREINNYHAAHDAYL
NAVVTALIKKYPKESEFVYGDYVKVDVRMIAKSEQEIGJAKATYFFYSINMNFFKTEIT
LANGEIRKRPLIETGNGJWVDKGRDFATVRKLSMPQVINJEKTEVQTGGGSKEIRP
KRNSDKLIARKKDWDPPKYYGGFVSPVTAVSMLVYAKYEGKDKSKLKSWKELLGITMERSS
FEKNPIDFLEAKGYEKKDKLJLJKLYSLFELENGRKMLASARFLQKGNELALPSKVYN
FLYLASHYEEKLKGSPDENQKQLFVEQHKhYLDJEIEQISEFSKRVLADANLKDVLASAYN
HRDKPIREQAENIIIHLFTTLNLGAPAFLFYDFTIDKRKYRSTKEVLDAITLHQSITGLYETRI
DLSLQGDGDSGGGSGGGGSGGTSNLSDIIIEKETGQQLVIQESILMLPEEVEEVIGNKPESDILV
HTAYDESTDENVMLLTSDAPEYKPWALVIQDSNGENKIKMLSGGSGGGGSTNLSDI
IEKETGKQLVIQESILMLPEEVEEVIGNKPSEDILVHTAYDESTDENVMLLTSDAPEYK
PWALVIQDSNGENIKMLSGGSKRTADGSEFEPPKKRRKV (SEQ ID NO: 241)

[0548] EE-SpCas9-NG base editor

MKRTADGSEFESPKKRRKVSSSETGPVAVDPTLRRRIPEHEFEVEFFDPRELRKETCLLY
EINWGGHISWRHTSQTNNKHEVNFIEKFTTERYFCNPTRCTISITWFLSWSPCECSR
AITEFLSYPHVTLLFIYIARLYHHDENPQRQGLEDLISSGVTIQIMTEQESGYCWRNFV
NYSPSNEAHWPRLWVRLYELEYCIIPLCPCLNLRRKQPQLTFTIALQSCHY
QRLPPLHWATGLKPHLSGGSSGSGSETPGTESATPESGSSSGGSDKKSISGLAIGNTS
VGWAVITIDYEKPSKFKVLGNTDRSHIHKKLNLGALLFDGASETAEATRLKTRARRYTRRK
NRCYLIQEIFSNEMAKVDSSFHHRLESFLVEEDDKHERHIPFIGNVDVAYHEKPTYTHL
RKKLDSTDKDRLLJYALAHMIKFRGHFLIEGDLNPNSVDKLFIQLVQIYNQLFEEN
PINASGVDKAKAILSRLSKSRLENIQLPGEKKNGFLGNNLALSLGGLTLPNFSNFDLAED
AKLQSLSKDITYDLDNLLAQIQDQYADFLAALKNLSDAILSDILVRNTEITKAPSASMIK
RYDEHHDQDLTLLKALVRQQLPEKYKEIFFDQSKNGYAYIDGGASQEEFYFKIPILEKM
DGTEELLYKLRREDLLRRQRTFDNSPHQIHLGELHAILRRQDFFPYFPLKKDNREKIEKL
TFRIIPYYVGPLARGNRSFCAWMTKRSEETITPPWNEEVTDKGASAQSFIERMNTNFDNLMPNE
KVLKPHSLLYEFYTVNIELTKYVTFEGMPKPAFLSDEQKKAIVDILFKTRRNVTKVIQKE
DYYKKIECFDVEISGVEDRFNASLGTYHDLKIKMPKDFDLDEENEDIDEVDILTTLTFED
REMIEERLKYAHFLDDKVMKQLRRRYTGWGRLSRKLINGIRDKQSGKTLDFLSDGF
ANRNFQMLHDDSFLKEDIQKAQVSQGDSLHEHIANLAGSPAIIKGGILQTYKVYDELV
KYMGHRKPENITTEMARENIQTQKQGGKNSREMRKKREEGIEIKEGSQKKEHPVENTQLQN
EKLYLYLYLQNGRDMDVQELDINRLSDYDHDHIPQSFKLDDSIDNKVTLRSDKRNGSKD
NVPSEEYVKMKNYWRQLNLAKLITQRFDFDLTAEARGGLSELDKAGFIQRLVETRQIT
KHVAQIJDSRAMNTKYDENDKLIREVKVTLLKSLYSDFRDFQFYKVYREINNYHHAHAYL
NAVVGTLAKKKYKPLEEFVYGYDVKRIAKSEIEQIGKATAYFFYSNINNNFKTEIT
LANGEIRKRPLIETGETGEYWDKGRDFATVVRKLSMPVQNVKTEVTQGFSKESIRP
KRNSDKLIRACKKWDPPKGYGFGVSPTVAYSVLVYAKEKGKSLKSKYKELLGTIMERSS
FEKNPIDFLEAKGYKEVKDKLIIKLPKYSLEFLENGRKMLASARFLQKGNELALPSKVYN
FLYLASHYELKGSSEPNEQKQIFVEQHVKHLYDIEGIEQISEFCKRVLADADNKLSAYN
HKRDKPIREQAENIIHELFTLTINLGPAPRFKYFTTIDRKYRSTKELVDAITLHQSITGLYETHR
DLSQNLGDSGSGSGGSGGSTNLDIIIEKETGKQLVIQESILMLPEEVEEVIGNKPSEDILV
HTAYDESTDENVMLLTSDAPEYKPVWALVIQDSNGENIKMLSGGSGGSGGSTNLDII
IEKETGKQLVIQESILMLPEEVEEVIGNKLPESDILVHTAYDESTDENVMLLTSDAPEYK
PWALVIQDSNGENKIKMLSGGSKRTADGSEFEPPKKKRKV (SEQ ID NO: 243)

[0550] YE1-CP1028 base editor (YE1-BE4-CP1028, or YE1-CP)

MKRTADGSEFESPKKKRKVSSETGPVAVDPTLRRIEPEHEFVFFDPRELRRKETCLLY
EINWGGHRISWRHTSQTNKHVEVNFIJEKFTTERYFCPNTRCITWFLSYSPCGECSR
AITEFLSRYPHVTFTIYARLYHHADPNRQGLRLDLISSGVTIQIMTEQESGYCWRNFV
NYSPSNEAHWPRHPLWVRVLYLELYCIIGLPCLNIRKKRPQPLTFTIALSCHY
QRLLPHILWATGKLGGSSGSSGGSSETPGTSESATPESSGSGGGSEIGKATAKYFFYS
NIMNFFKTEITLANGEIRKRPLIETNGETGIVWDKGRDFATVRKLVSPMQVNVKKT
EVQTGGFSKESILPKRRNKSDKLARKKWDPPKYGFFDSPTVAYSVLVLVAKVEKGKS
KKLKSVKELLGITIMERSSFSEKNPIDFLEAOKGYKEVKKLDDILPKYSLFELENGKRKM
LASAGLQKGNELALPSKYVNFLYLASHYELKLSGDPTNEQKQLFVEQHKHYLDEII
EIQISESKRVLADANLDKVLSAYNKHRRDKPIREQAENIIHLFLTTLNLAGPAAFKYFDT
TIDKRKYTSTKEVLDAATLHQSITGILYETRIDLSSLQLGDDGGSGSGGGSGGSQGSGS
GMDKIKSYGLIGATNSGVAVTIDYEKPSKKFKVLGNTRHDRHISKLNILIGALLDFSGETAE
ATRLKRTARRRYTRRKRRNCRICYLQIEFSNEMAKVDSFFHRLEESFLVVEEDEDKKHERHPIFGNI
VDEVAYHEKPYTIYHRKLLVDSTDKADLRLJYALAHMIIKFRGHHFLEIGDLDNPDNSVDVK
LFJQLVQTYNLQLENEPINAGSVDKAKILSARLKSRLNLAIPQGKEKNGFLGNIALSFL
GLTPFKSNFDLAEADKLQKLSKTDYDDLNLQAIGDQYADLFIAKNLSDAILSDLIR
VNTEITKAPLASSMIRKYLEDHQDQDLTLKLVRQQLPEKYKEIFDFQSNGVAYIDGQAS
QEEFYKFKPILKMDGTEELVKNREDLRLKQTDFGNSHPQIHLLGHELHAILRQEDF
YPPLKDNREKIEKILTFRIPYYVGPLARGNSRFAWMTREKSEETITPPWVEEVDKGASAQSFI
IERMTNFDKNLNPEKVLKPHSLLEYFTYVYNELTKVKYTEGMRKPAFLSGESEQKKAIWDL
FKTRKVTQKLMKEDYKCFISDVEISGEDRFNASLGTYHDDLJHKKDKDFDLNENNE
DILEDIVALTI.TLFEDREMIEERLKYAHILFDKVMQLKRRYTGWGLRSKLINGIRDQK
SGKTLIDFDLSDGFANRFMQLIHDDSLTIFKEDIQKAIQVSYSGQGDSLHHEIANLAGSPAIIK
GILQTKVYDEVILVQMRHKNPENIEMARENQTTQKQKNSRERMKRIEEEKIIGHLQIIL
KEHPPVENTQNLKELYLQLQNGRDUMYDVQELINRLSDYDHDHVPQSFLLDDSIDKNU
LTRSDKRNKGSDVNPSEEVKWMKMNYWRQLNNAKLITQKFDNLTKAERGGELSDKAG
FIKRQLVETRQITKHVAIQILDRLMNTKYDENDKLIHYKVTLKLSVDSRFKDFQYFVKYIRE
INNYHHAYDAYLNAVGTIALIKPKLESEFYVGYDYKVYDVRKMIAKSEQSGGSGGGGGS
TNLSDIEKETGKQLVIQESILMLPEEVEEVIGNKLPESDILVHTAYDESTDENVMLLTS
DAPEYKPWALVIQDSNGENKIKMLSGGSGGGSGGSTNLSDEIEKETGKQLVIQESILML
PEEVEEVIGNK PESDILVHTAYDESTDENVMLLTSDAPEYKPWLVIQDSNGENKIKMLSGGSKRTADGSEFE PKKKKRVK (SEQ ID NO: 244)

[0551] YE2-CP1028 base editor (YE2-BE4-CP1028)

MKRTADGSEFESPKKKRVKSSETGPVAVDPTLRRRIEPHEFEVFFDPRELKRKETCLLY EINWGGHSIWRHTSQNTKHVEVNFIEKFTTERYFCPNTRCSITWFLSYSPCCECR AITEFLSRYPHVTFLFIYIARLYHHAHPRNRQGLEDLISSGVTIQIMTEQESEGGRWCNFWV NYSPSNEAHWPRLYPHVRLWVLVELELYCIIGLPPLCLNLLLRRKQPQTLFTFTIALQSCHY QRLPHELILATGKLGSQGGSSGSGSETPGTSEAPSSGGSGSGSEIGKATAKYFFYS NIMNFFKTEITLANEIRKRPLIETNTGETGIVWDKGRDFATVRKLSPMQVNFVICT ETQVGGFESILPKRNSDKLAKKWDPPKYGGFDSPTVAYSVLVAKVEKGKSS KKLKSVKELLGITETERSSFEKENPILDFFLEAKGYKEVKKDLIIKLPKYSLFELENGRKRML ASAGELQKGNLALPSKYYNVFLPLASHYELKKGSPDEQKQLFVEQKHLYDEELII EQISEFSKRVLADADNLKVLVSAYNKHRRDKPIREQAENIIHLFLTNLGAPAAKVFDT TIDRKRKYTLTKEVLATDLIHQSITGLYETRSLDLQGLGDDGSQGGSGSSGSGGSQGSG SGMDKKYSGIAIGNTSVGWATITDYEVKPSKKFVKLGNTRHISIKKNIALLFDGSGETAE ATRLKRTARRRYTRRKNRICYLQEIFSNEAMAQVDSSFFHRLEESFLVVEEDDKHERHIPFGNI VDEVAYHEKYPTYHIKRLLVDSTDKADLRJYALAHMIFRGHFLIEGDLPDNDSVDTK LFIQLVQTYQNLFEENPINASGVDAKLSARLKSHRRENLIQLPGEGKKNLGLFNIALSL GLTPNFKSNFDLAEAKLQSKDYTDDDLNDLQIAQIDQYADLFLAQNLSDAILSDILR VNTEJTKAPLSSAMIKYDEHHQDLTLKLVRQOQLPEKYIEFFDQSKNGYAGYIDGGAS QEEFYKFKPLFELKMDGEELVKNREDLLRKRQRTDFGSPHGIHHLGHAIRRRQEDF YPLFDKNREKIEKILTFRIPPPYVGPLAHRNGSRFAWMTRKSEETTTPWYFEEVDKAGASQSF IEHMTNFDKPLPNEKVLKPHSLLVEYFTYNELTKYVTVEGRMKPAFLFSEGEQKKIAWDL FKTNKRKTVKQLKEDFYKKEIECFDSVEISGEDRFNASLGTYHDLKLKDK DLDNEENEDILEDILTTILTSTEDREMIEERLKYAHFDDKVMPQLKKRRYTGWRGKSLKINGIRDKQ SGKTLIDFLK SDSGFANRFMQSLIHDDSLTFKEDIQKAOQSVQSGQDASHNHLAALGSPAIIK GILQTCKVVPDELVKMGRKPNENIMARENNQTTQKQKSNNRERMKREEGKIELGSQII KEHPVENTQLQNEKLYLYLQNGRDMYDVQLDINDRSLDYDVTHQSFKLDDSIDNKV LTRSDKLRGKSNVPSEEVKMKMYNWRLNNAKLITQRFDNLTKAERGGLSELDKAG FIKRQLVEQJRKHKVAIQILSAMDNTKYDENDKLKEVKTTSKLVDSDRFKDFQFYKVRE INNYHHAAHDAYLNAVGTNLKKYKPELESEFEVFYGDYKDVRKMIAKSEQSGSGSGGSQG TNLSDIEHEKTGQQLVIQESILMLPVEEVIGNK PESDILVHTAYDESTDENVMLLTSDAPEYKPWLVIQDSNGENKIKMLSGGSKRTADGSEFEPKKKRVK
PEEEVEEIVGNKPESDILVHTAYDESTDENVMLLTSDAPEYKWALVIQDNSGENKIK
MLSGGSKRTADGSEFEPKKKRKV (SEQ ID NO: 245)

[0552] YEE-CP1028 base editor (YEE-BE4-CP1028)
MKRTADGSEFESPKKKRRKVSSETGPVAVPDPLRRRIPHEFEVFFDPRELRKETCLLY
EINWGGHSWRSQNTNHVEVFIEKFTTERYFCPNTRCSTIWFLSYSPCGECR
AITEFLSRYPHTVLFYIARLYHHADPENRQGLEDLISSGVTIQIMTEQSESQYCW
NYSPSNEAHWPRLYHLWRLYLLELYCILGLPPLPNRRLRQKPOQLFTFTIALQ
RYQLPPHILWATGLKSGGGSSGGSGSETPGTSESATPESGSGGSGSEIGKATAKYF
YISNMFFKTEITLANGIRPLIETNETGINGEIVWDKGRDFATVRKLVMSQPNNIK
KTEVQTGGFSKSILPKSNKLIRKWDPKKYGFDSPTVAVSYSVLVVAKVEKGK
KKLKSVEKELGIMERSSFEKNPDFLEAKGYKEVKKDILIPLKYSLFELENGRK
RMLASAGELOQKGNELALPSKYVINFLYLASHYEKLKGSNDSNEQKQLFYEQHKL
DEIIEQISEFSRKLADANLDFVLSAYNKHRDKPIREQAEINIIHLFTLTGAPAAFKYF
DTTIDRKRYTKEVLATDLHIQSITGLYETRIIDLSQLGGDGSSGGSSGGSGSSGGSS
GMDDKKSIGAIGTNSGVAVVTDYYEYKPSKFKVLGNTDRHSIKKINLIGALLFDSGETAE
ATRLKRTARRCTTRKNR NCYIQLQEFSNEMAKVDDSFHHRLIESFLVVEEDDKKHERHPFGNI
VDEVAYHEKYTIIYHLRKLVDSTDKLRLYLALAHMIRFGHFLIEGDLNPDNSDVDK
LFIQIQLVQTYQLFFEEPINASGVDAKISAARLSKRRNLIAQLPGKEKGNLFLJS
GLTPNFKNSFDLAEADIQLSSTDYDDLNNLAQIGDYQADVLLAALKNILSDAII
LRVNETEJTKAPLSASMRKYEDEHHQIDLTLKLVRQQQLPEKYKEIJFDQSKNYAGYIDG
GASQEEFYKFKPFITLMGTEELVKNREDLRKQRTFDGSIPHQIHLGELHVAILRRQEDF
YPFKLKDRENKEIKLFTFRIPYYVGPLARGNSRFRAWMTTRKSEITITPWNFEEVVDK
GASAQSFFERMTNFDKNLNPKLHSLLEYETFVYNETLTKVYTEGMRKPAFLSSEGK
QAKWILLFKTNRKYTVQQLKEDYFKKIECFDSVEISGDVFNALSGLTYHDLKIKD
DFDLNNEENEDILEDIVLTLILFEDREMIERLKYAHFLDDKVQMLKRRRYTGWRSLRKL
INGIRDQSGKTILDFKLSDFANRFMQILIHDSDLFTKEDIQKAQVSQGQDSLHEHIANLAG
SPAIIKGILQTVQVDELVQMKRGHPENIVEMARENQQTQKGKNSRERMKREEGIE
LGSQIIKEHPVQENTQNEKLYLYLQNGRDNYMDVQLEIDINRLSDYDHDHVPSQFLKD
DSDINVKLTRSDKNRSKSNPSEEVVKKMKNYWQRLLNAKLITQRKFDNLTKAERG
ELSEDKAGFIKQLQETIQKTHVQAQLDSRNTKYDENDKLIRESKVTLKSLVSDFRKDQFYKVI
REINNYHHAHDAYLNAVGTIALIKPKSEFVYGYDKVYIVDVRKMIASEQSGGSGSGG
STNLSDIEKETGKVLQFQESILMLPEEEVEEVGNKPESDILVHTAYDESTDENVM
LLTSDAPEYKWALVIQDNSGENKIKMLSGGSGSGGSGGSTNLSDIIEKETGKVLQFQ
ESILML
PEEEVEEVIGNKPESDLIVHTAYDESTDENVMLLTSDAPEYKPKWALVIQDSNGENKIKMLSGGSKRTADGSEFEPKKKRKV (SEQ ID NO: 248)

[0555] These disclosed CBEs exhibit low off-target editing frequencies, and in particular low Cas9-independent off-target editing frequencies, while exhibiting high on-target editing efficiencies. For example, the YE1-BE4, YE1-CP1028, YE1-SpCas9-NG, R33A-BE4, and R33A+K34A-BE4-CP1028 base editors may exhibit off-target editing frequencies of less than 0.75% (e.g., about 0.4% or less) while maintaining on-target editing efficiencies of about 60% or more, in target sequences in mammalian cells. (See, e.g., FIGs. 11, 15A, 15B and 17.) The Examples of the present disclosure suggest that CBEs with cytidine deaminases that have a low intrinsic catalytic efficiency ($k_{cat}/K_m$) for cytosine-containing ssDNA substrates exhibit reduced Cas9-independent off-target deamination.

[0556] In some embodiments, the fusion protein comprises an amino acid sequence that is at least 60%, at least 65%, at least 70%, at least 75%, at least 80%, at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 95%, at least 96%, at least 97%, at least 98%, at least 99%, or at least 99.5% identical to any one of the amino acid sequences set forth in any one of SEQ ID NOs: 223-248, or to any of the fusion proteins provided herein. In some embodiments, the fusion protein comprises an amino acid sequence that has 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, or more mutations compared to any one of the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 223-248, or any of the fusion proteins provided herein. In some embodiments, the fusion protein comprises an amino acid sequence that has at least 5, at least 10, at least 15, at least 20, at least 25, at least 30, at least 35, at least 40, at least 45, at least 50, at least 60, at least 70, at least 80, at least 90, at least 100, at least 110, at least 120, at least 130, at least 140, at least 150, at least 160, at least 170, at least 200, at least 300, at least 400, at least 500, at least 600, at least 700, at least 800, at least 900, at least 1000, at least 1100, at least 1200, at least 1300, at least 1400, at least 1500, at least 1600, at least 1700, at least 1750, or at least 1800 identical contiguous amino acid residues as compared to any one of the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 223-248, or any of the fusion proteins provided herein. In some embodiments, the fusion protein (base editor) comprises the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 223, or a variant thereof that is at least 60%, at least 65%, at least 70%, at least 75%, at least 80%, at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 95%, at least 96%, at least 97%, at least 98%, at least 99%, or at least 99.5% identical.
In some embodiments, the base editor fusion proteins provided herein are capable of modifying a specific nucleotide base without generating a significant proportion of indels. An “indel”, as used herein, refers to the insertion or deletion of a nucleotide base within a nucleic acid. Such insertions or deletions can lead to frame shift mutations within a coding region of a gene. In some embodiments, it is desirable to generate base editors that efficiently modify (e.g., mutate or deaminate) a specific nucleotide within a nucleic acid, without generating a large number of insertions or deletions (i.e., indels) in the nucleic acid. In certain embodiments, any of the base editors provided herein are capable of generating a greater proportion of intended modifications (e.g., point mutations or deaminations) versus indels. In some embodiments, the base editors provided herein are capable of generating a ratio of intended point mutations to indels that is greater than 1:1. In some embodiments, the base editors provided herein are capable of generating a ratio of intended point mutations to indels that is at least 1.5:1, at least 2:1, at least 2.5:1, at least 3:1, at least 3.5:1, at least 4:1, at least 4.5:1, at least 5:1, at least 5.5:1, at least 6:1, at least 6.5:1, at least 7:1, at least 7.5:1, at least 8:1, at least 10:1, at least 12:1, at least 15:1, at least 20:1, at least 25:1, at least 30:1, at least 40:1, at least 50:1, at least 100:1, at least 200:1, at least 300:1, at least 400:1, at least 500:1, at least 600:1, at least 700:1, at least 800:1, at least 900:1, or at least 1000:1, or more. The number of intended mutations and indels may be determined using any suitable method. In some embodiments, to calculate indel frequencies, sequencing reads are scanned for exact matches to two 10-bp sequences that flank both sides of a window in which indels might occur. If no exact matches are located, the read is excluded from analysis. If the length of this indel window exactly matches the reference sequence the read is classified as not containing an indel. If the indel window is two or more bases longer or shorter than the reference sequence, then the sequencing read is classified as an insertion or deletion, respectively.

In some embodiments, the base editors provided herein are capable of limiting formation of indels in a region of a nucleic acid. In some embodiments, the region is at a nucleotide targeted by a base editor or a region within 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10 nucleotides of a nucleotide targeted by a base editor. In some embodiments, any of the base editors provided herein are capable of limiting the formation of indels at a region of a nucleic acid to less than 1%, less than 1.5%, less than 2%, less than 2.5%, less than 3%, less than 3.5%, less than 4%, less than 4.5%, less than 5%, less than 6%, less than 7%, less than 8%, less than 9%, less than 10%, less than 12%, less than 15%, or less than 20%. The number of indels formed at a nucleic acid region may depend on the amount of time a nucleic acid (e.g., a
nucleic acid within the genome of a cell) is exposed to a base editor. In some embodiments, an number or proportion of indels is determined after at least 1 hour, at least 2 hours, at least 6 hours, at least 12 hours, at least 24 hours, at least 36 hours, at least 48 hours, at least 3 days, at least 4 days, at least 5 days, at least 7 days, at least 10 days, or at least 14 days of exposing a nucleic acid (e.g., a nucleic acid within the genome of a cell) to a base editor.

[0559] Some aspects of the disclosure are based on the recognition that any of the base editors provided herein are capable of efficiently generating an intended mutation, such as a point mutation, in a nucleic acid (e.g., a nucleic acid within a genome of a subject) without generating a significant number of unintended mutations, such as unintended point mutations. In some embodiments, an intended mutation is a mutation that is generated by a specific base editor bound to a gRNA, specifically designed to generate the intended mutation. In some embodiments, the intended mutation is a mutation associated with a disease or disorder. In some embodiments, the intended mutation is an adenine (A) to guanine (G) point mutation associated with a disease or disorder. In some embodiments, the intended mutation is a thymine (T) to cytosine (C) point mutation associated with a disease or disorder. In some embodiments, the intended mutation is an adenine (A) to guanine (G) point mutation within the coding region of a gene. In some embodiments, the intended mutation is a thymine (T) to cytosine (C) point mutation within the coding region of a gene. In some embodiments, the intended mutation is a point mutation that generates a stop codon, for example, a premature stop codon within the coding region of a gene. In some embodiments, the intended mutation is a mutation that eliminates a stop codon. In some embodiments, the intended mutation is a mutation that alters the splicing of a gene. In some embodiments, the intended mutation is a mutation that alters the regulatory sequence of a gene (e.g., a gene promoter or gene repressor). In some embodiments, any of the base editors provided herein are capable of generating a ratio of intended mutations to unintended mutations (e.g., intended point mutations:unintended point mutations) that is greater than 1:1. In some embodiments, any of the base editors provided herein are capable of generating a ratio of intended mutations to unintended mutations (e.g., intended point mutations:unintended point mutations) that is at least 1.5:1, at least 2:1, at least 2.5:1, at least 3:1, at least 3.5:1, at least 4:1, at least 4.5:1, at least 5:1, at least 5.5:1, at least 6:1, at least 6.5:1, at least 7:1, at least 7.5:1, at least 8:1, at least 10:1, at least 12:1, at least 15:1, at least 20:1, at least 25:1, at least 30:1, at least 40:1, at least 50:1, at least 100:1, at least 150:1, at least 200:1, at least 250:1, at least 500:1, or at least 1000:1, or more.
VII. gRNAs

[0560] Some aspects of the invention relate to guide sequences ("guide RNA" or "gRNA") that are capable of guiding a napDNAbp or a base editor comprising a napDNAbp to a target site in SMN2 (e.g., C840T in SMN2). In various embodiments base editors (e.g., base editors provided herein) can be complexed, bound, or otherwise associated with (e.g., via any type of covalent or non-covalent bond) one or more guide sequences, i.e., the sequence which becomes associated or bound to the base editor and directs its localization to a specific target sequence having complementarity to the guide sequence or a portion thereof. The particular design aspects of a guide sequence will depend upon the nucleotide sequence of a genomic target site of interest (e.g., the mutant T840 residue of human SMN2) and the type of napDNA/RNAbp (e.g., type of Cas protein) present in the base editor, among other factors, such as PAM sequence locations, percent G/C content in the target sequence, the degree of microhomology regions, secondary structures, etc.

[0561] In general, a guide sequence is any polynucleotide sequence having sufficient complementarity with a target polynucleotide sequence to hybridize with the target sequence and direct sequence-specific binding of a napDNAbp (e.g., a Cas9, Cas9 homolog, or Cas9 variant) to the target sequence, such as a sequence within an SMN2 gene that comprises C840T. In some embodiments, the degree of complementarity between a guide sequence and its corresponding target sequence (e.g., SMN2), when optimally aligned using a suitable alignment algorithm, is about or more than about 50%, 60%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 97.5%, 99%, or more. Optimal alignment may be determined with the use of any suitable algorithm for aligning sequences, non-limiting example of which include the Smith-Waterman algorithm, the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm, algorithms based on the Burrows-Wheeler Transform (e.g. the Burrows Wheeler Aligner), ClustalW, Clustal X, BLAT, Novoalign (Novocraft Technologies, ELAND (Illumina, San Diego, Calif.), SOAP (available at soap.genomics.org.cn), and Maq (available at maq.sourceforge.net). In some embodiments, a guide sequence is about or more than about 5, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 40, 45, 50, 75, or more nucleotides in length.

[0562] In some embodiments, a guide sequence is less than about 75, 50, 45, 40, 35, 30, 25, 20, 15, 12, or fewer nucleotides in length. The ability of a guide sequence to direct sequence-specific binding of a base editor to a target sequence may be assessed by any suitable assay. For example, the components of a base editor, including the guide sequence to be tested, may
be provided to a host cell having the corresponding target sequence (e.g., a HGADFN 167 or HGADFN 188 cell line), such as by transfection with vectors encoding the components of a base editor disclosed herein, followed by an assessment of preferential cleavage within the target sequence, such as by Surveyor assay as described herein. Similarly, cleavage of a target polynucleotide sequence may be evaluated in a test tube by providing the target sequence, components of a base editor, including the guide sequence to be tested and a control guide sequence different from the test guide sequence, and comparing binding or rate of cleavage at the target sequence between the test and control guide sequence reactions. Other assays are possible, and will occur to those skilled in the art.

[0563] In some embodiments, a guide sequence designed to target C840T in SMN2. In some embodiments, the target sequence is a SMN2 sequence within a genome of a cell. An exemplary sequence within the human SMN2 gene that contains a wild-type C840T residue is provided below. It should be appreciated, however that additional exemplary SMN2 gene sequences are within the scope of this disclosure and guide RNAs can be designed to accommodate any differences between SMN2 sequences provided herein and any SMN2 sequences, or variants thereof (e.g., mutants), found in nature.

[0564] Portion of *homo sapiens* SMN2 exon 7 genomic sequence (SEQ ID NO: 249), including the wild-type C840 residue that, when mutated, leads to the development of spinal muscular atrophy (SMA). The wild-type C840 residue is indicated in bold underlined.

[0565] **5'-GGTTTCAAGACAAAAATCAAAAAAGAAGGAAGGTGCTCACATTCCTTTAATAA-3'** (SEQ ID NO: 249)

[0566] An exemplary portion of *homo sapiens* SMN2 exon 7 gene (SEQ ID NO: 249), where the C840 residue has been mutated to a T, is provided below. The mutant T840 is indicated in bold. The underlined portion indicates the nucleic acid residues of mutant LMNA that is complementary to the nucleic residues of the guide sequence

5'- AUUUUGUCUAAAACCCUGUA-3' (SEQ ID NO: 250)

5'- GGGTTTAGACAAAAATCAAAAAAGAAGGAAGGTGCTCACATTCCTTTAATAA -3' (SEQ ID NO: 251)

[0567] Additional exemplary portions of the SMN2 gene include the following:

5'- ATTTCCTTACAGGGTTTA -3' (SEQ ID NO: 252)

5'- TTTCCTTACAGGGTTTAG -3' (SEQ ID NO: 398)

5'- TTTCCTTACAGGGTTTAGA -3' (SEQ ID NO: 253)

5'- TTTCCTTACAGGGTTTAC -3' (SEQ ID NO: 254)
5’- TCCTTACAGGGTTTAGACA -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 255)
5’- CCTTACAGGGTTTAGACAA -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 256)
5’- CTTACAGGGTTTAGACAAA -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 257)
5’- TTACAGGGTTTAGACAAA -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 258)
5’- TACAGGGTTTAGACAAAAT -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 259)
5’- ACAGGGTTTAGACAAAATTC -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 260)
5’- GTTTTAGACAAAATTC -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 261)
5’- GGTTTTAGACAAAATTC -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 262)
5’- GGGTTTAGACAAAATTC -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 263)
5’- AGGGTTTAGACAAAATTC -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 264)
5’- CAGGGTTTAGACAAAATTC -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 265)
5’- ACAGGGTTTAGACAAAATTC -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 266)
5’- CATAGAGCAGCACTAAAATG -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 267)
5’- ATAGAGCAGCACTAAAATG -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 268)
5’- TAGAGCAGCACTAAAATG -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 269)
5’- AGAGCAGCACTAAAATG -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 270)
5’- GAGCAGCACTAAAATG -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 271)
5’- AGCAGCACTAAAATG -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 272)
5’- GCAGCACTAAAATG -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 273)
5’- CAGCACTAAAATG -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 274)
5’- AGCACTAAAATG -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 275)
5’- GCACTAAAATG -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 276)
5’- TAAATGACACCATAA -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 277)
5’- CTAATGACACCATAA -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 278)
5’- ACTAAATGACACCATAA -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 279)
5’- CACTAAATGACACCATAA -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 280)
5’- GCACTAAATGACACCATAAAGAA -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 281)
5’- AGCACTAAATGACACCATAAAGAA -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 282)
5’- AATTTCATGGTACATGAGTG -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 283)
5’- ATTTCATGGTACATGAGTG -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 284)
5’- TTTCATGGTACATGAGTG -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 285)
5’- TTTTCATGGTACATGAGTG -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 286)
5'-CATGGTACATGAGTGCTAT -3' (SEQ ID NO: 287)
5'-ATGGTACATGAGTGCTATC -3' (SEQ ID NO: 288)
5'-TGTTACATGAGTGCTATCA -3' (SEQ ID NO: 289)
5'-GGTACATGAGTGCTATCAT -3' (SEQ ID NO: 290)
5'-GTCGATTGCTATCATA -3' (SEQ ID NO: 291)
5'-TGAGTGGCTATCATA -3' (SEQ ID NO: 292)
5'-ATGAGTGGCTATCATA -3' (SEQ ID NO: 293)
5'-CATGAGTGGCTATCATA -3' (SEQ ID NO: 294)
5'-ACATGAGTGGCTATCATA -3' (SEQ ID NO: 295)
5'-TACATGAGTGGCTATCATA -3' (SEQ ID NO: 296)

[0568] The disclosure also contemplates exemplary portions of the SMN2 gene that are shorter or longer than any one of the exemplary portions of the SMN2 gene provided in any one of SEQ ID NOs: 252-298, 398, and 399. It should be appreciated that guide sequences may be engineered that are complementary (e.g., 100% complementary) to any of the exemplary portions of the SMN2 gene provided herein (e.g., SEQ ID NOs: 252-298, 398, and 399). In some embodiments, a guide sequence is complementary (e.g., 100% complementary) to any one of SEQ ID NOs: 250-298, 398, and 399. In some embodiments, a guide sequence is complementary (e.g., 100% complementary) to a sequence of any one of SEQ ID NOs: 250-298, 398, and 399 absent the first 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, or 12 nucleic acid residues at the 5' end. In some embodiments, a guide sequence is complementary (e.g., 100% complementary) to a sequence of any one of SEQ ID NOs: 250-298, 398, and 399 absent the first 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, or 12 nucleic acid residues at the 3' end.

[0569] In some embodiments, a guide sequence is selected to reduce the degree of secondary structure within the guide sequence. Secondary structure may be determined by any suitable polynucleotide folding algorithm. Some programs are based on calculating the minimal Gibbs free energy. An example of one such algorithm is mFold, as described by Zuker and Stiegler (Nucleic Acids Res. 9 (1981), 133-148). Another example folding algorithm is the online webserver RNAfold, developed at Institute for Theoretical Chemistry at the University of Vienna, using the centroid structure prediction algorithm (see e.g. A. R. Gruber et al., 2008, Cell 106(1): 23-24; and PA Carr and GM Church, 2009, Nature Biotechnology 27(12): 1151-62). Further algorithms may be found in U.S. application Ser. No. 61/836,080; Broad Reference Bl-2013/004A); incorporated herein by reference.
[0570] In general, a tracr mate sequence includes any sequence that has sufficient complementarity with a tracr sequence to promote one or more of: (1) excision of a guide sequence flanked by tracr mate sequences in a cell containing the corresponding tracr sequence; and (2) formation of a complex at a target sequence, wherein the complex comprises the tracr mate sequence hybridized to the tracr sequence. In general, degree of complementarity is with reference to the optimal alignment of the tracr mate sequence and tracr sequence, along the length of the shorter of the two sequences. Optimal alignment may be determined by any suitable alignment algorithm, and may further account for secondary structures, such as self-complementarity within either the tracr sequence or tracr mate sequence. In some embodiments, the degree of complementarity between the tracr sequence and tracr mate sequence along the length of the shorter of the two when optimally aligned is about or more than about 25%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95%, 97.5%, 99%, or higher. In some embodiments, the tracr sequence is about or more than about 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, or more nucleotides in length. In some embodiments, the tracr sequence and tracr mate sequence are contained within a single transcript, such that hybridization between the two produces a transcript having a secondary structure, such as a hairpin. Preferred loop forming sequences for use in hairpin structures are four nucleotides in length, and most preferably have the sequence GAAA. However, longer or shorter loop sequences may be used, as may alternative sequences. The sequences preferably include a nucleotide triplet (for example, AAA), and an additional nucleotide (for example C or G). Examples of loop forming sequences include CAAA and AAAG. In an embodiment of the invention, the transcript or transcribed polynucleotide sequence has at least two or more hairpins. In preferred embodiments, the transcript has two, three, four or five hairpins. In a further embodiment of the invention, the transcript has at most five hairpins. In some embodiments, the single transcript further includes a transcription termination sequence; preferably this is a polyT sequence, for example six T nucleotides. Further non-limiting examples of single polynucleotides comprising a guide sequence, a tracr mate sequence, and a tracr sequence are as follows (listed 5' to 3'), where “N” represents a base of a guide sequence, the first block of lower case letters represent the tracr mate sequence, and the second block of lower case letters represent the tracr sequence, and the final poly-T sequence represents the transcription terminator:

[0571] (1) NNNNNNNNGttttttgtactcaagatattaGAAAtaaatccttgcagaagctacaagataaggcttcatgcgcgaatcaacacctgtcattttatatgcccagggtttttcgattttaaTTTTTTT (SEQ ID NO: 297);
[0572] (2)
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNnttttggctctcaGAAAgtgcagaagctcaaaagaattctgctgctcacatca
acacccggtattagttgccaggggtttctgatatcta TT TT TT (SEQ ID NO: 298);

[0573] (3)
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNnttttgggttctcaGAAAgtgcagaagctcaaaagaattctgctgctcacatca
acacccggtattagttgccaggggtttctgatatca TT TT TT (SEQ ID NO: 299);

[0574] (4)
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNnttttttagagctaGAAAtagcaaaatagagtctcggtatatcaacttga
aaa agttgcacccggtccttgtgtgctTTTTT (SEQ ID NO: 300);

[0575] (5)
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNnttttttagagctaGAAATAGcaagttaaatagagtctcggtatatcaacttga
aaa agttgcTTTTTT (SEQ ID NO: 301); and

[0576] (6)
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNnttttttagagctagAAATAGcaaatagagtctcggtatatcaTTTTT
TTT TT (SEQ ID NO: 302).

[0577] The disclosure also relates to guide RNA sequences that are variants of any of the
herein disclosed guide RNA sequences or target sequences (including SEQ ID NOs.: 250-
302), wherein the variants include guide RNA sequences or target sequences having a
deletion of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25,
26, 27, 28, 29, or 30 nucleotides from any of the guide RNA or target sequence disclosed
herein (e.g., SEQ ID NOs.: 250-302). In other embodiments, the variants also include guide
RNA sequences or target sequences having at least 70%, 71%, 72%, 73%, 74%, 75%, 76%,
77%, 78%, 79%, 80%, 81%, 82%, 83%, 84%, 85%, 86%, 87%, 88%, 89%, 90%, 91%, 92%,
93%, 94%, 95%, 96%, 97%, 98%, 99%, or up to 99.9% sequence identity with a guide RNA
or target sequence disclosed herein (e.g., SEQ ID NOs.: 250-302).

[0578] In some embodiments, sequences (1) to (3) are used in combination with Cas9 from S.
thermophilus CRISPR. In some embodiments, sequences (4) to (6) are used in combination
with Cas9 from S. pyogenes. In some embodiments, the tracr sequence is a separate transcript
from a transcript comprising the tracr mate sequence.

[0579] It will be apparent to those of skill in the art that in order to target any of the fusion
proteins comprising a Cas9 domain and an adenosine deaminase, as disclosed herein, to a
target site, e.g., a site comprising C840T in Smn2 to be edited, it is typically necessary to co-
express the fusion protein together with a guide RNA, e.g., an sgRNA. As explained in more
detail elsewhere herein, a guide RNA typically comprises a tracrRNA framework allowing for Cas9 binding, and a guide sequence, which confers sequence specificity to the Cas9-nucleic acid editing enzyme/domain fusion protein.

[0580] In some embodiments, the guide RNA comprises a structure 5′-[guide sequence]-[Cas9-binding sequence]-3′, where the Cas9 binding sequence comprises a nucleic acid sequence that is at least 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 96%, 97%, 98%, 99%, or 99.5% identical to SEQ ID NO: 306-323, and which are effective to targeting C840T in SMN2. In other embodiments, the guide RNA comprises a structure 5′-[guide sequence]-[Cas9-binding sequence]-3′, where the Cas9 binding sequence comprises a nucleic acid sequence that is at least 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 96%, 97%, 98%, 99%, or 99.5% identical to SEQ ID NO: 324-329, and which are effective to targeting a stop codon in exon 8 of SMN2. In yet other embodiments, the guide RNA comprises a structure 5′-[guide sequence]-[Cas9-binding sequence]-3′, where the Cas9 binding sequence comprises a nucleic acid sequence that is at least 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 96%, 97%, 98%, 99%, or 99.5% identical to SEQ ID NO: 330, and which are effective to targeting the S270 amino acid in exon 6 of SMN2. In some embodiments, the guide RNA comprises a structure 5′-[guide sequence]-[Cas9-binding sequence]-3′, where the Cas9 binding sequence comprises a nucleic acid sequence SEQ ID NO: 303, SEQ ID NO: 304, or SEQ ID NO: 303 or 304 absent the poly-U terminator sequence at the 3′ end.

[0581] 5′GUUUUAGAGCUAGAAUAGCAAGUUAAAAUAAGGCUAGUCCGUUAUCACCUUGAAAAAGUGGCACCCGAGUCGGUGCUUUU-3′ (SEQ ID NO: 303)

[0582] 5′GUUUUAGAGCUAGAAUAGCAAGUUAAAAUAAGGCUAGUCCGUUAUCACCUUGAAAAAGUGGCACCCGAGUCGGUGCUUUU-3′ (SEQ ID NO: 304)

[0583] In some embodiments, the guide RNA comprises a nucleic acid sequence that is at least 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 96%, 97%, 98%, 99%, or 99.5% identical to SEQ ID NO: 305, or SEQ ID NO: 305 absent the poly-U terminator sequence at the 3′ end. In some embodiments, the guide RNA comprises the nucleic acid sequence SEQ ID NO: 305, or SEQ ID NO: 305 absent the poly-U terminator sequence at the 3′ end.

[0584] In some embodiments, the guide RNA comprises the nucleic acid sequence 5′GGUCCACCCACCUGGCCUCCGUUUAAGAGCUAGAAAAUAGCAAGUUAAAAUAAGGCUAGUCCGUUAUCAACUUGAAAAAGUGGCACCGAGUCGGUGCUUUU-3′ (SEQ ID NO: 305).
[0585] The guide sequence is typically approximately 20 nucleotides long. Exemplary guide sequences for targeting a base editor (e.g., ABE7.10) to a site comprising C840T in SMN2 are provided below. It should be appreciated, however, that changes to such guide sequences can be made based on the specific SMN2 sequence found within a cell, for example the cell of a patient having spinal muscular atrophy (SMA). Such suitable guide RNA sequences typically comprise guide sequences that are complementary to a nucleic sequence within 50 nucleotides upstream or downstream of the target nucleotide to be edited.

[0586] Exemplary guide sequences to target C840T in SMN2:

[0587] 5’- UUUUGAUUUUGUCUAAAACCCUGUA -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 306)
[0588] 5’- UUUUGAUUUUGUCUAAAACCCUGUA -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 307)
[0589] 5’- UUGAUUUUGUCUAAAACCCUGUA -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 308)
[0590] 5’- UUGAUUUUGUCUAAAACCCUGUA -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 309)
[0591] 5’- UGAAUUUGUCUAAAACCCUGUA -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 310)
[0592] 5’- GAUUUGUCUAAAACCCUGUA -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 311)
[0593] 5’- AUUUGUCUAAAACCCUGUA -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 312)
[0594] 5’- UUUUGUCUAAAACCCUGUA -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 313)
[0595] 5’- UUUGUCUAAAACCCUGUA -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 314)
[0596] 5’- UUGUCUAAAACCCUGUA -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 315)
[0597] 5’- UGUCUAAAACCCUGUA -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 316)
[0598] 5’- UUUGUCUAAAACCCUGUAAG -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 317)
[0599] 5’- UUUUGUCUAAAACCCUGUA -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 318)
[0600] 5’- UGAAUUUGUCUAAAACCCUGUA -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 319)
[0601] 5’- GAUUUGUCUAAAACCCUGUA -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 320)
[0602] 5’- AUUUUGUCUAAAACCCUGUA -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 321)
[0603] 5’- GUCUAAAACCCUGUAAGG -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 322)
[0604] 5’- UCUAAAACCCUGUAAGG -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 323)
[0605] 5’- GAUUUGUCUAAAACCCUGUAAG -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 451)
[0606] 5’- UUGUCUAAAACCCUGUAAGG -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 452)
[0607] 5’- UGUCUAAAACCCUGUAAGG -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 453)
[0608] 5’- GUCUAAAACCCUGUAAGGAA -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 454)
[0609] Exemplary guide sequences to target a stop codon in exon 8 of SMN2:
[0610] 5’- UUUGCAGGAAAUGCUGGCAU -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 324)
[0611] 5’- UUCUCAUUUGCAGGAAAUGC -3’ (SEQ ID NO: 325)
[0612] 5’- CAUUAGUGCUGCUCAUAGC - 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 326)
[0613] 5’- CAGGAAUUCUGGCAUAAGAG - 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 327)
[0614] 5’- UUGCAGGAAUUGCUGGCAUA - 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 328)
[0615] 5’- AUUUGCAGGAAUUGCUGGCA - 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 329)
[0616] Exemplary guide sequences to target the S270 amino acid in exon 6 of SMN2:
[0617] 5’- UACAUAGUGGCUAUCAUAC - 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 330)
[0618] Exemplary guide sequences to target SMN2 ISS-N1:
[0619] 5’- AAAAGUAAGAUUCACUUCA - 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 455)
[0620] 5’- CAAAAGUAAGAUAUCACUUUC - 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 456)
[0621] 5’- ACAAAAAGUAAGAUUCACUUU - 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 457)
[0622] 5’- UACAAAAGUAAGAUUCACUU - 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 458)
[0623] For the exemplar guide sequences provided above (e.g., SEQ ID Nos: 306-323), the
A that is complementary to the mutant T of T840 in SMN2 is shown in bold. For the
exemplary guide sequences provided above (e.g., SEQ ID Nos: 324-329), the A that is
complementary to a stop codon comprising T of exon 8 in SMN2 is shown in bold. For the
exemplary guide sequences provided above (e.g., SEQ ID NO: 330), the A that is
complementary to the S270 codon T of in exon 6 of SMN2 is shown in bold.
[0624] The disclosure also provides guide sequences that are truncated variants of any of the
guide sequences provided herein (e.g., SEQ ID Nos: 306-330). In some embodiments, the
guide sequence comprises the amino acid sequence of any one of SEQ ID Nos: 306-330,
absent the first 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10 nucleic acid residues from the 5’ end. It should be
appreciated that any of the 5’ truncated guide sequences provided herein may further
comprise a G residue at the 5’ end. In some embodiments, the guide sequence comprises the
amino acid sequence of any one of SEQ ID Nos: 306-330, absent the first 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9, 10, 11, or 12 nucleic acid residues from the 3’ end.
[0625] The disclosure also provides guide sequences that are longer variants of any of the
guide sequences provided herein (e.g., SEQ ID Nos: 306-330). In some embodiments, the
guide sequence comprises one additional residue that is 5’-U-3’ at the 3’ end of any one of
SEQ ID Nos: 306-330. In some embodiments, the guide sequence comprises two additional
residues that are 5’-UG-3’ at the 3’ end of any one of SEQ ID Nos: 306-330. In some
embodiments, the guide sequence comprises three additional residues that are 5’-UGA-3’ at
the 3’ end of any one of SEQ ID Nos: 306-330. In some embodiments, the guide sequence
comprises four additional residues that are 5’-UGAG-3’ at the 3’ end of any one of SEQ ID
NOs: 306-330. In some embodiments, the guide sequence comprises five additional residues that are 5’-UGAGC-3’ at the 3’ end of any one of SEQ ID NOs: 306-330. In some embodiments, the guide sequence comprises six additional residues that are 5’-UGAGGCC-3’ at the 3’ end of any one of SEQ ID NOs: 306-330. In some embodiments, the guide sequence comprises seven additional residues that are 5’-UGAGGGCG-3’ at the 3’ end of any one of SEQ ID NOs: 306-330. In some embodiments, the guide sequence comprises eight additional residues that are 5’-UGAGGCGGC-3’ at the 3’ end of any one of SEQ ID NOs: 306-330. In some embodiments, the guide sequence comprises nine additional residues that are 5’-UGAGGCGGCUC-3’ at the 3’ end of any one of SEQ ID NOs: 306-330. In some embodiments, the guide sequence comprises ten additional residues that are 5’-UGAGGCGGCUG-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 400) at the 3’ end of any one of SEQ ID NOs: 306-330. In some embodiments, the guide sequence comprises eleven additional residues that are 5’-UGAGGCGGCUGG-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 401) at the 3’ end of any one of SEQ ID NOs: 306-330.

**VIII. Fusion Protein/gRNA Complexes**

[0626] Some aspects of this disclosure provide complexes comprising any of the fusion proteins (e.g., base editor) provided herein, for example any of the adenosine base editors provided herein, and a guide nucleic acid bound to napDNAbp of the fusion protein. In some embodiments, the guide nucleic acid is any one of the guide RNAs provided herein. In some embodiments, the disclosure provides any of the fusion proteins (e.g., adenosine base editors) provided herein bound to any of the guide RNAs provided herein. In some embodiments, the napDNAbp of the fusion protein (e.g., adenosine base editor) is a Cas9 domain (e.g., a dCas9, a nuclease active Cas9, or a Cas9 nickase), which is bound to a guide RNA. In some embodiments, the complexes provided herein are configured to generate a mutation in a nucleic acid, for example to correct a point mutation in a gene (e.g., SMN2) to modulate expression of one or more proteins (e.g., SMN).

[0627] In some embodiments, the guide RNA comprises a guide sequence that comprises at least 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, or 30 contiguous nucleic acids that are 100% complementary to a target sequence, for example a target DNA sequence (e.g., a target DNA sequence of any one of SEQ ID NOs: 253-296 and 398-399). In some embodiments, the guide RNA comprises a guide sequence that comprises at least 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, or 30 contiguous nucleic acids that are 100% complementary to a DNA sequence in a SMN2 gene (e.g., a target DNA sequence of any one of SEQ ID NOs: 253-296 and 398-399), for example.
a region of a human SMN2 gene. In some embodiments, the SMN2 is the SMN2 of Gene ID: 6607.

[0628] In some embodiments, any of the complexes provided herein comprise a gRNA having a guide sequence that comprises at least 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, or 30 contiguous nucleic acids that are 100% complementary to any one of the nucleic acid sequences provided herein. It should be appreciated that the guide sequence of the gRNA may comprise one or more nucleotides that are not complementary to a target sequence. In some embodiments, the guide sequence of the gRNA is at the 5’ end of the gRNA. In some embodiments, the guide sequence of the gRNA further comprises a G at the 5’ end of the gRNA. In some embodiments, the G at the 5’ end of the gRNA is not complementary with the target sequence. In some embodiments, the guide sequence of the gRNA comprises 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, or 8 nucleotides that are not complementary to a target sequence (e.g., any of the target sequences provided herein (e.g., SEQ ID NOs: 297-305, 306-362, 400-401, and 405-406)). In some embodiments, the gRNA comprises the sequence of SEQ ID NO: 297, or the sequence of any one of SEQ ID NOs: 297-305, 306-362, 400-401, and 405-406, where the nucleotide target is indicated in bold. It should be appreciated that the T’s indicated in any of the gRNA sequences of SEQ ID NOs: 297-305, 306-362, 400-401, and 405-406 are uricils (Us) in the RNA sequence. Accordingly, in some embodiments, the gRNA comprises the sequence 5’-AUUUGUCUAAGACCUUGUA-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 312).

[0629] In some embodiments, the guide RNA comprises a guide sequence that comprises at least 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, or 30 contiguous nucleic acids that are 100% complementary to a target sequence, for example a target DNA sequence in a SMN2 gene. In some embodiments, the guide RNA comprises a guide sequence that comprises at least 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, or 30 contiguous nucleic acids that are 100% complementary to a DNA sequence in a human SMN2 gene. In some embodiments, the SMN2 gene is a human, chimpanzee, ape, monkey, dog, mouse, or rat SMN2 gene. In some embodiments, the SMN2 gene is a human SMN2 gene. In some embodiments, the SMN2 gene is the SMN2 gene of Gene ID: 6607, which has also been referred to as SMNC, BCD541, GEMIN1, TDRD16B, or C-BCD541.

IX. Editing Methods
[0630] Some aspects of this disclosure provide methods of using the fusion proteins, or complexes comprising a guide nucleic acid (e.g., gRNA) and a nucleobase editor provided herein to edit DNA, e.g., to edit SNM2. For example, some aspects of this disclosure provide methods comprising contacting a DNA, or RNA molecule with any of the fusion proteins provided herein, and with at least one guide nucleic acid (e.g., guide RNA), wherein the guide nucleic acid, (e.g., guide RNA) is comprises a sequence (e.g., a guide sequence that binds to a DNA target sequence) of at least 10 (e.g., at least 10, 15, 20, 25, or 30) contiguous nucleotides that is 100% complementary to a target sequence (e.g., any of the target SNM2 sequences provided herein). In some embodiments, the 3' end of the target sequence is immediately adjacent to a canonical PAM sequence (NGG). In some embodiments, the 3' end of the target sequence is not immediately adjacent to a canonical PAM sequence (NGG). In some embodiments, the 3' end of the target sequence is immediately adjacent to an AGC, GAG, TTT, GTG, or CAA sequence.

[0631] Some aspects of the disclosure provide methods of using base editors (e.g., any of the fusion proteins provided herein) and gRNAs to correct a point mutation in an SNM2 gene. In some embodiments, the disclosure provides methods of using base editors (e.g., any of the fusion proteins provided herein) and gRNAs to generate an A to G and/or T to C mutation in an SNM2 gene. In some embodiments, the disclosure provides method for deaminating an adenosine nucleobase (A) in an SNM2 gene, the method comprising contacting the SNM2 gene with a base editor and a guide RNA bound to the base editor, where the guide RNA comprises a guide sequence that is complementary to a target nucleic acid sequence in the SNM2 gene. In some embodiments, the SNM2 gene comprises a C to T mutation. In some embodiments, the C to T mutation in the SNM2 gene masks an acceptor splice site, resulting in a truncated SMN protein encoded by the SNM2 gene (i.e., exon 7 is not transcribed). While the resulting protein functions as a full-length SMN protein, it is prone to rapid degradation due to the presence of an EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466) tail from exon 8 and the exposed exon 6 C-terminal amino acid chain. In some embodiments, the C to T mutation in the SNM2 gene results in the degradation of at least 1%, 2%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, 30%, 35%, 40%, 45%, 50%, 55%, 60%, 65%, 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 98%, or at least 99% of the resulting SMN protein.

[0632] In some embodiments, deaminating an adenosine (A) nucleobase complementary to the T corrects the C to T mutation in the SNM2 gene. In some embodiments, the C to T or G to A mutation in the SNM2 gene leads to a Cys (C) to Tyr (Y) mutation in the SNM2 protein.
encoded by the SMN2 gene. In some embodiments, deaminating the adenosine nucleobase complementary to the T corrects the Cys to Tyr mutation in the SMN2 protein.

[0633] In some embodiments, the guide sequence of the gRNA comprises at least 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, or 35 contiguous nucleic acids that are 100% complementary to a target nucleic acid sequence of the SMN2 gene. In some embodiments, the base editor nicks the target sequence that is complementary to the guide sequence.

[0634] In some embodiments, the target DNA sequence comprises a sequence associated with a disease or disorder, e.g., SMA. In some embodiments, the target DNA sequence comprises a point mutation associated with a disease or disorder (e.g., exon 7 of SMN2). In some embodiments, the activity of the fusion protein (e.g., comprising an adenosine deaminase and a Cas9 domain), or the complex, results in a correction of the point mutation. In some embodiments, the target DNA sequence comprises a C→T point mutation associated with a disease or disorder, and wherein the deamination of the mutant base results in a sequence that is not associated with a disease or disorder. In some embodiments, the target DNA sequence encodes a protein, and the point mutation is in a codon and results in a change in the splice site of an exon, resulting in production of a full-length, fully functional protein (e.g., SMN protein). In some embodiments, the deamination of the mutant base results in the wild-type amino acid.

[0635] In some embodiments, the target DNA sequence comprises a sequence associated with a stop codon in an exon 8 of a SMN2 gene. In some embodiments, the activity of the fusion protein (e.g., comprising an adenosine deaminase and a Cas9 domain), or the complex, results in destruction of the stop codon and/or a frameshift mutation. Without wishing to be bound by theory, it is thought that destroying a stop codon (e.g., the 5th codon stop sequence) and/or inducing at least one frameshift mutation result in a more stable SMN protein product, regardless of whether amino acids encoded by exon 7 are included in the protein. For example, in one embodiment, activity of the fusion protein (e.g., comprising an adenosine deaminase and a Cas9 domain), or the complex, results in adenine deamination of the 5th codon stop sequence of a SMN2’s exon 8, facilitating the addition of five amino acids at the C-terminal end of the translated SMN protein.

[0636] In some embodiments, the target DNA sequence comprises a sequence associated with an amino acid present in exon 6 of an SMN2 gene. Modification of one amino acid (e.g.,
S270) using the methods described herein, can be used to slow the rate of SMN protein degradation.

[0637] In some embodiments, the contacting is in vivo in a subject. In some embodiments, the subject has or has been diagnosed with a disease or disorder (e.g., SMA).

[0638] Some embodiments provide methods for using the DNA editing fusion proteins provided herein. In some embodiments, the fusion protein is used to introduce a point mutation into a nucleic acid by deaminating a target nucleobase. In some embodiments, the deamination of the target nucleobase results in the correction of a genetic defect, e.g., in the correction of a point mutation that leads to degradation of the resulting SMN protein. In some embodiments, the genetic defect is associated with a disease or disorder, e.g., SMA.

[0639] In some embodiments, the purposes of the methods provided herein are to restore the full-length gene or to stabilize the resulting protein product via genome editing. The nucleobase editing proteins provided herein can be validated for gene editing-based human therapeutics in vitro, e.g., by correcting a disease-associated mutation in human cell culture. It will be understood by the skilled artisan that the nucleobase editing proteins provided herein, e.g., the fusion proteins comprising a nucleic acid programmable DNA binding protein (e.g., Cas9) and an adenosine deaminase domain can be used to correct any single point G to A or C to T mutation. In the first case, deamination of the mutant A to I corrects the mutation, and in the latter case, deamination of the A that is base-paired with the mutant T, followed by a round of replication or followed by base editing repair activity, corrects the mutation.

[0640] The instant disclosure provides methods for the treatment of a subject diagnosed with a disease associated with or caused by a point mutation that can be corrected by a DNA editing fusion protein provided herein. For example, in some embodiments, a method is provided that comprises administering to a subject having such a disease, e.g., SMA.

[0641] In some embodiments, a fusion protein recognizes canonical PAMs and therefore can correct the pathogenic G to A or C to T mutations with canonical PAMs, e.g., NGG, respectively, in the flanking sequences. For example, Cas9 proteins that recognize canonical PAMs comprise an amino acid sequence that is at least 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 97%, 98%, or 99% identical to the amino acid sequence of Streptococcus pyogenes Cas9 as provided by any one of SEQ ID NOs: 5, 8, 10, 12, and 407 or to a fragment thereof comprising the RuvC and HNH domains of any one of SEQ ID NOs: 5, 8, 10, 12, and 407.
[0642] It will be apparent to those of skill in the art that in order to target any of the fusion proteins comprising a Cas9 domain and an adenosine deaminase, as disclosed herein, to a target site, e.g., a site comprising a point mutation to be edited, it is typically necessary to co-express the fusion protein together with a guide RNA, e.g., an sgRNA. As explained in more detail elsewhere herein, a guide RNA typically comprises a tracrRNA framework allowing for Cas9 binding, and a guide sequence, which confers sequence specificity to the Cas9: nucleic acid editing enzyme/domain fusion protein. In some embodiments, the guide RNA sequence 5'-ATTTGTCTAAACCCCTGTA-3' (SEQ ID NO: 331), where the nucleotide target is indicated in bold. It should be appreciated that the Ts indicated in the gRNA sequence are uracil (Us) in the RNA sequence. Accordingly, in some embodiments, the gRNA comprises the sequence 5'-AUUUUGUCUAAAACCCUGUA-3' (SEQ ID NO: 332).

[0643] In some embodiments, the guide sequence of the gRNA comprises a nucleic acid sequence selected from the group consisting of 5'-TTTGTCTAAAACCCCTGTAAG-3' (SEQ ID NO: 333), 5'-TTTTGTCTAAAACCCCTGTA-3' (SEQ ID NO: 334), 5'-TGATTTTGTCTAAAACCC-3' (SEQ ID NO: 335), 5'-GATTTTGTCTAAAACCCCT-3' (SEQ ID NO: 336), 5'-ATTTGTCTAAAACCCCTG-3' (SEQ ID NO: 337), 5'-GTCTAAAACCCCTGTAAGG-3' (SEQ ID NO: 338), and 5'-TCTAAAACCCCTGTAAGGA-3' (SEQ ID NO: 339). As noted previously, the gRNA sequence may comprise uracil (U) instead of thymine (T). Therefore, in some embodiments, the guide sequence of the gRNA comprises a nucleic acid sequence selected from the group consisting of 5'-UUUGUCUAAAACCCUGUAAG-3' (SEQ ID NO: 340), 5'-UUUGUCUAAAACCCUGUAA-3' (SEQ ID NO: 341), 5'-UGAuuuUGUCUAAAACCC-3' (SEQ ID NO: 342), 5'-GAUUUUUGUCUAAAACCCCU-3' (SEQ ID NO: 343), 5'-AuuuUGUCUAAAACCCUUG-3' (SEQ ID NO: 344), 5'-GUCUAAAACCCUGUAAGG-3' (SEQ ID NO: 345), and 5'-UCUAAAACCCUGUAAGGA-3' (SEQ ID NO: 346).

[0644] In some embodiments, the gRNA comprises a nucleic acid sequence selected from the group consisting of: 5'-TTTCAGGAAATGCTGGCAT-3' (SEQ ID NO: 347), 5'-TTTCATTTGCAAGAAATGC-3' (SEQ ID NO: 348), 5'-CATTAGTGGCTCTATGCTATGC-3' (SEQ ID NO: 349), 5'-CAGGAAATGCTGGCATAGAG-3' (SEQ ID NO: 350), 5'-TTGCAAGAAATGCTGGCATATA-3' (SEQ ID NO: 351), 5'-ATTTGCAGGAAATGCTGGCA-3' (SEQ ID NO: 352), and 5'-
TGCCATAGAGCAGCAGCTAAA-3' (SEQ ID NO: 353), where the nucleotide target is indicated in bold. It should be appreciated that the Ts indicated in the gRNA sequence are uracil (Us) in the RNA sequence. Accordingly, in some embodiments, the gRNA comprises a sequence selected from the group consisting of: 5'-UUUGCAGAAUUGCUUGCAU-3' (SEQ ID NO: 354), 5'-UUCUCAUUUGCAGAAUUGC-3' (SEQ ID NO: 355), 5'-CAUUUAGUGCUUGCUCUAUGC-3' (SEQ ID NO: 356), 5'-CAGGAAAAUGCUUGCAUAGAG-3' (SEQ ID NO: 357), 5'-UUGCAAGAAUUGCUUGGCAUA-3' (SEQ ID NO: 358), 5'-AUUUGCAGAAUUGCUUGGCA-3' (SEQ ID NO: 359), and 5'-UGGCAUAGAGCAGCACAUA-3' (SEQ ID NO: 360).

[0645] In some embodiments, the gRNA comprises the nucleic acid sequence 5'-TGCCATAGAGCAGCAGCTAAA-3' (SEQ ID NO: 361), where the nucleotide target is indicated in bold. It should be appreciated that the Ts indicated in the gRNA sequence are uracil (Us) in the RNA sequence. Accordingly, in some embodiments, the gRNA comprises the sequence: 5'-UGGCAUAGAGCAGCACAUA-3' (SEQ ID NO: 362).

[0646] Some aspects of the disclosure provide methods for editing a nucleic acid. In some embodiments, the method is a method for editing a nucleobase of a nucleic acid (e.g., a base pair of a double-stranded DNA sequence). In some embodiments, the method comprises the steps of: a) contacting a target region of a nucleic acid (e.g., a double-stranded DNA sequence) with a complex comprising a base editor (e.g., a Cas9 domain fused to an adenosine deaminase) and a guide nucleic acid (e.g., gRNA), wherein the target region comprises a targeted nucleobase pair, b) inducing strand separation of said target region, c) converting a first nucleobase of said target nucleobase pair in a single strand of the target region to a second nucleobase, and d) cutting no more than one strand of said target region, where a third nucleobase complementary to the first nucleobase base is replaced by a fourth nucleobase complementary to the second nucleobase. In some embodiments, the method results in less than 20% indel formation in the nucleic acid. It should be appreciated that in some embodiments, step b is omitted. In some embodiments, the first nucleobase is an adenine. In some embodiments, the second nucleobase is a deaminated adenine, or inosine. In some embodiments, the third nucleobase is a thymine. In some embodiments, the fourth nucleobase is a cytosine. In some embodiments, the method results in less than 19%, 18%, 16%, 14%, 12%, 10%, 8%, 6%, 4%, 2%, 1%, 0.5%, 0.2%, or less than 0.1% indel formation. In some embodiments, the method further comprises replacing the second nucleobase with a
fifth nucleobase that is complementary to the fourth nucleobase, thereby generating an intended edited base pair (e.g., A:T to G:C). In some embodiments, the fifth nucleobase is a guanine. In some embodiments, at least 5% of the intended base pairs are edited. In some embodiments, at least 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, 30%, 35%, 40%, 45%, or 50% of the intended base pairs are edited.

[0647] In some embodiments, the ratio of intended products to unintended products in the target nucleotide is at least 2:1, 5:1, 10:1, 20:1, 30:1, 40:1, 50:1, 60:1, 70:1, 80:1, 90:1, 100:1, or 200:1, or more. In some embodiments, the ratio of intended point mutation to indel formation is greater than 1:1, 10:1, 50:1, 100:1, 500:1, or 1000:1, or more. In some embodiments, the cut single strand (nicked strand) is hybridized to the guide nucleic acid. In some embodiments, the cut single strand is opposite to the strand comprising the first nucleobase. In some embodiments, the base editor comprises a Cas9 domain. In some embodiments, the first base is adenine, and the second base is not a G, C, A, or T. In some embodiments, the second base is inosine. In some embodiments, the first base is adenine. In some embodiments, the second base is not a G, C, A, or T. In some embodiments, the second base is inosine. In some embodiments, the base editor inhibits base excision repair of the edited strand. In some embodiments, the base editor protects or binds the non-edited strand. In some embodiments, the base editor comprises UGI activity. In some embodiments, the base editor comprises a catalytically inactive inosine-specific nuclease. In some embodiments, the base editor comprises nickase activity. In some embodiments, the intended edited base pair is upstream of a PAM site. In some embodiments, the intended edited base pair is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, or 20 nucleotides upstream of the PAM site. In some embodiments, the intended edited base pair is downstream of a PAM site. In some embodiments, the intended edited base pair is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, or 20 nucleotides downstream of the PAM site. In some embodiments, the method does not require a canonical (e.g., NGG) PAM site. In some embodiments, the nucleobase editor comprises a linker. In some embodiments, the linker is 1-25 amino acids in length. In some embodiments, the linker is 5-20 amino acids in length. In some embodiments, linker is 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, or 20 amino acids in length. In some embodiments, the target region comprises a target window, wherein the target window comprises the target nucleobase pair. In some embodiments, the target window comprises 1-10 nucleotides. In some embodiments, the target window is 1-9, 1-8, 1-7, 1-6, 1-5, 1-4, 1-3, 1-2, or 1 nucleotides in length. In some embodiments, the target window is 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, or 20 nucleotides in length. In some embodiments, the intended edited base pair is within the target window. In some embodiments, the target window comprises the intended edited base pair. In some embodiments, the method is performed using any of the base editors provided herein. In some embodiments, a target window is a deamination window.

[0648] In some embodiments, the disclosure provides methods for editing a nucleotide. In some embodiments, the disclosure provides a method for editing a nucleobase pair of a double-stranded DNA sequence. In some embodiments, the method comprises a) contacting a target region of the double-stranded DNA sequence with a complex comprising a base editor and a guide nucleic acid (e.g., gRNA), where the target region comprises a target nucleobase pair, b) inducing strand separation of said target region, c) converting a first nucleobase of said target nucleobase pair in a single strand of the target region to a second nucleobase, d) cutting no more than one strand of said target region, wherein a third nucleobase complementary to the first nucleobase base is replaced by a fourth nucleobase complementary to the second nucleobase, and the second nucleobase is replaced with a fifth nucleobase that is complementary to the fourth nucleobase, thereby generating an intended edited base pair, wherein the efficiency of generating the intended edited base pair is at least 5%. It should be appreciated that in some embodiments, step b is omitted. In some embodiments, at least 5% of the intended base pairs are edited. In some embodiments, at least 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, 30%, 35%, 40%, 45%, or 50% of the intended base pairs are edited. In some embodiments, the method causes less than 19%, 18%, 16%, 14%, 12%, 10%, 8%, 6%, 4%, 2%, 1%, 0.5%, 0.2%, or less than 0.1% indel formation. In some embodiments, the ratio of intended product to unintended products at the target nucleotide is at least 2:1, 5:1, 10:1, 20:1, 30:1, 40:1, 50:1, 60:1, 70:1, 80:1, 90:1, 100:1, or 200:1, or more. In some embodiments, the ratio of intended point mutation to indel formation is greater than 1:1, 10:1, 50:1, 100:1, 500:1, or 1000:1, or more. In some embodiments, the cut single strand is hybridized to the guide nucleic acid. In some embodiments, the cut single strand is opposite to the strand comprising the first nucleobase. In some embodiments, the first base is adenine. In some embodiments, the second nucleobase is not G, C, A, or T. In some embodiments, the second base is inosine. In some embodiments, the base editor inhibits base excision repair of the edited strand. In some embodiments, the base editor protects (e.g., form base excision repair) or binds the non-edited strand. In some embodiments, the nucleobase editor comprises UGI activity. In some embodiments, the base editor comprises a catalytically inactive inosine-
specific nuclease. In some embodiments, the nucleobase editor comprises nickase activity. In some embodiments, the intended edited base pair is upstream of a PAM site. In some embodiments, the intended edited base pair is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, or 20 nucleotides upstream of the PAM site. In some embodiments, the intended edited base pair is downstream of a PAM site. In some embodiments, the intended edited base pair is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, or 20 nucleotides downstream of the PAM site. In some embodiments, the method does not require a canonical (e.g., NGG) PAM site. In some embodiments, the nucleobase editor comprises a linker. In some embodiments, the linker is 1-25 amino acids in length. In some embodiments, the linker is 5-20 amino acids in length. In some embodiments, the linker is 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, or 20 amino acids in length. In some embodiments, the target region comprises a target window, wherein the target window comprises the target nucleobase pair. In some embodiments, the target window comprises 1-10 nucleotides. In some embodiments, the target window is 1-9, 1-8, 1-7, 1-6, 1-5, 1-4, 1-3, 1-2, or 1 nucleotides in length. In some embodiments, the target window is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, or 20 nucleotides in length. In some embodiments, the intended edited base pair occurs within the target window. In some embodiments, the target window comprises the intended edited base pair. In some embodiments, the nucleobase editor is any one of the base editors provided herein.

The instant disclosure provides methods for the treatment of a subject diagnosed with a disease associated with or caused by a point mutation that can be corrected by the editing system provided herein, e.g., spinal muscular atrophy (SMA). For example, in some embodiments, a method is provided that comprises administering to a subject having such a disease, e.g., SMA, an effective amount of the adenosine base editor and guide RNA described herein that corrects the exon 7 point mutation of SMN2 (e.g., C840T) or modifies a flanking exon (e.g., exon 6 or exon 8) so that the resulting SMN protein product more stable (e.g., is less prone to degradation). In some embodiments, a method for treating a subject is provided which further comprises administering a therapeutic agent to the subject with the adenosine base editor and guide RNA. In some embodiments, the therapeutic agent is an antisense oligonucleotide (e.g., nusinersen). In certain embodiments, the therapeutic agent is risdiplam.

X. **Base Editor Delivery**
In another aspect, the present disclosure provides for the delivery of base editors \textit{in vitro} and \textit{in vivo} using various strategies, including on separate vectors using split inteins and as well as direct delivery strategies of the ribonucleoprotein complex (i.e., the base editor complexed to the gRNA and/or the second-site gRNA) using techniques such as electroporation, use of cationic lipid-mediated formulations, and induced endocytosis methods using receptor ligands fused to the ribonucleoprotein complexes. Any such methods are contemplated herein.

In some aspects, the invention provides methods comprising delivering one or more base editor-encoding polynucleotides, such as or one or more vectors as described herein encoding one or more components of the base editing system described herein, one or more transcripts thereof, and/or one or proteins transcribed therefrom, to a host cell. In some aspects, the invention further provides cells produced by such methods, and organisms (such as animals, plants, or fungi) comprising or produced from such cells. In some embodiments, a base editor as described herein in combination with (and optionally complexed with) a guide sequence is delivered to a cell. Conventional viral and non-viral based gene transfer methods can be used to introduce nucleic acids in mammalian cells or target tissues. Such methods can be used to administer nucleic acids encoding components of a base editor to cells in culture, or in a host organism. Non-viral vector delivery systems include DNA plasmids, RNA (e.g. a transcript of a vector described herein), naked nucleic acid, and nucleic acid complexed with a delivery vehicle, such as a liposome. Viral vector delivery systems include DNA and RNA viruses, which have either episomal or integrated genomes after delivery to the cell. For a review of gene therapy procedures, see Anderson, Science 256:808-813 (1992); Nabel & Felgner, TIBTECH 11:211-217 (1993); Mitani & Caskey, TIBTECH 11:162-166 (1993); Dillon, TIBTECH 11:167-175 (1993); Miller, Nature 357:455-460 (1992); Van Brunt, Biotechnology 6(10):1149-1154 (1988); Vigne, Restorative Neurology and Neuroscience 8:35-36 (1995); Kremer & Perricaudet, British Medical Bulletin 51(1):31-44 (1995); Haddada et al., in Current Topics in Microbiology and Immunology Doerfler and Bihm (eds) (1995); and Yu et al., Gene Therapy 1:13-26 (1994).

Methods of non-viral delivery of nucleic acids include lipofection, nucleofection, microinjection, biolistics, virosomes, liposomes, immunoliposomes, polycation or lipid:nucleic acid conjugates, naked DNA, artificial virions, and agent-enhanced uptake of DNA. Lipofection is described in e.g., U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,049,386, 4,946,787; and 4,897,355) and lipofection reagents are sold commercially (e.g., Transfectam™ and Lipofectin™).
Cationic and neutral lipids that are suitable for efficient receptor-recognition lipofection of polynucleotides include those of Feigner, WO 91/17424, WO 91/16024. Delivery can be to cells (e.g. in vitro or ex vivo administration) or target tissues (e.g. in vivo administration).


[0653] The use of RNA or DNA viral based systems for the delivery of nucleic acids take advantage of highly evolved processes for targeting a virus to specific cells in the body and trafficking the viral payload to the nucleus. Viral vectors can be administered directly to patients (in vivo) or they can be used to treat cells in vitro, and the modified cells may optionally be administered to patients (ex vivo). Conventional viral based systems could include retroviral, lentivirus, adenoviral, adeno-associated and herpes simplex virus vectors for gene transfer. Integration in the host genome is possible with the retrovirus, lentivirus, and adeno-associated virus gene transfer methods, often resulting in long term expression of the inserted transgene. Additionally, high transduction efficiencies have been observed in many different cell types and target tissues.

[0654] The tropism of a viruses can be altered by incorporating foreign envelope proteins, expanding the potential target population of target cells. Lentiviral vectors are retroviral vectors that are able to transduce or infect non-dividing cells and typically produce high viral titers. Selection of a retroviral gene transfer system would therefore depend on the target tissue. Retroviral vectors are comprised of cis-acting long terminal repeats with packaging capacity for up to 6-10 kb of foreign sequence. The minimum cis-acting LTRs are sufficient for replication and packaging of the vectors, which are then used to integrate the therapeutic gene into the target cell to provide permanent transgene expression. Widely used retroviral vectors include those based upon murine leukemia virus (MuLV), gibbon ape leukemia virus (GaLV), Simian Immuno deficiency virus (SIV), human immuno deficiency virus (HIV), and combinations thereof (see, e.g., Buchsch et al., J. Virol. 66:2731-2739 (1992); Johann et al., J. Virol. 66:1635-1640 (1992); Sommnerfelt et al., Virol. 176:58-59 (1990), Wilson et al., J. Virol. 63:2374-2378 (1989); Miller et al., J. Virol. 65:2220-2224 (1991); PCT/US94/05700).
In applications where transient expression is preferred, adenoviral based systems may be used. Adenoviral based vectors are capable of very high transduction efficiency in many cell types and do not require cell division. With such vectors, high titer and levels of expression have been obtained. This vector can be produced in large quantities in a relatively simple system. Adeno-associated virus (“AAV”) vectors may also be used to transduce cells with target nucleic acids, e.g., in the in vitro production of nucleic acids and peptides, and for in vivo and ex vivo gene therapy procedures (see, e.g., West et al., Virology 160:38-47 (1987); U.S. Pat. No. 4,797,368; WO 93/24641; Kotin, Human Gene Therapy 5:793-801 (1994); Muizyczka, J. Clin. Invest. 94:1351 (1994). Construction of recombinant AAV vectors are described in a number of publications, including U.S. Pat. No. 5,173,414; Tratschin et al., Mol. Cell. Biol. 5:3251-3260 (1985); Tratschin, et al., Mol. Cell. Biol. 4:2072-2081 (1984); Hermonat & Muizyczka, PNAS 81:6466-6470 (1984); and Samulski et al., J. Virol. 63:03822-3828 (1989).

[0655] Packaging cells are typically used to form virus particles that are capable of infecting a host cell. Such cells include 293 cells, which package adenovirus, and ψ2 cells or PA317 cells, which package retrovirus. Viral vectors used in gene therapy are usually generated by producing a cell line that packages a nucleic acid vector into a viral particle. The vectors typically contain the minimal viral sequences required for packaging and subsequent integration into a host, other viral sequences being replaced by an expression cassette for the polynucleotide(s) to be expressed. The missing viral functions are typically supplied in trans by the packaging cell line. For example, AAV vectors used in gene therapy typically only possess ITR sequences from the AAV genome which are required for packaging and integration into the host genome. Viral DNA is packaged in a cell line, which contains a helper plasmid encoding the other AAV genes, namely rep and cap, but lacking ITR sequences. The cell line may also be infected with adenovirus as a helper. The helper virus promotes replication of the AAV vector and expression of AAV genes from the helper plasmid. The helper plasmid is not packaged in significant amounts due to a lack of ITR sequences. Contamination with adenovirus can be reduced by, e.g., heat treatment to which adenovirus is more sensitive than AAV. Additional methods for the delivery of nucleic acids to cells are known to those skilled in the art. See, for example, US20030087817, incorporated herein by reference.

[0656] In various embodiments, the base editor constructs (including, the split-constructs) may be engineered for delivery in one or more rAAV vectors. An rAAV as related to any of
the methods and compositions provided herein may be of any serotype including any
derviative or pseudotype (e.g., 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 2/1, 2/5, 2/8, 2/9, 3/1,
3/5, 3/8, or 3/9). An rAAV may comprise a genetic load (i.e., a recombinant nucleic acid
vector that expresses a gene of interest, such as a whole or split base editor fusion protein that
is carried by the rAAV into a cell) that is to be delivered to a cell. An rAAV may be
chimeric.

[0657] As used herein, the serotype of an rAAV refers to the serotype of the capsid proteins
of the recombinant virus. Non-limiting examples of derivatives and pseudotypes include
rAAV2/2, rAAV2/5, rAAV2/8, rAAV2/9, AAV2-AAV3 hybrid, AAVrh10, AAVhu.14,
AAV3a/3b, AAVrh32.33, AAV-HSC15, AAV-HSC17, AAVhu.37, AAVrh 8, CHI-P6,
AAV2.5, AAV6.2, AAV2/8, AAV-HSC15/17, AAVM41, AAV9.45, AAV6(Y445F/Y731F),
AAV2.5T, AAV-HAE1/2, AAV clone 32/83, AAVShH10, AAV2 (Y->F), AAV8 (Y733F),
AAV2.15, AAV2.4, AAVM41, and AAVr3.45. A non-limiting example of derivatives and
pseudotypes that have chimeric VP1 proteins is rAAV2/5-1VP1u, which has the genome of
AAV2, capsid backbone of AAV5 and VP1u of AAV1. Other non-limiting example of
derivatives and pseudotypes that have chimeric VP1 proteins are rAAV2/5-8VP1u,
rAAV2/9-1VP1u, and rAAV2/9-8VP1u.

[0658] AAV derivatives/pseudotypes, and methods of producing such
derivatives/pseudotypes are known in the art (see, e.g., Mol Ther. 2012 Apr;20(4):699-708.
pseudotyped rAAV vectors are known in the art (see, e.g., Duan et al., J. Virol., 75:7662-
7671, 2001; Halbert et al., J. Virol., 74:1524-1532, 2000; Zolotukhin et al., Methods, 28:158-

[0659] Methods of making or packaging rAAV particles are known in the art and reagents
are commercially available (see, e.g., Zolotukhin et al. Production and purification of
and U.S. Patent Publication Numbers US20070015238 and US20120322861, which are
incorporated herein by reference; and plasmids and kits available from ATCC and Cell
Biolabs, Inc.). For example, a plasmid comprising a gene of interest may be combined with
one or more helper plasmids, e.g., that contain a rep gene (e.g., encoding Rep78, Rep68,
Rep52 and Rep40) and a cap gene (encoding VP1, VP2, and VP3, including a modified VP2
region as described herein), and transfected into a recombinant cells such that the rAAV particle can be packaged and subsequently purified.

[0660] Recombinant AAV may comprise a nucleic acid vector, which may comprise at a minimum: (a) one or more heterologous nucleic acid regions comprising a sequence encoding a protein or polypeptide of interest or an RNA of interest (e.g., a siRNA or microRNA), and (b) one or more regions comprising inverted terminal repeat (ITR) sequences (e.g., wild-type ITR sequences or engineered ITR sequences) flanking the one or more nucleic acid regions (e.g., heterologous nucleic acid regions). Herein, heterologous nucleic acid regions comprising a sequence encoding a protein of interest or RNA of interest are referred to as genes of interest.

[0661] Any one of the rAAV particles provided herein may have capsid proteins that have amino acids of different serotypes outside of the VP1u region. In some embodiments, the serotype of the backbone of the VP1 protein is different from the serotype of the ITRs and/or the Rep gene. In some embodiments, the serotype of the backbone of the VP1 capsid protein of a particle is the same as the serotype of the ITRs. In some embodiments, the serotype of the backbone of the VP1 capsid protein of a particle is the same as the serotype of the Rep gene. In some embodiments, capsid proteins of rAAV particles comprise amino acid mutations that result in improved transduction efficiency.

[0662] In some embodiments, the nucleic acid vector comprises one or more regions comprising a sequence that facilitates expression of the nucleic acid (e.g., the heterologous nucleic acid), e.g., expression control sequences operatively linked to the nucleic acid. Numerous such sequences are known in the art. Non-limiting examples of expression control sequences include promoters, insulators, silencers, response elements, introns, enhancers, initiation sites, termination signals, and poly(A) tails. Any combination of such control sequences is contemplated herein (e.g., a promoter and an enhancer).

[0663] Final AAV constructs may incorporate a sequence encoding the gRNA. In other embodiments, the AAV constructs may incorporate a sequence encoding the second-site nicking guide RNA. In still other embodiments, the AAV constructs may incorporate a sequence encoding the second-site nicking guide RNA and a sequence encoding the gRNA.

[0664] In various embodiments, the gRNAs and the second-site nicking guide RNAs can be expressed from an appropriate promoter, such as a human U6 (hU6) promoter, a mouse U6 (mU6) promoter, or other appropriate promoter. The gRNAs and the second-site nicking guide RNAs can be driven by the same promoters or different promoters.
In some embodiments, a rAAV constructs or the herein compositions are administered to a subject enterally. In some embodiments, a rAAV constructs or the herein compositions are administered to the subject parenterally. In some embodiments, a rAAV particle or the herein compositions are administered to a subject subcutaneously, intracocularly, intravitreally, subretinally, intravenously (IV), intracerebro-ventricularly, intramuscularly, intrathecally (IT), intracisternally, intraperitoneally, via inhalation, topically, or by direct injection to one or more cells, tissues, or organs. In some embodiments, a rAAV particle or the herein compositions are administered to the subject by injection into the hepatic artery or portal vein.

In other aspects, the base editors can be divided at a split site and provided as two halves of a whole/complete base editor. The two halves can be delivered to cells (e.g., as expressed proteins or on separate expression vectors) and once in contact inside the cell, the two halves form the complete base editor through the self-splicing action of the inteins on each base editor half. Split intein sequences can be engineered into each of the halves of the encoded base editor to facilitate their transsplicing inside the cell and the concomitant restoration of the complete, functioning base editor.

These split intein-based methods overcome several barriers to in vivo delivery. For example, the DNA encoding base editors is larger than the rAAV packaging limit, and so requires special solutions. One such solution is formulating the editor fused to split intein pairs that are packaged into two separate rAAV particles that, when co-delivered to a cell, reconstitute the functional editor protein. Several other special considerations to account for the unique features of base editing are described, including the optimization of second-site nicking targets and properly packaging base editors into virus vectors, including lentiviruses and rAAV.

In this aspect, the base editors can be divided at a split site and provided as two halves of a whole/complete base editor. The two halves can be delivered to cells (e.g., as expressed proteins or on separate expression vectors) and once in contact inside the cell, the two halves form the complete base editor through the self-splicing action of the inteins on each base editor half. Split intein sequences can be engineered into each of the halves of the encoded base editor to facilitate their transsplicing inside the cell and the concomitant restoration of the complete, functioning base editor.

In various embodiments, the base editors may be engineered as two half proteins (i.e., a BE N-terminal half and a BE C-terminal half) by “splitting” the whole base editor as a
“split site.” The “split site” refers to the location of insertion of split intein sequences (i.e.,
the N intein and the C intein) between two adjacent amino acid residues in the base editor.
More specifically, the “split site” refers to the location of dividing the whole base editor into
two separate halves, wherein in each halve is fused at the split site to either the N intein or the
C intein motifs. The split site can be at any suitable location in the base editor fusion protein,
but preferably the split site is located at a position that allows for the formation of two half
proteins which are appropriately sized for delivery (e.g., by expression vector) and wherein
the inteins, which are fused to each half protein at the split site termini, are available to
sufficiently interact with one another when one half protein contacts the other half protein
inside the cell.

[0670] In some embodiments, the split site is located in the napDNAbp domain. In other
embodiments, the split site is located in the RT domain. In other embodiments, the split site
is located in a linker that joins the napDNAbp domain and the RT domain.

[0671] In various embodiments, split site design requires finding sites to split and insert an
N- and C-terminal intein that are both structurally permissive for purposes of packaging the
two half base editor domains into two different AAV genomes. Additionally, intein residues
necessary for trans splicing can be incorporated by mutating residues at the N terminus of the
C terminal extein or inserting residues that will leave an intein “scar.”

[0672] In various embodiments, using SpCas9 nickase (SEQ ID NO: 29, 1368 amino acids)
as an example, the split can be between any two amino acids between 1 and 1368.
Preferred splits, however, will be located between the central region of the protein, e.g., from
amino acids 50-1250, or from 100-1200, or from 150-1150, or from 200-1100, or from 250-
1050, or from 300-1000, or from 350-950, or from 400-900, or from 450-850, or from 500-
800, or from 550-750, or from 600-700 of SEQ ID NO: 29. In specific exemplary
embodiments, the split site may be between 740/741, or 801/802, or 1010/1011, or
1041/1042. In other embodiments the split site may be between 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 4/5, 5/6, 6/7,
7/8, 8/9, 9/10, 10/11, 12/13, 14/15, 15/16, 17/18,
19/20…50/51…100/101…200/201…300/301…
400/401…500/501…600/601…700/701…800/801…900/901…1000/1001…1100/1101…12
00/1201…1300/1301…and 1367/1368, including all adjacent pairs of amino acid residues.

[0673] In various embodiments, the split intein sequences can be engineered by from the
following intein sequences.

[0674] 2-4 INTEIN:
CLAEGTRIFDPVTGTTHRIEDVVDGRKPIHVVAAKDGTLLARPVVSVFDQGTRDVI
GLRiAGAIWATPDHKLVEYGWRAAGERLKGDRVAGPGGGSNSLALS LTADQM
VSALLDAEPPILYSEYDPTSFSEASMMGLLTNLADRELVHMIVWAkrVPGFVDLTL
HDQAHLLECAWLEIMGLVWRSMEHPGKLLFAPNLLDRNQGKCVEGMEIFDML
LATSSFRMMLQGEFVCLKSIIILNSGVYTFLSSLKSLSEEKDHIRALDKITDTLI
HLMAKAFLTLQQHQRLAQLLLILSHIRHMSNKGMELYSMKYKNVVPYDLLLLL
MLDAHRLHAGGGSASRVQAFAADALDDKFLHMLAEELRSVIREVLPTARRTFDLEVEELHTLVAEGVVHNC (SEQ ID NO: 164)

[0675] 3-2 INTEIN
CLAEGTRIFDPVTGTTHRIEDVVDGRKPIHVVAAVKDGTLARPVVSVFDQGTRDVI
GLRiAGAIWATPDHKLVEYGWRAAGERLKGDRVAGPGGGSNSLALS LTADQM
VSALLDAEPPILYSEYDPTSFSEASMMGLLTNLADRELVHMIVWAkrVPGFVDLTL
HDQAHLLECAWLEIMGLVWRSMEHPGKLLFAPNLLDRNQGKCVEGMEIFDML
LATSSFRMMLQGEFVCLKSIIILNSGVYTFLSSLKSLSEEKDHIRALDKITDTLI
HLMAKAFLTLQQHQRLAQLLLILSHIRHMSNKGMELYSMKYKNVVPYDLLLLL
MLDAHRLHAGGGSASRVQAFAADALDDKFLHMLAEELRSVIREVLPTARRTFDLEVEELHTLVAEGVVHNC (SEQ ID NO: 165)

[0676] 30R3-1 INTEIN
CLAEGTRIFDPVTGTTHRIEDVVDGRKPIHVVAAKDGTLLARPVVSVFDQGTRDVI
GLRiAGATVWATPDHKLVEYGWRAAGERLKGDRVAGPGGGSNSLALS LTADQM
VSALLDAEPPILYSEYDPTSFSEASMMGLLTNLADRELVHMIVWAkrVPGFVDLTL
HDQAHLLECAWLEIMGLVWRSMEHPGKLLFAPNLLDRNQGKCVEGMEIFDML
LATSSFRMMLQGEFVCLKSIIILNSGVYTFLSSLKSLSEEKDHIRALDKITDTLI
HLMAKAFLTLQQHQRLAQLLLILSHIRHMSNKGMELYSMKYKNVVPYDLLLLL
MLDAHRLHAGGGSASRVQAFAADALDDKFLHMLAEELRSVIREVLPTARRTFDLEVEELHTLVAEGVVHNC (SEQ ID NO: 166)

[0677] 30R3-2 INTEIN
CLAEGTRIFDPVTGTTHRIEDVVDGRKPIHVVAAKDGTLLARPVVSVFDQGTRDVI
GLRiAGATVWATPDHKLVEYGWRAAGERLKGDRVAGPGGGSNSLALS LTADQM
VSALLDAEPPILYSEYDPTSFSEASMMGLLTNLADRELVHMIVWAkrVPGFVDLTL
HDQAHLLECAWLEIMGLVWRSMEHPGKLLFAPNLLDRNQGKCVEGMEIFDML
LATSSFRMMLQGEFVCLKSIIILNSGVYTFLSSLKSLSEEKDHIRALDKITDTLI
HLMAKAFLTLQQHQRLAQLLLILSHIRHMSNKGMELYSMKYKNVVPYDLLLLL
MLDAHRLHAGGSASRVQAFADALDDKFLHDLMAEELRYSVIREVLPTARRARTFDL
EVEELHTLVAEGVVVC

[0678] 30R3-3 INTEIN
CLAEGTRIFDPVTGTHTHRIEDVVDGRKPIHVVAADGTLARPVVSWFDQGTRDV
GLRIAGGATVWATPDHKVLTEYGWRAAGELRKGDRVAGPSSGNSLALSLTADQM
VSALLDAEPPPIYSEYDPTSPFSEAASMMGLLTNLADRELVHMINWAKRVPGBKVDLT
HDQAHLLECAWLEILMGILVRSMEHPKLLFAPNLLLDRNQGKCVEGMEIFDML
LATSSRFMMNQLQGEEFFVCLKSIILLNSGYVTFLSSTLKSLEEFDHIHRAKDKitDTL
IHLMKAGLTLQQQIQRLAQLLILLILSHIRHMNSDGKMEHLMKYKNVPLYDLLE
MLDAHRLHAGGSASRVQAFADALDDKFLHDLMAEELRYSVIREVLPTARRARTFDL
EVEELHTLVAEGVVVC

[0679] 37R3-1 INTEIN
CLAEGTRIFDPVTGTHTHRIEDVVDGRKPIHVVAADGTLARPVVSWFDQGTRDV
GLRIAGGATVWATPDHKVLTEYGWRAAGELRKGDRVAGPSSGNSLALSLTADQM
VSALLDAEPPPIYSEYDPTSPFSEAASMMGLLTNLADRELVHMINWAKRVPGBKVDLT
HDQAHLLECAWLEILMGILVRSMEHPKLLFAPNLLLDRNQGKCVEGMEIFDML
LATSSRFMMNQLQGEEFFVCLKSIILLNSGYVTFLSSTLKSLEEFDHIHRAKDKitDTL
IHLMKAGLTLQQQIQRLAQLLILLILSHIRHMNSDGKMEHLMKYKNVPLYDLLE
MLDAHRLHAGGSASRVQAFADALDDKFLHDLMAEELRYSVIREVLPTARRARTFDL
EVEELHTLVAEGVVVC

[0680] 37R3-2 INTEIN
CLAEGTRIFDPVTGTHTHRIEDVVDGRKPIHVVAADGTLARPVVSWFDQGTRDV
GLRIAGGATVWATPDHKVLTEYGWRAAGELRKGDRVAGPSSGNSLALSLTADQM
VSALLDAEPPPIYSEYDPTSPFSEAASMMGLLTNLADRELVHMINWAKRVPGBKVDLT
HDQAHLLECAWLEILMGILVRSMEHPKLLFAPNLLLDRNQGKCVEGMEIFDML
LATSSRFMMNQLQGEEFFVCLKSIILLNSGYVTFLSSTLKSLEEFDHIHRAKDKitDTL
IHLMKAGLTLQQQIQRLAQLLILLILSHIRHMNSDGKMEHLMKYKNVPLYDLLE
MLDAHRLHAGGSASRVQAFADALDDKFLHDLMAEELRYSVIREVLPTARRARTFDL
EVEELHTLVAEGVVVC

[0681] 37R3-3 INTEIN
CLAEGTRIFDPVTGTHTHRIEDVVDGRKPIHVVAADGTLARPVVSWFDQGTRDV
GLRIAGGATVWATPDHKVLTEYGWRAAGELRKGDRVAGPSSGNSLALSLTADQM
VSALLDAEPPPIYSEYDPTSPFSEAASMMGLLTNLADRELVHMINWAKRVPGBKVDLT
In various embodiments, the split inteins can be used to separately deliver separate portions of a complete Base editor fusion protein to a cell, which upon expression in a cell, become reconstituted as a complete Base editor fusion protein through the trans splicing.

In some embodiments, the disclosure provides a method of delivering a Base editor fusion protein to a cell, comprising: constructing a first expression vector encoding an N-terminal fragment of the Base editor fusion protein fused to a first split intein sequence; constructing a second expression vector encoding a C-terminal fragment of the Base editor fusion protein fused to a second split intein sequence; delivering the first and second expression vectors to a cell, wherein the N-terminal and C-terminal fragment are reconstituted as the Base editor fusion protein in the cell as a result of trans splicing activity causing self-excision of the first and second split intein sequences.

In other embodiments, the split site is in the napDNAbp domain.

In still other embodiments, the split site is in the adenosine deaminase domain.

In yet other embodiments, the split site is in the linker.

In other embodiments, the base editors may be delivered by ribonucleoprotein complexes.

In this aspect, the base editors may be delivered by non-viral delivery strategies involving delivery of a base editor complexed with a gRNA (i.e., a BE ribonucleoprotein complex) by various methods, including electroporation and lipid nanoparticles. Methods of non-viral delivery of nucleic acids include lipofection, nucleofection, microinjection, biolistics, virosomes, liposomes, immunoliposomes, polycation or lipid:nucleic acid conjugates, naked DNA, artificial virions, and agent-enhanced uptake of DNA. Lipofection is described in e.g., U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,049,386, 4,946,787, and 4,897,355) and lipofection reagents are sold commercially (e.g., Transfectam™ and Lipofectin™). Cationic and neutral lipids that are suitable for efficient receptor-recognition lipofection of polynucleotides include those of Feigier, WO 91/17424; WO 91/16024. Delivery can be to cells (e.g. in vitro or ex vivo administration) or target tissues (e.g. in vivo administration).
The preparation of lipid-nucleic acid complexes, including targeted liposomes such as immunolipid complexes, is well known to one of skill in the art (see, e.g., Crystal, Science 270:404-410 (1995); Blaese et al., Cancer Gene Ther. 2:291-297 (1995); Behr et al., Bioconjugate Chem. 5:382-389 (1994); Remy et al., Bioconjugate Chem. 5:647-654 (1994); Gao et al., Gene Therapy 2:710-722 (1995); Ahmad et al., Cancer Res. 52:4817-4820 (1992); U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,186,183, 4,217,344, 4,235,871, 4,261,975, 4,485,054, 4,501,728, 4,774,085, 4,837,028, and 4,946,787).

**XI. Pharmaceutical Compositions**

Other aspects of the present disclosure relate to pharmaceutical compositions comprising any of the adenosine deaminases, fusion proteins, or the fusion protein-gRNA complexes described herein. The term “pharmaceutical composition”, as used herein, refers to a composition formulated for pharmaceutical use. In some embodiments, the pharmaceutical composition further comprises a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier. In some embodiments, the pharmaceutical composition comprises additional agents (e.g. for specific delivery, increasing half-life, or other therapeutic compounds). In some embodiments, the pharmaceutical composition further comprises an additional therapeutic agent. In some embodiments, the therapeutic agent is an antisense oligonucleotide (e.g., nusinersen). In certain embodiments, the therapeutic agent is risdiplam.

As used here, the term “pharmaceutically-acceptable carrier” means a pharmaceutically-acceptable material, composition or vehicle, such as a liquid or solid filler, diluent, excipient, manufacturing aid (e.g., lubricant, talc magnesium, calcium or zinc stearate, or steric acid), or solvent encapsulating material, involved in carrying or transporting the compound from one site (e.g., the delivery site) of the body, to another site (e.g., organ, tissue or portion of the body). A pharmaceutically acceptable carrier is “acceptable” in the sense of being compatible with the other ingredients of the formulation and not injurious to the tissue of the subject (e.g., physiologically compatible, sterile, physiologic pH, etc.). Some examples of materials which can serve as pharmaceutically-acceptable carriers include: (1) sugars, such as lactose, glucose and sucrose; (2) starches, such as corn starch and potato starch; (3) cellulose, and its derivatives, such as sodium carboxymethyl cellulose, methylcellulose, ethyl cellulose, microcrystalline cellulose and cellulose acetate; (4) powdered tragacanth; (5) malt; (6) gelatin; (7) lubricating agents, such as magnesium stearate, sodium lauryl sulfate and talc; (8) excipients, such as cocoa butter and suppository waxes; (9) oils, such as peanut oil, cottonseed oil, safflower oil, sesame oil, olive oil, corn oil.
and soybean oil; (10) glycols, such as propylene glycol; (11) polyols, such as glycerin, sorbitol, mannitol and polyethylene glycol (PEG); (12) esters, such as ethyl oleate and ethyl laurate; (13) agar; (14) buffering agents, such as magnesium hydroxide and aluminum hydroxide; (15) algicnic acid; (16) pyrogen-free water; (17) isotonic saline; (18) Ringer's solution; (19) ethyl alcohol; (20) pH buffered solutions; (21) polyesters, polycarbonates and/or polyanhydrides; (22) bulking agents, such as polypeptides and amino acids (23) serum component, such as serum albumin, HDL and LDL; (22) C2-C12 alcohols, such as ethanol; and (23) other non-toxic compatible substances employed in pharmaceutical formulations. Wetting agents, coloring agents, release agents, coating agents, sweetening agents, flavoring agents, perfuming agents, preservative and antioxidants can also be present in the formulation. The terms such as “excipient”, “carrier”, “pharmaceutically acceptable carrier” or the like are used interchangeably herein.

[0692] In some embodiments, the pharmaceutical composition is formulated for delivery to a subject, e.g., for gene editing. Suitable routes of administering the pharmaceutical composition described herein include, without limitation: topical, subcutaneous, transdermal, intradermal, intralesional, intraarticular, intraperitoneal, intravesical, transmucosal, gingival, intradental, intracochelear, transtympanic, intraorgan, epidural, intrathecal, intramuscular, intravenous, intravascular, intraosseus, periocular, intratumoral, intracerebral, and intracerebroventricular administration.

[0693] In some embodiments, the pharmaceutical composition described herein is administered locally to a diseased site (e.g., tumor site). In some embodiments, the pharmaceutical composition described herein is administered to a subject by injection, by means of a catheter, by means of a suppository, or by means of an implant, the implant being of a porous, non-porous, or gelatinous material, including a membrane, such as a sialastic membrane, or a fiber.

also Levy et al., 1985, Science 228:190; During et al., 1989, Ann. Neurol. 25:351; Howard et al., 1989, J. Neurosurg. 71:105.) Other controlled release systems are discussed, for example, in Langer, supra.

[0695] In some embodiments, the pharmaceutical composition is formulated in accordance with routine procedures as a composition adapted for intravenous or subcutaneous administration to a subject, e.g., a human. In some embodiments, pharmaceutical compositions for administration by injection are solutions in sterile isotonic aqueous buffer. Where necessary, the pharmaceutical can also include a solubilizing agent and a local anesthetic such as lignocaine to ease pain at the site of the injection. Generally, the ingredients are supplied either separately or mixed together in unit dosage form, for example, as a dry lyophilized powder or water free concentrate in a hermetically sealed container such as an ampoule or sachette indicating the quantity of active agent. Where the pharmaceutical is to be administered by infusion, it can be dispensed with an infusion bottle containing sterile pharmaceutical grade water or saline. Where the pharmaceutical composition is administered by injection, an ampoule of sterile water for injection or saline can be provided so that the ingredients can be mixed prior to administration.

[0696] A pharmaceutical composition for systemic administration may be a liquid, e.g., sterile saline, lactated Ringer’s or Hank’s solution. In addition, the pharmaceutical composition can be in solid forms and re-dissolved or suspended immediately prior to use. Lyophilized forms are also contemplated.

[0697] A pharmaceutical composition for systemic administration may be a liquid, e.g., sterile saline, lactated Ringer’s or Hank’s solution. In addition, the pharmaceutical composition can be in solid forms and re-dissolved or suspended immediately prior to use. Lyophilized forms are also contemplated.

[0698] The pharmaceutical composition can be contained within a lipid particle or vesicle, such as a liposome or microcrystal, which is also suitable for parenteral administration. The particles can be of any suitable structure, such as unilamellar or plurilamellar, so long as compositions are contained therein. Compounds can be entrapped in “stabilized plasmid-lipid particles” (SPLP) containing the fusogenic lipid dioleoylphosphatidylethanolamine (DOPE), low levels (5-10 mol%) of cationic lipid, and stabilized by a polyethylene glycol (PEG) coating (Zhang Y. P. et al., Gene Ther. 1999, 6:1438-47). Positively charged lipids such as N-[1-(2,3-dioleoyloxi)propyl]-N,N,N-trimethyl-amoniummethylsulfate, or “DOTAP,” are particularly preferred for such particles and vesicles. The preparation of such
lipid particles is well known. See, e.g., U.S. Patent Nos. 4,880,635; 4,906,477; 4,911,928; 4,917,951; 4,920,016; and 4,921,757; each of which is incorporated herein by reference.

[0699] The pharmaceutical composition described herein may be administered or packaged as a unit dose, for example. The term “unit dose” when used in reference to a pharmaceutical composition of the present disclosure refers to physically discrete units suitable as unitary dosage for the subject, each unit containing a predetermined quantity of active material calculated to produce the desired therapeutic effect in association with the required diluent; i.e., carrier, or vehicle.

[0700] Further, the pharmaceutical composition can be provided as a pharmaceutical kit comprising (a) a container containing a compound of the invention in lyophilized form and (b) a second container containing a pharmaceutically acceptable diluent (e.g., sterile water) for injection. The pharmaceutically acceptable diluent can be used for reconstitution or dilution of the lyophilized compound of the invention. Optionally associated with such container(s) can be a notice in the form prescribed by a governmental agency regulating the manufacture, use or sale of pharmaceuticals or biological products, which notice reflects approval by the agency of manufacture, use or sale for human administration.

[0701] In another aspect, an article of manufacture containing materials useful for the treatment of the diseases described above is included. In some embodiments, the article of manufacture comprises a container and a label. Suitable containers include, for example, bottles, vials, syringes, and test tubes. The containers may be formed from a variety of materials such as glass or plastic. In some embodiments, the container holds a composition that is effective for treating a disease described herein and may have a sterile access port. For example, the container may be an intravenous solution bag or a vial having a stopper pierceable by a hypodermic injection needle. The active agent in the composition is a compound of the invention. In some embodiments, the label on or associated with the container indicates that the composition is used for treating the disease of choice. The article of manufacture may further comprise a second container comprising a pharmaceutically-acceptable buffer, such as phosphate-buffered saline, Ringer's solution, or dextrose solution. It may further include other materials desirable from a commercial and user standpoint, including other buffers, diluents, filters, needles, syringes, and package inserts with instructions for use.

XII.  **Kits, Vectors, Cells**
[0702] Some aspects of this disclosure provide kits comprising a nucleic acid construct comprising a nucleotide sequence encoding a base editor, or a component thereof, including a cytidine deaminase, adenosine deaminase, or an napDNAbp, and/or a guide RNA, for editing a target DNA in a cell. In some embodiments, the nucleotide sequence encodes any of the napDNAbps, cytidine deaminases, and/or adenosine deaminases, and/or guide RNAs provided herein. In some embodiments, the nucleotide sequence comprises a heterologous promoter that drives expression of the napDNAbps, cytidine deaminases, and/or adenosine deaminases, and/or guide RNAs described herein. The nucleotide sequence may further comprise one or more heterologous promoters that drive expression of the napDNAbps, cytidine deaminases, and/or adenosine deaminases, and/or guide RNAs, either from the same nucleotide sequence or separate nucleotide sequences.

[0703] In some embodiments, the kit further comprises an expression construct encoding a guide nucleic acid backbone, e.g., a guide RNA backbone, wherein the construct comprises a cloning site positioned to allow the cloning of a nucleic acid sequence identical or complementary to a target sequence into the guide nucleic acid, e.g., guide RNA backbone.

[0704] The disclosure further provides kits comprising a nucleic acid construct, comprising (a) a nucleotide sequence encoding a napDNAbp (e.g., a Cas9 domain) fused to a deaminase, or a base editor comprising a napDNAbp (e.g., Cas9 domain) and a deaminase as provided herein; and (b) a heterologous promoter that drives expression of the sequence of (a). In some embodiments, the kit further comprises an expression construct encoding a guide nucleic acid backbone, (e.g., a guide RNA backbone), wherein the construct comprises a cloning site positioned to allow the cloning of a nucleic acid sequence identical or complementary to a target sequence into the guide nucleic acid (e.g., guide RNA backbone).

[0705] Some embodiments of this disclosure provide cells comprising any of the base editors or complexes provided herein. In some embodiments, the cells comprise nucleotide constructs that encode any of the base editors provided herein. In some embodiments, the cells comprise any of the nucleotides or vectors provided herein. In some embodiments, a host cell is transiently or non-transiently transfected with one or more vectors described herein. In some embodiments, a cell is transfected as it naturally occurs in a subject. In some embodiments, a cell that is transfected is taken from a subject. In some embodiments, the cell is derived from cells taken from a subject, such as a cell line. A wide variety of cell lines for tissue culture are known in the art.
[0706] In some embodiments, a host cell is transiently or non-transiently transfected with one or more vectors described herein. In some embodiments, a cell is transfected as it naturally occurs in a subject. In some embodiments, a cell that is transfected is taken from a subject. In some embodiments, the cell is derived from cells taken from a subject, such as a cell line. A wide variety of cell lines for tissue culture are known in the art. Examples of cell lines include, but are not limited to, C8161, CCRF-CEM, MOLT, mIMCD-3, NHDF, HeLa-S3, Huh1, Huh4, Huh7, HUVEC, HASMC, HEKn, HEKa, MiaPaCell, Panc1, PC-3, TF1, CTLL-2, C1R, Rat6, CV1, RPTE, A10, T24, J82, A375, ARH-77, Calu1, SW480, SW620, SKOV3, SK-UT, CaCo2, P388D1, SEM-K2, WEHI-231, HB56, TIB55, Jurkat, J45.01, LRMB, Bel-1, BC-3, IC21, DLD2, Raw264.7, NRK, NRK-52E, MRC5, MEF, HepG2, HeLa B, HeLa T4, COS, COS-1, COS-6, COS-M6A, BS-C-1 monkey kidney epithelial, BALB/3T3 mouse embryo fibroblasts, 3T3 Swiss, 3T3-L1, 132-d5 human fetal fibroblasts, 10.1 mouse fibroblasts, 293-T, 3T3, 721, 9L, A2780, A2780ADR, A2780cis, A172, A20, A253, A431, A549, ALC, B16, B35, BCP-1 cells, BEAS-2B, bEnd.3, BHK-21, BR 293. BxPC3. C3H-10T1/2, C6/36, Cal-27, CHO, CHO-7, CHO-IR, CHO-K1, CHO-K2, CHO-T, CHO Dhfr-/-, COR-L23, COR-L23/CPR, COR-L23/5010, COR-L23/R23, COS-7, COV-434, CML T1, CMT, CT26, D17, DH82, DU145, DuCaP, EL4, EM2, EM3, EMT6/AR1, EMT6/AR10.0, FM3, H1299, H69, HB54, HB55, HCA2, HEK-293, HeLa, Hepal1c1c7, HL-60, HMEC, HT-29, Jurkat, JY cells, K562 cells, Ku812, KCL22, KG1, KYO1, LNCap, Ma-Mel 1-48, MC-38, MCF-7, MCF-10A, MDA-MB-231, MDA-MB-468, MDA-MB-435, MDCK II, MDCK 11, MOR/0.2R, MONO-MAC 6, MTD-1A, MyEnd, NCI-H69/CPR, NCI-H69/LX10, NCI-H69/LX20, NCI-H69/LX4, NIH-3T3, NALM-1, NW-145, OPCN/OPCT cell lines, Peer, PNT-1A/PNT 2, RenCa, RIN-5F, RMA/RMAS, Saos-2 cells, Sf-9, SkBr3, T2, T-47D, T84, THP1 cell line, U373, U87, U937, VCAp, Vero cells, WM39, WT-49, X63, YAC-1, YAR, and transgenic varieties thereof. Cell lines are available from a variety of sources known to those with skill in the art (see, e.g., the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) (Manassas, Va.)). In some embodiments, a cell transfected with one or more vectors described herein is used to establish a new cell line comprising one or more vector-derived sequences. In some embodiments, a cell transiently transfected with the components of a CRISPR system as described herein (such as by transient transfection of one or more vectors, or transfection with RNA), and modified through the activity of a CRISPR complex, is used to establish a new cell line comprising cells containing the modification but lacking any other exogenous sequence. In some embodiments, cells transfected or non-transiently transfected
with one or more vectors described herein, or cell lines derived from such cells are used in assessing one or more test compounds.

[0707] In some aspects, the present disclosure provides uses of any one of the base editors described herein and a guide RNA targeting this base editor to a target A:T base pair in a nucleic acid molecule in the manufacture of a kit for nucleic acid editing, wherein the nucleic acid editing comprises contacting the nucleic acid molecule with the base editor and guide RNA under conditions suitable for the substitution of the adenine (A) of the A:T nucleobase pair with an guanine (G). In some embodiments of these uses, the nucleic acid molecule is a double-stranded DNA molecule. In some embodiments, the step of contacting of induces separation of the double-stranded DNA at a target region. In some embodiments, the step of contacting further comprises nicking one strand of the double-stranded DNA, wherein the one strand comprises an unmutated strand that comprises the T of the target A:T nucleobase pair.

[0708] In some aspects, the present disclosure provides uses of any one of the base editors described herein and a guide RNA targeting this base editor to a target A:T base pair in a nucleic acid molecule in the manufacture of a kit for evaluating the off-target effects of a base editor, wherein the step of evaluating the off-target effects comprises contacting the base editor with the nucleic acid molecule and determining off-target effects in accordance with any one of the disclosed methods. In some embodiments of these uses, the nucleic acid molecule is a double-stranded DNA molecule. In some embodiments, the step of contacting of induces separation of the double-stranded DNA at a target region. In some embodiments, the step of contacting further comprises nicking one strand of the double-stranded DNA, wherein the one strand comprises an unmutated strand that comprises the T of the target A:T nucleobase pair.

[0709] In some embodiments of the described uses, the step of contacting is performed in vitro. In other embodiments, the step of contacting is performed in vivo. In some embodiments, the step of contacting is performed in a subject (e.g., a human subject or a non-human animal subject). In some embodiments, the step of contacting is performed in a cell, such as a human or non-human animal cell.

[0710] The present disclosure also provides uses of any one of the base editors described herein as a medicament. The present disclosure also provides uses of any one of the complexes of base editors and guide RNAs described herein as a medicament.
Some aspects of this disclosure provide kits comprising a nucleic acid construct comprising a nucleotide sequence encoding an adenosine deaminase capable of deaminating an adenosine in a deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) molecule. In some embodiments, the nucleotide sequence encodes any of the adenosine deaminases provided herein. In some embodiments, the nucleotide sequence comprises a heterologous promoter that drives expression of the adenosine deaminase.

Some aspects of this disclosure provide kits comprising a nucleic acid construct, comprising (a) a nucleotide sequence encoding a napDNAbp (e.g., a Cas9 domain) fused to an adenosine deaminase, or a fusion protein comprising a napDNAbp (e.g., Cas9 domain) and an adenosine deaminase as provided herein; and (b) a heterologous promoter that drives expression of the sequence of (a). In some embodiments, the kit further comprises an expression construct encoding a guide nucleic acid backbone, (e.g., a guide RNA backbone), wherein the construct comprises a cloning site positioned to allow the cloning of a nucleic acid sequence identical or complementary to a target sequence into the guide nucleic acid (e.g., guide RNA backbone).

Some aspects of this disclosure provide cells comprising any of the adenosine deaminases, fusion proteins, or complexes provided herein. In some embodiments, the cells comprise a nucleotide that encodes any of the adenosine deaminases or fusion proteins provided herein. In some embodiments, the cells comprise any of the nucleotides or vectors provided herein.

The description of exemplary embodiments of the systems described above is provided for illustration purposes only and not meant to be limiting. Additional systems, e.g., variations of the exemplary systems described in detail above, are also embraced by this disclosure.

It should be appreciated however, that additional fusion proteins would be apparent to the skilled artisan based on the present disclosure and knowledge in the art.

The function and advantage of these and other embodiments of the present invention will be more fully understood from the Examples below. The following Examples are intended to illustrate the benefits of the present invention and to describe particular embodiments, but are not intended to exemplify the full scope of the invention. Accordingly, it will be understood that the Examples are not meant to limit the scope of the invention.

EXAMPLES
Spinal Muscular Atrophy (SMA) is a progressive motor neuron degeneration disorder that occurs as a result of insufficient survival motor neuron (SMN) protein in spinal motor neurons which leads to atrophy of skeletal muscle and paralysis of the patient. The disease typically involves the status of two SMN-encoding genes, namely, the telomeric SMN1 gene and the almost identical centromeric copy, the SMN2 gene. In SMA, the SMN1 gene is not present due to homozygous deletion (see Cho et al., “A degron created by SMN2 exon 7 skipping is a principle contributor to spinal muscular atrophy severity,” Genes & Development, vol. 24: pp. 438-442, which is incorporated herein by reference). Thus, SMA patients do not typically express SMN1 protein. The centromeric SMN2 gene partially rescues the deleted SMN1 gene but the level of rescue is insufficient because of the presence of a single nucleotide mutation in the splice acceptor site at position 6 within exon 7 that results in the frequent skipping (i.e., ~80%) of exon 7 during SMN2 post-transcriptional processing (a C-to-T substitution at position 6 of exon 7). Thus, while a small amount of full-size SMN protein is produced from the SMN2 gene, the majority of the SMN2 gene product is truncated in the region corresponding to exon 7. In addition, the defective SMN2 gene product also acquires four amino acids, EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466), encoded by exon 8 as a new C-terminus of the protein (“the EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466) tail”). This defective gene product is often referred to as the SMNδ7 product.

While the SMNδ7 product bears the same function as SMN1, although somewhat diminished, it is rapidly degraded due to the appearance of at least two degron signals formed at the C-terminus of the SMN protein as a result of the exon-7 skipping event. Specifically, it has been reported that the truncated SMNδ7 product signals its own cellular degradation by the proteasome complex due to the presence of (1) the C-terminal portion of the region encoded by exon 6 and (2) the 4-amino acid region encoded by exon 8 (i.e., the EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466)-tail), both of which function as degron signals in the absence of the exon 7-encoded region8,9.

The Examples below describe the design and use of various exemplary base editors (BEs) that are capable of installing precise nucleobase changes in the SMN2 genomic locus which lead to the production of a modified SMN2 protein that avoids or limits proteasome-dependent degradation and retains SMN1-compensatory function. For example, the base editors described herein may be used to eliminate and/or modify one or more degrons in the naturally occurring truncated SMNδ7 product to produce a modified SMN2 product having greater stability. For example, such BE-induced modifications can include, but are not
limited to, (1) the removal and/or modification of the C-terminal portion of the region encoded by exon 6 and (2) removal and/or modification of the 4-amino acid region encoded by exon 8 (i.e., the EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466) -tail) so as to remove or limit their degron activity.

[0720] The modified SMN2 polypeptides are less susceptible to cellular degradation, and thus, show an improved ability to rescue the loss of SMN1 function, which is the hallmark of SMA.

[0721] The disclosure and Examples envision the installation of any suitable nucleobase change that can give rise to a modified SMN2 protein that is able to rescue the homozygous loss of the SMN1 gene using base editors described herein.

[0722] The base editors embrace any type of base editor, and in particular, are exemplified herein using cytidine deaminase base editors (i.e., capable of installing a C-to-T edit) and adenosine base editors (i.e., capable of installing an A-to-G edit) to account for a variety of genetic strategies that result in the production of a modified SMN2 protein that is both stable and functional, and which is capable of rescuing the loss of SMN1 function. Such genetic changes are permanent since they are at the level of genomic change, as opposed to a more transient effect of the use of antisense oligonucleotides (ASO) (e.g., nusinersen, approved in the U.S. as SPINRAZA® in 2016), which are only capable of transiently repairing exon 7 splicing in an SMN2 mRNA transcript.

**EXAMPLE 1: Base editing to address Spinal Muscular Atrophy (SMA)**

[0723] Spinal Muscular Atrophy (SMA) is a progressive motor neuron degeneration disorder that SMA occurs as a result of insufficient survival motor neuron (SMN) protein in spinal motor neurons that leads to atrophy of skeletal muscle, and paralysis of the patient.

[0724] The decrease in SMN protein is often a direct result of homozygous loss by deletion of the telomeric SMN1 gene that is responsible for encoding stable full-length SMN protein (FL-SMN) transcripts. As a result, cells rely on the nearly identical centromeric SMN2 gene that contains a single SNP at position 6 of the final exon 7 from a C to T, that results in masking of the acceptor splice site. The SMN2 pre-mRNA transcript undergoes frequent skipping of exon 7, producing a truncated SMNδ7 mRNA transcript where exon 6 is directly followed by the exon 8 3’-UTR that encodes four amino acids, EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466) (the EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466) -tail). Though the amino acids encoded by exon 7 have been lost, the functionality of SMN1 is preserved in the SMNδ7 truncated gene product of SMN2, thereby allowing the SMN2 gene to partially compensate for the loss of SMN1. As such,
SMN2 copy numbers are a strong determinate in patients’ symptomatic outcome.\textsuperscript{5-7} Nevertheless, both the EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466) -tail and the now more exposed exon 6 C-terminal amino acid chain independently signal for rapid protein degradation by the proteasome complex,\textsuperscript{8,9} and together they prompt reduction of SMN protein to levels insufficient for cell survival.

[0725] Here, base editing strategies to target the SMN2 genomic locus for point mutations that affect SMN protein stability, e.g., by correcting the C-to-T transition mutation in position 6 of exon 7 (i.e., the SMA classic disease mutation) or installing another one or more nucleobase edits which have the effect of removing or inactivating a degron, such as the C-terminal portion of the region encoded by exon 6 or the 4-amino acid region encoded by exon 8 (i.e., the EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466) -tail) so as to remove or limit their degron activity of the disease SNP or otherwise are using adenine base editor (ABE) constructs, are described.

**Repair of C840T in Exon 7**

[0726] As noted above, SMN2 comprises C840T at position 6 of exon 7 from a C to T that masks the acceptor splice site. The genomic sequence of the SMN2 exon 7 is presented below (the C→T mutation is bolded and underlined; capitalization represents the exon):

\[
\text{Gtgaacacataactctctataaagctatctctatatagctatctctatctctatagctatatatatatatatatatatatatatata} \\
\text{cGTTTTTAGACAAAAATAAAAAAGGAAGGATAGCTGCTCAATTCTTAAATTAAaggag} \\
\text{tatagtctgccagcattatgaaagtgaatctcttctttgttaaactttatggttttgggaaacagaaaatgttttgaacat} \text{ttaaaaggttcatagt} \\
\text{SEQ ID NO: 363}
\]

[0727] To repair C840T, different base editing strategies were developed. The SNP was successfully corrected using a circular permuant (CP) adenine base editor.\textsuperscript{21} Canonical ABE-editing occurs between positions 4-8. Transfection experiments in mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs) derived from the SMA mouse model (Jackson Laboratories 005025) at the human SMN2 transgene were performed. Pairing of the adenine-deaminase with the circular permuant 1040 (CP\textsubscript{1041}) ABE allowed for higher-position editing at greater efficiency, as shown in Figure 1. This strategy can alternatively be paired with wildtype Cas9 or other CP variants. In addition, a split-intein version of the CP-ABE was created to allow for packaging and delivery by AAV. As shown in Figure 1, the split-intein version also showed Exon 7 editing. Exemplary sgRNA sequences are provided below:

[0728] CP\textsubscript{1041}: 5′ – ATTTTGTCTAAAACCctgta - 3′ (SEQ ID NO: 364)(5′ – AUUUUGUCUAATAACCgUa - 3′ (SEQ ID NO: 365))

(PAM: agg; SpCas9)
[0729] 5’ – TTTGTCTAAAAACCctgaag- 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 366) (5’ – UUUGUCUAAACCcUgUaag- 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 367))
(PAM: gaaat; saCas9-KKH)

[0730] 5’ – TTTGTCTAAAAACCctgtaa- 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 368) (5’ – UUUGUCUAAACCcUgUaag- 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 369))
(PAM: gga; Cas9-VQR, Cas9-VRQR, Cas9-VRER, Cas9-NG)

[0731] 5’ – TGATTTTGCTCTAAAAACC - 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 370) (5’ – UGAUUUUGUCUAAACC - 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 371))
(PAM: TTTC; CPF1)

[0732] 5’ – GATTTTTGCTCTAAAAACCCT - 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 372) (5’ – GAUUUUGUCUAAACC - 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 373))
(PAM: TTTC; CPF1)

[0733] 5’ – ATTTTGTCTCTAAAAACCCTG - 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 374) (5’ – AUUUGUCUAAACC - 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 375))
(PAM: GTTT; CPF1)

[0734] 5’ – GTCTAAAAACCCTGTAAGG - 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 376) (5’ – GUCUAAAAACCCTGUAAGG - 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 377))
(PAM: TTTC; CPF1)

[0735] 5’ – TCTAAAAACCCTGTAAGGA - 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 378) (5’ – UCACAAAAACCTGUAAGGA - 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 379))
(PAM: GTTT; CPF1)

**Improved Stability of SMN Protein Products (Exon 8)**

[0736] Using the inDelphi Cas9 outcome predictive algorithm\(^2\) sgRNAs that were predicted facilitate SpCas9 cutting of the start of exon 8, were found. These sgRNAs were expected to generate allelic outcomes that would result in more stable SMN protein products (Figures 2A, 2B). Transfection experiments in mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs) derived from the SMA mouse model (Jackson Laboratories 005025) at the human SMN2 transgene were performed (Figure 2C). The designed sgRNAs fit the criteria that the majority of products do not disturb the splice junction and allow for 5< codons before a STOP codon is reached,\(^9\) either destroying the 5th codon STOP sequence, inducing frameshifts, or combinations thereof. sgRNA targeting with Cas9-NG enables high-efficiency editing; however, this strategy can alternatively be paired with other Cas9 variants that can recognize “NGA”-PAM
sequences. The exon 8 SNM2 genomic sequence is provided below. The sequence of the exon is capitalized; the stop codes are bolded.

CctggttctatttctatttgcagGAAAATGCTGGCATAGAGCAGCACTAAATGACACCACTAA
AGAAACGATCA (SEQ ID NO: 380)

[0737] Exemplary sgRNA sequences that modify exon 8 nuclease are provided below:

[0738] 5’ – TTTGCAGGAAATGCTGGCAT- 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 381) (5’ –
UUUGCAGGAAAUGCUGGCAU- 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 382))
(PAM: aga; Cas9-VQR, Cas9-VRQR, Cas9-VRER, Cas9-NG)

[0739] 5’ – TTTCATTATCTGCAGGAAATGC- 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 383) (5’ –
UUUCUAUUGCAGGAAUGGC- 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 384))
(PAM: tgg; SpCas9)

[0740] 5’ – CATTTAGTGCTGCTCTATGC- 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 385) (5’ –
CAUUUAGUGCUGCUCAUUGC- 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 386))
(PAM: CAG; SpCas9)

[0741] 5’ – CAGGAAATGCTGGCATAGAG- 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 387) (5’ –
CAGGAAAUGCUGGCAUAGAG- 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 388))
(PAM: CAG; SpCas9)

[0742] 5’ – TTGCAGGAAATGCTGGCATA- 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 389) (5’ –
UUGCAGGAAAUGCUGGCAUA- 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 390))
(PAM: GAG; SpCas9)

[0743] 5’ – ATTTGCAGGAAATGCTGGCA - 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 391) (5’ –
AUUUGCAGGAAAUUGCUGGCA - 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 392))
(PAM: TAG; SpCas9)

[0744] An exemplary sequence for exon 8 base editing modification is given below. In this
approach, adenine deamination of the 5th codon stop sequence facilitates the addition of 5
amino acids at the C-terminal of the translated protein (e.g., stabilizes the translated protein).

[0745] 5’ – TGGCATAGAGCAGCACTAAA - 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 393) (5’ –
UGGCAUAAGAGCAGCACUA - 3’ (SEQ ID NO: 394))
(PAM: TGA; Cas9-VQR, Cas9-VRQR, Cas9-VRER, Cas9-NG)

**Improved Stability of SMN Protein Products (Exon 6)**

[0746] Modification of the S270 amino acid of SMN2 derived proteins has previously been
shown to slow the rate of protein degradation. An ABE was designed to target the S270
amino acid codon of exon 6, decreasing the rate of SMA protein degradation.
[0747] The SMN2 exon 6 genomic sequence is provided below. The sequence of the exon is capitalized and the S270 codon is bolded.

CTTTGGGAAGTTGTAATTTCATGGTACATGAGTGGCTATCATACACTGGCTATTA
TATGtaaagtacactcagcatctttctgacaattttttgtattatgtgactttttgtttatgaatt (SEQ ID NO: 395)

[0748] An exemplary sequence for ABE-mediated codon-switching in order to increase the stability of SMN2-derived proteins is provided below.

[0749] 5′ – TACATGAGTGGCTATCATAC - 3′ (SEQ ID NO: 396) (5′ –
UACAUGAGUGCUAUCAUAC - 3′ (SEQ ID NO: 397))

(PAM: TGG; SpCas9)

EXAMPLE 2: Base editing to address Spinal Muscular Atrophy (SMA)

[0750] Spinal Muscular Atrophy (SMA) is a progressive motor neuron degeneration disorder that arises in infants, and it is the leading hereditary childhood disease to result in fatality [1,2]. SMA occurs as a result of insufficient survival motor neuron (SMN) protein in spinal motor neurons that leads to atrophy of skeletal muscle, and paralysis of the patient. The SMN-complex is responsible for the generation of snRNPs, and as such SMN plays an important role in pre-mRNA processing [3] however, the comprehensive molecular cascade leading to cellular degeneration initiated by SMN loss has not yet been elucidated.

[0751] The decrease in SMN protein is often a direct result of homozygous loss by deletion of the telomeric SMN1 gene that is responsible for encoding stable full-length SMN protein (FL-SMN) transcripts [1]. As a result, cells rely on the nearly identical centromeric SMN2 gene that contains a single SNP at position 6 of the final exon 7 from a C to T, that results in masking of the acceptor splice site [4]. The SMN2 pre-mRNA transcript undergoes frequent skipping of exon 7, producing a truncated SMNδ7 mRNA transcript where exon 6 is directly followed by the exon 8 3′-UTR that encodes four amino acids, EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466). Though the 27 amino acids encoded by exon 7 have been lost, the functionality of FL-SMN is preserved in SMNδ7, thereby allowing SMN2 to partially compensate for the loss of SMN1. As such, SMN2 copy numbers are a strong determinate in patients’ symptomatic outcome [5–7]. Nevertheless, both the EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466) -tail and the now more exposed exon 6 C-terminal amino acid- chain independently signal for rapid protein degradation by the proteasome complex [8,9], and together they prompt reduction of SMN protein to levels insufficient for cell survival.
The genetics of SMA are well understood and lend well to genetic therapy strategies. Antisense oligonucleotides (ASO) encoding short sequences that target SMN2 exon 7 splicing regulatory sites aid in the recruitment of the splicing machinery to the acceptor splice site to create corrected SMN mRNA transcripts that no longer translate into unstable proteins [10,11]. While this method has proved effective in upregulating SMN even in vivo in mouse models of SMA, the post-transcriptional modification of ASOs is only transient. Genetic modification that corrects SMN protein stability would lead to a lasting cure for SMA once accomplished.

The recent dawning of targeted CRISPR/Cas9 mediated gene editing technologies has accelerated the course of clinical gene therapy research, and a great deal of focus has gone towards the development of genomic modification strategies as medical treatments for genetic disorders [12–16]. Most commonly, SMN2 transcript correction relies on the reversal of the early exon 7 SNP to that of SMN1. Permanent correction of SMN2 can be achieved through the inefficient process of homology directed repair (HDR) after induction of a DNA double stranded break at the genomic site of the exon 7 SNP [17], however, while CRISPR/Cas9 mediated HR can be performed at high efficiency in cell culture of rapidly dividing cells [18] it is not known if post-mitotic neurons are capable of HDR to any degree [19]. Base editing enzymes coupled to CRISPR/Cas9 allow for the specific conversion of one nucleotide to another in a site directed manner and are therefore uniquely suited to treat SNP based monogenic disorders [20].

To this end, we are devising base editing strategies to target the SMN2 genomic locus for point mutations that affect SMN protein stability. Below, we list sgRNAs targeting CRISPR/Cas9 base editing protein complexes to SMN2 genomic sites of interest.

References for Example 2:
6. Talbot et al. Semin Neurol 21 (189-197 (2001))
Results

[0756] Design of sgRNA’s to target base editing enzymes to the genomic region of intron 6 to exon 8 of the human SMN2 gene, as a means of upregulating the level of SMN protein.

A. Genomic region surrounding exon 7:

Exon in CAPS C≡T mutation in regl Regions affecting Exon 7 splicing are underlined
gtgaacacaaatgtcatttaacatccatataagctatctatatagctatctatatatatagctatgttttttaactccctttatatcttacag
GGTTTJAGACAAAAATCAAAGAGGAAGGSTGCTCACCCTCCTTTAAATTAAGggagt
aagctctccagcattgtaaagtaacctcttttgtaanaactttatagggtgctgagaacaatatgttttttgttgaacatttaaaagtctagatgt
(SEQ ID NO: 363)

1. PAM: agg (NGG) Species: spCas\textsuperscript{WT}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sgRNA:</th>
<th>5' - G AAACCctgtaaggaaataaa-3' (SEQ ID NO: 414) (Rv)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Site 1:</td>
<td>Editor: C to T Base: 1G Position: 5 Notes:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site 2:</td>
<td>Editor: C to T Base: 1G Position: 6 Notes:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. PAM: gaaacat (NNNRRRT) Species: saCas\textsuperscript{mut}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sgRNA:</th>
<th>5' - G TTTGTCTAAAACCctgtaag-3' (SEQ ID NO: 415) (Rv)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Site 1:</td>
<td>Editor: C to T Base: 8G Position: 6 Notes: SAME AS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SG3, BELOW.

3. PAM: gga (NGA) Species: spCas\textsuperscript{mut1}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sgRNA:</th>
<th>5' - GTTTTGTTCTAAAACCctgtaa-3' (SEQ ID NO: 416) (Rv)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Site 1:</td>
<td>Editor: C to T Base: 8G Position: 7 Notes: SAME AS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SG2, ABOVE.

4. PAM: TGA (NGA) Species: spCas\textsuperscript{mut1}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sgRNA:</th>
<th>5' - GTGAGCACCTTCTTTTTTT-3'(SEQ ID NO: 417) (Rv)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Site 1:</td>
<td>Editor: C to T Base: 30G Position: 8 Notes:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site 2:</td>
<td>Editor: C to T Base: 32G Position: 6 Notes:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site 3:</td>
<td>Editor: A to G Base: 34T Position: 4 Notes:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. PAM: TTTGAT (NNNRRRT) Species:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sgRNA:</th>
<th>5' - GATGTGAGCACCTTCTTTTT-3' (SEQ ID NO: 418) (Rv)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Site 1:</td>
<td>Editor: C to T Base: 32G Position: 8 Notes:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site 2:</td>
<td>Editor: A to G Base: 34T Position: 6 Notes:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. PAM: TGA (NGA) Species: spCas\textsuperscript{mut1}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sgRNA:</th>
<th>5' - GacctcTTAATTATAGGAATG-3' (SEQ ID NO: 419) (Rv)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Site 1:</td>
<td>Editor: C to T Base: 50T Position: 7 Notes:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7. PAM: \textit{AGGAAT} (NNNRRT) Species: \text{saCas}^{\text{mut}}
sgRNA: 5' – G cagactactccTTAATTTA-3' (SEQ ID NO: 420) (Rv)
Site 1 Editor: C to T Base: \text{60}^G\text{G} Position: 5 Notes:
Site 2 Editor: A to G Base: \text{61}^T\text{T} Position: 4 Notes: \text{SAME AS SG8, BELOW}

8. PAM: \textit{AGG} (NGG) Species: \text{spCas}^{\text{WT}}
sgRNA: 5' – G cagactactccTTAATTTA-3' (SEQ ID NO: 421) (Rv)
Site 1 Editor: C to T Base: \text{15}^G\text{G} Position: 5 Notes:
Site 2 Editor: A to G Base: \text{16}^T\text{T} Position: 4 Notes: \text{SAME AS SG7, ABOVE}

9. PAM: \textit{CTTAAT} (NNNRRT) Species: \text{saCas}^{\text{mut}}
sgRNA: 5' – G taatgtgccaagactactc-3' (SEQ ID NO: 422) (Rv)
Site 1 Editor: C to T Base: \text{113}^G\text{G} Position: 6 Notes:

10. PAM: \textit{aga} (NGA) Species: \text{spCas}^{\text{mut}}
sgRNA: 5' – G tcaattcataatgctggc-3' (SEQ ID NO: 423) (Rv)
Site 1 Editor: C to T Base: \text{124}^G\text{G} Position: 5 Notes:
Site 2 Editor: A to G Base: \text{125}^T\text{T} Position: 4 Notes:

11. PAM: \textit{tgg} (NGG) Species: \text{spCas}^{\text{WT}}
sgRNA: 5' – G aagatctactataagtgc-3' (SEQ ID NO: 424) (Rv)
Site 1 Editor: C to T Base: \text{126}^G\text{G} Position: 7 Notes:
Site 2 Editor: A to G Base: \text{129}^T\text{T} Position: 4 Notes:

12. PAM: \textit{cataat} (NNNRRT) Species: \text{saCas}^{\text{mut}}
sgRNA: 5' – G acaaaagtaatgcttac-3' (SEQ ID NO: 425) (Rv)
Site 1 Editor: A to G Base: \text{136}^T\text{T} Position: 5 Notes:
Site 2 Editor: A to G Base: \text{137}^T\text{T} Position: 4 Notes:

13. PAM: \textit{agG} (NGG) Species: \text{spCas}^{\text{WT}}
sgRNA: 5' – G acctctttttacccct-3' (SEQ ID NO: 426) (Fw)
Site 1 Editor: C to T Base: \text{18}^C\text{C} Position: 5 Notes:
Site 2 Editor: C to T Base: \text{17}^C\text{C} Position: 6 Notes:

14. PAM: \textit{cagGGT} (NNNRRT) Species: \text{saCas}^{\text{mut}}
sgRNA: 5' – G aacctctttatttctc-3' (SEQ ID NO: 427) (Fw)
Site 1 Editor: C to T Base: \text{18}^C\text{C} Position: 6 Notes:
Site 2 Editor: C to T Base: \text{17}^C\text{C} Position: 7 Notes:

15. PAM: \textit{CAAAAT} (NNNRRT) Species: \text{saCas}^{\text{mut}}
sgRNA: 5' – G tttcggtacagGGTTTAGA-3' (SEQ ID NO: 428) (Fw)
Site 1 Editor: C to T Base: \text{7}^C\text{C} Position: 5 Notes:

16. PAM: \textit{AGG} (NGG) Species: \text{spCas}^{\text{WT}}
sgRNA: 5' – G TTTAGACAAAAATCAAAAAGA-3' (SEQ ID NO: 429) (Fw)
Site 1 Editor: A to G Base: \text{7}^A\text{A} Position: 4 Notes:
Site 2 Editor: A to G Base: \text{9}^A\text{A} Position: 6 Notes:
Site 3 Editor: C to T Base: \text{10}^C\text{C} Position: 7 Notes:
17. PAM: **GGA** (NGA)  Species: **spCas**\(^{WT}\)
   sgRNA: 5′-G TT\_GACAA\_AATCAAAAA\_GAA-3′ (SEQ ID NO: 430) (Fw)
   Site 1 Editor: A to G  Base: 9\_A  Position: 5  Notes:
   Site 2 Editor: C to T  Base: 10\_C  Position: 6  Notes:

18. PAM: **GAAGGT** (NNNRT)  Species: **saCas**\(^{mut}\)
   sgRNA: 5′-G T\_AGACAA\_AATCAAA\_AAGA\_GAA-3′ (SEQ ID NO: 431) (Fw)
   Site 1 Editor: A to G  Base: 9\_A  Position: 4  Notes:
   Site 2 Editor: C to T  Base: 10\_C  Position: 5  Notes:
   Site 3 Editor: A to G  Base: 11\_A  Position: 6  Notes:

19. PAM: **AGG** (NGG)  Species: **spCas**\(^{WT}\)
   sgRNA: 5′-GACAA\_AATCAAA\_AAGA\_GGA-3′ (SEQ ID NO: 432) (Fw)
   Site 1 Editor: A to G  Base: 11\_A  Position: 4  Notes:
   Site 2 Editor: A to G  Base: 12\_A  Position: 5  Notes:
   Site 3 Editor: A to G  Base: 13\_A  Position: 6  Notes:

20. PAM: **TTAAAT** (NNNRT)  Species: **saCas**\(^{mut}\)
   sgRNA: 5′-G AAGGA\_AGGTCACATTTCC-3′ (SEQ ID NO: 433) (Fw)
   Site 1 Editor: A to G  Base: 27\_A  Position: 4  Notes:
   Site 2 Editor: A to G  Base: 28\_A  Position: 5  Notes:

21. PAM: **A\_gg** (NGG)  Species: **spCas**\(^{WT}\)
   sgRNA: 5′-G T\_GCTC\_ACATTTCC\_TAA\_AATTA-3′ (SEQ ID NO: 434) (Fw)
   Site 1 Editor: C to T  Base: 35\_C  Position: 5  Notes:
   Site 2 Editor: A to G  Base: 36\_A  Position: 6  Notes:
   Site 3 Editor: C to T  Base: 37\_C  Position: 7  Notes: SAME AS SG23.

BELOW: OVERLAP WITH SG22

22. PAM: **g\_ga** (NGA)  Species: **spCas**\(^{mut}\)
   sgRNA: 5′-G T\_GCTC\_CACATTTCC\_TAA\_ATT-3′ (SEQ ID NO: 435) (Fw)
   Site 1 Editor: C to T  Base: 35\_C  Position: 5  Notes:
   Site 2 Editor: C to T  Base: 37\_C  Position: 8  Notes: OVERLAP WITH 21 AND

23. PAM: **Ag\_ga\_tt** (NNGRRT)  Species: **saCas**\(^{WT}\)
   sgRNA: 5′-G T\_GCTC\_CACATTTCC\_TAA\_ATTA-3′ (SEQ ID NO: 436) (Fw)
   Site 1 Editor: C to T  Base: 35\_C  Position: 5  Notes:
   Site 2 Editor: A to G  Base: 36\_A  Position: 6  Notes:
   Site 3 Editor: C to T  Base: 37\_C  Position: 7  Notes: SAME AS SG21.

ABOVE: OVERLAP WITH SG22

24. PAM: **g\_ta\_agt** (NNNRT)  Species: **saCas**\(^{mut}\)
   sgRNA: 5′-G \_G\_CACATTTCC\_TAA\_ATT\_Ag\_ga-3′ (SEQ ID NO: 437) (Fw)
   Site 1 Editor: A to G  Base: 38\_A  Position: 4  Notes:
   Site 2 Editor: C to T  Base: 41\_C  Position: 7  Notes:
25. PAM: tga (NGA) Species: spCas\textsuperscript{mut}
sgRNA: 5′ - gagtaagctggacagcatta-3′ (SEQ ID NO: 438) (Fw)
Site 1 Editor: A to G Base: $^{13}$A Position: 5 Notes:
Site 2 Editor: A to G Base: $^{14}$A Position: 6 Notes:

26. PAM: gaaagt (NNNRRT) Species: saCas\textsuperscript{mut}
sgRNA: 5′ - agtaagtctggacagcattat-3′ (SEQ ID NO: 439) (Fw)
Site 1 Editor: A to G Base: $^{13}$A Position: 4 Notes:
Site 2 Editor: A to G Base: $^{14}$A Position: 5 Notes:
Site 3 Editor: C to T Base: $^{17}$C Position: 8 Notes:

27. PAM: tga (NGA) Species: spCas\textsuperscript{mut}
sgRNA: 5′ - gcttgacagcattatgaaag-3′ (SEQ ID NO: 440) (Fw)
Site 1 Editor: C to T Base: $^{10}$C Position: 6 Notes:
Site 2 Editor: C to T Base: $^{11}$C Position: 7 Notes: SAME AS SG28

28. PAM: gtaaat (NNNRRT) Species: saCas\textsuperscript{mut}
sgRNA: 5′ - G agtaagtctggacagcattatgaaag-3′ (SEQ ID NO: 441) (Fw)
Site 1 Editor: C to T Base: $^{10}$C Position: 7 Notes:
Site 2 Editor: C to T Base: $^{11}$C Position: 8 Notes: SAME AS SG27

29. PAM: tgg (NGG) Species: spCas\textsuperscript{WT}
sgRNA: 5′ - G ttaccttgttaaaacctttta-3′ (SEQ ID NO: 442) (Fw)
Site 1 Editor: A to G Base: $^{13}$A Position: 4 Notes:
Site 2 Editor: C to T Base: $^{14}$C Position: 5 Notes:

30. PAM: tgg (NGG) Species: spCas\textsuperscript{WT}
sgRNA: 5′ - G ttgtaaaaaccttttaaaatgttg-3′ (SEQ ID NO: 443) (Fw)
Site 1 Editor: A to G Base: $^{14}$A Position: 5 Notes:
Site 1 Editor: A to G Base: $^{15}$A Position: 6 Notes:

B. Genomic region surrounding exon 8:

```
aagccctgtgttcatattttctattctgacagGAAATGCTGGCAATAGCAGCAGCACTAAAATGACACCAC1
AAAGAAACGATCAG (SEQ ID NO: 444)
```

31. PAM: aga (NGA) Species: spCas\textsuperscript{mut}
sgRNA: 5′ - GTTTCtcggaatgaaatttt-3′ (SEQ ID NO: 445) (Rv)
Site 1 Editor: C to T Base: $^{10}$G Position: 8 Notes:
Site 2 Editor: C to T Base: E-4T Position: 5 Notes:

32. PAM: agaaat (NNNRRT) Species: saCas\textsuperscript{mut}
sgRNA: 5′ - GCCAGCATTTCtgcgaaatt-3′ (SEQ ID NO: 446) (Rv)
Site 1 Editor: C to T Base: $^{10}$G Position: 6 Notes:
Site 2 Editor: A to G Base: $^{8}$T Position: 4 Notes: OVERLAP WITH 33

33. PAM: tga (NGA) Species: spCas\textsuperscript{mut}
sgRNA: 5′ - G ATGCCAGCATTTCtgcgaattt-3′ (SEQ ID NO: 447) (Rv)
Site 1 Editor: C to T Base: $^{10}$G Position: 8 Notes:
Site 2 Editor: A to G Base: $^{8}$T Position: 6 Notes:
EXAMPLE 3: Use of ABE8 editor to edit C:G→T:A in exon 7 Spinal Muscular Atrophy (SMA)

This Example tested a series of ABE8-base editors to repair C:G→T:A in position 6 of exon 7 that is causal to spinal muscular atrophy (SMA). Eleven different editors were tested, including ABE8 fusions to SpCas9, SaKKH, Cas9-NG, CP1028, CP1041, CP1041-NG, VRQR, Cpf1, SpyMac, and the evolved NRRH and NRCH editors developed by our lab in combination with a series of sgRNAs that placed the target nucleotide at positions ranging 5 through 12 in exon 7.

Fusion constructs tested:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASE</th>
<th>EDITOR</th>
<th>FUSION</th>
<th>AMINO ACID</th>
<th>SEQUENCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AB8-</td>
<td>NRTH</td>
<td>editor</td>
<td></td>
<td>(SEQ ID NO: 463)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB8-</td>
<td>SpyMac</td>
<td>editor</td>
<td></td>
<td>(SEQ ID NO: 464)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB8-</td>
<td>VRQR-CP1041</td>
<td>editor</td>
<td></td>
<td>(SEQ ID NO: 465)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB8-</td>
<td>SaCas9</td>
<td>editor</td>
<td></td>
<td>(SEQ ID NO: 466)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB8-</td>
<td>NRCH</td>
<td>editor</td>
<td></td>
<td>(SEQ ID NO: 467)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB8-</td>
<td>NRRH</td>
<td>editor</td>
<td></td>
<td>(SEQ ID NO: 468)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB8-</td>
<td>SaKKH</td>
<td>editor</td>
<td></td>
<td>(SEQ ID NO: 469)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB8-</td>
<td>Cas9-NG</td>
<td>editor</td>
<td></td>
<td>(SEQ ID NO: 470)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB8-</td>
<td>CP1041</td>
<td>editor</td>
<td></td>
<td>(SEQ ID NO: 471)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB8-</td>
<td>CP1028</td>
<td>editor</td>
<td></td>
<td>(SEQ ID NO: 472)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB8-</td>
<td>Cpf1</td>
<td>editor</td>
<td></td>
<td>(SEQ ID NO: 473)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB8-</td>
<td>VRQR</td>
<td>editor</td>
<td></td>
<td>(SEQ ID NO: 474)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB8-</td>
<td>Cas9-NG-CP1041</td>
<td>editor</td>
<td></td>
<td>(SEQ ID NO: 475)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB8-</td>
<td>iSpyMac</td>
<td>editor</td>
<td></td>
<td>(SEQ ID NO: 476)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

sgRNAs tested for each contract:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sgRNA name</th>
<th>PAM</th>
<th>SNV position</th>
<th>sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>NGA</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>TTTTGCTAAAACCctgtaa(SEQ ID NO: 368)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>NGG</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>ATTTTGCTAAAACCctgtaa(SEQ ID NO: 364)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139</td>
<td>NNNRRT</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>TTTTGCTAAAACCcttgtaang(SEQ ID NO: 366)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>NAA</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>TTTTGCTAAAACCcttgtaang(SEQ ID NO: 366)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>177</td>
<td>NAT</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>GTCTAAAACCCCTGTAAGGA(SEQ ID NO: 408)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178</td>
<td>NAA</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>GTCTAAAACCCCTGTAAGGA(SEQ ID NO: 409)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>179</td>
<td>NAA</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>TTTTGCTAAAACCCTGTAAGGA(SEQ ID NO: 410)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>TTTV</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>ATTTTGCTAAAACCCTGTAAGGA(SEQ ID NO: 411)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIG. 4 shows the results of adenine base editing of the SMN2 disease causing C840T in SMA mESCs. Editors are denoted below the x-axis with PAM sequence in parentheses, and protospacer position of the target nucleotide assuming a 20nt protospacer where the PAM is at position 21-23. The results show that the iSpyMac and the CP constructs edited C840T with high efficiency.

Proof of repair of the exon 7 splicing error is shown in FIG. 5, which shows a gel electrophoresis image of SMN cDNA PCR amplification spanning exon 6 to exon 8, depicting bands that include or that have skipped exon 7 in pre-mRNA splicing in SMA mESCs treated with the indicated ABE8-fusion base editors.

EXAMPLE 4: Genome editing therapeutics development for Spinal Muscular Atrophy

SMA is a progressive motor neuron disease (MND) that is the leading genetic cause of infant death across all ethnic groups\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^3\). SMA is caused by homozygous loss of the survival motor neuron 1 (SMN1) gene with retention of one or more copies of the highly similar SMN2, that harbors a C-to-T transition at position 6 of exon 7 (C6T) which causes exon skipping (FIG. 5A)\(^4\)\(^-\)\(^5\). The resulting truncated SMN\(\Delta\)7 protein partially compensates for the loss of cell essential SMN, but is rapidly degraded in cells resulting in SMN insufficiency that leads to paralysis and fatality of patients\(^6\)\(^-\)\(^9\).

Correcting SMN in patient tissues can rescue motor function and substantially improve the prognosis of SMA patients\(^10\)\(^-\)\(^14\). The therapeutic antisense oligonucleotide (ASO) nusinersen (Spinraza) and the small molecule splicing modifier risdiplam (Evrysdi) stimulate splicing inclusion of exon 7 in SMN2 transcripts, however, their effect is transient and thus continued treatment is required throughout patients’ lifetimes to maintain a therapeutic benefit\(^15\)\(^-\)\(^18\). AAV-mediated gene complementation with Zolgensma provides constitutive high-level SMN1 cDNA expression in targeted cells\(^19\)\(^-\)\(^21\), yet it is currently unknown whether episomal AAV will permanently persist in motor neurons to provide a life-long therapeutic benefit to patients. Moreover, endogenous SMN expression is tightly regulated and restricted to relatively low levels across all tissues\(^22\)\(^-\)\(^25\), and high-level SMN expression may induce tissue-specific pathologies over time\(^26\)\(^-\)\(^29\). A therapeutic modality that provides permanent correction of SMN expression subject to native gene regulation could address limitations of the currently approved therapies.
Presented herein are adenine base editing and Cas9-nuclease genome editing strategies to stably correct SMN mRNA and protein phenotypes of SMA. It has been demonstrated that high-throughput characterization of editing outcomes coupled with machine learning can enable accurate \textit{in silico} prediction of base editing and Cas9-nuclease genome editing outcomes at a target locus of interest\textsuperscript{30-39}, which can facilitate the design of precision genome editing therapeutics. The sequence determinants of base editing were characterized by the recently reported adenine base editor 8e (ABE8e) and BE-Hive and inDelphi predictive models of genome editing outcomes were used to identify strategies that improve expression of SMN. An ABE8e editing strategy was identified that uses the engineered Cas9 protein SpyMac\textsuperscript{40} to enable correction of the pathogenic A•T base pair in SMN2 with 99% efficiency and >80% single nucleotide editing precision in mutant Δ7 SMA (SMN2+/+; SMNΔ7+/+; Smn−/−) mouse embryonic stem cells, and the subsequent upregulation of SMN2 exon 7 splicing inclusion and SMN protein expression was observed. 90% C6T editing \textit{in vivo} in targeted cells of the central nervous system (CNS) following AAV9-mediated delivery by intracerebroventricular injection in SMA mice\textsuperscript{41} was achieved, resulting in a significant increase in survival and improvement of motor function.

A dual-therapy strategy combining ABE8e-SpyMac treatment with nusinersen was explored to transiently ameliorate disease phenotypes of SMA Δ7 mice and extend the narrow temporal window for phenotypic rescue. It was demonstrated that nusinersen did not perturb base editing efficiency, and that co-delivery of a single low dose of nusinersen on P0 heightened survival of AAV9-ABE8e-SpyMac treated animals up to 317 days (the longest living animal is alive at the time of this filing). These findings establish the therapeutic potential of adenine base editing for stable genetic modification of the SMN2 gene as a novel treatment modality for SMA.

**Precise SMN2 nuclease editing increases SMN protein levels**

SMN levels are subject to genetic, transcriptomic, and post-translational regulation. Cas-nuclease disruption of key regulatory sequences was explored to determine whether it could enhance SMN levels in Δ7 SMA mutant mouse embryonic stem cells that are knockout for endogenous \textit{Smn1} and homozygous for human \textit{SMN2} and \textit{SMNΔ7}-cDNA transgenes (SMA mESCs)\textsuperscript{45}. Splicing of \textit{SMN2} exon 7 was strongly influenced by the downstream intronic splicing silencer ISS-N1 that harbors two heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein (hnRNPs) A1/A2 binding sites (FIG. 5A)\textsuperscript{46}. Sequence deletions in the ISS-N1 region, in
particular within and downstream of the 3'-hnRNP A1/A2 domain, significantly restored inclusion of exon 7 in SMN2 mRNA transcripts similar to blocking of ISS-N1 by the nusinersen ASO\textsuperscript{46,47).

[0767] As a means to correct SMN2 exon 7 missplicing, wildtype or variant SpCas9 nuclease strategies were investigated at the ISS-N1 region (FIG. 5B). sgRNAs that enabled ‘good’ outcomes, defined as the deletion of four or more nucleotides in ISS-N1 including at least 1 nt of the 3’-hnRNP A1/A2 domain, were predicted by inDelphi models of editing outcomes based on wildtype SpCas9-cutting data (FIG. 5C)\textsuperscript{30}. The compatibility of Cas nucleases was assessed based on their reported activity at the respective sgRNA PAM sequences\textsuperscript{40,48-51}, focusing on strategies expected to result in \textgeq30% good editing.

[0768] SMA mESCs were co-transfected with a nuclease plasmid carrying a Blasticidin-resistance cassette and an sgRNA expression plasmid carrying a Hygromycin-resistance cassette, both of which were flanked by Tol2 transposase sequences, alongside a Tol2 transposon plasmid to allow for stable antibiotic selection and stable integration of all genome editing components. Genome editing efficiency at the ISS-N1 locus was limited and no significant increase of exon 7 inclusion was observed in SMN2 mRNA (FIG. 5D, FIGs. 8A-8B), suggesting that at present commonly used Cas-nucleases are not well suited to improve SMN2 splicing by modification of ISS-N1.

[0769] The critical distinction between functional full-length SMN (FL-SMN) and SMNΔ7 is the substitution of the C-terminal 16 amino acids encoded by exon 7 with four amino acids (EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466)) encoded by the 3’-UTR in exon 8 that causes protein instability (FIG. 5B)\textsuperscript{9}. The EMLA (SEQ ID NO: 466) peptide chain stimulates degradation of SMN; however, appendage of five or more heterologous peptides to the C-terminus of SMN exons 1–6 or SMNΔ7 has previously been shown to restore protein stability and quantitatively increase cellular SMN levels\textsuperscript{52}. DNA modification of the 5’ of exon 8 to induce a frame-shift or to ablate the early stop-codon was investigated to determine whether it could yield C-terminally modified SMNΔ7 (SMNΔ7mod) protein products that were not subject to the rapid degradation suffered by SMNΔ7. Nuclease editing strategies were evaluated using SpCas9-variants targeting the first 5 codons of exon 8 using inDelphi\textsuperscript{30}, defining ‘good’ editing outcomes as those that did not disrupt the exon 8 acceptor splice site and resulted in the addition of 5 or more alternative amino acids to the C-terminus of SMNΔ7. Two strategies compatible with SpCas9 and Cas9-NG that induced good genotypes in over 50% of outcomes were identified. Efficient editing was observed following transfection in SMA
mESCs, resulting in a 2-fold upregulation in SMNΔ7mod protein levels relative to mock-edited cells (FIGs. 5E-5F). Thus, Cas-nuclease editing of \( SMN2 \) guided by predictive modeling of editing outcomes improved a cellular hallmark of SMA pathology. **Systematic characterization of ABE8e base editing activity**

[0770] Double-stranded DNA breaks, such as those created by Cas9-nuclease, may result in large deletions and complex rearrangements\(^{53,54}\), especially when more than one genomic locus is targeted simultaneously\(^{55}\). Copy number of \( SMN2 \) varies from 0 to 8, and SMA patients generally have 2 or more copies\(^{56}\); thus, Cas9-targeting of \( SMN2 \) may result in unintended restructuring of chromosome 5q13 that harbors the \( SMN \) genes, in particular as multiple identical gene copies are present in cis. Base editing rarely induces DSBs\(^{31}\), and may thus present a safer alternative to nuclease editing as a potential genome editing therapeutic.

[0771] Adenine base editing of the C-to-T transition in exon 7 (C6T) was investigated as a means to correct \( SMN2 \) missplicing (FIG. 6A). It was found that the sequence flanking C6T was deplete of canonical SpCas9 ‘NGG’ PAMs to position the target nucleotide within a typical base editor window\(^{31,32}\). Base editing outcome predictions by BE-Hive machine learning models for canonical ABE7.10 utilizing SpCas9 suggested that the A•T target in \( SMN2 \) was largely intractable to base editing (FIGs. 8C-8E)\(^{31}\), and the ABE7.10 deaminase enzyme often performed poorly with Cas9-protein alternatives\(^{58,59}\).

[0772] A newly evolved ABE8e that demonstrates increased deaminase activity relative to ABE7.10 and has greater compatibility with a wide range of Cas-protein variants was recently reported\(^{59,60}\). Since local sequence features, Cas-proteins, and base editor positioning all affect deamination efficiency and single-nucleotide precision of base editors\(^{31}\), the sequence features that govern ABE8e editing outcomes to aid the selection of an optimal ABE8e editing strategy for \( SMN2 \) C6T correction were investigated.

[0773] Sequence determinants of ABE8e (bpNLS-TadA*-SpCas9 D10A-bpNLS) editing outcomes were characterized using the previously reported stably integrated library of 10,638 matched sgRNA and target pairs in mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs) named the “comprehensive context library”\(^{31}\). This library included 8,142 base editor target sequences with all possible 6-mers surrounding a substrate A or C nucleotide at protospacer position 6, and 2,496 sgRNA-target pairs that collectively contained all possible 5-mers across positions -1 to 13 (FIG. 6B). A high correlation of ABE8e base editing outcomes was observed across two biological replicates of the comprehensive context library in mESCs, and an increase in average base editing activity (frequency of target-modified outcomes among total sequenced
reads) relative to ABE7.10 and ABE7.10-CP1041 was observed across all sites (66% ABE8e, compared to 18% and 12% for ABE7.10 and ABE7.10-CP1041 respectively). The resulting data was used to train BE-Hive machine learning models to predict bystander editing patterns and base editing efficiency of ABE8e. The phage-assisted evolution of ABE7.10 towards ABE8e significantly altered base editing sequence-activity characteristics. A positional preference for ABE8e editing activity centered on position 6 with an editing window spanning protospacer positions 3-10 was observed (window defined as ≥30% of maximum editing, FIG. 6C). Similar to previous-generation ABEs, ABE8e maintained a dislike for bystander adenosines surrounding a target A (FIG. 6D), though this effect was outweighed by an overall substantial increase in enzymatic activity. These characterizations refine and expand upon previous characterizations of ABE8e base editing activity.

Adenine base editing correction of the SMN2 pathogenic A•T base pair

[0774] For a canonical ABE8e editing approach using SpCas9, the nearest downstream ‘NGG’ PAM placed the target A•T pair of SMN2 at position 10, which falls at the edge of the ABE8e base editing window. Use of alternative Cas-proteins with alternative PAM preferences could allow for better placement of the target nucleotide. BE-Hive was used to predict correction efficiency and precision of the SMN2 A•T target pair with other sgRNAs that were compatible with alternative Cas-proteins, by assuming similar base editing characteristics for ABEs using engineered and evolved SpCas9-variants and accounting for a window shift of ABEs using SaCas9 (+1nt) and LbCas12a (+4nt) as previously described.

[0775] SMA mESCs were transfected with ABE7.10 and ABE8e base editor variants, and editing outcomes consistent with BE-Hive prediction were observed, demonstrating that computationally learned characteristics of ABEs using SpCas9 can be extended to ABE Cas-variants. Notably, base editing efficiency varied dependent on Cas-protein as previously observed. The highest efficiency A•T-to-G conversion overall was achieved using SpyMac and iSpyMac-variant ABE8e paired with sgRNA52 (98.9±0.71% SpyMac and 98.8±0.42% iSpyMac) or sgRNA179 (94±3.35% SpyMac and 98±0.59% iSpyMac), and with ABE8e-CP1028 paired with sgRNA37 (99.5±0.06%), that each placed the pathogenic SNP at positions 5, 8, and 10 respectively. Analysis of the resulting base edited genotypes revealed that ABE8e-SpyMac paired with sgRNA52 induced the highest purity single nucleotide A•T-
to-G•C edits devoid of bystander editing outcomes or indels that resulted from base editing (84.2±2.4%).

**Off-target analysis of an ABE8e strategy to correct SMN2 in the human genome**

[0776] To assess the genome specificity of the optimized ABE8e-SpyMac strategy, off-target editing was characterized by the CIRCLE-seq method\(^{62}\). Purified ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes comprised of SpyMac nuclease and sgRNA52 were generated, and a short list of SpyMac-dependent DNA off-target loci were identified *in vitro* using human genomic DNA extracted from HEK293T cells (FIG. 8F). Top targets included the SMN2 on-target locus and the equivalent locus in the SMN1 gene that had the single A•T-to-G•C mismatch at sgRNA position 8, which is present in wild type human genomes but absent in those of SMA patients.

[0777] Off-target base editing activity was assessed at the top 25 CIRCLE-seq hits, which had ≥8% editing efficiency relative to the on-target site, alongside SMN2 and SMN1 loci by transfection of ABE8e-SpyMac + sgRNA52 in wild type HEK293T cells followed by targeted amplicon sequencing. 48.5±1.8% C6T editing at on-target SMN2 loci was acheived, and minimal ABE8e-SpyMac editing at SMN1 loci (0.15±0.07%) and at off-target site rank 19 (0.4±0.14%) which falls in an intergenic region of chromosome 15 was observed (FIG. 6F). No base editing was detected (>0.03% relative to untreated control) at the remaining off-target loci.

[0778] Off-target analysis of SpyMac nuclease + sgRNA52 in HEK293T cells yielded highly similar results. Indels were observed at 41.9±3.0% of SMN2 alleles and 2.1±0.33% of SMN1 alleles, and no indels were detected at the remaining off-target loci (FIG. 8G). Together, these data indicated that the SpyMac Cas-component, and the ABE8e-SpyMac base editor overall paired with sgRNA52 were highly specific to the SMN2 on-target locus. The optimized ABE8e-SpyMac + sgRNA52 strategy is referred to as ‘ABE’ editing, hereafter.

**ABE-mediated rescue of SMA pathology in mice**

[0779] The C6T substitution in SMN2 exon 7 affected a multitude of splicing regulatory interactions that resulted in majority SMNΔ7 processed mRNA transcripts at the expense of full length-SMN (*FL-SMN*), leading to the production of unstable SMNΔ7 protein products\(^{63}\). A substantial increase in *FL-SMN* mRNA transcripts and SMN protein levels was observed following ABE editing of SMA mESCs by the ABE editing strategy presented herein (FIGs. 6G-6H). Reverse-transcription was performed and followed by PCR (RT-PCR) of SMN2 transcripts, and SMNΔ7 and *FL-SMN* products were quantified by automated electrophoresis. A >5.6-fold increase in the subset of *FL-SMN* products among all *SMN* transcripts in ABE
treated cells (87.1±1.5%) was observed relative to mock-treated cells (15.5±1.6%) that was comparable to the SMN1 exon 7 inclusion ratio observed in wild type cells46,47, equivalent to peak exon 7 inclusion following SMA mESC transfection with 20nM nusinersen (56.4±1.3%, FIG. 8H). SMN protein expression was quantified by Western Blot and normalized to endogenous Histone H3 levels, and a >8.2-fold increase was detected in SMN protein in ABE treated SMA mESCs (36.3±8.9%) relative to mock-treated cells (4.4±1.2%, two-tailed t-test p = 0.02). Thus, correction of SMN2 C6T by ABE editing rescues cellular hallmarks of SMA pathology.

[0780] Next, an adeno associated virus (AAV) strategy for in vivo delivery of the ABE8e-SpyMac base editor and sgRNA52 was developed. Together, base editor and sgRNA expression cassettes exceeded the packaging capacity of a single AAV vector; however, it has been previously demonstrated that co-delivery of split-base editors packaged as single-stranded (ss) viral genomes into AAV-particles can overcome this size limitation64–67. Fusion of trans-splicing inteins to split-base editors severed within their Cas9 component enabled efficient self-assembly of full-length base editors when each half was co-expressed in cells. A split-intein ABE8e-SpyMac dual-AAV strategy driven by a Cbh-promoter was designed, using each split DnaE intein half from Nostoc punctiforme (Npu) to divide ABE8e-SpyMac within the SpCas9 domain immediately before Cys 574 (FIG. 6I)40,68, a design previously demonstrated to enable efficient editing by ABEmax66,67.

[0781] A first sgRNA52 expression cassette was included on the ssAAV genome encoding the C-terminal portion of split-ABE8e-SpyMac, as before with v5 AAV-ABEmax66. ABE8e functions with a single N-terminal TadA* monomer and is therefore smaller (4.8kb) than ABE7.10 (5.4kb) which uses an N-terminally encoded wtTadA-TadA* heterodimer32,59. This 600bp reduction at the N-terminal split-ABE8e-SpyMac component afforded the space to include an additional sgRNA52 expression cassette into this ssAAV genome. Co-transfection of split-intein ABE8e-SpyMac plasmids in SMA mESCs induced A•T-to-G•C conversion of SMN2 C6T with similar efficiency to full-length ABE8e-SpyMac (FIG. 6J). The ssAAV-encoded split-intein ABE8e-SpyMac with dual-sgRNA52 is referred to as ‘ssAAV-ABE’ hereafter.

[0782] 1.3E13 vg/kg of each half of ssAAV-ABE was co-delivered on postnatal day (P) 0 and P1 along with 2.7E12 vg/kg AAV9-Cbh-eGFP-KASH (Klarsicht/ANC-1/Syne-1 homology domain, hereafter AAV9-nucGFP)66 as a transduction control, by intracerebroventricular (ICV) injection into homozygous mutant Δ7 SMA neonates. Nuclei
from the central nervous system (CNS) of deceased treated animals was isolated and 87.0±3.5% conversion of the A*T target pair in SMN2 exon 7 in GFP-positive nuclei was observed (FIG. 7F), indicating that the optimized ABE strategy edited at high efficiency in transduced tissues in vivo, similar to SMA mESCs in culture.

[0783] A marked improvement in the bodyweight of ssAAV-ABE treated SMA mutant animals, and a significant increase in survival relative to untreated controls from median 17 to 24 days was observed (Mantel-Cox test $p = 0.008$, FIG. 7A). The bodyweight and survival of SMA animals was comparable to that following late neonatal (> P6) ICV treatment with self-complementary (sc) AAV9-SMN1, and injection of low doses (~1E13 vg/kg) scAAV9-SMN1 in previous reports$^{19,69}$.

[0784] Treatment with ssAAV-ABE partially rescued SMA motor phenotypes. At P7 the ability of all mutant animals to right themselves was similar, however, by P14 the righting reflex of ssAAV-ABE treated animals improved relative to untreated controls. At P25 ssAAV-ABE treated SMA mutant animals showed difficulty in the inverted screen test relative to control animals. Notably, age-matched untreated animals were not available as controls for this assay due to their short lifespan. Collectively these data show that postnatal ssAAV-ABE treatment can correct the SMN2 C6T with high efficiency in vivo, leading to partial rescue of motor function and lethality in Δ7 SMA mice.

Combining ABE and nusinersen treatment enhances rescue of SMA mice

[0785] Upregulation of SMN can greatly rescue motor function and improve survival of SMA patients and animal models, so long as sufficient levels of SMN are achieved prior to onset of neuromuscular pathology$^{19,69,70}$. Even high levels of SMN protein cannot correct neuromuscular junction (NMJ) pathology and fatality once SMA has progressed to an advanced stage. The clinically approved scAAV9 therapy for SMA confers only partial rescue in Δ7 SMA mice when administered at low doses or after P6, and earlier postnatal SMN rescue is correlated with improved survival.

[0786] For ssAAVs, second-strand synthesis is a rate-limiting step in the expression of virally-transduced expression cassettes$^{71-74}$. Sufficient accumulation SMN protein following ssAAV9-ABE8e co-transduction requires a series of processes to be completed first, including (1) second-strand synthesis of the split ssAAV-ABE genomes, (2) transcription and translation of the split-intein ABE8e-SpyMac protein segments, (3) self-assembly of full-length ABE8e-SpyMac and sgRNA52 RNP, (4) targeted base editing and DNA repair, (5)
transcription of corrected human SMN2 genes from the low-expression endogenous promoter, (6) mRNA processing, and (7) translation of corrected SMN2 transcripts. The ability of endogenous transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulatory mechanisms to restrict the expression of rescued SMN alleles to the typically low levels of wild type tissues is a key desirable feature of a potential base editing therapeutic, which may be of particular importance for long-term rescue of SMA patients. However, the steps (1-7) described above can dampen the phenotypic rescue that follows from postnatal ssAAV-ABE treatment of Δ7 mice in spite of efficient in vivo base editing correction. It was hypothesized that the timeframe for sufficient SMN protein to accumulate in cells after ssAAV-ABE co-transduction exceeds the temporal window for complete rescue of Δ7 mice, but that transient amelioration of SMA in spinal motor neurons by other means could allow more opportunity for ssAAV9-ABE8e mediated rescue to take hold.

[0787] Single dose ICV injection of nusinersen on P0 resulted in transient rescue of molecular and physiological motor neuron degeneration phenotypes in Δ7 mice and an improvement in survival of several weeks. The mechanism of ABE-mediated editing of SMN2 exon 7 DNA is entirely orthogonal to nusinersen binding of SMN2 intron 7 pre-mRNA, and no change was observed in base editing outcomes following co-transfection of 20nM nusinersen with ABE8e-SpyMac and sgRNA52 in SMA mESCs (FIG. 7C). Thus, a single dose of nusinersen may be used to transiently extend the temporal window for rescue of Δ7 mice to provide a greater opportunity for stable genotypic correction of SMA by ssAAV9-ABE.

[0788] Mutant Δ7 mice were ICV injected with 1 ug nusinersen on P0 and either 1.3E13 vg/kg of each ssAAV9-ABE with 2.7E12 vg/kg AAV9-nucGFP as before, or with 2.7E13 vg/kg AAV9-nucGFP alone on P0 and P1. Co-injection of nusinersen and AAV9-nucGFP improved survival relative to untreated controls (median 29 days, Mantel-Cox test \( p = 0.0001 \)), but the increase was not significant compared to ssAAV9-ABE treatment without nusinersen (FIG. 7D). Promisingly, combined ssAAV9-ABE treatment with nusinersen further improved survival of SMA mice relative to individual nusinersen or ssAAV9-ABE treatment conditions (median 77 days, Mantel-Cox test \( p = 0.002 \)) with a maximum survival of over 317 days (animal is alive at the time of this filing). Notably, no significant difference in bodyweight was observed between any of the treatment cohorts (FIG. 7E). Rather, body weight for all cohorts was improved relative to untreated mutants, yet lower than wild type
controls as previously observed following nusinersen or scAAV9-SMN1 treatment of Δ7 mice. Animals treated with ssAAV-ABE had improved motor skills relative to animals treated only with nusinersen. Both cohorts showed a similar improvement in their ability to right themselves at P7 and P14, suggesting that ssAAV-ABE mediated genome editing provides little additional benefit in the presence of nusinersen. However, as the transient effect of nusinersen dissipated, a significant improvement in motor function was observed. ssAAV-ABE and nusinersen treated animals had a longer latency in the inverted screen test at P25 than nusinersen control animals, at which point a significant fraction of the control cohort was deceased. At P40, voluntary movement of ssAAV-ABE and nusinersen treated animals was measured by open-field testing and though they were active, their mobility was reduced relative to wild type animals. Notably, all age-matched nusinersen control animals were deceased and therefore not available as controls for this assay. Collectively these data show that postnatal ssAAV-ABE treatment can correct the SMN2 C6T with high efficiency in vivo, leading to partial rescue of motor function and fatality of Δ7 SMA mice.

**Discussion**

[0790] Genome editing strategies were investigated as a novel therapeutic paradigm for the treatment of SMA by permanent modification of the SMN2 gene. Adenine base editing and Cas9-nuclease genome editing strategies that modify well-characterized transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulatory sequences of SMN2 were thoroughly investigated. It was demonstrated that the BE-Hive and inDelphi predictive models trained on SpCas9 base editors and nucleases facilitated the design of precision base editing strategies, and non-conventional nuclease editing strategies using SpCas9 and Cas-variant editors that restore expression of SMN. A novel base editor variant was developed that utilizes the ABE8e deaminase and SpyMac Cas-component that enables highly efficient and precise single nucleotide correction of the pathogenic SMN2 C6T target with minimal off-target specificity in the genome.

[0791] To investigate the therapeutic potential of an SMN2 base editing treatment, ssAAV9-ABE was delivered by ICV injection to Δ7 SMA mice and up to 90% C6T correction in transduced cells in vivo was acheived. It was shown that the FDA-approved ASO drug nusinersen did not interfere with base editing efficiency in cells, and a combination therapy approach was developed that improved survival of ssAAV9-ABE treated SMA mice by co-delivery of nusinersen to extend the temporal window in which ABE-mediated rescue could
occur. Notably, the temporal window for treatment of SMA patients was far greater than in Δ7 SMA mice; thus an ssAAV9-ABE therapy developed for clinical use may not require transient rescue of motor neurons for base editing rescue to take hold.

While SMN2 and SMN1 expression are similar in SMA patients, the SMN2 transgene in SMA mice produces significantly fewer transcripts than the endogenous murine Smn1 owing to an unfavorable integration locus. While it was expected that SMN expression would be significantly delayed and reduced following modification of the genomic SMN2 gene relative to scAAV9-SMN1 transduction, significant rescue of survival in SMA mice that mimics 1E13 vg/kg ICV delivery of scAAV9-SMN1 was observed. The requisite co-delivery of the dual ssAAV9-ABE vectors lowered the deliverable therapeutic dose by half, yet 90% C6T editing correction in GFP-sorted nuclei was observed, indicating that even efficient triple-transduction (ssAAV9-ABE + AAV9-nucGFP) and genome editing do take place in the CNS of treated animals. Collectively, these data show the therapeutic potential of a base editing approach to permanently correct the endogenous SMN2 C6T for the treatment of SMA.
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[0794] In the claims articles such as “a,” “an,” and “the” may mean one or more than one unless indicated to the contrary or otherwise evident from the context. Claims or descriptions that include “or” between one or more members of a group are considered satisfied if one, more than one, or all of the group members are present in, employed in, or otherwise relevant to a given product or process unless indicated to the contrary or otherwise evident from the context. The invention includes embodiments in which exactly one member of the group is present in, employed in, or otherwise relevant to a given product or process. The invention includes embodiments in which more than one, or all of the group members are present in, employed in, or otherwise relevant to a given product or process.

[0795] Furthermore, the invention encompasses all variations, combinations, and permutations in which one or more limitations, elements, clauses, and descriptive terms from one or more of the listed claims are introduced into another claim. For example, any claim that is dependent on another claim can be modified to include one or more limitations found in any other claim that is dependent on the same base claim. Where elements are presented as lists, e.g., in Markush group format, each subgroup of the elements is also disclosed, and any element(s) can be removed from the group. It should be understood that, in general, where the invention, or aspects of the invention, is/are referred to as comprising particular elements and/or features, certain embodiments of the invention or aspects of the invention consist, or consist essentially of, such elements and/or features. For purposes of simplicity, those embodiments have not been specifically set forth in haec verba herein. It is also noted that the terms “comprising” and “containing” are intended to be open and permits the inclusion of additional elements or steps. Where ranges are given, endpoints are included. Furthermore, unless otherwise indicated or otherwise evident from the context and understanding of one of ordinary skill in the art, values that are expressed as ranges can assume any specific value or sub-range within the stated ranges in different embodiments of the invention, to the tenth of the unit of the lower limit of the range, unless the context clearly dictates otherwise.

[0796] This application refers to various issued patents, published patent applications, journal articles, and other publications, all of which are incorporated herein by reference. If there is a conflict between any of the incorporated references and the instant specification, the specification shall control. In addition, any particular embodiment of the present invention that falls within the prior art may be explicitly excluded from any one or more of the claims. Because such embodiments are deemed to be known to one of ordinary skill in the art, they may be excluded even if the exclusion is not set forth explicitly herein. Any particular
embodiment of the invention can be excluded from any claim, for any reason, whether or not related to the existence of prior art.

[0797] Those skilled in the art will recognize or be able to ascertain using no more than routine experimentation many equivalents to the specific embodiments described herein. The scope of the present embodiments described herein is not intended to be limited to the above Description, but rather is as set forth in the appended claims. Those of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that various changes and modifications to this description may be made without departing from the spirit or scope of the present invention, as defined in the following claims.
CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method for deaminating an adenosine nucleobase (A) in an \( SMN2 \) gene, the method comprising contacting the \( SMN2 \) gene with a base editor in association with a guide RNA (gRNA), wherein the gRNA comprises a guide sequence that is complementary to a target nucleic acid sequence in the \( SMN2 \) gene.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the guide sequence comprises at least 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, or 25 contiguous nucleobases that are at least 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 98%, 99%, or 100% complementary to the target nucleic acid sequence of the \( SMN2 \) gene.

3. The method of claim 1 or 2, wherein the target nucleic acid sequence in the \( SMN2 \) gene comprises or consists of the nucleic acid sequence of any one of SEQ ID NOs: 249-399, or a naturally-occurring variant thereof.

4. The method of any one of claims 1-3, wherein the target nucleic acid sequence in the \( SMN2 \) gene comprises or consists of the nucleic acid sequence SEQ ID NO: 1.

5. The method of any one of claims 1-4, wherein the base editor comprises a nucleic acid programmable DNA binding protein (napDNAbp) and an adenosine deaminase.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the napDNAbp comprises a nuclease or a nickase.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the base editor nicks the target sequence that is complementary to the guide sequence.

8. The method of any one of claims 5-7, wherein the napDNAbp comprises a circularly permuted napDNAbp.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein the circularly permuted napDNAbp is a circularly permuted Cas9 or variant thereof.
10. The method of claim 9, wherein the circularly permuted napDNAbp is a circularly
permuted Cas9 that is circularly permuted at any one of amino residue number 1000 to 1340
of a Cas9.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the circularly permuted napDNAbp is a circularly
permuted Cas9 that is circularly permuted at amino acid residue 1040 of a Cas9.

12. The method of any one of claims 1-11, wherein the base editor comprises a split-
intein base editor.

13. The method of any one of claims 1-7, wherein the base editor comprises wild-type
Cas9.

14. The method of any one of claims 1-7, wherein the base editor comprises saCas9-
KKH, Cas9-VQR, Cas9-VRQR, Cas9-VRER, Cas9-NG, ABE7.7, pNMG-624, ABE3.2,
ABE5.3, pNMG-558, pNMG-576, pNMG-577, pNMG-586, ABE7.2, pNMG-620, pNMG-
617, pNMG-618, pNMG-620, pNMG-621, pNGM-622, pNMG-623, ABE6.3, ABE6.4,
ABE7.8, ABE7.9, ABE7.10, ABEMax, ABE8e, CP1028-ABE8e, ABE7.10-CP1041, or
CP1041-ABE8e.

15. The method of any one of claims 1-14, wherein the guide sequence of the gRNA
comprises the nucleic acid sequence 5’-AUUUUGUCUAAAACCUGUA-3’ (SEQ ID NO:
250).

16. The method of any one of claims 1-14, wherein the guide sequence of the gRNA
comprises a nucleic acid sequence selected from the group consisting of:

5’-UUUGUCUA A A A C C CUGUAAG-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 367),
5’-UUUGUCUAAAACCUGUAA-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 369),
5’-UGAUUUUGUCUAAAACCC-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 371),
5’-GAUUUUGUCUAAACCCU-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 373),
5’-AUUUUGUCUAAAACCCUG-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 375),
5’-GUCUAAAACCCUGUAAGG-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 377), and
5'-UCUAAAAACCCUGUAAGGA-3' (SEQ ID NO: 379).

17. The method of any one of claims 1-14, wherein the guide sequence of the gRNA comprises a nucleic acid sequence selected from the group consisting of:
   5'-UUUGCAGGAAUGCUUGCCAU-3' (SEQ ID NO: 382),
   5'-UUCUCAUUUGCAGGAAUGC-3' (SEQ ID NO: 384),
   5'-CAUUUAGUGUCUGCUCAUGC-3' (SEQ ID NO: 386),
   5'-CAGGAAAUGCUUGGCAUAGAG-3' (SEQ ID NO: 388),
   5'-UUGCAGGAAUGCUUGGCAUA-3' (SEQ ID NO: 390),
   5'-AUUUGCAAGAAUGCUUGCA-3' (SEQ ID NO: 392), and
   5'-TGGCATAGAGCAGCACTAAA-3' (SEQ ID NO: 393).

18. The method of any one of claims 1-12, wherein the guide sequence of the gRNA comprises the nucleic acid sequence 5'-UACAUUGAGUGCUAUA-3'(SEQ ID NO: 397).

19. The method of any one of claims 1-18, wherein the gRNA comprises the structure 5’-[guide sequence]-[Cas9 binding sequence]-3’, and wherein the Cas9 binding sequence is at least 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 96%, 97%, 98%, 99%, or 99.5% identical to
   5’-
   GUUUUAGAGCUAGAAUAAGCAAGUUAAAAAAAAAAGCUAGUCGUUGUUAUAACUUGAAAAAGUGGCACCGAGUCCGGGUUGCUUUU-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 303); or
   5’-
   GUUUUAGAGCUAGAAUAAGCAAGUUAAAAAAAAAAGCUAGUCCGGGUUAUCAACUU GAAAAAGUGGCACCGAGUCCGGGUUGCUUUUU-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 304).

20. The method of any one of claims 1-19, wherein the gRNA comprises the structure 5’-[guide sequence]-[Cas9 binding sequence]-3’, and wherein the Cas9 binding sequence comprises
   5’-
   GUUUUAGAGCUAGAAUAAGCAAGUUAAAAAAAAAAGCUAGUCCGUUAUCAACUUGAAAAAGUGGCACCGAGUCCGGGUUGCUUUU-3’ (SEQ ID NO: 303); or
5'-
GUUUUGAGCUAGAAUAGCAAGUUAAUAAGCUAGUCGUAAUCAACUU
GAAAAAGUGGCACCCGAUCGUUGCUUUUUU-3' (SEQ ID NO: 304).

21. The method of any one of claims 1-19, wherein the gRNA comprises the nucleic acid sequence
5'-
AUUUUGUCUAACCCUGUAGUUUAGAGCUAGAAUAGCAAGUUAAUAAGCUAGUCGUAAUCAACUUAGAAAAAGUGGCACCGAGUCGGUGCUUUUU-3' (SEQ ID NO: 405); or
5'-
AUUUUGUCUAACCCUGUAGUUUAGAGCUAGAAUAGCAAGUUAAUAAGCUAGUCGUAAUCAACUUAGAAAAAGUGGCACCGAGUCGGUGCUUUUUU-3' (SEQ ID NO: 406).

22. The method of any one of claims 1-21, wherein deaminating the adenosine nucleobase in the SMN2 gene results in a T-A base pair in the SMN2 gene being mutated to a C-G base pair in the SMN2 gene.

23. The method of any one of claims 1-22, wherein the SMN2 gene comprises C840T.

24. The method of any one of claims 1-23, wherein deaminating an adenosine nucleobase in the SMN2 gene results in a sequence that is not associated with spinal muscular atrophy (SMA).

25. The method of any one of claims 1-24, wherein deaminating an adenosine nucleobase in the SMN2 gene leads to an increase in full-length SMA protein.

26. The method of any one of claims 1-25, wherein deaminating an adenosine nucleobase in the SMN2 gene leads to an increase in SMA protein stability.

27. The method of any one of claims 1-26, wherein the method is performed in vitro.
28. The method of any one of claims 1-26, wherein the method is performed *in vivo*.

29. The method of any one of claims 1-26, wherein the method is performed *ex vivo*.

30. The method of any one of claims 1-29, wherein the method is performed in a subject.

31. The method of claim 30, wherein the subject has or is suspected of having spinal muscular atrophy (SMA).

32. The method of claim 30 or 31, wherein an *SMN2* gene of the subject comprises C840T.

33. The method of any one of claims 30-32, wherein the subject is human.

34. The method of any one of claims 30-33, wherein the subject is *in utero*.

35. The method of any of claims 30-34, wherein the subject is a zygote.

36. The method of any one of claims 30-35, wherein the subject is a fetus.

37. The method of any one of claims 30-33, wherein the subject is a baby that is less than 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 days old.

38. The method of any one of claims 30-33, wherein the subject is a baby that is less than 1, 2, 3, or 4, weeks old.

39. The method of any one of claims 30-33, wherein the subject is a baby that is less than 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 months old.

40. The method of any one of claims 30-33, wherein the subject is a baby that is less than 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10 years old.

41. The method of any one of claims 1-40, wherein the base editor is an adenine base
42. The method of any one of claims 1-41, wherein the base editor comprises the structure: NH2-[first nuclear localization sequence]-[first adenosine deaminase]-[second adenosine deaminase]-[Cas9 domain]-[second nuclear localization sequence]-COOH, and each instance of "-" comprises an optional linker.

43. The method of claim 42, wherein the first nuclear localization sequence comprises the amino acid sequence MKRTADGSEFESPKKRRKV (SEQ ID NO: 158), or a variant thereof that is at least 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 96%, 97%, 98%, 99%, or 99.5% identical thereto, and the second nuclear localization sequence comprises the amino acid sequence MKRTADGSEFEPKKRRKV (SEQ ID NO: 158), or a variant thereof that is at least 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 96%, 97%, 98%, 99%, or 99.5% identical thereto.

44. The method of claim 42 or 43, wherein the first adenosine deaminase comprises the amino acid sequence

MSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAKRAWDEREPVGAFLVHNRRVIGEGWNRPJGRHDPT AHAEMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLTYVTLEPCVMCAHMRSIGRVVFGARDAKT GAAGSLMDVHLHHPGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLSDFFMRQREIAKQKKAQSSTD (SEQ ID NO: 88), or a variant thereof that is at least 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 96%, 97%, 98%, 99%, or 99.5% identical thereto.

45. The method of any one of claims 42-44, wherein the second adenosine deaminase comprises the amino acid sequence

MSEVEFSHEYWMRHALTLAKRARDEREPVGAFLVLNRRVIGEGWNRAIGLHDPT AHAEMALRQGGLVMQNYRLIDATLTYVTFEPCVMCAHMRSIGRVVFGRNAKT GAAGSLMDVHLHYPGMNHRVEITEGILADECAALLCYFFRMPQVFNAQKKAQSSTD (SEQ ID NO: 79), or a variant thereof that is at least 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 96%, 97%, 98%, 99%, or 99.5% identical thereto.

46. The method of any one of claims 42-45, wherein the Cas9 domain comprises the amino acid sequence

DKKYSIGLAIGTNVGVAVITDEYKVPSSKFKVLGNTDRHSIKKNLIGALLFDSGETA
EATRLKRTARRRTRYTRKRKNRICYLQEIIFSNEMAKVDDSFFHRLEESFLVEEDDKHERH
PIFGNIVDEVAYHEKYTIYHLRRKLVSTDKADLRLIYLALAHMIOIKFRGHHFLEIGDL
NPDNSDVYQLFIQLVQTYNQLFINEPNASGVDAAKAILSRSKSSRRENLIQAQLPGE
KKNGLFGLALSGLTPFKNFKNSFDLAEADKLQLSHTDYDDLDNLLAQIDQYADL
FLAAKNLSDAILSDILVEVNEITKAPLSASMIKRDEEHQDLTLLKLALVRLQPEKY
KEIFFDFSKNGYAGYIDGGASQEEFYKFIKPILEKMDGTEELVKLNRDLRKEQRTF
DNGSIPHQILGELHALRQRDFYPFLKDRENKIEKILTFRIPYYVGPLARGNSRFAW
MTRKSEITITPWNEEVEVDKGASAQSFIERMTNFDRKNLPNEKVLKHSLLYEFYTVV
NELTKKYVTEGRMRKPFLSHEGQKAIYONDIFKTNRQVTQKQLKEDYFKKIECFDS
VEISGVEDRFNASLGTYHDLKIIKDKDFLDNEENEDILEDIVLTLTFEDREMIEERL
KTYAHLFDDKVMKLKRRRYTGWGRSLRKLNGIRDKQSGKTILDGFSDGFANREN
FMQLIHDDSSTFKEDIQKAQVSGQGDSLHEHIANLAGSPAIIKKKILQTVKVVDLVK
VMGHRKIPENIEMARENQTHONQGKLNSRERMRKRIEGIKELGQILKEHPVENTQ
QNEKLYLXYLQINGRQMYDQELDINLSDYDHDVPQFSLDSDKDDNVLTRSDK
NRGKSDNPVEEYVVKKMKNYWRLNNAKLITQRFINDLTKAERGGLSELDKAGFIK
RQLVETRQQTKHVAQLIDSMNTKYDENDKLIREVKVITLKSKLVSDFRKDFQFYKV
REINNYHHAHDAYLNAVGTALIISKYKPKLESEFYGYDYKVYDVKRMIAKSEQIEIGK
ATAKYYFYSNIMNFKEITLTANGEIIRKPLIETNGETGEIVDKGRDFATVRKVLSM
PQVNIKKEQVTGGFSKESILPKRNSDQKILLARKDDWDPPKYGGFVSTVAYSVLVV
AKVEKKGSKCSSVKELLGTVSMSSFEKNPIDFLAKEKYEVKKDDLIIKLIPKSYLFE
LENGRKRMLASARELQKNGELAPSKYVNFLYLASHYEKLGSPEDNEQKQLFVEQ
HKHYLDEIIQIESEFSRKVILADIDDLEKVLSAYNKHDKPQIREQAEANIIHFLTTLNLGA
PAAFFKYFDPTTIDRQKYRSTKVEFEMRELQHTSGITYETRIDLSQLGGD (SEQ ID NO: 407), or a variant thereof that is at least 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 96%, 97%, 98%, 99%, or 99.5% identical thereto.

47. The method of any one of claims 42-46, wherein the base editor comprises the amino acid sequence
MKRTADGSEFSEPKKKRKVSEVEFSEHEYWMRHALTAKRAWDEREPVGAVALVHN
NRVIGEGWNRPIGRHDTPEAHAAEMALRQQGLVMQNYRLIDATLYVTLEPCVMCAGA
MIHRSRGRVFVGRADAKTGAAGSLMDVLHHPGMNHRVEITEGIADEACAALLSDFFR
MRREIQAQQKQAQSTDSGSSGSSGSSSETPGTSESATPESSSGGSGSEVEFSHEY
WMRHALTAKRADEREVPVGAVALVHNRRIGEGWNAIHLHDPTAHAEIMALRQ
48. The method of any one of claims 1-47, wherein the method is a method for treating a subject having or suspected of having spinal muscular atrophy (SMA).
49. The method of claim 48, further comprising administering a therapeutic agent to the subject.

50. The method of claim 49, wherein the therapeutic agent is an antisense oligonucleotide therapy.

51. The method of claim 49 or 50, wherein the therapeutic agent is nusinersen.

52. The method of claim 49, wherein the therapeutic agent is risdiplam.

53. A guide RNA comprising a guide sequence, wherein the guide sequence of the guide RNA comprises or consists of

\[5'-UUUGUCUAAAAACCCUGUAAG-3' \text{(SEQ ID NO: 367)},\]
\[5'-UUUGUCUAAAAACCCUGUA-3' \text{(SEQ ID NO: 369)},\]
\[5'-UGAUUUUGUCUAAAACC-3' \text{(SEQ ID NO: 371)},\]
\[5'-GAUUUUUGUCUAAAACCU-3' \text{(SEQ ID NO: 373)},\]
\[5'-AUAUUUGUCUAAAACCCUG-3' \text{(SEQ ID NO: 375)},\]
\[5'-GUCUAAAACCCCUGUAAGG-3' \text{(SEQ ID NO: 377)},\]
\[5'-UCUAAAAACCCCUGUAAGGA-3' \text{(SEQ ID NO: 379)},\]
\[5'-UUUGCAGGAAAUGCUGGCAU-3' \text{(SEQ ID NO: 382)},\]
\[5'-UUCUAUUUGCAGGAAUGC-3' \text{(SEQ ID NO: 384)},\]
\[5'-CAUUUAGUGCUGCUCAUGGC-3' \text{(SEQ ID NO: 386)},\]
\[5'-CAGGAAAUGCUGGCAUGAG-3' \text{(SEQ ID NO: 388)},\]
\[5'-UGGCAGGAAAUGCUAGGA-3' \text{(SEQ ID NO: 390)},\]
\[5'-AUUUGCAGGAAAUGCUAGGA-3' \text{(SEQ ID NO: 392)},\]
\[5'-UGGCAGGAAAUGCUAGGA-3' \text{(SEQ ID NO: 394)},\]
\[5'-GAUUUUGUCUAAAAACCCUGUAAG-3' \text{(SEQ ID NO: 451)},\]
\[5'-UUGUCUAAAAACCCUGUAAGG-3' \text{(SEQ ID NO: 452)},\]
\[5'-UGUCUAAAAACCCUGUAAGGA-3' \text{(SEQ ID NO: 453)},\]
\[5'-GUCUAAAAACCCUGUAAGGA-3' \text{(SEQ ID NO: 454)},\]
\[5'-AAAAGUAAGAUUCACUUUCA-3' \text{(SEQ ID NO: 455)},\]
\[5'-CAAAAGUAAGAUUCACUUUUC-3' \text{(SEQ ID NO: 456)},\]
\[5'-ACAAAAGUAAGAUUCACUUU-3' \text{(SEQ ID NO: 457)},\]
5'-UACAAAAAGUAAGAUCACUU-3' (SEQ ID NO: 458).

54. The guide RNA of claim 53, wherein the guide sequence of the gRNA comprises or consists of the nucleic acid sequence 5'-AUUUUGUCUAAAACCCUGUA-3' (SEQ ID NO: 365) or 5'-UACAUAGAGUGGCUAUCAAC-3'(SEQ ID NO: 397)

55. The guide RNA of claim 53 or 54, wherein the gRNA comprises the structure 5'-[guide sequence]-[Cas9 binding sequence]-3', and wherein the Cas9 binding sequence is at least 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 96%, 97%, 98%, 99%, or 99.5% identical to

5'- GUUUUAGAGCUAGAAAUAGCAAGUUUAAAUAAAGGCUCAGUCCGUUAUCAACU UGAAAAAAGUGGCACCCGAGUGCUGGCUCUUUUU-3' (SEQ ID NO: 303); or
5'- GUUUUAGAGCUAGAAAUAGCAAGUUUAAAUAAAGGCUCAGUCCGUUAUCAACU UGAAAAAAGUGGCACCCGAGUGCUGGCUCUUUUU-3' (SEQ ID NO: 304).

56. The guide RNA of any one of claims 53-55, wherein the gRNA comprises the structure 5'-[guide sequence]-[Cas9 binding sequence]-3', and wherein the Cas9 binding sequence comprises

5'- GUUUUAGAGCUAGAAAUAGCAAGUUUAAAUAAAGGCUCAGUCCGUUAUCAACU UGAAAAAAGUGGCACCCGAGUGCUGGCUCUUUUU-3' (SEQ ID NO: 303); or
5'- GUUUUAGAGCUAGAAAUAGCAAGUUUAAAUAAAGGCUCAGUCCGUUAUCAACU UGAAAAAAGUGGCACCCGAGUGCUGGCUCUUUUU-3' (SEQ ID NO: 304).

57. The guide RNA of any one of claims 53-56, wherein the gRNA comprises the nucleic acid sequence

5'- AUUUUGUCUAAAACCCGUAGAGCUAGAAAUAGCAAGUUUAAAAGAGCUAGUCCGUUAUCAACU UGAAAAAAGUGGCACCCGAGUGCUGGCUCUUUUU-3'
(SEQ ID NO: 405); or
5'-
AUUUUGUCUAACCCUGUAGUUUAAGAGCUAGAAAUAGCAAGUUAAAUAGCCCUGAGCUUAAUCAACUUUUGAAAAAGUGGCACCGAGUGCGUGCUUUUUU-3'
(SEQ ID NO: 406).

58. A nucleic acid encoding the guide RNA of any one of claims 53-57.

59. A complex comprising (i) a base editor, and (ii) the guide RNA (gRNA) of any one of claims 53-58.

60. The complex of claim 59, wherein the base editor is an adenine base editor.

61. The complex of any one of claims 59-60, wherein the base editor is any of the base editors provided herein.

62. A pharmaceutical composition comprising the complex of any one of claims 59-61.

63. A pharmaceutical composition comprising the guide RNA of any one of claims 53-57.

64. A pharmaceutical composition comprising the nucleic acid of claim 58.

65. The pharmaceutical composition of any one of claims 62-64, further comprising a pharmaceutically acceptable excipient.

66. The pharmaceutical composition of any one of claims 62-65 further comprising a cationic lipid or cationic polymer.

67. The pharmaceutical composition of any one of claims 62-66, further comprising a therapeutic agent.

68. The pharmaceutical composition of claim 67, wherein the therapeutic agent is an antisense oligonucleotide therapy.
69. The pharmaceutical composition of claim 67 or 68, wherein the therapeutic agent is nusinersen.

70. The pharmaceutical composition of claim 67, wherein the therapeutic agent is risdiplam.

71. A virus comprising a nucleic acid encoding the guide RNA of any one of claims 53-57.

72. A virus comprising a nucleic acid encoding
   (i) a base editor, and (ii) the guide RNA of any one of claims 53-57.

73. The virus of claim 72, wherein the base editor is split between two different nucleic acid molecules.

74. A first nucleic acid molecule encoding an N-terminal portion of an adenine base editor fused at its C-terminus to a first intein sequence.

75. The first nucleic acid molecule of claim 74, wherein the N-terminal portion of the adenine base editor is an N-terminal portion of any of the adenine base editors provided herein.

76. The first nucleic acid molecule of claim 74 or 75, wherein the first nucleic acid molecule is operably linked to a first promoter.

77. The first nucleic acid molecule of any one of claims 74-76, wherein the N-terminal portion of the adenine base editor includes a portion of the Cas9 domain, or an amino acid sequence up to residue E572 of SEQ ID NO: 73.

78. A second nucleic acid molecule encoding a C-terminal portion of a nucleobase editor fused at its N-terminus to a second intein sequence.
79. The second nucleic acid molecule of claim 78, wherein the C-terminal portion of the adenine base editor is a C-terminal portion of any of the adenine base editors provided herein.

80. The second nucleic acid molecule of claim 78 or 79, wherein the second nucleic acid molecule is operably linked to a second promoter.

81. The second nucleic acid molecule of any one of claims 78-80, wherein the C-terminal portion of the adenine base editor includes a portion of the Cas9 domain, or an amino acid sequence from the C573 residue of SEQ ID NO: 73.

82. The first nucleic acid molecule of any one of claims 74-77, further comprising a nucleic acid segment encoding the guide RNA of any one of claims 53-57 operably linked to a third promoter, wherein the direction of the transcription of the nucleic acid segment is reversed relative to the direction of transcription of the first nucleic acid molecule.

83. The second nucleic acid molecule of any one of claims 78-81, further comprising a nucleic acid segment encoding the guide RNA of any one of claims 53-57 operably linked to a third promoter, wherein the direction of the transcription of the nucleic acid segment is reversed relative to the direction of transcription of the second nucleic acid molecule.

84. A composition comprising the first nucleic acid molecule of any one of claims 74-77 or 82.

85. A composition comprising the second nucleic acid molecule of any one of claims 78-81, or 83.

86. A virus comprising the nucleic acid molecule of any one of claims 74-77 or 82.

87. A virus comprising the nucleic acid molecule of any one of claims 78-81, or 83.

88. The virus of claim 86 or 87, wherein the virus is an adenovirus.

89. The virus of any one of claims 86-88, wherein the virus is a recombinant adeno-
associated virus (rAAV).

90. A composition comprising:
a) the first nucleic acid molecule of any one of claims 74-77 or 82, and
b) the second nucleic acid molecule of any one of claims 78-81, or 83.

91. A virus comprising:
a) the first nucleic acid molecule of any one of claims 74-77 or 82, and
b) the second nucleic acid molecule of any one of claims 78-81, or 83.

92. The virus of claim 91, wherein the virus is an adenovirus.

93. The virus of claim 91 or 92, wherein the virus is a recombinant adeno-associated virus (rAAV).

94. The method of any one of claims 1-52, comprising the use of the composition of any one of claims 84, 85, or 90, or the virus of any one of claims 86-89 or 91-93.

95. The method of any one of claims 30-52, comprising contacting the subject with the composition of any one of claims 84, 85, or 90, or the virus of any one of claims 86-89 or 91-93.

96. A pharmaceutical composition comprising the composition of any one of claims 84, 85, or 90, or the virus of any one of claims 86-89 or 91-93.

97. The pharmaceutical composition of claim 96, further comprising a pharmaceutically acceptable excipient.

98. The pharmaceutical composition of claim 96 or 97, further comprising a cationic lipid or cationic polymer.

99. A vector comprising the nucleic acid of claim 58.
100. The vector of claim 99, wherein the nucleic acid encoding the gRNA is under the control of a heterologous promoter.

101. The vector of claim 99 or 100, further comprising a nucleic acid encoding a base editor.

102. The vector of claim 101, wherein the base editor comprises a fusion protein comprising a nucleic acid programmable DNA binding protein (napDNAbp) and an adenosine deaminase.

103. The vector of claim 101 or 102, wherein the base editor is under the control of a heterologous promoter.

104. A kit comprising
   (i) a base editor comprising a nucleic acid programmable DNA binding protein (napDNAbp) and an adenosine deaminase; and
   (ii) a guide RNA (gRNA), wherein the gRNA comprises any one of the guide sequences of claim 53.
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FIG. 5B
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Editor</th>
<th>gRNA</th>
<th>cutsite</th>
<th>% good</th>
<th>% eff.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SpRY</td>
<td>192</td>
<td></td>
<td>60.2</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NG</td>
<td>193</td>
<td></td>
<td>52.7</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpG</td>
<td>193</td>
<td></td>
<td>52.7</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpRY</td>
<td>193</td>
<td></td>
<td>52.7</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iSpyMac</td>
<td>194</td>
<td></td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpRY</td>
<td>194</td>
<td></td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRRH</td>
<td>194</td>
<td></td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpRY</td>
<td>195</td>
<td></td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRTH</td>
<td>195</td>
<td></td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpRY</td>
<td>196</td>
<td></td>
<td>67.6</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpRY</td>
<td>197</td>
<td></td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NG</td>
<td>197</td>
<td></td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iSpyMac</td>
<td>198</td>
<td></td>
<td>54.1</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpRY</td>
<td>198</td>
<td></td>
<td>54.1</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRRH</td>
<td>198</td>
<td></td>
<td>54.1</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpRY</td>
<td>199</td>
<td></td>
<td>62.2</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpRY</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
<td>68.8</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRTH</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
<td>68.8</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpRY</td>
<td>201</td>
<td></td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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